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INTRODUCTION

What was the popular religion of the Early Church, as developed 

in a typical, historically important province of the Western 

Empire, in so far as this can be gathered front its Christian 

Inscriptions? That is the question to which an answer is sought 

in the following pages. Dilettanti and controversialists, to "be 

Sure, have long "been aware of the charm and; usefulness of Christian 

Epigraphy; "but an earnest grappling with the problem is still wanted^ 

whose aim shall "be neither amusement nor propaganda but genuine 

knowledge, and therefore more nearly worthy of the expert work 

already accomplished, to wit the excavation, critical examination, 

and accurate publication of Early Church remains.

(a) Problem

Our purpose is thus broadly similar to that offor. Alexis Schwarze, 

who in thd year 1892, under the title: "Untersuchungen liber die 

aussere Entwicklung der afrikanischen Kirche mit besonderer 

Verwertung der archaologischen Punde"(Gttttingen, Vandenhoetek und 

Ruprecht) issued a history of the African Church, in which speeial 

use was made of local Christian Inscriptions, about 300 Items in all 

being examined by this industrious investigator, his source being 

the parts then in print of GIL VIII. We differ from him radically 

however, (l) in neglecting the "outward" development of the African 

Church, i.e. its history considered as a chronicle of specific events* 

in favour of a description of the metamorphosis of its piety brought 

about in the course of time, that is to say, what no doubt Schwarze



himself would term its "inward" development; and (2) in raising 

the Christian Inscriptions of the country from the status of 

auxiliary to that of principal sources.Each of these .two fundamental 

modifications involves the other; for although the African stones 

are so numerous that the history of the Church there can "be traced 

through them, alone they could not for a moment supply the data for 

a continuous chronicla: on the contrary, their function, as is the 

function of inscriptions generally, can only "be to fill out with

flesh and blood the skeleton of the past left us "by the old
v}

chroniclers?' In a sense this is precisely what we wish to do here:

namely to supplement Schwarze's "ftussere Entwicklung" "by means of an 

"innere Entwicklung", which shall restore something of the freshness 

of immediate experience to the "bald details of what the African 

Church did and suffered.

And in truth its achievements and its sufferings were alike 

extraordinary. Whence Africa received the Gospel is not known: on 

general grounds, probably Rome; in any case the African Church could 

boast of martyrs before the end of the second century, not in one 

spot only, but from every quarter of the country?'Very soon it was

flourishing as the Church from which Western Christendom was glad
4) 

to learn its Theology, owing to its outstanding personalities,

notably Tertullian, Cyprian, and above all Augustine, to whom

Harnack ascribes a degree of influence equal only to that exerted

5) 
by Paul before him and Luther after him. ' On the other hand no church

was more grievously mutilated by schism, intensively or extensively; 

and of all the Western Churches that of Africa alone was utterly

l)Le Blant,ECGA 108 2)Dessau,Lateinische Spigraphik 36 
3)Harnack,Mission iv 3/18 4)Lietzmann,Gesch. d. alten Kirche 2/219 
5) lf Reden u. Aufsatze 1/53



annihilated without remainder, never to rise again > ere the 

Mediaeval Transition: for in 644 the Arabs gained a footing on 

Tripoli, in 698 they subdued Carthage, and "by 714 they had overrun 

the whole land westward as far as Tingi itself}'Apparently the 

expulsion of the Romans meant also the extinction of the Church in 

Africa, since its last dated monument, namely the epitaph of one

Julius recently discovered at Volubilis, in Morocco, "belongs to the

2)year 679. It is with astonishment, however, that we learn a further

fact, namely that in spite of this revolution, a Christian remnant
3) survived down to the sixteenth century, albeit on an insignificant

scale, since it left no monumental traces, and therefore is of no 

account for our present purpose. In order to explain both phenomena, 

the extinction of a once vigorous Church as a whole on the one hand, 

and the long survival of a numerically contemptible remnant of it 

on the other, our informant offers the hypothesis: Catholicism affected 

the natives superficially, being essentially a development of 

Christianity controlled by the Roman spirit; in so far as they were 

Christianized at all, the natives developed a radically different 

conception of the fnith (DonatismI), which, had it prevailed, might 

well have secured Africa for Christianity; as it was, the victory of 

the Catholics, and therewith the political reduction of the faith, 

which henceforth became for the Africans merely the religion of alien 

overlords, rendered the extinction of the Church in Africa inevitable 

on the withdrawal of the Roman political domination therefrom: and the 

16th-century remnant survived simply because it was not Catholic.' 

We have no occasion to comment on this solution of the

l)Wilmanns,CIL 8/Preface p. xix
2JCRAIBL 1933 p.62no.2
3jHolme,The Extinction of the Christian Churches in N.Africa

.253-255 (London 1898)pp.241-242
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problem in the mean time; we only wish to justify our interest 

in the Church of North Africa, whose unique destiny invites a 

scrutiny of its religious quality.

(b) Material

From the very "beginning of the modern interest in Christian 

Archaeology considered as a science, the Christian Inscriptions of 

Africa have attracted attention: G.B.De Rossi himself wrote a work 

"De christianis titulis Carthaginiensibus" (Paris, 1858) .But it was 

only after the early parts of the GIL volume 8 appeared, (1881) , that 

the first African collection of Christian texts could "be "brought 

together; and this pioneer work was undertaken without delay "by 

Kunstle, who isolated therefrom S3§ 408 items. 'But soon the

CIL 8 Supplements of 1891, 1894, and above all of 1916( containing 

fresh texts up to 1907) offered new matter in such richness as to 

render Kunstle 1 s collection antiquated. By this time, moreover, 

the Christian Inscriptions of the West generally had been brought 

together in local collections, those of Rome by De Rossi, those of 

Gaul by Le Blant, those of Spain and Britain by Htibner: Africa alone

lacked a collection of its own. In 1903, therefore, Monceaux took

3}
up the challenge, and announced an ambitious programme', ' issuing

119 Greek texts immediately, 33 Jewish texts in 1904, and 75 

metrical inscriptions in 1906, all in the Revue Archeologique; and a

fourth series, consisting of hagiographic texts, he published through

4)
the French Institute in 1907. 'Since then nothing has been heard of

the plan: to date, therefore, of the 2000 texts he said he possessed, 

Monceaux has furnished us with but 304, his Jewish texts apart.

1) Theologische Quartalschrif t, (Tubingen 1885)pp.58 sqq.
2)Kaufmann,HAE 8,10,84 3)Rev.Arch 1903 ii 62 
4)Memoires xii/I 161-339



It has therefore been necessary to start afresh upon the task 

of assembling the Christian inscriptions of North Africa. For this 

purpose the eighth volume of the OIL and its Supplements have 

naturally been taken as the basis, with Monceaux's Enquete alongside. 

For texts emerging since, G-sell's admirable re-editing of the Latin 

inscriptions of Algeria, so far as that has been published, has 

been drawn upon. Cagnat-Merlin-Chatelain 1 s collection supplementing 

the GIL for Tripolitania, Tunisia, and Morocco?'from which unfortun 

ately all Christian matter has been excluded on the ground/ that 

"Christianity is so much a. world apart that the epigraphical documents 

of Christendom are lost in a general Corpus, and would be more

conveniently brought together in a special collection, which will
S 3 

be done for Africa some day" , has however been consulted for state *"

tituli. Further material has also been supplied by the French Society 

of Antiquaries' Bulletin (BSNAF) and the Transaations of the Academy 

of Inscriptions and Belles-Lettres(CRAIBL). For texts not communi 

cated to these bodies grateful use has been made of the Revue des 

Publications Epigra.phiques issued annually in connection with the 

Revue Archeologique, and edited by Cagnat, Besnier, Merlin, and

Gage in turn. Finally the collection was revised, checked, and where
<?\ 

necessary further supplemented by means of Biehl's Splendid sylloge '

the 5000 texts of which include most of the material originally 

accessible to Monceaux, and much that is fresh besides. It is known 

that some inscriptions have not yet been seen, those namely found only 

in local African journals, at present out of reach, which have not

1)lnscriptions latines de 1'Algerie t.I (Paris 1922)
2)lnscriptions latines d'Africue (Paris 1923)
3)lnscriptiones latinae christianae veteres (Berlin,3vols,1925-31)
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been reproduced by the editors of the Revue des Publications 

6pigraphiques. They are few in number, and when again available 

are not Likely to affect the results obtained without them. It is 

impossible, moreover, to calculate the number of whole inscriptions 

represented by the prodigious mass of debris recovered by Delattre 

from the cemeteries of Carthage, numbering to date in the region of

30000 small fragments,' which Leclercq, following De Rossi's
2)

"canaglia degli iscrizioni", has aptly termed "poussiere epigraphique'.'

Some hundreds of pieces, those namely selected^by the editors of 

GIL 8 as Leaving less to the imagination than the majority, have 

been copied out; but apart from these, the names and phrases which 

Delattre himself was able to trace, and which he was in the habit of 

submitting, in liwa of the fragments themselves, when reporting his 

discoveries to the bodies interested, have been noted. 

In alL, our collection contains over 3000 items.

(c) Method

Obviously the most convenient way of dealing with this material is 

first to catalogue the texts according to provenance and date: only 

when this is done, can a fruitful examination begin. Such a procedure 

will moreover simplify subsequent reference, as each text will then 

have a serial number, in letters and figures, which will not only 

P^ove far less cumbrous than an original quotation, but in addition 

will at once show its topographico-chronological situation.

Part I of the present investigation consists in just

1)Sauer in Buchberger, LThK V 856
2)Leclercq,L ! Afrique chre'tienne, appendix p. 382



su«h a catalogue, in the introduction to which, called Methodo 

logical Prolegomena to distinguish it from this general Introduction, 

the principles controlling the selection of the material and its 

subsequent arrangement will "be set forth.

It remains to determine the structure of Part II, i.e., 

the investigation proper. The main divisions into which the exposition 

will have to fall are indicated from tv/o directions. On the side of 

the Problem, it is methodologically necessary to distinguish the 

life of the Christian comraujLnty insofar as it is the centre of action 

and reflection respectively. Behind its overt behaviour we are 

justified in assuming the existence of "beliefs, convictions, and 

theories of all kinds which ultimately control what they do, and 

which therefore may be inferred from what they do. Our exposition 

will consequently contain tv/o parts, the former devoted to the 

PRAXIS, the latter to the IDEOLOGY of the African Christians, the 

latter being inferred directly from the former.

But on the side of the Material also a methodological 

distinction must be made. We may alternatively approach the texts 

from below upwards, a posteriori, empirically, following up each 

element until we trace it in isolation to its origin; or from above 

downwards, a priori, formally, with preconceived attitudes and pre 

arranged, specific questions, wishing to reduce all diversities to 

the maximum degree of unity. The former procedure is ANALYTIC, the 

latter SYNTHETIC.

Both systems may be combined by positing a correspondence 

between Christian Praxis and the analytical use of the texts on the
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between 
one hand, and^Christian Ideology and the synthetic use of the texts

on the other. This is done "by distinguishing within the material 

a variety of categories, types, etc., and tracing the situation, 

experience, etc.determining them, thereby reaching analytically the 

Praxis of the community; and by formulating specific questions 

covering all possible Ideology, and reviewing the entire material 

once again from this synthetic standpoint.

A further plastic factor lies implicit in the predicates 

we wish to establish respecting the particular community in question, 

namely, "Christian", "African". It is a Christian community; we must 

discover how far it resembles, and how far it differs from, the 

non-Christian communities which surround it. And it is an African 

community; we must distinguish the elements it shares with the 

other Christian communities throughout the Empire, and those 

features of its Christianity which are peculiar to itself. Only so, 

that is, by establishing the African Christian community's Identity 

with and difference from its immediate environment, can a clear 

picture of its piety be secured.

The detailed discussion of the plan outlined above is 

reserved for the appropriate section on Methodological Prolegomena, 

with which Part II, like Part I, will be furnished. That, finally, 

a concluding section, offering a systematic summary of the results, 

will be necessary, is self-evident.
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PART ONE : THE INSCRIPTIONS

Methodological Prolegomena

The ta~bles which follow are the result of two distinct operations: 

first the Christian inscriptions of Africa were isolated from 

the general mass of extant epigraphical material, then they were 

reduced to order according to date and provenance. The principles 

underlying the former of these operations may conveniently he

set forth under the general heading of TERMINOLOGY, while those 
controlling the latter may likewise "be subsumed under the heads 

of CHRONOLOGY and TOPOGRAPHY respectively.

(a) Terminology

What is an inscription? And when is it a Christian inscription? 

ThesS are the general questions to "be handled here.

(A)An inscription is a writing carved on stone, metal,and 

other hard and durable surfaces, fashioned in mosaic, painted 

(dipinto) or scratched on wells (graffito): such appears to "be 

the extent of the conception underlying e.g. the GIL. It is there 

fore an element in the monumental precipitate of human culture, 

and the science elaborated for its understanding, namely 

Epigraphy, is a division of the general science of cultural
a 9}

remains, namely Archaeology. ' As consisting in unities of ariculate

1)Dessau,Lateinische Epigraphik 10
2)Marucchi,Christian Epigraphy vii
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language, it stands in contrast to the other divisions of 

Archaeology, whose subject-matter includes only symbols or 

perfunctory, conventional formulae, as in the case of Glyptics 

or Numismatics, ' or exclude language altogether, as in the case of 

painting, sculpture, architecture, and the other subdivisions of 

Art. On the other hand, epigraphical categories are always in 

essence non-literary: one recalls Mommsen's dietum cited over the 

Preface to Kaufmann's Handbuch der altchristlichen Epigraphik: 

"Die Inschriften gehttren nicht der Literatur zu, sondern dem 

Leben.'" (The Inscriptions belong not to literature, but to lif el ) 

In this respect Epigraphy lies on the periphery of Archaeology, 

dividing it from the study of Pine Literature. We will therefore 

to justice to the generally accepted viewpoint by requiring of an 

inscription that it be an original writing, executed on a durable 

surface, and that it express some thought-content in articulate 

language, without however belonging to literature proper. Such a

description is intended, not to constitute an inscription as an
i

archaeological category absolutely and without contradiction or 

inconsistency, but only to secure a serviceable principle for the 

selection of the material.

(B) Less simple is the problem of delimiting the concept 

"Christian" as applied to inscriptions.

To begin with, it is assumed from the objective point of 

view that all inscriptions produced by Christians are to be reckon 

ed Christian Inscriptions. How, then, are Christian inscriptions, 

in this sense, to be recognised? Here we must beware of

l)Sandys,Latin Epigraphy 1.
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the circular fallacy. We approach the inscriptions with a view to 

extracting information from them about Christianity, "but we must 

know in advance enough already about Christianity to distinguish 

Christian inscriptions from inscriptions in general. Care taken 

not to accept as constituting new knowledge in Part II what was 

assumed in Part I as diagnostic in the selection of the texts will 

of course provide an adequate safeguard; in the mean time we can re 

duce the extent of our presuppositions by seeking a minimum 

apparatus for the identification of Christian inscriptions. With this 

proviso before us we are free to proceed.

Evidences for the Christian origin of an inscription fall 

naturally into two classes, internal and external. Both classes 

again subdivide into negative and positive.

Internal negative evidence consists in the absence of 

positive pagan stigmata in an inscription. The absolute use of 

(feo£ or Deus (= God), that is without the name of any god in 

apposition, is of course the most obvious instance. A particular 

example of this is the common pagan dedication to the infernal gods 

on tombstones, "Dis Manibus Sacrum" 1 ' which in the form of 

various abbreviations, DM,DMS,DIM,DMI?' was current in pagan 

inscriptions from the time of Augustus onwards?) The omission of 

deprecatory formulae on tombs originating in ancient Roman piety, 

and the common STTL = sit tibi terra levis = the earth lie light 

upon youf'to which, curiously enough, Arabic epitaphic idiom offers 

a parallel^?' together with the peculiarly Roman epithet "plus",

l)Dessau,Lat.Epigr.17 2)Cagnat,Cours d ! Spigr.lat.254 
3)Sandys,Lat.Epigr. 62 4)C agnat,Coura d'Epigr.lat.257 
5)RCEA 561 (A.D.853) 307 (A.D.844) 296 (A.D.843)
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which occurs commonly in the fixed phrase PVA = pins vixit annis... 

practically, "he lived for so many years, and did his duty'.' ' 

Similarly, the abbreviation HSE = hie situs est = here is placed?' 

is so regular a feature of pagan epitaphs of the Empire, occurring 

frequently in association with the legend DMS noted above, that its 

omission is generally to be reckoned negative evidence in favour of 

Christianity. The mere omission, however, of these elements in 

an inscription does nothing more than put us on our guard.

Positive internal evidence may be classed in two categories. 

First come explicit Christian stigmata: the name of Christ on an 

inscription, whether in adjectival or substantival form, is quite 

sufficient, on self-evident grounds, to establish its Christian 

origin. On this principle, however, we should be able to isolate 

very few texts indeed; our African material so identified would 

need only a sheet of notepaper for its reproduction entire. But our 

list of indisputably authentic Christian texts swells a hundredfold 

when we recognize the name of Christ concealed under the monogram 

^produced by the fusion of the Greek letters Chi and Rho, 

and thereby constituting a suspension for CHRistus readily 

intelligible to antiquity, as may be seen from A3^ = ARCHontos 

°ft one of the coins of Decius^) /p on the coins of the 

Ptolemiesf) and elsewhere also to represent CHEuson, CHRonos and the 

like when these could not be written in full?' This monogram was

l)Cagnat,Cours d'Epigr.lat.255 2)Sandys,Lat,Epigr.63 
3)Kraus, RE ii 434 fig.270 4)King,Numismatics 13 
5)Kaufmann, Handbuch der christlichen Archaolo>gie 597
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current from Constantine 1 s official use of it onwards}' but

does not owe its existence to his original suggestion, as is

2) shown "by its appearance on a stone dated 298. ' We might do justice

to the evidence "by saying that before Constantine' s time its 

employment was sporadic, but that afterwards it spread like wild 

fire: the Emperor had once for all set the fashion. For the period 

of the Church's minority, although we do not have the monogram 

to any useful extent, we have a highly curious forerunner which 

servfcs the same purpose for us, namely the fish, either spelt out 

in letters (IX0YC) or represented pictorially. Two contemporary 

inscriptions from opposite extremities of the anei ent world,

namely the Epitaph of Pectorius in Gaul,' and the Epitaph of

4) Abercius, Bishop of Hierapolis, in Asia Minor , ' combine to remove

all doubt as to the meaning of this device: for the Christians of 

the time, it meant Jesus Christ. We have no occasion here to 

settle the obscure question of the primary reference of this odd 

symbol, but will simply recall the acrostic ingeniously found by 

the ancients in the word IXSYC, namely \V\SQ^ Xf l<rT05> O

C<^TT)() = Jesus Christ, Son of God, Saviour^ thought by
G \

Kaufmann to conceal a reference to the Imperial titles,' together
7)

with Augustine's explicit statement: ".. .horum autem Graecorum

Quinque verborum, quae sunt Ivi<ro0$ ^> l<*"Tc>Setc. ,quod est Latine 

lesus Christus Dei Pilius Salvator, si primas litteras iungas, 

erit !XOY"C, id est piscis, in quo nomine mystice intelligitur

l)Euseb.vit. Const. 1/31 2)De Rossi vol.Ino.26 
3)Marucchi pp. 125-126 4)Marucchi pp. 129-130
5)0racula Sibyllina viii/217-250 ed. Geff cken(Leipzig 1902)pp. 153-5
6)Kaufmann,Handbuch d. chr. Archaologie p. 294
7)De Civitate Dei xviii 23
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Christus."(.. '.'the joining of the initial letters of these five 

Greek words,viz. , |r|d"oU$ Xp/rf"To^etc,in Latin, |esus Christus Dei 

Filius Salvator(jesus Christ, Son of God, Saviour) produces IXS^O, 

that is, fish, "by which name Christ is mystically to "be understood.") 

As for the other early Christian symbols, the anchor, dove, palm- 

branch, etc., together with the cross in all its forms, including 

the so-called monogramatic cross (-4--), which, all evidence as to its

extra-Christian distribution and fundamentally non-Christian

2) 
otigin notwithstanding, must in practice, and in want of evidence to

the contrary, be regarded, for the purposes of this study, as an
3)

authentic Christian stigma: their discussion "belongs to Archaeology

rather than to Epigraphy, as here understood.

We pass now to consider Internal positive evidences of the 

Christian origin of inscriptions belonging to our second class.In 

contrast to those discussed above, which constitute direct stigmata 

and their recognisable transformations, these latter might be 

denominated indirect stigmata, whose interpretation we derive from 

our knowledge of Church History in general. The reference here is to 

all these elements in inscriptions which show obvious relation to 

actual Christian tradition, e.g. Biblical citations, references to 

events which can be identified, for example persecutions or schisms, 

references to the constitution, doctrine, worship, or discipline 

of the Church, above all the mention of Church offices - bishops, 

presbyters, deacons, lectors, and the like. Whenever these or 

similar officials are mentioned, we may be tolerably certain that 

we are dealing with a Christian inscription. The solitary

l)Marucchi pp.58-70 2)King,op.cit.p.13sq 3)Kraus RE ii 225
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occurrence of EPISGOPUS as the title of a municipal official 

in Gaul does not affect the validity of this general conclusion; 

one must rather marvel, that the title "overseer" was not more 

widely used outside Christian circles. So long as nothing else in 

an inscription containing explicit references to the Christian 

tradition(as we know it from other sources)contradicts the 

inference, we are at liberty to treat all such references as 

diagnostic of Christianity.

Inscriptions, therefore, which contain explicit stigmata, 

in names or symbols, or which exhibit clear relationship with the 

Christian tradition as above explained, have absolute validity as 

Christian inscriptions. But not every stone originating from 

Christians are or need be adorned with stigmata such as these; 

frequently we shall have to deal with stones parts of which have 

been broken off, carrying away with them such stigmata; and not 

all Christians bear office in the Church. How are the stones of 

such Christians to be identified? Were we pursuing this question 

for its own sake, that is in order to issue a complete treatise on 

the diagnosis of Christian inscription', we should have to carry 

out a thorough examination of all inscriptions bearing direct or 

indirect stigmata of absolute validity as above described (hence 

forward to be denominated PRIMARY STIGMATA) in order to discover 

whether they also bore other marks rarely or not at all found upon 

authentic pagan, if possible pre-Christian,inscriptions of the 

same class. If so, we would consider them relatively diagnostic 

1)ORELLI 4024; for eastern examples see Deissmann NB 60-62
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of the Christian origin of those inscriptions on which they 

occurred in the absence of more certain marks, and should therefore 

call them SECONDARY STIGMATA; they would then suffice, in the 

absence of positive evidence to the contrary, to indicate that the 

stone in question is Christian in origin. But this is too large a 

task for mere Prolegomena.

What is meantime impossible on a large scale can be done 

however on a small scale, valid criteria being available from a 

limited collection of texts, provided they are representative. 

Diehl's admirable anthology, "Lateinis'che altchristliche Inschriften" 

(published as Nr.26-28 of Lietzmann's "Kleine Texte" by Marcus & 

Weber of Bonn (2te Aufl. 1913), which contains 350 items, provides 

the desired basis; for the first 117 of these bear the names of 

familiar Church officials, together, in many cases, with well-known 

Christian devices and sacred names (God, Christ). They are all of 

them therefore indisputably Christian texts. Selecting then the first 

fifty epitaphs from among them, we at once notice two elements 

frequently recurring, which are scarcely or not at all found among 

well-authenticated pagan texts of the same order. (A) The phrase 

IN PACE = in peace, which occurs only twice in the 2000 odd "exempla" 

of Wilmanns^' occurs here in the ratio 31/50, that is to say 62$£. 

Hence in the absence of primary stigmata, and of contrary evidence, 

an inscription containing the phrase IN PACE, "in peace", is a 

Christian inscription. (B) In 44 cases out of 50 in Diehl, the

l)Wilmanns 1645 2339
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date of death is mentioned, and in three cases where the exact 

date is not specified, there is nevertheless a reference of a more 

or less explicit kind to the death of the deceased; only in three 

cases is there no mention whatever of the subject. This fact stands 

in marked contrast to the situation in pagan sepulchral epigraphy, 

where the date of death is very rarely mentioned.''' In Wilmanns 

the fact of the death, apart from notices of the deceased having 

fallen in battle, does not occur oftener than a score of times; the 

exact day of death is not mentioned more than four times, or five 

times, if an inscription, whose pagan origin admits of doubt, be 

included?-' Here again, therefore, we have a right to say: In the 

absence of primary stigmata, and of evidence to the contrary, a text 

containing reference to the death of the deceased, especially to 

the exact day of his death, is a Christian inscription. The degree 

of probability inherent in each of these secondary stigmata con 

sidered in isolation is naturally heightened when both coincide 

on a stone otherwise devoid of diagnostic marks: so combined, they 

carry an approach to certainty practically equal to that of one 

of the primary stigmata. It is by the application of this canon 

that much the larger part of our- African material of lay origin has 

been isolated.

Only when internal evidences are not forthcoming 

ought we to resort to external evidences, whose diagnostic 

probability is of low degree. These latter evidences are of two 

kinds, corresponding to the dimensions of time and space which

l)r>essau,Lat.Ep.26 2)Wilmanns nos. 206,234,257,1999, (?1285)
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for us mediate the transition from inner to outer reality,namely, 

evidence derived from the mere chronological or topographical 

situation of an inscription. Prom non-epigraphical sources we 

know in advance, that the Roman Empire, at first pagan, finished 

Christian: that result has never once been disputed. It therefore 

follows, that the more recent an inscription is, the more likely 

is it to "be Christian, other things "being equal. This is the same 

criterion as that assumed "by Monceaux, when in different words he 

lays it down, that an inscription "belonging to the early Empire 

is Christian if it "bears special Christian marks, and that one 

"belonging to the later Empire is Christian if devoid of special 

pagan marks.'But however expressed, the rule is merely a general 

one indicating probability; it can never be decisive. The corresp 

onding rule derived from the topography of an inscription is like 

wise only to be applied as a last resort, namely, that an inscrip 

tion, itself devoid of internal stigmata, but occurring in the 

immediate neighbourhood of others of the same class which do 

possess internal stigmata shov/ing unmistakable Christian origin, 

it is to be reckoned a Christian inscription, other things being 

equal. On this principle many of the texts excavated from cata 

combs, e.g. those at Hadrumetum, are accepted, even although they 

contain only names in no way distinctively Christian. The same 

remark applies on an even larger scale to the debris of Christian 

cemetaries such as those at Carthage associated with the work of 

Delattre already meantioned.

l)Revue Archeologique 1903 II p.61
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The principles underlying the objective delimitation of the 

material may therefore "be summarised as follows. Evidence as to the 

Christian origin of epigraphical texts are either INTERNAL or 

EXTERNAL. Internal evidence either directly, "by explicit words or 

signs, or indirectly, "by reference to the Church tradition, or 

in "both ways simultaneously, constitutes an inscription as 

Christian. The identity of texts "bearing such unequivocal marks 

(primary stigmata) is certain. Primary stigmata, in a very large 

proportion of cases, are accompanied by secondary stigmata, namely 

the pax-formula and the death-clause. Either of these occurring 

in isolation would in itself be sufficient to indicate the origin 

of its vehicle as Christian, provided evidence to the contrary 

were lacking; together they would form a strong justification 

scarcely less cogent than that belonging to a primary stigma. 

External evidence, on the other hand, namely that forthcoming 

from the chronology of any given text, whereby the probability 

of its Christian origin is in proportion to its distance from 

the origin in time of the Christian religion, and that supplied 

by its topography, whereby the probability of its ^sdlChristian 

origin is controlled by the origin of similar texts in its 

immediate neighbourhood, naturally carried much less weight, 

and should only be invoked as a last resort, namely when all 

internal evidence is lacking.

So much for the objective principles governing the identifi 

cation of Christian inscriptions in general, those namely which 

are universal, valid for all undertakings with Christian inscrip-
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tions as material. Each fresh investigator, however, has his own 

individual purpose in working up such material, whence arise 

subjective criteria conditioned "by his particular viewpoint and 

in turn conditioning his final selection of texts. It is of these 

presuppositions in the present case that it is now proposed in a 

few words to treat.

Naturally the first aim / here has been, to bring together 

all texts of genuine Christian origin, and the principles adopted 

to that end have just been set forth. The object of the investigation 

however being an understanding of Christian piety, any evidence is 

welcome which offers enlightenment thereon. In principle, therefore, 

an ideal collection would contain pagan inscriptions also, as on

account of their interest for the understanding of Christianity
the

many pagan inscriptions resemble/Priene stone announcing the
A

introduction of the Julian Calendar into the Province of Asia in 

the time of Augustus ' of which Ilarnack said: "In very truth, this

inscription is incomparably more significant for the history of
2)Christianity than the majority of Christian inscriptions'.' But in

practice limits must be set, however arbitrary. It has therefore 

been decided to include among our Christian inscriptions all 

dedications to Christian Emperors from Constantine onwards, and 

other similar documents on which their names occur. With the 

exception of Julian, they were all officially Christian, and, on 

the other hand, such documents were drawn up in the name of the

1)Mittheilungen d. kais. d. arch. Inst.(Ath.Abt.)XXIV 275-293
2)Reden u.
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general community, so that it must "be assumed, with the acquiescence 

of the Christians also. Among the state inscriptions we include 

the inscriptions in verse affixed to public works built "by the 

Vandal Kings, who were Arians, and therefore, like all heretics, 

earnestly Christian in intention. In this connection it should 

perhaps "be stated that dogmatic considerations play no part in the 

choice of our material; in any case scruples on this point cannot 

apparently be upheld in dealing with Christian inscriptions, if the 

case of Gaul, where Catholic and Arian remains cannot be distingui 

shed, be typical. But the numerous mile-stones belonging to the 

Christian Empire, because of their want of originality and the 

need for some limit, have been excluded. They lie on the periphery 

of our collection, and are merely enumerated.

The similar exclusion of mere chrisms, whether of the form 

"T" or I , with or without the apocalyptic letters (A ^, has its 

ground in the distinction between Epigraphy and Archaeology 

already mentioned. Their relegation to the periphery of our . 

collection cannot be justified on principle, but only as an attempt 

to set reasonable limits to the material.

Finally it has been decided, albeit with regret, to exclude 

Gnostic texts.It is quite true that the Gnostics considered them 

selves Christians: in the Epistlp of Ptolemy (School of Valentinus)

to Flora, for example, the exposition is permeated with New Testament
2)

commonplaces, especially from Matthew, John, and Paul, and it is

1)Le Slant,Manuel d'Epigr.chret.185-186
2)l/5,6;II/3,10,ll;III/l;7;15;IV/2,5;V/4,5,ll.(ed.Harnack,Bonn,1912)
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to Basilides the Gnostic that the Church owes its first Gospel 

Commentary, and that with an impeccably orthodox text as basis. ' 

Nevertheless the recognisably Gnostic pieces we have examined of

African origin are devoid of specifically Christian stigmata, and
type 

"belong altogether to the Abraxas/ which, in so far as- it admits of

any classification at all in terms of organised religion, shows as 

much affinity with Judaism as with Christianity, if not indeed more?'' 

They are therefore relegated to the periphery, as in fact becomes 

their syncretistic character. With this last explanation our 

remarks on the subject of Terminology reach their close.

("b) Chronology.

State tituli reckoned apart, no more than 192 items belonging to 

our collection can "be exactly dated to the year. These texts we 

propose to reproduce in extenso as an appendix, on account of their 

importance, as they constitute the basis of the chronology of our 

African material. As the appendix will furnish full details as to 

their source and position in the catalogue, it will be convenient 

here to cite them according to their serial number, i.e. 1-192.

The great majority come from Mauretania, and are dated
A.D. 

in terms of Provincial Era, which was reckoned from the year/ 39,

when, by overcoming the local prince, Ptolemaeus, son of Juba II,

(Jlaius Caligula reduced the kingdom to submission and incorporated

3} it as a Province into the Roman Empire. ' The reigns of the Vandal

1)Lietzrmann,Geschichte der alten Kirche I/307(Berlin 1932)
2)Kraus RE 1/8-9 fg. 6-9 ,esp. fg. 8: lA-ft- C A
3)Schwarze,Untersuchungen 5
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Emperors provide references in the case of four stones, two from

Byzacena (no.131 Genseric;no.172 Hilderic) and two from Numidia
4 

(no,. 169 Trasamund; no. 17^ Gelimir). Genseric's capture of Carthage

in 439 is thought to have supplied the point of departure from 

which one inscription excavated at Gap Bon appears to date; and

the re-capture of the same city in the year 533 by Justinian 1 s
2)

general Belisar, whereby Africa was placed under Byzantine rule,

supplies the reference of texts "belonging not only to Zeugitana 

(no.175),but also to Byzacena (no.175) and Numidia(nos.177-179).

Only five pieces bear reference to consulates, elsewhere and
3) 

especially at Rome the prevailing method: two in Byzacena(nos.101

and 104),two in Numidia (nos.112 and 189) and one in Mauretania, 

which curiously enough combines therewith the same date reckoned 

in terms of the Provincial Era.(no.126). No.128, from Byzacena, 

would probably refer to the Justinian Era, were it not for its 

proximity to No.101 already mentioned, dated 427 by consulates.

Mommsen's conjecture, namelfr that the reference here is to the
4) 

28th year of the reign of Valentinian III, is indeed without

positive grounds, and lacks analogies; yet it provides a date 

compatible with the fact that the two inscriptions were found 

together, and so must stand until a better explanation is forth 

coming.

The transition from direct internal evidence as to the 

date of the African inscriptions to indirect evidence, upon which 

all the others outside the 192 must be placed in order, is found

IjRPE 1937 no. 20

2 )Schwarze,Untersuchungen 173
3)Kaufinann,Handbuch d. altchr.Epigr. 43-47
4)Schwarze,op.cit. 56
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"by an examination of those features in the dated inscriptions which 

recur frequently enough to show a definite relation to the 

chronological position of the stones on which they appear.

The most obvious feature of this kind is the name, since what 

ever else it possesses or lacks, every inscription may "be assumed 

at one time at least to have borne a name. Here, then, the following 

facts emerge: (l)ln 238(no,3) and from 302(no.4) to 577(no.l85), 

perhaps also 583(no.186),that is, throughout the 4th,5th,and 6th 

centuries generally, the double name is current. It occurs 53 times 

in the 4th, 65 times in the 5th, and 8 times in the 6th century. 

The corresponding figures for the triple name are 10,5,0.(310,323, 

324,342(2 examples),344,352,353,377,391,394,400+,408,414,454,470 = 

nos.6,10,12,22,25,37,40,49,56,63,69,80,83,130,146.) The single 

name, on the other hand, is more evenly distributed than either, 

being found in the 3rd century thrice (225twice,226once=nos.1,2) 

43 times in the 4th century, 50 times in the 5th century, 13 times 

in the 6th century, and 9 times in the 7th century(605,637,655,679 = 

nos.188-192), in which last it is to be noted that names of both 

double and triple formation are entirely wanting. Hence the general 

rule: triple names indicate a date,in practice, not lower than 

the first quarter of the 5th century, much more probably the 4th 

century; double names, almost any date higher thp.n the 7th; single 

names, any time at all. Further, in view of the numerical predom 

inance of all three categories between 400 and 500, doubtful cases 

should be placed in the 5th century. Beyond this it is impossible 

to particularise on the chronological value of names without 

encountering numerous exceptions and anomalies.
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The chronological distribution of chrisms, crosses, and the 

like corresponds very much to that already observed in the cases of 

Rome and Gaul. It will be observed from the table below, however, 

that so far as three items are concerned, namely ^jr ^T >J< , 

their African incidence stands uniformly between those of the other 

two areas, thus:-
AfricaRome

298 -

355 -

375 -

Here follow the details :-

Gaul

329 -

379 -

419 -

377

400

448

(upper limits)

®

+>
318 (no. 8)

329(no,14) 349(no.29) 352(no.38) 359(no.43) 377(no.49) 
379-382(no.52) 383(no.5l) 450-1, 452-3(no. 124)

384(no.53)

394(rio.62) 452(no.l28) 557^.82) 

398(no.66)

405(nos.74 & 75)

406(no.78)

408(no.80) 480(no.l56)

415(no.85) 

419(no.88) 440(no.H5)

-|-379-382(ro52) 406(no.77) 
637(no. 189)

~T~*379-382(no.52) 456(no.l3l) 
543(no.l8l) 637(no.l89)

419(no.89)

0>

Jf 425(no.99) 

430(no,106) 432(no.l07) 450(no.l23)

454(no.l05) *¥6» 510(no.170) 526(no.l72)
i /rr\

540(no.l78)510(no.l70)

l)Le Blant,Manuel d 1 epigr.chret. p. 29
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Here again only the most general inferences are possible: J<~ is 

an indication of 4th-century origin; the addition of the apocalyptic 

letters /\ CQ point to the transition to the 5th, in which -|  is 

the dominant form; equal-limbed crosses, more or less ornate, 

carry us still lower: these are the general guiding-principles 

adopted from the preceding examination of symbolic marks.

Those morphological elements in the inscriptions which have 

already been noted as diagnostically important are also to a 

certain extent of chronological value, on account of their frequen 

cy. On the whole the pax-formula is- not decisive, as it is current 

throughout; but its position in relation to the verb VTXIT with 

which it is often syntactically combined is to be noted. The earlier 

order is IN PACE VIXIT, which is predominantly 4th century: of the 

three instances noted in our dated material, one occurs in 360(no. 

44),one in 377(no.49),and one in 47l(no.l47). Probably we should 

not generalise on such slender evidence. But the alternative order 

VIXIT IN PAGE is distinctly later: in our African material it 

occurs in 454(no.130),508(no.169),and 53l(no.l74), and is thus 

exclusive to the 5th and following centuries, exactly as in Rome

(from 404) and in Gaul, where its upper terminus lies even later,
P\ 

namely 486. ' Similarly the other primary diagnostic stigma^j®-,

namely mention of the death of the deceased, is by itself of small 

value from our present viewpoint, since the current verbs are 

fairly evenly distributed, namely discedere from 302(no.4) to 

679(no.l92), decedere from 225(no.l) to 577(no.l85) and precedere 

from 352(no.37) to 519(no.l71). To the fifth and following

l)De Rossi vol.1 no.533 2)Le Slant,Manuel pp.50-51
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centuries, however, are confined the verbs QUIESCERE, which occurs

thrice, namely in 406(no.77),510(no.170),and 526(no.l72), and its 

compound REQUIESCERE, which occurs six times between 422(no.95) and 

508(no.l69). This is considerably later than the incidence of the 

same verb in Rome, the upper limit in the case of QUIESGERE being

1) 9\339, in the case of REQUIESGERE being 345f' from which time/ both

become common. More remarkable still is the late currency in

Africa of the verb RECEDERE which occurs as often n.s ten times, but

only between 440(no.ll5) and 557(no.l82). In Gaul this verb dates
3)from the middle of the 4th century, namely between 347 and 489,

while in Rome it can be traced to the 3rd, namely to the year
4) 

235. Fnatever be the explanation it is a striking feature of

African chronology.

Passing to other frequently-recurring elements in our dated 

material, we notice as characteristic of the earlier epitaphic 

style the epithets of endearment CARISSIMUS, which occurs 9 times 

between 318(no.8) and 416(no.86), *».AMANTIS3IMUS twice,i.e.in 335 

(no. 19) and 350(no.32), and DULCIS8IMUS, of which we count six 

examples between 323(no.lO) and 392(no.58), together with two 

of the 3rd century, namely nos.l & 2, belonging to the years 225 

and 226 respectively. Somewhat later occur INNOX and its variants, 

namely from 392(no.59) to 419(no.89). Of the term PIDELIS applied 

to the baptized,' which is extremely frequent in Africa, we have 

only five dated examples, and these lie between 360(no.44) and 

557(no.l82): the expression is accordingly to be regarded as a 

mark of the 5th and 6th centuries rather than of the 4th.

l)De Rossi 1/52 2)ibid.81 3)Le Slant,Manuel p.24
4)Marucchi,Le catacombe romane(Rome 1902)p.94
5)Marucchi,Christian Epigraphy p.105
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Two other common elements whose diagnostic value as stigmata 

indicating a later origin of the stones on which they occur is well 

authenticated fall to he mentioned here, namely the qualification 

PLUS MINUS interposed before the number of years the deceased has 

to hi© credit, and the word HIC when it occurs at the head of an 

inscription. PLUS MINUS, written in full or variously abbreviated, 

occurs in Africa ten times in the 5th century, namely from 405(no.74) 

to 460(no.l34), is entirely lacking during the 6th, "but reappears 

twice in the 7th century, namely in 605(no.l88) and 679(no.l92). 

This is almost a century behind the occurrence of the expression in 

Rome, where it can be traced to the year 330,' on the other hand 

however fully a century in advance of its appearance in Gaul, where 

it occurs for the first time in the year 511, falling out of use 

after 643?' HIC appears commonly at the head o>f epitaphs of the 

fifth century, in such combinations as HIC JACET four times in 405 

(nos.73-76), once in 415(no.85),onee in 440(no.115),and again in 

53l(no.l74); HIC REQUIEStfIT in 444(no. 118),467(no. 139),and 508(no. 

168); HIC REQUIESCIT SANCTAE MEMORIAE in 475(no,153); and HIC EST 

in 49l(no.l64). In connection with relics the phrase is above all 

Common: IN HOC LOCO(=HIC)DEPOSITAE SUNT RELIQUIAE...as in 452(no. 

126) and 474(no.l50). This use prevails in the 6th century, when 

the current formula is HIC MEMORIA...in 543(no.180) and HIC ABENTUR 

RELieiuie.. .as in 568(no.l84). This use of HIC is common at Rome, 

where however it may be traced well up into the fourth century: 

HIC QUTESCIT for- example occurs there five times between 

365 and 399. In Gaul, on the other hand, it appears slightly later,

l)De Rossi 1/38 2)LeBl,Manuel 24 3)De Rossi 1/84 101 185 207
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namely from 469 onwards.'

Finally the name of the monument itself is sometimes an 

indication of its date. The current term, MEMORIA, is of slight use
•j

in this respect, since it is fpund throughout the period for which 

we possess dated texts: it appears in the first (a.225) and in the 

last (a.679).MENSA, however, is predominantly 4th-century:five 

times only does it occur, namely in 324(no.12),342(no.92),352(no.38), 

360(no.44),and in 419(no.88), of which the last is the only 5th- 

century example. On ten pieces ranging from 344(no.25) to 440(no. 

116) we find the elsewhere totally unknown legend DOMUS ROMULA; and 

from the middle of the 5th century to the end of the 2&Q 7th, 

namely from 536(no.l76) to 679(no.l92) the tomb is regularly 

entitled DOMUS ETERNALI3. As for the altogether pagan D.M.S. and 

its numerous variants, we find it very frequently indeed throughout 

the 4th and 5th centuries, namely from 302(no.4)to 493(no.l65), 

after which it does not appear again on well-authenticated 

Christian stones.

Palaeographical considerations have "been invoked only on a 

very slight scale in the dating of our African material, owing to 

the almost complete lack of a "basis in the form of accurate 

facsimiles and photographs, without which a connected history of 

lapidary script is impossible. Here and there isolated observations 

reveal a frequent, "but "by no means universal, displacement of the 

Roman D "by the Greek Delta (A) from the fifth century, namely in 

a series of stones dating from a year posterior to 400(no.69) to

l)Le Blant, Manuel p.23
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655(no.l9l), the uncial M(OO) on a stone dated 419(no.9l), 

and the uncial S( j ) on one of 46S(no.l36). So far as they go 

these modifications of the traditional Roman script coincide 

with those observed on the later- pieces in Gaul, where Le Blant, 

with the advantage of a personal examination of much of his 

material, has given an excellent account of the local script, 

showing "beyond doubt that the occurence of all such modifications 

is a certain index of work dating from the fifth or subsequent 

centuries. The kindred study of the Orthography is even less 

fruitful in this respect, "but for difierent reasons. Illiterate 

forms, together with contractions and suspensions, are of little 

chronological significance so far as our African dated material 

is concerned, as irregularities of this kind are confined to 

no particular epoch, and seem to be controlled "by the condition 

of the vehicle, e.g. the space available, or the social standing 

of the stonecutter, rather than by the cultural tendency of the 

community. At the same time, however, one notes the relative 

frequency of abbreviations on documents of later date, e.g. the 

occurence of sps = spiritus, sci = sancti, rlqe srm mrm =
A.

reliquiae sanctorum martyrum, a vro betmo = a viro beatissimo, 

in 585(no.l87), and of the ellipse of the final -in in genitive 

plurals such as . .. conf essoru per rnanus beatissimoru episcoporu 

in 537(no.l89), in which latter case at least literary convention 

and not practical necessity must be the controlling factor, since 

accommodation to scanty space would have been much more readily

l)Le Blant,Manuel pp.41-42
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secured "by the ellipse of medial vowels as in the former examples. 

On the whole therefore abbreviations indicate a late date; hut only 

in a document of some length, where the frequency and nature of the 

abbreviations can be adequately examined, can this rule be decisive.

In two directions the above criteria are subject to 

limitation. In the first place it will be observed that owing to

the overwhelming preponderance of Mauretanian material in our dated
b 

texts, the results cannot jxs applied altogether without reserve

to inscriptions from the rest of Africa, in particular from the 

populous region of Zeugitana. No special difficulty attends formulae 

common to all African inscriptions, but elements peculiar to areas
: ' AA.

outwi'tii Mauretania, and of which no dated examples are forthcoming, 

cannot apparently be dealt with except with the help of analogies 

outwith Africa itself. Thus for example numerous texts in this 

sparsely-dated region are dated according to the INDICTION, i.e. a 

period of 15 years, a method which,on account of the variety of 

cycles underlying its reckoning, is practically useless when 

employed, as is usually done, alone. In this case resort mu&t be made 

to extra-African examples of the Indiction system in which this form 

of dating ia reinforced by another more nearly precise reference.

The earliest examples of Indiction-dating, so determined, we find

2) 3)
to be in 491 in Gaul, and in 570 and 571 in Rome. ' Hence we conclude

for Africa that a stone bearing an indiction is of the 6th century 

or later. A similar method is invoked in the case of other 

chronologically significant stifemata dated examples of which are

1)Kaufmann,Handbuch d. altchr. Epigraphik pp.48-49
2)Le Blant,Manuel p.26 3)De Rossi 1/1120,1121
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entirely wanting among our African material. In particular the 

valuable generalisations invited "by the copious Roman collection

respecting the characteristic form of names from the 4th dentury,
»

viz. that gentilicjte "become more and more rare with the exception 

of Plavius, which is common in centuries 5 and 6, and that names 

ending in -anus, -antius, -entius, -ontius, and -osus, together 

with names inspired by Christian piety, e.g. Quodvultdeus, Thomas, 

Anastasius, and the like, have the 4th century as their upper 

limit, often constitute the sole criteria applicable to stones 

bearing names but otherwise devoid of significant marks.

The second defect inherent in our collection of dated texts 

is its poverty in material previous to the 4th century: only two 

items belong to this period, and from them we learn next to noth 

ing of the characteristic features in stones of this period.That 

the fish and anchor are the most ancient of all sepulchral symbols 

we know from a stone of the year 234 in Rome; to Rome likewise we

must r>esort in order to discover the earliest precise date of the
2) 

ancient acclamation Refrigera, namely 291. But the evidence whereby

we recognise the early date of similar acclamations, e.g. AYE VALE,
3) 

VIVAS IN DEC, PAX T3CUM, lies beyond Epigraphy proper, in the

realm rather of Archaeology and Primitive-Christian Literature. 

These disciplines, moreover, furnish us with the reason for this: 

Wilpert's reproductions from the Roman Catacombs show us the 

Christian depicted, not as a member of the world, busied with 

earthly tasks, but as a candidate for Paradise, in the attitude

l)De Rossi I/pp.cxii-cxiii 2)De Rossi,I/6,17 
3)Le Blant,Manuel p.45
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of prayer,' while the Christian literature contemporaneous there 

with was dominated "by eschatological expectations which at first 

ignored the world, being forced to acknowledge it only by degrees 

because as a matter of fact it did not perish, but continued from 

generation to generation, thus leaving no choice?) In these circum 

stances it may be readily understood that the earliest Christians 

of all had no occasion to use dates on their sepulchral texts 

calculated in reference to a regime destined in their view to 

share the general destruction. Ultimately, therefore, the lack of 

chronological data on our material prior to the 4th century is to 

be traced beyond the texts themselves to the otherworldly piety of 

the primitive community, and is amenable to no remedy.

So much for internal evidence as to the date of the 

inscriptions. External evidence is similar to that already consid 

ered in connection with the problem of identification. Proximity 

to pieces whose date is known, the average date of neighbouring 

texts, manifest relation to historically ascertained events, per 

sons, or situations: these are the criteria here relevant. That 

such evidences, however, are of slight weight, and are to be 

employed only when internal evidence is ambiguous or altogether 

wanting, is self-evident.

(c) Topography

Since modern editors are careful always to report the provenance 

of every piece they bring forward, the topography of our African 

texts constitutes no problem in the scientific sense. What falls

DVilpert.Die Malerelen der Katakomben Roras(Freiturg i.Br.1903) 

2)Dibelius,Urchr.u.Kultur (Tafelband 43 69 72 75 88 etc 
(Heidelberg 1928)23-28
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1)Wilpert,Die Malereien der Katakomben Roms(Prelburg i.Br.1903)

2)Dibelius,Urchr.u.Kultur [rafelband 43 69 72 75 88 etc. 
(Heidelberg 1928)23-28
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to be considered here is rather the regional grouping of the texts 

in the catalogue which follows.

Obviously the most appropriate division of the country to 

adopt for a study of the Early Church in Africa is the division

into Provinces- settled by Diocletian}' with which coincided for all
2) 

practical purposes the Ecclesiastical Provinces^ Kiepert's map

appended to the 8th volume of the GIL has naturally been taken as- 

the basis; but the region including Theveste, Galama, and Hippo 

Regius, there called Fumidia Proconsularis, has been reckoned part 

of Numidia, and the term Proconsularis, applied to the Carthage 

sector, has been set aside ^ on account of its ambiguity in favour 

of the alternative term Zeugitana, and the modern French frontier 

has been adopted, which divides Tunisie and Alge'rie. Owing partly 

to the habit of modern editors of citing localities under French 

political divisions without reference to the old Roman provincial 

divisions, and partly to the multiple nomenclature whereby individ 

ual settlements usually have at least two names apart from the 

original Latin name, namely in Arabic and French, corresponding 

to the political destinies of the country from time to time, it has 

not always been epsy to locate exactly every inscription forthcoming 

since the GIL. The new Government Archaeological Atlas of Algeria 

would of course have provided a ready solution for all these 

perplexities, had it been available for this study; but with the aid 

of the magnificent maps and indices supplied by Mesnage^'all but a 

very few items have been accounted for. In this connection a map

l)Schwarze,Untersuchungen p.11 2)ibid.p.28 
3)Mesnage,L'Africiue chre'tienne (Paris 1912)
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has "been prepared on the "basis of those supplied "by Holme ' and by

2) 
Julien, chiefly on account of their suitable dimensions, and has

been scored in "both directions so that the whole country is covered 

"by about 40 small rectangles, reference to which by means of letters 

of the alphabet has been deemed sufficient for the location of the 

numerous insignificant villages and ruins containing Shristian texts

which could not be marked with names without overcrowding the map.

* * *

Such are the principles underlying the following catalogue.This 

consists of three distinct tables, all of which are necessary in view 

of the twofold classification corresponding to chronology and 

topography.

The first table results from taking the chronological 

order of the texts as basis, and superimposing thereon the topo 

graphical classification. A priori the unitjs of chronological 

grouping is the century, but two objections militate against this 

otherwise convenient method. Grouping by centuries is external add 

artificial, since it follows no inward principle of significance 

to the matter in hand; moreover it results in too many divisions 

emerging. Therefore an alternative principle of division has been 

adopted which is free from these defects, namely a division suggest 

ed by the stages whereby Christianity achieved its final synthesis 

with the world. The points of division are two only, namely the 

Edict of Milan of the year 313, whereby Gonstantine and Licinius 

permitted Christianity to flourish within a general situation in

1)Holme,The Extinction of the Christian Churches in N.Africa(London

2 )jTjlien,Ilistoire de 1'Afrique du Nord (Paris 1931) . 1898)
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which all religions whatsoever enjojred toleration and respectpn 

terms of absolute equality /and the enactment of the Emperor 

Honorius of the year 408 prohibiting paganism in the West, which 

shows us Christianity in its full dominance, possessing power to

establish itself by law to the absolute exclusion of all other

9} religions whatsoever. ' It is obviously of much more significance

whether a text occurs (a) wfcn Christianity was a "religio illicita" 

or (b)when it was a "religio licita" or (c) when it alone was 

"licita", all others being now "illicitae", than whether it occurs 

in the first quarter of this, or the last third of that century. 

We shall use the century as a convenient unit to the extent of 

treating the period 313-408 as the fourth century; otherwise we 

shall group together in our catalogue those inscriptions previous 

to the fourth, and those posterior to the fourth century. This 

arrangement yields a threefold division convenient in its 

simplicity:-

(a) saec i-iii (b)saec iv (c) saec v-vii 

Grouping now the African Provinces from East to West according to 

Roman numerals, thus: I Tripolitania II Byzacena III Zeugitana 

IV Numidia V Mauretania, and subsuming them under each of the 

time-divisions above, we reach the following schema for our first

table:}
al all alii alV aV 
bl bTI bill blV bV 
cl ell cIII cIV cV - ...

Fragments defying chronological classification or so completely 

devoid of individuality or continuity as to defy interpretation

l)Lactantius De mort.Pers « xlviiie 2) Cod Theod XVI x 19
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"by themselves, "but whose Christian origin is reasonably well 

authenticated, and which when examined in the mass or alongside 

other texts might yield substantial information, we relegate to 

a section of Chronologically unclassifia"ble material, marking them 

with the letter x, retaining however the distinction of provinces:-

xl xll xIII xIV xV

This ta"ble, "being the original one employed in the grouping of the 

inscriptions, will constitute the catalogue proper, and will 

therefore contain the fundamental references. Although in many 

cases the tradition of an inscription has been traced through 

several different periodicals and collections, and although the 

most recent readings have always "been taken into account in the 

actual investigation, only one reference will "be given for each 

item, namely the first occasion on which it was published, whether 

or not it has since "been re^edited. This principle accounts for the 

preponderance of references to the CIL vol.8, which in this connec 

tion has for obvious reasons been adopted as the ultimate source 

of sources.

The second table, in which the fundamental relations 

are reversed, so that the topographical grouping is taken as basis, 

and the chronological classification superimposed thereon, pre 

supposes the first, in this respect, namely,that each item, instead 

of being traced to its ultimate source, is merely cited according 

to its twofold division-index and serial number assigned it in 

the catalogue. This method of citation permits of compact 

presentation. Naturally the larger unit of the Province will 

be employed, but within this unJb/LJ the smaller one of exact locality
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T|vJr c: lement will in addition "bear an index

m the map according to the aforementioned 

  the whole will be grouped in geographical 

; precedence over the North-South axis. 

ixcluded from this table, on account of 

.ty and general want of individual

idex-groups the order of place-names will

, .ptive praenomina (e.g. in Latin, castra,

'abic,henschir, ain, etc.) not "being taken

ips, however, no order will be evident 

Ions themselves, as they appear in either 

lave been incorporated as they have been 

ing, or as they have come to be placed in

tne course 01 auui UJLUU, u.detion, transposition, and general 

revision. The pari passu compilation of the Onomasticon to be used 

later forbade more minute classification, for which there is at this 

stage in any case no need, in view of the structure of Part II. If 

and when the texts come to be published in extenso, it will be easy 

for whoever is concerned to arrange them as he pleases within the 

general outline already provided in the second table.

The one-sidedness of each of the aforementioned tables in 

contfast to the other is transcended in the third table, vhere we 

renounce individual citation and resort to statistics. In it is shown 

at a glance the present condition of our African material. 

These three tables now follow in order.
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will "be subsumed. Each settlement will in addition bear an index

referring to its position om the map according to the aforementioned 

network of parallels, while the whole will be grouped in geographical 

order, the East-West taking precedence over the North-South axis. 

The fragments(x-) will be excluded from this table, on account of 

their chronological ambiguity and general want of individual 

significance. Within the index-groups the order of place-names will 

be alphabetical, the descriptive praenomina (e.g. in Latin, castra, 

castellum, municipium,in Arabic,henschir, ain, etc.) not being taken 

into account for this purpose.

Within these groups, however, no order will be evident 

among the individual citations themselves, as they appear in either 

of these two tables. They have been incorporated as they have been 

from time to time forthcoming, or as they have come to be placed in 

the course of addition, deletion, transposition, and general 

revision. The pari passu compilation of the Onomasticon to be used 

later forbade more minute classification, for which there is at this 

stage in any case no need, in view of the structure of Part II. If 

and when the texts come to be published in extenso, it will be easy 

for whoever is concerned to arrange them as he pleases within the 

general outline already provided in the second table.

The one-sidedness of each of the aforementioned tables in 

contrast to the other is transcended, in the third table, vh ere we 

renounce individual citation and resort to statistics. In it is shown 

at a glance the present condition of our African material.

These three tables now follow in order.
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FIRST TABLE: CHRONOLOGIGO - TOPOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION (Catalogue)

(a) Saec I - III

(I) TRIPOLITANA

none

all

(II) BYZACENA

1 = CIL8 23012

2 = " 23013

3 =

4 =

5 =

6 =

7 =

8 =

9 =

10 =

11 =

12 =

13 =

14 =

15 =

16 =

it 23019

tt

" 23020 

" 23049/L 

" 23051/A 

" 23051/B 

CRAIBL 11/514

11/469:2 

7/433 

7/434 

7/432:1 

7/432:2 

7/432:3 

7/432:4 

7/436:5

tt

17 =

18 =

19 =

20 =

21 =

22 =

23 =

24 =

25 =

26 =

27 =

28 =

29 =

30 =

31 =

32 =

CRAIBL

ti

tt

tt

tt

tt

n

tt

n

it

tt

tt

tt

tt

it

it

7/436:6

7/439:1

7/439:2

7/439:3

9/282:1

9/283:2

9/283:3

9/283:4

9/284:5

9/284:6

9/286:7

9/286:8

9/286:9

9/286:10

9/286:11

9/287:12

33 = CRAIBL 10/277
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(III) ZEUGITANA

all I 1 =

2 =

3 =

4 =

c _

6 =

7 =

8 =

9 =

10 =

11 =

12 =

13 =

14 =

15 =

16 =

17 =

18 =

19 =

20 =

21 =

22 =

23 =

24 =

25 =

26 =

Monceaux 5

CIL8 23014

Monceaux 6

GILS 25230

11 24003

" 24325

11 24326

11 943

" 1090

" 1094

" 1095

11 1096

" 1097

" 1098

" 1099

" 10550

" 25242

11 25243

" 25247

" 25248

11 25249

" 25257

" 25263

" 25264

" 25265

" 25267

27 =

28 =

29 =

30 =

31 =

32 =

33 =

34 =

35 =

36 =

37 =

38 =

39 =

40 =

41 =

42 =

43 =

44 =

45 =

46 =

47 =

48 =

49 =

50 =

51 =

52 =

GILS 25272

11 13550

" 25309

GRAIBL 24/368

GILS 25312/A

" 25349/B

" 13731

" 13733

" 13737

" 13789

" 13798

" 13799

" 13821

11 25279

GRAIBL 7/123:7

" 15/497

CIL8 13961

" 13985

GRAIBL 24/369:1

GILS 13987

" 13992

" 13994

Monceaux 88

GILS 14005

" 14011

" 25224
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(III) ZSUGITANA - continued

alii 53 = CIL8 14085 67 = CIL8 14210

54 = " 14089 68 = " 25449

55 = CRAIBL 24/352:1 69 =" 25809

56 = " 24/351:2 70 = " 26396

57 = " 24/369:2 71 = " 14424

58 = CIL8 14123 72 = " 1391

59 = " 14125 73 = " 1015

60 = " 14133 74 = CRAIBL 24/552:2

61 = " 14134 75 = " 24/352:3

62 = " 14149 76 = " 24/352:4

63 = " 14162 77 = " 28/254

64 = " 14175 78 = CIL8 14043

65 = " 14182 79 = " 22632/123

66 = " 14209 80 = " 22646/18

81 = GILS 22658/30

(IV) NUMIDIA 

alV 1 = CIL8 17753 3 = CIL8 10711

2 = " 8191 4 =(Diehl 3085A)CIL8 8189

(V) MAURETAITIA 

aV 1 = CIL8 20483 4 = [9289JGIL8?

2 - " 8645 5 = CIL8 8501/A

3 = " 20892 6 = " 8501/B

7 = GRAIBL 32/84:1
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TDlI

-1 _

2 =

3 =

1 =

2 =

3 =

4 =

5 =

6 =

7 =

8 =

9 =

10 =

11 =

12 =

13 =

14 =

15 =

16 =

17 =

18 =

OILS

tt

it

CIL8

it

1!

1!

II

It

It

It

II

It

It

II

It

II

It

22671

11025

11024

7

(11

12198

22836

748

22840

22841

22842

23012/D

23014

23015

23018

23072

23124

23415

2311/6

27992

Diehl 2751

it

OILS

3998/A

23044/A

§aec IV

(I) TRIPOLITANA

4 =

5 =

6 = 

7 = Monceaux 75

RPE 29/5

29/6 

34/172

"

(II) BYSAC3NA

19 = CIL8 23046

20 =-

21 =

22 =

23 =

24 =

25 =

26 =

27 =

28 =

29 =

30 =

31 =

32 =

33 =

34 =

35 =

36 =

" 23047

23048

tt

tt

tt

u

tt

it

tt

tt

23049

23049/A

23049/B

23049/G

23049/B

23049/G

23049/H

23051

23052

63

23053/A

210

23053/C

33053/L

23053/0
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(II) BYZACENA - continued
"bll

37 = CIL8

38 = "

39 = Diehl

40 = OILS

41 = "

42 = "

43 = "

44 = !l

45 = "

46 = "

47 = "

48 = "

49 = M

50 = "

51 = "

52 = "

53 =

54 = M

55 =

56 = "

57 = "

58 = "

59 = "

23053/Q

23053/Q

4737

23053A

11077

11079

11082

11089

11090

11096

11099

11111

11112

11113

11117

22883

11120

11121

11122

11123

11124

11125

23344

60 = Diehl 2578

61 = "

62 = Ol1i8

3230/A

10509

63 = OILS

64 = tf

65 = "

66 = "

67 = "

68 = lf

69 = "

70 = "

71 = "

72 = "

73 = "

74 = "

75 = "

76 = "

77 =s "

78 = H

79 = »

80 = "

81 = "

82 = "

83 = M

84 = "

85 = "

86 = "

87 = "

88 = '«

11149

11157

55

23130

23142

23144

23233*23233/A-B

23233/C

23249

23323

23570

23573

252

23580

177-179

181

11269

11270

11273

-Hre^T- 253

11647

11726

11416

23772

11727

586
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Tall

(IT) BYZACBNA - continued

89 =

90 =

91 =

92 =

93 =

94 =

95 =

96 =

97 =

98 =

99 =

100 =

101 =

102 =

103 =

104 =

105 =

106 =

107 =

108 =

109 =

110 =

GILS 11805

" 11806

" 11807

11 11808

" 11893

" 11894

" 11896

" 11898

11 11902

" 11083

11 11904

" 67

11 23579

" 673

" 23578

B3NAF 12/357:1

CIL8 12196

" 11084

Monceaux 335

BSNAF 12/357:2

RPE 11/19

" 13/31

111

112

113

114

115

116

117

118

119

120

121

122

123

124

125

126

127

128

129

130

131

132

= Diehl 331

= RPE 34/37

= " 38/47

= GILS 23012/A 

" 23016

= CRAIBL 11/469:1

= GILS 24044

= RPE 27/27

= " 36/29

= GILS 22855 

11 11080

= GRAIBL 7/434

11 9/597-605 

" 13/432:1 

11 13/433:2

= BSNAP 10/403

= CMCh 11 

11 69

= GILS 11088

= Diehl 2525

= GRAIBL 13/433:3 

13/434:4!1

(ill) ZEUGITAWA 

 bill 1 = GIL8 23920 2 = GILS 24001
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"bill

(ill) ZEUGITANA - continued 

3 = OILS 24067

4 =

5 =

6 =

"7 —

8 =

9  

10 =

11 =

12 =

13 =

14 =

1* =

16 =

17 =

18 =

19 =

20 =

21 =

22 =

23 =

24 =

25 =

26 =

27 =

28 =

u

t!

It

If

It

It

It

It

It

II

It

tl

It

II

II

tl

II

It

It

It

It

II

It

GMCh

CIL8

24074

25036

25037

25046

25047

25048

25049

25050

25051

25052

25053

25054

25055

25057

25058

25059

25060

12455

22657/2

23897

23942

23946

26218

362

15243

29 = GILS 12260

30 = Diehl 3402/B

31 = GIL8 779

32 = 780

33 = " 782

34 = " 791

35 =

36 =

37 =

38 =

39 =

40 =

41 =

42 =

43 =

44 =

45 =

46 =

47 =

48 =

49=

50 =

51 =

52 =

53 =

H

BSNAP

GILS

ti

it

u

u

u

M

It

II

tt

tl

II

II

It

II

II

II

12272

13/95:1

879

957

1085

25339

12527

1092

1100

1106

10542

15546

25135

25221

24561

25275

25845

13403

13404

54 = " 13405
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(Ill) ZSUGITANA - continued

55 = CIL8

56 = "

57 = M

58 = "

59 = "

60 = "

61 = "

62 = "

63 = "

64 = "

65 = "

66 = "

67 = "

68 = "

69 = y
70 = "

71 = "

72 = "

73 = "

74 = "

75 = "

76 = "

77 = "

78 = "

79 = "

80 = "

81 = "

13407

13408

13409

13415

13416

13417

25284

13442

13443

13463

13469

13473

13521

13543

13548

13549

13580

25294

25298

25300

25302

26166

25306

27695

25314

25320

25329

82 =

83 =

84 =

85 =

86 =

87 =

88 =

89 =

90 =

91 =

92 =

93 =

94 =

95 =

96 =

97 =

98 =

99 =

100 =

101 =

102 =

103 =

104 =

105 =

106 =

107 =

108 =

GILS 25334

11 25336

11 15639

" 25341

11 25342

" 25349/A

" 25351

" 25352

" 13608

11 13610

" 3.3617

" 13629

" 13632

" 13633

11 13661

11 13662

11 13759

" 13761

11 13781

11 13803

BSttAF 13/95:2

GILS 13826

" 13876

11 13887

" 13915

" 13946

" 13956
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(Ill) ZEUGITANA

109

110

111

112

113

114

115

116

117

118

119

120

121

122

123

124

125

126

127

128

129

130

131

132

133

134

= GILS

= CMCh

= CIL8

= "

= »

_ ii

_ ii

_ it

= Di&hl

13986

273/B

14033

14034

14035

14036

14053

14058

446 1/D

=GIL8 14060

_ M

_ M

_ it

_ it

_ it

_ it

_ it

__ 11

__ M

_ ii

_ M

_ ii

_ it

_ 11

_ it

_ 11

14068

14069

14071

14117

14119

14121

14128

14129

14156

14161

14165

14196

14198

14199

14202

14203

- continued

135 = GILS 14207

136 = " 14215

137 = " 14216

138 =

142 =

144 =

145 =

146 =

147 =

148 =

149 =

150 =

151 =

152 =

153 =

154 =

155 = 

155 =

157 =

158 =

159 =

160 =

it

it

it

it

it

M

it

14217

139 = " 14218

140 = " 14225

141 = " 14228

26569

i A r\r?r\ 
 3^jT7^nS7^7^

14231

25453

25483/A

25669

25817

25826/A

25930

26394

£7332

11 27333 

" 27336

CRAIBL 14/100

GILS 1409 

" 28045 

" 14328

ii

it

14329

14346
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(III) ZSUGITANA - continued

161 =

162 =

163 =

164 =

165 =

166 =

167 =

168 =

169 =

170 =

171 =

172 =

173 =

174 =

175 =

176 =

177 =

178 =

179 =

180 =

181 =

182 =

183 =

184 =

185 =

CIL8

tt

tt

it

u

it

11

u

it

u

M

11

If

14355

14398

14436

14600

14728

14752

14902

1393

1408

16281

1767

16251

16400

Mofteeaux 153

CMCh

OILS

u

«J

u

it

393

27582

13395

25149

25270

25360

Diehl 2660

u

GILS

u

it

2661

16840

16842

17384

186 =

187 =

188 =

189 =

190 =

191 =

192 =

193 =

194 =

195 =

196 =

197 =

198 =

199 =

200 =

201 =

202 =

203 =

204 =

205 =

206 =

207 =

208 =

209 =

210 =

GILS 17386

GRAIBL 14/104

GILS

it

u

23863

24093

25443

DiShl 2671

CIL8

it

u

tt

RPB

GILS

u

u

it

it

u

u

u

u

u

It

II

II

If

13904

17388

13968

16841

12/178

928

879

880

1125

1163

1214

15451

15452

16281

24029

24039

24070

24107

24901
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"bill

(III) ZEUGITANA -

Sll = GILS 25453

212 = Monceaux 259

213 = BSNAF

214 = CIL8

215 = "

216 = "

217 = "

218 = "

219 = "

220 = "

221 = "

222 = Dteh.1

223 = CIL8

13/259

155%

23968

23984

14125

23973

1202

24069

23849

2664

24560

224 = CRAT.BL 14/103

225 = "

226 = "

227 = "

228 = "

229 = "

230 = "

231 = "

232 = "

233 = "

234 = CIL8

235 = "

14/104

17/521:1

17/521:2

17/521:3

17/522:6

17/522:5

20/195:1

20/197:8

7/123:6

25339

25456

  continued

236 =

237 *

238 =

239 =

240 =

241 =

242 =

243 =

244 =

245 =

246 =

247 =

248 =

249 =

250 =

251 =

252 =

253 =

254 =

255 =

256 =

257 =

258 =

259 =

260 =

CIL8 26267

" 26568

11 27817

" 16351

Diehl 2549

ORAIBL 22/304

Monceaux 249

RPS 8/19

" 8/75

CIL8 23909

CRAIBL 22/305

OILS 13850

EPS 11/115

" 11/116

11 12/166

Diehl 27 22 /A

GRAIBL 22/306:1

RPE 14/37

CMCh 314

RPE 14/57

" 14/58

11 14/59

11 16/99

" 17-18/99

11 17-18/25
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(ill) ZEUGITANA - continued

"bill 261 = RPE 19/32 276 = RPE 38/39

262 = " 20/24 277 = GILS 23918

263 = » 25/72 278 = " 13881

264 = » 25/31 279 = " 13882

265 = GRAIBL 22/306:2 280 = " 13995

266 = RPE 29/60 281 = " 14020

267 = " 29/62 282 = Di&hl 33I/A

268 = " 30/44 283 = " 2033

269 = " 32/14 284 = " 2514/A-K

270 = " 33/105 285 = W 2519

271 = " 34/133   286 = " 2548

272 = CRAIBL 22/307: a 287 = " 2552/E

273 = RPE 36/117 288 = " 2648

274 = " 37/21 289 = " 2658

275 = " 37/22 290 = " 2659

291 = Diehl 2477/A

(IV) NUMIDIA

TDlV 1 = B3NAP 9/212:3 5 = CIL8 2241

2 = CIL8 16740 6 = " 2242

3 = " 2216 7 = " 2243

4 = " 2218 8 = 1! 2244



"blV
9 =

10 =

11 =

12 =

13 =

14 =

15 =

16 =

17 =

18 =

19 =

20 =

21 =

22 =

23 =

24 =

25 =

26 =

27 =

28 =

29 =

30 =

31 =

32 =

33 =

34 =

(IV)

GILS

BSNAP

CIL8

it

u

u

u

M

u

u

it

BSNAP

CIL8

u

it

it

u

it

u

u

it

it

it

it

tt

u

NUMIDIA

2272

9/193

17608

17616

17681

17682

18488

18713

18714

18621

18701

9/199:2

20133

20156

20162

2335

2386

2388

4226

4763

16589

4793

5265

2311

5664

5665

51
- continued

47 =

54 =

55 =

11

11

"

"

19353

35 = GILS 6700

36 =

37 =

38 =

" 7006 

11 7008

39 = " 7009

40 = " 7010

41 = " 7011

42 = " 7012

43 = " 7013

44 = " 7014

45 = " 7015

46 = " 7017

2447

48 = " 10656

49 = " 10686

50 = " 10687

51 = " 10693

62 = " 10694

53 = " 10642

5337

5336

56 = " 5335

57 = BSNAP 9/268

58 = GILS 5340

59 = " 17529 + 17579

60 = " 5339
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t)IV

(IV) NUMIDIA - continued

61 =

62 =

63 =

64 =

65 =

66 =

67 =

68 =

69 =

70 =

71 =

72 =

73 =

74 =

75 =

76 =

77 =

78 =

79 =

80 =

81 =

82 =

83 =

84 =

85 =

86 =

CIL8

it

BSNAP

Gsell

it

it

it

17268

4878

9/214:6

159

260

858

1082

11 1083

ii

M

it

ti

it

tt

it

it

tt

it

ti

it

it

if

it

it

ti

tt

1084

1174

1274

2101

2102

2103

2104

2105

2106

2107

2757

2758

2766

2781

2782

2783

2786

2787

87 =

88 =

89 =

90 =

91 =

92 =

93 =

94 =

95 =

96 =

97 =

98 =

99 =

100 =

101 =

102 =

103 =

104 =

105 =

106 =

107 =

108 =

109 =

110 =

111 =

112 =

Gsell 3788

" 2788t>is

" 2789

11 2793

11 2796

" 2800MS

" 2803

11 2976

" 3445

11 3450

11 3453

11 3454

CIU8 16660

" 16674

BSNAP 9/210:1

GILS 16758

BSNAP 9/211:2

GILS 27952

" 1900

11 4824

11 5666

/ 8344

11 8345

" 8346

11 8347

" 8348



(IV) NUMIDIA - continued

t)IV 113 =

114 =

115 =

116 =

11.7 =

118 =

119 =

120 =

121 =

122 =

123 =

124 =

125 =

126 =

127 =

128 =

129 =

130 =

131 =

132 =

133 =

134 =

135 =

136 =

137 =

138 =

GILS 8354

11 17653

" 17753

11 18552

Gsell 3688

CIL8 19102

" 19211

11 10840

" 2721

" 17715

11 27921

11 19414

" 19643

Monceaux 298

CIL8 2722

Monceaux 314

Diehl 2422

GILS 22657/13

" 27930

" 19852

11 20157

" 27920

Moncemux 275

RPB 8/68

" 9/119

11 9/171

139 =

140 =

141 =

142 =

143 =

144 =

145 =

146 =

147 =

148 =

149 =

150 =

151 =

152 =

153 =

154 =

155 =

156 =

157 =

158 =

159 =

160 =

161 =

162 =

163 =

164 =

RPB 9/229

11 9/122

"W 9/223

11 9/169

" 9/231

" 9/170

" 35/120

" 11/217

" 11/218

1t 13/25

" 13/36

Diehl 855

RPE 14/64

" 14/65

" 14/82

" 16/96

" 17-18/83

BSNAP 9/214:5

RPB 17-18/66

BSNAP 9/337:1

RPE 21/44

" 24/39

CIL8 17614

RPB 28/104

11 26/134

11 30/56
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(IV) NUMIDIA - continued

t)V

165

166

167

168

169

170

171

172

173

174

175

176

177

1 =

P _

3 =

4 =

5 =

6 =

7 =

= RPE 37/154

= H 37/115

= " 37/155

= " 38/129

= CIL8 17460

11 16655

" 16738

" 16739

11 16743

11 16755

11 16756

" 16757

11 17579

(V) MAURETANIA

CIL8 20211

" 20299

11 20300

" 20301

11 20302

" 20303

" 20304

178 =

179 =

180 =

181 =

182 =

183 =

184 =

185 =

186 =

187 =

188 =

189 =

190 =

8  

9 =

10 =

11 =

12 =

13 =

14 =

CIL8 10840

11 4647

" 16505

" 27922 

Monceaux 92

11 313 

= RPE 36/108 

= OILS 28065

" 28041 

BSFAP 9/246:2-3 

RPE 35/119 

GILS 16804

11 16806

RPE 17-18/100 

BSNAP 8/291 

CRAIBL 14/211

lf 32/85 

RPE 14/86 

OILS 9789

it 20412



(V) MAURSTANIA - continued

15 =

16 =

17 =

18 =

19 =

20 =

21 =

22 =

23 =

24 =

25 =

26 =

27 =

28 =

29 =

30 =

31 =

32 =

33 =

34 =

35 =

36 =

37 =

38 =

39 =

40 =

41 =

GILS

it

it

ii

M

21519

8431

20471

20472

20473

ORAIBL 32/84:2

Monceaux 318

OILS 20476

CRAIBL 32/86:1

OILS

I!

If

II

II

II

II

II

It

It

RPE

CIL8

it

it

M

II

II

It

20478

20566

20573

20600

8407

8427

8429

10905

8633

8643

9/117

8647

20355

20607

20646

20647

8608

8607

42 =

43 =

44 =

45 =

46 =

47 =

48 =

49 =

50 =

51 =

52 =

53 =

54 =

55 =

56 =

57 =

58 =

59 =

60 =

61 =

62 =

63 =

64 =

65 =

66 =

67 =

68 =

CIL8

it

it

it

it

8712

26490

8766

8769

8932

ORAIBL 32/86:2

OILS 21421

CRAIBL 32/87:1

GILS

it

it

21422/A

21423

21425

GRAIBL 32/87:2

GILS

it

M

II

II

It

21427

21428

21432

21433

21434

21476

CRAIBL 32/87:3

GILS

ii

ii

ii

it

11

it

it

21478

21479

21496

21498

21517

21533

9255

9271

55
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69 =

70 =

71 =

72 =

73 =

74 =

75 =

76 =

77 =

78 =

79 =

80 =

81 =

82 =

83 =

84 =

85 =

86 =

87 =

88 =

89 =

90 =

91 =

92 =

93 =

94 =

(v)

OILS

it

11

it

it

it

it

H

it

it

it

RPE

OILS

it

it

it

it

it

ti

it

M

It

II

It

M

II

MAURETANIA

9586

9587

9589

9692

8480

8477

21727

21728

21735

21736

21767

21/37

9708

9714

9716

9717

9793

9794

9821

9823

9848

9849

9850

9878

9890

20604

- continued

95 = GILS 9975

96

97

98

99

100

101

11 9977

RPS 35/86

11 29/91

CIL8 8412 

" 22653/8 

" 21805

102 = " 21806

103 = " 21816

104 = " 9588

105 * " 20589

106 = Diehl 2729

107 = GIL8 20266

108 = " 9862

109 = " 9885

110 = " 21734

111 = " 20780

112 =

113 =

114 =

115 =

116 =

117 =

118 =

119 =

120 =

tt

it

it

it

M

It

9855

9861

9856

21772

21753

21686

21769

9968

21645
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cl

(V) MAURETANIA - continued

121

122

123

124

125

126

127

128

129

130

131

132

133

134

135

136

137

138

139

140

141

142

143

1

2

= CIL8

_ it

21660

9693

= RPE 36/109

= CIL8

_ it

_ ii

_ u

_ u

_ it

_ u

_ it

_ u

_ it

_ ti

_ u

_ t»

_ u

9860

20353

21763

20922

21645

9875

9872

9897

21552

8467

9810

9812

9840

21497

= Diehl 2923

_ it

= GILS

_ M

_ ii

_ it

(a) s

= CIL8

_ M

3493

9882

9889

9967

9970

aee V-VII :

11064

22756

144 =

145 =

146 =

147 =

148 =

149 =

150 =

151 =

152 =

153 =

154 =

155 =

156 =

157 =

158 =

159 =

160 =

161 =

162 =

163 =

164 =

165 =

166 =

GILS

it

ii

it

u

u

It

II

It

It

It

It

II

It

9972

9973

9978

9980

20642

21417

21686

21706

21751

21752

21760

8640

21804

21817

Monceaux 311

GILS

u

u

u

u

u

it

u

9356

9893

21765

21768

21748

9894

21757

21754

(I) TRIPOLI TANA

3 =

4 =

RPE

GILS

33/220

10969/6



(II) BYZACENA

58

ell T _

2 =

3 =

4 =

5 =

6 =

7 =

8 4

9 =

10 =

11 =

12 =

13 =

14 =

15 =

16 =

17 =

18 =

19 =

20 =

21 =

22 =

23 =

24 =

25 =

CIL8 22795

11 22833

11 22837

Monceaux 81

CIL8 11119

" 22884

" 22885

11 22897

W 23011/A

" 23035

" 23040

" 23040/A-B

" 23041

11 22653/11

11 259

" 301

1? 483

11 618

11 11081

11 11104

" 11133

11 11140

" 11372

" 11414

" 1574

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

51

27 =

28 =

29 =

30 =

31 =

32 =

33 =

34 =

35 =

36 =

37 =

38 =

39 =

40 =

41 =

42 =

43 =

44 =

45 =

46 =

47 =

48 =

49 =

50 =

51 =

CRAIBL 18/41

GIL8

K

it

ti

it

tt

M

tt

tl

II

tt

tt

tl

t«

tt

tt

II

It

tt

tl

tl

tf

tl

11

23042

23043

23044

23045

23045/A

23047 /A

23049 /D

23049/F

23049/1

23049/K

23050

23053

23053/B

23053/D

23053/E

23053/P

23053/G

23053/H

23053/1

23053/K

23053/k

23053/K

23053/P

23053/R
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ell

(II) BYZACENA - continued 

53 = OILS 23053/T 79 = GILS 11134

54 =

55 =

56 =

57 =

58 =

59 =

60 =

61 =

62 =

63 =

64 =

65 =

66 =

67 =

68 =

69 =

70 =

71 =

72 =

73 =

74 =

75 =

76 =

77 =

78 =

" 23053/W

" 23053/X

" 23057

11 23059

11 23060

" 23061

" 10498

Monceaux 83

RPE 14/31

11 36/32

CIL8 11085

" 11086

Di&hl 945

CIL8 11903

" 23230/B

11 23012/B

" 56

11 57

Moneeaux 248

CIL8 23230/C

" 11118

" 11127

11 11128

" 11129

" 10485/5

80 =

81 =

82 =

83 =

84 =

85=

86 =

87 =

88 =

89 =

90 =

91 =

92 =

93 =

94 =

95 =

96 =

97 =

98 =

99 =

100 =

101 =

102 =

103 =

104 =

" 705

" 23127

11 23128

" 23230

" 23230/A

11 23324

tf 23325

" 11126

11 23392

" 23562

11 23563

11 23564

11 23565

" 23566

" 23567

11 23568

" 23569

11 23571

11 23572

Monceaux 80

GILS 23575

11 23576

11 23577

SPffi 10/9

GRAIBL 8/14C
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ell 105 =

106 =

107 =

108 =

109 =

110 =

111 =

112 =

113 =

114 =

115 =

116 =

117 =

118 =

119 =

120 =

121 =

122 =

123 =

124 =

125 =

126 =

127 =

128 =

129 =

130 =

(II) BYZAGENA -

GILS 23581

" 23582

" 23583

" 25584

" 23585

11 23586

1t 23587

11 23588

11 23589

11 23590

" 23591

" 23592

" 23593

" 23594

" 23673

" 23695

" 23703

" 101(=102)

" 150

" 11268

" 11271

" 11272

" 241

" 11447

" 11482

" 449

continued

131=GIL8 11523

132 =

133 =

134 =

135 =

136 =

137 =

138 =

139 =

140 =

141 =

142 =

143 =

144 =

  145 =

146 =

147 =

148 =

149 =

150 =

151 =

152 =

153 =

154 =

155 =

156 =

GILS 11650

" 11655

11 453

" 11525

11 11648

11 456

If 457

" 458

" 11526

11 460

" 461

" 11644

" 463

" 464

" 23279

11 10516

" 10517

" 10518

11 10518/A

11 11643

" 11644

" 11645

11 11646

RPE 9/17

GILS 11649
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ell

(IT) BYZAGENA - continued

157 = RPE 12/296

158 = CIL8 23037

159 =

160 =

161 =

162 =

"

11651

11652

11653

11654

183 = GILS 12197

184 = " 22835

185 = " 12200

186 = " 22838

187 = 749

163 =

164 =

165 =

166 =

167 =

168 =

169 =

170 =

171 =

172 =

173 =

174 =

175 =

176 =

177 =

178 =

179 =

180 =

181 =

182 =

RPE 12/295

GILS 11656

11 11657

Monceaux 247

GILS 11725

" 603

" 11895

11 11897

11 11899

" 11900

" 11901

" 11906

" 11907

11 11794

11 672

" 674

" 675

" 684

" 707

" 12035

189 =

190 =

191 =

192 =

193 =

194 =

195 =

196 =

197 =

198 =

199 =

200 =

201 =

202 =

203 =

204 =

205 =

206 =

207 =

208 =

188 = " 23010 

" 23036 

" 23012/C 

RPE 12/298 

" 14/52 

" 14/53 

" 14/54 

11 15/38 

11 17-18/65 

" 35/95 

" 37/23 

GILS 11905

it

ti

670

706

11 12130 

BSNAF 10/402

11 10/404:7

" 10/404:10 

GILS 22655/19

" 23038/P 

Diehl 2297/K
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ell

(II) BYZACENA -

09 =

10 =

11 =

12 =

-i _

2 =

3 =

4 =

5 =

6 =

7 =

o _

9 =

10 =

11 =

12 =

13 =

14 =

15 =

16 =

17 =

18 =

19 =

20 =

OILS

It

M

tf

CIL8

23053/V

11131

11130

23038

217 =

(III)

23921

CRAIBL 17/517

OILS

M

II

II

(I

It

M

tl

II

11

11

It

It

It

tl

tt

It

II

24075

2407 5/A

24068

24078

24097

24331

24332

24332/A

24332/B

24506

24507

24508

24509

24510

24511

24511/A

24513

25038

continued

213 = GILS

214 = "

215 = "

216 = "

GILS 23038/S

ZEUGITANA

21 = GILS

22 = "

23 = f

24 = "

25 = «

26 = "

27 = "

28 = "

29 = "

30 = "

31 = "

32 = "

33 = "

34 = "

35 = "

36 = "

37 = "

38 Q u

39 = "

40 = "

23038/A

23038/B

23038/C

23038/D

25038/A-I

22656/22

25040

22634/1

25042

25043

25044

25045

25056

25061

25062

25063

25064

25068

25070

25072

25073

25079

25080

25081



Gill

63

(III) ZEUGITANA - continued

41 = GILS 25082 67 = GILS 25104

4t£ =

43 =

44 =

45 =

46 =

47 =

48 =

49 =

50 =

51 =

52 =

53 =

54 =

55 =

56 =

57 =

58 =

59 =

60 =

61 =

62 =

63 =

64 =

65 =

66 =

tfouao

" 25084

" 25085

" 22634/2

11 25087

11 22634/3

" 22634/4

11 22636/12

11 22641/2

" 22641/3

" 25092

" 25093

11 25094

CRAIBL 12/466

GILS 22644/407

" 25096

" 25097

" 22656/31

" 22656/32

" 22656/33

" 25100

Diehl 2490/A

GILS 24565

" 25102

" 24566

68 =

69 =

70 =

71 =

72 =

73 =

74 =

75 =

76 =

77 =

78 =

79 =

80 =

81 =

82 =

83 =

84 =

85 =

8S =

87 =

88 =

89 =

90 =

91 =

92 =

" 25105

It ^^r^cuoL (
T^^^TT <

11 25837

" 25108

11 25109

" 25110

" 25111

" 1184

" 25113

11 25114

" 25115

11 25116

" 25117

" 839

" 25119

BSNAF 9/157

GILS 25121

11 13806

11 25123

Monceaux 86

GILS 25125

11 25126

" 25127

BSNAP 9/189

GILS 25129

22656/30
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cIII

(ill) ZEIJGITANA

93 = GRAIBL 8/67

94 = GILS

95 = "

96 = "

97 = "

98 = "

99 = "

100 = "

101 = "

102 = "

103 = "

104 = "

105 = "

106 = "

107 = "

108 = "

109 = "

110 = "

111 = "

112 =

113 = "

114 = "

115 = If

116 = "

117 = "

118 = "

25356

25132

1125

25134

10549

1001

12460

12410

983

984

992

1083

1084

1087

1088

1089

1093

1101

1102

1103

1104

1105

1113

10529

10540

- continued

119 = GILS 10541

120 =

121 =

122 =

123 =

124 =

125 =

126 =

127 =

128 =

129 =

130 =

131 =

132 =

133 =

134 =

135 =}

136 =

137 =

138 =

139 =

140 =

141 =

142 =

143 = 

144 =

11 10543 

11 10548 

	25140 

11 25141 

11 25146 

" 25152 

" 25159 

" 25160 

" 25161 

" 25162 

11 25165 

" 25166 

" 25168 

" 25169 

" 25172 

" 25173 

" 25174 

" 25175 

" 25176 

" 25182 

" 25183 

11 25184 

" 25185 

11 25186 

" 25187



(ill) ZEUGITANA - continued
65

cIII 145 = CIL8 25188 171 = GILS 25219

X^rO =

147 =

148 =

149 =

150 =

151 =

152 =

153 =

154 =

155 =

156 =

157 =

158 =

159 =

160 =

161 =

162 =

163 =

164 =

165 =

166 =

167 =

168 =

169 =

£OJ.yj.

11 25192

11 25193

11 25194

" 25195

" 25197

11 25198

" 25200

11 25202

" 25203

" 25204

11 25205

11 25206

" 25207

" 25208

" 25209

" 25211

" 25212

" 25213

GRAIBL 17/525:15

GILS 25214

" 25215 + 25215/A

" 25216

" 25217

172 =

173 =

174 =

175 =

176 =

177 =

178 =

179 =

180 =

181 =

182 =

183 =

184 =

185 =

186 =

187 =

188 =

189 =

190 ^

191 =

192 =

193 =

194 =

195 =

" 25220

11 25223

GRAIBL 17/522:4

CIL8 25225

" 25226

" 25228

GRAIBL 17/522:7

GILS 25231

" 25232

M 25233

" 25234

" 25235

" 25236

" 25238

11 25239

" 25240

11 25241

" 25244

11 25245

11 25246

11 25250

" 25251

" 25252

" 25253

170 = 25218 196 = " 25254



(TIT) ZEUGITANA - continued
66

cIII 197 =

198 =

199 =

200 =

201 =

202 =

203 =

204 =

205 =

206 =

207 =

208 =

209 =

210 =

211 =

212 =

213 =

214 =

215 =

216 =

217 =

218 =

219 =

220 =

221 =

222 =

223 =

GILS 25255

" 25256

11 25258

" 25259

" 25260

" 25261

11 25262

11 25268

* 25269

11 25273

" 2527/4

11 25277

" 25278

11 13410

" 13418

" 13420

" 13422

11 13423

" 13424

" l ^4-Pfi j^. • j *± & u

11 13427

CRAIBL 17/522:8

OILS 25280

" 25281

11 25282

11 25283

" 25286

<5£4: = (

225 =

226 =

227 =

228 =

229 =

230 =

231 =

232 =

233 =

2:34 =

235 =

236 =

237 =

238 =

239 =

240 =

241 =

242 =

243 =

244 =

245 =

246 =

247 =

248 =

249 =

250 =

J1LO fcOSdtJY

" 25288

11 25289

" 25290

" 25291

" 25292

" 25293

" 25293/A

11 13428

" 13429

" 13430

11 13431

" 13432

" 13436

" 13437

" 13439

" 13440

11 13454

11 13462

" 13468

11 13470

" 13481

" 13482

11 13488

11 13489

" 13495

11 13496
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cIII 251 =

252 =

253 =

254 =

255 =

256 =

257 =

258 =

259 =

260 =

261 =

262 =

263 =

264 =

265 =

266 =

267 =

268 =

269 =

270 =

271 =

272 =

273 =

274 =

275 =

276 =

277 =

(III)

CIL8

it

it

it

"

it

"

u

it

tt

M

u

it

it

u

it

u

tt

it

u

it

tt

it

tt

tt

M

11

ZEUGITANA -

13498

13499

13500

13516

13517

13518

13519

13520

13522

13523

13535

13539

13540

13541

13542

12461

13544

13545

13552

13558

13564

13567

13572

13576

13582

13583

13584

continued

278 =

279 =

280 =

281 =

282 =

283 =

284 =

285 =

286 =

287 =

288 =

289 =

290 =

291 =

292 =

293 =

294 =

295 =

296 =

297 =

298 =

299 =

300 =

301 =

302 =

303 =

304 =

GILS

tt

u

u

u

u

13585

13586

13590

13591

25295

25300/A

CR&TBL 17/523:9

GILS

"

u

u

it

u

25305

25227

25307

25308

25311

25313

CRAIBL 14/25

GILS

it

it

it

u

M

«t

u

"

u

it

it

u

25316

25317

25319

25321

25328

25324

25325

25327

25328

25328/A

25330

25331

25332
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(Ill) ZEUGITANA - continued

305 = GIL8

306 = "

307 = "

308 = "

308 = "

310 = "

311 = "

312 = "

313 = "

314 = "

315 = "

316 = "

317 = "

318 = "

319 = "

320 = "

321 = "

322 = "

323 = "

324 = "

325 = "

326 = "

327 = "

328 = "

329 = "

330 = "

25335

25337

25338

25339/A

25340

25340/A

25344

25344/A

25345

25346

25347

25349

25354

25355

25357

25358

14547

13603

13606

13607

13614

13623

13627

13634

13637

13647

331 =

332 =

333 =

334 =

335 =

336 =

337 =

338 =

339 =

340 =

341 =

342 =

343 =

344 =

345 =

346 =

347 =

348 =

349 =

350 =

351 =

352 =

353 =

354 =

355 =

356 =

CIL8 13652

" 13654

" 13656

" 13669

11 15670

" 13672

" 13676

" 13677

" 13681

" 13696

" 13698

" 13699

" 13700

11 13704

" 13710

11 13716

" 13717

" 13722

" 13736

" 13740

" 13742

" 13748

11 13750

11 13751

" 13752

" 13755
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v (ill) ZEUGITANA - continued

clll 357 = GILS 13770

358 =

359 =

360 =

361 =

362 =

363 =

it

tt

13784

13786

13787

13788

13796

13797

364 = Monceaux 14

365

366

367

Diehl 993/A 

11 1442/A 

" 1442

368 = GILS 13800

369 = " 13804

370 = " 13807

371 =

372 =

373 =

374 =

375 =

376 =

377 =

378 =

379 =

380 =

381 =

382 =

383 =

ti

it

ti

13808

13813

13829

13832

13836

13837

13848

13858

13865

13874

13875

13878

13879

384 = GILS 13880

385 = " 13883

386 =

387 =

388 =

389 =

390 =

391 =

392 =

393 =

394 =

395 =

396 =

397 =

398 =

399 =

400 =

401 =

402 =

403 =

404 =

405 =

406 =

407 =

408 =

409 =

410 =

" 13898

" 13903

11 13909

" 13913

11 13914

" 13917

tfr 13920

" 13923

11 13927

" 13930

" 13931

11 13933

11 13940

" 13952

" 13957

" 13969

" 13972

*" 13976

" 13977

" 13990

" 13993

11 13998

" 14004

11 14009

11 14010
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cIII 411

412

413

414

415

416

417

418

419

420

421

422

423

424

425

426

427

428

429

430

431

432

433

434

435

436

437

(III) ZEUGITANA -

= GILS 14013

11 14015

" 14017

" 14018

" 14025

" 14027

" 14031

" 14039

" 14046

" 14054

" 14056

11 14064

11 14067

" 14073

" 2494/A

" 14076

" 14081

" 14082

" 14086

" 14090

" 14115

" 14120

= ORAIBL 17/525:13

= CIL8 14124

" 14130

" 14136

" 14137

continued

438 = OILS

439 = "

440 = "

441 = "

442 = "

443 = "

444 = "

44.5 = "

446 = "

447 = "

448 = "

449 = "

450 = "

451 = "

452 = "

453 = "

454 4 "

455 = "

456 = "

457 = "

458 = "

459 = "

460 = "

461 = "

462 = "

463 = "

464 = "

14138

14141

14144

14145

14147

14150

14151

14152

14154

14158

14167

14168

14176

14177

14178

14179

14180

14181

14187

14188

14190

14192

14193

14194

14195

14208

14211
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(Ill) ZSUG1DTANA - continued

cIII 465 = CIL8 14213 492 = OILS 25814

456 =

467 =

468 =

469 =

470 =

471 =

472 =

473 =

474 =

475 =

476 =

477 =

478 =

479 =

480 =

481 =

482 =

483 =

484 =

485 =

486 =

487 =

488 =

489 = 

490 =

491 =

y 14219

M 14222

11 14226

" 14229

" 14232

11 14234

11 14235

11 14236

11 14238

" 14239

11 14240

11 14243

11 14251

" 14252

11 14253

" 14255

" 14256

" 14257

11 25409

" 25410

" 25411
a 2. 6 Si

" 25810

" 25811 
12

" 25813

493 =

494 =

495 =

496 =

497 =

498 =

499 =

500 =

501 =

502 =

503 =

504 =

505 =

506 =

507 =

508 =

509 =

510 =

511 =

512 =

513 =

514 =

515 =

516 =

517 =

518 =

" 25815

11 25818

11 25825

" 25892/A

" 25929

11 26393

" 26395

" 27338

11 27690

11 27691

" 27692

" 27693

" 27694

" 25310

" 27696

" 27767/B

" 27767/D

11 27767/B

11 27767/P

y 27813/A

" 27814

" 27825

Monceaux 155

" 156

!f 157

11 158
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(III) ZEUGITANA - continued

cIII 519

520

521

5'32

523

524

525

526

527

528

529

530

531

532

533

534

535

536

537

538

539

540

541

542

543

544

545

= Monceaux 159

11 160

" 161

" 162

" 165

11 166

" 178

" 1

" 3

_ u 7

11 8

" 9

" 10

" 11

= OIL8 1138

11 1167

11 1169

" 1169/A

= CRAIBL 17/524:11

= CIL8 14326

11 14327

" 1246

" 1247

" 14399

" 1259

" 14790

11 1389

546

547

548

549

550

551

552

553

554

555

556

557

558

559

560

561

562

563

564

565

566

567

568

569

570

571

572

= GILS 1390

" 2494/A

" 15244

" 1434

= CRAIBL 17/525:14

= OILS 15640

" 15641

" 1768

11 1769

" 16249

11 16250

" 16252

" 16253

11 16255

" 16256

= CRAIBL 17/524:12

= CIL8 16396

= Monceaux 12

11 13

" 15

11 16

" 17

= OILS 13529

= Monceaux 21

11 22

= CIL8*16839

= Monceaux 23
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573 =

574 =

575 =

576 =

577 =

578 =

579 =

580 =

581 =

582 =

583 =

584 =

585 =

586 =

587 =

588 =

589 =

590 =

591 =

592 =

593 =

594 =

595 =

596 =

597 =

598 =

599 =

(III) ZEUGITANA -

GILS 14059

" 17385

" 17387

" 1116

" 17389

" 17390

11 25361/A

" 22656/24

" 23878

11 23919

" 25454

" 27759

11 1072

Monceaux 232

" 233

GILS 17382

Monceaux 257

11 258

11 260

" 235

RPE 8/76

" 8/31

" 8/71

" 8/184

Monceaux 154

RPE 11/18

" 12/31

continued

600 =

601 H

602 =

603 =

604 =

605 =

606 =

607 =

608 =

609 =

610 =

611 =

612 =

613 =

614 =

615 =

616 =

617 =

618 =

619 =

620 =

621 =

622 =

623 =

624 =

625 =

626 =

RP

ii

GR

RP

M

"

It

H

11

It

II

"

M

"

It

GI

RP

ii

11

11

GR

Me

CE

Me

RPE IS/164 

12/201

GRAIBL 17/514 

RPE 17-18/13

17-18/14

17-18/101

19/35

24/60

27/23

29/59

29/63

31/47

31/33

33/62

34/134 

GILS 13397 

RPS 36/26

37/40

37/20

37/177 

GRAIBL 8/63

" 11/568:c 

" 11/5^9:a 

Monceaux 44

" 47
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clll

1    ,

627 =

628 =

629 =

630 =

631 =

632 =

633 =

634 =

635 =

636 =

637 =

638 =

639 =

640 =

641 =

642 =

643 =

644 =

645 =

646 =

647 =

648 =

649 =

650 =

651 =

652 =

653 =

(III) ZEUGITANA - continued

Monceaux

CIL8

n

14089

22655/46

Monceaux 64

n

it

n

u

it

u

ii

u

n

CIL8

65

66

68

69

70

71

72

73

74

13478

CRAIBL 16/434=17/520

n

n

n

u

"

n

n

tt

n

it

ti

u

17/536:16

17/536:17

20/193

20/194

20/195:2

20/196:3

20/196:4

20/196:5

20/197 : 6

20/197 : 7

14/585

14/586

654 =

655 =

656 =

657 =

658 =

659 =

660 =

661 =

662 =

663 =

S64 =

665 =

666 =

667 =

668 =

669 =

670 =

671 =

672 =

673 =

674 =

675 =

676 =

677 =

678 =

679 =

680 =

CRAIBL 14/698

Monceaux 164

CRAIBL 22/306: a

" 22/306 :b

" 15/127

CIL8 22655/8,10

CRAIBL 24/351: c

11 29/29

Monceaux 19

11 24

" S5

11 26

u 27

" 28

11 30

" 31

11 32

" 33

11 34

" 35

" 39

B3NAFXV98:!

" 7/98:2

11 7/98:4

11 7/109-111:

11 7/109-111:

" 7/109-111:
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(III) ZEUGITANA - continued 

cIII 681 = BSNAP 7/109-111:5 708 = 

682 = " 7/159-160 709 = 

" 7/254:1 710 = 

11 7/246:2 711 = 

11 7/246:3 712 = 

" 7/312:1 713 = 

11 7/312:2 714 = 

11 7/312:3 715 = 

11 7/312:4 716 = 

11 7/326:1 717 = 

M 7/326:2 718 = 

11 7/326.13 719 = 

" 7/326:4 720 = 

11 8/94-95:2 721 = 

" 8/120-122:1 722 = 

" 8/120-122:2 723 = 

" 8/120-122:3 724 = 

11 8/120-122:4 735 = 

" 8/162 726 = 

" 8/177:1 727 = 

" 8/177:2 728 = 

" 8/177:3 729 = 

" 8/219:1 730 = 

» 8/219:2 731 = 

	8/222 732 = 

	8/242:1 733 = 

 ' 8/242:2 734 =

683 =

684 =

685 =

686 =

687 =

688 =

689 =

690 =

691 =

692 =

693 =

694 = 
5

696 =

697 =

698 =

699 =

700 =

701 =

702 =

703 =

704 =

705 =

706 =

707 =

It

It

11

11

"

11

!l

II

11

BSNAP 8/262-264 

" 8/288 

8/299:1 

8/299:2 

8/307:1 

8/307:2 

8/307:3 

8/330

8/363-365:1 

8/363-365:2 

8/363-365:3 

8/363-365:4 

9/152 

9/163:1 

9/163:2 

9/339:1 

9/339:2a 

9/339:2b 

9/339:3 

9/342-343:1 

9 /342-343:2 

9/342-343:3 

9/387-388:1 

9/387-388:2 

10/209 

10/227:1 

10/227:2
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(III) ZEUGITANA - continued

cTII 735 = BSNAP 10/227:4

736 =

737 =

738 =

739 =

740 =

741 =

742 =

743 =

744 =

745 =

746 =

747 =

748 =

749 =

750 =

751 =

752 =

753 =

754 =

755 =

756 =

757 =

758 =

759 =

760 =

761 =

II

It

tt

It

If

It

It

It

It

It

tt

II

II

It

It

It

II

10/242:1

11/107-108:1

11/107-108:2

11/164-165:1

11/164-165:2

11/164-165:3

11/187:1

11/187:2

11/237-238:1

11/237-238:2

11/237-238:3

11/311/1

12/198:1

12/198:2

12/208:1

12/208:2

12/218-219:1

12/218-219:2

12/218-219:3

12/332-333:2

12/332-333:3

12/332-333:4

12/354-355:1

12/354-355:2

12/354-355:3

12/354-355:4

762 =

763 =

764 =

765 =

766 =

767 =

768 =

769 =

770 =

771 =

772 =

773 =

774 =

775 =

776 =

777 =

778 =

779 =

780 =

781 =

782 =

783 =

784 =

785 =

786 =

787 =

788 =

it

it

u

"

BSNAP 12/394-395:1 

" 12/394-395:2 

" 12/430-431:1 

" 12/430-431:2 

12/430-431:4 

12/430-431:5 

12/430-431:6 

13/81-82:1 

13/81-82:2 

13/81-82:3 

13/81-82:4 

13/84:1 

13/84:3 

13/89-90:1 

13/89-90:2 

13/89-90:3 

13/89-90:4 

13/94-95:1 

13/94-95:2 

13 /94-95:3 

13/94-95:4 

13/165-166:2 

13/165-166:3 

13/180-181:1 

13/180-181:2

13/180-181:3 

13/190:2

tt

"

tf

it

"

"
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(III) ZEUGITANA - continued

cIII 789 =

790 =

791 =

792 =

793 =

794 =

795 =

796 =

797 =

798 =

799 =

800 =

801 =

802 =

803 =

804 =

805 =

806 =

807 =

808 =

809 =

810 =

811 =

812 =

813 =

814 =

815 =

it

ti

M

tl

tf

tf

BSNAF 13/190:3 

" 13/210-211:1 

" 13/210-211:2 

" 13/210-211:3 

13/222-224:1 

13/222-224:2 

13/222-224:3 

13/222-224:4 

13/225-226:2 

13/225-226:3 

13/225-226:4 

13/244-245:1 

13/244-245:2 

13/244-245:3 

13/244-245:4 

13/251-252:1 

13/251-252:2 

13/251-252:3 

13/251-252:4 

13/258

13/261-262:1 

13/261-262:2 

13/261-262:3 

13/261-262:4 

13/261-262:5

13/281-282:2 

13/281-282:3

it

1!

M

It

It

It

816 =

817 =

818 =

819 =

820 =

821 =

822 =

823 =

824 =

825 =

826 =

827 =

828 =

829 =

830 =

831 =

832 =

833 =

834 =

835 =

836 =

837 =

838 =

839 =

840 =

841 =

842 =

it

M

II

n

ti

M

It

II

It

BSNAF 13/281-282:4 

" 13/316

 317:1

13/316-317:2 

13/316-317:3 

13/348-349:1 

13/348-349:2 

13/348-349:3 

13/343-344:2 

13/343-344:3 

13/343-344:4 

13/343-344:5 

13/374-375:1 

13/374-375:2 

13/374-375:3 

13/374-375:4 

13/374-375:5

14/108-109:1

14/108-109:2

14/108-109:3

14/108-109:4

14/108-109:5

14/121:2

14/121:3

14/121:4

It

M

14/121:5 

14/129:1
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(ill) ZEUGITANA - continued

cIII 843

844

845

846

847

848

849

850

851

852

853

854

855

856

857

858

859

860

861

862

863

864

865

BSNAP 14/129:2 

" 14/129:3 

11 14/147:2 

« 14/147:3 

14/147:4 

14/169-170:2 

14/169-170:4 

14/169-170:5 

14/202-203:1 

24/202-203:2 

14/202-203:3 

14/222-223:1 

14/222-223:2 

14/222-223:3 

14/222-223:4 

14/225-226:1 

14/225-226:2 

14/225-226:3 

14/225-226:4 

14/284-285:1 

14/284-285:3 

14/287-288:1 

14/287-288:2

u

ti

u

t

it

u

ti

it

ti

u

ti

tt

tt

it

u

ti

it

866

867

868

869

870

871

872

873

874

875

876

877

878

879

880

881

882

883

884

885

886

887

888

BSNAP 14/287-288:3 

11 14/287-288:4 

11 12/411 

" 13/165-166:1 

" 13/190:1 

11 13/225-226:1 

11 13/281-282:1 

" 13/316-317:4 

" 13/343-344:1 

" 14/147:1

14/169-170:1 

14/169-170:3 

11 14/284-285:2 

CRAIBL 11/569-570 

CIL8 22655/15,17,20-26 

11 22656/25-26a 

" 22656/26TD 

11 22656/28-29 

22656/31-33 

22653/9 

22653/12 

22653/14 

Cabrol viil/l:701 fg.6460

M

II

"

U

tl
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cIV 1 =
2 =

3 =

4 =

5 =

6 =

7 =

Q _

9 =

10 =

11 =

12 =

13 =

14 =

15 =

16 =

17 =

18 =

19 =

20 =

21 =

22 =

23 =

24 =

25 =

26 =

27 =

(IV) NUMIDIA

GILS 16507

" 2046

" 2051

" 16684

" 2095

" 3357

11 2219

7018it ^^^^^\

" 2223

11 2245

" 16647

" 17714

11 17607

" 17717

11 17718

" 17732

" 17758

11 17759

BSNAF 9/194

GILS 17768

GILS 17801

" 18002

'« 18705

" 18656

" 18683

" 19742

" 19671

28 = GILS

29 = "

30 = "

31 = "

32 = "

33 = "

34 = 1f 

35 = M

36 = "

37 = "

38 = "

39 = "

40 = "

41 = "

42 = "

43 = "

44 = "

45 = "

46 = 1f

47 = "

48 = "

49 = !t

50 = "

51 = "

52 = "

53 = "

54 = "

19913

19914

2292

2308

16659

2334

2494 

4353

4354

4671

4762

4770

27915

4799

4807

5176

5229

5262

5263

5264

5352

5488

5489

5490

5491

5492

5493
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(IV) NUMIDIA - continued

cIV 55 = CIL8 5669 82 = GILS 2018

83 = " 1760956 =

57 =

58 =

59 =

60 =

61 £

62 =

63 =

64 =

65 =

66 =

67 =

68 =

69 =

70 =

71 =

72 =

73 =

74 =

75 =

76 =

77 =

78 =

79 =

80 =

81 =

" 7923

11 7924

11 8190

11 8192

" ±&X#

" 16742

" 10707

11 10708

11 10709

" 10713

11 10714

" 10636

" 10637

11 10638

" 10639

11 10640

11 10663

11 2009

" 2010

" 2011

" 2012

" 16516

" 2014

11 2015

" 2016

" 2017

84 = " 17610

85 = " 17491

86 = Gsell 427

87 =

88 =

89 =

90 =

91 =

92 =

93

94

95

96

97

98

99

100

101

102

103

104

105

106

11

"

"

11

430

431

434

435

439

2108

532

1085

1086 

" 1971 

RPE 37/151 

Gsell 2758MS 

" 2759

11

= GILS 5191

" 5192

= BSNAF 9/225:1 

= GILS 5394

" 5978 

_ M 8275

11 8292

107 = " 17791

108 = RPE 37/152
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(IV) NUMIDIA - continued

cIV 109 =

110 =

111 =

112 =

113 =

114 =

115 =

116 =

117 =

118 =

119 =

120 =

121 =

122 =

123 =

124 =

125 =

126 =

127 =

128 =

129 =

130 =

131 =

132 =

133 =

134 =

135 =

GILS 18668

11 18669

RPE 28/81

CIL8 4677

11 16727

11 17617

" 10706

" 10904

BSNAP 9/200:3

" 9/218:2

GILS 2119

Diehl 2080

Monceaux 336

CIL8 16851

Monceaux 278

" 279

" 280

11 281

11 282

" 283

" 284

" 285

11 286

" 287

RPE 8/238

" 9/118

» 9/121

136 =

137 =

138 =

139 =

140 =

141 =

142 =

143 =

144 =

145 =

146 =

147 =

148 =

149 =

150 =

151 =

152 =

153 =

154 =

155 =

156 =

157 =

158 =

159 =

160 =

161. =

162 =

RPE 9/120

CIL8 28045

RPE 16/111

GILS 27916

" 5341

CRAIBL 24/80

BSNAP 9/226:4

RPE 22/25

" 24/58

11 24/37

" 28/105

" 28/35

" 31/112

11 33/232

" 35/94

11 35/62

11 35/59

11 37/147

" 37/148

Diehl 801

RPE 37/149

" 37/150

GILS 27914

" 27917

" 27918

" 27919

BSNAP 9/225:5
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cIV 163 =

164 =

165 =

166 =

167 =

168 =

169 =

170 =

171 =

172 =

173 =

174 =

175 =

176 =

17? =

178 =

179 =

180 =

181 =

182 =

183 =

184 =

185 =

186 =

187 =

188 =

1 «Q  

(IV) NUMIDIA -

BSNAP 9/226:3

CIL8 27923

11 27924

11 27938

11 27957

11 27958

" 27959

" 27965

11 27991

11 28000

11 28047

" 16656

" 1665,7

1f 16658

" 16661

" 16662

11 16663

11 16665

11 16720

" 16907

" 17412

" 17414

" 17445

11 17580

Gsell 2775

BSNAF 9/254:1

HTT.ft 97R4-9

- continued

190 = Diehl 2497A

191 = OILS 16516

192 = 16664

193 = Monceaux 188

194 =

195 =

196 =

tt

it

189

190

191

197

198

199

200

201

202

203

204

205

206

207

208

209

210

211

212

213 =

214 =

215 =

216 =

= GILS 10698

11 19210 

Monceaux 94 

" 95

" 96 

it 97

98

99

100

101

102

103

it

it

tt 104

11 105 

RPE 33/54

Monceaux 111 

RPE 35/121 

Gsell 2760

" 2761 

" 27 6 P.



cIV 217 =

218 =

219 =

220 =

221 =

222 =

223 =

224 =

225 =

226 =

227 =

228 =

229 =

230 =

231 =

232 =

233 =

234 =

235 =

236 =

237 =

238 =

239 =

240 =

241 =

242 =

243 =

(IV)

Gsell

tt

tt

It

W

it

it

tt

tt

tt

M

ti

tt

it

it

tt

it

it

it

tt

u

it

u

tl

tt

It

tt

MJMIDIA -

2763

2764

2765

2768

2769

2770

2771

2772

2773

2774bis

2779

2785

2790

2791

2793

2795

2797

2799

2800

2801

2802

2804

2805

2806

2807

2809

2810

Gontinued

244 =

245 =

246 =

247 =

248 =

249 =

250 =

251 =

252 =

253 =

254 =

255 =

256 =

257 =

258 =

259 =

260 =

261 =

262 =

263 =

264 =

265 =

266 =

267 =

268 =

269 =

270 =

Gsell 2982

" 3993

BSNAP 9/268:2

" 9/277

" 9/312:2

M 9/313:3

11 9/337:2

" 9/337:3

Diehl 3685/0

BSNAF 9/354:2

CRAIBL 22/404

" 20/295

OILS 7922

CRAJBL 13/404

11 39/101

" 39/102

Ivlonceaux 89

11 106

11 107

11 108

11 109

" 110

CIL8 22655/20

11 22653/10

" 2389

11 22653/13

11 17747

83



84

cIV

cV

(IV) NUMIDIA - continued

271 = OILS 2492

272 = Diehl 2117

(V) MAURETANIA

273 = CIL8 5394/A

274 = " 28044

J. =

2 =

3 =

4 =

5 =

6 =

7 =

8  

9  

10 =

11 =

12 =

13 =

14 =

15 =

16 =

17 =

18 =

19 =

GILS

ti

it

it

it

it

it

it

it

tt

7
"

it

t
it

it

M

It

It

20410

20411

20414

20415

20480

20482

20572

20590

8630

8631

8632

8620

8621

8622

8623

8624

8625

8628

8634

20 =

21 =

22 =

23 =

24 =

25 =

26 =

27 =

28 =

29 =

30 =

31 =

32 =

33 =

34 =

35 =

36 =

37 =

38 =

GILS

it

it

it

it

BSNAP

GILS

11

it

M

it

*

it

it

it

it

it

it

it

8635

8636

8817

8838

8639

12/247

8641

8642

8644

8649

8650

8651

8653

8655

20643

20644

20489

8708

8805



cV 39 =

40 =

41 =

42 =

43 =

44 =

45 =

46 =

47 =

48 =

49 =

50 =

51 =

52 =

53 =

54 =

55 =

56 =

57 =

58 =

59 =

60 =

61 =

62 =

63 =

64 =

65 =

(V) MAURETANIA -

GILS 20903

" 20904

" 20905

" 20906

" 20907

11 20908

" 20909

" 20910

11 20911

" 20912

11 20913

11 20914

" 20915

" 20916

11 20918

11 20920

" 20921

GRAIBL 14/125

GILS 20923

" 20928

" 21424

" 21431

" 21539

" 21540

11 21543

" 21544

" 21549

continued

66 =

67 =

68 =

69 =

70 =

71 =

72 =

73 =

74 =

75 =

76 =

77 =

78 =

79 =

80 =

81 =

82 =

83 =

84 =

85 =

86 =

87 =

88 =

89 =

90 =

91 =

92 =

GILS

it

it

it

it

it

it

it

it

11

RPE

GILS

ii

it

i?

it

if

tt

11

V "

If

It

If

If

It

tt

It

21550

9248

9286

20958

9590

9591

9592

8629

9594

9595

36/65

9694

21551

21553

21554

21555

21570

21571

21572

21573

21574

21655

21675

21676

21680

21681

21682

85



86

(V) MAURETANIA - continued

cV 93 =

94 =

95 =

96 =

97 =

98 =

99 =

100 =

101 =

102 =

103 =

104 =

105 =

106 =

107 =

108 =

109 =

110 =

111 =

112 =

113 =

114 =

115 =

116 =

117 =

GILS

tt

11

if

u

tt

if

ii

it

u

tt

it

it

it

it

it

tt

tt

it

it

it

tt

u

RPE

CIL8

21686

21688

21689

21694

21698

21701

21726

21729

21733

21737

21738

21740

21742

21744

21745

21746

21747

21753

2176S

21773

21774

£&** RP6 31/57

21497

32/37

9709

120 =

121 =

122 =

123 =

124 =

125 =

126 =

127 =

128 =

129 =

130 =

131 =

132 =

133 =

134 =

135 =

}36 =

137 =

138 =

139 =

140 =

141 =

142 =

143 =

144 =

CIL8

tt

u

it

u

it

it

9712

9713

9715

9718

9731

9732

9733

CRATBL 33/62:1

u

GILS

it

u

Diehl

CIL8

it

u

it

H

u

tt

if

tt

it

K

M

33/62:2

9746

9751

9752

234/A

9859

9865

9866

9867

9869

9870

8483

9876

9877

9887

9898

9899

118 = 1f 9710

119 = " 9711

145 = Diehl 234/B

146 = " 234/G
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cV 147 =

148 =

149 =

150 =

151 =

152 =

153 =

154 =

155 =

156 =

157 =

158 =

159 =

160 =

161 =

162 =

163 =

164 =

165 =

166 =

167 =

168 =

169 =

170 =

171 =

172 =

173 =

(V) MAURETANIA -

Diehl 1111

GILS 21511

" 20619

Diehl 2423

GILS 21337/A

" 21719

11 8547

" 20288

11 8481

11 9011

Moiiceaux 333

117

GIL8 21589

" 9966

" 9982

" 9984

« 3.3.304* 8825

RPE 26/60

GILS 21799

" 21801

Prend,JRS xxx/l:49

RPE 29/115

GILS 22642/17

" 22657/6

" 10932

" 8771

CRAIBL 32/82:1

continued

174 =

175 =

176 =

177 =

178 =

179 =

180 =

181 =

182 =

183 =

184 =

185 =

186 =

187 =

188 =

189 =

190 =

191 =

192 =

193 =

194 =

195 =

196 =

197 =

198 =

199 =

200 =

GRAIBL 32/82:2

Monceaux 211

CIL8 9285

RPE 25/42

Monceaux 297

CIL8 9593

11 9703

11 9804

" 9815

11 9835

" 9852

RPE 36/80

GILS 21530

" 21546

" 21547

" 21582

" 21584

" 21585

" 21588

" 21591

" 21593

11 21594

11 21595

11 21597

" 21599

" 21600

" 21601
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cV 201

202

203

204

205

206

207

11 21766

11 21770

(V) MAURETANIA - continued

= OILS 21602/B 208 = CIL8 21759 

" 21632 209 

" 21635 210 

" 21637 211 = Monceaux 304 

" 21639 212 

" 21642 213 

11 21755 214 

215 = RPE 8/159

it 325

RPE 8/160 

11 8/155

(x) Fragments*)

(I) TRIPOLITANA

(II) BYZACENA

xll l=GMCh 133 
2=23039

xIII 1=13393
2=13394
3=13396
4=13398
5=13399
6=13400
7=13401
8=13402
9=13406
10=13411
11=13412
12=13413
13=13414
14=13419
15=13421
16=13425
17=25285
18=13433

3=27982 
4=11909

(III) ZEUGITANA

19=13434 
20=13435 
21=13438 
22=13441 
23=13444 
24=13445 
25=13446 
26=13447 
27=13448 
28=13449 
29=13450 
30=13451 
31^13452 
32=13453 
33=13455 
34=13456 
35=13457 
36=13458

none

5=22908

37=13459 
38=13460 
39=13461 
40=13464 
41=13465 
42=13466 
43=13467 
44=13471 
45=13472 
46=13474 
47=13475 
48=13476 
49=13477 
50=13479 
51=13480 
52=13483 
53=13484 
54=13485

*)Except where otherwise stated numbers refer to CIL8



FRAGMENTS - continued 89

xlll 55=13486 
56=13487 
58=13490 
58=13491 
59=13492 
60=13493 
61=13494 
62=13497 
63=13501 
64=13502

65=13503 
66=1350^4 
67=13505 
68=13506 
69=13507 
70=13508 
71=13509 
72=13510 
73=13511 
74=13512 
75=13513 
76=13514 
77=13515 
78=13524 
79=13525 
80=13526 
81=13527 
82=13528 
83=25166 
84=25107 
85=25112 
86=25118 
87=25120 
88=25122 
89=25124 
90=25128 
91=25130 
92=25131 
93=25133 
94=25136 
95=25137 
96=25086 
97=25088 
98=25089 
99=25090 
100=25091 
101=25095 
102=25098 
103=25099 
104=25101 
105=25103 
106=25065

107=25066
108=25067
109=25069
110=25071
111=25074
112=25075
113=25076
114=25077
115=25078
116=25041
117=781
118=12411
119=105444-12483
120=10545
121=10547
122=25138
123=25139
124=25142
125=25143
126=25144
127=25145
128=25147
129=25148
130=25149
131=25150
132=25151
133=25153
134=25155
135=25157
136=25158
137=25163
138=25164
139=25167
140=25170
141=25171
142=25174A
143=25177
144=25178
145=25179
146=25180
147=25181
148=25189
149=25190
150=25196
151=25199
152=25201
153=25210
154=25215/A
155=25222
156=25229
157=25237
158=25266
159=27271

160=25276
161=13530
162=13531
163=13532
164=1 35 34+CRAIBL

11/571 :a-e
165=13536
166=13537
167=13538
168=13546
169=13547
170=13551
171=13553
172=13554
173=13555
174=13556
175=13557
176=13559
177=13560
178=13561
179=13562
180=13563
181=13565
182=13566
183=13568
1R4=1 SRfiQ ilflfWlTT

185=13571
186=13573
187=13570
188=13574
189=13575
190=13577
191=13578
192=13579
193=13581
194=13587
195=13588
196=13592
197=13593
198=13594,13595
199=13596
200=13597
201=13598
202=13599
203=13600
204=13601
205=13602
206=25297
207=25299
208=25301
209=25303
210=25312
211=25318



FRAGMENTS - continued
90

xIII 212=25322 
213=25326 
214=25333 
215=25343 
216=25348 
217=25350 
218=25353 
219225356 
220=25359 
221=25361 
222=23604 
223=13605 
224=13609 
225=13611 
226=13612 
227=13613 
228=13615 
229=13616 
230=13618 
231=13519 
232=13620 
233=13621 
234=13622 
235=13624 
235=13525 
2 381=136 25 
238=13628 
239=13630 
249=13631 
241=13635 
242=13635 
243=13638 
244=13639 
245=13640 
246=13641 
247=13642 
248=13643 
249=13644 
250=13645 
251=13646 
252=13648 
253=13649 
254=13650 
255=13651 
256=13653 
257=13655 
258=13657 
259=13658 
260=13659 
261=13660 
262=13663 
263=13664 
264=13665

265=13666
266=13667
267=13568
268=13671
269=13673
270=13674
271=13675
272=13678
273=13679
274=13680
275=13682
276=13683
277=13684
278=13685
279=13686
280=13687
281=13688
282=13689
283=13690
284=13691
285=13692,13693
286=13694
287=13695
288=13697
289=13701
290=13702
291=13703
292=13705
293=13706,13707
294=13708
295=13709
296=13711
297=13712
298=13713
299=13714
300=13715
301=13718
302=13719
303=13720
304=13721
305=13723
306=13724
307=13725
308=13726
309=13727
310=13728
311=13729
312=13730
315=13732
314=13734
315=13735
316=13738
317=13739

318=13741
319=13743
320=13744
321=13745
322=13746
323=13747
324=13749
325=13753
326=13754
327=13756
328=13757
329=13758
330=13760
331=13762
3-52=13763
333=13764
334=13765
335=13766
336=13767
337=13768
338=13769
339=13771
340=13772
341=13773,13774
342=13775
343=13776
344=13777
345=13778
346=13779
347=13780
348=13782
349=13783
350=13785
351=13790
352=13791
353=13792
354=13793
355=13794
356=13795
357=13801
358=13802
359=13805
360=13809
361=13810
362=13811
363=13812
354=13814
365=13815
356=13816
357=13817
368=13818
359=13819
370=13820



FRAGMENTS - continued
91

xIII 371=13822 
372=13823 
373=13824 
374=13825 
375=13827 
376=13828 
377=13830 
378=13831 
379=13833 
380=13834 
381=13835 
382=13838 
383=13839 
384=13840 
385=13841 
386=13842 
387=13843 
388=13844 
339=13845 
390=13846 
391=13847 
392=13849 
393=13851 
394=13852 
395=13853 
396=13854 
397=13855 
398=13856 
399=13857 
400=13859 
401=13860,13861 
402=13863 
403=13864 
404=13867 
405=13868 
406=13869 
407=13870 
408=13871 
409=13872 
410=13373 
411=13877 
412=13834 
413=13385 
414=13886 
415=13888 
416=13889 
417=13890-13892 
418=13893 
419=13394 
420=13895,13896 
421=13897 
422=13899 
423=13900 
424=13901,13902

425
426
427
428
429
430
431

13904
13905
13907
13908
13910
13911
13912

433=13918 
434=13919
435=13921,13922
436=13924
437^13925
438=13926
439=13928
440=13929
441=13832
442=13934
443=13935
444=13936
445=13937
446=13938
447=13939
448=13941
449=13942
450=13943
451=13944
452=13947
453=13948
454=13949
455=13950
456=13951
457=13953
458=13954
459=13955
460=13958
461=13959
462=13960
463=13962
464=13963
465=13964
466=13965
467=13966
468=13967
460^=13970
470=13971
471=13973
472=13974
473=13975
474=13978
475=13979
476=13980
477=13981
478=13982

479=13983
480=13984
481=13988
482=13989
483=13991
484=13996
485=13997
486=13999
487=14000
488=14001
489=14008
490=14003
491=14006
492=1400^7
493=14008
494=14012
495=14014
496=14016
497=14019
498^14021
499=14022
500=14023
501=14024
502=14026
503=14028
504=14029
505=14030
506=14032
507=14037
508=14038
509=14040
51VCJ14041
511=14042
512=14044
513=14045
514=14043
515=14048
516=14049
517=14050
518=14051
519=14052
520=14055
521=14057
522=14061
523=14062
524=14063
535=14065
596=14066
537=14070
528=14072
529=14074
530=14075
531=14077
532=14078
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FRAGMENTS - continued

xIII 533=14079 
534=14080 
535=14083 
536=14084 
537=14087 
538=14088 
539=14091 
540=14092 
541=14093 
542=14094 
543=14095 
544=14096 
545=14116 
546=14118 
547=14126 
548=14127 
549=14131 
550=14132 
551=14135 
552=14139 
553=14140 
554=14142 
555=14143 
556=14146 
557=14148 
558=14153 
559=14155 
560=14157 
561=14159 
562=14160 
563=14163 
564=14164 
565=14166 
566=14169 
567=14171 
568=14172 
569=14173 
570=14174 
571=14176 
572=14183 
573=14184 
574=14185 
575=14186 
576=14189 
577=14197 
573=14200 
579=14201 
580=14204 
581=14205 
582=14206 
583=14212 
584=14214 
585=14220

586
587=
588=
589=
590=
591=
592=
593=
594=
595=
596=
597=
598=
599=
600=
601=
602=
603=
604=
605=
606=
607=
608=
609=
610=
611=
612=
613=
614=
615=
616=
617=
618=
619=
620=
621=
622=
823=
624=
625=
626=
627=
628=
629=
630=
631=
632=
633=
634=
635=
636= 
637= 
638=

14221
14223
14224
14227
14233
14237
14241
14242
14244
14245
14246
14247
14248
14249
14250
14254
14258
14259
14260
14261
14263
14265
14268
14269
25414
25816
27334
27335
27337
27339
27340
27697
27815
27820
27922
27925
27964
27981
27982/A
27999
15245
16254
16257
16841
16843
16908
22644/256
22645/372
22646/15
22656/28
22656/29
24078 
=24562

639=24562/A
640=24563
641=24564
642=25632
643=22632/58a
644=22644/225
645=22644/226
646=22645/490
647=22696/20
648=22649/3
649=2020
650=27922
651=16666
652=1114/0
653=1115
654=16284
655=24998
656=25010/A
657=10538

659=13968 
660=10613 
661=25458 
662=CRAIBL

11/568 :a-TD 
663=CRAIBL

11/571-572 
664=GRAIBL

12/467-471 
665=CRAIBL

17/518 
666=GRAIBL

17/517 
667=CRATBL

17/526 
668=GRAIBI@

22/307:1) 
669=CRAI3L

15/497 
870=Monceaux

82
671=CMCh 74 
672=Diehl

4740
673=1654 
674=22644/140
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FRAGMENTS - continued (NUMIDIA),

xIV 1=2274 
2=17605 
3=17716 
4=17729 
5=17782 
6=2293 
7=2294 
8=2448 
9=5494 
10=7016 
11=10688 
12=10710

13=10715 
14=2051 
15=22646/19 
16=Gseli 2777 
17=Gsell 2778 
18=Gsell 2780 
19=Gsell 2784 
20=Gsell 2812 
21=Gsell 2814 
22=Gsell 2839 
23=Gsell 3427 
24=Gsell 3437

25=Gsell 3464 
26=Gsell 3580 
27=Gsell 3702 
28^16651 
29=2412 
30=2474 
31=10933
32=GRAIBL 22/399 
33=GRAIBL 22/405 
34=5359 
35=2305 
36=Gsell. 2273

Fragments - continued (MAURBTANIA)

xV 1=20310
2=20311
3=20312
4=20314
5=8627
6=8770
7=Diehl 1528
8=8707
9=8731 
10=8757 
11=20917 
12=20919 
13=20924

14=20925 
15=20926 
16=20927 
17=20929 
18=20930 
19=20931 
20=21419 
21=21429 
22=21430 
23=21435 
24=21436 
25=21437 
26=21438

27=9270
28=9287
29=9695
30=10485/4
31=8771
32=8771/A
33=21418
34=21771
35=20490
36=CRAIBL 14/213
37=Monceaux 204
38=MonceauK 205
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SECOND TABLE : TOPOG-RAPHICO-CHRONOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION

(I) TRIPOLITANA

Sector Locality saec I-III saec IV

KP

ti

LEPTIS MAGNA 
(Lebda)

OEA 
(Tripoli)

11 Rumi e 

"(?) Ain Zara 

JO GIGTHIS 
(Si."bu Ghrara)

GIRBA 
(Djerba)

bl 1,4-6 

bl 7

bl 2,3

saec V-VII

cl 4 

cl 3 

cl 2

cl 1

(II) BYZACENA 

Sector Locality saec L-III saec IV

JM APHRODI3IUM bll 118 
(Si.Khalifa)

* Bu Pischa

ii

Si.Habich 

3EGERMES

UPPENNA 
(Hr.Chigarnia) all 5-7

JN Hadjeb 
el Aiun

HADRUMETUM 
(Sousse)

all 1-4 
8-33

bll 128

bll 18-30,32, 
34-38,40, 64, 
107

bll 67-68

bll 7-10,16-17, 
31,62-63,69,100 
114-116,122,124 
-125,130-132

saec V-VII 

ell 56

ell 57-59 

ell 10

ell 11-13,28-55, 
209

ell 4,9,22,^,61, 
66,104,158,188- 
189,206-208,212- 
217
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(II) BYZAGENA - continued

Sector Locality 3aeo I -I II aaec IV saec V-VII 

JN Hr.Beni Hassen bll 117,119 ell 21,79

11 LSPTIMINUS iDl! 51,53-58 ell 5,74-77,87, 
(Lemta) 210-211

" Munzuc = "bll 86 
Hr.Besra

" SULLECTUM loll 48-50 ell 71,73
(Salarta) 

JN 
THAPSUS(Ras Dimas) ell 8

11 THYSDRUS TDlI 47,52,65, ell 6-7,20,70 
(SI Djeim) 113

JO Dje~beliana ell 66

11 TAPARURA bll 2,4-6,41- ell 2-3,19,64- 
(Sfax) 46,61,98,106, 65,67,184,186

120-121,129

11 THA3NAB t>II

1M LIMI3A ell 182

w SABZIA til 12 
(Abd el Kerim)

w THIBIGA MI 14 
(Sir Magra)

IN Bir el Adine TD!! 104,108

» HP. 31. Amara Tall 1,105 ell 183,185

11 MUN.AUULA 
(31 Chima)

" REGIO
BEGUSN3IS

« CILLIUM "bH 33,109 
(Kasrine)

u CHU3IRA c11 80,181,201,202 

(Kessera)

" PL.FUSGHMA dl 16,129
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(II) BYZACENA - continued

Sector Locality saec I-III

IN Kairouan

H Hr.Maehdjuba

" MACTARIS 
(Maktar)

saec IV

M

II

II

II

SALTUS
MA3SIPIANUS

Mididi

Hr.Naja

SUFES 
(Hr.S~bi~ba)

SUF3TULA

11 THALA 
(Thaia)

" THELSPTE 
(Medinet el 

Kedima)

10 CAP3A 
(Safsa)

" La Feriana

11 Ksar Koutine

" MACOMADE3
MI STORES

11 TACAPAE 
(Gaftes)

" THUSURU3 
(Tozeup)

HN AMMAEDARA 
(Haidra)

"bll 66

Toll 13,73-74,76, 
89-97,99,101,102 
103,126

t>II 88

69-70,75, 
82,85,110

loll 59,72,84

"bll 15,77-81, 
123

83,112

saec V-VII

ell 81-82 

ell 168

ell 26,67,89-98, 
100-102,165-121, 
1699180,199'-200, 
203-205

ell 18,88

ell 103

ell 15,128

ell 23-24,68,73,
83-84,127,155,157,
163,207

ell 85-86,167

ell 124-126

ell 122-123

ell 14 

ell 62 

ell 60

ell 1

ell 27

ell 17,25,130-154, 
156,159-165

TTnlocated:- Has el Ain Tlalet, "bll 127; CIV.BIENSIS, "bll 11; Hr. el
Haoura, ell 63; Mehedia (= La Media), ell 78
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(Ill) ZEUGITANA

Sector Locality saec I-III 

JM MUN.AEL.SUA

" ALTHIEUROS 
(Hr.Medeina)

" Beled Beli 

11 Cap Son

" CARPI3 
(Mraissa)

11 CLUPEA 
(Kelibia)

11 CURUBIS 
(Kourba)

11 Hr. el Favar

11 MIZIGITA 
(Douela)

" NEFERIS 
(Bu Beker)

" PUPPUT
(Souk el Abiod)

" Tubernuk = 
Ain Tebornok

JL HIPPO DIARRHYTUS

11 Mater

JM Hr.el Aluain

11 Bordj el Amri

" Ai&j&l Ansarine

" API3A MAJUS
(Tarf ech Chena)

" Hr.bu Arada

11 Aubuzza = 
Hr.Djezza

saee IV

bill 197

38

bill 274-275

bill 2}, 209

bill 155,187, 
213,224-225

bill 163

bill 207

bill 189,196, 
254

bill 202 

bill 25

bill 220,243 

bill 31-34

bill 188

saec V-VTI

cIII 508-513

cIII 618

cIII 102-103

cIII 625

cIII 104

cm 101

cm 7

cIII 614

cIII 87,91

cIII 495

cITI 562
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(Ill) ZEUGITANA - continued 

Sector Locality saec I-III saec IV

IM AVITTA BIBBA bill 35 
(Bu Ptis)

11 BAHIA alii 68 
(Hr.Behaia)

11 Choud el Batel

" CASTELLUM BIRAC- 
SACCAREN3IUM

11 BISIGA 
(Hr.Bijga)

alii 72

11 BULL A REGIA 
(Hammam. Derradj)

" CARTHAGO alii 1,3-4, 
(Carthage) 9-48,50-67,

73-81

11 MUN.CIN-
CARITANUM 

(Bordj Turn)

11 Ain Djal

" Djebel Djellud

" Hr.Pallus

11 PURNOS alii 69 
(Ain Pourna)

" Galian

11 G^ardimau

11 El Ghorfa

11 MUN.GIUPITANUM 
(Giufi)

saec V-VII

"bill 190

51 

bill 221

cIII 600

167-168

bill 259

bill 5-20,22,27,
30,39-50,52-75,
77,79-83,85-101,
103-109,111-116,
118-141,144,174,
177-180,192,194,
201,210,217,223,
226-234,240-241,
244,246-247,252-
253,258,265,272,
278-281

bill 149

cIII 545-546,581

CUT 543,654,658

cIII 2,20-62 
71-74,76-80, 
88-90,92-99, 
267-290,292- 
483,506,515- 
550,561,563- 
573,576,579- 
587,594-599, 
609,613,615, 
626-653,655- 
659-887

,64-69,
82-86,
105-265,
320,322-
539,547,
570,572-
580,585-
603-607,
620-624,
657,

bill 148,166, 
268,.

bill 166 

bill 173 

bill 37

cIII 593 

cIII 12-18

cIII 1

cIII 488-494,608

cIII 592
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(ill) BBUGITANA - continued 

Sector Locality saec I-III

IM Goletta 
(Goulette)

11 El Keraib

" Hr.Kramet

" Bordj el Maajen

" MAXULA 
(Rades)

11 MEMBRES3A 
(Mzez el Bab)

11 M ! Hammedi a 

" Hr.Morabba

" MUSTIS 
(Hr.Mest)

11 Ain Mziger

" NARAGGARA 
(Sidi Yusef)

" NARO 
(Hammam Sif)

11 Nefza

alii 6-7

11 SICCA VENBRIA all I 49 
(El Kef)

11 SIMITTHUS 
(Chemtou)

" Sllman

11 MUN.SULU- 
LITANUM

" THABBORA 
(Hr.Tembra)

" THABRACA 
(Tabarka)

alii 8

alii 2

saee IV 

200

235 

TDlII 84 

282

"bill 198-199

"bill 215

"bill 214,270

208

"bill 183-184, 
195

146

78,170-172, 
176,205

147,164

saec V-VTI

cIII 551-552

cIII 8-11,100, 
260,321

cIII 70

CIII 571

cIII 291

cIII 501-505,507, 
555-560,888

bill 24

bill 23,245

bill 143,181-182, cIII 83,366-367, 
185-186,191,193, 574-578,588-591 
212,222,248-249, 
262,283-291
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(III) ZBUGITANA - continued 

Sector Locality saec I-III

IM MUN.THAGARIT-
ANUM MAJUS 

(Hr.Ain Tlit)

11 THIBARIS 
(Thibar)

" THIBURSICUM 
BURE(Tebursuk)

" THIGIBBA BURE 
(Djebba)

11 THIGNIGA 
(Hr.Toumga)

" THIMISUA 
(Hr.Tazma)

11 THUBURBO MAJUS 
(Hr.Kasbat)

" THUGGA 
(Dougga)

" TICHILLA 
(Testour)

11 TUNES (Tunis)

" TURCA (Burza)

11 Hr.Tut el Kaya

11 UCHI MAJUS 
(Hr.Douames)

11 Djebel Ust

" UTHINA 
(Hr.Oudna)

" UTICA 
(Bu Chateur)

alii 70 

alii 5

saec IV

"bill 218

l 26,273

"bill 263

 bill 76

iDlII 28,150, 
156,169

"bill 1,277

"bill 110,216,
255-256,260-
261

t>III 142,152-
154,157,237,
264

211
145,160,

saec V-VII

cIII 549

61II 497,548 

cIII 582

cIIT 500

cIII 496

cIII 19,63,616 

cIII 81 

cIII 583

"bill 151,203,236 cIII 498-499

2

bill 206

bill 36,102, 
158-159,219, 
276

cIII 75,484-486
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(ill) ZSUGITANA - continued

Sector Locality saeo I-III saec IV saec V-YII 

IM VAGA(Beja) alii 71 ID! II 167 cIII 540-542

% VALLIS cIII 544,612 
( Si. Median)

H Zaghuan

" ZAMA MAJOR cIII 584

" Zawiet el "bill 4 cIII 3-4,6 
Laala

IN Sidi Aehmed bill 238 
el Hacheni

11 Hr. Si.AU cIII 514 
"ben Ahmar

" VARTANA bill 239 
(Sra Wartan)

Unlocated:- Hr.Bir el Achmin, bill 29; MUNICIPIUM SSPTIMIUM LIBERUM 
AULODBS (Hr. Si. Reiss) , bill 161; Hr.Certouta, bill 242; Djalta, cIII 
610; Dra ben DjoTide-r, bill 250; Fauche, cIII 611; Ain Gueliane, bill 
269; Hr.Haouli, bill 271; Pavillier, cIII 619; Bu Rebia, bill 266; 
Hr.Rhiria, cIII 601; PAGUS THAE. ,.?(Ain Teki), bill 175; Tlelsa, 
bill 267; Bordj Tonga, cIII 617; Koutiad Zateur, bill 117.

(IV) NUMIDIA

Sector Locality saee I-III saee IV saec V-VII 

HM Berteaux cIV iii

11 CALAMA "blV 31,34,54- cIV 48-55,85-91,93, 
(Guelraa) 56,58-59,65, 103,140,186,273

177

11 Chabet Medaloueh blV 124 

" La Cheffia "blV 64

lf CIRTA ^IV 36-46,107, cIV 8,27,56457,199 
(Gonstantine) 125,130,163 210,261-265,275
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M

MADAURA 
(Mdaourouch = 
Montesquieu)

Kastar

11 NATTABUTES
(Oum Guerrigueeh)

11 Ain Ne china

11 CIV.POPTHENSIS 
(Ksitm M'Raou)

11 RUSICADE alV 2,4 
(Philippeville)

11 Saddar = 
Ain el Bey

11 SILA
(Bordj el Ksar)

11 THAGA3TE 
(Souk Ahras)

" THAGORA 
(Taoura)

" THIBILIS 
(Announa)

" THIBURSICUM
MJMIDARUM 

(Khamissa)

(IV) NUMIDIA - continued

Sector Locality saec I-III saec IV

HM Bir Pradj iDlV 20,118

11 GADIAUFALA 
(Ksar Be"bi)

11 HIPPO REGIUS TDlV 120,149,
169,178

28,72-89, 
90-93,136,155

TDlV 35 

"blV 106

TDlV 60

"blV 70,158,168, 
189,190

132

iDlV 67-69, 
179,185

"blV 33

saec V-VII

cIV 41-42

cIV 44-47,132,145,
147-148,183-185,
193-194,196,245

cIV 38,60,92,97-99,
112,182,187,214-
244,277

cIV 28-29,58-59, 
212

cIV 104

cIV 97,108,153-154, 
156-157

cIV 43,195

cIV 37,94-95,122

62,71,154 cIV 96
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(IV) NUMIDIA - continued 

Sector Locality saeo I-III saec IV saec V-VTI

KM TIPASA blV 182 
(Tifech)

" Truchet t>IV 150

" ZATTARA TDlV 61 cIV 100-101 
(Kef tm Zioun)

HN Abd el Nin cIV 105-106

11 Umm el Aber "blV 16-17

" Hr.el Abtine ., cIV 250

" Hr.AdJidJ cIV 114

11 Hr.el Aghuat cIV 119

11 Sir Umm Ali blV 11 cIV 13,83-84

11 Hr.el Atrom cIV 249

" BAGAIA cIV 16,30 
(Bagai)

11 Uim el Bawaghi cIV 25

11 Aioun Bedjen blV 129

11 Hr.el Begueur 1>IV 10,142 cIV 19

11 Hr.Bekkouche TDlV 57

11 AQUAE OAE3ARIS blV 94,157, cIV 138,274 
(Youks = El Hammam) 186

11 C3DIAB cUV" 133 

(Hr.Uram Kif)

11 Djebel Ghelia "blV 47 

11 Cheria t>Iv 158

" Dalaa = ^IV 135 
Ain Beida

11 Ain Fakrun C*V 26
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(IV) NUMIDIA - continued 

Sector Locality saec I-III

HN Hr.Poam-
Metleg-Guebli

" Puima el Amba

11 Hr.Gabel
Hamimet Beida

11 GSRMANI
(Ksar el Kerb)

" Ain Ghorab 

11 Hr. el Hamar

tf JUSTI 
(Scheragrag)

11 Kernel lei 

11 Hr.Koreiba

11 MACOMADES 
(Merkeb Talpa)

11 Hr.Magrun 

11 Hr.Makluf

" MA3CULA 
(Kenchela)

" Medfun

" Hr.Meksem

" Hr.Mertoum:

" Hr.Metkides

11 Hr.M'Rata

" Ain Mtirschu

alV 3

alV 1

saec IV

blV 117

165

66

115

119

30

51-52

5-9,13-14, 
122,146-147, 
161

3-4,12

saec V-VII

cIV 23 

cIV 248

32,145,188 cIV 213

cIV 62-64,134

cIV 65-66,136 

cIV 198 

cIV 39

cIV 251 

cIV 109 

cIV 10,12,14915

cIV 110 

cIV 253 

cIV 115

cIV 246 

cIV 20
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(IV) XTOMIDIA - continued

tt

Sector Locality saec I-III 

HN Ngaus

Hr.el Ogla 

" Hr.Rouis 

11 Hr.bu Said

11 SALTUS SORO-
THENSIS 

(Ksar el Ahmaar)

11 Ain Tazupgut = 
TazougaPt

11 Ksap Tet>inet

11 THEVESTE 
(Tebessa)

saec IV

11 Vazaivi = 
Ain Zoui

11 VSGESELA
(HP. el AModJi)

" Ain Zaga

" Hr.ZaiPa

" Ksar Ouled Zid

HO CA3AE NIGRENSE3 
(Negrine)

CM CUICUL 
(Djemila)

" La Perdjioua

" MILEVUl^I 
(Mila)

1,63,101,103, 
137-140,156

19

131

"blV 2,29,53,48-
50,95-102,104-
105,133-134,164,
170-176,180-181,
187

114

141

20,144

saec V-VII

cIV 85 

cIV 247 

cIV 135

107

cIV 1-5,11,32,40,
61,67,82,113,121,
139,152,158-161,
163-181,189,191-192,
197,252,260,266,269

cIV 102,142,162-163, 
276

cIV 188 

cIV 118 

cIV 1155 

cIV 149

"blV 22-23,108-113, cIV 116,143-144, 
133,151-152,159- 254-255,257,272 
160

cIV 267

TDlV 21

GN HP.Akhrib 120,124-132
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(IV) HUMIDIA - continued

Sector Locality saec I-fig saec IV saec V-VII

GN Ksar Bellezma blV 18,162 cIV 146,151

" Hr.el Bey cIV 17

11 Burgi cIV 34

11 Hr.Gasriya "blV 116

" Hr.Ghellil cIV 123

" Ain Guigba cIV 150

" El Hassi cIV 24

11 Ain Ksar cIV 35-36

" LAMBASSISA "blV 15,121,127 cIV 6 
(Lambe*se)

11 Hr.Mahfadia cIV 18

11 Hr.Ain Sfar cIV 21

11 Bu Takrematen "blV 184

" THAMUGADI "blV 24-26,148, cIV 31,33,137,141, 
(Timgad) 153 211,258-259,268

11 VARTURLIANI TalV 183 
(Kherbet TDU 

Addoufen)

11 VERECUITOA T3IV 27 
(Marcouna)

GO BBSCERA cIV 22 
(Biskra)

11 Hr.Si.el Hadj cIV 271

Unlocated:- Marchulus, TDlV 166; Mechir, blV 126; Henschir Medila, 
"bTV 143; Trumelet, cIV 155; Mzena Si^i Yusef, "blV 128; Henschir 
Zrara, cIV 270; Oued R'Zid, 1)IV 167.
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(V) MAURBTANIA

Sector Locality saec I-III saec IV saec V-YII

GM Kherbet Achiv cV 22,163

" Kherbet el Ma-Ahu^d cV 178

" Bourkiker bV 80

" HORREA bV 16,29-31, 
(Ain Roua) 99

11 IGILGILI bV 1 
(Djidjelli)

" Mesloug cV 211 

11 M'Lakou cV 175

" Kherbet "ben cV 149 
Mokbenech

" Kherbet Madjuba aV 1 bV 17-19,22, cV 5-6,171 
=Sillegue(lTOVAR) 24

11 SALDAE bV 46 
(Bougie)

" SATAPIS bV 2-7,28, 
(Perigotville) 107

11 SERTEI bV 148 cY 34-35 
(Kherbet Guidra)

11 S1TIPIS aV 2,5-6 bV 8,14,32-33, cV 1-4,9-21,23-33,
(Setif) " 35-36,40,73-74, 73,134,139,153,5.55,

125,133,155 157

11 Tessamert bV 38-39

" Tixter = bY 27 
Umm el Adham

11 Mechta Mn Zeraba bV 34

GN CAST.DIANBSE bV 41 cV 37

" Bir Haddada ^V 42043

" Kh.el Kebira bV 44-45 cV 172

«» Ain Kebira cV 154
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(V) MAURETANIA - continued

Sector Locality saeo I-III saec IV saec V-VII 

GN Ain el Ksar bV 26 cV 7

H Lemellef = bV 21,37,94 
Bordj Rdir-

11 Ain Hellene bV 158 cV 36

11 Bu Taleb bV 25

11 Hr.Tarlist cV 167

11 THAMALLA(-ULA) bv 105,123 cv 8,213-215
(TocqueTille) 

11 Zabi = Bechilga cV 38

EM Aumale = Auzia bV 111 
= Sour Khozlan

" Sidi Peredj bV 68

" Menerville cV 156

11 RUSGUNIAE bV 67 cV 67,132,145-147 
(Lap Arouse)

11 RUSUCCURU bV 138 cV 114 
(TigziPt)

11 TATTARAMUSA GASTRA cV 68 
= El Hadjeb 
= Mouaaiaville

" Thanar = cV 164 
Berrouaghia

11 TIPASA aV 3-4,7 bV 10-11,20,23, cV 39-55,57-58,116, 
(Tefessad) 47,49,53,60,98, 170,173-174

127

EM Arami Musa

u CAESAREA "bV 48,50-52,54- cV 25,59-60,69-72,
(Cherchel) 59,61-62,69-71, 74-75,150-151,158,

100,104,149,159 221

« CARTBNNA w "72,122 cV 77,148 
(Tenes)

11 Beni Rached bV 12 cV 56
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(V) MAURETANIA - continued

Sector Locality saec I-III saec IV 3aec V-VTI 

EM Renault "bY 65 

" Ain Tekria cV 186

11 TIGAVA bV 64,137 cV 115 
(El Kherta)

11 CAST. TINGITANUM W 9,15,81-84 cV 117-126 
(El^psnam, = 
Orleansville)

EN D je"b el Ladjdar oV 188

" Kr. Si.Mansour TDV 106

11 Mechera-Sf a "bV 132 cV 78-81

11 Mina = Relizane cV 61-62

11 CPPIDUM NOVUM W 63 cV 212

11 Tiaret cV 63-66,187

DM Quiza = cV 180 
Pont du Chelif

BN ALA MILIARIA
(B6nian) cV 82-86,157

" ALBULAE "bV 117,150- cV 88-98 
(Ain Temouchent) 151

" ALTAVA "bV 75-79,89-93, cV 76,99-113,133-138, 
(Lamorici^re) 97,108-110,112- 140-144,152,183-184,

116,118,124,126, 207-209,210 
129-131,133-135, 
140-141,152-154, 
160-166

11 Oued el Hamman cV 159,189-201 
= Du"blineau

11 PORTUS MAGNUS bV 13 
(Arzew)

" CASTRA PUERORUI\1 ^V 121 
(Las Andalouses)
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(V) MAURBTANTA - continued

Sector Locality saec I-III

DN REGIAE 
(Arbal)

" AQUAE SIRENSES 
(Hammam "bel Hanefia)

ON MJMERUS SIRORUM 
(Lalla Marina)

BO VOLUBILIS

AM TINGl(g) 
(Tanger)

saec IV

t>V 85-86,120, 
128

95-96,101- 
102,119,142-147, 
153,156

103,157

saec V-VII 

cV 87,169,202-206

cV 129-131

cV 160-162,165-166

cV 127-128,168,185

Unlocated;- AQUAE GALIDAE, t>V 139 (E:F/k:N)(?) cV 177: provenance
unknown; style resembles that of Mauretanian tituli.

Tripolitana

Byzacena

Zeugitana

Numidia

Mauretania

Add thereto the Fragments 

Whence the overall Total

STICAL SYNOPSIS OF THE TWO FOREGOING TABLES

saec I-III

-

3

81

4

7

95

cfm ov^ "f~ O

Total. ......

saec IV

7

132

291

190

166

786

saec V-VII

4

217

888

274

215

1598

11

352

1260

468

388

2479

, . .753

,.3232
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PART TWO ; THE INVESTIGATION 

Methodological Prolegomena

The Inscriptions having now been reduced to order and thereby 

rendered serviceable, it is necessary here to expound in detail 

the twofold technique to be employed towards their interpretation 

already indicated in the general Introduction, namely the analytic 

and synthetic processes to which they must now be subjected. This 

we do by discussing in turn what it is convenient to call the 

CATEGORIES OP ANALYSIS and the MOMENTS OP SYNTHESIS respectively.

(a) Categories of Analysis.

In the purely empirical consideration of inscriptions, the analytic 

function of the mind is at once set in motion, exactly as in the 

case of other collective objects of large extent, as otherY/ise it 

would be altogether impossible ever to pass from mere perception 

to understanding. Thus we may group the texts in a variety of ways, 

according to flifferent standpoints.One very natural way is to 

divide them into classes corresponding to their content, for example 

into those concerning the hierarchy, theology, worship, etc; or 

we might ask which were metrical, and which a-metrical;or which 

dating previous to, and which dating since the "peace of the Church"; 

or which were found before, and which after 1900; or we might 

divide them according as they were found in the pavements of 

basilicas, on the keystones of arches, on the lintels or posts of 

doors; or according as thdy were scratched, engraved, painted or
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stamped upon stone, wood, plaster, wax, or metal; and so on in

endless variety, gaining fresh proportions every time. It is obvious 

that the controlling factor throughout is the viewpoint selected in 

the first place, and that consequently every individual system of 

division would have one purpose to which it was appropriate, count 

less others for which it was of greater or less usefulness, and 

finally some for which it had no significance whatsoever. Hence our 

duty is to select the most directly relevant classification to be

found, corresponding to general orientation adopted; and this, as has
•Y.  '>-.-  

been explained already, is nothing other than a wish to penetrate

to an understanding of the religious quality of the Christian 

community in Africa, as this developed from its "beginning to its 

extinction. From this point of view it is at once clear.,: that the 

fact of a text having "been executed in a certain manner, on a certain 

material, or in a certain place, is of relatively small significance 

for us, since such features are to "be traced to the often quite

accidental circumstances of the lapicide, craftsman, or other L'V-'-H'>

responsible, rather than to the specific religious quality of his 

life. We therefore propose to neglect all other considerations for 

the moment, and divide our material into LITERARY categories. 

The grounds for the choice of this type of category

are transparently obvious. Literary forms are immediate creations
its 

of the human spirit in the course of /manifold transformations.

One may always reason with certainty from a given specimen, once it 

has been identified, backwards alike to the motive and the 

situation, of course in the sense of typical origins^ in particular, 

one may thereby gain valuable sociological conclusions.! a merit of 

considerable importance from our present point of view.
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Moreover variations of style within any one category, like the 

incidence of categories in general, is of infinitely greater 

significance from our point of view than either the vehicle of any 

given text, or its situation, or the technique employed in its 

execution, although these features may always "be usefully considered 

once the literary question has "been settled; and occasionally in 

cases of ambiguity they may "be invoked to settle the literary 

question itself. In general, however, distinctions made on the "basis 

of literary form lead directly to the centre of the problem.

So analysed, therefore, our material falls naturally into 

the following eight classes, which we may conveniently arrange 

according to their typical situations, starting from those belonging 

to public life, and descending to those belonging to the private 

life of the African community:-

I) Imperial tituli V) Charms 

II) Church memorials- VT) Invocations 

III) Biblical citations VII) Dedications

IV) Acclamations VIII) Epitaphs

Like all schemata of the kind, however, this list does less than 

justice to the texts for whose clarification it is primarily 

devised, in the sense that it is constructed on a purely pragmatic 

principle, in order namely to provide us with units of suitable 

magnitude with which to operate, since an empirical investigation 

like the present, being discursive in method and not intuitive, 

demands in advance such equipment. But the material so treated, like 

the life of the community which produced it, is an organic whole 

v;hich in the last resort resists dissection: it includes several
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items which eannot "be made to coincide with any category, and not 

a few which, from the point of view of these categories, must he 

denominated compound, mixed, transitional, or otherwise anomalous

or a-typical. For the consideration of all such highly-jfindividual -> *

pieces we must therefore provide a ninth division, viz.:-

IX) Indeterminate

after which there will naturally follow a provisional summary of 

the results gained from this particular approach.

(t>) Moments of Synthesis

As already indicated in the general Introduction, the exposition is 

contrived so as to pass from an examination of the Praxis of the 

African Church, "based on the (empirical) analysis of our material 

for this purpose divided into convenient categories, to a (formal) 

synthesis of the material under the aspect of (Weltanschauung or) 

Ideology. Primarily this is to he achieved "by mere inspection; "but 

very largely it will have to he done hy means of an inference from 

the Praxis ss already established in the first Section. In either 

case the distinction of literary category there adopted as the 

"basis of the exposition will fall away as being irrelevant from our 

fresh viewpoint. In its stead will he erected an altogether new 

system of reference, derived this time not from the condition of 

the material itself as it lies before us, but from our own 

ideological presuppositions. This new framework therefore lacks the 

objective validity enjoyed by the other; like the other, however, 

it claims no right to be constitutive, but has meaning only as 

a pragmatic device, whose usefulness is exhausted \tien we thereby 

master and reduce to order a subject-matter which owing to its
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scope would otherwise elude our grasp altogether.

We seek the "broadest possible "basis for the desired scheme of 

subdivision "by formulating the problem of religion in terms so general 

8s to claim universal acceptance, as concerned, namely, with the 

mutual relations of God and Man. When van der Leeuw speaks in this 

connection of God as the Object of Religion, and Man as the Subject 

of Religion,' that is essentially the same distinction. In "both cases 

it is possible to treat each aspect of the problem separately, that is 

to say GOD in so far as no reference is required to Man, and MAN on 

the contrary in so far as no reference is required to God. Such a 

procedure is abstract or static, and serves to establish the individ 

uality of each element as against that of the other. But the antithesis 

may "be removed, and the situation observed in the concrete, by means 

of a realistic (Dynamic) viewpoint. That the former method is 

preparatory to the latter, which alone reflects the problem as it 

actually confronts the observer, is sufficiently obvious. By combining 

both approaches in correct order, therefore, we will in this section 

seek to embrace all relevant questions under three main heads, 

according as whether:-

(1) GOD is considered apart from Man,

(2) MAN is considered apart from God,

(3) God and Man are considered as involved TOGSTHER.

1)G.van der Leeuw, Phanomenologie der Religion (Tubingen 1933),3
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It will "be convenient to use single words, if necessary in 

a special sense, to distinguish these stages of' the exposition. 

Of these the first and most obvious is THEOLOGY, under which fall 

questions dealing with Deity in all its aspects, in so far as no 

reference to Man is essentially involved. It is somewhat harder to 

find a suitable term to cover all references, similar in scope and 

limitation, to Man as such; "but ANTHROPOLOGY is perhaps as good as 

any other single word, the usual provisos being taken into account. 

While a certain precedent is forthcoming from common usage for "both 

foregoing expressions in the sense here intended, we have no word 

ready to hand which without drastic modification can "be made to 

express the subject-matter of the third heading. In these circum 

stances we resort to ESCHATOLOGY, understanding "by this term not 

only the doctrine of Last Things and the Future Life as regularly 

in theological literature, "but in addition, the discussion of 

all that is common to God and Man in the sense of associating them 

in the unity of religious experience: in short, the dynamics of 

the religious problem in general. In this sense and in this sense 

alone we propose to deal in the second section with Theology, 

Anthropology, and Sschatology in turn.

We pass therefore immediately to Part II itself, which 

will contain two Sections as announced, namely an analytic and 

synthetic, devoted to the investigation of Early African Christian 

Praxis and Ideology respectively.
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SECTION ONE ; PRAXIS

I - Imperial Tituli; Church and State

(a) Morphology

Whatever the manifest structure of the texts "brought under this 

head, in every case a threefold nucleus is presupposed as const 

ituting their literary character, viz.; -

1) Name of Emperor

2) Name of individual or "body responsible

3) Copula, implicit or explicit.

To the name of the Emperor are generally superaddeid his official 

titles, honorific epithets, and the like; frequently whole phrases 

serve as introduction. Each text moreover is drawn up on "behalf 

of someone, usually the particular coramunity concerned, through 

the local official, whose official description is therefore 

regularly given along with his name. Sometimes, however, no 

official is named, the community itself alone "being mentioned. 

The copula is fundamentally the verb setting forth the precise 

relation "between ruler and ruled underlying the monument: from 

it we learn whether it is the erection of an arch to commemorate 

a victory, the restoration of a ruinous "building, the building 

of a public edifice,e.g. "baths, or simply a dedication, and there 

fore a mere token of loyalty, that is in question. So understood, 

the copula may "be of any length, and contain any number of clauses; 

on the other hand, there may be little or no syntactical elabor 

ation. An ellipse of the verb, the Emperor's name being in the 

dative, indicates a plain dedication.
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It is obvious that texts of this category tend to differ among

themselves in the extent to which they are stereotyped, conventional, 

and rigid on the one hand, and individual, anomalous, and original 

on the other. It is therefore convenient to distinguish between 

those features which constantly recur, and those more nearly unique 

elements which recur rarely or not at all, but make isolated appear 

ances, and are therefore of special interest. The former we shall 

treat statistically, thereby showing the general development in 

structure to be observed in this category; the latter will then be 

dealt with in reference to particular Emperors in order.

(b) Typica}. Features.

(l) The commonest designation of the Emperor is undoubtedly DOMINUS 

NOSTSR ( = our lord), generally represented by the suspension D N, 

written DD NN, DDD WNN, and DDDD NNNN when two or more rulers are 

mentioned: from a stone erected in 313 or thereby to Gonstantine I 

and Licinius ' to one raised to the Byzantine ruler Phocas '(602 - 

610) we count over a hunflred examples of its use. It is not

peculiar to Christian Emperors, however,since it can be traced to

3) the time of 3everus;'nor is its use confined to Africa, since it is

4) 5) 
current in Italy from Oonstantine I to Theoderic.

Next in frequency comes AUGUSTUS (AUG, AUGG, etc.), of which
Q\

we have at least seventy clear examples from Gonstantine I to the 

reign of the Byzantines Justin II and Sophia '(565-578).This desig-
Q\

nation is current from the time of the famous Augustus, and contin 

ues in use outwi_t£L Africa, e.g. at Rome, through Gonstantine I '

10) 
down to the time of Phocas.

l)bII33 2)cIII117 3)De 429 4)De 692 5)Di35 6)bII64 
7)cIH549 8)De 83 9)Di 2 10)Di 30
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Descending now to titles occurring less than fifty times, we 

notice first of all PRINGEPS, which occurs chiefly in the fourth 

celrtury, where it runs to about twenty examples, beginning with 

Constantine l}' although it occurs also later, sporadically, its 

final appearance being in the reigns of Justinian and Theodora?'' 

It is one of the earliest of all Imperial titles 3 ) and is current
s~<"^ /] ^

during Christian reigns elsewhere in the Empire outside of/Africa?^

The same holds good for two other titles dating from the earliest 

days of the Empire, and so frequently combined as to deserve to be 

treated together, namely IMPERATOR and CAESAR. The former occurs 

about eighteen times, the latter about sixteen times, from

Constantine I ' to the 7th-eentury Byzantines;^) both titles date from
dictator 7 \ 

the great *t*ferttw C.Julius Caesar (9 > and both are to be found

applied to Christian Emperors outwijh Africa?)

REX is applied only to Vandal Emperors?) just as it is applied 

elsewhere in the West only to non-Roman rulers-jr0 ) and once to. the 

Moorish king Masuna, on a stone dated 469 of the Mauretanian Era, 

that is to say A.D. 508 J 1 )

Although they are not official titles, the expressions 

TRIUMPHATOR and VICTOR, being nominatives, call for remark before 

we pass to laudatory epithets proper. Neither of them is found 

before the time of Constantine I, from which both date; ls ) the former 

occurs about thirteen times, ceasing at the triple reign of Valens, 

Gratian, and Valentinian II (375-378) ; 13 ) the latter occurs about 

twenty- three times, ceasing in the double reign of Arcadius and

l)bV 74 2)cIII 542 3)De 159 4)De 697 5)bII 64 6)cIV 10,268 
7)De 70 8)De 682 9)cIII 517-523, cIV 183 10)Di 35-37 
H)cV 183 12)bIII 163,203 13)bV 25
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Honorius (395-402). Both expressions are found on fourth-century
2)

dedications elsewhere in the

Of the epithets commonly interposed before these titles, whether 

singly or in combination, the following are current from the time 

of Constantine I : PIUS, which dates from. Hadrian?' and occurs 

about twenty five times in our African material, usually ill com 

bination with FELIX, which is likev/ise pre-Christian (Commodus) and 

of similar frequency. It is together that they emerge in Africa in

the reign of Constantine I,' and it is together that they disappear
6)

therefrom, namely in the time of Theodosius II. With them is frequent

ly combined the superlative MAXIMUS, of which about sixteen examplesi)
occur until the joint reign of Valentinian II and Theodosius I, and 

which is likewise to be traced to a terminus higher than the Peace

of the Church, in this case the reign of Hadrian?) All three express-

9) ions coincide on one of our earliest stones, 'as well as on similar

pieces outside Africa, e.g. the celebrated Arch of Constantine I in 

Rome, ' while for MAXIMUS in particular further texts contemporary 

therewith can be adduced from Vicetia ' and Ravenna. "' Other

epithets current from the time of Constantine I onwards include
13) 4) 

IWVTCTUS (-I3SIMU3), a pre-Christian expression, attested also

in non-African Christian material, ' of which about sixteen examples
15) 16) 

are to be counted down to Justin II and Sophia; NOBILISSIMUS, '

17) which can be traced to the second century, ' is attested also beyond

Africa in Christian reigns, ' ceasing in Africa itself in the course 

of the fourth century, namely in the joint reign of Constantius II

1)1)111255 2)De 698 Di 35; De 697,700 3)De 338 4)De 400 5)1)1164 
6)cIII56 7)bIII236 8)De341 9)1)1164 10)Di2 ll)D C 697 12^

-16)b1169 17 ) De 397 18)De 682
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and Julian, afterwards the Apostate}-) ; and PERPETUUS?) employed from 

the time of Vitellius?/ current until the joint reign of Honorius 

and Theodosius II,' and attested "beyond Africa in contemporary texts;-' 

PORTISSIMUS, an epithet borne first by Pertinax?) appears thrice

in our African material, being applied to Gonstantine I's sometime

7 \ 8) 9) 
co-regent Licinius,' to Gonstantine II, and to Valentinian II ;

its use outside Africa is illustrated by a stone raised to 

Constantine II in Rome. '

In the epigpnic reigns three further superlatives are added, 

namely FLORENTISSIMUS^ 1 ' which appears for the last time in the joint 

reign of Gratian, Valentinian II, and Theodosius I, ' is nowhere 

found before the Peace of the Church, but which is attested in 

contemporary Roman material; ' FELICISSIiViUS, ' an expression first 

found in the second century^/ whose African incidence extends to
-I (2\

the reigns of the 7th century Byzantines, 'extra-African material
17) 

also furnishing examples of its use in Christian reigns; and

BEATIS3IMUS, an epithet wholly unknown previously, of which only
18) 

two examples are forthcoming, both referring to Constantius II, '

Rome supplying evidence of its extra-African employment on a scale

19)similarly restricted. ' Rather more irequent, but within the same

narrow chronological limits, is the epigonic adjectival phrase

20)
BOHO REIPUBLICAE NATUS, ' whose application outwith Africa is how 

ever slightly more extended, namely from Gonstantine I as well as 

his sons on the one hand, ' to Theoderic on the other?^)

2)bIII203 3)De 242 4)cIII70 5)De 764,Di 31 6)De 409 
7)1)111189 8)bIV27 9)bll 10)De 722 ll)bIV41 12)1)111165 13)De 709 
14)bV46 15)De 397 16)cIV113 17)De 794 18)bIV185,bV46 19)De 709, 

711 20)bV37-39,bII118,128 2l)De 697,712 22)Di 35
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Once in the reign of Gratian}' and twice in that of Arcadius?)

occurs: an epithet wholly wanting previously, namely INCLYTUS, which

however is atte sted alsewhere at a later period?''

The adjective SALVUS is used absolutely in apposition to ruler 1

names (salvis dd nn etc.) no fewer than seven times from the Joint
4) reign of Valens, Gratian, and Valentinian II ' to that of the

Byzantines Justin II and Sophia?) Its use can be traced far up into 

the early (pagan) Empire?) and, on the other hand, is richly attest 

ed elsewhere from the third quarter of the fourth century onwards, 

namely in Rome?' Aries?) the Rhineland,' and Arabia-^) to the middle 

of the seventh century, namely in Baetiea. '

Last in time of all our typical African epithets in this con 

nection is PIISIMUS, of which six examples are forthcoming, including

its Greek equivalent BdfftfZ^&^&T0$, but only in the joint reifen of
1 o] 

the Byzantines Justinian I and Theodora. ' Its use can be traced to

the reign of the pagan Emperor Geta, curiously enough, in Africa

itself; 13 ' it occurs also at Rome in the time of Gonstantius I; 14 '
15^ i (^ ^ outside Africa it is current from Gonstantine I to Justinian I. '

The transition from adjectives to miscellaneous phrases currently 

employed in the section of the dedication devoted to the ruler is 

supplied by the solitary adverb of time SEMPER, which, generally in 

the combination SEMPER AUGUSTUS is found about thirty seven times 

from Constantine I to Honorius and Theodosius II 'in our texts. 

Its first appearance in general occurs in the time of Licinius, 'and 

Christian Emperors continue its use elsewhere also in the Vest. '

2)bIII196,254 3)Di 35 4)bIV25 6)cIII549 6)De 376
7)De 805 8)De 806 9)De 8949 10P© 773 ll)Di 52 l2)cII15,cIVl,5, 
13)De 439 14)De 648 15)De 701 16)Di 25 (41,112,122 
17)bIII203 18)cIV140 19)De 676 20)De 692,Di 35
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A few more or less stereotyped phrases of limited currency 

referring to the Emperor and his happy reign fall to "be noticed. 

Of these the oldest appears to "be PRO SALUTE ET INCOLUMI TATE , of which 

we have four examples from Gonstans and Constantius II ' to the 

native ruler Masuna?) an expression which can be traced "back to 

Tiberius?) A similar expression, PRO FELICITATE TEMPOKUM, is confined

to the closing years of the fourth century, namely from Gratian,
4) 

Valentinian II, and Theodosius I ' to Valentinian II, Theodosius I,

and Areadiusf' and may "be compared with "felicitati perpetui temporis" 

on a stone of Valentinian I in Rome on the one hand^) and with the 

expression "f elicissimo saeculo" on one belonging to the pagan rulers 

Diocletian and Maximian on the other,/ to which however PELIGI 

SAECULO on a stone of Valens, Gratian, and Valentinian II?) found 

in our African material, more closely corresponds. The epithet 

"beatissimus" , however, is predominantly a Christian term, so fa* 

as the chronological situation of the expressions containing it is 

concerned: thus the phrase BEATI3SIMO SAECULO, which we find in 

Africa in the reigns of Constantine I ' and Gonstantine II, ' has

parallels only in contemporary stones elsewhere, e.g. at 

Yet BEATIS3IMI3 TEMPORIBUS, of which four examples occur from 

Gonstantine I 18 / to Honorius and Theodosius}3 ) is found at the 

extreme end of the pagan period, under Diocletian and his three 

co-regentsJ4 ) Analogues to the phrase PRO BEATITUDINE (TEMPORUM) of 

which we count six African examples from Gonstantine I & Licinius15 )

l)bV 97 2)cV 183 3)De 153,1-59 4)bIV 74 5)bV 73 6)De 714 
7)De 637 8)bIV 12 9)bIII 163 10)bIV 6 ll)De 729 
12)bIV 154 13)cIV 274 14)De 638 15)bIV 5
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to Theodosius I, Valentinian II, end Arcadius^' appear to "be 

wanting in "both directions; we have thus reached the "bounds of 

the typical in dedicatory references to the ruler.

(b) There is nothing distinctive in the names of the officials 

concerned in the erection of Imperial tituli. Frequently indeed 

no official at all is mentioned, the name of the community alone

"being given, usually COL(QNIA) , from Constantine I, according to

3)
long-established pagan usage, or RES P(UBLICA) , also from the time

4) 5)
of Gonstantine I, continuing a practice dating from Trajan; on

occasion these two expressions are combined on one stone, as in

.6

a

an example from the reign of Valentinian I, for which likewise we

are able to cite pre-Constantinian precedent, namely a stone raised

7) to Gsllienus. '

When a single individual is actually mentioned, as is uniformly

the case with later tituli, his official designation is invariably
8), N 9)

given, whether he be a PROCONSUL, (upper limit, Tiberius) a

proconsul's LEGATUS, (a title as old as the Empire itself) '
12) 13) 

PATROMJS CIVITATI3, a GURATOR RSIPUBLICAE, as already in the early

Empire^4 ) a Praetorian PRAEFECTUS,' 'as under Maximian, 'elsewhere

also in the Christian Empire}7 ) a PRAESES PROVINCIAE-J; 8 ' as in the
1 q\ OQ) 

time of Diocletian7 ' and elsewhere under Christian rule? ' or a

GOMES AF3ICAE?1 )

To these titles anterior to the Vandal Invasion the Byzantine
09} 23)

Empire added four more : EXCON3UL"' and PATRIGIUS, ' both of which

l)bIII268 2)bII64 3)De 370 4)bIV192 5)De 304 6)bIII204 7)De 541 
8)bII14 9)De 158 10)bIV154 ll)De 86 !2)bII33 13)bII14 14)De 593 
15)BI4 16)De 619 17)De 727 18)^^161 19)De 628 20)De 704 
oi)bV25 22)cIV112 23)cIH543
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are attested outwith Africa, namely at Rome in the reign of
-i N o)

Theoderic.'; MAGI3TER MI LI TUM,/ which in the Danube region appears

)
much earlier, namely in the time of Valentinian I and Valens; 'and 

EXARCHUSj's title which occurs at Rome in connection with the same 

ruler as in Africa, namely Phocas?' The courtesy titles V(lR) 

P(ERFECTI33IMU3) , V(lR) SlINENTISSIMUs , and V(lR) C(LARI33IMUS) ?)

which are current from Gonstantine I onwards, and universal on 

State inscriptions, call for no special remark.

The epithets likewise are of small interest, on account of their 

perfunctory character. With monotonous regularity the same formulae 

recur again and again : DEVOTUS, DICATISSIMUS^0 ^ and the adjectival 

phrase DIGATA MENTE. The custom is traditional, and "by no means

confined to Africa in Christian times

In spite of the general want of colour characteristic of the 

mention of officials, our African material offers "by way of 

compensation a few titles of more than ordinary interest from the 

point of view of the religion of the early Church: offices, namely, 

originating in the old Roman pagan cultus. Thus for example the 

dedicant is termed 3AGERDOTALI3 on two of our pieces, namely one

raised to Gratian, and on one belonging to Theodosius,! , Valentinian

14) II, and Arcadian. We can find no analogue to this expression

elsewhere in the West, but note the phrase "sacerdos Provinciae"
i 

in Moesia under Antoninus Pius";' '. 3imilarly the title AUGUR occurs

twice under Valentinian I, 0 ' a phenomenon apparently exclusive to 

Christian Africa. Further, we hear several times of an official

l)De 827 2)cIV137 3)De 762 4)cIII117 5)Di 30 (

8)bIV154 9)bIV36 10)bV*6*0p llj^ie 12 )De 467 13)De 701 
14)bIV44,bI2 15)De 468 !6)bIV54,56
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known a* JUDEX SACRARUM COGNITIONUM, who figures twice in the Joint 

reign of Valentinian I and Valens-p and whom we should no doubt 

recognize in the VICE SACRA COGNOSCENS on a piece "belonging- to 

Valens?) probably also in the PROGOS SAGRO JUDICIO appearing in the 

time of Constantine Ir'We are unable to adduce any example of this 

expression from the pagan Empire, but notice "judex sacrarum 

cognitionum" at Rome in the reign of Crispusf) and again in that of 

Magnentius; 5 ' otherwise the regular phrase is "vice sacra judicans",

namely at Rome under Constantine 1^' twice under Arcadius?) under

8) Arcadius, Honorius, and Theodosius II, and under Gonstantius the

consort of Placidia in 420£9 'and at Tralles under Gonstantius Il}°' 

But by far the most extraordinary feature of this section of the 

African Imperial titulus is the frequent incidence within marrow 

chronological limits of a well-known priestly title connected with 

ancient pagain worship: FLAMEN PERPETWUS, which is occasionally found 

on stones of the Early Empire from the time of Antoninus Pius, '

figures no fewer than twenty-two times in our African material from
12) ia \ 

Valentinian I to Arcadius, ' and, so far as we are aware, nowhere

else in Western Christendom.

(c)ln much the larger part of our African material, those pieces 

namely which represent mere dedications, in contrast to inscriptions
^n

placed on public works of utility, the copula, narrowly interpreted, 

does not come to expression at all, but lies implicit in the 

syntactical structure of the dedication. In the simplest cases,

2)bIII41 3)bIII259 4)De 716 5)De 741 6)De 692 
7)De 789,796 8)De 799 9)De 801 10)De 733 ll)De 450 12)bII90 
13)bIII254
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the ellipse of the verb results in the juxtaposition of the 

Emperor's name, together of course with all its adjuncts, in the 

dative, and the dedicant's in the nominative, the sense of the whole 

being readily understood, as in the Lambaesis titulus to Constantine 

I, CIL8 272lP This style is fundamentally identical with that of 

the Early Empire, as is shown by one of its earliest texts, a 

dedication to C. Julius Caesar, whose laconic simplicity is at once

obvious from the four words of which it consists, namely: "divo
o\ 

Julio civit. Zmyrnaeoruml' ' This severe style is encountered likewise

beyond Africa in Christian reigns from Constantine I ' onwards.

Such bare juxtapositions are however of occasional occurrence. 

Usually the ellipse of the copula is accompanied by the formula

MJMTNI MAJESTATIQUE BJUS !(^EVOTUS',DEVOTISSIMUS,DICATISSIMUS, etc.)t

of which in the neighbourhood of thirty examples can be counted 

in our African material from Constantine I to Phocas.' This 

expression dates from the pagan Empire,' where "numen" is plainly
ry\

shown to be the earlier element. ' Its extra-African currency in 

Christian reigns is exemplified by its use at Ravenna under 

Constantine I?' and at Rome under Constantine I ' and Crispus. '

When an explicit verb was required, as always in the case of a 

building, bridge, or other like structure, and frequently in other 

less urgent cases, the word used corresponded to the work undertaken, 

FACEREp) PERFICEREp) PONERE} 5 ) CONSTRUERE^4 ' REFORMARE* 5 ) 

CONSTITUEREl6 ) EXCOLERE^ PROYIDERE^8 ) DEDICARE^9 ) and the like, all

l)bIV121 2)De 74 3)De 707 4)bII64 5)cIII117 6)De 470
7)De 314,426 8)De 699 9)De 692 10)De 716 11)8IV36 12)bIII271
13)bIV42 14)bV42 15)cIV140 16)M6 19)bV42
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of which are normal, and of no special significance.

2}
As in the pagan Empire, 'and elsewhere in Christian times, the 

vows observed at the decades by which the Roman Emperors reckoned

their reigns are occasionally recorded in our African material, four

3) 4) 
examples "being noted firom Gonstantine I to Theodosius II. The

stereotyped formula, VOT(lS) - MUL(TIS), i.e. "the vows having "been 

discharged," stands outwith the syntax of the copula, the figures 

denoting "both the number of decades already passed, and that number 

together with the forthcoming decade, so that the whole expression 

signifies thanksgiving for the safety of the ruler so far, and an 

earnest wish for his safety in the future: as one vow is fulfilled, 

another is undertaken.'

We pass now to those features of our African material which 

cannot conveniently "be organised according to the above schema on 

account of their strongly individual or otherwise anomalous and 

original character.

(c) Non-typical Features.

Constpntine I Four pieces "belonging to this reign ' are unique in 

this respect namely, that they alone of all our African imperial 

tituli record #he details of the Emperor's "cursus honorum" , together 

with specific mention of the provinces covered by his dominion. 

A bridge in Rome is so inscribed to the honour of Valentinian I,
ry\

Valens, and Gratian,' otherwise this procedure is not found in
8)

Christian times, except on miliary cotanns. On the other hand

l)De 644 2)De 694,766 3)bV160 4)cIII56 5)PW iv 2265-2267 
^*,bII14,bV±6e-,133 7)De 771 8)De 732
99
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this style is the original nucleus of the later more florid style

of dedication to which we are accustomed. C.Julius Caesar is already 

termed CONSUL*' PONTIPBX MAXIMUS?^ and PATER PATRIAE; 3 ) Augustus 

Caesar is accorded the TRIBUNICIA POTBSTAS; 4 ) the title PROCONSUL 

appears first applied to Septimius SeverusP' Foreign conquests 

standing- to the credit of the Emperor are denoted adjectivally, e.g. 

Germanicus, Dacicus, f roi&j the time of Trajan; 6 ) the addition of 

MAXIMUS to this type of epithet "becomes part of the title from the 

time of M. Aurelius Antoninus^"7 ) "by the time of Diocletian these 

titles accumulate as hereditary honours?) In these special pieces 

of Constantine, therefore^ it is the result of a long development 

that we see "before us. One example will illustrate the peculiarities 

of this well-defined style (W99): IMP CAES FLAVTO CONSTANTINO 

MAXIMO PIO PELICI INVICTO AUG PONT MAX GER MAX III SARM MAX BRIT 

MAX CAPP MAX ARAB MAX MED MAX ARMBN MAX GOTH MAX TRIB POTEST XIIII 

IMP XIII CONSUL IIII PATER PATRIAE PROCONSULI FLAVIUS TERENTIANUS 

V P PRAESES PROVINCIAE MAURETANIAE SITIF NUMINI MAJESTATIQUE 

EJUS SEMPER DICATIS3IMUS.

In the less rigid dedications which form the majority of 

Constantinian state tituli, however, a variety of special features 

are forthcoming. Thus the Emperor is called variously RESTITUTOR 

INVTCTIS LABORIBUS SUI3 PRIVATORUM ET PUBLICAE SALUTIS (the 

restorer "by his own invincible labours of both public and private 

safety)^ the restorer and co^erver of liberty RESTITUTOR LIBERTATIS

l)De 78 2)De 70 3)De 71 4)De 83 5)De 425 6)De 286 7)De 368 

8)De 641 9)bIII203
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ET CONSERVATOR"^' the author of perpetual security and liberty 

PERPETUAE SECURITATIS AC LIBERTATIS AUCTOR?) and TRIUMPHATORI OMNIUM 

GENTIUM AC DOMITXORI UNIVERSARU(M TERRARUM???) 3 ' on an inscription 

which is unfortunately in had repair, in which a further phrase 

occurs , to the effect, it would seem, that he brought light to a 

society stifled by the darkness of servitude ( . . . TEUEBRI S SERVITUTIS 

OPPRESSAM SUA FELICI VI... LUCE ILLUMINAVIT. . . . ) ; but the stone is in 

such a poor condition that a certain reading is no longer possible.

He is likewise praised again as the restorer of liberty REDDITA

4)
LIBERTATE ; the erection of a statue is described in the following

enthusiastic terms: ...AD SEMPITERNAM MEMORIAM 3TATUAM MARMOREAM
5) 

SUO NUMINE RADIANTSM DOMINO NOSTRO COS... ; while in one piece the

dedicant promisees him eternal devotion : . ..NUMINI MAJE3TATIQUE
/- \ 

EJUS IN AETERNUM. Prom the nature of the case all these phrases

are highly individual; yet similar examples can be culled from 

pagan reigns, e.g. when Alexander is praised as "resti tutor publicae

7 }liber tatis" Tiberius ' and Vespasian ' as preservers of ancient

and revered institutions, and Diocletian as "ruler and master of

the world, founder of eternal peace" (RECTORI^ ORBI3 AC DOMINO,
xlO) 

FUNDATORI PACIS AETERNAE). Outwith Africa Constantine I is praised

in similar language, PS at Rome : restitutori publicae libertatis ' 

and restitutori humani generis, propagatori imperii condieionisque 

Romanae, fundatoris etiam securi tatis aeternae; "' ana\Rheims :
A

on account of his world-wide conquests forever to be congratulated

(toto orbe victorlis suis semper ac feliciter celebrandus) '; while

l)bIV40 2)bIV36 3)bIV37 4}bIV192 5)bI6 6)bIII203 
7)De 674 8)De 159 9)De 252 10)De 618 ll)De 687 
12)De 692 13)De 703
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an Italian dedication to Theoderic praises that ruler still in 

like manner: d n glrsmus adq inclyt rex Theodericus vict ac triumf 

semper aug "bono rp natus custos libertatia et propagator rom nom 

domitor gentium, i.e. "our most glorious and celebrated lord king 

Theoderic triumphant victor forever to "be honoured "born for the good 

of the republic guardian of liberty propagator of the Roman name 

master of races'.1
^    " \_.

A titulus of Gonstantine I and Licinius, referring to their 

combined defeat of Maxentius in 31S, begins with the unusual phrase: 

CLEMENTIA TEMPORIS ET VTRTUTE DIVINA?^

A titulus in the time of Grispus beginck as a dedication to the

3) 
victory of the Emperor, VICTORIAE. . . ' thereby reproducing a formula

first encountered in the reign of Gominodus. '

Gonstantine II is "to be remembered as surpassing all in valour,

clemency, and sense of duty" ( VIRTU TB CLEfclENTIA MEMORAHDO PIETATE
de 5 \ -   --' 

OHNES Antece/nti), and is further praised as being most generous in

K\
judgment, I1TDULGENTISSIMUS?'

One notes in connection with the above similar extra-African

expressions such as "virtute domini nostri Gonstantini Maximi",
3) 

and " dementi sslmus" ,also applied to Gonstantine I; while among

preeGonstantinian Emperors Gallienus is called "clementissimus". ' 

Two expressions belonging to stones raised to Gdnstans and

Gonstantius II call for remark: "by the venerable command of our
10) 

lords" JU33IONB VENBRABILI DD KIT, v/ith which we may compare on the

one hand "jubente divina majestate" '(Diocletian) and "jubente

i 35 2)bII33 3)bIV41 4)De 391 5)bITI263 6)bIIl28 

7)De 8937 8)De 709,8943 9)De 548 10)bIV43 ll)De 627
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sanctissimo Gallieno'V and, on the other, for the mention of the 

command, "jussu dd nn Constantii. . et Julian! !l ?^and for the application 

of the word "venerabilis" to the soveriegn, the reference to 

Constantine I on a Roman inscription: ", . . venerabili principi 

Constantino"?' ; and EX INDULGENTIA 3AGRA DD NN. . , 4 '(as a result of the 

sacred generosity of our lords) , which lacks an exact parallel.

On a stone of Gonstantius II occurs an hapax legomenon, namely
A-a)

DN DO, which seems to suggest as its resolution "domino deo"; "but

whereas "divus" is common enough as applied to pagan Emperors,' and
3\ 

is even found applied to Constantine I on the stone noted above,' "deus"

is never so used. Perhaps we have here to do with an error.

Valentinian I is called preserver of the whole world CONSERVATOR 

TOTIUS ORBI3 TERRARUM, according to a thought already familiar to 

us from earlier stones.

In the joint reign of Valentinian I and Valens we find an expression

for which we can discover no parallel, namely COMPELLENTE RELIG-IONE

7} SANGTAE P. . . . ' where the interpretation is made more difficult than

usual by the large lacuna interrupting it. Familiar variations of 

thoughts already well known confjbnt us in the expressions DOMINORUM 

) and PRO !viAGNIFICENTIA( e. gen) of which we have two examples 

this reign?) together witijjUSTITIA PARITER AC PIETATE GAELESTIBUS 

ADQ ROMANAE PELIGITATIS PERPETUIS FUKDATORIBUsJ0 ) V/e note also here 

the expression AUREIS UBIQUE TEMPORIBUS, ' connecting therewith another

reference to a "golden age" in the jcbint reign of Valentinian I ,
12 )/ 

Valens, and Gratian, namely AUREO SAECULO DDD NNN (c.gen. )

in

l)De 544 2)De 740 3)De 707 4)bIIll ^ 4a)bII13 5)De 96 etc. 

6)bIH276 7)bIV73 8)bIV132 9)hIV26,132 10)bl4 H)bIVl46 12)bIV45
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to which analogues are lacking. We note also EX INDULGENTIA 

DOMINORUM DIVINORUM PRINCIPUM AUGGQ NOSTRUM^which recalls the 

expression "ex indulgentia sacra dd nn" already forthcoming in the 

reign of Constans and Gonstantius II ("bllll) , and with which we 

may compare the unique phrase characteristic of the reign of 

Valentinian II, DIVINA STIRPE PROGENITUS. In this connection, and 

as a commentary on all three expressions, we may adduce the current

use of "divus" throughout the pagan Empire ss applied to rulers,
3) 

together with "divus" as applied to Gonstantine I at Sirmium, and

the Verona dedication "dd nn PI Valentinianas et Valenti divinis

fratribus" ' with perhaps the phrase "ad divini nominis propagationem"

i
inscribed on the public "baths at Spoletum in the reign of

5)Gonstantius II and Julian,' although the application here is some 

what doubtful.

In the reign of Valens we note the artistic expression 

BELLI3 STRENUO OPTIMOQUE GON3ILIIS,"in war most vigorous, "best of 

diplomats" 6 ) and in the reign of Gratian, VIRTUTE INCLYTO,PIETATE

PAGIPIGO,"famed for his valour, peaceable in the discharge of his

7} duty" with which latter we may compare the description of Gomrnodus
0\

as the pacifier of the world,PAGATOR ORBIS.

By a curious coincidence two stones, one of Gratian, Valentinian

9)
II and Theodosius,!, and one of Arcadius, Honorjus, and Theodosius

II, begin with an elsewhere unknown expression, in "both cases cnt 

short "by a lacuna at exactly the same place, viz.: EXCELLENS GLOR... 

The same general period provides us with a variety of similar

l)bIV127 2)1)11,3 3)De ch. 2 to p. 154 passim; 4^no.732 4)De 760 

5)De 739 6)bIII293 7)1)111294 8)De 400 9)bIV136 10)cIV92
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expressions denoting the Emperors as victors, namely TOTO ORBE 

VINTIBUS}' IN OMNE ORBE VINCENTIBUS?) UBIQ VINCSNTIUM?) all of which 

belong- to the type already familiar. In the same category we may 

place AETERNORUM PRINCIPUM used of Theodosius I, Valentinian II, and 

ARC API UST^ and two expressions of the time of Arcadius and Honorius, 

namely G-LORIOBISSIMUS, ' which occurs on an extra-African stone 

already noticed in another connection, (DieM 35) and the ablative 

absolute construction with the genitive,FLORENTE GLORIA?'

Passing over for the moment the state tituli belonging to the 

Vandal epoch, which for morphological reasons cannot be subsumed 

under the category of state tituli as here understood, but are 

reserved for the future (pp. 497-499) , we may discuss the Byzantine 

Period as a whole. Here we observe an entirely novel epithet within 

the conventional framework in a dedication to Jus tin II and Sophia, 

who are hailed in the following terms: SAL VIS DOMINI S NOSTRIS 

XRISTIANI3SIMIS?' Further novelties of very great importance from 

our point of view are found in the expressions for "house of God",

namely DOMU3 DIBINE (gen.) in the reign of Justinian I and Theodora?)
o\

and DOMUS DSI in the reign of Heraclius I; ' together with the

verbal phrases DEC FABENTE^0 ' PROPITIO DEO^ 1 ) DEO JUBANTEp)

NUTU DIVTNOf with which v/e naturally compare the famous "instinctu 

divinitatis" at Rome^4 ) and AUXILIANTE Pol 5 )

With this consideration of non- typical formulae peculiar to 

our Byzantine material the lower criticism of this category closes.

l)bI2 2)bIV78 3)cIII593,cIV281 4)bV73 5)bIII255 6)bIV78 
7)cIII549 8)cIII542 9)cIV140 10)cIV137 ll)cIV5 12)cIV41 

13)cIVl 14)De 694=Di 2 15)cIV36
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(d) Interpretation

We have established the incidence of typical and non-typical 

morphological features in the State tituli. We proceed now to an 

understanding of them, with the question namely, What value did 

such features have for those who devised them, and for those who 

perused them as they stood there on the public highway? In particular, 

what real light to they throw on the piety of the average Christian 

of those times, considered in his public character as a member of 

the Roman Empire?

Firstly it is obvious from the morphology of state inscriptions 

in the time of Constantine I, whom we regard as the first Christian 

ruler, that whatever the effect of the change-over, it found no 

expression in these documents at all. All the old pagan formulae 

lived on, and nothing that can "be "branded as specifically Christian 

appeared alongside them or displaced them. Even in the case of 

formulae unattested "before Constantine, which become current from 

or subsequent to his reign, nothing emerges which is not in 

rectilineal continuity with pagan custom: triamphator, victor,(p.119) 

florentissimus, beatissimus(p.121), inclytus, piisimus,(p.122), 

pro beatitudine temporum,(p.123), even if not literally identical 

with pre-Constantinian elements of the same category, are yet of 

the same spirit exactly: they celebrate the praises of the ruler, 

only in more variety =fc&a of phrase than formerly. Eono reipublicae 

natus, an epigonic phrase, is perhaps the only recurring element 

which might at first sight refer to the toleration policy of the 

Constantinian dynasty: but it might quite well refer only to the
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general thankfulness of the Empire at the cessation of civil strife; 

in any case, that it has no specifically Christian reference is once 

for all plain from the fact, that it occurs on a dedication later on 

to Julian the Apostate, who was assuredly no Christian?-) The same 

holds good for the numerous florid compliments (p.130) with which 

Constantinian pieces swarm: not one of them calls for a specifically 

Christian exegesis: they all redound to the glory of Constantine 

himself and his sons, and without doubt are to be accepted as the 

expression on the part of the whole Empire of its sincere gladness 

that once again at last trouble and unrest have given place tp peace 

and security. Like the others, the Christians must of course have 

rejoiced in the general policy of toleration, and it is not to be 

doubted that they acquiesced cheerfully in the praise accorded the 

new Emperor; they may even have read a Christian sense into these 

formulae. Indeed signs of Christian enthusiasm are positively 

forthcoming in a few of our pieces belonging to this period, which 

bear the Constantinian monogram, and that in various forms. 

None of these authentic Christian symbols appear within the reign 

of Constantine I himself on dedications, just as none appear on 

milestones erected in his reign; but in the reign of his sons they 

appear occasionally?) exactly as on the milestones?) This is the 

only evidence, however, on out State tituli, of a vital Christian 

faith in official circles. Our general impression rather is, that 

itnder Condtantine the official recognition of the new religion was 

a tentative undertaking, which came to free expression only in the

1)1* 753 s)bIV 106, W 37,39 3)CIL8 22555,22552,(?) 22576
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reign of his immediate successors. So far as it goes this impression 

coincides with the results Lietzmann reached on the "basis of a study 

of Constantinian Numismatics, namely that with one exception only, 

the celebrated Constantinople small "bronze showing the serpent trans 

fixed "by the labarum, Constantine issued no coins with an unambiguous

j. ty. 
confession of Christian]; symbolized thereon, any Christian symbols

found on his coins being demonstrated as originating in the piety of 

individual craftsmen.' Symbols being altogether exceptiohai on state 

tituli, we may perhaps regard such monograms as do actually occur 

on epigonie material as owing their existence to the erstwhile 

enthusiasm of the individual stonecutter rather than to the imprimatur 

of the State. However that may be, dedications of the Constantinian 

period betray scarcely any trace of Christianity, none indeed at all 

apart from the chrisms just mentioned.

Secondly, Imperial dedications show on the other hand traces of 

positive paganism not only in the time of Constantine I and his 

immediate successors, but even down to the Vandal period. The reference 

here is chiefly to the divinity of the Emperor there extolled, 

 particularly in the frequently recurring phrase "nuraimi majestatique 

ejus"(p.l27), where "numen" certainly carries with it a notion of 

divinity, as appears from its history in the language: first used 

in connection with gods, in the time of Cicero transferred to the 

Senate and People of Rome, finally applied to men, especially 

Emperors, it denoted an impersonal power or force, inherent in 

divinity, capable of transmission to people and things, and having

l)Sitzungsberichte d. preuss. Akad. d. Wiss. Jhrg. 1937 ,ph-hist. Kl 271sq[
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the property of endowing its sometime vehicle with irresistibility 

and invincibility.'' Other phrases already noted as applied to the 

Emperors, such as sacra indulgentia (p.132) divini principes(p.133) 

and especially the description of Valentinian II, divina stirpe 

progeiittus,"sprung from divine stock"(p. 133) all accord with this 

fundamental conception of the ruler's divinity. Moreover the titles 

of the dedicant continued to reproduce traditional pagan offices, 

or at least pagan names, in particular, flamen peppctuus, whose 

occurrence so late as the time of Arcadius is astonishing.(p.126)

Thirdly, however, we must not conclude from the historical 

origin of these and like expressions, that they possessed all that 

richness and definiteness of meaning which we attach to them, that 

for the Christians of the time they meant all that they contain in 

their history as we now know it. For example, the word "dominus", 

in the phrase "dominus noster" applied to practically every Emperor 

from first to last, almost always under a suspension, (d n ), cannot 

possibly have the solemnity and profundity of a term used only 

occasionally, and when written, written in full. It is indeed quite 

probable that the Christians of the time saw their faith as little 

compromised in calling the reigning Emperor "dominus noster" as does 

many a present-day Scotch preacher in using the much stronger
9\

expression "our Sovereign Lord King George" while praying."'Similarly 

"perpetuus"(p.121)"in aeternum"(p.130, of the devotedness of the 

dedicant) and similar expressions appear so frequently, and must 

therefore have been used so casually, that it would be pedantic to

1)Pfister in PWK xvii 1290
2)Church of Scotland Book of Common Order,O.U.P. 1940 p. 27
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see in them anything more than fashionable hyperbole. The same holds 

good in regard to the traditional pagan offices still in use down 

to the time of Arcadius. As will "be seen when we discuss epitaphs, 

there are at least two absolutely certain instances of Christians 

holding the office of Flamen perpetuus. This would have been quite 

impossible, if at that time the Plamen Perpetuus had really been 

concerned with pagan rites. On the other hand, there is nothing we 

know of the pagan flamen perpetuus io suggest the duties of any 

Christian priest or other functionary, who because of what he did 

might assume the title. ¥e are therefore bound to conclude that by 

the time flam&nes perpetui officiated in the erection of Christian 

dedications and confessed the Christian faith while still in office, 

the original religious significance of the title had fallen away, 

the flanien perpetuus being thereupon a local official, one perhaps 

specially detailed to act as an intermediary between the community 

and the ruler, somewhat indeed like the modern provost or mayor, and 

nothigg more. Above all we must keep in mind the conventional and
o

rigid literary cha^cter of the State titulus as a category, remember 

ing how apt such documents are to perpetuate in their structure from 

generation to generation features which once significant become in 

the course of mechanical repetition meaningless, colourless, and 

entirely wanting in real significance. In view of this special 

quality of our material, it is never a matter of certainty whether 

any given word or phrase refers to a specifically historic occasion, 

or whether it is to be accounted for on the ground^ of convention : 

if unique, the former may be the case; if common, the latter.

l)ThLL vi/I,849-859,PW vi 2484-2492
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Fourthly it is in spite of the conventional character of the

Imperial titulus as a literary category abundantly plain, that in 

Byzantine times the State had no longer any difficulty in openly 

witnessing to the Christian faith. It is true that the old formulae 

survive for a very large part, and that for instance the title 

"dominus" continues to "be applied to the ruler; "but no divine 

quality is therewith any longer to be associated* On the contrary, 

the rulers themselves, as we have seen, ape called "most Christian" 

(p.134). The mere incidence of this remarkable expression determines 

the sense in which "deus" is to be interpreted, occurring as it does 

in syntactical connection with verbs like "to favour," "to command",

"to help", with epithets like "propitious", and in adjectival 

form, as in "Domus dibina = house of God", and "Nutu divino, almost = 

by divine decree": the reference is certainly not to any pagan deity, 

nor yet is it a neutral expression, as in the celebrated "promptings 

of divinity" on the Constantine Arch in Rome, already adduced on p. 

134 where such expressions are discussed, but on the contrary, to the 

One God of the Christian fattli. With this interpretation agree the 

items of Christian symbolism which, so long absent from state tituli, 

re-appear now as permanent features, namely -\- '>)*£ '-|~~ gffc   

In private texts, to be sure, such sparse vestiges would be of 

slight significance; in view of the exceptionally strong conservative 

tendencies which control the morphology of these public texts, 

however, they mean a great deal. Nothing less than a revolution in 

the relations of Church and State can account for such phenomena.

2)cIV112 3)cIV36 4)cIII549,cIV41
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(e) Results

On the basis of the material examined in this section, the relation 

between Church and Staie is found to develop in the following 

manner : -

Prom Constantine I to Julian the Apostate, sporadic traces of 

the Christian religion find their way into official documents, which 

otherwise preserve traditional features. Christians undoubtedly 

regarded Constantine and his sons as champions of the new religion, 

but there is nothing in the inscriptions themselves to show that 

Christianity was not more than one of many religions all enjoying 

toleration on equal terms. There must certainly have been a fairly 

substantial pagan element in society.

From the death of Julian to the Vandal Invasion nothing decisive 

is to be inferred from |rtate tituli, where no positive Christian 

marks are forthcoming (unless we interpret the florid praises of 

the Valentinian dynasty as expressing to some extent the Church's 

relief at the overthrow of the anti-Christian Julian), pagan stigmata 

at the same time, when they occur, also lacking positive significance.

During the Byzantine period, pagan marks of the grosser and more 

obvious kind are lacking; the fundamental elements supplied by the 

tradition of the category persist, apparently having- conventional 

value only; and fairly numerous formulae and symbols which we are 

obliged to interpret as Christian point to a more or less complete 

penetration of Court circles by the Christian religion, and therewith 

to a reversal of the original position.



II - Martyrs 1 Memorials ; The Quit of the Saint

(a) Distribution

The Imperial tituli witness to the slow "but thorough christianizing 

of ancient society. That those chiefly responsible for this fine 

achievement should have been held in honour by the Church as the 

pioneers of the faith, is readily to be understood. Their monuments, 

therefore, are numerous. In Africa we count 117 of them, distributed 

as follows: -

IT
III
IV
V

2 +
7 +

27 +
12 +

12 =
17 =
24 =
14 =

14
24
51
26

+ 1
* 1

117

48 + 67 ^ 115 + 2 

Comparing these proportions with those of the THIRD TABLE (p.110) we 

observe (l)chronologically, a manifest incline,being a real decline; 

and (2)topographically, a large manifest,and still larger real 

maximum in favour of Numidia. Hence we can formulate as preliminary 

results: the cult had reached its maximum already before the end of 

the fourth century, and was at all periods preponderant in Numidia.

(b) Morphology

While a few of the texts in this section give no specific names, 

merely speaking of a "memoria rnartyrum" etc. , end still fewer contain 

names only,e.g.Petrus,Paulus, without specifying the type of monu 

ment, or even the hero's designation, by far the larger part of them 

consists of texts compounded of all three elements, namely a 

description of the monument in question, the designation 

of the hero, and, together with various- adjuncts, his
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name. Occasionally further information is given, with interesting 

details. Thus the literary form of these monuments provides us with 

convenient headings under which to divide the analysis, namely 

(l) hero's name, (2) hero's designation, (3) description of monument, 

(4) sundry particulars.

(c) Hero's Name.

The nucleus of our hagiographic Onomasticon consists of Panchristian 

names, those namely already known in Africa and throughout the rest 

of Christendom. From them we distinguish on the one hand names known 

elsewhere, "but not hitherto encountered in Africa, and on the other, 

names already known in Africa, "but not forthcoming outwith it. Finally 

we will notice that interesting group, viz. the names wholly unattest- 

dd "before, either in Africa or elsewhere, the veritable hapax legomena 

of our collection, of which the texts now considered remain the sole 

extant evidence.

(i) Panchristian

ANAP AC (i.e. Andrew) once,(cV 170), presumably identical with the 

apostle, as is explicitly mentioned in entries in the 

Calendar of Carthage (saec VI) and in the Coptic Calendar 

of Alexandria?^(saec VI)

BIGTOR thrice (cIII 562, cIV 57,111); doubtless the Victor of the 

Carthage Calendar and other African sources?) although how 

many shared this name is not certain. plKTMbccurs in the 

Calendar of Oxyrhynchus.'(saec V-VI)

l)Ca 8/1:645 2)ib.655 3)Mon HLAC 3/550 4)Ca 8/1:652
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GAS SI AMI 3 once (cIV 120), unless of course Casianus(cIV 132) is the

same, as is probable; found in African literary sources})
2)

and in Roman inscriptions.

GLKMBN3 once,(cIV 38) , and in the Garthage Calendar?' also in the

Periale Ecelesiae Romanae '(saec IV), later in the

5)Neapolitan Calendar '(saec IX).

GYPRIANUS,(cII 197) also spelt Giprianus (bV 27), without doubt the 

famous ""bishop and martyr" of the Garthage Calendar^' 

already celebrated in the Periale Ecclesiae Romanae^/ and 

the object of a Spanish dedication?' ( ,'Sciprianus)

FELIGITA3 tvn.ce (bll 112, cIII 20) also attested in non-epigraphical

9) material in Africa ' mentioned in the Periale Scclesiae

Romanae, ' dl.so in the Merovingian MS Reichenau 30. 

PBLIX very frequently (ell 89, cIII 562, blV 49,114,124,142, 

cIV 93,128, cV 211), richly attested in Inscriptions of
-\<r)\ 13)'Rome, ' Gaul, and Spain; ' also in the Periale Ecclesiae

Romanae,' ' and doubtless the Felix of Nola figuring in the 

Calendars of Garthage 0 ' and Naples. '

JAGOBU3 once (cIV 57); once also in Gaul. ' This name is especially 

popular in Spain, where dedications to it abound; and in 

Britain it appears twice. ' It is found also in the Garthage 

Calendar?0 '' Probably the apostle, son of Alpheus, is meant; ' 

one Spanish text refers to the "brother of the Lord". '

l)Mon HLAC 3/537 2)Di 2015 3)Ca 8/1:645 4)Ca 8/1:635 5)Ca 2/2:1591
6)Mon HLAC 3/538 7)Ca 8/1:635 8)Hu Sp 108 9)Mon HLAC 3/540
lOJCa 8/1:635 ll)Ga 8/1:663 12)Di 1982,1983,1989,1999a,2002
13)LeBl 182,198 14)Hu Sp 80,85,89,111 15)Ga 8/1:635 16)Mon HLAC 3/54C
17)Ca 2/2:1591 18)LeBl 175 19)Hu Sp 246,252,255,272,284,353,465,
488; Hu Br 186,229 20)Mon HLAC 3/542 21)Hu Sp 353,488;Hu Br 229
22)Hu Sp 284
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The Coptic Calendar of Alexandria has the name, adding, "son

of Alpheus, priest of Jerusalem11 ,' while the Reichenau MS, under

2) 
X kal jul','Jacobi Alfei apostoli". The entry under VI kal Jan,

"...JacoM Alfei fratris Domini" must "be a mistake?)

JAMJARIU3 once ( cIV 135); occurs on Roman inscriptions^ as well as in

5) 6 ) the Feriale Ecclesiae Romanae' ' and the Carthage Calendar. '

JOHANNES (cV 167) = IOANNHC (cIV 202) is nrach more richly attested

outside Africa than within it, on Christian Inscriptions, namely 

at Rome]') in Gaul?) and in Spain and Britain.) Whether the Baptist 

or the Apostle is meant, is not clear: "both figure in the 

Carthage Calendar, ' and both mingle in the texts already 

adduced, and in non-epigraphical texts such as the Coptic 

Cal-endar at Alexandria ' and the Reichenau MS. ' On the whole 

statistics suggest the apostle as against the "baptist.

IPPOLYTU3 once ( cV 178) obviously an illiterate version of Hippolytus

14) 
foftnd in the Carthage Calendar. '' This is a Roman saint, "being

15") found in Roman inscriptions/ as well as in the Periale Ecclesiae

Romanae, 'in the extraordinary form Ypolitus. It occurs also

17)in the inscriptions of Gaul. '

JULIAMJ3 very frequently (ell 146, cIV 119,124,129,130,150, cV 11,167)

18) Already known in Africa, ' found twice in the monuments of

Gaul}9 ) this name occurs likewise in the Calendar of Oxyrhynchus,

and, with 'the designation "martyr", in the Reichenau MS?1 )
90 \ 93) 

JUSTUS once,(cV 10) is already known^' has dedications in Spaing '

(martyr) , and figures in the Oxyrhynchus Calendar?4 )

l)Ca 8/l;656 2)ib,663 3)ib.662 4)Di 1988-90 5)Ca 8/1:635 5)ib.644
7)Di 1984 8)^eBl 182^542 9 ) Hu 3p inxdex 10)HU Br 105,229 ll)Ca 645 
12)ib.655 13)ib.662-3 M)ib. 644 * 15)Di 1980,2015 16)Ca 8/1:635
"^ **^ * "^ _ „ _ -_ x-« 'yl -^ "k s-\ . •< •> -r T-^> * >•« i r /I— /» ,—v -l ^x \ _ __ -> _.—._ .__. ' i *

17)LeBl 622,641 18;Mon HLAC 3/542 19)LeBl 196,415a 20)Ca 8/1-65^ 
2l)ib..663 22)Mon HLAC 3/542 23)Hu 3p 85,175,255 24)Ca 8/1:651
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LAURJ3NTIUS several times (cIV 123,124,127, xIV 5, cV 11,***, 178); 

already in the Carthage Calendar}) celebrated in Rome "both 

on stone' ' and in the Feriale?' and found on a Spanish 

inscription^' 

LUGGATI3 (blV 114) is perhaps the genitive of Lucas, representing

therefore the evangelist Luke. If so, already known in the 

Carthage Calendar,'' encountered on inscriptions in Spain*3 '

MARCUS

MARTINU3

PAULIJ3

, and Britain, ' and entered in the Calendar of Naples?

(cIV 154), already known?) and found in inscriptions of 

Gaul,' Britain, ' and Spain, ' in which latter instance, 

and in the Coptic Calendar of Alexandria}^' the reference 

is to the evangelist.

(cIV 86), already known, ' and attested likewise on stones
IA} i <=>\ 16) 

of Rome ' and Spain. ' The Reichenau MS remark, "in G-allis"

supplied the reference, namely to the fampus monk and 

missionary. As we might expect, therefore, the dedications 

to Martin in G-aul are far more numerous than elsewhere: no 

fewer than twenty are extant. '

very frequent (ell 13, ID IV 29,51,128, cIV 24,62, xIV 5, 

bV 27,63,82,83), found also in the Carthage Calendar} 8 ' 

and in the inscriptions of Rome, ' Gaul, ' Spain, ' and

Britain?2 ' Presumably the reference, made explicit sporad-
23 "

ically," to the apostle, holds good in all these instances,

as in the ease of the Roman Feriale? ' the Calendar of 

25)
Oxyrhynchus, and the Reichenau MS;" ' but the Coptic

l)Mon HLAC 3/543 2)Di 1992 3)Ca 8/1:635 4)Hu Sp 374 5)Mon HLAC I.e.
6)Hu Sp 260 7) Hu Br 229a 8)Ca 2/2:1591 9)Mon HLAC 3/544 9a)LeB1542 

Hu Br 229a H)Hu Sp 260 12)Ca 8/1:656 ISJMon HLAC 3/544 
Di 2015 15)llu Sp 85,275ete 16)Ca 663 17)LeBl ind 18)Mon HL3/545 
Di 1984,2000 20)LeBl 651 21)Hu Sp ind 22)Hu Br 198,229a,b

i'b'.. 652 26) ib. 663
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LAUR3NTIU3

MARCUS

MARTINU3

several times (cIV 123,124,127, xIV 5, cV 11,***, 178); 

already in the Carthage Calendar}) celebrated in Rome both 

on stone 0 ' and in the Feriale?) and found on a Spanish 

inscription^) 

LUGGATI3 (blV 114) is perhaps the genitive of Lucas, representing

therefore the evangelist Luke. If so, already known in the

Carthage Calendar,) encountered on inscriptions in Spain0 )

7) R) 
and Britain,' and entered in the Calendar of Naples;'

(cIV 154), already known,) and found in inscriptions of

Q\ -}^\ 1]_)

Gaul,'' Britain,' and Spain, ' in which latter instance, 

and in the Coptic Calendar of Alexandria} 2 ) the reference

is to the evangelist.

13) 
(cIV 86), already known, ' and attested likewise on stories

of Rome

supplied the reference, namely to the famous monk and 

missionary. As we might expect, therefore, the dedications 

to Martin in Gaul are far more numerous than elsewhere: no

PAULUS

14 ) and Spain} 5 ) The Reichenau MS remark, "in Gallis'

fewer than twenty are extant.

very frequent (ell 13, blV 29,51,128, cIV 24,62, xIV 5,

"bV 27,63,82,33), found also in the Carthage Calendar}8 )

9 ) 0 ) andand in trie inscriptions of Rome Gaul Spain,

Britain? 2 ^ Presumably the reference, made explicit sporad-

23 )ically,"" to the apostle, holds good in all these instances,

as in the ease of the Roman Perialef*' the Calendar of 

Oxyrhynchus^ and the Reichenau MS; S°' but the Coptic

l)Mon FLAC 3/543 2)Di 1992 3)Ca 8/1:635 
6 Hu S-D 260 7) Hu Br 229a 8)Ca 2/2:1591

s
4)Hu Sp 374 5)Hon IILAC I.e. 
9)Mon IILAC 3/544 9a)LeB1542s?sf ?
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Calendar of Alexandria, while like the rest including the 

apostle, speaks in addition of one Paul, "chief of eremites"}) 

presumably the same as the "monachos" figuring besides the
r>\

apostle in the Reichenau MS. ' 

PBRPETUA (cIII 20), the famous martyr, and companion of Pelicltas^

is celebrated in the Roman Ferialef' and in the Reichenau MS. ' 

PETRU3 extremely popular, (ell 13, cIII 501,502,562, xTII 144,

blV 29,51,107, cIV 24,62,93,141, xIV 5, bV 27,63,82,83), known

as apostle in the Carthage Calendar^' the Roman Feriale'P
oN 9) I

the Calendar of Oxyrhynchus, ' the Coptic Calendar of Alexandria 

and the Reichenau MS, as well $f as on inscriptions of Gaul, '

Spain, ' and Britain,"^' generally coupled with Paul, so that 

the identity of both is without doubt.

ROGATUS (cIII 562 twice), known from the Carthage Calendar, ' figures

14) also on a Spanish inscription. '
15) 

RU3TIGU3 (cIV 57) mentioned as a subdeacon in the Martyrology of Jerome;

has four dedications in Gaul16 ' Probably different men. 

3ATURNIMJS at least five times (ell 12,13, bill 6, cIII 20, blV 29)

17) already known, ' mentioned in the Roman Periale, ' in the

-) an the nscrtins SaCalendar of Naples- ana i n the inscriptions of Spain and

Britain?1 ^
22)

3EBA3TIAITUS (bill 1) , known both from the Carthage Calendar and from

the Roman Periale, ' also the Reichenau I/IS, ' together with

26) inscriptions in Rome"' ' and Spain." ' Variously spelt.

l)Ca 8/1:656 2)ib.662 3)Mon HLAC 545 4)Ca 8/1:635 5)it.661 6)ib.644 
7)it.635 8)ib.652 9)ib.656 10)LeBl 174,389,651 ll)Hu 3p index 
!2)Hu Br 208,229b 13)Ca 8/1:644 14)Hu 3p 178 15)Mon HLAC 3/547 
IfiUpBl 21 609 617.618 17)Mon HLAC 3/547-8 18)Ga 8/1:635 X97 
inVC81 2/2: f591' 20/Hu Sp^^S,^5,2^9 21)Hu $r 153 22)Ca 8/1:645 
19 ^23)ib.635 24)ib.663 25)Di 2015 26)Hu 3p 57,90,221
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3EGUNDUS once (blV 49),already known}) mentioned in the Roman Feriale?) 

STEPHANUS very frequent (ell 81,89, bill 6, xIII 144, cIV 111, xIV 5, 

bV 16, cV 11 twice, 11 fr frinH*) variously spelt; found in

3}
an inscription in Gaul,' and no fewer than eighteen times

in the inscriptions of Spain,"' where we meet the designation 

"primus martyr 1 ' 5 ) and "prothomartyr" 6 ). We know the name 

also from the Carthage Calendar?) the Coptic Calendar of 

Alexandria?) and the Reichenau MS?)(primus martyr). 

VICTORIOUS fov 27) already known}0 ) and attested in Rome on stone11 )

and in the Periale Ecclesiae Romanae12 ) 

VINCENTIU3 (bll 112, cIV 38,93, bV 123) = Bincentius (cIII 527,

cV 211,214), already in the Carthage Calendar} 3 ) popular 

in the inscriptions of Gaul14 ) and still more so in those 

of Spainr 5 )

(it} Extra-African

ABUTOIU3 (cIII 562) is a Roman saint16 )

ANASTA3IA (cl!1588) occurs also in the Naples Calendar]-7 ) 

GARITA3 (cIV 156) appears to be parallelled in Spain18 ^ 

GRESGBNTIAMJ3 (blV 49) figures In the Roman Periale}9 ) 

GRISPU3 (cIV 57) is attested in Rome?0 )

GRISTOFORU3 (cV 167)(=Christophorus) occurs four times in the stones 

of Spain?1 / and is mentioned in the Calendar of Naples?2 ) 

ESIAORU3(cIII610)=HE3IDORU3(cIV 86) is found in the Reichenau MS? 3 )

I)Mon I-ILAG 3/548 2)Ca 8/1:635 3)LeBl 65 4)Hu Sp ind 5)it>.115 

6)i"b-S83 7)Ga 8/1:645 8)ib.655 9) it). 661 10) Mo n HLAG 3/551

II)Di 2016 12)Ca 8/1: 635 l«3)ib.645 14)LeBl 492,593,610 lsten<*n ind 
16Ai 2012 17Tca 2/2:1591 18)Hu Sp 126 ' 19)Ca 8/1:635 20)Di 
21)Hu Sp 175,359,382,475 22)Ca 2/2:1591 23)Ga 8/1:661
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(cIV 201) occurs on stones in Gaul]-) and in the
Q\ <7\

Calendars of Alexandria(Coptic) 'and Naples. ; 

GREGORIUS (cIDII 562) is celebrated in Gaulf) in the Neapolitan

Calendar^) and in the Reichenau MS§) where he is called 

the pope of Rome, i,e, Gregory the-Great.
\

KQ CA1 /\C (cV 170)is found only in oriental sources, namelj the
7} Coptic Calendar of Alexandria, and the Calendar of

Oxyrhynchus?) apart from the late Naples Calendar?) 

MARGIA (cV 212) is entered in the Naples Calendar?) 

MBNA3 (cIII 1) occurs in the Calendars of Oxyrhynchus ' and

Alexandria (Coptic). ' 

NKAS (=Nikolas)(cIY 204,205) is mentioned in a British stone,
-i <^>\

sanctus Nicholaus episcoous; ' but we prefer to think of

Nicolas of Ivlyra in this connection, as celebrated in the

Coptic Calendar of Alexandria. '

PANTALKON (ell 146) is found in the Naples Calendar]-4 ) 

PASTOR (cIV 125,126) is presumably the Pastor of two Spanish

dedications. ) 

QUIRIAGUS (cIII 619) may be identical with the Quiricus venerated

in Spain,) and is presumably the person found in the

Roman Feriale and Reichenau MS, ' viz.Cyriacus, and

in the Coptic Calendar of Alexandria?-9 ) 

ROMANUS (cIII 562,cIV 86) is attested in Spain?0 ) nftiere the

designation is martyr in one instance?1 ) and monachus in

l)LeBl 196,341 2)Ca 8/1:655 3)ib.2/2:1591 4)LeBl 2,186,194,195 
5)Ga 2/2:1591 6)ib.8/1:663 7)ib.655 8)ib.652 9)Ca 2/2:1591 
10)Ca 8/1:651 ll)ib.655 12)Hu Br 210 13)Ca 8/1:655 14)Ca 2/2:1591 
15)Hu Sp 85,255 16)Hu Sp 85 17)Ca 8/1:635 18)ib.663 19)ib.656 
20)Hu Sp 85,495 21)Hu Sp 192
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 . , another.' The name also occurs in the Naples Calendar?) 

3ABINU3 (?)(cIII 588), if that is the correct reading, is reproduced
o\

in the Naples Calendar^1 '

TEODOHU3. variously spelt, thrice (ell 103, cIV 111 , cV 167) occurs
4) 

in the Oxyrhynchus Calendar?) the Coptic Calendar of Alexandria

and in the Naples Calendar?)

(iii) Intra-African

BA33US xIII 144, "blV 11 (M)*

BIGTRIAN (= Yistorianus) cIII 562 (M)

GALENDIO "bill 177 (M)

GEGILIU3 dlX 13 (C)**

GITIHU3 iDV 27 (M)

CLAUDIUS cIV 272 (C)

CRISPINA cIII 527 twice (C)

DONATIANU3 cIII 562, "blV 20, cIV 108, hV 27 (M)

DONATILLA "bill 167, cIII 527, cIV 156 (M)

EMERITUS t>IV 161, cIV 12 (M)

5MTLIU3 (= Aemilius) ell 13 (C)

FSLIGIANUS TDlV 135 (C)

JA^lUARIA til 112 twice (M)

JUGUNDU3 ell 155 (M)

JULIA bll 112 (M)

LUCILLA ell 13 (C)

l)Hu Sp 140 2)Ca 2/2:1591 3)Ca 8/1:653 4)il>.656

#j/[=Monceaux HLAC iii 536-551 (Appendix II)
**C=Carthage Calendar, in Cabrol 8/1:644-645
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MART AMIS cIV 57 (M) SALVIUS blV 33,34 (c)

MATRONA blV 33,34 (M) 3ATURU3 bill 6, cIII 20 (M)

MIGGIN blV 49, cIV 24 (M) SEGUNDA bill 167, cIV 156 (M)

OPTATU3 aiV 154 (M) SBGUNDIANU3 bll 112 (c)

PRIMUS blV 114 (M) 3EGUNDULU3 cIII 594 (M)

QUINTASIU3 blV 11 (C) 3EVBRIANUS cV 69 (M)

RBBOGATUS (= Revocatus) cIII 20 (M) SILVANU3 blV 114, cIV 57 (M)

ROGATIANUS bV 34 (M) 3PERATU3 bill 6 (M)

SALSA cV 50 (M) TIPA3IU3 cV 212 (M)

VICTORIA bV 27, cV 211 (C)

The following occur also in the Naples Calendar-1-) :-

BONIFATIUS cIII 562 (M) LUGIANU5 cV 167 (C)

DONATU3 ell 13, cIII 56§, MONT ANUS ) C cIV 13
blV 49,114,138, V(identical)) (c)
cIV 24,157 (M) MUNTANUS / ^ blV 9

"but are to be reckoned, like Perpetua and Pelicitas in (ii), as 

African figures. The same holds good for MAXIMA bill 167, cIII 527, 

cIV 150, bV 65 (M) which occurs once only outside Africa, namely in 

Spain?) Both Spanish and Neapolitan witnesses are here more recent 

than the African material in question. BUPIMIA cV 178 (c) occurs in 

the Oxyrhynchus Calendar?) and is thus anomalous from the viewpoint 

of the classification here adopted.

(iv) Hapax Legomena 

ABORU3 cV 11 BARIG blV 49, cIV 24,108

l)Ca 2/2:1591 2)Hu Sp 57 3)Ca 8/1:652
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BENENATU3 cIII 562 

BINDEMIU3(=V-) ell 13 

KADIZON cIII 562 

CAST A cIV 134 

GEL3US cIV 108 

GE3ELIA bV 83, cV 212 

GIN    AMU 3 cIII 562 

GLARA ell 13 

GOMIT(US?) bll 112 

GORTANTIIT3 cV 211

CREMENTIA(?) "blV 125 

DATTANUS bV 27 

DATU3 cIV 57 

DECURIU3 cV 10

DONATIANA $$¥ cV 121

POYITIANU3 bll 112

EGIPTIUS cIY 57

EGU3A SAT. . . ? bV 72

BI-TNAGIU3 bV 65

EU33BIU3 cV **U* ll//-

FELIGULU3 cIII 562

FIDES cIV 156

FLORA cV 212

FLORU3 blV 107

FQGIU3 cIV 111

FORTUNIUS bll 112,bIII 242

FORTUNUS ell 12,13

FUZON cIII 562 

GEMI.NIANU3 cIV 156 

GER1/IANILLA cIV 171

GETULA bV 84

GRAZI03US cIII 562 

GUDUDA ell 12,13 

JADBR ell 12,13, blV 49 

JAHINIS blV 114 

JAPIN cIV 57 

INHOG(ENTTTJ3?) blV 35

INULU3 cI T I 562

cIV 203

LIBBRALI3 cIV 102

LIB03U3 bll 112

LIGINIUS bll 112

MATENNU3 bY 65

MAXIMIN(U3?) bll 112

MAXULES c! T I 562

MEGGENI blV 99

MBNBRW3 cIII 592

MERDULU3 blV 145

MEROBAUDES bill 242

METTUN(U3?) blV 49, cIV 57

MINNA cV 178

MINUG.IU5 blV 49

NA33BU3 bV 65

NATALIGU3 cIII 562 twice



KATALI3 "blY 33,118 

NIVALI3 blV 33,34 

NSME33ANU3 "bV 27 

NUMI(U3?) cITl 592 

OPTATA bV 80 

PASGENTIU3 cIV 272 

PAULA ell 13 

PRIMOSA bll 112 

PROBULUS bll 112 

PROGB33DS loll 112 

PULENTI(US) bll 112 

PURPURIUS bll 112 

REGULIANUS cIV 108 

RENATUS blV 118,TDV 80 

REST.. . ? cV 167

153

ROBBA cV 157 

3A33EU3 cIII 592 

SEGUNDILLA bV 83 

SEXTUS TDV 65 

SI RIG A 1)111 6 

S.PB3 cIV 156 

3TIDPIN blV 49 

SUGCB33BANU3 "blV 125 

3UGBS3US bll 112 

TATTJ3 cIV 57 

TINIJ3 cIII 562 

TUNNINU3 blV 114 

VALENDI ( = Va 1 en t i nu s ? ? ? ) TD!! 112 

VARAGIU3 blV 140 

VITALIQ cV 212

HORTEN3ES cIV 57 (family) QENTUMARBQRBN3B3 "bV 123 (placename)

REIvIARKS

(A)By reducing the above lists to statistical form we are able to 

supplement the results already obtained by the similar treatment of 

the hagiographic texts in general(p.142).

(l)Examination of the chronology of these names shows in the first 

place, that whereas classes i,iii, and iv are fairly evenly distri 

buted, of the nineteen items comprising class ii, only one can be 

referred to the fourth century (Crescentianus); the other eighteen
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lie wholly within centuries V-VTI. In fact most of the figures

concerned are oriental. We have therefore evidence here of the 

influence of the Eastern Church, presumably during the reigns of 

the Byzantines. On the other hand, only in the case of class iii 

(indigenous class) do fourth-century representatives exceed in 

number those of later centuries. Confessedly the margin is small 

(22/21) "but in view of the general tendency to the decrease of 

extant texts proportionately to their antiquity already observed on 

a large s«ale in the afriird Table (p.110) it is substantial enough 

to justify the conclusion: indigenous dedications as a whole are 

earlier than other types.

(2) A similar examination of the topography of the different 

classes reveals, as might be expected from the distribution of the 

texts in general,(p.142) a decisive predominance of Numidian 

material throughout. There is but one exception to this rule, namely 

in the class of exogenous dedications,(ii) where Zeugitana's total 

is exactly equal to that of Numidia. This confirms our conclusions 

of the foregoing paragraph in reference to exogenous material, viz. 

that it entered Africa from the East in Byzantine times, Carthage 

being the centre of government. Otherwise nothing of significance 

emerges from the topography of the classes.

(B) The relation of the various classes to each other intro 

duces nothing radically new into our knowledge of African Church 

History, apart of course from the hitherto unknown names of the 

fourth section, a number of which coincide on a novel document which 

falls to be discussed later on, as a valuable relic of the 

Persecution of Diocletian. It is of interest, however, to note the
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small group of indigenous heroes (Saturninus, Pelicitas, Perpetua, 

Cyprian, and possibly a few others) listed as belonging to class i, 

which otherwise consists of martyrs of the primitive period (Stephen, 

Peter, Paul, etc.) and Roman (Hippolytus, Clement) and other local 

figures whose cult transcended the immediate area of their labours 

(e.g. Martin): such an extension of the cult of the indigenous heroes 

is profoundly significant from the point of view of the fame and 

influence of the African Church. On the other hand the cult within 

Africa of exogenous martyrs and saints shows plainly the solidarity 

of that Church with the Churches in the other provinces of the 

Roman Empire.

In connection with the names of class iii, the incidence of 

Donatus and Montanus as names of saints raises the whole question of 

Donatism and its relation to Catholicism, together with such sub 

sidiary questions as its relation to Montanism, and the worship or 

cult of saints on both sides; there is also the question: can we 

distinguish Donatist from Catholic dedications, and if so, to what 

extent? How many, for example, of the hapax legomena in class iv are 

Donatist, and how many are Catholic? It must be confessed that no 

direct answer to these questions is as yet possible. At most, it will 

be observed with regard to the names, that (l) Montanus and Donatus 

both occur in Mumidia, only two examples of the latter name being 

found outwith that region; (2) several names occur, which are plainly 

not Latin, but presumably Berber or Punic (*), e.g. Citinus, Miggin, 

Aborus, *Barie, Kadizon, Cinnamus, Fuzon, Gududa, Jader, (?*) 

Jahinis (?*), Japin (?*), Matennus, Stiddin, Tatus, Tinus,
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and Tunninus, which therefore may perhaps indicate Donatist origin, 

though of course such an inference is by no means necessary; and (3), 

that the majority of such names are found among the hapax legomena, 

which may mean that the hapax legomena as a whole are Donatist, 

since it is easily conceivable that the Donatists might pay homage to 

numerous local martyrs whose names would naturally not "be placed on 

Catholic Calendars, and indeed would not even "be known in circles 

beyond the immediate scene of their sufferings. Finally, in general, 

the fact that the documents in question preponderate in Numidia, the 

region notorious as the hotbed of the schismatic movement, raises 

quite clearly the problem of which texts are Donatist, and which 

Catholic. A similar problem presses to the foreground in relation to 

the Vandal persecution of the Catholics. But from the mere names 

nothing decisive is at this stage forthcoming: we must content 

ourselves with having formulated these questions, and postpone 

answering them until the texts as a whole have been examined.

(d) Hero's Designation

Three terras fall to be considered undefcr this head, namely: - 

MARTYR bll 107,112; bill 5,152,172,242; blV 118,33,34,49,126,161;

bV 8,65,27,80,82-84; ell 12-13; cIII 527,588; cIV 33,156;C?M<f. 

SANGTU3 bill 6; blV 10-11,20,114,124,140,142; bV 16,34,63;

ell 103,155; cIII 21,527,587,594,562; cIY, 13,24,86,93, 

102,108,120-121,123-130,132,150,153-154,156-159; ify/<>$201-205;

DOMINUS blV 9,51,145; cIII 501; cIV 134, 272( twice).
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Our first step towards interpretation must be the statistical 

representation of these proportions, thus:-

II III IV V

martyr,

senctus,

« b
dominus, i:

2

2

-

2

—

-

4

2

1

5

—

1

6

2

7

29

3

3

7

1

3

4

—

—

Observations

(1) "Martyr" is characteristic of the 4th century, and "Sanctus" 

of the 5th and following centuries. The one title gave place to the 

other gradually, although not to its absolute exclusion.

(2) "Martyr", during its dominant period, was much more frequent 

in Numidia and Mauretania, particularly in the latter, than in the 

eastern portion of the country.

(3) "Sanctus" is overwhelmingly dominant in Numidis. Even when 

the well-known pre-eminence of this province as against the rest of 

Africa in the extreme richness of its hagiographic material (p.142) 

is taken into account, this example of onesidedness in the 

distribution of technical terms must be reckoned exceptional.

(4) "Dorninus" is altogether of secondary importance, and presents 

nothing remarkable in its distribution, so far as it is attested 

at all. It is natural that it should occur only in the most 

populous regions, in view of its rarity.
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A mixed form of title should be noticed in this connection,

namely "8ANCTUS MARTYR"(til 106;bIII 153;bIV 35; bV 123; ell 81; 

cIII 592,610; cIV 111; cV 10,128) whose distribution, viz.:-

presents no striking feature, but

on the contrary exhibits all the want of character natural to an 

expression without inner cohesion and constituting simply the 

transition between two well-defined and vigorous terms.

There is nothing peculiarly African in the occurence of any of

these titles. MARTYR occurs in RomeJ) Gaul, and Spain?' The same
4") 

holds good in the case of SANCTUS.' As one might expect, DOMINUS is

not so common as the two foregoing current titles, outwith Africa
5)as within it; but examples have been found in Rome/ and are especially

common in Spain.' The expression is known in Gaul.' The transitional 

form SANCTUS MARTYR (occasionally "martyr sanctus") is likewise 

attested in the centres already remarkable for their richness in this 

type of material, namely Rome ' and Spain?'

Passing to the etymology of these terms, we notice that in Hellen 

istic Greek "martyr',1 J4>*fpTVJ> meant simply witness, one who personally 

guaranteed matters of fact, Luke 'being the first to employ the

l)Di 1988-1991,1993+A, 1994A,1999+A, 2000 (.f.1 )-2002 2)LeBl 492 
3)Di 2030a,2105; Hu Sp ind p.149 4)Di 1991,2003,2014(*2),2015(+J); 
LeBL 489,558; Hu Sp index 5)An Boll 28/179 6)Hu Sp 374,ind p.148 
7)LeBl 202 8)Di 19989,1999B, 2010,2012,2114A; An Boll 28/180-181 
9)Di 2106,2111 (-K)-2112 10) Strathmann in Kittel IV 495-498
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the word in the sense thereafter characteristically Christian, namely 

as denoting one who is pilling to die rather than ah jure the faith. At 

all events this was the accepted current usage of the word long before 

we meet it on our epigraphical texts, where its use nowhere suggests 

any other interpretation.

The position is less patent in the case of "sanctus". In the first 

place, its syntax fluctuates between that of an adjective and that of 

a noun. In the frequently-occurring transitional phrase already noticed,

viz. "sanctus martyr/martyr sanctus" (p. 158) it is clearly an adjective,

1) 2) 
capable of a superlative degree, both in Africa and elsewhere. Even

when, as is usual, it occurs absolutely, except for the proper name 

following, it is possible to regard it still as an adjective (s. Julian 

= holy Julian, O c/yjo^ MH^AC- the holy Menas,etc). But where in the

last resort we have at least to postulate an ellipse of the noun, 

as in the phrases 3SDES SANCT(oruin) (cIV 114) (also cIV 247) (SANCTORUM 

SEDES) it is much more natural, and certainly much more in accordance 

with the tendency of those who wrote and read these inscriptions, to 

disregard the subtleties of theoretical grammar, and in all such 

cases to regard SANCTUS as a virtual noun =" saint'.1 With this inter 

pretation moreover the large-scale transition agrees, already discuss 

ed, whereby "sanctus" gradually displaces "martyr" without disintegrat 

ing the syntax, which means from our present point of view that where 

it appears without qualification, "sanctus" is the syntactical 

equivalent of "martyr 1,1 that is, a noun.

As for the value of the title, we naturally recall the N.T. use

l)bIV 99 2)Dft> 2004 (Rome)
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c/    

of ot/yio9, which, like its Hebrew prototype \L/"~[P (qdjgh) , expressed 

the idea of separateness, hence when applied to God, of otherness 

or transcendence, when applied to the Jews, and from them transferred 

to the primitive Church as the spiritual Isreal, of exelusiveness as 

against the world at large, as a result of having been set apart from 

it, or chosen out of it, "by God. ' Bull whereas in the primitive period 

hagios was applied to a collective subject, namely the community of 

the faithful, its epigraphical application is individual, namely 

as the predicate of singlp heroic personalities, who were thereby 

lifted above the common throng, and set apart as sancti,i.e. saints.

Prom another tradition, however, this tendency was further 

reinforced. "Sanctus" had long been applied, often in the superlative, 

to Emperors J ' and familiars,'' in the former case as an epithet of 

general excellence, in the latter as a term of intimate endearment or 

admiration. But it is not to such sporadic instances of the use of 

the epithet #XX that the reference is here made: a much more signif 

icant use of it was prevalent in Roman epigraphy than that. The 

Bollandist H.Delehaye has collected the names of no fewer than 76

pagan deities to whom the word "sanctus 1 ' is found to be applied,
4) 

the typical formula of dedication being "deo sancto -...".'His

list covers all parts of the Roman Empire, a large proportion of 

the hundreds of texts adduced coming naturally from Rome itself, 

and the deities in question, while they include several of the 

well-known figures of Greek and Roman myth, consist mainly of local 

gods concerning whose cult we have otherwise little or no information.

1) Konig,Hebr.u.Aram.W6rtb 401
2)An Boll 28/151 3)ib.149-150 4)ib.154-159
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Of these names 24 are found in North Africa, viz. Abaddir,

Aescujtapius, Aetfirnus, Attis, Aulisva, Badiddir, Gaelestes, Caelestis, 

Deus Aeternis, Frugifer Deus, Genii, Hercules, Hygia, Jupiter, Liber, 

Malgbelus, Mater Deum, Mercurius, Minerva, Pluto, Saturnus, Silvanus, 

Venus, and Victoria. Several of these have more than one dedication. 

Classifying these African texts according to province, thus:-

II III IV V 

1 1 15 14

we make the remarkable discovery of the overwhelming predominance 

of Numidia and Mauretania, and especially of Numidia, in the 

production of this particular formula, as against the Eastern portion 

of Africa. The only figures we can compare with these are the 

proportions already tabulated on p. 157 for the Mauretaiiian incidence 

of MARTYR in the 4th century, and for the Numidian incidence of 

SANCTUS in the 5th and following centuries, in respect to our 

Christian material.

Vitholit resorting to any hypothesis which could raise matters of

opinion, we are justified in concluding on the basis of these tables
our African Christians 

that in "balling the heroes of the faith SANCTI or saints, /-bhay were

applying to them a title already rich in religious associations, 

one indeed which had already been applied to the gods themselves. 

The remarkable coincidence of the term SANCTUS in the same area, first 

applied to pagan deities, then applied to Christian heroes, invites 

however yet a further inference, namely that the old local godlets 

lived on in the person of the Christian saints. It is of course true 

that this conclusion cannot be demonstrated in detail: we must 

remember that at this late date the texts concerned represent a mere
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fraction of the material once in existence, so that to trace the 

history of individual dedications is no longer a possible task. 

Moreover it is frankly to be confessed th$t if this theory were 

correct, we should expect to find more instances of the Christian 

use of the term SANCTUS in Mauretania than we actually do, although 

the restraining influence of the strong tradition of the term MARTYR 

may doubtless be responsible, in whiah case we are to suppose that 

the tendency to transfer the title SANCTUS from pagan deities to 

Christian martyrs was inhibited to a degree in Mauretania far in 

excess of that of traditional influence in Numidia. Nevertheless 

the hypothesis appears sound, that here we have positive evidence 

of one method at least whereby the Early Church subdued polytheism: 

namely by continuing to worship the old gods in the persons of 

Christian heroes whom in turn the homage and admiration of the faith 

ful had equipped with the sanctity necessary for this purpose. Thus 

were the gods metamorphosed into champions of Christ and for ever_ 

more rendered harmless.

Lastly, the term DOMINUS has a straightforward etymology. 

It represents in the first place the Greek K^proq which is applied 

to human superiors in the New Testament^) Just as the Hebre ADHONAI 

is employed in the Old Testament?) being used in both as a current 

designation of God (=Lord, Master). The modern titles Lord, 

Seigneur, Herr, have a similar portmanteau function, as is well 

known. The popular Latin use in reference to familiars ' seems

l)Matt. xviii 26, Lk xix 20 2)1 Kings i 13,17,24,31,47 
3)LeBl p.279-281 note
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without influence on its meaning in Christian epigraphy. It will be 

recalled, on the other hand, that DOMIMJS is the prevailing title 

bestowed on the Roman Emperor throughout the Christian period.(p.118) 

Hence we e-onclud© that as applied to martyrs and saints, it expresses 

profound respect. Among those honoured with this rare title we note 

the names of Montanus^'Peter and Paul?'and Peter alone?)

We may close this account of titles with reference to the 

epithets frequently used in connection with them, namely BEATUS 

(BEATISSIMUS)f) which we already know as an epithet applied to tbe 

Emperors,(p.121) and which is applied to martyrs and saints elsewhere 

in the West^ and GLORIOSISSIMUS, which occurs twice?) These epithets 

present nothing remarkable, merely elaborating as they do the 

expression of homage and veneration which we have already learned 

from the titles themselves to have been accorded to the heroes of 

the Church.

(e) Description of Monument.

Under this head we diseuss the four words with which memorials to

the saints, etc. are usually introduced, viz.:-

MENSA fey* bV 80; ell 89; cIII 1.

MEMORIA blV 10,11,51,114,122,124,135,145,161; bV 16,63,65,82,123;

ell 146,167; cIV 12,13,24,120,123,124,126-130,132,150;

cV 11,***, 157,211, 

NOMEN bill 177,242; blV 33,34,49; bV 8,27; ell 13; cIV 33,

l)bIV 9, 2)bIV 51 3)cITI 501 4)bII 107,112; bill 5; blV 118,161; 

bV 65; ell 12,197; cIII 619; cIV 33. 5)Di 2002,2017-8;HuSp 49,184, 
519,522;An Boll 28/177-8 6)bII 112; bill 167



RELIQUIAE ell 197; cIII 1,559,610; cIV 93,111,153,154; cV 214,

distributed thus:-

II III IV

|D -
(c 1

memoria. ... <
(c 2

Xn-

(c 1

- -

1
9

13

2 3

1

i)
- '

•1.............3 )
2 ")

.].............

reliquiae..

= 3

= 32

= 9

= 9
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Observations

(1) The current term is MEMORIA; NOMEN and RELIQUIAE come second; 

MBNSA is the term least often employed.

(2) No striking topographical fact emerges. The preponderance of

Numidia is once again noticeable, but does not exceed expectations 

in view of the general preponderance of Numidian material in texts 

of this category.

(3) On the other hand, definite chronological distinctions are possible. 

Whereas MENSA and MEMORIA are normally distributed throughout, at 

least so far as one can observe from such meagre data, NOMEN is 

on the whole characteristic of the 4th century, while on the 

contrary RELIQUIAE is confined to the 5th and following centuries.
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Comparing these terms with the corresponding expressions in 

documents of the same class elsewhere belonging to the same epoch, 

we note with interest that Reliquiae is the only one in general use: 

it is found in Rome ' and is specially frequent in Spain?) Memoria 

occurs in Britain?) and Mensa has "been traced in Rome; 4 ) "both are 

rare outside Africa, however. Nomen is found nowhere at all except 

in Africa, to which it is exclusive.

Prima facie the meaning of these terms is obvious enough: 

mensa = table; memoria = memorial; nomen = name; reliquiae = remains. 

It is clear, however, from a stone on which two of them coincide, 

(elll 1 : MESA MT 1C BENERANDE RELIQUIE.... = martyrs' table.' Here are 

the venerable remains...) that MENSA is not an alternative to any 

one of the others, but an independent word signifying the vehicle of 

the inscription, namely a table. What kind of a table is meant, is 

not at all clear from the epigraphical use of the term alone: it is 

used simply in conjunction with a genitive, either of a proper name 

or of the word 1fmartyr(s) u as above (cIII 1), compare bV 80 MESA 

MARTURU and ell 89 MENSA MARTURUM. In discussing chronology we found 

MENSA common on 4th-century epitaphs, namely in Mauretania (p.29). 

But from the history of the word in Latin and Greek literature we 

know that in antiquity a table ( ^p^Tfc^) was placed alongside the 

altar of a temple for the receipt of offerings such as bread, wine, 

and fruit not destined to be burnt, and that in the Roman world 

the sacrificial furnishings of a temple included a table or MENSA 

used for the libations and ceremonial feasts; the term T4tt*y^ "being

l)Di 2101 »Di 2105,2107-2109,2111-2112 3)Hu Br 176 
4)Kaufmann,Handbuch 221 5)PWK Realenzykl xv/1: 946-947
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also applied to a rectangular slab covering tombs, hollowed out in 

the middle for the accommodation of offerings, presumably in connect 

ion with the cult of the dead}-' It is therefore of great interest 

to be told by those who have personally examined them, that the 

stones now in question, which bear the name Mensa, and others also

devoid of inscriptions, correspond in shape exactly to this

?) description."1 'The full discussion of this problem belongs to

Archaeology rather than to Epigraphy; but on the strength of the word 

Mensa alone, which occasioned these excursions in the first place, 

and whose interpretation demanded them, we have a rigldt to say: our 

inscriptions of this class witness to the celebration of feasts in 

honour of the martyrs, and held in proximity to their remains, or at 

least at spots consecrated by their memory.

We have further to distinguish the three terms "nomen","memoria" , 

and "reliquiae". We have a right to doubt, in advance, that they all 

mean exactly the same thing, otherwise there would not be three of 

them. Our question regarding them therefore is, what does each mean, 

and in whajs respect does each of them differ from the others?

The mere distribution of these terms provides us with our first 

clue: the contrast, namely, between NOMEN on the one hand, which 

preponderates in the 4th century, and RELIQUIAE on the other, which 

is exclusively 5th century or later. When we further examine the 

texts concerned, we discover that to this chronological contrast there 

corresponds a syntactical one. The table overleaf, which brings to 

gether the data in question, sets it forth without ambiguity:-

1)PWK xv/l:948 2)Ca 11/1:442
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....... - NOMBN

"bill 177:nonien marturis
Calendionis.ajutes 
qui...

"bill 242:..nomina beates. .qui 
passi sunt...

"blV 33: nomina marturum... 

blV 34:nomina marturou... 

blV 49:. .nomina m. . tiru. . 

"bV 27:.. nomina marturu. . 

"bV 8:nomina marturum qui..

ell 13:hec sunt nomina 
martirum....

cIV 33:signu crist////
et nomina marturu

RELIQUIAE

ell 197:hic a"bent(ur) reliquie "beat(i) 
martiris...

cIII l:benerande reliquie beat martrm 
Men. ..et Sebastiani dpst in 
pace sub die...

cIII 559:..de..v..o scri requiescunt 
reliquie

cIII 610:ic abentur relicuie scs
martiris Esidori posits sub..

c3TV 93:hic reliquiae beati Petri...

cIV 111:..in oc benera(li) locum
deposite sunt reliquie sactoru 
martiru id est sacti.....

CIV 153:ic abentur rlque scrum...

cIV 154:..deposite sunt rlque srm mm..

cV 214:hic abetur reliquias martiris..

It is at once apparent, that whereas NOMBN stands in an absolute 

position, merely drawing attention to the names which follow it,(even 

the "hec sunt" of ell 13 having no more significance than that of 

rendering this relationship explicit), RELIQUIAE are capable of being 

"contained','(habentur)"set down','(depositae) "Laid to rest"(requiescunt) , 

and are therefore palpable and concrete. Only in one instance (cIV 93) 

is there no verb of motion or transfer involved. That is to say: 

NOMBN is nothing else than the name of the hero, RELIQUIAE definite 

solid remains, residue, relics. In the case of Cyprian (ell 197) and 

African martyrs, "reliquiae" probably signifies the corpse itself; "but 

ifc the case of Peter(cIV 93) and other Oriental figures, whose bodily 

remains they cannot be,(Menas, 3ebastian,cIII 1; Stephen,Theodoras 

cIV 111) "reliquiae" must certainly signify relics in the sense of
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small objects once owned or worn by the hero, pieces of his clothing, 

or even odd bones, although the texts nowe^re give us the slightest 

hint of what the "reliquiae" really were.

Further syntactical details point to the substantial correctness 

of this view. Whereas "reliquiae" regularly takes the genitive, and 

"nomen" frequently does, we have two examples where "nomen" is 

followed by the nominative of the proper name, bill 242 and ell 13.

Only two cases admit of doubt. In bV 8, "nomina" occurs, but no 

names follow; and in bll 112, not hitherto adduced, but given in 

extenso on p.194, "nomina" is related to a verb of motion, being 

eoupled with "corpora1.1 Since "nomen" has been found on a pagan African 

stone as the object of the verb "instituere"(=to set up), we ought 

probably to admit that in both the above cases, in the latter if not 

in the former, "nomen" has the value of "relics'.' We regard this use of 

it as exceptional however, and maintain our opinion that "nornen" means 

name in this context, and is not simply an alternative to "reliquiaey
0\

as is held by Monceaux. ' As for the enigmatic fragment cIV 33 3IGMJ 

CRISTavii(?) ET UOMINA MARTURU, which we must apparently translate 

"the sign of Ghrist(GRI3TI..?)"(or,Christian sign "CRISTIANUM??"), etc., 

we can say little further than point simply to the curious juxtaposit 

ion of the"sign',f which must meanX-f-- ̂  etc « > and the "name" of the 

martyrs, as if they were accorded equal validity when inscribed on 

monuments. If anything-, therefore, cIV 33 favours our view.

Lastly, (with the exception of bll 112,see p.193) far fewer names 

coincide with "reliquiae" than with "nomina" (R,l thrice,2 twice,3,4; 

N,6,10,16.) There is naturally a narrower limit to the number of relics 

one may assemble than to the number of names one may write off.

l)Ca 10/2:2367 2)Monceaux HLAC 3/182,BSNAF 1905/208-209
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We have here, therefore, evidence of a self-consistent and 

readily intelligible development in the cult of the martyrs: in 

the early days of the movement, the Christian community, presumably 

from a desire to secure the presence of the martyrs in its midst, 

"began to reproduce their names in large quantity on surfaces where 

it most wished their influence to energize. As the decades passed, 

and the heroic age, with its imposing figures, subsided farther 

and farther from view, the need was felt for more drastic methods: 

the mere names of the martyrs no longer satisfied the faithful, and 

tangible remains (relics) were sought which provided a less tenuous 

and abstract intermediary between the heroic figures of the now 

distant past and the world of the present, which was conscious of 

its own lack of vitality and need of inspiration from the memory 

of a more vigorous age.

So much for NOMINA and RELIQUIAE; what now of MEMORIA (-AE) ? 

As we have already seen, MEMORIA is the current term, being used 

more frequently than both NOMEN and RELIQUIAE taken together. Our 

first step therefore is to segregate the numerous texts containing 

it according to centuries. At once we find that the 4th-century 

examples form a homogeneous group presenting exactly the same 

syntactical structure as the texts containing the word NOMEN: that 

is to say, the regular sequence "MEMORIA11 c.gen. of martyr or proper 

name. Three of the texts haVe HIO prefixed: blV 11 HIC EST MEMORIA 

SANCTORUM...blV 114 HIC MEM SANCT.. .blV 161 HC MEMORIA BEATI 

MARTIRIS...just as in the case of NOMEN (p.167). Parenthetically we 

note that the MEMORIAE ENNAGI ET 3EXTI KLAS ofbV 65 is a later 

interpolation into an otherwise typical 4th-century text}'

1) \ron So den, Urkunden p. 53 no. 34 note
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Passing to texts of the 5th and following centuries, we distinguish 

from the point of view of syntax no fewer than four subdivisions,viz.:-

(1) Seven instances of MEMORIA used exactly as in the texts of the 

4th century, with this slight difference, that only two of them (cIV13 

cV 157) give "Memoria" alone, the other five (cIV 12,120,127,128,132) 

including the prefixed "hie" with or without "est".

(2) Two texts in which MEMORIA is the subject of the verb "ponere" 

in the passive (ell 167 hie memoris...posita a Paustiniano epco, 

cV 11 hie mm scor...pos sub XII kl april...)

(3) Three texts in which MEMORIAE (pl.! ) occurs, once with the 

ellipse of the verb (cIV 24,hie memorie sanctoru..), once with the 

verb "habentur"(cll 146), and once with the verb "sunt"(cIV 123).

(4) Six texts (cIV 124,126,129,130,150; cV 211) in which MEMORIAE 

(agsin plural!) is the subject of the verb (de)ponere.

What we already know of NOMEN and RELIQUIAE with their syntactical 

peculiarities, however, enables us to bring order into this seemingly 

confused state of affairs. We resort namely to one more table:-

Syntax of MEMORIA

(A)saee IV: sing.,ellipse
" verb "esse"

(B)saec V-VII: <y ......... = Syntax of NOMEN

1.(a)sing.,verb "esse" 
(b) " "hicu c.ellipse

g. » verb "ponere"

3. ( a)plur.,verb "esse","habere" f..........(transitional)
(b) " ellipse ^)

4. " verb "(de) ponere". ........,=3yntax of RELIQUIAEi
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Prom this table we derive the meaning of MBMORIA, or rather the 

meanings which it successively "bore in its long history. First of all 

it meant simply memory or recollection in general. Then "by degrees 

it acquired a specific content, ceased being abstract, and came to 

mean memorial, we might almost say, "souvenir'.1 Finally it became 

synonymous with relics, being then regularly used in the plural. 

Thus throughout it represents the neutral expression/ corresponding 

to the strongly-contrasted terms NOMEN and RELIQUIAE, and thus 

constituting the vehicle of their transition. It has no independence 

apart from them, and teaches us nothing we do not already know from 

our encounter with them.

(f) Sundry non-typical features

Hitherto we have considered the type of data amenable to the method 

of statistics, the interpretation of which indeed demanded such a 

method. Now we pass to those features of our hagiographic texts which 

cannot be treated in the mass, owing to their strong individuality. 

Proceeding- on the basis of what we already know, we propose to deal 

in turn with (l)Variations from the typical, or sprpplementary; (2) 

miscellaneous features not already considered at all owing to their 

slight incidence, and therefore lack of statistical significance 

(occasional); (3) special items, impossible to classify; (4) texts 

of particular interest iron the point of view of history in the sense 

of chronicle (historical); and finally (5) transitional, i.e. texts 

lying wholly outwith the special literary category &ere in question, 

but having reference to saints or martyrs of such a kind as to 

require treatment at this stage in the investigation.
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i    
1. Supplementary

In this section we follow the structure of the statistical part, 

treating in turn (a) names (ID) designations (c) miscellaneous ipatter.

(a) Under the heading of names, we notice here certain items 

excluded from the list already drawn up on account of their 

irregularity, Biblical figures namely, themselves legendary or 

imaginary, and associated with well-known saints or otherwise 

regarded somewhat as holy characters. The texts in question are 

the following:-

cIII 45 scs DANIEL

blV 107 bfm ofm (?) Petrus Florus et SUSANNA.... .ionri...(?)

blV 128 MI GAEL Paulus

cIV 86 + sub hec sacrosco "belamine altaris sunt memorie

scor massae candidae sci Hesidori scor TRIU PUERORU 

sci Martini sci Romani

cIV 141 BB gaudete Petrus et LA2ARUS rogo te domine suveni 

Criste tu solus medicus sanctis et penitentibus mare 

manib et pedibus de.............

As will be seen, we have here Michael, presumably the Archangel; 

Daniel, Susanna, and the Three Youths; and Lazarus. Of these only 

Daniel and the Three Youths are directly called saints (or, holy). 

It is easy to see the reason for this: they provide excellent pro$o- 

types of the Christian martyrs themselves, since in all essentials 

their destiny was identical. It is natural to suppose that the 

main reason for their cult was the encouragement which the Christians

would derive from them, placed as they were before the same problem: 

as they are said to have triumphed in their time, feo the Christians
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trusted that they also would triumph, present afflictions and suffer 

ings notwithstanding. With the implication of this hypothesis, namely 

that the cult of these O.T. figures must date from "before the Peace 

of the Church, archaeological data agree: the catacombs abound in 

representations of Daniel flanked "by lions}) and of the Three Youths 

amid the flames of the furnace?) Inscriptions mentioning Daniel are 

found in Podgoritz and Britain.' The hymn of the Three Youths (Daniel 

iii 51-90) is part of the Gallican Liturgy?' and may be connected 

with the persecutions at Lugdunum and Vienna with which the history 

of th« Church in these regions opens. '

It is less easy to account for the selection of the other figures. 

Lazarus must be the hero of the miraculous restoration to life, 

according to the tale current in the Johannine circle of the primitive

Church,' of which numerous representations are to be found in the 

catacombs?' Presumably the reference is to the renewal of life in 

an eschatologicsl sense; but see the discussion of the text in 

question from another point of view below (pp. 190-191),

Susanna figures occasionally in the catacombs, between the two 

Elders; ' but the reference is not immendiately plain. Hippolytus 

however speaks of Susanna as typifying the Church, and the two Elders 

as the Jews and Pagans respectively, together therefore the whole non- 

Christian world, against whose false calumnies we know the Early Church 

was obliged to defend itself. We prefer this explanation to that of 

Wilpert, who sees in Susanna the Soul rescued from SatanJ2 '

I)Wilpert Textb 335-344^ 2)ib.356-361 3)Di 2426e 4)Hu 3r 229c 
5)Lietzmann,Ordo Missae (kl T 19)p.23 6)Euseb HE v 1 7)John xi 1-46 
8)Wilpert 310-321 9)ib.362-366 10)Hippolytus,In Susannam:Wilpert 362

II)Athenagoras,Legatio pro Christianis iii 12)Wilpert 363
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Even more difficult in this respect is the case of Michael. One 

recalls however the tradition embodied in the much later prayer of 

the Roman Mass, to the effect that the Archangel Michael stands at 

the right hand of the altar of incense ( per intercessionem beati 

Michaelis Archangeli stantis a dextris altaris incensi,etc. ), so 

that Michael might conceivably be connected with the thought of the 

sacrifice of the martyrs; but it is impossible to speak with anything 

like confidence here, evidence being entirely lacking. Michael figures 

along with Gabriel on another text, viz. cIII 527c : arcangelus 

Mikael et Gabriel s...c.e Crispinae martiris. Gabriel is known as 

the angel of the Annunciation.(Luke i 26-38)

(b) Passing now to designations, we find the word APOSTOLUS 

frequently used. We do not propose to reproduce the texts concerned, 

as they have all been mist satisfactorily examined already in a 

recent study, onfcof the very few devoted to this type of problem?' 

The conclusions reached in this paper, nameljr that the cult of the 

apostles preponderated in Numidia, and is to be referred chiefly 

to the Donatists 1 zeal for a spiritual ae against an official or 

hierarchical principle,*does but confirm our own results already 

obtained from the study of hagiographie texts in general on a large 

scale. Nothing essentially new emerges.

We note, however, the occurrence of the term INNjOCJENS in

the text cIV 171: meinoria sanctae Germanillae innocentislj^C and
 t 

are tempted to infer from i*. the youthfulness of the martyr

concerned. We note also one called a 3ANCTUS DEI, cIV 57.

1)Lietzmann kl T 19/11
2)W.H.Frend,The Memoriae Apostolorum in Roman North Africa 

(Journal of Roman Studies XXX i pp.34-49) (1940)
3)ib.pp.47-48
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Quite the most interesting designation we encounter, however, is that 

found in blV 138, namely Donatus mile(s) X(~»-)» ¥e do not know who 

this Donatus is, whether the great Donatus, or simply an admirer who 

assumed his name; but apart from all such questions, this text is of 

greet importance. It shows in a word the source whence the early 

Church derived its power to withstand persecution, nameljr the fierce 

instinct of pugnacity which was enlisted in the cause. The martyrs 

regarded themselves, not as unfortunates, or a mishandled minority, 

hut as soldiers of Christ. A reference in Augustine (Enarr.in Psl32/2: 

milites Christi Agonistici appcllantui*. Utinam milites Christi essent, 

et non milites Diaboli, a quibus plus timetur DSO LAUDES quam frernitus 

leonis = The "Agonistics" call themselves soldiers of Christ. I wish 

they were soldiers of Christ, instead of soldiers of the Devil, a 

"praise be to God.'" from whom is more to be feared than the roar of a 

lion. ) has been responsible for the suggestion, that our Donatus is 

indeed a Donatisti' No doubt such is the case. Nevertheless the N. T. 

use of athleo, athlesis in connection with the idea of Christian 

service as a struggle demanding the discipline, alertness, and Stay
ed

ing power of athletes? ' obviously a kindred conception, as well as

its specialized application in the phrase of Lgnatius,
A s\ s <2 \

V&00 c&#/M r^5(be sober as God's athlete) ' serve to remind us that 

such a mode of thought was not confined to the schismatics. Moreover 

it was by no means confined to Africa. The Damasine epitaphs in Rome 

abound in military metaphors: of the martyrs Kerens and Achilles, it 

is there said that "having made their confession, they rejoiced to

l)BSNAF(!909)p.213 2) Souter,Lexicon 8 3)p:ros Polykarpon ii 3
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carry the triumphs of Christ"(confess! gaudent Christ! portare

triumphos) '; another stone mentions "the comrades of Xystus, who 

"bear off the trophies from the enemy"(hie comites Xysti, portant qui
gN

ex hoste tropaea) ' ; while Stephen is praised for "bearing- off the 

trophies from the enemy, being stoned "by the Jews ( Judaicus populus 

Stephanum meliora monentem perculerat saxis, tulerat qui ex hoste 

tropaeum).' Finally the famous epitaph of Pope Gregory the Great 

depicts the Christian mission as a military expedition, and speaks 

of Gregory's part in it (the conversion of the Angles) in these terms; 

"hisque Dei consul factus laetare triurnphi s" (consul of God, made to 

rejoice in these triumphs).' Here in this laconic inscription ("blV 

138) therefore, we have an authentic glimpse of the warlike spirit 

of the Early Church in general, and therewith one at least of the 

internal conditions of its ultimate supremacy in the ancient world.

(c) To our conclusions on the subject of memorial nomenclature 

we have occasion to add a few remarks on certain expressions.

We have seen that MBMORIA may mean almost anything, from the 

most abstract to the most concrete, according to the extent to which 

it is interchangeable with NOMEN on the one hand, and RELIQUIAE on 

the other, i.e. syntactically (p.171). We are able now to cite two 

examples of its use where MENSA would be in order, viz.:-

(1) bV 65 ...MEMORIA BBATI3SIMORUM MARTYRUM. . .QUEM
PRIMOSUS CAMBUS GENITORES DBDIGAVERUNT..

(2) bV 16 MEMORIA 3AMCTI STEFANI PAGTA V IDUS DECEMBRES 

It is obvious that in order to be the object of such verbs as

l)Marucchi 431 2)Kaufmann,Handbuch 341 
3)Kaufinann,Handfcuch 344 4)Marucchi 458
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"facere" and "dedicare", MBMORIA must "be a solid structure, so that

here we have, Af not a "mensa", then at least some kind of stone, to 

which MBMORIA is applied. Hence this is a ease where MEMORIA is to 

"be translated simply by the word "memorial". These two inscriptions, 

therefore, although they introduce no essential novelty, serve to fill 

out the picture already sketched with the aid of our statistics.

Two inscriptions:-

"bll 112 ...NOMINA EORUM VEHERANDAQUE CORPORA... 

blV 125 CORPORA SUCCESSEANI ET CRBEENTIAI. .....

inform us that the "bodies of the heroes lie "beneath the stones: to 

"be sure, an effective stimulus to piety.

The use of the abstract noun DEPOSITIO,"deposition", from 

DEPONERE (see p.182), leads to the discussion of a type of remains 

still more potent:-

cll 155 HIC INVENTA E3T DP Here was found the "deposition"
SCI JUCUHDI EPCI _ of St. Jucundus the "bishop
PER INQUISITIONEM through the searchings of
MAGI EPSPI Amacus the "bishop.

blV 35 TERTIU IDUS JU1TIAS 3 days before the Ides of June 
DEPOSITIO CRUORIS _ the "deposition" of the blood 
SANCTORUM MARTURUM ~ of the holy martyrs..........

etc.

First of all, DEPOSITIO itself calls for remark. How are we to 

render it in English? The syntax of ell 155 requires that we resort 

to some such circumlocution as "the place where Jucundus was buried1.1 

In this case DEPOSITIO, formally abstract, must be materially concrete; 

it indicates the place of burial. blV 35 on the contrary mentions 

the date and therewith suggests the formula: DEPOSITIO = act of 

setting-down, so that in this instance DEPOSITIO is plainly abstract. 

Hence this particular problem does not admit of a decision.
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But blV 35 has something much more important to tell us: it 

speaks of the ""blood of the holy martyrs" as having been set down 

in this particular spot.1 Moreover it will "be observed that the word 

chosen is not the prosaic SANGUIS, but the poetic GRUOR, which we must 

presume to have had a more noble ring, a wish for solemnity thus 

coming to expression as the controlling factor in the redaction of 

this type of text. SANGUIS does in fact occur however, together with 

the phrase DEPOSITIO CRUORIS, namely at Rome (venrbl sanguis beat 

Bonfatii), where moreover phials showing red staifcs, thought to 

represent blood, have been known to exist in the catacombs since 

the sixteenth century}) This must be the meaning of our- African text: 

the blood must have been collected in a eapsule of some kind, although 

there is no longer any trace of any such article to confirm this 

theory. However that may be, we can well understand the religious 

pleasure to be derived from the possession of what Tertullian, in an 

aphorism now sufficiently celebrated to be frequently misquoted, once 

called "seed'.' 2 ) But of all "blood, without doubt Christ's was the most 

precious; and its presence in Africa (JJJ) is attested plainly enough 

"by cV 114 HSXTI CRUOR *E SUSEBI MARTYRIS, "here is placed (?) the blood 

of Christ (Xti) and (that) of the martyr Eusebius". To be sure, the 

reading is somewhat doubtful; but none other seems at all possible. 

Moreover our material contains further texts the consideration of

which may help us to reconcile ourselves to such an interpretation;
two

for no fewer than three items can be cited, -aii of them £>Dirth century^

which claim to guard fragments of the Cross of Christ.1 They read:-

l)Kraus RE ii 260-261 2)Tert.Apol. 50: semen est sanguis
Christianorum
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bV 27 MEMORIA SACTA... sacred memorial.....
DE LIGNU CRUCIS of the wood of the cross
DE TER...PROMTSONIS = from the land of promise
UBE NATUS EST GRISTU3 where Christ was born

etc. (A.D.359) etc.

bV 67 SANCTO LIGNO 
CRUCIS CRISTI 
SALVATORIS ADLATO 
ADQ HIC 3ITO.....

cV 178 IN HOC LOCO SUNT 
MEMORIAE SANG 
MARTIRUM...... ..
ET DE GSUCE DNI. 

etc.

the sacred wood 
of the cross of Christ 
the Saviour having "been 
"brought and placed here,

in this place are the 
_ memprials of the holy 
~" martyrs....and from (of)

the cross of the Lord... 
(A.D.474) etc.

That is to say: here in Africa are to "be found, according to the 

inscriptions, not only the relics of the mart^rrs, including the 

very "blood they shed, "but even relics of Our Lord Himself, His cross 

namely and His blood. It must be. confessed that this is most 

extraordinary.' The question is forced to the surface: can we be sure

that the claims have a historic foundation?
to "believe so, 

Quite apart from our reluctance, on general grounds,ithe

topographical distribution of the texts concerned yields a decisive 

answer in the negative. It is to be observed that they are confined 

wholly to the Western part of the country. No examples occur where 

we should naturally expect intercourse with the Eastern Mediterranean 

to be liveliest, namely in Zeugitana. Instead, they are found only in 

Numidia and Mauretania, that is, precisely where we know the martyrs 

to have been most zealously venerated. The conclusion is obvious: we 

have here to deal with pious frauds, the demand for religious

stimulus creating the supply.
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2. Occasional

Features of this class we propose dividing into (a) those connected 

v;ith the passion, (b) those with the deposition, (c) those with the, 

personal life of the hero, to which groups we will append a short 

"treatment of (d) miscellaneous rare items.

(a) Several inscriptions make quite explicit reference to the 

passion of the martyr, for which the current verb is naturally 

PATIOR, found in the participial form PA33U3 or PASSI, in apposition 

to the noun or proper name (ell 13; cIII 20; blV 135; bV 65,82,84)^ 

In every case where the text is entire, the date is given. One 

inscription mentions the "passion of the martyrs", III NON SEPT 

PASSIONS MARTURORUM...(cIV 57) although the accidence of the word 

is not at all clear; and twice the indicative mood of the verb 

occurs, namely in bll 112 QUI PAS3I SUNT, and blV 35 QUI SUNT PAS3I, 

i.e., "who suffered" Only one text (cIV 86) details the mode of 

suffering(p.172): the heroes in question suffered martyrdom in the 

limestone quarry at Uticar'

C01IFITSOR, the verb "to make confession" appears twice in this 

connection: bV 8, CONFSS3US 3ST JUSTUS = Justus made confession, and 

cV 10 QUI BENS CONFES3I VIGERUNT ARMA MALI SNA = who by a good 

confession vanquished the forces of evil. In the text cIV 135, 

LABORAVTT OA JULIA DI//A/TUR JANUARIUS = on the kalends of July 

Januarius, martyr of G-od, did labour, the verb laborare signifies 

the act of suffering martyrdom. Finally, the common expression 

SPIRITIM RBDDERB = to yield up the Spirit is used of Robba (cV 157).

It has already been observed (p.175) that far from pitying 

"themselves, the martyrs exulted in their fate, because they viewed 

l)Kaufmann,Handbuch 221
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it a» a moral achievement. Our texts give further evidencd of this 

feeling. The Ro"b~ba just mentioned is said to have "deserved the dignity 

of martyrdom"(cV 157:...MERUIT DIGNITATE MARTIRI). Martyrdom was 

reckoned an honour, because it was envisaged as a battle waged against 

the powers of wickedness, the martyrs on that account "being thereby

made worthy of military decoration at the hand of Christ. (cV 10:...
t?

QUI BENS CONFE3SI VIGERUNT ARMA MALIGNA PRABMIA VTCTQES CRISTI MERUBRB/ '  

CORONAM = who by a good confession vanquished the arms of wickedness: 

as victors they were deserving of Christ's crown, their prize.)(the 

grammatical question, whether Cristi is to be construed with vietores 

or with corona, not affecting the meaning to any extent). Hence the 

generalization blV 153:DIGNIS DIGNA: MERENTIBU3 CORONAMJ...( = to the 

worthy, worthy things; to those who deserve it, a crown....) with 

which we may compare the inscription found at Milan,"..et a Domino 

coronati sunt beati confessores comites martyrum',1 i.e., and the blessed 

confessors, the comrades of the martyrs, were crowned by the Lord.'' 

But to fight for the Lord, and to obtain the victor's crown from Him, 

is also to win a place in his Kingdom; and therefore the famous saint 

of Tipasa, St. Salsa, "deserved to dwell blessed in heaven for ever"

(MERUIT CAELO SEMPER HABITARE BEATA, cv 50). AH such passages reveal

to us a further ground for the heroic behaviour of the persecuted 

Church, namely the thorough-going eschatological orientation of the 

early faith. Pre-occupied with the contemplation of heavenly joys, 

the faithful could afford to scorn earthly comfort. This entire 

complex of ideas is already found in the apocalyptically-conditioned 

thinking of the primitive period. (Romans viii 18, First Peter i 6-7 

etc. , compare remarks above on the subject of the athletic metaphor,

p. 175). \\'
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("b) POSITUS or DEP03ITU3 is the regular word used of the

setting-down of relics or remains. The agent is indicated usually 

by means of A with the ablative, as in ell 167,197; cIV 150; cIII 527; 

cV 211. Alternatively the phrase PER MANUS e. gen. , ( = by the hands 

of...) is uded, as in cIII 1, cIV 111,124. In a few instances the 

relics are said to have been deposited IN PAGE,(in peace,) viz., 

cIII 1, cIV 126. In two cases they are deposited in the name of the 

Trinity. (cIV 124, IN NOMINE PATRI ET FILI ET SP SCI, cIV 154,IN NOMINE 

PATRIS ET FILI ET 3PS SCI). It will be noticed that this development 

is late. The wealth of detail, for instance the recording of the 

names of those who were responsible for the"deposition", indicates the 

importance attached to the ceremony. Otherwise it is difficult to 

attach much significance to these variations from the typical forms, 

where as here such a small number of texts is concerned.

(c) Frequently a group of martyrs is disposed of collectively on 

the inscriptions. This is most often done by mentioning one of them, 

probably the most outstanding of them, by name, and adding the phrase 

tj...and his companions". This may be represented either by ET COMITES 

EJUS(cIII 586,bIV 140) or by CUM SOCIIS SUIS (cIV 124). The group 

may be called after the scene of suffering, as in bV 123:-

Memoria scorum martyrum The memorial of the holy martyrs
Vincenti et Centumarboi* = Vincent and the Centumarboren-
-ftnsium sians

in which we are right in taking CENTUMARBORENSIUM as meaning "men of 

Centum Arbores',1 rather than " a hundred men from Arbores", as is seen 

from another stone erected to the same group, viz. bV 8:-

Nomina marturum qui ad CENTUM ARBORES (sc confessi sunt,)xXXC 
(inter quibus) £<£$. confessus est Justus /

= ...who confessed at Centum Arbores to the number of 36, including
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Justus. Similarly another inscription reads 1C ABENTUR RLQUB 

SCRUM C ET VIII, i.e. here we have the relics of the 108 saints 

(cIV 153). It is obvious that in such cases we have to deal with 

mass executions, the victims "being known only locally, and even then, 

not "by name. The custom of collective citation thus affords us a 

terri"ble picture of the indiscriminate "butchery of Christiand by 

the score perpetrated "by the Imperial government, and witnesses to 

the desperate ferocity of the struggle fought out between Christianity 

and the State. Mass executions of this kind were of course known 

outside Africa, as inscriptions show.''

The word NATALE is used of saints, not only in Africa ("blV 140,
2) 

cIF 272) "but elsewhere also, for example in Rome. Our African texts

illustrate the use of this expression very plainly: -

cIV 272 natale domni the "natale" of lord
Pascenti die.. = Pascentius on the...
..kal J...... day of J. ...........

"blV 140^ III idus Junias *>£ 3 days "before the Ides of 
natale sc Varagi et = ' June, the "natale" of 
comit. . . . . jus saint Varagius and his

companions

It is clear that however we may "be at liberty to translate the word

in cIV 272, it is exceedingly improbable that it can mean "birthday"

in the case of blV 140, where a number of martyrs are celebrated

in the same "natale". We find a clue to its meaning in the ancient

"Martyrdom of Polycarp" : - (xviii 2-3)
Thus we at last took up his bones,... 
and put them where it was meet. There 
tne Lord will permit us to come to-

1) Di 2003 2 ) Di 2114A, 2115, 2121
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Prom this instance it is obvious that, if we equate NATALE with 

y6V^"^'0¥ as we presumably should, the resultant meaning is, not 

the birthday of the saint, but the anniversary of his martyrdom. The 

passage quoted explains moreover the purpose of noting this date, 

namely the subsequent celebration or rather observance of the martyr 

dom year by year, much as one notes the date of a person's "birth for 

the seme purpose. On the evidence it seems better to regard NATALE 

as generalized in this manner, than to see in it a mystical reference 

to the new life begun in heaven,' although it is not of course there 

by denied, that such an interpretation would readily suggest itself
^ " """^N

to the pious of that age, namely as a second thought.

(d) Under the heading of miscellaneous features we wish to draw 

attention in the first place to a small but interesting group of 

inscriptions which speak of God and Hid saints in one and the same 

breath. The following text will illustrate this juxtaposition:- 

blV 161

he domus di nos.... here is the house of (our?)God...
he avitatio sps sci p... _ here dwells the Holy Spirit.....
he memoria beati martinis ~ here is the memory of the blessed

dei consulti...mer... martyr, advocate of God,...mer

Now if, following the editors (OILS 17614, Monceaux 267, Diehl 1830), 

we regard P at the end of line 2 as the first letter of P(ARACLBTI), 

and thereby connect the thought with the N.T. doctrine of the Spirit's 

intercession before God on behalf of menf'we see at once in this text 

the assimilation £e? of the role of the martyr to that of the Third 

Person of the Godhead: the saint, in other words, functions as an 

intermediary, being less indeed than God, b^t greater than Man.

l)Kraus RE ii 483 2)Romans viii 26-27
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Such an interpretation might provide the key to the otherwise "baffling 

text cIV 114, of whose literal meaning we cannot even "be sure:-

IC SEDES SANCT here is the seat of the saints (?)
1C RECISIO CAUSE 9 here the lawsuit(?)is reversed(?)
1C IN CRI3TO PLORIAT here may (one) prosper(?)in Christ

while it may also provide the underlying assumption of another curious 

text found inscribed on a reliquary, viz. cIV 146:-

+ECCE LOCUS INQUIRENDI DNM "behold the place for inquiring of the
EX TOTO CORDE AMEN XPE + _ Lord with all the heart. Amen.O Christ
+IN ISTO VASO SCO CONGREG- ~ In this sacred vessel were gathered
ABANTUR MEMBRA XI + together the limbs of Christ.

where the interpretation turns on the sense we assign to the enigmatic 

phrase MEMBRA XI. Excluding in advance the possibility of the remains 

of Christ Himself, for which we can adduce no parallel, and which would 

agree ill with the tradition of the Ascension}) we naturally think first 

of all of the Church generally as the Body of Christ (the Head) of
oN

which "believers are members. ' But "before our inscription can make sense 

we must see our way to recognize in the phrase Membra Christi a circum 

locution for "saints'.1 By means of a quotation from Gennadius (saec V) 

Gage* enables us to do this.' The passage in question runs:- '

sanctorum corpora, et praecipue (We believe that)the bodies of the 
beatorum martyrum reliquiae, ac saints, especially the remains of 
si CHRISTI MEMBRA sincerissime = the blessed martyrs, are to be most 
honoranda, et basilicas e-orum sincerely venerated, as if they were 
nominibus appellandas......»» the limbs of Christ, and that
ferediinusl basilicas should be called after

their names.

The MEMBRA XI of our text are therefore martyrs' relics, representing 

the saints themselves as providing media by which to approach God 

Himself (ecce Incus inquirendi dnm etc.). Otherwise there is no very
 .

obvious connection between the two parts of th£s double inscriptin.

l)Acts i 9 2)CoT I/xii 12 3fcA xxix (l929/l)p. 140 
4)De Dogmatibus Ecclesiasticie(PL Iviii 42/1219)
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This hypothesis would account also for the juxtapositions encountered

in the following three Byzantine seals:}
M

cIV 203 IX/OAAtn = J(esus)Ch(rist)/Saint Leontius 
11 204 MO/A NkX$ = Mother of God/Saint Nikolas 
" 205 .0/ATNI.. = do. / do.

In our view the implication is the same in all three: the Deity, 

whether represented "by Christ or the Virgin Mary (to whom there are 

numerous dedications in this period, as will later "be shown) is to 

"be approached "by way of the saint whose name is given*

Quite the most remarkable of all the texts of interest in this 

connection remains however to be mentioned, namely a dedication (blV 9)

made
I NOMINE PATRIS in the name of the Father, 
ET PILII DONI = Son, and Saint Montanus. (.'.'.') 
MUNTANI

in which the place of the Holy Spirit is taken by St. Montanus. In 

other words, St. Montanus is assimilated to the Holy Spirit, the Third 

Person of the Godhead, and enjoys apotheosis within the bounds of 

Christian Theology.(compare pp.161-162J) And if we further ask, as is 

natural, in what section of the Church this process could be carried 

to such a length, there can scarcely be any doubt In view of the saint's 

name: dominus Muntanus can here be no other than the notorious 

Montanus himself. It is not difficult to recognize the Montanist 

pendency operating here: namely, the ideal of the charismatic apostolate 

of the primitive community, whereby the Christians of the first 

generation spoke, not as mere men, but as inspired by the Holy Spirit, 

as indeed merely its vehicles, through which the Spirit spoke; so that, 

in the last resort, what they said was not of themselves, but of God, 

God thereby speaking through their mouths of Himself.(Acts ii 1-13 etc.)
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Hence the enthusiastic language of the Montanist prophets which so 

much shocked the Catholics of the day. Thus for example Maxirnilla is 

credited "by contemporary controversialists with sayings like these:-

<^ AuKf>9 IK. V I am pursued as a wolf from the sheep; 
€?*ti XoKos* p^ts. e>MiK«ti = "b'ut J ara no wolf ; I am Word and Spirit

and Power

o(K0i/<r»Td

.
- Eusebius HE v 16/17 1 '

= Listen not to me, "but to Christ(in me)
. 

Epiphanius Pan. Haer. 48/1
.2) 

1

while to Montanus himself the following utterances are ascribed:-

«>uT6 
o

KUfio$ o (feos o 
T«/£ Kmyi\/<fa&o$

No mere angel or ancient (am I,?), "but 
= ^ myself the Lord God, the Father, have

come - 3)
- Epiphanius UD.

- I the Lord God Omnipotent have come 
down in (the shape of) a man

.
- Epiphanius i"b. '

o

€*/*! & TT &** ~ I am the Father and the Son and the 
Paraclete

- Didymus De Trin. iii 41
.v 

;

It is clear that our inscription springs froia this selfsame tradition, 

as it is the only one in which such language was possible. The presence 

however of the apocalyptic letters Alpha and Omega flanking the Chi-Rho 

monogram which the stone bears suggests the close of the 4th century: 

have we any right to speak of Montanism at so late a date? If ncbt, we 

can only ascribe the text to a Donatist, for the possibility of a 

Catholic source seems out of the question.

1)Bonwetsch,Texte SUP Geschichte des Montanismus (kl T nr l29)pp.7-8
2)Bonwetsch p.19 3)Bonwetsch p.19 4)Bonwetsch p.19 
5)Bonwetsch p.22
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Proceeding further with our miscellaneous texts, we notice two 

cruciform monograms of the type familiar on Byzantine seals (see "below)

both from. Zeugitana:-

T
cIII 502 ?-\- K cIII 587

S

(Petros?) (Sanctus?)

which are however of archaeological rather than of epigraphical 

interest, witnessing as they do to the use of the cross in ancient 

art.

The Hebrew word of affirmation AMEN occurs twice (cIV 146, cV 211).

Finally we notice a solitary example of wit, namely the dedication 

blV 142:-

FE/ICI SA(ncto) To Saint Felix.
VITA FELI(X) = A happy life (vita felix)
IN DEO in God.

and a N.T. quotation,(ell 13):-

..GLORIA IN ;;glory to God
ESCELSIS DEO _ in the highest
ET IN TERRA = and on earth
PAGS OMINIBUS peace to men (Luke ii 14)

in which the famous crux, namely the double (Eastern-Western) tradition 

of the underlying Greek £-uSo\<\ O^^LS suppressed. (Souter ad loc.)

3. Special

We are now well out of the region of typical, recurring features, and 

require to treat individually such texts as have not hitherto been 

considered, or at most incompletely considered in other connections 

and fcot for their own sake.

We begin with two inscriptions which have this in common, namely 

that they speak of the "seat" of the saints, and contain short and
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pithy sayings, namely cIV 62 and cIV 247:-

cIV 62 ..HAEC PETRI PAULIQUE ;;this is the seat of Peter and
SEDES CRISTO JUBENTE = Paul. At the command of Christ
RESURGIT he rises.

cIV 247 SANCTORUM SEDES 
DOMU DOMINI A 
QUI PURE PETIT 
ACCIPIT

the seat of the saints 
the house of the Lord 
who purely seeks 
receives

'

The application of cIV 62 is not at once plain. We recall, however,

the miracles attributed to both the apostles mentioned, namely "by

1) 2) Peter and by Paul. In "both cases the apostle cures a cripple, who

then rises and walks. The instance of Peter is especially jt interest 

ing because of the closeness of the parallel with the words of our

inscription:-

% <t,'rr^rftr7V o UCTf^ And peter g^id to him . ,, 0 Aeneas>

Jesus Christ is curing you. Stand up 
= and make your bed yourself." And 

immediately he stood up.

Here we have the healing virtually ascribed to Christ (Cristo JubenteJ) 

In the light of this inscription, therefore, ( if this is its right 

interpretation) we venture to infer that the cripples frequented the 

spots consecrated to the memory of the two apostles (sedes = seat; 

almost,headquarters) in the hope of "being cured of their complaint. 

Otherwise it would be hard to account for such an inscription as this.

The aphorism of cIV 247, on the other hand, does not appear to 

rest on any Biblical reminiscence. On the contrary, its rigorism in 

the insertion of the qualifying adverb "pure" is quite foreign to the 

well-known "ask,..seek,..knock,..." invitation of the primitive 

tradition of God's free grace. (Mt vii 7-8), although it may have "been 

suggested "by the later Johannine condition,"in my name"(John xv 16).

L)Acts ix 34 2)Acts xiv 8-10
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Doubtless we should trace this inscription to the quarter where such 

perfectionism was the rule, namely the Donatist party.

Peter and Paul figure in another text, which opens with the 

following curious (a~blative absolute?) construction: -

W 63 POSTULANTIBUS A seeking of (Christ?), 
CREATORS DEO -f.. . God the Creator. .....

which might "be interpreted in the sense of cIV 62 (p. 189), that is, 

as an appeal for healing, Peter and Paul, MEMORIA SANCTORUM PETRI 

BT PAULI) "being invoked in this connection. This would likewise 

explain the use of "creator", if we read into this title the thought, 

that God, Who created man, can likewise heal him. It is of 

comparatively little moment whether we see in ^ a mere ornament, 

orja genuine suspension for CHRistus. Either way, the significance 

of the inscription is plain enough: the apostles are here regarded 

as the mediators of God's healing power.

Such may "be the context of a "baffling text half of which was

2} found in 1921, the other half in 1924,' namely the Timgad stone

cIV 141, which for the moment it is wise to leave untranslated: -

BB /GAUDETE PETRUS ET LAZARUS ROGO TE DOMINB 
SUVENI CRISTE TU SOLUS MEDICUS SANCTIS ET 
PENT TENTI BUS MARE MAMIB ET PEDIBUS DE. ......

Here first of all BB is the familiar Donatist acclamation BONIS 

BENE, which falls to "be discussed on p»225 (which see). The text 

is therefore a Donatist production. GAUDETE is prima facie plain 

enough: "rejoice ye.1 " The apostle Peter and one Lazarus follow in

1)RPE 21/36 
2JRPE 24/67
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the nominative, and not the vocative: hence the exhortation cannot 

"be addressed to them, but to the passers-by. ROGO TE DOMINE is quite 

straightforward: "I beseech Thee 0 Lord 1.1 So is SUVENI CRISTE TU 

SOLUS MEDICUS: "Help, 0 Christ, Thou only Healer.1 " But now comes the 

crux: what are we to do with SANCTIS ET PEWITENTIBUS MARE MANIBjtls] 

ET PEDIBUS DE. ..? How are we to relate "saints and penitents" and 

"hands and feet"? What does MARE mean? And what follows DE. ..? 

Monceauac reads "matrem manibus et pedibus ddf endentibus" and Albertini 

"amare manibus et pedibus Deum" , two totally different meanings 

thereby resulting^) Where the experts fall out, we are throv/n on 

our own resources. Neglecting therefore the lacuna DE. ...which is 

too slender to support any conjecture, recalling that the saints 

are spoken of elsewhere (p. 185.') as the "limbs of Christy this then 

being the explanation of the parallelism: "saints & penitents" — 

"hands & feet", and bringing the entire phrase into connection with 

the verb SUVENI, we gain the following sense: -

Rejoice yej Peter and Lazarus. I beseech Thee, 
0 Lord: 0 Christ, Thou only Healer, come to the 
aid of Thy saints and penitents, whose Head 
Thou art.* ....................................

Here, to be sure, MARE is not accounted for; but a broad understand

ing becomes possible. "Medieus" as a title of Christ recalls Apollo's
g) epithet "medicinal is 1.1 Lazarus, as we know, was raised from the dead

by Christ3 ): without doubt an emphatic example of Christ's healing 

power.1 Peter moreover wrought miracles of healing in Christ's

Here therfore is the cult of Christ the Healer, CHRIS TUS MEDICUS. 

Passing now to another topic, we note cIV 57:-

1)CRAIBL 1924 p.80 2)Rienter,Lat. Sacralinschr. 38 
3)John xi 1-46 4)p.l89 hereof
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MEMORAMINI IN CONSPECTU we cgl 1 to mind in the sight
DNI CUARU¥ NOMINA 3GIT = of th"e Lord" tfiose whose names
IS QUI FECIT.......... are known to him who made (it)

fh.e suggestion, that the mere names of the saints possessed a 

mysterious potency, and were solemnly repeated by the faithful, 

almost it would seem as a kind el* charm, appears to be implied here. 

Another document, cIV 119:-

HIC LOCUS LUCET SEMPER this spot shines forever (with the?) 
MEMORIA JULIANI SCI DI memory of Julian, a saint of God

is of special interest, since whether the first line be taken 

as syntactically depended on or independent of the second, the 

meaning is one and the same: the merits of St.Julian bestow quite 

literally a "lustre" to his very tomb, which possesses a quality of 

phosphorescence for all ages to come, exactly like the Baraka which 

adheres to the tomb of a Marabout in Moslem Africa to-day (pp.588-9).

The last inscription we propose to quote in this somewhat diffuse 

section is a metrical tribute to> Saint Salsa (cV 50). Unfortunately 

the stone is in fragments, and for the greater part of its length 

makes scarcely any sense, owing to the numerous lacunae. The tenor, 

however, of the following sequence, the kernel of the document, is 

plain enough:-

HIC EST SALSA DULCIOR here is Salsa, sweeter
NECTARE SEMPER QIJAE _ than nectar at all times,
MERUIT CAELO SEMPER ~ who deserved to dwell forever
HABITARE BEATA...... blessed in heaven.............

It is unusual, on martyrs 1 memorials, to find such an emphatic 

impression retained of the martyr's personal qualities. At the 

same time, this particular example has definitely literary 

pretensions, so that too seriotis a view of its language is out of 

place. Its eschatology has already been discussed (p.181).
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4. Historical

Schwarxe having already related the Christian inscriptions to the 

chronica^of the African Church, (see Introduction) we chose on 

principle to disregard this aspect of our material. Yet the martyrs 1 

memorials include a few items of special interest from this point 

of view, and these we now propose to examine.

Our first text of this kind, which provides a link with the Decian 

Persecution, is ell 197:-

HIC ABSNTur RELIQUIE Here are preserved the relics
BEATi MARTIRIS ET of the "blessed martvr and overseer
ANTI3TITIS CYPRIANI = Cyprian. (They were) set down "by
DPS A BEAT MELLEO EPCO the "blessed "bishop Melleus in the
AN IIII DMNIJUSTINI IMPS fourth year of our Lord Emperor

(a.568-569) Justin (i.e.,Justin II)

In view of the title martyr, and especially of the title antistes 

(lit. a president, or overseer) which, especially in poetry, recurs 

from time to time as a more magnificent alternative to episcopus as 

the designation of specially revered bishops,'' this Cyprian can only 

"be the great Cyprian of Carthage. Here,then, we have a text which 

tells of the deposition of relics of this famous man. Pres/umably 

the bones are meant, and the remains must have been exhumed in order 

to make the transfer possible. The Melleus concerned is unknown.

From the same region, and curiously enough also within the last 

decade, comes a text of more than ordinary interest, viz. bll 112. 

It is a mosaic from & basilica pavement in Ammaedara, commemorating.
..  «- " ^

more than thirty local victims,J'by name.^; of the Persecution of
V-.,.,-.  " " ' r"'

Diocletian, which is likewise specified therein. There is no other 

inscription like it in all the Archaeology of the Early Church.

1)CRAIBL 1934 pp.251-252
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GLORIOSISSIMIS BEATISSIMISQUE 
MARTYRIBUS QUI PERSECUTIONS 
DIOCLETIANI ET MAXIMINIANI 
DIVINIS LEGIBUS PASSI SUNT 
QUORUM CORPORA HOC LOCO 
DEPOSITA APUD DEUM IN AETERNUM 
MANENT<H>IS GUI DIVINITUS 
INSPIRARE HOC IN ANIMO DIGNAT> 
US EST NOMINA EORUM BENERANDA- 
QUE CORPORA ANACLITIS LAPIDEIS 
CUM ERMULIS ADQUE MENSA CONCLUSIT 
UNDE DIVINE CLEMENTIE CUM SUIS 
OMNIBUS MARCBLLUS ILLUSTRIS 
GRATIA3 AGIT QUI MEMORIAE 
MARTYRUM MERITA EXOPTATA VOTA 
COMPLEVIT FELIX SEMPER VIVAT 
QUI INTENTISSIMB LEGERIT 
PELICIOR QUI DEO OMNIPOTENTI 
PER CHRISTUM EJUS TOTA FIDE 
CREDIDERIT +

(Here follow the names of the martyrs, 

written on two columns, to left & right):- 

(Left) (Right)

To the most glorious and "blessed 
martyrs who suffered the persecut 
ion of Diocletian and Miximian 
for the divine laws, wlibse bodies, 
deposited in this place, remain 
with god forever, one reckoned 
worthy of this inspiration(???) 
covered in their relics and 
venerable bodies with slanting 
stones, pillars, and a tablet: 
wherefor the illustrious Marcellus 
together with all his household 
renders thanks to the divine 
mercy, and fulfil* to the memory 
of the martyrs his vows,which 
are their boon and due. Happy may 
he always live" who reads with 
close attention: happier he who 
trusts Almighty God through His 
Christ with alljkis confidence.+

JANUARIE 
DO VITI AN 
APR.....
• • • -L vJ • • •

......NI
MAXIMIN. 
VIC.....
SECUNDIAN
SUCESSI
.ROCE3SI
COMITI
PURPURI
PULENTI
POMPONI
..... J- -L

. ....DIIS 

.......DI

D.........
3. ........
B. ........
M. ........
BOI.......
PRIMAB
PRIM03E
VALSNDI
...VARIE
VINCENT.
JULIAE
FELICTTATIS
PROBULI
LIBOSI
LICINI
SATURNIE
FORTUNI

This inscription, which appears to belong to the end of the 4th century, 

is in parts obscure on account of its peculiar literary character; "but

l)An Boll 54/313:RPE 34/37 omits names,
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as a whole its meaning is plain. Among the names, one notes a few

already known, including the famous Pelicitas: for the rest, they 

are hitherto unknown, presumably local heroesj' Apart from its 

historical interest, the inscription confirms the results already 

forthcoming-; from the literary viewpoint, however, it belongs to a 

mixed category, being fundamentally a dedication ex-voto, and as such 

falls to be considered along with /other texts of this type in the next 

section. Historically it is quite a valuable addition to our knowledge 

of the persecutions, in that it witnesses to the vast number of heroes 

who suffered at that time, but whose fame was confined to their own 

locality.

As might be expected, the Persecution of Diocletian is the 

occasion for more than one document of this kind. In fact, it is natural

to ascribe the bulk of martyrdoms commemorated to this final and most

2} desperate persecution. ' Of particular interest however is the following

text, already considered in another connection (blV 35):-

TERTIU IDUS 7^ JUNTAS 
DEPOSITIO CRUORIS 
SANCTORUM MARTURUM 
QUI SUNT PASSI SUB 
PRESIDE PLORO IN 
GIVITATE MILEVITANA 
IN DIEBUS TURIPIOATIONIS 
INTER QUIBUS HIC 
INNOC...IPSE IN PAGE

Three days before the Ides of 
June. The deposition of the 
blood of the holy martyrs 
who suffered under Florus 
the President in the town 
of Milevum in the days of 
incense-burning: among whom 
this (man) Innoc(ens) is 
himself at peace.

Plorus we know to have Governor of Africa under Diocletian, and to

have applied the test of'turification" i.e. burning incense to the
3)gods in an attempt to stamp out Christianity. ' Presumably those to

whose memory this inscription was set up refused to burn incense.

l)An Boll 54/314 2)Monceaux HLAC iii 177-178 
3)von Soden,Urkunden nr.5 (kl T 122 p.7)
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Our next example, bV 65, we give in the first place without 

comment :-

MEMORIAE ENNAGI ET 
SEXTI KL AG-_____ 
MEMORIA BEATISSIMORUlvI 
MARTYRUM ID EST ROGATI 
MATBNNI NASSEI MAXIMAE 
QUEM PRIM03US CAMBUS 
GENITORES DEDIGAVERUNT 
PASSI XII KAL NOVM

CCXG PROV 
(a.329)

(to the?)memory of Ennagius and 
Sextus, the Kalends of August 
The ff memory"of the most blessed 
martyrs, namely Rogatus, 
Matennus, Nasseus, and Maxima, 
dedicated "by their parents, 
Primosus and Cambus. 
They suffered twelve days "before 
the Kalends of November (in the 
year) 290 of the Province.

Memoriae Ennagi et Sexti kl Ag is a later addition (p.176) 

In view of the date (329) it i® extremely unlikely that the martyrs 

in question "belong to the Diocletian Persecution, as Duchesne and 

Rossi, on the basis of an extensively emended entry in the Hieronomian 

calendar, suggest: ' it is almost certain that the text refers to 

those fallen in the Catholic v. Donatist struggle?) Whether they be 

Catholics or Donatists, however, we do not know, and apparently have 

no means of finding out. On the whole we judge it more likely that 

they were Donatists, in view of the general tendency of all minorities 

and nonconformist "bodies to regard themselves as martyrs to the truth, 

and their opponents as traitors.

There is no doubt at Jeast about the Donatlst origin of our 

next example, namely cV 157, which is strictly speaking an epitfaph:-

MEM ROBBE SACRA DEI 
GERMANA...HONOR... 
QU..ESIRENS..EPI.. 
CAEDE TRADITorum 
VEXATA MERUIT DIGN- 
ITATE MARTIRI VIXIT 
ANIS L ET REDDIDIT 
SPM DIE VIII KAL 
APRILES PRO CCCXCV 
(a.434)

(to the?)memory of Robba, cousin 
of Honoria( ?)..............

molested by the slaughter of 
the "traitors',1 she deserved 
the dignity of martyrdom. She 
lived for 50 years and yielded 
up (her) spirit on the 8th day 
before the Kalends of April

the yearof the)Province 395

"l)Di LAI 191 n. 2)von Soden,Urkunden no. 34.
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The decisive phrase here is "caede traditorum vexata". During the 

Persecution of Diocletian, the term "traditor" was applied to 

anyone who gave up copies of the Scriptures to the pagan authorities. 

The Donatist schism "began when it was pointed out that the 

Catholic clergy included many who during the persecution had "been 

guilty of handing over the scriptures in this manner?' Henceforward 

the Donatists never wearied of speaking of the Catholics as 

"traditores'.1 In this inscription, therefore, we are told that 

Robba suffered at the hands of the 1t traditore©"( Traditorum taken 

as subjective genitive). The information, moreover, that she well 

deserved the glory of martyrdom (meruit dignitatem martyrii) shows 

how the Donatists continued to multiply their saints, regarding the 

Catholics as for this purpose equivalent to the pagans, their 

victims therefore as Christian heroes.

The last of our texts to be adduced in this connection is 

strictly speaking not a Church document at all, "but a State titulus. 

Even then only the skill of de Rossi has "been able to locate its 

historical situation. Prom the fragments (here indicated as usual 

"by capitals) we gather that a persecution of some kind is in question. 

De Rossi's restoration of the lacunae (minuscules here) enables us 

to refer the document to the pacific policy adopted by Hilderic 

towards the Church on the death of hi& predecessor Thrasamund. 

According to this interpretation, the text records the liberating 

of the Catholic. Church from persecution at the hands of the 

Arian (Vandal) party?)

1)Acta S3 Saturnini etc.,
2)von Soden,Urkunden no.6A (kl T nr 122 p. 8-9)
3)Schwarze,Untersuchungen p.172
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Here follows this text (cIV 115):-

IN NOMINE domiNI Et 
Salvatoris nostri 
Jesu Ghristi tempoSB 
DOmiNI Hildericis regie 
Qui...longaMQUE PBRSEC- 
UTIONEM PAcaVIT HANG 
ECCLESIAM........

In the name of our Lord and 
Saviour Jesus Christ, in the 
time of our Lord King Hilderic 
who....quelled...and long 
persecution, this church...

At "best, however, this last example tells us very little, and
j

nothing at all that is new. We therefore pass immediately to 

consider the texts of our last class, jfyf namely those texts 

which, although of themselves not primarily memorials to the 

martyrs or saints, setve nevertheless to supplement them, and 

to that extent should be treated along with them.

5. Transitional

In addition to the genuine martyrs' memorials which form the 

nucleus of our hagiographis texts, there are a few peripheral items 

which fall to "be diseu&eed here, those namely which, although they 

"belong fundamentally to a distinct literary category ( ten dedications
o

ex-voto, one invocation, five epitaphs, and one s^tate document) 

contain significant references to the saints, and on that account 

claim attention at this stage.

Dedications ex-voto as a class will "be considered fully later 

on. In the meantime it will be dufficient to remark, that they 

are by no means a fresh creation of the Christian spirit, but on 

the contrary, are found first of all in connection with the worship 

of pagan gods, recording the discharge of vows previously undertaken}'

Dessau, Lateinische Epigraphik 31-32
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We have already made the acquaintance of one such document, viz. 

"bll 112, and the full text has "been reproduced on p. 194. It is an 

exceptional document in every respect, "but is in the last resort 

constituted a dedication ex-voto "by the unambiguous phrase: VOTA 

COMPLEVIT ( discharged the vows). There is no great difficulty in 

understanding- wherein the discharge of these vows lay: it is natural 

to conclude from the inscription, that this particular man, a citizen 

of Ammaedara of some standing (illustris.1 ) had vowed to the "glorious 

dead" that he would fashion a splendid mosaic of this kind over their 

remains.

Such indeed is the natural interpretation of all the more nearly 

typical texts of this kind also, as in "blV 20 ...HIC CONFEcerunt 

VOTUM (...here they completed their vow) and cIV 134...UNA CUM 

CONJUGE ET PILIS VOTUM PERFECTT.(..together with his wife and sons 

carried out his vow.)

A common variation of the distinctive votive formula is encounter

ed in blV 34:-

NOMINA MARTUROU... 
FORTUNATU QUOD 
PROMTSIT FECIT

The names of the martyps... 
Fortunatus did what he promised,

and in blV 9, a text already familiar in another connection (p.186):-

FLABIUS ABUS DOMESTICUS 
I NOMINE PATRIS ET FILII 
DONI MUNTANI QUOD 
PROMT SIT COMPLEVIT

Flavius Avus(?)"dom«sticus" 
in the name of FATHER, SON, and 
Sat. MONTANUS, completed 
what he had promised

Two examples of the use of the verb REDDERE = to give back,

to return, ar^ found:-

cIV HIC MERIA SANCTI... 
127 FLORIDU3 PRB VOTUM 

IN XPO REDDIDI

Here is the memory of saint... 
I, Floridus, a presbyter, 
return, my vow in Christ...

-.^-v-^ /
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"bill 152 IN NOMEN DEI ET In the name of God and
IN NOMSN MARTURORU in the name of the martyrs
EXUPIUS REDDIT = Exupius returns his vow,
VOTUM HUNG PORtlGU (in the shape of) this doorway.--  * ., ~

This latter text unfortunately "breaks off at a point where we 

might see our way to determine the syntax of PORTICUm. As it is, 

the word seems to "be in apposition to VOTUM, whence we conclude that

the way Exupius chose of paying his vow was to "build a doorway," -.-^  "' 
presumably as a part-subscript!on to the fabric fund of a new

"basilica.

It will "be observed with reference to "both these texts just 

reproduced, that in each case the donor emphasised the Godward 

direction of his vow: in the ofrmer instance, the vow is paid 

ostensibly to the martyr, but "in Christ", that is to say, 

ultimately to Christ, in accordance with the Christianizing function 

of this and kindred expressions}/ In the latter, "in the name of 

God" is in the closest imaginable juxtaposition to "in the name of 

the martyrs" and takes precedence over it. It is natural for us 

to see in these details the expression of a wish to make it plain 

to all whom it may concern that the vows in question are quite 

distinct from their pagan prototypes, inasmuch as they are directed 

not to pagan gods but to the One God revealed in Jesus Christ.

However that may be, the following example leaves no room 

whatever for doubting that the vow which it records was made to 

the martyrs themselves (cV 10) :-

MARTIRIB SANCTIS PROMISSA Colonicus, blameless man, together 
COLONICUS INSONS SOLVIT with his wife joyfully 
VOTA SUA LAETUS GUM = discharges to the holy martyrs 
CONJUGE SUA...  the vows he promised.......

(for rest of text see p.181)

l)e.g. 1 Cor Ydi 39
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Dedications ex-vo$o resembling those hitherto adduced, and like 

them derided in honour of the martyrs, are not confined to Africa. 

It is of interest to note that examples of exactly the same pious 

custom are found at Rome,'Aquileia?'and elsewhere in the Empire?'

We conclude this subsection on dedications ex-voto "by quoting 

two items of special interest:-

cIV HIC MEMORIA SANCTI 
150 JULIANI -fs DEPOSITS 

SUNT A STO EPO 
EMILIANO FL6RIDUS 
PRES MISERICORDIA 
INDIG-ENS VOTUM 
REDDIT DNO DO 
AJUVANTE

Here the relics of Saint Julian 
were set down "by the holy "bishop 

Emil^us.
Ploridus, a presbyter, being in 
need of mercy, rejturnd his vow, 
the Lord God helping him.

This quaint example displosea one at least of the stresses which 

underlie this particular type of religious exercise: torment of soul. 

Poor Floridus, trembling in the consciousness of guilt, promised to 

make amends, did so, and is happy once more. In what the VOTUM here 

consists, is not quite evident. At all events Ploridus lived to 

praise God for peace of mind regained.(dno do ajuvante).

If "by his act of devotion Ploridus had succeeded in squaring his

account with the Deity, the authors of our last dedication ex-voto, 

bill 177, appear to have gone a step further, and to have established

a definite claim on the goodwill of the martyr in virtue of their

piety:-

NOMEN MARTURIS 
CALBNDIONI3 
AJUTES QUI BOTUM 
COMPLEBERUNT &

The name of the martyr
Cfclendio.
Mayest thou help those who
have fulfilled their vow.

1)Di 1909,1921,1924
2)Di 1910
3)Di 1919,1928
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The text just considered proves beyond dispute that the cult of 

the martyrs included personal appeal for help on the part of the 

Christian "believer directed towards the martyr to whom dedications 

ex-voto were devoted. That the martyrs were thought to enjoy offerings 

of this kind, and that the prospect of such offerings could be 

employed as a bait in order to attract their attention, seems to be 

the only interpretation possible of the following item, which is in 

the form of an invocation (bill 153):-

SANCTI ET BEATI3SIMI MARTYRES 0 holy and most blessed martyrs.1
PETIMUS IN MENTE HABEATIS UT We beg (you) to bear (us) in
DONENTUR VOBIS...SIMPOSIUM mind, to the end that there be
MAMMARI GRANIU ELPIDEPORUM = given you... a feast(???)..?Mammari
QUI HAEC CUB///APCPM SUIS Graniu Elpideforum(?)who complet-
SUMTIBUS ET SUIS OPERIBUS ed these restingplaces(??)?..??..
PERFECERUNT at their own expense and with
(*cubicula?) their own resources(? operibus

	for operis or opibus?)

It will be observed that this text is unsatisfactory owing to the 

lacunae which disfigure it. We do not propose to defend the numerous 

conjectures to which we have resorted in order to extract sense from 

every detail of it. But on the whole its meaning is clear enough. 

The persons mentioned have erected a shrine of some kind, probably 

a "mensa"( p.165-6) whereon they promise to celebrate a feast 

(simposium.1 ) if the martyrs will in the mean time remember them.

Of our five epitaphs which fall to be considered in this 

connection, the first (cIII 589) records quite simply the interment 

of a believer in the name of the martyrs:-

PORTESI-K.SI/IN PACE Portesius in peace,
INOCES I NOMINE = an innocent man,
MARTURum in the name of the martyrs.

Our second epitaph to be considered in this connection, (blV 29), 

presents some peculiarities:-
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CURTIAE SATURNINAB QUAE To his most faithful spouse
HIC PUIT AN LX MAEVIUS Curtia Saturnina who was here
PAUSTUS CONJUGI FIDELIS- _ for 60 years Maevius Paustus
SIMAE GUM PILIS PECIT - together with his sons made (it),
MAEVI OGTAVTANUS FORTUNATfJS) Maevius Oetavianus Portunatus
PETRUS PAULUa SATURNINUS Petrus Paulus Saturninus

First of all it must be remarked,> that a priori there is nothing 

specifically Christian about this inscription at all. It is an 

epitaph constructed on normal pagan principles. The circumlocution 

"hie fuit" for "vixit" is unexpected, but not decisive. The decisive 

factor lies in the series of names following"f ecit'J which closes 

the epitaph proper. Maevius, Oetavianus, and Portunatus are presum 

ably the sons referred to (cum fills). What of the other three names 

Peter, Paul, Saturninus? If they also are the names of sons, it is 

wellnigh certain that two of them must be Christian. But such a 

curious situation is improbable in the extreme. The coincidence of 

the names Peter and Paul on one stone can hardly mean any thing else 

than that it is the a>postles wlio are intended. In this case Saturninus 

is doubtless the celebrated martyr (p.147). And if we further ask, 

why Saturninus rather than any other martyr? the name of the deceased 

may perhaps supply the answer: her family may have been connected 

with Saturninus the martyr. Here then we have to do with an epitaph 

of a Christian lady, inscribed, in addition, with the names of three 

martyrs: the great apostles, Peter and Paul, and a famous African 

victim with whom she may have had a family connection, Saturninus.

Portesius, as- we have seen, was buried in the name of the martyrs. 

Curtia Saturnina has the names of the martyrs themselves graven 

on the stone which perpetuates her memory. One and the same interest 

is served by both procedures: in each case the deceased is brought 

into association with the heroes of the faith.
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There was, however, a much less abstract method of achieving this 

association in ancient times, as the three remaining epitaphs show:-

cV 122 . .. J£*£)MORIAE..NOCENTI3 ...memory..innocent...in peace.,
..T..IN PACE..CTOBRE3 DIE October...sixth day...Drovince

(a.406) SEX..PR CCCLXVII PU. . 367...?hislather and mother... 
TRIBUS PATER ET...MATER = beside the (holy?) apostles
EJUS APLIT. ..3 APOSTOL08 Peter and (Paul) in the name of
PETRH ET. ..N NOMINE DEI God and (his?) Christ...(they)
ET CRI...EMOR.. .RUNT made(?) 4"this) memorial.

ell 79 >TT7o CRESCONIA VIXIT IN Cresconia lived in peace for
PACE AN XXII M II D X ET 22 years 2 months and 10 days
PRO HUNG LOCUM SANCTUM it and gave her soul over to God <?
ANIMAM 3UAM DEO ET XRO and His Christ for the sake of ,
EJUS TRADIDIT this holy spot. ""' ;~;~ , ,%

ell 106 ...RENOVAT..DEDERAT DATUS.. ... renews?...Datus(?) had given(?)
NS AD SANCT03..POS VIXIT = ..Innocent(?) near the saints
M X V. ..VTI (or, holy jmartyrs] ).. .placed. He

	lived 15(r) months (?)...

It is not of course possible to construct elaborate theories on such 

slender evidence, "but these items, tanfalisingly incomplete as two 

at least of them are, seem to illustrate the ancient custom of "burial 

in the immediate proximity of saints' remains or other holy relics. 

What surprises us, however, about these texts, is not the fact that 

they are forthcoming, "but the fact that they are forthcoming in such 

meagre quantities. It is from the richness of well-authenticated 

material of this kind in Gaul}' Rome?) and further afield ' that we 

are able to interpret these three inscriptions at all in the first 

place: alone they could not "be treated as anything but inexplicable 

anomalies. Burial mear relics is seemingly not at all an African, 

but a transmarine, and especially a Roman phenomenon. The external

1)LeBl 293,354,478,492,557
2)Di 2126-2167 (42 examples.')
3)Di 2168-2172,2175-2185
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distribution of such texts suggests this, and so does their internal 

distribution. Of these three texts just reproduced, the only examples 

of their kind to "be found in Africa, not one is from the region chiefly 

responsible for hagiographic material, namely Numidia: one is from 

Mauretania, and the other two from Byzacena. This proves that Africa 

received this custom from overseas.

Finally we consider the most curious inscription of all, namely 

cIV 38. It stands on a Byzantine fortress, and although for this reason 

we reckon it a 3~bate document, it is a sorry specimen of official 

Latin. It is meant to "be written in metre. After describing the 

structure concerned and praising the speed with which it was built, 

the pompous placard proceeds:-

NULLUS MALORUM POTERIT of evil men none shall be able to
ERIGERS MANUS|PATRICI raise his hand (against it).
SOLOMONIS INSTITUTIONS No one shall be strong enough to
NEMO EXPUGNARE YALEVTT I storm what Solomon the Patrician
DEFENSIO MARTIRUM TUETUR = has set up. The martyrs defend this
P03TIGIUS IPSElCLEMENS gateway. Clement and Vincent the
ET VINCENT!US MARTIRES martyrs guard this entrance. 
CUSTODIUNT INTROITUM IPUM

The first two lines are plain enough. "Defensio martirun tuetur 

posticius ipse" is not Latin at all; but we give above what we think 

the sense of it is. "Ipum" we take to be for "Ipsum',' and parallel to 

Wlpse1! (j) above; "itself" however signifies nothing at all in the 

context: hence our rendering "this',' whica we think is all that the 

writer means. All such barbarisms and uncertainties of detail hewess? 

however notwithstanding, the total sense of the passage is tolerably 

patent: the martyrs in question appear before us in a prophylactic 

r$le. Their function is to protect the citadel from attack. Once the 

State's foes,they now afford it supernatural aid.
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It is obvious that these inscriptions just considered possess a 

significance out of all proportion to their numbers.

In the first place, their formal significance alone is of no small 

importance. We expect the cult of the saints to call forth a literary 

category of its own: "but when such a form does not suffice to express
T

its peculiar driving-principle, but requi.es to be supplemented by
A

other categories, then the presence of such a periphery - vota, 

invocations, epitaphs, state documents - shows plainly, that here we 

have to do, not with a mere departmental interest, but with an element 

of early Christian praxis which occupies a dominant position, and 

whose ramifications extend throughout a large part of the every-day 

life of the Christian community. When the cult of the saints did not 

occupy the foreground to the exclusion of other interests, it could 

generally, and with little troubljr, "be perceived lurking in the back 

ground as a larger or smaller element of the total context.

Much more enriching, however, is their material significance. 

Regarded from this point of view they serve to unify the provisional 

results already reached on questions of detail. The virtual apotheosis 

of the martyr has already emerged in connection both with lexical 

(pp.161-162) and syntactical problems.(pp.184-188) In the former case 

the etymology of SANCTU3, in the latter case the juxtaposition of the 

martyrs with, and in the extreme instance of Montanus, their assimil 

ation to the Deity, raised this question. Now we are able to complete 

the evidence: vows and invocations, which we see addressed to martyrs, 

are types of address apprppriate only to the gods, or God, They are 

not forms of address normally directed to human beings. Bereft by 

evangelical preaching of his old gods, the convert found surrogates
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in the heroes of the new faith. A similar unification is provided "by 

the epitaphs, and above all by the one and only state document which 

mentions the martyrs. In unambiguous language this speaks of the martyrs 

Clement and Vincent as the guardians of the citadel.(p.205) Such a 

conception of the martyr's role is quite consistent with the idea of 

the martyr as the healer of bodily ills, or at least as the mediator of 

such healing.(pp.189-191) But, visible modifications being much harder 

to produce, in the opinion of antiquity, than those that are invisible, 

(Mt ix 5j) the martyrs, in order that such efficacy should be ascribed 

to them, must a fortiori be assumed to have possessed similar powers 

to perfection in unseen regions, where, for want of concrete cheeks, 

the pious imagination must inevitably have endowed these saintly 

personalities, who on earth refused to surrender the faith on any 

conditions whatsoever, with the irresistible potency of magic. In the 

light of this deduction many problems can now at le^ngth be settled. 

Now we know, for example, why first the names, then, in response to 

a desire for greater stimulus to the imagination, the remains or other 

relics of the martyrs were of such extraordinary importance: a basilica 

equipped therewith would be safe from the spiritual powers hostile to 

the Christian faith (p.169). Similarly we now know why first the names^ 

of the martyr© were coveted as adjuncts to an epitaph, then the tomb 

itself was by preference excavated in proximity to the holy remains 

themselves (pp.202-204): the departing Soul wished protection on its 

perilous venture into the Beyond. Here likewise belongs the military 

language of hagiographic li£rature (pp.175-6): the martyrs are victors 

in the spiritual struggle, the natural leaders, inspirers, and heroes 

of the faithful, all under the "signum" or banner of Christ, the 

Commander - in - Chief. (cIV 33,p.168)
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(g) Results.

The heroes of the persecutions were honoured in the African Church 

under the title of martyrs, latterly under the title of saints. The 

cult reached its maximum "before the end of the fourth dentury, and 

was centred chiefly in Numidia. Round a nucleus of purely local 

dedications there gathered in time dedications to exogenous heroes 

from all quarters of the ancient world, notably from the East during 

Byzsntine times. Pafcty strife produced fresh heroes, certainly on 

the Donatist, perhaps also on the Catholic side. Among specifically 

Donatist dedications we incline to reckon Donatus and Montanus, "but 

it is no longer possible to distinguish dedications in general with 

any confidence. The distribution of the texts, both as to time and 

place, suggests hoofer that a considerable proportion are Donatist, 

although this impression cannot be demonstrated in detail.

There are no clear indications of the widespread use of relics 

before the fifth century, from which terminus they increase however 

in number. Previously the name or memory of the martyr was deemed 

sufficient inspiration. There is evidence of the preservation of the 

blood of the martyrs, and a few texts refer to portions of the cross, 

whose distribution however obliges us to conclude that they were

spurious.

Prophylactic and other magical functions were ascribed to the 

martyrs, such as efficacy in faith-healing and in providing protect 

ion to the State. The cult of the martyrs was the form under which 

converts to Christianity combined their worship of the pagan deities 

with their allegiance to the new faith.
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III - Scriptural Citations ; The BiTjle and its Use

We have already noticed a few Bi"blical figures included among the 

non-official saints of the African Church (pp.172-174). Following up 

ran) the suggestion of this discovery, we now pass to consider the 

inscriptions, 46 in all, which consist^ exclusively of recognizable 

quotations from the Bible itself, distributed according to the 

following table:-

(a) Distribution

II
III
IV

V

a

- +

2 +

- +

1 +

3 +

I*

1 +

5 +

6 +

- +

12 +

e

5

11

6

9

31

6

18

12

10

46

The general tendency shown by these figures conforms to expectations 

based on the fundamental THIRD TABLE of Part I. Perhaps the topograph 

ical ratio should be interdicted in favour of Numidia, as in the case 

of the memorials to the saints; but the preponderance is much less 

clearly marked. The chronological ratio also, though a slight real 

preponderance of the later period seems to be indicated, is on the 

whole lacking- in decisive features. It is to be confessed that the 

sparseness of the material in general prevents us from establishing 

results of special significance at this stage.

From the nature of the case no morphology is possible in this
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category. We have no choice but to reproduce^ the texts themselves 

in extenso, in canonical order, together with critical remarks on the 

relation of each item to the Vulgate text on the one hand, which is 

the obvious foundation on which to carry out comparison, and on the 

other, to the 3rd-eentury African N.T. as reconstructed by Hans Freiherr 

von Soden. ' The bracketing of references, without comment^, indicates 

identity of text, and v/ant of variants.

(b) Text

cIII 24 + ABRAM ET TSAC 

bill 246 ^BEATUS HOMO...

cV 13 EXSURGE DOMINE DEUS 
EXALTETUR MANUS TUA

cV 14 RESPIGE ET EXAUDI ME 
DOMINE DEUS MEUS

cIII 685 +...DNS ADJUTOR ME

cV 15 EXALTA TE DMNE QUIA 
SUSOEPISTI ME

cV 16 ET NON JUCUNDASTI
INIMICOS MEOS SUPER ME

cV 23 LETAMINI DOMINO ET 
EXULTATE JUSTI ET 
GLORIEMUR OMNES RECTI 
CORDE BONO QUI ISORIP3IT

blV 1 ...AU3 EJUS IN ORE ME.. 
...EN EXALTAVI T. .M

bll 79 EXAUDI DEUS ORATIONBM 
MEAM AURIBUS PERGIPE 
BERB..ORIS MEI SANTO R.

Vulg Gen xxii 7sqq Abraham, Isaac 

Vulg' Ps i 1 beatus vir 

(Vulg Ps x 12)

(Vulg Ps 12.4)

Vulg Ps xxvii 7 dominus adjutor meus

Vulg Ps xxix 2 exaltabo te domine
quoniam suscepisti me

Vulg Ps xxix 2 nee delectasti inimicos
meos super me

Vulg; Ps xxxi 11 Laetamini in domino et
exultate Justi et glorie- 
mur omnes recti corde

Vulg Ps xxxiii 2,4 semper laus ejus in
ore meo, et exaltemus 
nomen ejus

(Vulg Ps liv 1)

l)Texte u. Untersuchungen, Neue Polge Bd XXXIII
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QIV 26 IN DEO SPERABO NON 
TIMEBO QUID MICHI 
PACIAT HOMO+

cV 215 IN DEO LAUDABO VERBU
IN DEO LAUDABO SERMONE 
IN DEO SPERAVT NON 
TIMEYO QUIT MIKI PACIAT 
HOMO

Vulg Ps lv 5 in deo speravi non
time"bo quid mifet faciat 
mihi caro

11 Heb xiii 6 dominus mihi adjutor 
non timebo quid faciat 
toihi homo

do.

clll 26 ..1C NOBISCU DNE
SIGNU I...DI UT VIDEANT 
QUI...E ODERUNT ET 
CONPUNDANTUR+

blV 48 ADPERTE DOM MUNDUM 
SACRIPICIUM ADPERTE 
DM PATRIAE GENTIUM

cIV 257 INITIUM SAPIENTIAE 
TIMOR DOMINI

cV 17 3ALUTEM ACCIPIAM ET
NOMEN DOMINI INVOCABO

blV 116 HEC PORTA DOMINI 
JUSTI INTRABUNT

clll 658 +DMS CUSTODIAT 
INTROITUM TUUM 
ET EXITUM EX HOC 
NUNC ET USQUE IN 
SAECULUM AMEN 
PIAT PIAT

Vulg Ps Ixxxv 17 fac mecum signum
in bonum, ut videant 
qui oderunt me et 
confundantur

Vulg Ps xev 8 afferte domino patriae
gentium afferte domino 
gloriam et honorem affer 
te domino gloriam nomini 
ejus

(Vulg)(Ps ex 10)

Vulg Ps cxiv 13 calicem salutaris
accipiam et nomen 
domini invocabo

Vulg Ps cxvii 20 haec porta domini
justi intrabunt in earn

(Vulg Ps cxx 8)

blV 129Ax^AECLESIAE DOMNI 
IN DEO tflVTTUR FIAT 
PAX IN VIRTU TE TUA 
ET ABUNDANTIA IN 
TURRIBUS TUIS

clll 526

(Vulg Ps cxxi 7)

( Septuagint Isaiah xii 3
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68 TRES ORANTES 
PUERI( illustrated)

aV 1 DANIEL IN LACU LEONUM 
(illustrated)

all I 7 JONAH DANIEL 
(illustrated)

all I 69 CETUS JONAS 
(illustrated)

(Daniel iii 20-25)

(Daniel vi 16-23)

(Jonah i 17-ii 10, Danie} vi 16-23)

(Jonah i 17-11 20)

CUT 503 ..ALO LIBERA NOS

cV 150 1C EST FLOS CAMPI 
ET LILIUM

cIV 117 ///ET DABITUR BOBIS
QUERITE ET INBENIETIS..

cV 12 DILIGIS DOMINUM DEUM 
EX... TUO EX TOTA 
ANIMA TUA ET EX TOT...

ell 152 GLORIA IN EXCELS!S DO 
ET IN TERRA PAX HOMIN- 
IBUS BONE BOLUMTATIS

cIV 181 GLORIA IN EXCELSIS DEC 
PAX IN TERA HOMINIBUS 
BONE VOLUM...

TDlV 53 GLORIA IN EXGELSIS DEO 
ET IN TERRA PAX HOMIN 
IBUS BONAE VOLONTATIS..

ell 201 ..ELSIS DO ET IN TERR(A) 
PAX -f

\

Vulg, v Soden Mt vi 13 libera nos
a tealo

v Soden Mt vi 28 intuemini lilia 
agri quomodo crese'cunt

Vulg Mt vi 28 considerate lilia 
agri quomodo crescunt

Vulg, v Soden Mt vii 7 petite et 
dabltur vo"bis quaerite et 
invenietis

v Soden Mt xxii 37 diliges dominum 
deum tuum in toto corde et 
in tota anima et in tota 
cogitatione tua

Vulg Mt vii 7 diliges dominum deum 
tuum ex tote corde tuo et 
in* tota anima tua et in tota 
mente tua**

(var.Vulg Deut vi 5:-
*ex 

**et ex tota fortitudine tua)

Vulg Lk ii 14 gloria in altisdmis
deo et in terra pax (v Soden 
et pax in terra) hominitms 
bonae voluntatis
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ell 143 GLORIA IN EXGSLSIS DO 
ET IN TERRA PAX

"bill 250 7< GLORIA IN.,
SELSIS DEO,

"bill 3 GLORIA IN EX.

cIII 98 GLORIA IN-*-. ...DEO ET Z..

ell 27 +GLORIA IN EXCEL,

cIII 19 +CUN DO FACTM EST OMNIA 
ET SINE DO NICIL FACTtM 
EST......... ...........

ell 104 IN NOMINE DNI JHS XI 
SURGES ET AMBULAS + 
DNE 3ALBU ME PAC

CIV 256 JUSTUS SIBI LEX EST

cIII 27 + SI DS PRO NOBIS "" 
QUI3 CONTRA NOS

cIV 170 ...IS CONTRA NOS
DNS PASCIT ME ET N. . .

cIV 84 SI DEUS PRO NOBIS 
NIL MIHI DEERIT

cm 504 ...
CONT NOS

Vulg, v Soden John I 3 omnia 
per ipsum. facta sunt et 
sine Ipso factum est 
nlhil quod factum est

Vulg, v Soden Acts iii 6 In
nomine Jesu Christi Nazar- 
enl (vS -el) surge et 
ambula + (Vulfc Ps 108/6)

Rom ii 14(???)

(Vulg Rom viii 31)

H plus (Vulg Ps 22/l)

M

cIII 63 SI DS POR NOBIS

blV 4 FIDE IN DEU ST AMBULA 
SI DEUS PRO NOBIS QUIS 
ADVERSUS NOS

(c) Interpretation

Our procedure "begins with (1) a closer statistical analysis of the 

material from the viewpoint of its Biblical distribution, passes 

thence to (2) an examination of such exogenous parallels as are 

forthcoming, and concludes with (3) remarks on the relation of
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the inscriptions to the official text of the Scriptures. By this 

means it is hoped to reach an understanding of the place of these 

citations in the every-day life of the time.

1. Statistics.

It is obvious in the first place that the texts are "by no means 

evenly distributed throughout the Canon. While the ratio in which 

the O.T. and N.T. are represented (24/22) calls for no special remark, 

certain outstanding- concentrations in each division are noticeable. 

In the O.T. the overwhelming bulk of citations are to be traced to 

the Psalms (18), only 6 items referring to the other books. Only one 

Psalm is quoted twice, however, viz. 56.4 (cIV 26, cV 215)"I will hope 

in God, I will not fear what Man may do to me'.' On the other hand, the 

N.T. quotations are more evenly distributed, with two exceptions: 

Lk ii 14 ("Glory to God in the Highest, etc.") appears 9 times, and 

Romans viii 31 appears 6 times. These passages being abstracted, how 

ever, there still remain 7 items chosen from the rest of this division. 

The following tables show the details:-

OLD TESTAMENT

II
III
IV

V

Ps alms

4g£e * c

1 - = 1

13=4

42=6

-7 = 7

6 12 =18
.« « » 

O.T. ex Ps

a b c

_ _.  

2 1 2=5

      =:

1 *

3 1 2=6

O.T. in toto

a b c

1 - = 1

225=9

-42 = 6

1-7 = 8

3 7 14 = 24
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NEW TESTAMENT

LK

"b

II -

III 2

IV 1^

V

3

ii 14 ' Rom viii 31 Residue N.T. in

c

4=4

1=3

1=2

 

6=9

"b c

  _

3=3

1 2=3

- -

1 5=6
 

c

1

2

2

2

7

"b c

~* o =

2 6 =

2 5 =

2 =

4 18 =

toto

5

8

7

2

22
 

These figures, in so far as they justify any inferences at all, suggest 

the following conclusions:-

0. T. Chronology as a whole normal. Topography shows preponderance 

of Mauretania in Psalms, of Zeugitana in other material.

N. T. Chronology normal throughout, likewise Topography on the 

whole. The preponderance of Byzacena in producing examples of Lk ii 14 

is however noteworthy.

2. Parallels

Ps ex¥i cxiv 13 (cV 17) is found in Gaul, where the version, unlike 

our African example, reproduces the Vulgate tradition: dalicem salut-

aris accipiam.

The famous glass bowl of Podgoritz2 ' supplies legends similar 

to those we have noted in reference to the book of Daniel and the

book of Jonah:}
3) 

Daniel de laco leonis (cf. aV 22)

tris pueri de ecne camini (cf.blll 68)

Diunam de ventre q«*4*- queti liberatus est5 '( cf. Bill 69)

l)Di 2418A 2)Kraus RE i 614 fg 220 3 )Di 2426e 4) ib.f 5)it).
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With cV 12 (Mt xxii 37) we may compare the inscription at Nola: 

dilige deum ex toto corde et proximum sicut te}'

Romans viii 31 (Vulg) is reproduced in Calabria?)With the citation 

from Vulg Ps xxii 1, nil mini deerit, which usurps the apodosis in 

cIV 84 compare the inscription from Rome: dominus regit me et nihil 

mici deest?'

In connection with ell 104, which combines Acts iii 6 and Ps cviii 

6, it is of great interest to notice the same N.T. passage combined 

with a similar O.T. citation in a graffito from Malta: in nomine 

dni ihs xi surges et ambulas dne salba mef: )(cll 104... salbu me fac).

With these few instances the comparative material is exhausted 

so far as the West is concerned. This surprising resikilt holds good 

not only for individual citations but for inscriptions of this 

category generally. Of the 29 Biblical citations collected by Diehl 

in his introductory syllogy, the great majority, namely 23, are 

African, only 6 being drawn from elsewhere; and in his large work 

the ratio is similar. Prom all quarters the extra-African material 

of this class, including examples found embedded in texts of a 

fundamentally different character (wMch we have systematically 

excluded from our list of African citatiohs), does not amount in 

bulk to more than two-thirds of corresponding African material. In 

other words, Africa itself is far richer in texts of this category 

than the whole of the rest of the West together.

On the other hand the parallels forthcoming from the extreme East, 

namely Syria, are remarkably copojius. Prom that quarter we find 

Ps.cxvii 20 (blV 116) attested not once but many times.) The same

l)Diehl LAI 292 2)Di 2489 3)Di 2403A 4)Kaufmann,Handbuch p.297 
5)CIG 8930-8934;Le Blant,Manuel p.80
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holds good in the case of Lk ii 14 (ell 201 etc.) and Rom viii 31 

(cIII 27 eto.) "both of which recur again and again in that region?' 

Psalm 23 (Vulg 22) 1, which we find curiously combined with this 

citation inblV 170, is likewise attested there}) Naturally all these 

Syrian examples are in Greek. In general the Scriptures were cited 

on monuments much more freely in the East than in the West?)

We therefore conclude that the practice of inscribing Biblical 

verses on durable material, for which Africa is apparently conspicuous 

among Western Provinces, must in large part have been derived from 

the East, in all probability during Byzantine times, when intercourse 

between these two stain divisions of the ancient world was, at least 

so far as concerns Africa, particularly long and close. We must like 

wise however ascribe a considerable amount of this material to 

the activity of the African spirit itself, in order to justify the 

facts as established by the evidence.

3. Tradition

As is evident from the full text of our inscriptions and their 

rudimentary apparatus, the majority show the Biblical text in a flux. 

Only a few items conform to the Vulgate and it is nowhere clear that 

they do so on principle. On the other hand the divergence in any 

given case does not usually amount to much more than a colloquial 

lapse. For textual purposes the inscriptions are of little use, but 

where several versions of the same passage are encountered they give

T7Kaufmann,Handbueh pp.411-412
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the impression of stability. For this we must presumably thank the 

Vulgate, although its influence cannot be demonstrated in detail. 

Here and there (e. g.blV 48, cIII 19, ell 104 ) considerable differences 

occur however, and one notes the use of SERMO as an equivalent of 

VERBUM (cV 215) as Tertullians well-known statement leads us- to expect/ 

together with the consistent prefereneek for EXCEL3I3 as against 

the official ALTISSIMIS in the Lucan doxology (pp.212-213). Such 

a freedom of citation rules out the possibility of the Africans hold 

ing any rigid theory as to the immutability ofl the text. The Script 

ures were not therefore cultivated solely for their own sake.

(d) Situation

What then controlled the choice of precisely this material? That is 

the final question arising from the consideration of the texts in 

hand.

In view of the large proportion of Psalms quoted, we can hardly 

be wrong in tracing a considerable part of this activity to the influ 

ence of the liturgy. Prom the earliest times the psalms were in use
2) 

among the Christians as part of their worship.'The same holds good

of that most popular of all N.T. passages, the doxology in Luke, whose

3) liturgical use began early.'

Quite a different interest must be supposed to lie behind that 

other very popular N.T. passage, Romans viii 31, "If God be for us, 

who can be against us?'.1 Like the only Psalm passage to be repeated 

twice, (iv 5: I will hope in God, I will not fear what Man may do to 

me) it was probably resorted to in times of opposition and persecution.

l)Adv.Praxean 5 2)Eph v 19,Col iii 16, etc. 
3>Lietzmann,Die klementinische Liturgie (kl T 61)23/12
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Such a text would naturally give encouragement to the hard-pressed.

The fact that "both passages are encountered chiefly in Zeugitana 

and Numidia is of no special consequence in view of the smallness 

of their number, but it is possible at least that some of our 

examples are to be traced to the Gatholic-Donatist struggle.

A similar explanation may be in order regarding the mention 

Pf Daniel, the Three Youths, and Jonah (p.212). Possibly also blV 116 

(Ps xevii 20: this is the gate of the Lord; the just will enter it) 

springs from Donatist circles. In any case the sentiment agrees well 

enough with the perfectionist ideal fctf the DonatistsJ)

mil 104 (Acts iii 6) plainly refers to the cult of Christus 

Medicus (pp.189 sq.q.) as does no doubt also the "have faith and walk"

of blV 4 which Monceaux regards however as a reflection of 2 Cor v 7:

9} per fidem enim ambulamus, for by faith we walkr'

The reference of cIII 526 (Isaiah xii 3, therefore with joy 

will you draw water) is obscure, but may relate to the Johannine 

teaching on the Water of Life3 ) since among the numerous figures 

which accompany the text (peacock, vase, nereid, gladiator, etc.) 

there occur the Good Shepherd (John x), a cross, a stream, a sheep, 

and a stag. In particular it should no doubt be "brought into 

connection with the epitaph!c RSPRIGERI UM-formula (pp.356-369). For 

the rest, the citations are didactic, referring to the Christian 

teaching on Providence (cV 150), morals (cIV 117, cV 12), the Person 

of Christ (cIII 19,24), and the benefit of Justification (cIV 256), 

that is to say, if our reading of this last example is correct.

IjMonceaux.HLAC iv 455 2)Monceaux,HLAC i 156 
3)John iv 14
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Corresponding to their prevailing interest most of these 

inscriptions are located in "basilicas, namely in the pavements or 

walls. Some are found written over doorways (e.g. "blV 116, cIII 658) 

and one occurs, appropriately enough, on an altar-stone ("blV 48).

(e) Results

The Bible was quoted more extensively in Africa than in any other 

Western Church, or even than in the West generally. On the tbther hand 

it shows affinity with the Eastern Church, particularly that of Syria, 

not only in this general custom, "but also in the choice of specific 

passages.

The two Testaments contribute about equally to the material 

reproduced. Of the O.T. the Psalms are most frequently drawn upon, 

especially in Mauretania. The N.T. is more evenly represented, but by 

far the most popular items are Lk 11 14 and Romans viii 31. Citations 

of the former verse are concentrated chiefly in Byzacena, while the 

latter- is quoted in the landward part of the country. (Zeugitana, 

Numidia).

In addition to the prevailing interest underlying the 

selection of Biblical material for- inscriptions, which is plainly 

devotional, one detects the influence of two further purposes, 

namely polemical on the one hand, and didactical on the other. 

While in general the readings accord with the literary 

tradition of the Scriptures, noteworthy variants occur here and theee, 

and examples of illiteracy abound.
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IV - Acclamations ; The Question of Morale

Among the Biblical passages dealt with in the preceding section, we 

noticed not a few obviously selected on the ground of their approp 

riateness as providing encouragement to those faith wanted such a 

stimulus (pp.218-219). This ever-recurring practical need, however, 

called forth a library category of its own, in the shape of short 

pithy phrases, generally expressing a wish, which we call acclamations. 

As in the case of the Scriptural Citations, "but for different reasons, 

these pieces are not adapted to morphological analysis. On the other 

hand the typical cases group themselves naturally into those belong 

ing to public life, and those belonging to private life, while the 

non-typical cases are as usual most conveniently dealt with separate 

ly. Our procedure is therefore prescribed for us "by the nature of the
e

texts thems/Lves, our approach as usual being by way of indispensable

statistics.

(a) Distribution

a

-

-

3

2

2

b

—

2

+ 7

+ 12

+ 6

c

1

+ 4

+ 6 +

+ 24 +

+ 4

X

-

-

1

3

—

I - - 1 1

II - 2+4 - - 6

III 3 + 7 + 6 + 1 * 17

= 41

V 2 + 6+4 - = 12

27 + 39 + 4 = 77
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From this ta"ble it is at once plain, that whereas the Chronology 

of our acclamations presents nothing unusual, their Topography on the 

other hand is remarkable for the decisive concentration of texts of 

this kind in Numidia. The ratio represented "by the figure 41 can only 

"be compared with the corresponding element in the table drawn up in the 

case of the martyrs 1 memorials (p. 142). We can hardly err if in advance 

we ascribe the displacement of material to the Gatholic-Donatist 

controversy. Only when we examine the. texts in detail, however, will 

we discover the extent to which this cause has operated.

(b) Public

At the head of this subsection stand five texts, four from Zeugitana, 

and one from Numidia, which probably belong to the fourth century, on 

account of their reference, viz. :- 

bill 122 IN HOC SIGNO. ... in this sign. . . .

bill 171 IN HOC SIGNUM SEMPER in this sign shalt thou ever 
VINCES conquer

bill 44 IN HOC SIGNUM SEMPER in this sign (shalt thou?) 
VI..... I M LV. . . . + ever (conquer?) ...???...

bill 187 ...OC SIGNUM VINCIMUS ....this sign we conquer 
INIMICJDS (our) enemies

blV 59 GLORIOSUSQUE NOMEN. . . most glorious (in?)name(?) . . .
..OC SIGNUM VINCIMUS ...this sign we conquer our

INIMICOS enemies

It is obvious whence arose this popular slogan, namely the legend of 

Constantine' s vision of a cross in the heavens}) Elsewhere in the West 

similar versions are encountered: in hoe signo, Sirice, (vinces) occurs

l)Euseb HE x 6 etc. see BSNAF 1913 pp.211-216
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in Rome, in nomine Xpi Tineas semper occurs in North Italy?' while 

a more obscure reference is forthcoming in Spain : signum per quod 

vis Yicta tirani antiqui atque Erebi concidit imperium?' Therewith, 

however, the comparative material appears to "be exhausted: it is with 

surprise that we find so few paralells outwith Africa fep to such 

a popular reference. Nowhere do we find the quotation so frequently 

forthcoming- as in Africa: such seems to "be the result of inquiry in 

this direction.

It will "be noted that the texts in question reproduce the
' <» 

famous '^y TouTe*) V\ Kty most variously, and in the greatest variety

of combinations. This does not surprise us, since such tendencies are 

natural in all instances of oral tradition. In general the effect of 

all such variations is to adapt the saying- to the circumstances of 

particular persons or parties. It is natural also to find numerous 

instancies of illiteracy, such as we find here, in quotations &anded 

down from generation to generation without literary control. Finally 

the mere popularity of the tale is significant for the power which 

the Early Church was ready to ascribe to the Cross as a prophylactic 

emblem (compare the similar function of saints,p.205).

The rest of our public acclamations are connectedjwith the 

Catholic-Donatist controversy: deo gratias, deo laudes, bonis bene.

From the polemical and expository writings of Augustine, it 

is obvious that in the fifth century "Thanks be to God."1 and "Praise 

be to God.1 " ( deo gratias, deo laudes) were the party-cries of the 

Catholics and Donatists respectively^) Diehl treats these expressions

l)Di 1620A 2)Di 1626A 3)Hu Sp 10 4)Monceaux HLAC iv 439
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as citations from ScriptureV "tout in wiew of the large number of 

verses which could be adduced to prove this connection, the reference 

is so vague that conscious dependence on the Bible is most unlikely. 

On the other hand, we can account for "Deo Gratias" on the basis off 

precedence, since this expression is found in the mouths of the 

martyrs of the primitive period, not once but many times?' By employ 

ing the expression as a war-cry, therefore, the Catholics may have 

wished to emphasise their historical connection with the classical 

heroic tradition of the faith, in opposition to the pretensions of 

the Donatists.

However that may be, our inscriptions corroborate and illustrate 

most vividly what we already know from Augustine.

(1) DEO LAUDES occurs either alone (blV 149; cIV 2,9,15,16,20,244, 

267; xIV 26) with a verb (deo laudes dieamus, let us utter praises 

to God, blV 52; cIV 31, 110: deo laudes h...omnes dieamus, let us all 

utter,,,praises to God blV 145, cl 4 (d)o(mi)ni (La)udes canam(us) tas
j _ _^ ̂ *i

let us sing/praises 4e the Lord ) or otherwise incorporated in a
A>

wider syntactical context (cV 6 deo laudes super aquas..praise be to
(£\

God upon the waters, Ps xxviii 2,5 ?Vulg, Di 2406; cIV 217 V£7 bocoum

...mus deo laudes plur fecerunt onm, ?vow...they made more (?)praise 

to God; cTV S44 244 in n&mine...risti..i.. i.. deo laudes, in the name 

of Christ,...praise to God.)

(2) Only one example, of DEO GRATIAS is forthcoming in isolation, 

(cIV 30) although several examples will yet be noticed embedded in 

longer documents of different category.

l)Di 2406, 2467-2471 2)Justin Ap II 2/19, Passio Mart Scill, 
Acts Proconsularia iii.
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(3) BONIS BENE ( B B ) is a 3rd- century pagan acclamation, found 

on African stones, meaning; "may it be well with the good.1 " and of 

course, by implication, "May it be ill with the wicked;". Its 

Christian use in Africa is Illustrated by the following texts: - 

cIV 271

blV 101

B B

B DEO LAUDES =

cV 156 SPES IN. ..El 
PER TE NUBEL 
ISTA VIDEMUS 
FIRME POSSIDEAS 
CUM TUI3 B B

blV 165 BONIS BENE VIVAS 
OPTATE CUM OMNI 
CLERO TUO
BASILICA EDIPICATA 
(EST) EX INSTANTIA 
OPTATI PRB 
FELICITER 
DEO LAUDES

may it be well with the 
good

may it be ^ well with the good 

Praise be to God

Hope in (the name of ) God.1 
Through thee, 0 Nubel, we see these 
things. Mayest thpu keep (them) 
securely, and th/y (successors) 
May it be well with the good(

May it be well with the g6&d.! 
Mayest thou live, 0 Optatus, with 
all thy clergy. The BasiSica was 
built at the request of Optatus 
the presbyter. Happy (may he be*) 
Praise be to God.

Prom its coincidence with Deo Laudes on two of the four stones, we 

conclude that Bonis Bene was adopted by the Donatists. There are no 

clear examples of its use among Catholics. In considering the 

expression, we recall one already noticed in connection with the 

martyrs, namely "dignis digna.1 merentibus coronamJ" which corresponds 

with "bonis bene" structurally, and may indeed proceed from the 

same party.(£.181)

In general it will be observed that all three expressions just 

investigated have this in common, that for the most part the stones, 

rings-, and other articles on which they occur are located in one and

l)Kaufmann,Handbuch p. 80
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the same region : of the 21 texts cited (chiefly Deo Laudes), 

three come from the peripheral provinces (cl 4; cV 6,156), and the 

rest (eighteen), that is to say, the overwhelming majority, from 

Numidia. Here therefore we have the explanation, in large gart, 

of the peculiar distribution of acclamations in Africa (p.222). 

Secondly we observe that these acclamations produced "by the Catholic 

versus Donatist struggle are peculiar to Africa, being found 

nowhere else in Christendom. Thirdly the ratio : Deo Laudes / Deo 

Gratias is most significant. On general grounds Monceaux has 

reckoned that fully half of the epigraphical material of Africa 

must be traced to Donatist sources; ' but the statistics suggest 

a much higher proportion. However that may be, the inscriptions 

attest the bitterness of the conflict and the extremely narrow 

limits within which it was decided. Finally the opposition of two 

slogans or party-shibboleths such as Deo Gratias and Deo Laudes 

is a phenomenon we can easily understand from recent experience, 

namely the situation in Austria in the early Summer of 1937 

immediately before the Anschluss, when the Catholic (Christian 

Democrat) party and the National Socialist party made similar use 

of the acclamations "Gruss Gott."1 and "Heil HitlerJ" respectively.

The texts reproduced on the preceding page, in addition to 

the Catholic-Donatist acclamations they are intended to illustrate, 

contain further acclamations, namely "spes in nomine Dei"(cV 156) 

"vivas" and "feliciter"(blV 165) which, being more or less private 

expressions having little or no direct reference to public events, 

fall to be considered along with like slogans in the next part.

l)Monceaux,HLAC iv 438
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(c) Private

The acclamations here treated are (l) spes in deo and its variants;

(2) vivas in deo and its variants; and (3) utere felix and its variants,

(1)SP3S IN DEO (=hope in God), an expression found also in the 

Christian inscriptions of Rome}) central Italy?) and Spain?) is attest 

ed without the slightest amMguity four times in Africa (13111 123; 

cIII 51; blV 31; xIV 27). It is almost certainly the reading of 

xIII 627: SPES IN.... In two examples the reading is a matter of 

dispute, "but no doubt we should recognize the acclamation at least:

bll 85 .......ISVES ^ IN ^ DEO

cIII 49 QUQUIQI SVES INDO////IN DEO CO

It occurs certainly also on a very ornate stone, accompanied "by palms, 

doves, and a chrism:

cIV 83 SPES IN DEO

In another piece the reading is obscure, "but probably we should 

accept "perennis" as the right word:-

bV 66 SPES IN DEO PERENNIS = eternal hope in God. 

In yet another, Christ is included in the acclamation :-

cIV 7 ^ -p f SPES IN DBO ET CHRISTO Ej(US) 

In another stone Christ alone is mentioned: -

cIV 246 SPES IN CRISTO NOSTRO FLABIANIS BITA

Another example is doubtful, but should probably be translated "hope 

(is) with (Christ)',' the accompaning Chrism standing for the name:-

bV 29 SPES N/tfA ^ 1 - c - sPes apud

Di 2234-2235 
Di 2237 
Hu 3p 203
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A piece already quoted on p.225(cV 156) includes the variant

SPES IN NOMINE DEI, according to the editor's restoration of the 

lacuna (= hope in the name of God).

Finally we note cIII 291: U>-|^A IN ISPE DEI PASGASI (= In the 

hope of God, 0 Pascasius).

The distribution of these examples is normal, so far as one can 

judge from their comparatively small number.

(2) The acclamation "Mayest thou live in God.1 " is of very frequent 

occurrence, the order of the words "being either VIVAS IN DEO, or 

IMDEO VIVAS, etc. Curiously enough, the former order, which is 

exceedingly common in Rome,' Gaul?) Spain?) even in Britainf' is 

comparatively rare in Africa. We count only the following examples:-

alii 76 (opisthograph)...DIVO GLAUDIO / VIVAS IN DEO

bll 82.... .(VIVAS) IN DEO

cIII 886 (ring) VIVAfDIS

alii 26 PANCHA....VIVAS IN (DEO)

alii 16 VIBAS IN DEO GADE SEMPER (= live in God, rejoice always) 

It will further "be observed as a peculiarity of these pieces, that 

they are confined to the Eastern portion of/the country. We conclude 

from this, that this particular formula was imported from overseas.

The order IN DEO VIVAS, on the other hand, extra-African examples
5)of which are less numerous, although the formula does occur in Rome '

and Arles^' is more frequent, and more evenly distributed, especially 

in the centre of the country, than the other. We count four examples 

of the expression in isolation, viz. "blV 158; alV 3; ell 14; cIV 85.

1)Di 2146, 2148, 2193B,2194+A,2195, 2205A,2206B,2207,2209,2210,2246
2)LeBl 336c 3)Hu Sp 203,204 4}Hu Br 222,223 
5)Di 2200,2202,2203 6)Di 2205b
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We have two examples of a definite person "being apostrophized:-

bV 100 >£ ARSITE IN DEO VIVAS = 0 Ar situs, mayest thou live in
GO a:

alV 1 FORTUNI PR. . . .IN DEO BIBA3

= 0 Fortunius, presbyter, mayest 
thou live in God.

and two of a definite person "being the subject of the verb in the 

third person: -

aV 2 PAULUS IN DEO BIBAT = May Paulus live in God.

"blV 130 FLAVIA IN DO VTVAT = May Plavia live in God.

The wish for everlasting life in God, which we should probably 

interpret eschatologically, is expressed in ell 130 :-

EGGE TUA VITA GUM DEO = Behold, may thy life be with our 
NOSTRO IN AETERNUM God for ever

although the ellipse of the verb may indicate a mere statement. In 

any case, eternal life is the object of an unambiguous wish outside 

Africa also}' In contrast cIII 555 appears more modest : )-

^MULTOS ANOS ® BI $ BAT = may he live for many years. 

cV 187 IN DEO -^- EMKIFE////, although unintelligible, appears to 

belong here, as does also apparently the legend on an article made 

"by a potter for household use (cV 1#69) QUI FECERIT VTVAT ET QUI 

EMERIT (=Whoso made it, may he live, and he who purchased it), 

although its Christian origin cannot be established absolutely.

Finally we quote a compound example, blV 169: PA(T)E(R)NE VIVAS 

CUM TUIS IN B. ..VIVE ST VIDE SPE3 IN DEO ^"^^'i.e. , May you live, 

0 Paternus, both you and yours, for ever (?). Live and see. Hope 

in God.

l)Di 2188,2189,2191
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(3) UTERE FELIX, lit. (to) use, practically ̂ bo\ live, happy or

happily, is a common acclamation on Christian "instrumenta domes tica" 1 '
P\ 

especially in Spaing' Africa offers the following- example: -

bV 20 UTERE FELIX

in which the Monogram may have the force of the name "Christ 1,' so that 

we might translate, "life happily in Christ 1.' A Spanish parallel 

is forthcoming, namely " utere felix in X"

However that may be, Africa supplied us with another piece, 

in which the "felix" of "utere felix" is displaced by the phrase 

"in CristoV "in Christo" being apparently regarded as the Christian 

equivalent for the pagan "felix" or "f eliciter" :-

bV 17 ARCADI UTERE IN CRI3TO = 0 Arcadius, live in Christ

(grapes) -J^ (palm)

A third variant, to which as yet no exact parallel is forth 

coming, remains to be cited;-}

bill 22 ^LOQUERE FELICITER <AwJ = speak happily
(i.e. be happy in speech)

Here the referenced may perhaps be to the N. T. teaching on the right 

employment of the gift of speech?' In any case "felix" is a word

of good omen, as in the pagan graffito BOMJM FAUSTUM FELIX, i.e.
5\

good, favourable, happy. '

In general the sparseness of the material in this subsection 

forbids dogmatic conclusions. Perhaps, however, the Mauretanian 

provenance, of 2 as against 1 from Zeugitana, taken together with 

the marked popularity of such formulae in Spain, might justify the 

tentative inference, that "uAere felix" etc. are Spanish in origin, 

and not African.

l)Di 88Q+A,2205A 2)Hu Sp 399,350 3)Di 2243 4)jac 3 5)Di klT 56/44
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(d) Miscellaneous

The typical acclamations having "been dealt with, it remains to 

discuss a series off short pithy texts which, if they do not all 

conform to the typical pattern, are more properly to Toe reckoned 

in the category of acclamations than in any other division. So varied 

are they, that the application of statistical methods to them is 

useless; for the most part, also, parallels, whether from heathen 

epigraphy or from the inscriptions of non-African Christendom, are 

almost entirely wanting. In spite of this manifest lack of order in 

the material, one large unifying principle can "be detected as under 

lying them: all refer, directly or indirectly, to the Deity. Such 

an orientation supplies us with a basis whereon to work. We propose 

therefore to begin with the simplest texts, praising God, to pass 

therefrom to acclamations expressing commands or wishes in respect to 

God, and to conclude with statements about God, without however 

observing rigid divisions in the exposition, which would be useless.

Our first text is Greek, and proclaims the Oneness of God:-

blV 131A^""* ̂ IC "^Oe-. < -C = One God...?

This is a formula peculiar to the Eastern Church, where it is frequent, 

particularly in Egypt, Western instances being altogether wanting.''

cIV 25 DOMINE PROTEGE NOMEN GLORIOSUM (= protect Thy glorious 

Name, 0 Lord) may be a reminiscence from the Psalter, although 

definite connections cannot be established. It is not even certain 

whether it is a Christian text, sined it might equally well be Jewish. 

On the whole however it is probably Christian.

l)Kaufmann,Handbuch pp. 71-72
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Two exhortations fall to be recorded:- 

cIV 166 v£y FIDE IN DEU ET VALES = Trust in God and you are well

civ 19 " ^ ama deum ??? ^ = Love

although the latter instance is from the nature of the case highly 

doubtful.

xIV 21,DEUS NOBISCUM (God be with us) may represent the name 

Immanuel( ^{tl})^ > see Isaiah vii 14. More probably, however, it is 

a reminiscence of the ancient greeting of the Ifiturgy, dominus 

vobiscum, the Lord be with youj)

cIV 152, DEUS PAVET (=God is propitious) expresses a conviction 

already familiar to us from, texts previously examined, e.g. cIV 137, 

deo fabente; cIV 5, propitio deo, cIV 36 auxiliante deo. It is note 

worthy that all these phrases are found in Numidia, although no 

explanation suggests itself at this stage why that should be so.

God as the giver of desired objects is praised in two texts:-

cIV 56 (winged figure) A DEO DATUR VICTORIA = Victory is the gift
of God

blV 66 IN CRISTO PERSEVERES _ Mayest thou stand fast
PATER DAT PACEM $ "in Christ. The Father

V gives peace.

With regard to the former of these, the winged figure in question
d 

which accompanies the legend may be the god^ss Victory. It so, this

piece is a curious instance of religious syncretism, in the sense, 

that it places a Roman Deity under the God of the Christians, the 

Roman Deity being depersonalized in the process. Such an interpretation 

would well suit what we already know of the Christian view of 

Constantine's victory as the gift of God (pp.222-223). The latter

ULietzmann klT 61/ll(Clern Lit)26(Can Ap)27(Can Hipp)
19/7 (Miss Rom)22(Miss Gall)
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text contains a disputed reading PACEM/PANEM. Reading PANEM, some 

translate: "The Father gives bread 1; the reference being then to the 

Eucharist.'' We prefer however the reading PACEM, translating it fcs 

on the preceding page, because (l) we are able to adduce as parallels

DOMIMJS PACEM DAT ( = the Lord gives peace) from Rome?) and TIBI DETUR

3)
PAX A DEO (=peace be given thee from God) from Spain; and because

(2) this reading , unlike the other, which has no obvious connection 

with the words immediately preceding, welds together the thought - 

series of the whole, thus : "stand fasti peace will.come sooner or 

laterJ" Both these texts, therefore, taken together, express the 

conviction, that all will be well in the long run, since God is 

in control, bill 202, PAX DEI PATRIS (= the peace of God the Father), 

in which the same thought comes to expression, may have been suggest 

ed, in particular, by the N.T. epistolary greetings Phil iv 7,Col iii 

15, where the peace of God( r\ £ip]Vin TOU uZz&vty an^ the peace of Christ
c *> ' * V sr~- ^

(y^ fetfrjwj T^ A^isTou) are respectively invoked upon the readers.

Peace is likewise invoked on a lintel, bV 64 HIC PAX )JC ETERNA 

MORETUR (= here may peace eternal dwell). The Monogram may be 

regarded as representing the name "Christ',' in which case we would 

require to translate "The peace of Christ etc." although this is not 

altogether likely in view of the adjective which accompanies the 

word"peacel! We are invited rather to think of the mere Chrism itself 

as surety of peace, indeed as a charm whose use on the building in 

question would place it under the protection of God.

Another inscribed lintel confirms this interpretation. We refer

1)Monceaux HLAC iv 447
2)Di 2395
3)Hu 3p 2
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gamely) to cIV 248, HIC DEUS ABITAT 5fe (= here dwells God). In texts
^"""  -   •*

already examined we find the basilica spoken of as the house of God,

1) ?) 
according to various turns of expression: domus del, domus domini ,

3) 
domus dibina; once we encounter the phrase "avitatio sps sci 1,' i.e.,

the dwellingplace of the Holy Spirit.' Presumably such references 

supply us with the key to the understanding of this otherwise 

enigmatic inscription. It therefore represents a thought- series 

first clearly formulated in classical Judaism^' which must have 

preserved its continuity throughout N.T. times among the vulgar at

6 least, Paul's higher teaching ' notwithstanding: to wit, that God

dwells in the temple consecrated to Him and "bearing His mark. Further 

light is cast on the subject, regarding the question namely, as to 

what was the peculiar efficacy of the Divine Presence, from another 

tradition which reinforced this tendency. We refer to the Hellenistic

hero-cults, and adduce in particular the following two pieces

7) 
connected with the worship of Hercules ':-

o TOU A»O5 ITotis K<=OOliWiK0$ The son of Jove, Hercules brilliant
= with victories, dwells herel let no 

evil ttUn enter in

(ll)Hercules inviete. . . 0 invincible Hercules.
hie advenisti; ne quid = here art thou come;
hie .fiat mail. ...... let no ill happen here

We learn from; these texts, that the presence of the god protected 

the building in question from evil. It is much to be regretted that 

no further examples analogous to our African lintel are forthcoming 

from the West; but we know of at least one curious text found in

l)cIV 281 2)bIV 161, cIV 247 3)cIII 542 4)bIV 161 5)2 Sam vii 5 
6)2 Gor v 1 7)I,Diehl,Pompeianische Wandinschriften(klT56) no.10, 
II,Rienter,Lateinische Sacralinschriften(klT68) no.97
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the
Jesus Christ dwells here,

= let no evil thing enter in
which, since it makes explicit the wish suppressed in cIV 248 "but 

underlying it, fills the morphological lacuna "between it and the 

pagan material adduced towards its interpretation, thereby supplying 

the transition "between the two types. And if we further ask, how this 

prophylactic role was possible in the case of the God of the Christians, 

the inscriptions already examined supply the answer. We know that the 

saints of God assumed such a role, their names possessing such an 

efficacy (pp. 205-206) . A fortiori therefore God's name, above all 

embodied in a symbol( ^ etc. ), must rank as even more potent. If Hercules 

on account of his success in ridding the earth of noxious monsters 

qualified for prophylactic functions in respect to the possessions 

of his votaries, Christ, who in similar fashion had vanquished Satan?) 

had equal right. Having dealt successfully with Man's chief foe in

person, Christ drove his satellites the Demons out of individual
*\

persons whom they had been sent to torture,' and even invaded their

last lurking-place, namely Hades, where the very doorkeepers shuddered

4)at His presence. ' Finally He rose from the dead, thereby exhibiting

most palpably His complete supremacy over the malignant powers of the 

cosmos?)To His disciples, inspired by faith in His ultimate return in 

?) He entrusted the task of combat|ing the Demons wherever they

7)
were encountered, especially in the sphere of polytheism. In this

situation every martyr was a soldier, and the Christian life was 

ilitery service. (p. 207 etc.) The evils of life persisted nevertheless,

l)Deonna in RA xxii 67 2)Lk iv 1-12 3)Mt v-iii28-32 etc,Mk i 23-27 
4)Lietzmann,Symbole(klT17/18)pp32-34 5)Acts ii 24 6)Apoc xxii 20 
7)Justin Apol i 5
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and since to the mind of antiquity, they could not "be accounted for

except "by the hypothesis that they were the work of demons pervading 

space and ever and anon threatening destruction to man}' it was 

natural for Christian converts, knowing of Christ's victory over 

Satan, to place themselves and their property under His protection. 

This interpretation also clarifies two other pieces, cIV 167 

pdtUCRISTUS REGNAT (= Christ reigns) and cll 78
€

(_ request. The Saviour is he). It must be confessed however that 

of these cll 78 is far from satisfactory. A "proskynema" we know to< 

have been a prayer offered by travellers at pagan temples on be&alf 

of absent friends?' and it has been suggested that we read "Soterou- 

tos" as genitive of "Soteros" a proper name?) Hence it may not after 

all be a Christian piece. On the other hand, Le Slant reports 

Christian "proskynemata" at saints 1 shrines in Gaul, the object being 

the same as in pagan piety^) But if this case is not decisive, cll 

151. ,»E DNE IN JANUIS NOSTRIS + (= Tarry(?) 0 Lord within our doors) 

is tolerably clear, namely in a prophylactic sense.

We conclude our treatment of acclamations with the strangest 

example of all, cIII 25. On this piece, in close proximity to a 

representation of Amor and Psyche, we read the cryptic legend: -

OMNI A DEI SUNT.AGIMUR NON AGIMUS = All things are God's. We are
acted (upon), we do not act.

Again it is not even certain whether this is in fact a Christian 

inscription. The figures are pagan, and the words need not express

1)Pfleiderer,ECCC 84
2)Deissraann,Lieht vom Osten 141nl2-142
3)Thieling,Hellenismus 55
4)Le Blant,Manuel 159
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anything more than a philosophical commonplace concerning the Deity 

in general. On the other hand representations of Amor and Psyche are 

well known to archaeologists as figuring not only on pagan remains, 

but also as occurring on monuments whose Christian origin is 

authenticated "beyond dispute: in such cases they are thought to 

symbolize for the benefit of converts at home with Graeco -Roman 

mythology the love of God toward the Soul which the Christian gospel 

proclaims. ' At a much later period Bernard de Clairvaux expounded 

the Song of Songs, a wholly secular production whose eroticism is 

certainly not a whit more refined than that of the graceful Hellen 

istic tale here in question, as typifying the relation of Christ to 

the Church? ̂ There is therefore no inherent improbability attaching 

to an interpretation along these lines.

If then this piece is Christian, what of the acclamation, what, 

in particular, of the laconic assertion, "agimur, non agimus" ? 

The nearest analogue in early Christian literature we can think of 

in this connection is Paul's utterance (Gal ii 20) :-

* I am crucified with Christ; and
x ^/^ , \^£> °t£ - i* is no longer I who live:

cu/tre-H £Y^) y\ rather Christ lives in m*>*V *<*< Xf>t<r*h . rather, Christ lives in me.
6V

That is to say in general : the religious man is no longer an independ

ent being in contrast to God, but rather the passive vehicle through 

which God Himself acts. It is a commonplace of mysticism?) Applying 

this clue to the acclamation, we translate it freely: "God controls 

everything. Even when we think we are ourselves acting independently 

of Him, it is really He who is acting all the time in us; we do not 

act, but are acted upon, that is to say, we really do nothing and 

are geei passive; He alone is active." The mythological group serves

l)Kaufmann,HUA sub 2)Cave, Doctrine of Person of Chr. (I925)p.l29 
3) van der Leeuw,Phanomenologie der Religion 75/4
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to reinforce this doctrine by showing its necessary eonnectbn with

the Christian conception of God as Love (l John iv 8 etc.). It 

contributes namely the reminder:"Love as a matter of human experience 

is ultimately "beyond the control of individuals: this is acknowledged 

on all hands. Ultimately therefore also the Love of God carries us

"beyond ourselves'.1 Hence cIII 25, if it is a Christian inscription,
-^ 

springs from a circle interested in mysticism. Its insistence on the

pasfeivity of the human being in relation to God, on the other hand, 

taken together with what we know about the currency of similar 

conceptions among the Montanis-ts (pp. 186-187) , suggests that its 

author might have "been a Donatist. It must "be confessed however that 

the stone "baffles us in the last resort, and that the above inter 

pretation, with all its manifest defects, is the only alternative 

we have to dismissing the acclamation as unintelligible.

(e) Results

The Christian life appears to have been one of perpetual conflict, 

amid which members of the Christian community took encouragement 

from short, pithy, incisive proverb-like sayings, partly inspired 

by Scripture, partly original, exchanged between individuals and

groups.

Collectively the Church was obliged to defend itself from 

enemies threatening it from without. The legend of Constantine's 

vision of the Cross ( in this sign prevail) provided the appropriate 

stimulus in this case. Internally also different Church-parties had 

slogans of their own with which to brace their adherents, (e.g. 

"glory to God" versus "praise to God")
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Individual Christians, finally, devised short phrases with 

which to confront personal problems. The most common greetings of 

this kind in general use were "hope in God" and "live in God1.' Since 

however the calamities of life were ascribed to demons and not 

understood as part of a natural process, a variety of special formulae 

were employed invoking the protection of Christ as the successful 

opponent of the dreaded demonic powers.

In general Africa appears to "be peculiarly rich in this type 

of document, importing what was not indigenous. Acclamations are 

found in all periods, no exceptional concentrations "being noticeable.

V - Imprecations i The Use of Magic

A few of the acclamations just considered tend, to go beyond the mere 

need of encouragement, and possess in themselves a certain 

prophylactic efficacy (p.834). Such texts provide the transition to 

magical inscriptions proper, of which Africa offers a handful, viz.:-

(a) Distribution 

"be x

III 5 + 1 6

IV 1 + 2 - = 3

1 + 7 +1 = 9

Obviously no decisive conclusion can be obtained from such meagre 

quantities. The dominance of Zeugitana in the later period is such 

as we might expect. We proceed therefore immediately to the texts 

themselves, which call for special treatment, since they are without
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exception the strangest and most difficult of all our inscriptions. 

We postpone all discussion of them until they are set out in extenso, 

without even being translated provisionally, in order that they may 

as far as possible be made to explain each other by being set out 

in immediate juxtaposition and furnished with serial numbers.

(b) Text 

(l)cIII 604t"hBIGIT LEO DE TRIBUS JUDA RADIS DAVID
INBIDIA INBIDIOSA NT OIL TIDIAT ANIMA 
PURA ET (M)UNDA (M)ICAEL RAPAEL URIEL 
GBRIEL VICTORIA

(2)cIII 605: BI GIT TE LEO DE TRIBUS JUDA G.VIG 
-4-INBIZ SAINARIOS AINBICTADAS 
IATURABISQ I3NBHONTUM GELLUM 
FSREIT TOT ONFIAN

(3)cIII 609: -K . ..NBIZIA INBIZI03A INBIZIA PATIATU AUBIS GUI 
SE NOCTU CGLUM PECERIT NT OIL TIBI AD ANIMA PURA 
ET MUNDA QU BOGATUR ISTEPANIA

(4)cIII 888: INVIDl(A l)NVIDIOSA NT OIL TIBI AD ANIMA PURA ET MUNDA
QUIRIACE SATAMALINA NON TIBI P(RA)EVALEA(N)T 
LIGABIT TE DEI BRACHIUM DEI ET GHRISTI ET SIGNU 
BT 3IGILU SOLOMO ~f- PAZGA3A _______________ 
ID NON PRAEVALEAS INF LIGABIT TE BRAGHIUM 
DEI QUIRIACE IN DEO VIVAS

(5)cIV 96: *fc*> 4~ INBIDE QUID LAGERAS ILLOS QUOS CRES/CERE SENTIS 
TU TIBI TORTOR TU TECUM TUA BULNERA PORT AS

(6)cIV 118: IN DEO SEMPER VIGTORIAM INIBANT

Moneeaux,B3NAP 9/218 Bruston,ib 392 Bucheler(Diehl 1627)

TU QUI I^ULTA DUCIS LAUD- TU QUI DUCI3 MULTIS TU QUI DUCIS VULTUS 
IBU3 INVIDEAS PUGB ET NON LAUDIBUS INVTDE.A3 ET NON LEGES 1ST A 
LEGES LIVIDS NEMO TIBI IRRITU3 ET NON LEG- LIBENTER OMNIBUS 
ISTA LIBENTER OBIT I TIME LIVTDE NBMO IHVTDEAS LIVIDS

TIBI ISTA LIBENTER NEMO TIBI
OBIT
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(7)xIII 665:...AUT MORE INFELIS AUT QU...DI JUBEAT INSIDERS NOLI...

(s) cm ess: 4- teYCe M6/niaMeW! AioKi c6 o Arr£<\oc AT

(9)bIV 182:

(c) Interpretation

Our most convenient procedure is from general to particular, culmin 

ating in a translation of the texts in question.

(l) General

A preliminary inspection of these nine pieces reveals the 

recurrence in all "but two of them of one element which is of decisive 

importance since it serves to constitute the radical homogeneity of 

group containing it, namely the stem INVTD under many forms: the 

verb in the infinitive INVIDERE (?) and in the present subjunctive 

INVIDEA3 (6), and the adjective in the vocative INSIDE (5), INVIDIA, 

INVIDIOSA (4), INBIDIA, INBIDIOSA (l), INBIZIA, INBIZIQSA (3), 

INBIZ (2). From this common feature it is at once clear that all 

seven pieces are connected with the theory of the Evil Eye, that is, 

the belief that many of the sufferings of life are to "be traced to 

the ill-will of certain persons or powers who have the faculty of 

afflicting with detriment or suffering anything or any one on which 

or on whom they gaze.-' The verb indicates the act of gazing with 

baleful intent, while the adjective is applied to the being endowed 

with this malignant potency?' The adjective LIVTDUS is also so used.

l)Hastings ERE v 608 2)Lewis-Short,p.995 3)ib p.1073
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and coincides with "invideas" on (6). Our conclusion therefore that

(1-7) have this particular superstition as their origin is doubly 

certain. Here accordingly we have in the closing period of the Church 

in Africa a system of belief and custom already ancient, as is 

proved by the survival among Punic remains, in this same region, of

the two most popular antidotes to the threat}' the Staring Eye and
2) the Phallus. 7 Neither of these potent symbols, however, figures on

our Christian amulets: in their stead Christ's Cross or Monogram 

everywhere prevails. The only example where it is lacking is (7), 

whose fragmentary condition however leaves the question open as to 

whether any Christian symbol originally stood alongside the text. 

In the case of (8) there is no specific mention of the evil eye, yet 

the Cross is stamped on both sides of the disc. It therefore at least 

reinforces the text. (9) is for the present altogether unintelligible, 

but the Chrism and the Cross are as usual conspicuous. That is to say: 

we conclude on the ground of the consistency with which Christian 

symbols adorn such texts, taking into account also the known efficacy 

of symbols generally in the history of magic, that the function of 

Crosses and Chrisms is not merely decorative, but also prophylactic. 

A closer examination of these pieces reveals a further common 

feature, this time of a formal character, (l) and (2) share the 

clause BICIT (TE) LEO DE TRIBU3 JUDA; (l),(2),(3), and (4) all share 

the expression INVIDIA INYIDIOSA severally represented; (3) and (4), 

probably also (l)(see below) share the clause NIHIL TIBI AD ANIMAM 

PURAM ET MUNDAM; while SIGILU SODOMO in (4) represents the

l)Hastings ERE v 612 2)Gauckler NPC i 176/16,20;177/61;178/¥64
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n (8). Such recurring features, which are interchanged 

seemingly at pleasure, show clearly that the formation of such 

texts is subject to merely mechanical laws, not at all to organic 

principles. Each example is the result of ready-made formulae thrown 

together without inner cohesion, and is therefore entirely lacking in 

originality. Our magical texts, in other words, are loosely stitched 

together out of technical commonplaces current among professional 

circles. The way in which this recipe is applied can be studied from 

the following interesting text of the same kind, from Rome:- '

"bicit te leo de tribus Juda, radis Davit
Jesu ̂  stus ligablt te, bratius dei et sigillus salomonix
abis notturna, non baleas ad anima pura et supra quisuis sis

Of this text the first line is manifestly identical with the opening 

clauses of (l) and (2); the second line is essentially the same as 

lines three and four of (4), being parallelled to a less extent by 

the opening of the second line of (8); and the third line corresponds 

to material present in (l), (3), and (4). Morphologically therefore 

the Roman example represents a contamination of five items in our 

African material. This does not of course mean that it was composed 

directly with their help, but indicates rather the existence of a 

common fund of magical formulae to which a professional fraternity 

had access, from which each individual drew/ fr/om time to time 

according to his requirements, and part at least of which might yet 

be reconstructed from the material common to all extant texts of this 

type. Such a hypothesis seems necessary in order to account for the 

structural peculiarities of the texts in question.

l)Di 2388
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This result automatically prescribes our next task, whereby

the general approach to the problem will be exhausted, the investigatioi 

namely into each of these typical elements in turn from the point of 

view of their content. We begin with the malign power against which 

the spell is directed (avis notturna), proceed to the beneficent 

power invoked (leo de trlbus Juda, radix David; signum, sigillum 

Salomonis; brachium Dei), and conclude with the specific method of 

operation ("bicit, nihil tibi ad animam, lifca]jit). In this way we hope 

to gain a general picture of the typical features of the magical text 

and therewith firm foundations on which to carry out criticism upon 

the pieces concerned in detail.

Only by circuitous routes can we establish the nature of the 

being against whom the spells are as a rule directed. Our African 

material provides the following meagre clues;-

INBIDB (5) cannot be an imperative, as in that case it would 

be impossible to relate it syntactically to the rest of the piece. IJ 

is therefore a vocative, and masculine. It may therefore be addressed 

to a human being, an "invidious" man, a man, that is, in possession of 

the Evil Eye. On the other hand it might refer to an evil spirit, as 

the following vocative construction on a similar text outwith Africa*\s'

makes explicit: inmondissime Spirite Tartaruce}^ 0 thou most unclean 

spirit Tartarucus, the epithet "unclean" here being readily intellig 

ible from its frequent use in the G-odpel tales?)
/ » 

MEMICIMENI in (8) is obviously a participle of the verb

- to hate, and may stand for the vocative masculine 

representing perhaps the Latin"invide'J or the vocative feminine

l)Di 2389 2)Mt x 1, xii 43,45 etc.
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with the ellipse of the name of some disease-name such 

as o.*Yf?+., = gout, examples of this construction, "both with the 

ellipse (?>6c»y* //^i fy&Vyf So\yuL">V </  <7/'/K6 0 and with the name 

of the disease instead of the adjective (

"being already known.' In such cases the disease is 

personified as an evil spirit. On the other hand a papyrus amulet 

at Oxyrhynchus appears directed against a "hated spirit',1 qp(S"o)^ 

Tn4^*A jA6-/A'<r(f(£\,o\/ fy«r*rc») <T  &l^k\ 2 ' Hence if masculine, this 

participle might refer to a human "being, but if, on the analogy of 

the examples just cited, we prefer, as we do, to regard it as 

feminine, then we have a right to postulate an ellipse, in all 

probability the name of a disease.

Such is doubtless the sense in which we ought to interpret the 

feminines INBIDIA INBIDIOSA (l), I NVIDIA INVIDTOSA (4), INBIZIA 

INBIZIOSA (3). The last-mentioned text however has this curious 

addition: PATIATU AUBIS GUI SB NOCTU CCLUM PSGERIT. This as it stands 

is hardly intelligible. The Roman amulet reproduced on p. 243, however, 

speaks of an "abis notturna" i.e. "avis nocturna" (= night-bird). 

It seems therefore as if we should see in (3) a similar reference 

(. . »aubis cui se noctu. . . ) although we are as yet far from knowing 

the real translation of this clause. Corroboration is forthcoming in 

the shape of a picture engraved on the disc, in the centre of the 

inscription, regarding which there is no doubt whatever: it represents 

an owl. A similar engraving accompanies (4), although no night-bird 

is there mentioned. On account of the peculiar dominance of the eyes 

within its total facial complex, this bird can well be credited with

l)PW iv 2376 2)Pap Oxy 1151,Goodspeed-Golwell no. 50
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possession of the Evil Eye. Its strange ery, moreover, not at all like

the cry of other "birds, and the mere fact of its activity being 

confined to the hours of darkness, as if it sought cover for deeds 

which would lead to its punishment, carried out in broad daylight, 

combine to qualify it exceptionally well for the role of a bird of 

ill omen. One recalls that in Jewish law the owl was reckoned among 

thos« birds which it regarded as ritually unclean]"'compare the refer 

ence already given to the"unclean spirif'Tartarucus (p.244). In these 

circumstances we might construe INBIDIA etc. with "owl" understood, 

or a circumlocution therefor, as in (5), for which (4) supplies the 

desired precedent. The Roman spell speaks of the owl as feminine 

(abis notturna), so that in such a case INBIDIA etc. would be quite 

in place. CUT in (3), if indeed it represents QUI, is confessedly 

masculine, and therefore contradicts this theory; but it may equally 

well be a feminine assimilated to the masculine form, according to 

the transition presupposed by the corresponding forms in the modern 

Romance languages, where the distinction of gender is lost^'At all 

events literary standards cannot be expected to hold good for barbar 

ous rubbish such as this. Until evidence to the contrary is forth 

coming, therefore, we adhere to the view, that so far as the texts 

before us are concerned, the feminine form of the adjective denotes 

a bird of ill omen, for example the owl, or, if such a reference stands 

in contradiction to the context (which is not the case here), to some 

disease personified as an evil spirit.

The power invoked as an antidote is variously described. The most 

frequent is what our texts term LEO DE TRIBUS JUDA (= the lion front

1

118,134,139,163,166
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the tribes of Judah) (l), (2). Of these pieces (l) adds RADIS DAVID 

(root of David), and this is very probably the reading in (2) also, 

in which the corresponding portion runs G.VTC. The proximate suree 

of this double expression is the N. T. Book of Revelation v 5, with 

the Vulgate version of which,"bicit leo de tribus Juda, radix David" 

(the lion of Judah, the root of David, has prevailed) our readings 

are identical, and combines two O.T. verses relating to the lineage 

of the Kings of Isr(e^l and regarded as MessianicJ) The compound 

expression is therefore simply a circumlocution for Christ.

Our fourth example (4) speaks in this connection of DEI BRACHIUM 

DEI ET CHRISTI ET SIGNU ET SIGILU SOLOMO, literally, "of God the arm 

of God and of Christ and the sign and the seal of Solomon'.' It is 

obvious that some emendation is required here: as it stands, the 

phrase is overburdened withmrords which stand in no syntactical 

relation at all to the whole, it ascribes an "arm" to Christ as well 

as to God, and speaks of a "sign" and "seal" of Solomon. The basis of 

our reconstruction must be the three instruments invoked: the arm, 

the sign, the seal. Three persons are concerned, namely God, Christ, 

Solomon. The only question is how the instruments are to be allotted

between the persons. First of all, the"arm of God" is a familiar O.T.
0}

symbol of providence and aid, as well as of intervention; ' it must

therefore stand. And the "sign of Christ" is also well known (signu 

Cristi p.168), its prophylactic efficacy having just been discussed 

(242). Hence we must ascribe the deal to Solomon. Assuming therefore 

a uniform order in the relation between the nominatives and the 

genitives throughout, and taking "sigilu Solomo" as our model, since

l)Gen xlix 9flO, Isaiah xi 1 2)Ex xv 16, Deut xxxiii 27, Job xl 9,
etc
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in virtue of its position it alone is certain, we venture to read 

BRAGHIUM DEI ET SIGMJ GHRISTI ET SIGILU SOLOMQ, "the arm of God, the 

sign of Christ, and the. seal of Solomon."

Of these, the two former are familiar enough (p. 247); "but what 

is the "seal of Solomon"? The answer to this question is of importance 

not only for this particular piece, but for the interpretation of 

another in our African collection, namely (8), which likewise 

contains the expression: (foo^i^ C«»^v<i p ov v o ̂  The ROman text (p. 243) 

refers to it also: "sigillus Salomonix"

Thanks to the labours of a French specialist, the literature of 

this problem is already assembled and to handr' Unfortunately most 

of the examples are of the laconic non-committal type with which we 

are familiar, and therefore contribute nothing to our understanding 

of the phrase?' One example deserves however to be reproduced, partly 

because it is parallel to (4) so far as it goes, (although the word 

in this case is not "seal" but "sign") in the sense that Solomon is

therein mentioned in juxtaposition to divine figures, and partly
3) because of its striking syncretistic quality:- '

ter dico ter incanto thrice I say, thrice I sing a spell
in signo del et in in the sign of God and in
signo Solomonis et ~ the sign of Solomon and in
in signo domna Artmix the sign of the goddess Artemis

Otherwise the only mention of the Seal of Solomon in antiquity occurs 

in the fourth- century Parisian Magical Papyrus, line 3039 :-4)

... K*r<* Ts^p«#f<K I adjure thee...by the Seal which 
> N = Solomon placed on the tongue of

rv& 'Ifffy-MtfO K*' Jeremiah causing him to speak...

xvi (1903) pp.42-61 
2)ib.44,48,50 3)ib.44 4)i"b. 57
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This verse makes it plain that the Solomon in question is not the 

Byzantine military governor of Africa ( who is in any case excluded 

"by the currency of the phrase far "beyond the "bounds of that country) 

"but the legendary Jewish monarch famous for his wisdom^) piety?' and 

regal splendor?/ There, however, the enlightenment we receive from 

the Papyrus ceases for the moment at least, and we are confronted 

with glaring contradictions. Who was the Jeremiah mentioned therein? 

Prima facie it cannot be the celebrated prophet, who belonged to the
A\

epigonic period.' Can Hiram of Tyre be meant? If so, there is nothing 

in Solomon's relations with that potentate^) to correspond with the 

incident cited. There is in fact nothing at all in the primitive 

tradition of Solomon generally to answer in any way to the situation. 

There is no mention whatever of any miracle done by him, far less 

of any Seal employed by him as an instrument of wo-nder-working.

We are forced therefore to investigate second-line evidences, 

those namely dealing with Solomon without mention of his mysterious 

seal. Here again amulets are fairly numerous, "but lacking in new 

information. Most of them reproduce the familiar "flee, invidious 

spirit, S. pursues thee.'" .type?) One Latin example occurs, which is 

more of general interest as illustrating the technique of spells 

than of significance for the cult of Solomon:-

in charta virgine scribis you write on unused paper, 
quod in dextro brachio which the patient is to wear 
ligatum portet ille qul = bound to his right arm, the 
patitur, recede ab illo words: depart fa?om John Doe, 
Gaio Seio,Solomon te Solomon is on your trackJ 
sequitur

l)lKings iii 16 2)23am vii 12 3)Mt vi 29 4)Jer i 2 
5)lKings ix 11 etc 6)Perdrizet pp. 47-48
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As decisive for the interpretation of the role of Solomon in ancient 

magic, Perdrizet adduces the intaglio IANJ - COAOMO.) - CABAOO which 

plainly assimilates Solomon to the O.T. Deity,Jahu Tzevaoth. Here, he 

reasonably argues, we have "before us the ultimate apotheosis of 

Solomon, and therewith the key to the baffling reference in the 

Parisian Papyrus: the calling of Jeremiah to the prophet 1 s office.' 

God, we are there told, touched Jeremiah's mouth, thereby bestowing 

upon hint the "boldness of speech requisite for his responsible task; but 

the Papyrus, in view of Solomon's apotheosis, speaks with right as
r>\

of Solomon as the one who caused Jeremiah to embark on prophecy.' 

Hence we arrive at a consistent picture, into which even such unusual 

texts as the Latin spell reproduced on p.248 can be incorporated 

without difficulty: the cult of Solomon as virtually a deity.

It is not difficult to understand the possibility of such a 

development, in view of the tendency shown by the formation of the 

Solomon-legend as a whole. Even the primitive tradition speaks of him 

as without exception the wisest man of his time, his repute as an 

expert in the knowledge of plants and animals in particular, and in 

the administration of justice and the settling of disputes being 

international?' The accumulated proverbial wisdom of the Jews, when 

brought together, was en "bloc ascribed to Ms authorship./ In similar 

fashion, no doubt on the ground of his famed insight into the property 

of plants, to which the aneients attributed magical power, as in the 

case of the mandrakef' there seems to have grown up a corpus of 

magical formulae to which his name was attached; at all events Origen 

and Josephus speak of demons being exorcised according to prescriptions

l)jer i 9 2)Perdrizet p.57 3)lKings iv 29-34 4)Proverbs i 1 
5)Gen xxx 1-24
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of Solomon handed down for that purpose}' He was known moreover 

in Islam?' and a tale in the Arabian Nights relates how he confined 

demons in casks. ' In circles which could produce and hand down such 

tales and "beliefs the apotheosis of their central figure was natural 

and inevitable.

Yet the Seal of Solomon for the sake of whose interpretation we 

have been obliged to investigate thus far remains a mystery. The 

archaeological, literary, and even "botanical evidence adduced to prove 

that it was a five- or six-pointed star ' is mostly modern and of 

extremely doubtful value. The only honest verdict is a negative one: 

we do not know. We do know, however, that in the Early Church the 

word tf'Cp \<> was widely applied to the sign of the Cross, especially

5)in connection with the ritual of baptism, confirmation, and orders.'

In all probability therefore the author of the Paris Papyrus passage

frequently quoted in this connection, which remains the most important
&\_ 

commentary £#- the problem, had this custom of iitual crossing, or a

functional equivalent to it, in his mind.

Hence when the Seal of Solomon, in our African material, is 

associated with the arm of God and the sign of Christ (4), or is 

invoked against a demon alongside a Cross (8), no essentially fresh 

element is thereby introduced. It means rather that in the demonic 

conflict which calls forth such texts in the first place, the resources 

of the beneficent powers are reinforced to the maximum along the path 

of religious syncretism.

A kindred problem, the identity namely of o ^tt^VoS "^f , "the

l)Perdrizet pp.44-45 2)Koran xxxiv 10-13, xxxviii 29-39 
3)Perdrizet pp. 60-61 4)it>.pp. 56-57 5)Kraus RE ii 770-771
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angel Ar 1,1 who likewise figures in (8), is equally obscure. No angel 

of this name is otherwise known: the name is not even known as that 

of any mortal. The name itself is far from securely established; 

the variants, such as they are, suggest 'Ap^Acp O r A pfe •'*[}, which 

seems to "be Semitic, although the meaning is not clear. Perdrizet, 

who has collected all the relevant material, can think only of 

David's courtier- Asaph (Neh.xii 46 etc.) but his argument is extreme 

ly fragile}/ The opinion of Levy, that the name is y\fo<i» , meaning

one who pursues, from thd root RDP to pursue ' appears to be the 

most nearly satisfactory of all conjectures hitherto, Inasmuch as 

in (8) that is precisely the function of the angel In question.

It is refreshing to pass from tantalizing obscurities such as 

these to the consideration of the dynamics of the spell proper, since 

on the one hand the elements hitherto treated in Isolation and thus 

contrasted are therein observed in their primitive concrete unity 

as mutual counterparts generating the magical action as a whole, and 

on the other, the magical action itself is subject to direct 

examination in an atmosphere of freshness and Immediacy.

To begin with, defensive formulae claim our attention. The 

standard expression of this tfcpe is NICIL TIBI AD ANIMA PURA ET MUNDA, 

I.e., nihil tibi ad animam puram et mundam, which lies before us in 

two clear examples (3,4). A similar phrase is used, almost, it 

would seem, as a technical term in tha vocabulary of demonology, 

in the narratives concerning the encounters between Christ and the 

demons exorcized by Hint in the Gospels. On seeing Him appr-oaeh, they,

1)Perdrizet,pp.51-52
2)Levy,Byzantion IV (1931) p.478
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or he, are represented as crying out in terror, "What business have 

you with us/me?", thusi-

Latin (Vulg)

quid nobis et tibi

Mk v 7 I , ; \ s ^ - 
in&« Lk viii 28 t 7» 6l" d ' K°U oO\ quid mihi et tibi

(compare the O.T» challenge exchanged between 
strangers or hostile o^ suspicious travellers 
88am xvi 10, xix 22 Tf £p<d>} ^ «4^TV LXX, 

quid mihi et vobis Vulg)

The phrases are not of course identical, since in each case the purpose 

is different; but the fundamental idiom is the same. The use of the 

preposition AD in the inscriptions with the accusative of the person 

is apparently a construction of reference}/ PURA and MUNDA, "pure" 

and "clean" must here have a technical meaning, the ANIMA or soul 

to which they refer being ritually immune from demonic interference 

through association with Christ's symbol, the Cross. We therefore 

translate the expression, "You have np business with (this) pure 

and clean spirit'.1

At first sight NICIL TIDIAT ANIMA PURA ET (M)UNDA in (l) is a 

variation of this phrase. This is the opinion of the editors?/who, 

reading TIDIAT as "taedeat',' translate: "may nothing molest (this) 

pure and clean spirit'.1 Considering the context, however, we prefer 

to regard TIDIAT as representing TIBI AD, thereby bringing this 

instance into line with the examples just discussed. It is not simply 

a question of barbarism or careless engraving: a much less naive

l)Lewis-3hort p.28 2)RPS 17-18/14
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explanation may yet "be forthcoming ere we have finished examining 

the texts of this category. Nothing hinders us in the mean time from. 

proceeding to the consideration of a more aggressive type of formula 

current in this connection: the use namely of the verbs &'/<£(<^v' 

to pursue, VINCERE to overcome, LI GARS to bind.

"To pursue" occurs in (8): "Flee, in¥idious spirit, the angel 

Ar(^taph) pursueth thee.'" Such is plainly the meaning of *f£oy«r

o" ^YT^0 *? 'A^t^tl . We have already had 

occasion to refer to morphologically identical examples from outside 

Africa, showing that this imprecation "belongs to a common type. (pp. 

245,249) To these we would ijerely add a sentence taken from a 6th- 

century Egyptian papyrus recording a prayer addressed "by one Silvanus

to Christ and Saint Serenus: - '

uiV$ i, Silvanus the son of Sarapion,
K«/ Kiv^ TJV^ KH**)V*u = give thanks and bow my head before 

^tu « |T*V **i ffoi^KAtov thee, begging and exhorting thee to
chase awav from me Thv servant the

No more complete or explicit commentary than this could "be desired.

VINGSRE occurs in (l) and (2) in the perfect BICIT^(vicit) , 

in the former absolutely: "The lion of Judah etc. has prevailed" 

4LS0 (BIGIT LBO...) in the latter with specific object: "The lion... 

has prevailed over thee"(BICIT TE LEO...). That is to say: "Christ 

has vanquished tthee)"(p. 247) . Exactly the same formula is used in 

the oft-cited Roman example (p. 243). The victory of Christ over

malign powers, including death, is of course the familiar teaching

o 
of the primitive Church?

1)Lietzmann,Griechische Papyri (klT 14) p.29 no.25/4-9
2)1 Cor xv 25-26
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The strongest word, however, encountered in our African material 

is LIGARE ( = to Mnd) which occurs in (4), and there twice, in the 

form LIGABIT, which might conceivably "be a barbarism for "ligavit" and 

therefore perfect, but which considering its context we prefer to 

regard simply as future indicative: "the arm of God^and the sign of 

Christ and the seal of Solomon) will "bind theel' Similarly the Roman 

analogue on p. 243 contains the imprecation: "Jesus Christ ^wffl^Siru! \ 

thee, and the arm of God, and the seal of Solomon1.1 Compounds of this 

simple verb are to "be found, such as RBligare (= to bind back, confine) 

in the Christian amulet belonging to the 6th century addressed to 

fthe most unclean spirit Tartarueus"(ihmondissime spirite Tartaruce) 

"whoim the ang;el Gabriel has confined in chains of fire" (quern angelus 

Gabriel de catenis igneis relegavit) and OBligare, as in the heathen

spell in which the writer charges the being he invokes to bind his
2}enemy securely by the feet, etc: . . . "obliga illi pedcs'.1 ' The Paris

Magicsl Papyrus<a provides us with an example of the Greek equivalent
3} to this Latin expression, and that in no uncertain manner:- '

|ftfi O'C Come out> o demon> since I have you 
- bound with fetters you can neither 

prevail over nor loosen from off yonl

Obviously therefore we have here to do with no mere isolated 

device proceeding from the originality of a private mind, but on the 

contrary, s technical term universally recognized and applied as a 

matter of course in texts of this type. And in fact the presence of 

this expression constitutes the piece in which it is found as belong 

ing to a distinctive class of spell: such a tex| is called a "defixioV 

The connection is made clear by the definition of Philoxenos,

l)Di 2389 2)De 8755 3)Pap Par 1245
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DEPIXIONES : K^Te-^o/.' That is to say: "defixiones" are charms 

for binding demons. The roo^t is De-figere, to fix down, secure, 

fasten. In practice, however, a more drastic meaning attaches to 

the word and its derivatives. According to Kuhnert, "the real meaning 

of defigere is to stick into, the word having assumed a technical 

sense in connection with a special kind of magic. The idea underlying 

its use is, that the magic, works like the "boring of a skewer. Just as 

such an instrument maims a person, and deprives him of the free use 

of his powers, so also does the magic act. The person mentioned in

the spell falls a victim to death, or is tortured with pain or sick-
/
ness, until, "by the fulfilment of a certain condition, he is in the 

position to liberate himself from the effect of the malignant weapon, 

namely the magic spell. This idea is very ancient...I recall the well- 

known parallel in German superstition, to the effect that "by driving
0\

a nail into a person 1 s footprint you may kill the man himself..." ' 

By drawing an image of the person to whom he wishes ill, therefore, 

and "by piercing this image with a skewer or nail, the author of a 

defixio contrives his enemy* s ruin. Thus on one such document we find 

the express statement: oeulos... defico in as ta"bellas, I pierce his 

eyes in this tablet?) Without quitting African soil we may read the

epitaph of the wife of an army ofricer who "was laid low by ineant-
4) 

ations"( carminibus defixa jacuit). This is plainly the meaning *fe

of the crude images associated with the texts already discussed in 

connection with the Seal of Solomon (p.249), showing Solomon on 

horseback transfixing with a lance a demon extended on the ground 

beneath him*' By representing the unwanted disease as a demon

1)PW iv 2377 2)ib.2373-4 3)De 8751 4)CIL8 2756 5)Perdrizet p.60
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captured, held down, secured, and utterly subjugated "by Solomon,

the author or every such amulet reinforces his imprecation Toy giving
t> // 

it the power of a defixion.

The word LIGABIT however is quite as charcteristic of the 

"defixion" type of amulet as the word "flefigere" itself, since it 

expresses the same fundamental idea, that namely of "binding, holding 

down, fixing, securing, forcing, mastering, vanquishing, and with it 

we must associate thia complex of ideas as a whole. When therefore 

our inscription (4) speaks of the arm of God, the sign of Christ, and 

the seal of Solomon as ""binding'" the demon against which the spell is 

directed, such language constitutes the text in question once for all 

as a defixion, in which the God of the Christians is invoked against 

maleficent demons. This type of Christology dates apparently from 

the primitive period of the Church, where we find its ultimate "basis: 

as a result of the Coming of Christ, an angel is observed to take a 

g/reat chain in his hand and therewith to bind (&5Vj<re\>*) the Arch- 

demon himself, Satan, in the "bottomless pit. There is a manifest 

connection "between the N. T. verse and our defixion. Both share the 

same, fundamental system of magical conceptions.

(2) Particular

The way has thus been cleared for an examination of each text taken 

by itself. We propose to carry out this examination by translating 

each piece according to our knowledge already gained so far as we can, 

noting individual peculiarities as we go along.

l)Apoc xx 1-3
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(l) + The lion of the tribe of Judah, the Root of David, has overcome 

you. You have no "business with (this) pure and clean spirit, 

invidious one. Michael, Raphael, Uriel, Gabriel. + Victoria +

Apart from the phrase "pure and clean spirit" which is not here 

to be taken in a moral sense, but, as in the mysteries, as 

indicating that the subject is free from demonic contamination}' 

the chief peculiarity of this piece is the mention of the four 

Archangel S 9 all of whom were combined in this manner in the 

East as early as the 2nd century?) only Michael and Gabriel 

however being- Biblical, Raphael and Uriel on the contrary being 

attested epigraphically in the West only from the 6th century 

onwards?) Only the Biblical Archangels, moreover, are at all 

clearly characterized. Michael is the chief of all angelsf) 

and God's champion against the Devil and his hordes, whom he 

vanquishes on God's behalf^) the saint therefore, who like 

another dragon-slayer, St.George, has been accorded veneration 

throughout the Church?) Gabriel, who in the Bible is depicted 

as God's messanger entrusted with special missions to mortals^' 

came to be Michael's assistant in his conflict against the 

Antichrist?) and thus finally his equal as the terror of 

demons, as the spell directed against Tartarucus on p. 255 

plainly shows. Both Archangels are associated with Christ 

in Roman material?) and mentioned separately elsewhere}0 )

l)Anrich,Mysterienwesen 15 2)Epistula Apostolorum 13, klT 152/12 
3)Kraus RE i 418-419 ft)Dan x 13,21, xii 1 5)jude 9; Apoc xii 7 
6 )Dieterich, Abraxas 125 7) Dan viii 16, Luke i 19,26 
8)Minseh,Antike Pluchtafeln,klT20 p.27,7/4 9)Diehl 2429 
10)Kaufmann,Handbuch 77 145 149 150 279
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All four figure on an item found in Sofia: Mihel Vriel 

(G-)abriel Rafael. ' The association of as many angelic powers 

as possible by name together with Christ is most appropriate 

on a document of this kind, directed as it is against one 

of the demons.

Victoria is apparently the name of the "anirna" in question, 

nameljr the person who fears the demon, and on whose behalf 

the spell has been devised. It is to be noticed that the name 

is flanked by crosses, and thus, as it were, protected both 

behind and before against the assault of the dreaded demon,

(2) The lion of the tribes of Judah has overcome you. /*%.??????????? 

This is identical with (l) so far as we have translated it. 

Otherwise it makes no sense. G.VTC may represent "David" as 

already pointed out (p.247); but as a whole we do not yet 

venture to suggest further reconstruction of this baffling 

phenomenon.rv/

(3) -hinvidious, invidious, invidious..?. .bird... night?... .You have 

no business with the pure and clean spirit which is called 

Istef ania.

The difficulties of translating the former portion of this 

text have already been discussed (p.245). For the rest we 

are on familiar ground (pp.252-253). As in (l) the name is 

given, and the person specified thereby, who seeks protection.

l)Di 2430
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(4) Invidious one, invidious one, you have no "business with the pure 

atod clean spirit of Quiriaca. May they not prevail over you, 

Satamalina. The arm of God, the sign of Christ, and the seal of 

Solomon will "bind you. 4- Pazcasa / May you not succeed in this 

thing, 0 ill-omened one. The arm of the God of Quiriaca will 

"bind you. - May you live in God.

At least two persons seem to "be addressed here, corresponding 

to the phrases "invidia etc." and "in deo vivasJJ which exclude each 

other absolutely, "invidia etc." can only be applied to the demon 

against which the amulet is directed (pp.245-246), and "in deo vivas" 

is an acclamation of goodwill exchanged among fellow-Christians 

already familiar (pp.228-229). We have confidence therefore in taking 

this distinction within the spell as the basis of our interpretation.

There appear however to be three proper names involved. 

Of these Quiriaca is certain: she is the "pure and clean spirit" in 

this case, and moreover is mentioned again in connection with the 

arm of God.(see p.247) Satamalina, however, is also hailed in a 

similar fashion, as is the only way to construe "Satamalina non ti"bi 

praevaleant" if this is in fact the correct reading. Does she then 

share this spell with Quiriaca? Finally we must account for Pazcasa, 

which is almost certainly a proper name. At all events, it is only as 

a proper name that it can be intelligibly incorporated into the 

text at all. Who is she? The proximity of the cross suggests that 

she is a third person sharing the spell and its benefits. In that 

case we have here a communal amulet designed to protect three ladies 

from a common demonic foe. If on the other hand the cross be regarded 

as appended to the defixion-clause, Pazcasa may be a mere signature,
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that namely of the person who drew up the defixion on "behalf of two 

clients.

At all events it is beyond dispute that the text is in fact the 

work of a professional exorcist undertaken on behalf of another 

person or group of persons. Only thus can the dialogue be understood. 

The sense fundamentally runs: "Demon, begone.' ± Take comfort, madam, 

all is well'.' This result confirms tentative conclusions drawn earlier 

from morphological premisses (p. 243).

(5) j-H Why do you tear at those, 0 invidious man, whom you

perceive to be making headway? You are merely torturing jourself: 

your "blood is upon your own head.

Such seems a justifiable, if somewhat free, rendering of 

this simple item. It is a mild imprecation, reminding the envious 

man, who resents his fellow- citizens' success, that far from doing 

himself any good, ie he is simply calling forth retaliation and there 

by adding to his own misfortune. It is manifestly an original piece, 

standing in strong contrast to the professional productions hitherto 

examined. Yet the magical presuppositions lurk quite near the surface 

for those who have learned to recognize them, particularly the 

"laceras" which is in conformity to "defixion" methods of speaking, 

and "invideS which has obviously a direct connection with the cftlt 

of the Ev|l Eye. The cross and chrism serve here, as elsewhere, 

as prophylactic stigmata: whether the envious man takes his advice or 

not, the anonymous author of this piece takes the precaution of 

pro/tecting himself at least against any risk.
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(6) In God they ever marched on to victory, /h^-W You who turn away 

your face and take no pleasure in reading these things, may you be 

dreaded "by all, envious man, none "by you.

This is a curious document in more ways than one. In the first 

pl>ace the reading has occasioned much dispute. The first part, to 

"be sure, offers no difficulties: it obviously refers to the glorious 

achievements of some army of the Christian Empire, and is inspired 

by the popular Gonstantine legend, which produced many acclamations 

"by way of imitation (pp. 222-223). It is the latter part, on the other 

side of the chrism, which has given rise to differences of opinion. 

The crux, it would seem, lies in the order in which we are to take 

the lines. As they stand on the stone, the words may be treated as 

in either of the first two columns. It cannot, however, be claimed 

that so arranged they yield any adequate sense. Only by drastic 

manipulation can the savants of the BSNAP extort any meaning, and that 

"by no means unanimously approved, and by no means natural or 

convincing. Bucheler's reading, on the other hand, obtained by 

readjusting the lines, dispenses with the elaborate system of conject 

ure required "by previous editors, with the result that it is much 

shorter and consequently leaves far less to the interpreter's 

reconstructive ability. It is this version, therefore, that we have 

adopted. In substance its meaning is identical with that of the 

other readings it replaces, the only difference between it and them 

being one of detail.

Whichever reading be preferred, the nature of the document is 

beyond dispute: the coincidence upon i& of the words "invideas" and

"lividey which, as we have already seen, are technical expressions,
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(pp.241-242) establish its connection with the cult of the Evil Eye. 

"Whoever" so runs the sense of it,"grudges this memorial, and is 

jealous of those who have earned it, had "better turn his attention 

elsewhere. He is a despicable creature who deserves to "be avoided 

wherever he goes1.' That is to say: he is exhorted to turn his Evil Eye 

away from the monument in question, and direct it wherever else he 

pleases: "by so doing he will only reap ill-will from others in return, 

in the shape of retaliation, and will deserve all the enmity he thereby 

evokes. So expounded this text reveals the same fundamental assumptions 

as the one which precedes it. Strictly speaking, the "nemo tibi" does 

not make sense. Probably we should regard it as a rhetorical 

extravagance designed to produce balance: "tu....omni"bus,...nemo tibiV 

It is therefore, like the preceding example, a mild imprecation, and 

is furnished, again like it, wlthX a chrism, as a precaution.

(7)..or in the manner of the unhappy man, or of him who (?)... 

of God "bids not to look enviously upon.....

We confess to being able to make very little of this text, which

we associate with the cult of the Evil Eye only because of the word
. » 

"inbidere',' and judge also to be Christian only because Di is a very

common contraction for Dei on Christian texts. Prom what remains of 

it, a certain affinity might be argued to exist between it and the 

two items just discussed; but nothing decisive can be established 

by means of it, and nothing new emerges from it.

(8) 4-Flee, invidious spirit, the angel Ardaph pursues you.1 

The Seal of Solomon. Give help to John'
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The greater part of this inscription has already "been 

discussed in different connections (flee, etc. p. 254, Ar4aph p. 252) , 

(seal of Solomon, pp. 248-251). The only element not yet discussed 

is the petition: "give help to John!1 And this we do not propose to 

handle thoroughly at this stage, as the type of text of which it is 

an example falls to "be dealt with in our next section, where an 

ample discussion of Byzantine seals bearing analogous invocations 

will "be undertaken. Let it suffice to observe in advance, that this 

is an oriental formula, and constitutes an extraneous phenomenon 

from every point of view, when occurring in this text.

Here therefore we have to do with a composite spell, somewhat 

analogous to (4) in this respect namely, that it is directed to two 

opposing quarters. Here however it is a simple matter to determine 

the way in which this is achieved. Between the imprecation "flee... 

you!" and the invocation "give. .» John" there stands "the seal of 

Solomon',' a phrase syntactically related to neither, "but in the 

intention of the author, related to "both. On the one hand, it 

represents God's antagonism to the invidious spirit, on the other, 

God's readiness to help his worshipper John. Thus it holds the 

document together. As usual the cross is used prophylactically.

99999999999999999 ...... •*•••• .<•>•••••••••

This piece baffles us completely. It is Christian, probably 

fourth century. Otherwise we can make nothing of it. We regard it 

as a magical text on the ground simply of its obscurity. Elsewhere 

in our magical material we have been brought to a standstill, viz. 

in the case of (2) and (3), although never so completely and so 

desperately as here.
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But even in this extremity, the result of experience holds 

good: the mere forthcomlngness of analogous cases is the first step 

towards the ultimate understanding of a problem. If namely our 

African material of this category abounds so richly in obscurities, 

the phenomenon may perhaps after all be grounded upon the nature 

of the material itself, instead of upon our own lack of exegetical 

equipment. This possibility, suggested by internal evidence, is much 

reinforced by external evidence. We find namely that philological 

blind-spots of this kind are quite a feature of magical texts in 

general. Meaningless patches occur in heathen defixions. Of the 

seven texts edited by Viinsch three contain passages of some length 

which defy translation, although here and there a few groups of 

letters admit of explanation as Semitic or Egyptian, none of the 

suggestions offered in this direction however being decisive?/ The 

same scholar has likewise edited afresh about 250 lines of the great 

Paris Magic Papyrus, and within this excerpt we encounter not one

but several sets of verses from which nothing at all can be
3\

extracted. ' Here therefore we appear to have before us a character 

istic feature of demonological technique: obscurity cultivated for 

its own sake.

If however we look: more closely at our African material, we 

soon begin to see the way in which this is at least sometimes and in 

some cases brought ab<piut. It will be remembered, for example, how 

the Roman amulet was employed in the interpretation of (3) which 

without it would have resisted interpretation to an even greater

l)De 8752-4,8756 2)Wunsch, Ant PI 1,3,4 3)klT84 pp.21,26,28,29
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extent than it actually has done (p.245).

Similarly within our African material we have had occasion to 

interpret one obscure text "by bringing alongside it a morp&ologic- 

ally analogous text, itself already understood. In this way we 

interpreted G.VIG in (2) by means of DAVID in (l)(p.247).

Suppose now we tackle the second line of (2) on this principle,
<l 

reproducing iif generally in minuscules, but printing in majuscules

whatever we cah parallel elsewhere, albeit sporadically:- 

INBIZsAinarlOSA INBIctadas

Here the common salutation of the invidious spirit (l)(2) is seen 

in somewhat sketchy outline. The next line:-

lATUrABISqlSnE NOnTUmgelLUM 

is manifestly comparable to the corresponding line in (3), and line 4:

FERelTtotonFIAN 

seems at least to recall the PEGSRIT and ISTEFANIA of (3).

In face of these strange examples of correspondence, not only 

of isolated groups of letters, but of the order in which these 

groups occur, the impression gradually forces itself upon us with
£/C~J-

greater conviction the longer we consider the problem^ here is no 

mere illiterate scrawl or shorthand method devised to meet a lack
/

of space, but a deliberate, purposeful, yet at the same time 

arbitrary manipulation of an originally straightforward text. In 

terms of the two texts handled above, this explanation means that 

(3) and (2) represent progressive stages in the distortion of an 

original text now lost, or perhaps of two distinct originals which
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were at least morphologically similar. On comparing (2) and (3), 

however, we are unable to detect any regularity in the modifications 

there observed. The relation of the two texts does not appear to be 

subject to any law, as would "be the case were the differences "between 

them unconscious. They must consequently "be artificial, contrived with 

an end in view.

Fnat then could have "been the purpose in thus twisting and 

disfiguring a straightforward text? The answer is to "be sought in 

the purpose of compositions of this type as a whole: in the last 

resort, defixions and kindred pieces are intended to be read "by other 

than human eyes.' Ultimately all magical texts are addressed not to 

men, "but to demons. In all probability, therefore, this wilful 

disguising of the text should be understood as an attempt to attract 

the attention of the demons concerned, at all events to withdraw the 

imprecation from the understanding of man, in the hope that if it 

were ever understood and read, it would be understood and read by 

the right person. Such may indeed be the explanation of the 

confused state of (6) which, as already seen,(p.262) demands no small

readjustment to render it intelligible; for although it is ostensibly

Paddressed to a certin type of human being, it is ultimately an amulet
r

directed against the Evil Eye, which is fundamentally an impersonal 

force independent of the individual who mediates its influence. In 

that case we see one very simple method of "manipulation',' namely 

the displacement of phrases and clauses. Without however having had 

the opportunity of examining the stone for ourselves, we do not wish 

to insist upon this explanation. It is enough to have indicated

l)Dessau,Lateinische Epigraphik 33
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the possibility of this particular application of a hypothesis whose 

general validity we think to "be soundly established.

For if such is the ultimate explanation of the obscurity of 

texts like (2), it must be confessed that the purpose is admirably 

realized, at least in the negative sense. In order to make any 

given text impossible to understand, all that is necessary is a 

jumbling of the letters, together with wholesale removal of letters 

and meaningless addition of letters. Such an operation would result 

precisely in an incoherent string of alphabetical characters like 

that which now lies before us, and would likewise defy emendation, 

which depends on connections governed by laws, precisely because 

it involves in advance a renunciation of all consistency, order, and 

connection in general.

Hence, in our opinion, the obscurity of (9). Here, however, 

we are at a more nearly complete loss than in the case of the group 

(l)-(3), because points of contact similar to those emerging there 

are not to be found between (9) and the only text with which we can 

for this purpose compare it, namely (8). No doubt the second portio>n, 

that "b«w* from the cross onwards, might represent an original

> as most of the alphabetical material required 

for this phrase seems to be present, but there is no positive 

evidence in this direction. With the rest of the inscription, which 

is considerably longer, the prospects of restiring a possible 

original are still more remote. Not until fresh material of the 

same kind is forthcoming will it be in our power to decipher this 

puzzle, and even then wfe will scarcely be able to translate more than 

fragments, for want of hermeneutic criteria.
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(d) Observations

Standing back now from our material and surveying it as a w&ole, we 

are impressed "by a number of features in it which could not be 

profitably discussed in connection with any one item of detail.

(l) The universality of this particular type of praxis is the
 > 

most remarkable aspect of'subject-matter. In the realm of magic,
A..

apparently, it is quite out of place to discuss local phenomena as if 

isolated and only secondarily to be submitted to the comparative. 

It was impossible in the first place even to understand the texts 

without the collation of much exogenous material, both Christian 

and non-Christian. Then again nothing of any importance emerged in 

the course of analysts which could rightly be stigmatized as peculiar 

to Africa. On the other hand, the specifically Christian element is 

not actually so large as it at first seems. Even the N. T. references 

which underlie the vocabulary are almost without exception confined 

to the Apocalypse, the, essentially Judaistic quality of which is well 

known-}) while the O.T. has been frequently adduced and found to 

contain the fundamental source of many a word or phrase. In general 

indeed texts of this type frequently reflect a want of definiteness 

which renders a decisive answer to the question: Jewish? Ethnic? 

Christian? wellnigh impossible, as when Jesus is included among a 

score of deities known to be Greek or Semitic, or altogether unknown?) 

The Evil Eye itself is dreaded everywhere and i» all times?)including 

In the last resort, the name and sign of -Christ, and nothing

1)Wrede,Die Entstehung der Schriften des N.T.(Tubingen 1907)p.l01
2)Wunsch, Ant.Fluent.p.6 3)Hastings ERE v 608 4)rb.613
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else, enables us to identify Christian material of this type. Apart 

from that every thing in them is of non-Christian origin. A Christian 

defixio or other spell is Christian because it invokes Christ 

against the dreaded power.

(2) In particular, the "sign of Christ", i.e. the Cross, and 

cruciform symbols generally, have in themselves prophylactic value, 

since they represent Christ Himself, who is thus associated, as we 

have seen, with the Arm of God and the Seal of Solomon (pp.247,251). 

The fact moreover that the Cross thus superseded the phallus as a 

eharm against the Evil Eye (p.242) raises the question whether it 

did not at the same time function as its surrogate. General grounds 

speak in favour of this hypothesis, inasmuch as to the ancients, far 

from being an obscenity, the phallus "as the symbol of reproduction 

epitomized the Will-to-Live in contrast to the forces of destruction 

and death" ' and was thus well adapted to epitomize also the work 

of Christ, who, as we have seen, was praised by Paul as having 

triumphed over death and the devil (p.254). In particular, a Spanish 

amulet (saec. XI) j^o> CRUCI3 AIMAE PESO SIGMJ FUGIE DEMON?)"I carry 

the sign of the life-giving Cross: demon, begone.1 " further supports 

it, since ALMAE applied to the Cross cannot mean kind, gentle, etc. 

but, corresponding to its philology, life-giving, exactly as when 

applied to Priapus?' Finally, the hypothesis might well account for 

the fact, never hitherto explained, that the Cross, originally shaped
A\

like the letter T7' soon developed an extra limb. The hypothesis 

thus solves more than one problem.

l)Florenz in Chantepie d. 1. Saussaye,LBRG i 295 2)Hu Sp 268
3)Buecheler,CLE 1504 B 31 0 PRIAPE PAVE AIME
4)Epistle of Barnabas ix 8
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(3)ln connection with the phenomena of distortion(pp.264-268) and 

rhetorical redundance (p.263) it occurs to us to point out two 

further irregularities of a similar kind. (a)ln (l) to (4) inclusive 

we find a longer and shorter form of the adjective "invidious" 

alternating, amounting in the case of (3) to a triple formula of 

address. The accumulation of superfluous words produces a jingle, ("b) 

The alliteration "tu ti"bi tortor tu teeum tua (bulnera por)tas" in 

(5) is likewise noteworthy. Taken together all these aberrations 

from, the normal seem to belong to the technique of the amulet. Other 

wise it is difficult to account for such a number of them being 

found on such a small number of pieces belonging to the same category.

(4)Lastly the proper names are so distributed between the genders 

as to raise a sociological issue of some importance. It will be 

noticed that feminine names (Victoria, Istefania, Quiriaca, Satamalina, 

Pazcasa) predominate strikingly over masculine names (John) in the 

ratio 5/1. This onesidedness is modified to this extend, namely that 

in (5),(6),(?), and (9) the question is left open, no names there 

occurring, so that these may have originated from men, as (5) and (6) 

probably have. It might also be ppinted out that of the feminine 

names two (Satamalina, Pazcasa) are somewhat doubtful. Nevertheless 

of the first four texts, which constitute the nucleus of our 

collection, and are the most detailed and personal of all, not one 

contains a man 1 s name, however many or few women's names they 

contain: three at least of these are certain, and a fourth is very 

probable (Pazcasa), being perhaps the name of the redactor of the 

spell in question. We have a right therefore to ask whether, as
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suggested by the statistics, this particular type of religious praxis 

was of special interest to women rather than to men. In view of the 

prejudice,given expression first in the primitive period of the 

Church ' and "by no means extinct even to-day, against the colla~boration 

of all believers without exception and on an equal footing in the 

management of Church affairs, it is antecedently not improbable that 

those whom tradition excluded from official positions should seek the 

catharsis of their religious enthusiasm starved thereby in the realm 

of the unofficial. It is even possible that for the same reason they

should embrace this type of exorcism on a professional scale. From

?}the witch of Endor ' onwards female specialists in the art of magic

have been exceedingly common. The Montanist movement, moreover, boast 

ed the possession of prophetesses, the words of the two most famous

of them, Priscilla and Maximilla, being as widely circulated as those
3")

of Montanus himself,' and was the object of indignation at the hands

of Catholic fathers "because of the freedom it allowed its women 

members of speaking in the presence of congregations assembled for 

worship?' Now we know of the strength of Montanism in Africa, and 

have reason to see its influence in the later Donatist schism (pp.

155-156), in the early development of which, moreover, one of the
5~\ 

leading parts was played by a certain Lucilla.' Is it possible, in

these circumstances, that Victoria and her friends were Donatists? 

If so, are we to ascribe magical praxis chiefly to the Donatists? 

It must be confessed that these questions do not admit of a decisive 

answer, and that even the question of the interest of women as a

1)100/^4-35 2)1 Sam xxviii 7 3)Bonwetsch,TGM(klT 129)pp.15-20

4)Irenaeus adv.haer. iii 2/9,Bonwetsch p.3
5)Qptatus de schismate. Don. i 16; aesta apud Zenofiluon,vSoden,UED p.48
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class in magic cannot "be maintained with absolute confidence in view 

of the relatively small nember of texts concerned. But until evidence 

to the contrary is forthcoming, it is reasonable to draw attention 

to the striking want of balance as "between the names from the 

standpoint of their gender.

An interesting link binding this observation to the first (pp. 

269 sq.q.) is suggested in the form of the nane Istefania (3). The 

prothetic vowel is a characteristically Semitic phenomenon, where 

S is followed by T or other hard consonantJ) Were the authors of 

our first four texts for that reason Jews, that is, Jewish converts? 

Such an inference would be consistent with the conspicuously Jewish 

bias of the technical vocabulary (lion of Judah, Root of David, 

seal of Solomon, the Archangels, arm of God). The relationship of 

Scriptural phylacteries, prescribed by Jewish law?) to amulets of 

this type is after all by no means remote. On the other hand the 

prothetic vowel in itself might equally well be reckoned as an 

element in the transition from Vulgar Latin to the modern form
orN

of Latin seen in the Romance languages?'' a process which is 

unambiguously attested elsewhere in our material, as has been 

established already on p.246. Hence this hypothesis, namely that 

the amulets circulated mainly in Jewish as distinct from non-Jewish 

sections of the Early Church, does not admit of an absolute 

decision. But it succeeds uncommonly well in reducing to order 

the diffuse phenomenon of African Christian magical praxis.

1)Davidson,IHG p.23
2)Deut vi 6-9
3)LeBl,Manuel pp.196-197
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(e) Results

Dread of the Evil Sye continued to haunt the ancient world long 

after the political triumph of Christianity, and prevailed through 

out the period here under review. As a protection against it the 

traditional spells were still employed, Christian symbols, namely 

the Cross and Monogram, performing the prophylactic functions of the 

now discarded Bye and Phallus. In addition, the names of God, Christ, 

Solomon, and of the Archangels were likewise invoked.

In the redaction of amulets and defixions resort was had to 

literary deviced such as circumlocution, alliteration, reiteration, 

parallelism, and deliberate "but arbitrary distortion, presumably 

with a view to reinforcing their magical efficacy. Alongside casual 

unofficial imprecations directed against the Evil Eye in general it 

is possible to distinguish spells, of a highly technical quality 

produced by professional exorcists to the order of individual clients 

wishing protection of this kind against specific troubles. The custom 

generally was favoured chiefly by women. That it prevailed for the 

most part ill Zeugitana during Byzantine times corresponds to 

anticipations based on general statistics, and has apparently no 

special significance.

Collation fails to reveal any local peculiarity of importance 

in the material, which produces formulae of international currency. 

On the other hand the controlling influence is everywhere distinctly 

Jewish, the vocabulary being derived from the apocalyptic literature 

of the primitive Church.
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VI - Invocations : The Cult of the Virgin

Both among texts connected with the martyrs (pp.201-202) and in the 

last section (p.264) we have encountered appeals for help to higher 

powers. The fundamental literary structure of such appeals or 

invocations, namely a noun in the vocative combined with a verb in 

the imperative, when applied to our African material as a principle 

of isolation, releases sixty-two pure examples of this category, 

all of them Byzantine, distributed throughout the country in the 

following proportions:-

(a) Distribution

II III IV V 

c 2 55 4 1 = 62

The outstanding predominance of Zeugitana in this table suggests that 

this type of inscription v/as produced in official circles. In fact 

most of the texts are taken from lead seals belonging to the members 

of the Imperial Court and Government Headquarters at Carthage.

(b) Morphology

By definition the invocation is radically the syntactical combination 

of a noun in the vocative and a verb in the imperative. Quite a 

number of our texts correspond to this simplest of all types of 

structure. Generally however the name of the author is mentioned. 

Occasionally his official title is added. In a few cases this basic 

procedure is subject to variation. Owing however to the smallness
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of the surface at the author's disposal, namely the two sides of 

a lead seal, the invocation never "blossoms forth in any luxuriance 

to sppak of, "but is confined within the aforementioned narrow limits. 

We have here therefore a convenient basis on which to work, and will 

deal respectively with our material under three classes: (l)noun+ver~b, 

(2)same plus name, (3)same plus name and designation; together with 

a subsection devoted to miscellaneous texts.

(c) First type

We count among examples of this type not only those texts which never 

contained more than the two indispensable words, "but also thowe which 

once contained additional matter which has now become illegible, since 

in both cases what we have before us is the invocation in its simplest 

form, and therefore in the form which calls for discussion before the 

less simple specimens. In the mode of writing, there is a distinetion 

to be observed throughout between texts written in a straightforward 

manner, and those written in the form of a monogram constructed so 

as to represent the Cross.(cruciform monogram). The distinction does 

not justify the separate treatment of the texts thus differing from 

each other, but an asterisk (*) will distinguish, in the course of 

what follows, the cases in which this special arrangement of the letters 

occurs. Whether written normally or as a cruciform monogram, however, 

the texts in question are generally riddled with contractions and 

suspensions of every kind, according to the space available. No notice 

will be taken here of such calligraphic niceties except where cases 

of doubt arise.
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These, then, are the texts "belonging to this simple type:- 

cIII 83, 682*, 683* ,691*, 740*, 760*, 770*, 779*, 782*,799*, 803*, 813, 827*,

830*, 834*, 837*, 847*, 854*. 

cIV 208,209,210.

and the invocation which they all reproduce is one and the same:-

= Help thou, 0 Mother of God I 

Exact parallels to this expression are not wanting, either alone or in 

comM nation with other words: similar seals have "been found, "but only 

in the Eastern portion of Europe. ' Much commoner is the morphologically

similar invocation K°f ̂ 'OT | (help thou, 0 Lord.'), likewise
r>\

found in the East?' including the Balkans ' and the Danube region, ' as

well as Phrygia,' where one example at least is ascribed "by its 

editor as not later than the fourth eentury. ' The idea of the help of

God in general is common in the Christian epigraphy of the East, 

where the controlling influence is thought to "be liturgical?) "but may 

quite as readily "be only Biblical, the Psalms in particular expressing 

this conception again and again.' One item from Phrygia even invokes 

the help of an Archangel. '

We proceed therefore to a closer examination of the expression 

THEOTOKOS. Church History is familiar with this neat compouhd primarily

in connection with the Nestorian Controversy.  ' Into the details of
12) 

this case, which Sidney Cave does not hesitate to call "sordid'^ ° we

have no occasion to enter: it will be sufficient to state in this 

connection, that about 430 Nestorius of Antioeh, then Archbishop of

1)Byzantiten iv 189-191,454; v 628; vi 271-272; Ramsay CBP no.425
2)Byz.v 651 3)ib.614 4)Byz.vii 322,330 5)Ramsay nos.404,433,671 <atr 
6)Ramsay no. 397 7)Kaufmann, Hb 498 s.p-Iormel. 8)1^.142 9)ps 20fe,33teO 

L 10)Ramsay no.442 ll)Socrates HE vii 32-35 12)Cave DPC p.110
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Constantinople, protested against the term Theotokos, which was 

apparently popular, thinking it idolatrous and ridiculous, proposing 

in its stead Chrlstotokos, Mother of Christ, as m&re "becoming. 

Theotokos, however, was destined to remain, since it had been in use

for so long. It was not indeed Biblical, "but Socrates remarks that it

9} had "been used both by Origen and Eusebius. ' Alexander of Alexandria,

moreover, (died 328) writing against the Arians, had used it?) Gregory 

of Nazianzus had also used itf) together with some other of the 

fathers of the Early Church?) Therefore Cyril of Alexandria, in his
£. \

polemical correspondence with and about Nestorius, upheld it, and 

finally the Synod of Chaleedon (451) made use of it in the appropriate 

place, doubtless as a deliberate repudiation of Nestorius 1 views;'

Apart from its literary ^se, however, Theotokos enjoyed a wide 

spread popular currency. Prom both extremities of the Mediterranean 

we are able to illustrate its non-literary use: from a papyrus amulet 

in Egypt?) and from Spain, where, although the Greek term is wanting, 

yet inscriptions are to be found bearing Latin equivalents, namely 

genetrix domini ' and deipara virgor®) There are however two realms 

in which Theotokos is particularly conspicuous as the favourite 

epithet of the Virgin: popular poetry, and the liturgy of the Mass.

In the Byzantine hymns of the fifth and sixth centuries Theotokos 

occurs not once but many times, ' and when it does not occur, the 

idea is expressed in other words, such as "all-holy virgin, mother 

of Christ, /*y~t>if Xpitf-ro-u" ' "all-holy virgin, who bore, unwed, the

I)Cave 109-111 2)Socr.HE vii 32,ed.Bright p.316 3)Lietz.Symbole p.9 
4)Kidd ii 84 p.109 5)Sophocles,Lexikon p.578 6)Kidd ii 193-195 
7)Lietz. Symbole p. 35 8)Pap Ox 1151 9)HU Sp 240 10)Hu Sp 273
II)Maas,klT 52/53 i 2/8,7/17,iii 4 p. 30 12)Maas i 1/6
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Word, vf TfeKoJtfK TO* Xyov,, This type of phraseology> and with it 

the title of Theotokos, persisted far into Mediaeval times. In the 

thirteenth century, for example, we find Nikephorus Kallistus 

Xanthopoulus addressing hymn after hymn "to the supremely holy Mother 

of G6d"(*?$ r^fv £n*f*y+v a^oT^^V) 2 ^ and using such expressions 

in the course of these compositions as oi;(f *<ngf 

immaculate virgin, Mother of God?) >j" T£T0Ku?* 

she who "bore G-od the Word without seed.' However questionable, there 

fore, the title seemed to the practical Nestorius, it was not consider 

ed out of place in poetry.

Still less does it seem to have "been out of place in the Liturgy 

of the Eastern Church. Prom the time of John Ghrysostois down to the 

end of the eighth century there were three stages of the Mass as 

celebrated at Constantinople where the word Theotokos occurred. First 

in the opening prayer of adoration, G-od is asked to accept the worship 

of sinners and grant them His pardon, "through the intercessions of 

the holy Theotokos( tff&f fiz\*\e> Tvfe &n*s &&rT<&<4>^) and of all the 

saints who have deserved well of the,e from time immemorial'. * Then 

in the prayer following upon the consecration of the elements, the 

priest beseeches God to attend to the words of his worshippers, 

reminding Him at the same time of the supplications "of the all-holy, 

immaculate, supremely glorfcfcus and blessed one, our lady, the God-

bearing and perpetual virgin Mary ( rrfs .» &€^>7<4fc<ro ^ o(<ei

) and of saint John, the forerunner and baptist,. . and all

l)Maas i 4/8 2)Bya.v 362,370,373,376,380,3g3,i.e.I,IV,V,VI,VII, 
3)Byz.¥ 362,383 4)Bys.v 371 5)Baumstark m (klT35) p.4/10
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thy saints 1.' 1 ) Finally after the distribution the priest invokes the 

blessing of God "throught the prayers and supplications of our holy,
* &<cOT<£ K a ^ )

glorious Lady, the God-bearing- and perpetual Virgin Mary, and of all 
the 9 N 
 feM^ saints who have deserved well of Thee from time immemorial'.' '

Prom the Byzantine Liturgy the term passed into the Canon of the 

Roman Mass, where, following upon the Pater Noster, the priest prays 

thus: "deliver us we beseech Thee 0 Lord from all evils past present 

and future, by the intercessions of the blessed, glorious, and perpet 

ual Virgin Mary, Mother of God (beata et gloriosa semper virgine dei

genitrice Maria)together with Thy blessed apostles Peter and Paul,

3) 
and Andrew, and all the saints'.'

From the foregoing paragraphs it is clear that the term Theoiokos 

was an extraordinarily popular one, and that its currency extended 

far beyond the period here reviewed.But an examination of the passages 

containing it tells us something more, and of even greater value for 

our understanding of the invocation Theotoke Boethei: it is evident 

from them, that the invocation "help thou, 0 Mother of God" is meant 

to secure for the suppliant the intercession of the Virgin before 

the throne of grace. In the Primitive Church there was but one

mediator between man and God, namely Jesus Christ, although the
5)

intercessions of the Holy Spirit are also mentioned; ' but Byzantine

Christianity knows of a host of mediators and intercessors whose 

outstanding merits gain for them special favour in God's eyes, namely 

the saints, whose pleas He can scarcely bring Himself to refuse.

1-VBaumstark p. 12/2 2)Baumsts.rk p. 16/2 3)Lietz.klT19 p.17/16 
4)1 Timothy ii 5 5)Romans viii 26-27
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If a reason be sought for this development, one lies close at hand: 

as a result of the theological speculations whose endless ramifications 

constitute a great part of the History of the Eastern Church, God 

had "been removed into the region of abstract notions, far away from 

the needy human heart, so that in order to maintain communion with 

Him the worshipper, who, then as now, could not bring himself to 

adore logical categories concerning whose validity he could hardly 

dare to cogitate without involving himself in fearful heresies, was 

forced to seek third parties less remote from himself as intermediaries 

between himself and God. Even Christ was now useless for this purpose, 

the unintelligible disputes concerning His Nature operating in the 

same way as the foresaid controversies concerning God. And if God 

listened willingly to His saints, who had deserve^well of Him, much 

more would he feel obliged to relent to the entreaties of His own 

Mother. Hence the popularity of the term Theotokos. It enabled the 

worshipper to apply to God a wellnigh irresistible pressure. The best 

commentary on this situation which occurs to us at the moment is the 

Mediaeval plea put into the mouth of the Virgin and addressed to God:-

0 Herr Got und ewiger sun, 0 Lord God, eternal Son, 
erparm dich ueber den Sunder nun, _ have pity now upon the sinner, 
sich an die prust dy sau]gtn dieh, look on the breasts that gave 
vergib dem Sunder durch mi eh.1 thee suck,

forgive the sinner for my sakej

It is to be confessed that much of the material we have adduced in 

the interpretation of Theotoke Boethei is later than our texts, espec 

ially the last quotation. But this does not invalidate their evidence 

so completely, when owing to the cramped space available for our

l)Byzantion iv 353
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invocations, the necessity of laconic "brevity in their composition 

is "borne in mind. If we do not seek outwith them the material for
ir 

there interpretation we must go without altogether, since by themselves

they tell us nothing, simply repeating as they do the same formula 

again and again. We therefore see in these African invocations the 

rudiments at least of the attitute made explicit in the quotation 

on the foregoing page: the Christian therein applied to God the most 

cogent argument he knew. Since the simple term Theo tokos enabled him 

to do this with the minimum of trouble, it is no wonder that the 

scruples of an intellectualist like Nestorius were of no avail in 

stamping out the custom. And where we find the phrase set out in the 

form of a monogram desplaying the contours of the Gross, this is a 

device we have already learned to understand, from our study of magical 

texts in the last section: the author thereby reinforces his cry for 

help, already couched in irresistibly affecting language, with the 

weapon of magic. He excludes the malignant influence of demons and 

the evil eye, powers which threaten to intervene everywhere to the 

destruction of promising enterprises, so as to ensure for his prayer 

a pathway clear and free from hindrance from his own need to God 1 s 

grace. Both negatively and positively therefore the cruciform legend 

Theotoke Boethei restored to the Byzantine Christian, by way of 

magical and devotional praxis, that of which the intellectualistic

wranglings and ecclesiastieo-politieal feuds of the preceding 

centuries had bereft him: namely, access to the living God

through Jesus Christ.
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(d) Second Type

The following texts show the Theotoke Boethei (TB) formula combined

with the proper name;-

cIII 704 TBV^vv^vor I*

cIII 711,724,

cIII 759 TB*/

ell 4

CUT 855 TB*/ '/K'cXVvoO* cIII 750 TB*/ ^S^\o\j *

cIII 653 +Theotoce Voethi Johannh c111 778 ra*/ ^Klpfe* *

ell 99 cITI

CUT 797 TB*/

cIII 572 TB*/+

cIIT 784 TB*/

With the exception of cIII 653, the names are not syntactically
t 

combined with the invocation, indicating merely "by the genitive

the person to whom the seals belong. Only in two examples (ell 4, 

99) is the cross lacking, being otherwise represented in the ordinary 

way or by means of the invocation or name or both taking the form 

of a monogram constructed on the basis of a cross. Apart from the 

Latin transliteration (cIII 653) and of course the universality of 

the TB formula itself, these piecejrfs show nothing remarkable and 

need not detain us further.

(e) Third Type.

This subcategory consists of nineteen pieces, all of which bear the 

invocation TB, together with the name of the person concerned and
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his official designation. Hence these items are of considerable 

importance from a sociological point of view.

We begin by disposing of a doubtful case, namely the term 

(clll 735

No official is known of this name}' Perhaps therefore it is no title 

at all, but only the epithet "younger" to designate the son of a 

person of the same name already known. I /vWw*^ M^-e •)

Five instances occur of the title Patrician, a Byzantine office 

constituting the highest civil honour open to the citizen, and con- 

f erred only upon ex-consuls and ex-prefects, being held for life:-

clll 744

CUT 733

cm 758
clll 720 

CUT 700

It will be noticed that in the last three instances the consular
3) 

rank formerly held by the Patricians in question is explicitly

mentioned. Only in cIIT 7000 is there no cross involved.

Now followjfour holders of the title Cubicularius, chamberlain,

formerly an attendant of the Emperor at table, latterly a mere sinecure

4)conferred for the sake of honour:- '

clll 851

clll 821 +TB(theotoce voethi) Joannei/+cuvicu...pref...

clll 767 -i-Theo to.... ../cuviGu........

clll 709 TB*/ &&Q <pu}°yfc\.v) eubieulario

l)Byz.v 628 2)Byz.iv 115-116 3)ib.133 4)ib.98
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We count two Eparchs, i.e. provinciarum praesfcdes, civil 

governors of the provinces1 ' (clll 699, 713, TB-^ -X^'yjo } i -£

two seals of the same holder of this of i ice) and one consul, clll 

753: TBV^fetf^ 0 ^ ^fJT^ O TTofr <A^>/ ( see previous page. )

Finally we have one example each of a Vestitor, or keeper of 

the Royal wardrobe?) ( clll 824: TB/+ fl ^Tp ov). . . j3e6tT/) T"*5(p0i% , a 

Strator Basilikos or Royal Equerry^ (TB/yfe^ r" /̂'r<> £' $^T|X^^
% f\

&rp«T<%>*->) , a Royal Physician, (clll 703: TB*/(N/lKi^ /ctTjpO^ f3. . . )

and a bishop, (clll 769:TB'£^.<j»^,\yo\)Fls /episcopi T(a)ranti). clll 715:

is an unsolved mystery. 

We notice how in the case of most of the Patricians and 

Chamberlains (p. 285) the name and title stand in the dative, and 

therefore in syntactical connection with the invocation proper 

(help thou, 0 Mother of God, - patrician, chamberlain) , and how, 

in most other cases it stands in the genitive, therefore without

this type of connection, signifying merely the owner of the seal.
<2 

Probably it is a mere coincidence that underlies this marked

onesidedness in the distribution of case-suffixes. At all events we 

see no obvious explanation of it.

(f) Miscellaneous

Our miscellaneous texts of this category fall into two subdivisions. 

First we propose to consider the rest of the seals beginning with 

the invocation to the Theotokos (TB). However these differ from the 

foregoing examples or among themselves, they possess one common

l)Byzantion iv 88 2)ib.68 3)ib.l27
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characteristic: they add, namely, to the particulars already 

familiar the word Doulos (=slave):- 

cIII 793 +TB To

i,e, - of Thy servant John, one of the Eparchs(p.286)

cm 564 TB
i.e.,- Thy servant Niketas the drungarius( chief of

1>y/U.ai, of 1000 men, officer of 

2nd military rank, 4th rank of nobility) and 

arehon of Melete. 

clll 734 TB*/

I.e., - of Peter junior(?p.285) servant of God
 %.

clll 652

i.e., -of Thy servant Andrew the "bishop.

The use of Doulos in this connection and according to the above 

constructions is very common, not only upon seals such as the abovef/ 

"but also in the papyri?) It is the natural counterpart of Despoina, 

(=lady, mistress) the liturgical title of the Virgin Mary( pp. 279,280) 

The relation between God and worshipper had for many centuries been 

thought of under this figure, see for example the O.T.X verse:-4 )

Behold, as the eyes of servants look 
unto the hand of their masters, and 
as the eyes of a maiden unto the hand 
of her mistress: so our eyes wait 
upon the Lord our God, until that he 
have mercy upon us.

which shows plainly enough how

firmly this conception was grounded in the Biblical, and therefore 

Christian tradition. Its application to the Virgin as well as to

l)Bvz iv 79 2)Byz.v 616,vii 322;Ramsay OBP p.718 & no.442 
3)pap Ox 1151;Lietz.GP(klTi4lno.25, P .29 4)Psalni cxxiii 2 AV.
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God Himself must have had the effect, in practice, of reducing the 

distance between the two considerably. Combined with the use of the 

title Theotokos, and the syntactical interchangeability of this 

designation with ^u/?/o£ (p. 277), this employment of the word <£bwA°S 

to describe the worshipper, whether as related thereby to God or to 

the Mother of God, must certain^ have succeeded in bringing about 

the theoldgical revolution against which long ago Nestorius, the 

anathematized heretic, had issued stem warning: ' the Virgin had 

become a Goddess, not of course in the teaching of the theologians, 

"but in the devotional praxis of the worshipping community.

This impression holds good throughout, even in the case of non- 

typical examples. cIV 207 KQ% I€J] P°*l^l€ |] rV ^^oi)̂  (help, 0 Lord, 

Thy servant) and cIII 527 K^pl .. ..which should probably be read in 

the same manner, are syntactically identical with the TB seals, that 

is to say: God and Mother of God are syntactical equivalents. Moreover 

cIII 678... £°UX° U TI\$ 0^TO|SQO ,(servant of the Theotokos), 

reproduces a well-known formula expressing devotion to God and Christ, 

as will be seen in connection with the epitaphs (pp.394-395). Finally 

by setting in juxtaposition the two texts:-

cV 163 DOMING JUBA NOS = Help,' us, 0 Lord.1

cIII 47 + SCT MARIA Holy Mary, 
AJUBA NOS + = help us.1

in which God and the Virgin are invoked on equal terms, we gain a 

neat epitome of the already well-established result: the Byzantine 

Church invested the Virgin with virtual Goflhood.

l)Cave,DPC p.Ill
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(g) Results

The cult of the Virgin Mary had its seat at Carthage among official 

circles during the Byzantine period, "being encountered elsewhere only 

sporadically. It came from the East, and included the title Theotokos 

(Mother of God) which, in the West, is encountered only in Spain, in 

Latin translations. The controlling influence throughout was liturgic 

al. A few invocations are addressed directly to God, under the title 

of Kyrlos, Dominus. Otherwise the Theotokos is uniformly invoked. 

Frequently the invocation was written out as a cruciform monogram, 

with an obvious magical purpose. The purpose of invocations was to 

secure the Virgin 1 s intervention on behalf of the writers, who thought 

thereby to soften God's anger towards them "by appealing to Him in a 

manner calculated to overcome all resistance. For all practical 

purposes the Virgin was transformed into a Goddess.

VTI - Dedications ; Piety and Respectability

If our material includes appeals to the Deity for aid, it also 

records offerings made over to the Deity, thereby preserving evidence 

of the reciprocity of religi&us praxis. The texts in question number 

forty-two, distributed thus:-

(a) Distribution 

II III IV V

19 

23 

42

3 

3

6

4

4

14 

10

24

2 

6

8
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Topographically considered, this table furnishes two remarkable 

features: the small total credited to Zeugitana, and the outstanding 

Numidian total. The relatively small chronological increase in items 

posterior to the fourth century is also noteworthy. We therefore best 

formulate the general impression left by these statistics if we draw 

attention to the displacement of the material as a whole in favour 

of 4th-century Numidia, without however at this stage being in a 

position to account for this displacement.

(b) Morphology

In contrast to the invocations, which are directed to the Deity, the 

dedications record the good works of the pious, so that their 

interest is concentrated on the private individuals who are their 

authors. Hence the occurrence of proper names in the nominative togeth 

er with a verb indicating a religious achievement is the fundamental 

stigma diagnostic for this type of inscription. On the other hand 

both name and verb may be suppressed, "but the name of God in the 

dative given, in which case also we recognize a dedication. In 

addition the special kind of offering is frequently indicated, together 

with details explaining its purpose yet more clearly. Morphologically 

therefore this category is most flexible. Nevertheless it is possible 

to classify, if somewhat roughly, our African dedications along

these lines. Defending from general to particular according to our
o 

usual approach we pro^se to discuss in turn (l) the object, and (2)

the subject of the dedication, each subdivided in terms of the 

foregoing distinction. This means that having distinguished first 

between ordinary (undifferentiated) offerings from vows, then between
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different modes of carrying them out, we pass to consider the names 

and circumstances of the individuals concerned, and pass finally to 

an understanding of the ultimate purpose underlying the custom. The 

exposition closes with a miscellaneous section, containing material 

which is fundamentally non- typical.

(c) Object of Dedication

The most convenient subdivision here is that into direct and indirect.

(l)Direct Object 

Here again we further subdivide, namely into abstract and concrete.

# Abstract

We note to begin with two neutral dedications consisting merely of 

datives, namely cIII 6669 and cIV 37:-

cIII 666 DBO /DO = to God / the Lord i

which is doubtless a genuine Christian piece:, to be compared with the

l) P
Roman acrostic: Constantina Deo and the dedication: x Tulliorum

2) •* f. K A "V 3)

Deo sancto. Of pagan prototypes we may quote
4) 

and "omnibus diis et caesaribusl' Our other example,

JrtcIV 37 jo MJMINI £T^> = Jrt^ to tne Godhead 

is unique, and would certainly be judged pagan were it not for the

unmistakable chrism with which it is so emphatically flanked. The word

5) 
Numen has already been discussed; here it appears to be more nearly

abstract than Deus, whence we translate it Godhead, as abo^e, or

Deity. Otherwise these laconic texts teach us nothing. We pass therefore

to examples of richer content.

l)Di 1768 2)Di 1949 3)Richter,Lat.Sacralinschr. 26 

4)Richter 33 5)pp.137-138
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Quite a number of texts record the fact that the dedication 

was made "in the name of God, etc.',' the following variants of this 

common phrase being found:-

103 IN NOMINE DEI = in the name of God

cIV 23 IN N DEI OMN1POT in the name of Almighty God (and His) 
PI -pi SALVAT N03 Son Christ our Saviour

cIV 18 I N PATRI DOMINI _ in the name of (our) Father the Lord 
DEI QUI EST SERMONS God who is the V/ord(see p. 218)

cIV 4 IN NOMINE DNI D N in the name of the Lord our God
ATQUE SALBATORIS = and of the Saviour
IHU XRI Jesus Christ

cV 180 IN NOMINE DOMINI _ in the name of the Lord 
SALVATORIS ~ (our) Savioujp

There is nothing peculiarly African in this formula, which, occurring 

throughout Christendom, is in the last resort Biblical. It places the 

offering in question "before God (and His Christ) "by consecrating it
oN

in His Name, The phrase "Name"of God is peculiarly Jewish,' whence its

N.T. use.

More definite is the frjjuent formula "de donis Dei" (from the

gifts of God) of which we note the following variantsi- 

cll 119, cIV 155 DE DONIS DEI = from the gifts of God 

cV 148 DE DEI DATA = from the gifts of God 

cIII 598 DE DEI... = from (the gifts) of God.

This formula is common enough outwith Africa on Christian stones.
\y

3) 
The first is the standard expression, and with the other two we may

4) 
compare the de Dei dona of Sardinia,'and the de data dei of North

Italy?' "De Dei donum" occurs on a Jewish inscription in Gaul.6)

l)Di pp.475-476 2)Dalman WJ pp.182-183 3)Di 1935+A etc.,pp.377-8 

4)Di 1936 5)Di 1942
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In view of the comparative material just cited the most ready

interpretation of this phrase is one in terms of the usage whereby 

the first fruits of the earth's produce w«rs dedicated to God, 

according to the copious prescriptions of Jewish ceremonial lawj' 

This seems all the more in place, since PRIMITIB (prirnitiae), the
J '

Latin equivalent of oCrrxpy^ ̂  actually occurs in our material.

Hence we are led to infer from these texts that they record the

offering- to God, in ceremonial fashion, 'a token portion of the produce

^ 3) 
of nature, which is referred, in the Biblical tradition, to His gift*-'

On reflection, however, this conception must "be admitted to be 

extremely odd and hard to reconcile with what we already know of 

Christian praxis. It was fundamental for the Christian dispensation 

that in it all sacrifice was done awayf' Jesus Christ Himself being 

in particular the "first-fruit (^rn^V^') of them that sleep'.' ''Hence

we have a right to doubt this interpretation on principle.

Our doubts are further confirmed by other items found within 

the category in question, namely in texts which speak in this 

connection not only of God, but of Christ, viz,:-

cV 80 DE DEI ET CRISTI

cV 78 DE DI ET V \

cIT 168 DEI DEI £ 3 BE 01 } = (from the gifts) (sc. donis)
of God and Christ.

cIII 104 DD ET CRISTI

cIV 39..4©u> DEI ED CR. * 

Within a theory of ceremonial first-fruits such a combination is 

quite without point, constitutes indeed an insoluble problem.

1)Ex xxii 29, xxiii 16, xxxiv 26; Lev xxiii 9; Num xxviii 26,
2)bIV 64 3)Ps cxlv 15-16,Mt. xxiv 45 4)Hebr. x 18 5)1 Cor xv 20
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The difficulty is aggravated by a complete lack of exact parallels: 

nowhere save in Africa do we find the expression "de Dei et Chris til' 

Instead we find something more remarkable still:-

Di 1935 de donis dei et serm = ..God and the saints (Rome)

Di 1937 de donis del et ..God and the (Ravenna)
scsrum Johanni = saints John
et Pauli and Paul

Di 1938 de donis dei et _ ..God and (Perusia) 
domni Petri saint Peter

Di 1940 de donis di et _ ..God and (Dalmatia) 
sci Pauli ~ saint Paul

Di 1941 de donis di et ...God and saints (Bulgaria)
sci Gosma = Gosmas and
et Damiani Damianus

We have here, in o&her words, a combination even harder to reconcile 

with the hypothesis of first-fruits than "de donis Dei et Chris til' Only 

by a strained exegesis could Christ be so far identified with God as 

to be regarded as the Creator: the Logos-theology necessary to such 

an operation lies far outwith the sociological strata brought to light 

in these present investigations. By no exegesis at all could the saints 

be incorporated into such a picture, since nowhere in Christian 

literature are the functions ascribed to them which are necessary to

this role.

The hypothesis of first-fruits, however appropriate it may or may 

not be in the case of the formula "de donis" when applied to God alone, 

must consequently, in other cases, and perhaps universally, rest on a 

radical error underlying the interpretation of "de donis" hitherto 

assumed. The phrase has throughout been given a concrete reference, 

"dona" being taken to refer to specific objects, and "de" being
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treated as indicating physical abstraction from such a collective 

object. Without however passing beyond the literature of epigraphy, 

we find an abstract use of a similar preposition, namely "ex"(lit. out 

of), in pagan texts of the same category. There we find dedications 

undertaken

ex viso,' ex oraculo,' ex voto 3 ' 

phrases of which the only possible translation must undoubtedly run:-

,...as the result of - a vision

.... as the result of - an oracle

.... as the result of - a vow.

Now when,on the analogy of these firmly-established examples of the 

abstract use of a preposition fundamentally indicating motion away 

from a given situation, we translate

DE DONIS DEI, etc. by "as the result of things given
by God, etc."

we gain the sense: "as the result of what God has granted',' "as the 

result of a benefit received from God',' hence,"in return for boo<ns 

granted by God (and Christ,/and the saints....)" That is to say: the 

formula DE DONIS DEI etc. signifies the squaring of accounts as 

between the Deity and the worshipper. Formerly God had answered a 

prayer directed towards Him by the person concerned; now the person, 

mindful of his gratitude, presents an offering by way of token payment.

The resulting picture is in complete agreement with what we 

already know of the relations between the Christian individual on the 

one hand, and Godf' Christ 1?) and the saints6 / on the other. It likev/ise

l)Dessau 3168,3526 2)Richter 26 3)Dessau 3008,3042,4656,3418 etc.
4)p.277 hereof 5)pp.190-191 hereof 6)pp. 201-202 hereof~" '
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accords with what we know of pagan praxis. Among Latin texts of the 

same category we note a dedication erected to the Bona Dea "by one 

of her worshippers to whom she had restored the use of his eyes after 

physicians he had consulted had given him up as a hopeless case; ' 

while two ladies make similar offerings to Minerva, one for the cure 

of a "bodily infirmity not specified?' the other, "because the goddess 

had come to her rescue when her hair had "begun falling out?) We are 

able moreover to trace this element in religious praxis in a region 

and among a community of particular interest to us, "by the study, 

namely, of the Punic inscriptions found at Carthage, which date from 

the century immediately preceding the Christian era. Among these 

remains many a dedication survives to record the gratitude of the

worshipper to Baal Haman, on the quite general grounds, that "he gave
4) 

ear to his voice" or that "he gave ear to his voice, and blessed

him',' 5 ) or simply that "he "blessed him'.' 6 )

Hence we have a right to conclude, that in the case of all the 

texts we have hitherto examined, the dedication was made with reference 

to some "benefit received in the past, that is to say, retrospectively. 

They were not spontaneously or disinterestedly produced, from a mere

wish for religious pleasure. On the other hand there is nothing to
tKv 

suggest that we're envisaged in advance when the worshipper was himself

in need, the answer to his prayer "being thought of as an indispensable 

condition of their fulfilment. The texts which yet remain to be 

discussed do however possess this trait, and for that reason form a 

compact and distinctive subdivision, being known as "vote" or vows.

l)Riehter 51 2)Richter 171 3)Richter 172
4)Gauckler NPC ii p.301 no.1,p.553 no.8,p.555 no.10,p.579 no 2
5)i'b.p.328 6)ib.p.301 no. 2
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They are called by this name on account of the occurrence in them 

of the word "votum"(vow, from voveo = I vow). This fundamental 

diagnostic stigma is associated with a variety of different verbs.

In our African material the standard construction is VOTUM 

SOLVERE (to discharge a vow) of which we count ten examples, viz. 

bll 72,110; blV 57,108-111,151-152; ell 21. Next comes VOTUM COMPLERE 

(to fulfil a vow) which occurs six times: bll 80j blV 24,112,137; 

cIV 136; cV 164. VOTUM REDDERE (tcTgi'vfe'' back'^wliaT was vowed) occurs 

four times: blV 18; cIV 131; bV 12,68c. In blV 15 VOTUM occurs, but 

a lacuna has removed the verb. The expression on our single Greek
C. N •> **

stone, cIII 654, vrrep ^^Y^ft 9 Is manifestly modelled on the common 

Latin EX VOTO (p. 295), ^^%Y\ uniformly representing the Latin "votum" 

as we see from bilingual texts such as the dedication at Tarentum,' 

and from the juxtaposition of the Septuagint and Vulgate versions 

of the O.T?A
re]

Extra-African Christian votive offerings abound.' Votum solvere 

occurs also in Rome ' and Ravennaf' voturn complere in Gaul,'' and
ry \ p ̂ C, ^> ~> A /I

votum reddere at Rome ' and Aquileiar' uf^P ^>3(>?9 occurs in 

Phrygia, together with the variant ~]t^/ ^•/X^7 5'»

Texts of this type abound also in pagan epigraphy, vota in 

the Latin11 ) having its counterpart of the East in the Greek ei/"' 1

Here too the current verb is solvere, ' although the expression 

ex voto is. also used (p. 295). Reddere also occurs, / but complere 

is not found, and appears to be, confined to Christian remains.

l)Diehl,klT38-40 no.38 2)Jud xi 30, Ps cxv 18 xlix 14 Ixv 1 
3)Di pp.373-375 4)Di 1906A+B 5)Di 1907 6)Di 1919 7)Di 1909 
8)Di 1910 9)Ramsay 665 10)Ramsay 671 ll)Dessau,Lat.Epigr.p.32 
lQ)Ramsay p.78,nos.304 306 307 13)Richter 51 66 74 79 108 109 117 
155 157 159 160 162 163 165 1.69 172 180 etc. 14)Rienter 39
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Not only in classical epigraphy, however, did the Early Church 

find ready to hand prototypes of this category. Prom the "barbarians 

also, namely the Punic colonists, whose remains have already been

mentioned (p. 296) £id the African Church derive' a precedent. Prom the^
votive offerings of Carthage the following well-preserved specimens 

may be quoted as showing the characteristics of the Punic development 

of this type of inscription: -

]Tfr7
.TU

to lord Baal Haman the vow 
which. ..... son of Sophet vowed

Mm, because he blessed him

i i
,.?yib 

U9il/ ?:i r

T>3.">b

Baal... vow of Melq(art)-.. 
son °^ Sophet because he heard 
iliS voice and ^lessed hi 

to the great Tanit-Pene-Baal and 
to lord Baal-Haman a vow perfo-rmed

Gauckler 
ii p. 301 
no. 2

Gauckler 
ii p. 328

Gauckler 
ii p. 493

Nor may it be objected that the above examples have been modelled on 

Roman prototypes. Such an hypothesis is quite, superfluous, since the 

key-word in all three, namely ~Yl 3 , witnesses to a much more ancient 

ancestry: this is the same root as that which appeears in the Jewish

lawbooks in those passages containing legislation anent vows,-' and is
* /

everywhere (see p. 297 for examples) represented in the LXX by £v^-<v»,

and in the Vulgate Latin by "votuml1 In a very old story telling of 

the tragic results of a rash vow (Judges xi 30) we read that "Jephtha 

vowed a vow to the Lord and said... "(LXX K*< ^«T° *l&VOfc *i***

. . . ,Vulg votum vovit domino dicens. . . ) (cf . no. l.f )

l)Ler xxvii, Num xxx, Deut xxiii 21
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Moreover from the Psalms we cull the following emphatic examples: -

Septuagint Vulgate
7 S

cxv 18 Tj(5 e^)(JLs pov tffo&iv&uj = vota mea domino reddam

xlix 14 K<i' ilfodo^ TMJ ^tf/f<r-t^ - e t redde altissimo vota tua

Ixiv 1 £/ JTdtfF*) T<*1 " = tiM red£etur votum

anglice: I will pay my vows to the Lord,........
and pay thy vows to the Highest,....... \ respectively.
to Thee shall the vow "be payed.........

That is to say: long "before Christians had occasion to to use it, the 

vow was a regular element in the religious praxis of antiquity in 

pagan cults of all races, "both Indo-European (Roman, Greek) and Semitic 

(Jewish, Punic). The African Church derived the custom (l) as a "branch 

of the Church Catholic, from the Jews, "by way of the Scriptural 

tradition, (2) as a Mediterranean "branch of the Church, from the 

Hellenistic (Graeco-Roman) community which surrounded it on all sides, 

(3) as the Church in Africa, from the Phoenician settlers in Zeugitana. 

What we have "before us in these Christian texts is the resultant of 

the three traditions just mentioned welded together under the impress 

of the Christian mission. They are Christian only "because they are 

directed not to Apollo, Venus, Baal, Tanit, the Bona Dea, or Jahweh, 

but to Christ.

Our dedications, then, fall into two classes, distinct, yet not 

discontinuous in the ultimate sense: offerings in general, and votive 

offerings, the latter setting forth articulately the connections to 

"be assumed, for the most part, as implicit in the former. It is there-
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fore of interest to ask the question, whether any dimensional peculiarity 

can be found to correspond in any sense to this morphological 

distinction. We find the answer by isolating the votive offerings from 

the general mass, and by constructing for each division a table of 

the usual kind showing the relative distribution of each type, thus:-

Offerings-in-GeneralVotive Offerings'

II

3

1

4

III

-

1

1

IV

12

2

14

V

2

2

4

II III IV V

17

6

23

2

8

10 4

2

17

19

No significant topographical fact emerges from these figures. The 

chronological proportions, on the other hand, exhibit the most violent 

displacements. Roughly calculated, about three-fourths of the votive 

offerings belong to the fourth century, while almost nine tenths of 

the general offerings are posterior to the fourth century. Here and 

there, it must be admitted, difference of opinion is possible owing 

to the brevity of this or that text; only two items bear dates, the 

rest having been allocated on the basis of the standards set forth 

in the Prolegomena to Part I, pp.22-33, after the most careful and 

deliberate consideration of the relevant details. On the whole however 

we have confidence in the substantial correctness of the chronology 

of these texts, enough at least to enable us to claim the right to 

draw from the above figures the general conclusion: votive offerings 

as a class are earlier than those belonging to the less closely- 

defined type.
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The interpretation of this phenomenon presents no special difficulty. 

In discussing votive offerings we found (p.299) that this type of 

inscription, and with it the entire praxis which called it forth in 

the first place, was alreadyflong "before the time of Christianity

establiehed, the result of an already long development. Nothing 

therefore is more natural than to suppose that %k«4 the Early Church 

conformed to a precedent of such standing, and expressed itself in 

terms of such an appropriate formula, "before devising methods of its 

own towards the same end. Indeed it is possible that the phrase DE 

DONIS DSI etc. may have "been just such a device; if so, that explains 

why it is found only on Christian inscriptions, why, perhaps, it is 

at first sight so obscure. At all events we found it necessary when 

dealing with this formula to postulate a no doubt rudimentary and 

retrospective, yet flefinite votive reference associated with it. (pp*- 

295-296). On the basis of more recent discoveries we are now in a 

position to say: chronological facts confirm this view, since for 

a long time before this formula came into use, Christian dedications 

had already been votive, and without doubt during its currency 

continued to serve this purpose. The praxis, in short, remained the 

same, while the terras used to describe it were gradually changed. It 

is -possible, therefore, although by no means neccesary, that all our 

dedications, whatever their manifest character, were ultimately the 

result of vows undertaken in connection with an invocation.

(3 Concrete

We have hitherto considered the dedication in the abstract. We pass 

now to the treatment of it in the concrete, with the question namely^
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of what did the individual dedication consist?

The first and most general of all answers is derived from the 

archaeology rather than from the epigraphy of our material. The 

editors inform us that our texts as a whole come from basilicas. In 

general the epigraphical evidence is extremely vague: verbs like 

FACERE (to make)(cIIT 104, cY 78 80, blV 103, cIV 4 23) PERFICERE 

( complete) (cIV 155, cV 180) or DEDIGARE (dedicate) ("blV 15) tell us 

next to nothing. Likewise the information that an item issues from 

a workshop (EX OFFICINA LAURI ell 21, EX OFPIGINA PORTUNI ST VIGTORIS 

blV 137) means little from this point of view. Two pieces ("blV 64, 

cV 164) refer to the entire "basilica as an offering. But of all the 

terms used in this connection perhaps the most interesting is the 

verb TE3SELARE (to pave), whose presence (cIV 87, cV 73, 148) tells 

us that the dedicant was responsible for that part of the floor of 

the church in the immediate neighbourhood of the inscription. Just 

as, therefore, the Roman citizen might fulfil his vows by erecting

2) an altar ' or statue, or a Jew subscribe towards the paving of a

synagogue,' so the Christians of these early times, not only in 

Africa, but everywhere in the ancient world,-' regarded it as a work 

of piety towards God to contribute to the fabric of their places 

of worship, where it was not in their power to raise an entire 

basilica. From the nature of the case, however, it is not possible 

to do justice to this topic without passing beyond the technical 

scope of our present investigations, from epigraphy to archaeology.

l)Richter 60,74 2)Richter 63 3)Diehl,klT26-8(anhang)no.358 
4)Kaufmann, Handbuch pp.388-407; Diehl,ILGV ii/10,esp.nos. 1863-1897
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(2) Indirect Object

To whom were offerings dedicated? In general we know already, namely 

to God and Christ.(pp.291-293). Even when the fact is not made explicit 

in so many words, (e.g. PETRONIUS CUM 3UIS POSUIT DONUM DOMINO, = 

Petronius and his family set it up as a gift to the Lord, cIV 188) it 

is rightly to be assumed that the dedication is directed to God in 

Christ. Two notable exceptions, however, fall to be cited, one made 

to a bishop, the other to a group of saints:-

cV 180 IN NOMINE DOMINI 
SALVATORIS SANCTO 
VITALIANO EPISCOPO 
ULPIANA CUM SUIS 
CHRISTO JUBENTE 
PERFECIT

bll 80 JANUARIO ET COMITUM 
SANCTIS DEVOTUS.... 
L AN PU3INNUS CUM 
SUIS VOTUM CONPLEVIT

In the name of the Lord our 
Saviour Ulpiana and her family 
completed it in honour of the 
holy bishop Vitalian, 
at the bidding of Christ.

L. An. Pusinnus and his family, 
devoted to the saints 
Januarlus and his followers 
fulfilled their vow.

Other dedications made to the saints have already been discussed among 

transitional types under the category of martyrs' memorials (pp.199- 

202)(see also the important dedication on p.194). It may be wefcl for 

the sake of gaining perspective to recall these items already cited. 

(l)p.!94 very elaborate mosaic dedicated in fulfilment of a vow to 

martyrs of the Persecution of Diocletian. (2)p.l99 three votive 

offerings to the martyrs, two mentioning the definite promise involved 

(quod promisit fecit, quod promisit complevit), the third containing 

the verb Reddere.(3)p.200 two votive dedications, one containing the 

word reddere, the other the word solvere, also "promissaV (4)p.201
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two votive offerings (reddere, oomplere). The two pieces on p.202 

scarcely come under this particular subdivision, one "being a vague 

and ill-defined dedication, the other "being an epitaph.

Thus we possess quite a number of dedications resulting directly 

from promis-es made to the saints. Nor is this phenomenon confined to 

the African Church, since in addition to the material already adduced 

in illustration of the De Dei Donis formula (p.294) we know of many 

votive texts elsewhere in the West recording offerings made to saints 

and even to clergy?) Pagan prototypes, in the strict sense, are 

wanting, but we recall an item already cited on p.291:-

omnibus diis et caesaribus = to all gods and kings

which is analogous to our material to this extent namely, that in it 

mortals share divine honours. In this connection it will be remembered 

that Divinity, in some sense or other, was freely ascribed to the 

Emperors, even well on in the fourth century (p.133). On the other 

hand the virtual apotheosis of the saints has been repeatedly noted in 

more than one context (see convenient synopsis, p.206).

The Christian dedications of No*th Africa, then, while a few of 

them may have been spontaneous, constituted on the whole the fulfilment 

of vows antecedently undertaken. At first the traditional pagan type 

of formula was adopted, to give place later to the phrase "de donis del" 

and "de donis del et Christ!',' which expression was peculiar to Africa, 

its counterpart elsewhere in the West being "de donis sanctorum..." 

On the other hand the African Church made offerings to the saints

l)Di 1921,1923,1928 2)Di 1924,1929 3)Richter 33
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quite freely. The usual form of offering was a contribution to the 

fabric of the local "basilica. Neither in the praxus as a whole nor in 

any of the details mentioned, except the "de donis" formula, can any 

thing "be detected which is either peculiarly Christian or peculiarly 

African, apart of course from specific names here and there. With 

these results the topic is exhausted from the objective viewpoint.

(d)Subjeet of Dedication

The dedication, votive or otherwise, is a distinctively personal 

document (p.290). Proper names are therefore forthcoming in texts of 

this category more copipusly than in any of the epigraphical types 

hitherto considered. The following single names occur without 

further remark:-

AUDEODATUS cIII 104 

CARDELA bll 110 

CRSCIUS blV 103 

DEMETRIUS cV 80 

DOMITIUS(A?) cV 80 

DONATIAMJS (?) cIV 23 

PLORU3 bV 12 

PORTUNIUS blV 137 

GEMILIANU3 cIV 23 

LAURU3 ell 21 

MATRONA bV 12

MAXIMINUS blV 57, (?)cIV 155

NAVIGIUS cIV 18

PBTRONIUS blV 24, cIY 188

POTENTIUS cIII 598

PUBLIUS blV 24

3ABINA bV 68c

3ATURNU3 cIV 155

TUNNIMJS blV 24

VICTOR blV 137

VITALIS bIT 110

VLPIANA cV 180
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Of these, Adeodatus, Victor, and Vitalis appear to be specifically

Christian. ' Donatus, an extraordinarily popular name in Africa, "borne

2)
there by over seventy "bishops, not to speak of laymen and pagans,

and Matrona, a common Roman name, both occur in African Jewish

3)material. ' With the exception of Tunninus, which appears to "by a thinly

disguised Latinism for Tunnin, a name not known outside Africa, and 

is probably therefore native, the rest are common G-raeco-Roman names.

Double names are quite common. Among them we count four "viri 

clarissimi 1,' that is, men of senatorial rank ':-

PL FELIX v c ex prime (?) blV 108
FL PAULUS v e ex trib blV 109
PL RUSTICIANUS v c *P*¥HH«« blV 152
FL URANIUS v c tribumus blV 151

one "mag(ister)V UMBRIUS FELIX, on a stone dated 408, namely cV 78,

and two "viri honesti" or men who although belonging to none of the
5)

recognized orders were yet private citizens of considerable standing:-

FL VEGLUS v h blV 110 
PONPONIUS RUSTIGU3 v h bIF 111

Lastly we have one TITIUS ADEODATUS, blV 112, described as "sacerdot- 

alis',' who therefore must have been a priest, and, presumably, on 

account of the name Adeodatus, a Christian; and one FELISX SANCCARIUS, 

bll 72, without further designation. 

Our triple names,

FABIUS SULPICIUS CRISOGONUS cV 148
FL INNOCENTIUS NUM cV 73
L AN PUSIKNUS bll 80

call for no special remark.

Two presbyters are mentioned in our material, namely ALEXANDER

l)Kraus RE ii 481-482 2)Me.snage,L f Afrique chretienne,index
3)Monceaux,RA 1904 i 360 4)Marucchi,Cnr.Epigr.p.18

5)Hirschfeld,SBBA 1901 i 608
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(cIIT 654) and PLORIDUS (cIV 131). In this connection the "sacerdot- 

alis" recently mentioned (blV 112), although as before remarked (p. 

306) he was a Christian, and bore a characteristically Christian 

name, does not come into consideration. The priesthood to which he 

belonged was certainly not the Christian priesthood, but the pagan. 

He was probably a flamen perpetuus, exercising no longer any religious, 

but only civic functions. (See under the State tituli,pp.125-126,139).

So far nothing peculiarly Christian or African has been observed. 

Both in extra-African (Christian) and in pagan circles laymen in 

official positions and clergy have been known to share this type of 

praxisj' Nor are collective dedications (bll 110,bIV 137, cIV 23 155, 

cV 148) or offerings made by the heads of households on behalf of their 

fanilies, by means of the formula "cum suis" etc.(bll 72,80;bIV 57; 

cIV 188; bV 12; cV 180) at all unique?' Throughout, therefore, it 

appears that what emerges from the texts in these features is the 

common property of antiquity as a whole.

The ratio of triple names to single names is roughly equal to 

that of any representative collection, e.g. our dated material(p.24).

The difference in favour of the latter is less than one per cent.
3)

This index of social standing is therefore not at all decisive.

On the other hand the distribution of state titles and titles of 

courtesy in the dedications surpasses the corresponding ratio in our 

dated epitaphs by a decisive figure (10/1) which is notew%thy even 

considering the Mauretanian provenance of the latter, consequently

its relative poverty official personnel. While therefore it might not

________   

l)Di 1919 1930 1937,1866 1871 1873 1887 1907 1928; Richter 55 74 91
117 161,60 210 252 254 2)Di 1867 1876 1909 1921 1942,Richter 102 
103 163 253;Di 1865 1868 1880-1884,Richter 66 67 227 
3)Sandys,Lat.Epigr.p.219
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136 possible at this stage to reach satisfactory conclusions on the 

social stratification of this particular type of material, we gain 

from the data the undoubted impression: here speak men who enjoy 

honour and prosperity and have advanced in life.

Hence we are encouraged to ask, is there an inner connection 

"between the two, namely the position they occupy in the world,chiefly 

perhaps as a result of their own endeavours, and the dedications which 

perpetuate their names? It is notable that the dedications made by 

the State officials and the clergy are all without exception votive. 

A pagan votive offering supplies us perhaps with the key to the 

interpretation of this situation:-

Herculi sacrum..servos vovit, liber solvit (Diehl,klT38/40,no.70)

i.e.,

Sacred to Hercules..(the dedicant) undertook the vow when a slave, 

and discharged it on gaining his freedom.

That is to say: this wordhipper of Hercules was originally a slave, 

but wishing for freedom invoked the intervention of the god, promising 

to do the god a service in return for his boon, and does so on finding 

himself in his improved condition. This being so, there is nothing 

to prevent citizens of the Christian Empire, eager for promotion either 

in Church or State, resorting to the same technique, the praxis 

necessary thereto lying already conveniently to hand (pp.299-301). 

It is much to be desired that this interpretation should receive more 

corroboration than we are at present in a position to supply, since 

if it were firmly established it would provide us with a much more
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significant insight into the piety of the Early Church than could 

any merely statistical result. The elaborate votum bll 112 (p.194) 

might well "be interpreted in this sense, the dedicant carrying the 

epithet "illfcstris 1,1 a courtesy title applied from the middle of the 

fourth century onwards to men of high rank?-' Otherwise the context 

of the vow remains hidden from our view.

In strong contrast to the retrospective orientation of such 

texts as these stands the attitude plainly underlying the following 

dedications:-

cIV 18 I N PATRI DOMINI
DEI QUI EST SERMONI 
DONATUS ET NAVIGIUS 
FBCERUNT OEDIEN3E3 
PEGKATORES

In the name of our father the Lord 
God who is the Word 
Donatus and Navigius 
sinners of Cediae 
made it

cV 73 PL INNOCENTIUS MM 
PRO SALUTE SUA 
SUORUMQUB OMNIUM 
TES3ELAVIT

cIV 87 ..(a)..SUBDI..CUM S.. 
MISSU..PLEVIT..0 TE3EL

(b)..ANIUS CONSBRVA ET 
INFANTES EORUM OB 
DE3IBERIUM ANIMI SUI 
TB33BLAVERUWT

Flavius Innocentius Num(a?) 
_ made this part of the pavement 
~ for his own salvation

and that of his family

(a)..subdeacon?..promise?..fulfil?.
• •• • TJ 1 -L c« • •

(li).. ???keep..., and their children. 
They made this mosaic on account 
of their spirits' need

(c)..DEVOTIONE PARENTUM (c)...the devotion of parents.
TB3ELAVIT BONO SUO He made this mosaic for his own
ET SU6RUM benefit and for that of his family.

When the men of Cediae (cIV 18) call themselves sinners, according

2) 
to a usage frequent in the early Church/ that is a plain indication

that their offering is designed to secure forgiveness; it is an act 

of merit whereby they hope to lay claim to divine mercy. It is natural

1)Hirschfeld SBBA 1901 i 594-598
2)Di 2327,2349,2355; Cabrol iv/l:718,720-721
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to understand the "desiderium animi" of cIV 87(1)) , the "bonum" of 

cIV 87(c), and the "salus" of cV 73 in this sense. All three therefore 

look towards the future and constitute a preparation to face it. It 

will be observed moreover that with the possible exception of cIV(a), 

mhich so far as it goes has the appearance of a votive offering, 

all the texts of this group are ordinary (i.e. non-votive) dedications* 

Hence we are tempted to generalize: votive dedications render thanks 

for past benefits, ordinary offerings seek to fortify the soul in 

face of future possibilities. Such a conclusion agrees well With 

the historical relationship between the two types of offering, since 

the priority in time of the v/otive over the non-votive offering can 

be understood from the religious point of view..Whereas we can adduce 

many pagan prototypes in the case of the votive offering, in addition 

to those already cited on p. 296,-' which give thanks for bodily 

benefits, we can think of no example outside Christendom illustrating 

the presentation of offerings as a meritorious work undertaken to 

earn the forgiveness of sins. That is to say: as the pagan element 

in the praxis diminished, the Church drew more and more upon its 

internal resources as a community witnessing to God's forgiveness of 

the sinner in Jesus Christ.

This transition may be studied most palpably in the text cV 78:-

BE DI ST XPI As the result of what
UMBRIUS FELIX God and Christ have given.
MAG FECIT VOTUM Umbrius Felix,magistrate, 
REDDIDIT DO = made it.He made good a
PRECATUR PRO SUIS vow to God.He begs on 
PECCATIS SALVIFICETUR behalf of his sins that

(A.D.408) A p CCCLX ET < III he. may be saved, (date).

l)Richter 37,79,84,109,119,127,206,151,147,182,229.
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Here almost every type of dedicational feature is united. The piece 

is fundamentally a votive offering (votum reddidit) , yet "begins with 

the formula "de Di et Xbi 1,1 which we have already had cause to regard 

as its Christian alternative (p.301); the dedicant is a man of some
xi

standing socially (double name, "magister"); and he seeks the forgive 

ness of his sins (precatur....salvificetur) like other Christian 

dedicants.' Finally the date of the offering lies precisely where 

in $erms of the results hitherto reached it might have "been predicted 

to occur. (408). The dedication of Umbrius Felix looks therefore in 

"both directions: as the fulfilment of a vow, doubtless in connection 

with the dedicant 1 s election to office, contains the past; and as 

a meritorious work, it claims God's indulgence, which is naturally 

an experience lying wholly in the future. Hence it "brings together 

moments of the pfcaxis elsewhere found only in isolation, e.g. in the 

dedications cV 10 and cIV 150 already cited in connection with the 

cult of the saints (pp.200-201) of which we consequently gain a more 

profound understanding than formerly. Having obtained from the martyrs 

some (unspecified) benefit, Colonicus makes good to them the vow 

undertaken previously in that connection, "with a joyful heart" 

(laetus): that means, the VOTUM conforms to the familiar pagan 

prototype, and settles a "covenant1.' Floridus the presbyter, on the 

other hand, makes good his vow in order to obtain mercy, of which, 

as he himself explains, he"stood in need"(misericordia indigens): 

that means, the VOTUM is a pious act having merit of its own and 

therewith power to secure the favour of God at a time when it will

be too late to undertake any fresh activity, the sinner being required
o-f

instead to render a final account £&* what he has done in the past.

TJDi 2348
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This ambiguity encountered in the word VOTUM as it occurs in 

Christian dediaations has a counterpart in pagan sacral epigraphy, 

where the phrase "pro salute" raises similar problems. Altar after 

altar is erected to this or that god or goddess "for the well-being" 

(pro salute) of the reigning Emperor or his officials}' Such texts 

function much as do the pieces cited on p.309, although in this 

case "salus" has no eschatological reference as in Christian literature,

but denotes only and always health of body and general material well-

o\ 
being^' In contrast thereto stand the numerous public and private

votive offerings referring to benefits already received, likewise 

exclusively physical (pp.296,310). These correspond, mutatis mutandis,

to the Christian votive dedications. Texts not infrequently occur,
3) 

however, on which both stigmata (pro salute, votum) coincide. Strictly

these are votive dedications, and ought to refer to the past; but "pro 11

means on behalf of, and does not refer to an occasion, for which an
4)

altogether different word is regularly used, namely "obi1 The contra 

diction resulting from this situation can only be disposed of by 

treating such items not as votive offerings but as announcements to 

the effect that the worshipper has fulfilled a vow undertaken some 

time previously to pray for the welfare of the person mentioned. We 

have no occasion to pursue this problem for its own sake, but merely 

draw attention to its existence as illustrating the process suggested 

in the case of VOTUM in Christian epigraphy. Materially the problems 

differ, but formally they are identical. We feel on firmer ground for 

having adduced analogous phenomena.

1)Richter 83,86,114,119 125,188,204
2) Lewis-Short 1621-162?
3)Richter 35,79,84,119,J127,206
4)Richter 109,118,147,182,229
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In the light of the results just reached we may profitably 

reconsider the provisional conclusions summarized on p.301 regarding 

the relation "between votive and non-votive dedications. There the 

view was expressed that all dedications without exception might be 

fundamentally votive in intention even if not manifestly so. Now we 

are in a position to modify this tentative generalization "by adding: 

"but in fact non-votive dedications can be referred to quite another 

interest, namely the accumulation of merit to the credit of the 

dedicant. The Christian dedication, in other words, having been 

originally modelled on a pagan prototype (votum) developed in the 

course of the early part of the fifth century a specifically Christian 

orientation based on eschatological expectations. In the process its 

votive character gradually receded into the background in favour of 

its value as an achievement of piety claiming divine recognition. 

In this way we gain a consistent picture of the evolution of this 

particular element in early Christian praxis. At the same time, "by 

discovering the ultimate subjective source of the phenomenon and 

therewith the solution to the objective problem, we have pursued the 

exposition to its natural limits, to wit, a unified viewpoint. It 

remains only to deal with the few items of our collection exhibiting 

non-typical features which it was impossible to organize within the 

structure of the general scheme.

(e) Miscellaneous

In pursuance of a method which is of service even for the understanding

of such heterogeneous material as is brought together under this

all-embracing heading, we propose dealing in turn with four more
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or less distinct groups: (1)^5texts illustrating the scope of the 

dedication,(2)3 texts illustrating the divine sanction of the 

dedication, (3)3 texts connected with the Catholic-Donatist struggle, 

and (4)4 texts of irreducible individuality and without mutual 

connection.

(l)The following four texts are of interest as showing the extent 

to which a given work was undertaken by different dedicants:-

As the result of what God has given 

(name s)

cV 148 > DE DEI DATA. . 
IN IS PREDIS PABI 
SULPICI CRISOGONI 
ET PABI CRISOGONI 
FILL .TECLATAM A 
FUNDAMENTIS QUEPIT 
ET DEDICATIONS 
PERDUXIT

cIV 155 DE DONIS DEI KUIC 
PUNDU3 AB (IN)GOLIS 
CONSTRUCTOR! SATUR. . 
DE...PERPECIT CUM 
MAXIMINI MAXIMINI 
BIBO PELICITER

cV 164 EGO PREPECTUS JUG-MENA 
INCOAI ECLESIA ET 
DEUS COMPLEVIT IN 
NOMIN ISPIRITI SANTI 
IN AWL PROVICIE 
CCCCXXXV(A.D.474) 
NO 3 ZABENSES 
CONPLEVIMUS

(he) "began( quepit=coepit?) the 
mosaic from the foundations and 
carried through the dedication.

As the result of what God has given 
Saturninus(?)... completed. .built 
"by the inhabitants from the found- 
ations(?funditus) with.(names) 
I live happily.

I a prefect..?..
"began the church and
God finished it
in the name of the Holy Spirit
in the 435th year of the province.
We the citizens of Zabi *
completed it.

blV 15 ..IN N DOMINI N GRIST. 
VOTUM QUOD PROMISIT V. 
FRATRIBUS SUIS DULC... 
CONJUGE SUA CA3TA .... 
A SOLO DEDICAVERU..... 
IN CRISTO VIVAS UT IN 
ME....................

..in the name of our Lord Christ., 
vow which he promised.........
(with)his dear "brothers (and?) 
his chaste wife (or, wife Casta?). 
They dedicated it from the found- 
ations(lit.from the ground).....
May you live in Christ so that 
you may.....better....

*CRAIBL 1925 p. 264,Albertini on RPS 1926/60
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DlV 64

QUE PRIMITIB NOSTRE 
VIRTUTI3 EX LECTIONS 
ET ASPE6TU PROBANTUR 
NAM NOVUM EDIFICIUM 
QUOD CEHNI3 N03TRO 
LAHORE HOC INCEPTUM 
ADQUE P3RFBCTUNT E3T

(ornaments)

What the first-fruits of our piety 
are, you see for yourself if you 
read this and look around you; 
for this new "building which you see 
was begun and completed through 
our labour.

Of these pieces the last is undoubtedly the most interesting, as it 

is the only text mentioning; first-fruits. From this expression we 

gather that the dedicants were recent converts to the faith, and that 

this generous mode of witnessing to their new-found convictions was 

regarded as an offering to God* Po^r the rest we note the significant 

confession of contentment in cIV 155,bibo feliciter, which recalls 

already familiar acclamations (p.230), as well as the acclamation in 

blV 15, "in Christo...etc." whioh likewise reproduces a known type 

(p.229).

(2)Three pieces mention the divine sanction of their existence:-

blV 24 PUBLIUS PETRONIUS
TUNNINUS VOTUM QtfOD 
DEO ET CHRISTO EJUS 
IPSI PROMT3SRUNT 
ET COMPLEVERUNT 
FAVENTE DEO 
GADINIANA FLORE

cV 180 IN NOMINE DOMINI 
3ALVATORI3 3ANCTO 
VTTALIANO EPI3COPO 
ULPIANA CUM 3UI3 
CHRISTO JUBENTE 
PERFSCIT

bV 12 CUM CLERO TUO FLOREA3
TJT HOC FIBRBT D.SUS JUSSIT = 
FLORUS jfaT MATRONA CUM 
OMNB3 FILI03 3IJOS 
VOTUM REDDIDERUNT

Publius, Petronius, and Tunninus 
fulfilled the vow promised "by 
them to God and His Christ, 
with the favour of God..... 
(Gadiniana flore: GIL editors 
despair of interpretation)

In the name of the Lord 
our Saviour, to the holy 
bishop Vitali an. 
Ulpiana and her household 
completed it at the command 
of Christ.

May you flourish with your cler 
gy that this may come about. 
God commanded it. Florus and 
Matrona with all their sons 
made good their vow.
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Here the formulae of sanction PAVENTB DEO, CHRISTO JUBENTB, and DEUS 

JUSSIT plainly correspond to pagan prototypes like "visu jussus'j 

commanded by a vision. ' It is perhaps of special significance that 

in cV 180 Ulpiana should stress the fact, that Christ "bade her make 

this offering to a "bishop: did doubts lurk in her mind as to the 

apprpriateness of such a dedication? A similar interest attaches to 

bV 12, which records the wish of the dedicant that the bishop and his 

attendant clergy should flourish, in order that his boon might be 

granted. In any case, he adds, the dedication is a result of God's 

express command. He wishes for the priest's intercession on his 

behalf, and applies subtle coercion: pray for me, or fall short of 

your calling as an obedient minister of God'

(3) Three pieces show contact with the Gatholic-Donatist 

struggle:-

blV 137 VOTUM COMPLETUM Our vow having been completed
DEC GRATIA3 AGAMUS = let us give thanks to God.
EX OPFICINA PORTUNI Prom the workshop of Portunius
ET VICTOHIS PILI and his son Victor.

blV 57 MAXIMINUS GUM SUI3 Maximinus and his family
VOTQM 30LVERUNT = have discharges their vow.
LAUDE DM Praise the Lord.

cIV 136 . .MINA ARwIIGERORUM .....?... of the "arxnigeri"
BOTUM GONPLEBIT = fulfilled his vow.
DOGS(=deo gratias) Thanks be to God

The Donatist origin of blV 57 and the Catholic origin of the other 

two pieces is at once apparent from their acclamations (pp.223-224). 

One is tempted to formulate questions of importance in connection 

with this interesting group of votive dedications. Does their 

existence, for example, furnish us with the key to the problem of

l)De 3803
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the peculiar topographical distribution of dedications in general 

(p.290) and of votive dedications in particular (p.300)? Is it possible, 

in short, that the two parties opposed each other not only with 

ecclesiastico-political, but also with liturgical weapons, each 

appealling against each other not only to the State, but also to God 

through works of piety? If so, is this sufficient to account for the 

territorial displacement of the material? Are we to infer further, 

from the respective ratios,(pp.226,316) that votive dedications were 

more frequently employed for this purpose among the Catholics, and 

mere acclamations among the Domatists? It must be confessed that while 

pointing in these directions the evidence is far from decisive. Since 

we can distinguish Catholic from Donatist material only on the basis 

of outstanding stigmata (acclamations) which cannot be expected to
4. I

acconroany every monument, we have no means of drawing up reliable"*" v^

statistics, and are not in a position in any given case to refer an 

item wanting such stigmata to its authentic source. We must content 

ourselves therefore with having merely drawn attention to these 

interesting possibilities, without having established their necessity. 

Of the details of these three pieces, nothing calls for remark, except 

AIMGSRORUMjClV 136. Who were the"armigeri?" On another African stone, 

part of which has already been reproduced (p. 179), we hear of one 

Plavius Nuvel, one of those in command of the arm-bearing knights, 

FLAVTUS NUVEL EX PRAEPOSITIS EQUITUM AHMICERORUM (BV 67). The word 

"armiger" started as an adjective, being applied most variously both 

in prose and verse, later as a substantive denoting fighting-troops 

in general, those for example of Alexander, Darius, Solomon, and 

Theodericfc(ThLL ii 613-614). In our present text the name probably
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refers to some cavalry regiment for whose designation it was 

specialized.

(4)Pinally four highly individual pieces claim our attention.

ell 21 1C OPIGINA LAURI Here is the workshop of Laurus.
PLURA FACIAS ET May you do more and build "better.
MSLIORA EDIPICAS If God Toe for us who can be
SI DEUS PRO NOBIS = against us?
QUI3 CONTRA NOS He whose name God knows
CUJUS NOMEN DEUS SGIT discharged his vow with
BOTUM 30LVIT CUM SUIS his household.
OEON PISON TIGRIS DEON PISON TIGRIS EUPRATES
EUPRATBS

Together with the familiar N.T. citation in lines 4 and 5 (see p.213) 

this piece combines a reminiscence from Gen ii 10-15, Geon Pison 

Tigris Eufrates representing the four rivers of Paradise there mention 

ed, namely Pison, Gihon, Hiddekel, Euphrates. The presence of these 

names can dmly have an eschatological meaning: they typify Heaven, 

and so inform us that this piece, though fundamentally a votive 

offering, belongs to the transitional class, its function "being to 

win God's favour. The phrase "cujus nomen Deus scit" emphasises the 

God-ward direction of the offering; so long as God knows the dedicant's 

name, it does not matter whether mortals are told it or not, since in 

anjy case it does not concern them. In this feature we may perhaps 

recognize the same device as that already known as "belonging to 

magical praxis (p. 267), namely an attempt, "by means of concealing 

something from mortal eyes, to "bring it emphatically to the notice 

of those that are immortal. On the other hand we note the excellent 

slogan (lines 2-3) designed to catch the eye of the employee as he 

enters the door of the works (ie oficina Lauri) every day. This text 

combines almost every aspect of life, dealing as it does alike with 

this world and the next: it contains Biblical citations, acclamations,
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and magical formulae, and at one and the same time addresses aod 

and man, records a pious achievement and gives information.

ell 119+INTUS AQUE BULGES + Within are sweet waters and
BIBOQUE SEDILIA seats of living rock..?..of the 
SAXA NIMPARUM QUE = nymphs...founded by the labour.. 
FLORENTI FUNDATA as a result of what God has given. 
LABORE 3 DE DONIS 
DEI

Written on a fountain, these barbarous lines, of which a genuine 

translation is impossible, are apparently inspired by the verses 

of Virgil(Aen.i 167-168):-

intus aquae dulces vivoque sedilia saxo,

nympharum domus.........................

i.e. ,

Within are sweet waters and seats of living rock,

The dwelling-place of the nymphs.................

Prom the distorted character of the citation it is obvious that the 

lines were inscribed not from a copy of the poem on papyrus or vellum, 

but from memory. Virgil was the one poet of the pagan Empire who was 

extremely popular among literary circles in the Early Church,-' and 

the above inscription witnesses decisively to this popularity by 

showing that it extended beyond literary circles, and was prevalent 

also among those who could not or did not have direct access to the 

poet f s writings on their own account, but eei»e& picked up scraps of 

his verses by ear. Apart from this quotation the piece corresponds to 

expectations. Probably we should regard the fountain as the work of 

one of the name of Florens. That it is Christian the Cross and votive 

formula at the end leave no doubt. While therefore the appropriateness

l)LeBlant,Epigr.chret.pp.73-75
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of the quotation to the vehicle on which it appears is obvious 

enough, the question arises, what if any is the significance of 

"both from the Christian viewpoint? We may of course regard the 

text as the work of an artisan qua artisan, who nevertheless takes 

this opportunity of offering his work to God. On the other hand it 

would be quite in order to see in the quotation a subtle reference 

to the after-life, in which case our exegesis of the piece would 

fall together with our interpretation of the last example, namely 

in terms of eschatological expectations, in terras therefore also of 

the theory of meritorious piety. The evidence in favour of this 

view will be discussed under the next section on epitaphs in 

connection with the funerary acclamations containing the word 

REPRIGSRIUM and its derivatives, and if treated here would be 

altogether out of place. ¥e^defer the discussion of this problem 

until the appropriate stage of the exposition, therefore,; contenting 

ourselves for the moment with having drawn attention to its existence, 

cIII 654 H- £fr£> £vw5 + as the result of a vow
sake of the

salvatio'n of Alexander 
a presbyter and his 
wife.

Had we been confronted with this text at an earlier stage in the 

investigation, it would have completely baffled us; but on the basis 

of previous experience we have no difficulty in recognizing it as 

yet another example of the transitional type of VOTUM, designed 

to secure divine indulgence. Euche and soteria represent votum and 

salus (pp. 297,-310-311). The reference of soteria is of course, as in 

Christian literature generally, eschatological.
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cV 80 DMS DE DEI ET CRISTI To the infernal gods. As the re-
VOLUNTAS PUS DBMETRI suit of what God and Christ have
UNA CUM DOMITIO SORES given, the will of the most
MARTI V LUCCIOSA = loyal Demetrius together with
FECERUNT..PATRI SUI ^drni'tius. ..?... they made it..
DONATI 3 A...M to(?of) his father Donatus(?)..??.

The obscurities affecting the details of this text do not prevent us 

from determining its fundamental nature. It is no longer a dedication 

in the primary sense, "but, as the DMS formula shows, an epitaph, which 

the votive formula DE DEI ET GRISTI tells us was raised as the result 

of a vow. The DMS will naturally fall to be discussed in the next 

section on epitaphs. Otherwise this text offers nothing on which to 

remark, "but as luring on the periphery of the category we have "been 

discussing, and as providing the. transition from this category to the 

next, it is the proper item with which to "bring the discussion of 

votive and non-votive dedications to a close.

(f) Results.

Prom the fourth century onwards the wealthier members of the Christian 

community were in the habit of contributing to the fabric of the local 

basilicas, such liberality being regarded as an offering to G-od. At 

first offerings of this kind represented the fulfilment of vows under 

taken in prospect of worldly promotion, quite in the manner of the 

pagans. In the course of the fifth century, under the influence of 

specifically Christian teaching, a metamorphosis took place whereby 

the offering came to be viewed as a meritorious work claiming G-od 1 s 

mercy and forgiveness of past sins. In this connection offerings were 

made to Christ, the saints, and even departed clergy and clergy still 

living, in order to enlist their intercessions. Numidia was the chief
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seat of the praxis, which may have played some part in the Catholic- 

Donatist struggle, "both parties on this hypothesis "being assumed to 

have commended themselves to God through such acts of piety.

VIII - Epitaphs ; The Christian in Life and Death.

All men are mortal, and therefore epitaphs far outnumber other types 

of inscription, public or private, in any representative collection, 

African or non-African, Christian or pagan. Whereas in the present 

instance the texts hitherto discussed were executed either in the 

name of the community ("^tate tituli, martyrs' memorials) or at the 

"behest of certain sections of the community (charms, invocations,etc.) 

or "by the individual in certain non-typical situations (dedications, 

etc.), and therefore number only 480 or thereby, the epitaphs far 

exceed this figure, so as to constitute indeed, by virtue of their 

mere "bulk, the nucleus of the collection as a whole. When Monceaux 

first approached the problem of African Christian Epigraphy he found 

over a thousand epitaphs}' Since then fresh items have Served to swell 

this total. We have already had occasion to refer to the enormous 

mass of fragments Delattre salvaged from the debris of the Carthage 

burial-grounds, together with the impossibility of computing the

number of whole texts it represents (p.6). Here we emphasise the
the

arbitrary nature of/extent to which this material has been incorpor 

ated in our table. On general grounds we calculate the epitaphs to 

be extant to the number of about 2500, of which however not more than 

2000 are beyond doubt entire.

1)RA 1903/ii 62
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(a) Distribution

Prom our remarks on the previous page it will "be obvious that no 

table can "be drawn up as in the case of other categories, which 

should show the precise distribution of the Christian epitaphs of 

North Africa. Instead the overwhelming bulk of the epitaphs in contrast 

to that of the rest of the extant inscriptions, even taken as a whole, 

justifies us in resetting to tfre THIRD TABLE showing the distribution 

of our epigraphical material in general. There we note merely the 

outstanding proportions, already adopted as the basis of statistical 

criticism hitherto, namely the dominance of Zeugitana on the one hand, 

and the extremely small bulk of Tripolitanian material. Together with 

the preponderance of later over earlier material, this accords with 

expectations: the same proportions hold good for African Epigraphy as 

a whole, as may be found from a survey of the total contents of the 

eighth Volume of the GIL and its Supplements. Apart from this it will 

be of use to recall from time to time the fact, that Byzacena and 

Mauretania contribute a roughly equal amount of material, in spite of 

their territorial disparity (B/Al = about 1/4). Otherwise nothing of 

significance is to be derived from the distribution of the epitaphs, 

which naturally corresponds as a whole to the distribution of the 

Latin- and Greek-speaking population of the country.

(b) Morphology

The epitaph is the most flexible type of inscription that exists. It 

may be of any length, from three words to twenty lines of verse. 

Generally speaking the more laconic precede in time the more florid.
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But however they differ in other respects, all epitaphs have this 

in common: owing to their fundamentally personal orientation as 

documents intimating the decease of a particular individual, they 

contain at least a proper name, that of the deceased. To this 

nucleus there was generally added in earliest times the pax-formula, 

tjin pace',1 ( = in peace). As time passed further additions appeared: 

a verb came to "be included telling of the man's death, sometimes 

alone, more often combined with the pax-formula (died in peace), the 

date of death "being frequently subjoined; quite as common was a clause 

telling the number of years the man lived (vixit - ). It is impossible 

to enumerate the countleBS elaborations carried out on the basis of 

this radically simple and characteristic framework. One and all, 

however, they may lie regarded quite conveniently as so many adjuncts 

to either of these two verbs, the verb signifying death, and that 

signifying life. Among the former we may reckon all references to the 

tomb, and burial, and the after-life; among the latter, all references 

to the deceased's station (civil or ecclesiastic), achievements, and 

experiences. In this way it is possible to account for almost every 

thing we are likely to encounter in dealing with the Christian epitaphs 

of North Africa.

Our problem consists in devising a scheme which shall do justice 

to the constitution of the epitaph as above outlined, and at the same 

time correspond to the demands of regular and system&iic exposition. 

We must proceed as before from general to particular, thereby securing 

firm foundations for each succeeding stage in the demonstration. \7e 

must likewise follow so far as possible the chronology of the material.
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At the same time typical features and non-typical features cannot 

"be segregated with the same rigour as in dealing with other types of 

inscription without the accumulation towards the end of the section 

of an unwieldy mass of miscellaneous material lacking inner cohesion. 

A subsection devoted to anomalous items there must of course "be; "but 

so far as possible the descent from general to particular will "be 

carried out within each division.

Hence w« propose opening the discussion of this extraordinarily 

rich and complicated class of material with an examination of the 

pax-formula, dealing in turn thereafter with the clauses signifying 

the death and life of the person concerned, together with their 

adjuncts, and closing with an examination of the names encountered 

and individual inscriptions whose peculiarities demand separate 

treatment.

(c) Pax-formula

The pax-formula, "besides "being traced widely among the doubtful 

fra]graents in section x of the general table, appears unambiguously 

548 times, alone and variously combined, as follows:-

a

-

8

77

-

b

-

46

96

6

5

G

2

82

203

18

5

I 2 2

II 8 46 82 136

376

IV 24 

v -55 10

85 153 310 548
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While nothing very remarkable is to be found in the chronological 

distribution of this formula, its topography shows a heavy displacement 

in favour of Zeugitana and Byzacena as against the rest of the country. 

In particular we must note the comparative rarity of the pax-formula 

in Numidia and Mauretania, especially the latter, where, if evenly 

distributed, we would expect to meet it five times as often. When 

we consider that the pax-formula was adopted as the principal 

secondary stigma whereby in the first place we isolated the Christian 

from the pagan material of Africa (pp.16-17) / that is to say/ it 

constitutes a peculiarly Christian mark, practically diagnostic of

Christianity! then the statistics on the previous page leave us with' !£*£' 

the preliminary impressionjf while Zeugitana and the other Sastern
r\.

provinces were deeply and thoroughly penetrated by the new religion, 

in the west, and particularly in Mauretania, its impact upon pagan 

life was in comparison quite superficial.

This impression remains strong when we inspect the pax-formula 

more closely, and construct a fresh table showing its distribution 

in isolation, that is, joined without further elaboration to the name 

of the deceased (e.g. alii 20 JULIUS IN PACE = Julius in peace):-

A B C

I
II 8

III 7?

IV

V

—

6

46

1

-

-

2

83

1

-

...

16

205

2

--

85 53 85 223
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These figures include the Greek equivalent expression £V  rt 

which occurs not infrequently (cIII 628,631,633,634, see also the 

fragment xIIT 550) including examples from the pre-Gonstantinian 

period (all 4, alii 54) when w£e find also the Greek version in Latin 

letters EN IRENE (alii 49). Numerous illiterate versions occur, e.g. 

IN PACI, IM PACE, GUM PAGE (all 4), GUM PAGE (alii 75), IN PACAS ("bill 

143,151,159), together with abbreviations like PAG (cIII 15) and PC 

(bill 179).

Copious analogous matter from the rest of Christendom, chiefly 

from the famous catacombs of Rome, which witnesses to the universality 

of this formula in epitaphs of the Early Church may be consulted in 

the pages of Kaufmann}' Marucchi?) above all of Diehl?' Apart from 

a few ill-authenticated instances (pp.16-17) the formula is altogether 

unknown in Graeeo-Roman epigraphy. Here then is an epigraph!cal novelty 

wholly, it would seem, to be referred to the sp^irit of the new religion, 

One has only to bear in mind the extreme rigidity inherent in literature 

of this kind, which is produced not by individual genius in the freedom 

of original self-expression, but by quite humble persons, entirely 

lacking in creative genius, working according to example and convention, 

to realise the greatness and thoroughness of such a revolution. It 

could have been produced only by a radical reorientation in the attitude 

of the ancient ¥/orld towards the problem of death.

The morphological revolution was not however altogether without 

preparation. Numerous Jewish inscriptions of this type are known, not 

only in Africaf' but elsewhere in the ancient world, chiefly at

l)Kaufmann,Handbuch p.135 2)9i MaruccM,Epigr. 2,3,4,5,6,7,8,37 etc. 
 ^TVi 9501-2589 4)Monceaux 126-128,131,133,137 
5)Di 4881,4882 c.n.
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which differ from the Christian texts not only iporpho logically, but 

in the proper names they bear, or the liturgical symbols with which 

they are adorned. Still more common is the bare root 3^7-0 (Hebr. 

"peace" asyntactically placed at the end of an otherwise normal 

Latin epitaph}) We are here in touch with a very old Semitic stigma, 

which appears not only in the query regularly brought forward at the 

approach of strangers, "come you in peace?" (^TZCL 13] /CJH) to which 

the reassuring counterpart runs: bV)VJ shalonu, "in peacej",' but also

in the greeting with which, in the Koran, the blessed are welcomed
3)to Paradise: "Peace be on you.1 " ' the original Arabic, es-salam

halaika,' running exactly parallel to the Hebrew ~[»J)J "D]j^j . Moreover 

"the words Islam and Moslem reproduce the same root SIM, Islam being 

suimiission. to Allah, and a Moslem being one who through submission 

or resignation to the will of Allah has found peace?' The pax-formula 

therefore witnesses to the Jewish tradition in the Early Church.

Nevertheless it would be a mistake to see in the pax-formula 

nothing more than a relic of the historical connections of the Church. 

On the negative side we notice that frequent as is its occurrence on 

Jewish epitaphs, it does not there occupy the all but universal 

position it enjoys in Christian material. One can only say, that it 

is found quite often; one can by no means say, that it is in practice 

constitutive for the religious origin of the texts containing it, 

as in the case of Christian pieces. The Sarly Church had no illusions 

regarding its relation to the Jews; the Apologists treat Judaism
£• \

as on the level of paganism. Hence the presence of the pax-formula

l)Monceaux ISO-121,Cabrol XI 2/2564 2)1 Kings ii 13,1 Sam xvi 4-5
3)Koran 36/55,39/73 4)Palmer ii 271n
5;Palmer i 15n on Koran 2/106 6)Wendland,Kultur 395
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in such overwhelming quantities among our Christian material must 

spring from some internal condition of the Christian faith in addition 

to the original Semitic tradition.

Prom the inscriptions themselves we learn what was this siirce.
r~

In a handful of texts the words IN PACE are followed immediately "by 

the Constantinian Monogram, whose position shows clearly enough that 

the sculptors who used it in this connection regarded it as more than 

a symbol, namely as a suspension for CHRisti, and consequently as 

syntactically combined with the pax-formula ("bll 36, bill 34,104, 

clll 313):-

IN PACE £r = In the Peace of Christ 

with which we may compare among others "in pace~p" at Romer' 

That this interpretation is correct, appears from all 32:-

IN PACAE KRISTE = In the Peace of Christ, 

as also from the frequently-recurring phrase (clll 551, cIV 109, cV 95)

IN PACE DOMINI = In the Peace of the Lord.

That is to say: the pax-formula is not only a relic of Semitic piety, 

but the expression of Christian experience. Christians found peace 

in the Lord Christ. The literature of the primitive Christian 

community abounds with references to this experience?)

When we press closer towards the understanding of the pax-formula 

and ask, what kind of peace, is this which it proclaims, and what is 

its context? the answers diverge in two distinct directions. On the one 

hand phrases such as TUTUS IN PACE ( = safe in peace) ("bill 2), IN PACE

l)Di 4393 2)Rom x 15, Heb xiii 20, Eph i 2, Phil iv 7,
John xiv 235, xvi 33 etc.
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AET = in eternal peace (cIII 505), SEMPER IN PACE = in peace for ever 

(cIV 231), IN PACE ET REQUIE = in peace and rest (cIII 486), above all 

IN PACE ET PARADISSU = in peace and Paradise (cIII 322) have a very 

plain eschatological reference: the Christian has nothing to fear 

from death, knowing that as a follower of Sfe Christ he shares Christ's 

victory over it.(p.270). On the other hand phrases like IN PAC ECL = 

in the peace of the Church (cV 173) and tV 6Ap^V^ K<*!^Xlfy] = 

in the Catholic peace (cIII 708) suggest rather a state of peace to 

"be enjoyed here and now in the fellowship of the Church. But for the 

thorough investigation of the problems raised "by this divergence of 

orientation observed in the simple pax-formula, we must resort to 

the examination of the compound pax-formula, where the same divergence 

is carried deeper, so as to produce a double set of phrases, in 

which the word Pax (in pace) is combined on the one hand with a verb 

of dying or departing, and on the other, with one signifying the 

life of the deceased in this world, almost always Vixit (=he lived). 

Thus in order to follow up the Pax-formula through all its modification 

s we are obliged to undertake investigations of considerable scope 

under the headings of (l) the death-claBse and its adjuncts, and (2) 

the life-clause and its adjunets, respectively.

(d) Death-clause and its Adjuncts

n \ 2} 
Like pagans ' and Christians ' of other parts of the Roman Empire, the

Christians of North Africa employed a variety of terms to denote

l)Wilmanns 159 176 2284 2150 2472 2476a 2516 2714 256,Di klT38-40 
458 481 2)Di ILCV 2784-2790A 2795-2803B 2879-2883A 2886-2907A
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death, such as MOEDKu (xIV 92, bV 62,120, cV 8,124,125) OBIRE (bV 105,

cV 26) and DEPUNGI (cIV 215), all of them direct and unambiguous,

135
together with EXIRE (bll 87^, bV 28),a picturesque metaphor meaning to

leave the stage. Prom the viewpoint of both traditions, however, such 

expressions are exceptional rather than regular, but for quite different 

reasons. Pagan epitaphs mention the death, after all, only very rarely 

(p.17), and when they do so, only by inscribing the Greek letter Theta 

(for 9ANATOC) casually and asyntactically alongside the general 

announcementJ' On the other hand mention of the death of the deceased 

is so common among Christian epitaphs as to rank as a diagnostic 

stigma (p.17), and is almost always indicated by means of a circum 

locution, the verbs most frequently used for this purpose being 

compounds of "cedere"(decedere, discedere, recedere) and the euphemist 

ic verb "do mil re I1 Alternatively "deponi 1,1 in the form "depositus" is 

used to indicate burial, and exceeds in frequency any other method 

of referring to the person's death. "Quiescere" and its more usual 

compound "Requiescere" are also used widely in this connection. In each 

case the pax-formula is sometimes associated with the verb. When it 

precedes the verb in question, we have no means of telling whether it 

is to be taken in close connection therewith, or whether we ought to 

regard IN PAGE as belonging syntactically only to the name of the 

person mentioned, in which case the verb stands altogether by itself 

thereby bringing a division into the text. Punctuation, which alone 

could settle the problem, is lacking on our material. No doubt however 

exists where the verb precedes the pax-formula: such constructions can

l)Wilmanns 158 198 475 1549 1558 2412 2579
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only mean "departed etc. in peace'.' In general therefore we propose 

regarding only the latter order as signifying a genuine synthesis 

of the pax-formula with the verb. In the tables which follow the 

numbers in brackets indicate those cases where such syntheses oceuij, 

DEPOSITUS, together with the simple POSITUS, denoting burial, 

is the most popular of all the vefjbs used in our African material 

in this connection. Here follows the distribution of both:-

POSITUS 
b G

II

III 1

IV

V 3

4

+ 2

+ 3

+ 5(1)

+ 2

+ 12(1)

DEPOSITUS

= 2

4 9

5(1) -

5 15

"sTTD
66 

26 

2(1)

115(2)

22(1)

75

26

140(2)

The figures for Positus are too small to support any inference of 

importance, but in the case of Depositus, which is otherwise normal, 

we notice the peculiar position of Mauretania, where the term is 

practically confined to the fourth century, and that on a scale 

lower than prevails in the rest of the country. Much the same tendency 

has already been observed with regard to the distribution of the 

pax-formula in general in this province (pp.325-326). Probably 

similar causes may be presumed to operate. We know that Depositus 

was widely used in Christian epitaphs in the West,-' especially at 

Rome?) and we have already encountered this verb, together with

1)Di 2956-2964,2993-2996
2)Di 2938-2955G- 2967-2992
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the noun Depositio, in connection with the remains and relics of th© 

saints (pp.. 193,195) . It may have had a solemn portentous tone in the 

ears of those who made use of it. It may have expressed the care 

and ceremony with which the remains of the pious were wont to "be 

laid to rest. But we &ave no direct proof of this.

Much less frequent is the straightforward verb SEPELIHI , of which 

two examples occur (cIV 274, cV 121). Corresponding to DEPOSITIO 

(bV 3,4,14,19, cIV 70,?DEPOSIT<A>ORIA cV 37) we have from this 

verb (to bury) the abstract noun occurring in blV 134: ERIT IN PACE 

SEPULTURA EJUS > (= his burial will be in peace) which is obviously

modelled on the characteristically Jewish epitaphic formula £V €*9 rfl
* «» ** l) by a man who no doubt was himself a convert from 

the synagogue.

Sometimes combined with the Deposition-clause, and sometimes 

standing alone, are the numerous euphemistic verbs denoting the 

experience of death itself. Of these by far the most frequent is

DI3CE33IT (to go apart, mway) which it is convenient to set along 

side DECE33IT (to go down, away), thus r-

DECE33IT DISCESSIT

a

II

III

IV

V 2

2

b

1

2

2(1)

-

5(1)

c

1(1)
4(1)

-

14

19(2)

a

= 2(1) -

= 6(1) -

= 2(1) -

= 16

= 26(3) -

b c

1

_ _

_ -.

50 51

50 52

1

= 101

= 102

l)Di 4886 4897 4912,HPE 20/85-87,21/74-75,Cabrol xi 2/2600 sqq.
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From this table a striking contrast emerges, DEOES3IT "being fairly 

evenly distributed both chronologically and topographically, apart 

from a somewhat conspicuous displacement in favour of Mauretania, 

DISGS33IT on the other hand being practically confined to this province, 

where it appears to have been particularly well established before 

the end of the fourth century. The Mauretanian bias is however common 

to both verbs: of the 131 examples of their combined use, no fewer than 

118 or 82% are located in Mauretania, precisely the Region, namely, 

in whish the pax-formula (which is combined with these verbs only out 

side of this province) is most sparse.(p. 326)

Of the two verbs, DEGE33IT seems to be the more popular elsewhere 

in the West/ although DISOE33IT also occurs in extra-African Christian 

material?) and on one Jewish epitaph in Carthage?) We should probably 

infer from this that whereas DECES3IT is originally a Roman formula, 

DISCE3SIT is native to Africa.

Next in frequency come QUIE30ERE and its more commonly-employed 

compound REQUIE3CERE, which together occur 76 times:-

QUIE30ERE RBQUIESCERE 

b o b c

= 21(8)

_ C)

30

10(2)

63(22)

II
III
IV

V

—

1(1)
-

3

4(1)

3(1) = 3(1)

- = Kl)

3 = 3

3(2) = 6(2)

9(3) =13(4)

2 19(8)

2(1)

30(11)

2 8(2)

4 59(22)

1)Di 2807-2814,2816-28160,2817-2818

2)Di 2851-2852
3)Monceaux 136
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Here again we encounter striking features: the chronological "bias in 

favour of the later period, and the even greater topographical 

displacement in favour of Numidia and Byzacena, particularly the latter. 

So strongly does this double fact contrast with the corresponding 

proportions observed in the group immediately preceding, that a rough 

generalization appears justified, positing DE(DIS)GEDERE and 

(RE)QUIESCEREQ as virtual alternatives. With such a generalization the 

respective distribution of the pax-formula as a component of the clause 

stands in perfect agreement.

There is nothing exclusively African to "be detected in the use of

these verbs: QUIESCERE is common throughout the West, whether alone1 '
2)

or combined with the pax-formula; and the same holds good of its

compound REQUIESGERE, which, likewise appears everywhere, sometimes

alone, sometimes together with the pax-formula following?' Both verbs

5) 
occur also in Jewish material.

We have 43 examples of the verb REGESSIT in this connection:-

b

-

—

12(2)

2(2)

-

14(4)

0

1

14(1)

3

6(2)

5(2)

29(5)

I -1=1
II - 14(1) = 14(1)

III 12(2) 3 = 15(2)

IV 2(2) 6(2) = 8(4)

V - 5(2) = 5(2)

43(9)

1)Di 3091-3095,3095C,3106+(A-C),3107+A,3109-3111A,3112+A
2)Di 3099-3101H,3102 3)Di 3115-3133,3141
4)Di 3137-3178A 5)Mon 134, Di 4951,4904,4955-6, Ga 8/1:218,222
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The dominant position of Byzacena as the seat of this formula is 

brought out clearly enough in the table; and the chronological distrib 

ution suggests that the verb came originally from Zeugitana. The pax- 

formula occurs with this verb more frequently than with decessit but 

less frequently than with (re)quiescere. RSCES3IT is common through 

out the West, both alone ' and in combination with the pax-formula?' 

26 examples of DORMIT occur:-

b c

23(22) 

KD

T

1

II
III
IV

V

16(16)

KD

-

—

17(17)

7(6)

-

1

1

9(6) 26(23)

Two outstanding facts emerge from this table: the verb in question 

is practically confined to Byzacena, few examples moreover belonging 

to the period later than the fourth century; and over 90$ of the

instances of its use are combined with the pax-formula (dormit in pace),

3) 
DORMIT is common in Christian material in the West.' On Jewish stones

4) we find the curious compound obdormit,' the usual term however in
5)

epitaphs of this kind being the abstract noun dormitio;, plainly

modelled on the Greek KOIMHCIC, the very common Jewish epitaphic 

formula (p.333).

We close this section on typical verbs by setting forth, in all

l)Di 2823-2832,2842-28420 2)Di 2836-2839B 3)Di 3197-3228 
4)0abrol viii/l:217 5)Di 4923,4978-4979,4985,4917
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its various forms, an expression found only in Mauretania, and that 

overwhelmingly in the period posterior to the fourth century, which 

cannot "be conveniently tabled according to the customary scheme:-

NOS PR.... cV 88

NOS PRECE3SIT IN PAGE cV 130,205

NOS PRECESSIT IN PAGE DOMINICA cV 131,202,204

IN PACE DOM PROG bV 86,128

IN PAGE DOMINICA NOS PRECES3IT bV 120

PRAECES3IT cV 60

PRECES3IT IN PAGE DM bV 85, cV 94,95,182

PRECE33IT NOS IN PACE bV 122, cV 117,121

NOS PROCE33IT IN PAGE DOMINICA cV 203

Precessit in pace is found in Rome, Calabria?' and Belgic Gaul. Other 

wise the formula is without parallel outside Africa.

On the periphery of our typical formulae stands HIC JACET (here

lies) of which eleven examples occur: ell 71, cIV 98, cV 3,4,19,23,24,
4) 

27.29,30,32. This expression is common throughout the West. In four

cases (cV 4,23,24,27) the person concerned is called "transmarlnus"

a technical terra of Vandal times signifying that the "bearer was an
5)immigrant from overseas; it is therefore most likely that Africa

derived HIC JACET from Rome. Its Greek equivalent &vft*4<r K\T<* (cV33)
A ^

is particularly common among Jewish epitaphs.

It will "be observed that hitherto nothing has "been said of 

parallels or lack of parallels in G-raeeo-Roman epigraphy. The reason 

for this is to be sought in one of the fundamental principles adopted

l)Di 2846-t-A 2)Di 2847 3)Di 2848
4)Di 3057-3068,3071-3078 5] Schwarze,Untersuchungen p.155
6)Cabrol xi/2:2564,RPE 20/84-89,21/74-75
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for the identification of Christian material (p.17). According to 

this principle mention of death on an epitaph (other things "being 

equal.1 ) is diagnostic of Christianity. This principle was derived, 

quite empirically, from an examination of a representative collection 

of texts. It rests therefore on no mere doctrinaire assumption as to 

the a priori impossibility of a death-clause in a pagan epitaph. As 

we have indeed seen only recently (pp.330-331), death-olauses do in 

fact occur here &nd there among pagan material. But in the form with 

which we are familiar in Christian epigraphy (decessit, requiescit, 

dormit,etc.) they are so excessively rare that in any given case the 

text cannot "be other than suspect. A text, because it appears in 

Wi 1m arms, is not for that reason necessarily pagan; and Dessau does 

not in his collection distinguish in principle "between pagan and 

Christian pieces. In other words, there is no absolute canon which 

can confidently be invoked in this delicate matter. In these circum 

stances we have thought it better to neglect such sporadic examples 

of the various verbs above discussed as we have found in ostensibly 

pagan epitaphs than to adduce them and having done this to raise the 

question of their real origin. Hence we do not deny that such verbs 

appear in the epitaphs especially of the later paganism, but draw 

attention to the difficulty of proving the pagan character of the ston 

es on which they may be found to occur, and content ourselves with 

the generalization, that the regular mention of the death of the 

person concerned is an outstanding peculiarity of Christian epitaphs.

For all that there is little in the verbs just discussed which 

could be called specifically Christian, or which would not be equally 

fitting on pagan stones. To go apart, to go down, to rest, to sleep,
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are sufficiently general expressions; while to return need not mean 

more than to return to the earth, and to go "before has no specifically 

Christian meaning "by itself. It is mainly in the added phrase "in 

pace" that we detect the Christian orientation. It is not of course 

thereby denied, and it certainly could not "be refuted, that Christians 

read into these verbs appropriate thoughts. After all "to sleep" was 

the regular euphemism current in the Primitive Church, which in this

respect reproduced Jewish tradition?' and "to depart" was used in this
3) 

connection in one of the canonical epistles attributed to Paul. It

is just possible, moreover, that with "pre(o) cedere" the Christians

4^ 
associated the Johannine conception of Christ as the preceder. ' It is

impossible however to prove the necessity of these associations: we 

can only draw attention to them as on the v/hole likely and probable. 

For the rest the expressions we have just examined are quite colourless.

One noticeable feature of detail calls for comment before we pass 

on. ell 34, perhaps also ell 117, bears the verb Requiescere in the 

subjunctive form REQUI3SCAT (= may he rest). This is the only example 

in the whole of our material of a wish being expressed. Otherwise 

whatever the verb, the indicative, sometimes present, sometimes perfect, 

but always the indicative is used. The repose of the deceased is thus 

assumed. We have no occasion here to investigate the extent to which 

the indicative prevails elsewhere in the Christian epigraphy of the 

West; but we venture to see in this feature of Christian epitaph! c 

language, in Africa at least, a very strong contrast to the typical 

attitude of paganism, where the characteristic formulae OS3A TUA BENS

1)lCor xv 6, IThess iv 13, SPetr iii 4
2)lKings ii 10, Ps xiii 3
3)Phil i 23 4)John xiv passim
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QUIESCANT (J) and SIT TIBI TERRA LEVIS, i.e. may your bones rest in 

peace, may the earth lie light upon you^' betray a persistent anxiety 

as to the condition of the deceased. In spite of the fact, therefore, 

that the pax-formula is generally classed as an acclamation?' we venture 

to interpret it when occurring alone with the help of the verb when 

this becomes explicit, in the sense not of a wish, but of a statement 

of fact: it means that the person concerned is actually in peace. 

So emphatically was this conviction established that on one of our 

African epitaphs the prayers of the deceased are requested on behalf 

of the survivors (bill 36) IN PAGE ESTO ET ORARI PRO NOBIS (= be thou

in peace and pray for us). Elsewhere in the West such petitions were

3) 
common, notably at Rome, and are manifestly absurd unless we assume

the security of the deceased in advance. The assimilation of the dead 

man to the saints in the character of a mediator is plainly enough 

brought out in this significant text (pp.185,190,200-202).

It now remains to deal with the less-frequently-occurring terms 

employed as the nucleus of the death-clause, those namely which are of 

no statistical value but only of individual interest.

First as an appendix to verbs already treated we note cIII 511: 

JACET IN PAGE © where the cross might represent a suspension for 

GHristi (he lies in the peace of Christ), and the expressions Involving 

the verb "dormire":-

bll 98 DOR IN PAGE IN GHRISTO = sleeps in peace in Christ

cIII 64 DORMIT IN PAGE -fc- = sleeps in (the) peace (of Christ) 

where the source of the Christians peace is plainly declared.

1)Dessau,Lat.Epigr.p.26
2)Kaufmann,Handbuch p.134
3)Di 2335-2337,2338,2340
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The verb REDDERE (= to restore, give back) occurs not infrequently: 

ay4,GlI172,bIII120,183,186,206,cIII91,611,cIV225, and the abstract 

nofcn corresponding thereto REDDITIO thrice: bII48,50,bIIIl. The noun 

which in these examples we are to supply is presumably "spirit 1,* as is 

seen from the expressions AND/LAM REDDIDIT, gave back his spirit ("bill26) 

and ANTMAM TRADIDIT,gave over his spirit '(ell 79). The expression 

is to %& be traced through the usage of the Early Church ' to ancient 

Jewish tradition?'

In quite a number of instances the verb is RECIPI (to be received) 

(bV 127) or ACCIPI (to be accepted) (bV 138, cV 1,65,126) of which 

the exclusively Mauretanian provenance is to be noted in passing. The

precise reference is not immediately clear from the African examples;
3\

on examining analogous extra-African material','however, we think it

probable that admittance into the company of Christ and the martyrs 

is meant. If so the thought underlying this expression is somewhat 

similar to that found in Jewish material, where on a number of stones

we are informed that the deceased has en^tered the company of the
4) 

"righteous 1.1

Hitherto we have been dealing with expressions readily parallelled
5) '

in extra-African Christian material.' We pass now therefrom to deal

with formulae exclusive to Africa.

An interesting group of four texts (cIII 507-510), in place of the 

customary words, contain the curious phrase MANET IN PACE ETERNE (=he 

dwells/remains in everlasting peace). A variant of the Decessit-formula 

meets us in IN PACE ET CONCORDIA DECE3SIT (blV 17), i.e., he departed

l)Mt xxvii 50 2)Gen xlix 33 3)Di 3331-3344A
4)Cabrol xi/2:2575,-93,-95,-97, 5 ) Di CG XVT,XX,XXI,.
2601.
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in peace and concord. A unique verb occurs in cV 98: SY3GE3SIT. On 

the "basis of the foregoing investigations we of course know what it 

means; "but it is a matter of difficulty to penetrate the subtlety of 

the prefix sub. Probably however nothing extraordinarily subtle is 

thereby intended, the verb representing one or other of those already

familiar, perhaps Decedere. Another somewhat perplexing text,(bIV 100)
IN 

UNO EODEMQUE/DIE VITAM ADEPTA PUNCTAQUE BST (in one and the same day

she acquired and relinquished life) the editors interpret as referring 

to baptism, by distinguishing a double sense in the word VITA: she 

died (functa est) on the day when she received the (new) life (adepta 

est). Otherwise it would be hard to account for the verb adipisci, 

which denotes effort, life here and now not generally being regarded 

as the result of individual achievement such as this verb presupposes. 

Lastly examples of violent death are found in cV 135 GLADIO PERCUSSU3 

(thrust through with the sword) cl 3 PER GLADIUM INDOMITEM OKISUM 

(not admitting defeat, slain by the sword) and cIV 218, cV 68 

A MAURIS OCCISUS (slain by the Moors).

Passing from the death-clause to its accessories, we notice first 

of all references to the tomb. The terms in question are chiefly 

three, namely MBMORIA (memorial), MBNSA (table), and DOMUS (house). 

Of these, I/Iemoria and Mensa are already familiar, having been 

encountered in connection with the cult of the martyrs (pp.163-171). 

They may therefore be presumed in advance to possess the same 

significance here also: Memoria functioning as a portmanteau term 

sometimes concrete, otherwise abstract, in its reference; and Mensa 

pointing to the habit among- the ancients of holding feasts at the 

tomb at fixed intervals in honour of the dead. Nothing in the
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epitaph!c use of these v/ords contradicts such a reading of them, and 

what can "be definitely established regarding their syntax supports it. 

Memoria frequently occurs absolutely, and in such cases apparently 

announces the nature of the monument, namely as a memorial (concrete). 

The same holds good when in is construed with the genitive of the 

person concerned, which happens more frequently. On the other hand it 

might equally well, in this position, be interpreted abstractly, as 

"memo^1,1 while an abstract meaning seems indicated when the word 

appears in the form MEMORIAE, almost always with the genitive, and 

therefore to be read as a Dative Singular. In two cases only, one of 

which is by no means certain, (cV 25,113) does MEMORIAE appear 

absolutely. In these isolated cases it is most likely Plural, indicat 

ing the "remains" themselves. Finally it is necessary to draw attention 

to the well-authenticated instances where MEMORIA is the object of 

a verb of erecting or fashioning, namely ponere (to place), (bV 4) 

and facere (to make) (bV 14,55,120,131,161; cV 86,210) and is then 

clearly to be understood in the sense of "memorial'^ "monument'.' The 

details may be set forth conveniently in the usual table, in which 

brackets indicate instances of genitive construction:-

MEMORIA MEMORIAE

a

II

III

IV

V

be a

_ - = - -

2(1) - = 2(1)

2(2) 1(1)= 3(3)

23(12)33(22)=56(34) 2(2)

b

KD
—

—

5(5)

o

- = 1(1)
- = -

- = -

11(9)= 18(16)

27(15)34(23)=61(38) 2(2) 6(6) ll(9)= 19(17)
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Only one peculiarity stands out in this table: the overwhelmingly 

dominant position in it^the Province of Mauretania. Nevertheless there 

is nothing peculiarly African or Christian in this (epitaphic) use of 

the term: it is found on extra-African Christian material^ and on

o^ ,^\
pagan stones?/ including Jewish epitaphs.' Anomalous versions of 

course occur now and then: IN MEMORIA(m)"to the memory of..."(c.gen.) 

(iDV 69), MEMROA, a mere curiosity without significance from our point 

of view (cV 184), and the suspensions, likewise insignificant, except 

perhaps for their evidence as to perfunctory tendencies in the 

composition of this type of text, M (c.gen. ) (hV 125) and MM (cV 168). 

In addition we note cV 1: HEC MEMORIA SST (c.gen.)(=this is the 

memorial of...',' and the expression, natural enough, MEMORIAE ASTERNAB 

"to the everlasting memory of. .."(bll 46,®. gen. ). This is a common 

pagan phrasef/ which survived elsewhere also in Christian material./

MENSA is found only in Numidia and Mauretania:-

 b c

IV 3 3 = 6

V 11 5 = 16

14 8 22

from which figures the dominant position of Mauretania once again 

emerges clearly. The chronological displacement in favour of the 

fourth century is also to "be noted. The epitaphic use of Mensa is 

further attested in Christian material outside Africa?/ Examples of

l)Diehl iii 550-551 2)Wilmanns 1642,1644,248,1511 3)Di 4896,4958 

4)Wilmanns ii 681 5)Di 3701 6)Di 3705,3706+A,3707
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its use on pagan epitaphs are not quite so easily established; "but

there is no positive ground for accepting certain instances listed
1) 

in Diehl as Christian, which might equally well he pagan, and at

least one well-authenticated pagan instance is known ' in which the 

expression "mensa marmoria" (i.e. a table built of marble) is used in 

this connection. Apart from this however the literary history of the 

term leaves no doubt as to the pre-Christian nature of the idea 

underlying it: we have here to do with a funerary feast held in 

memory of the departed (pp. 165-166). As in the case of Hm\eoria, Mensa 

is described in terras of durability (MENSA PERPETUA, bV 7).

In referring to the use of both terms already encountered in 

hagiographic texts we do not of course suggest that it arose first in 

connection with the martyr-cult and was subsequently applied to 

ordinary funerary purposes: rather, it is natural to assume on general 

principles that the historical process took precisely the reverse 

direction. The hagiographio must represent a special application of 

the ordinary epitaphic. use, since martyrs' memorials are # essentially 

cenotaphs.

Characteristically and exclusively epitaphic, on the other hand, 

is the third most frequently employed term of this category, DOMUS, 

meaning "house 1,' which occurs only once absolutely, (DOMUS REt> OCATI, 

cIII 584, = the house of Revocatus) being usually combined with an 

epithet, either (A)STBRNA(LIS) or ROMULA. We will discuss each of 

these current phrases in turn (DOMUS aETERNAlis, DOMUS ROMULA).

1)Di 3722-3726
2)¥ilmanns 369
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There is no need to construct a table of the usual kind showing 

the distribution of the expression DOMUS (A)ETERNA(LIS) , since it is 

confined to Mauretania and the fifth and following centuries. It is 

regularly combined with the verb "facere"(to make), and occurs seven 

times (cV 76,137,127,128,138,168,185). It will be observed that 

these items are shared by two settlements in the extreme West of 

the Province, namely Altava and! Volubilis (pp. 109,110) . Prom this 

it is clear that the phenomenon is purely Iftcal.

In these circumstances it does not surprise us to discover but 

few exact parallels in Christian material outside Africa: in fact 

we can point only to one instance of Doraus Eternalis, namely in 

Rome}) Nevertheless similar formulae, presumably meaning much the

3) 
same, are frequent enough, such as casa perpetua,' cella eterna,'

and perennia sedes,' at Rome; eterna sedes in Spain; ' and the
A ̂

expression haec domus, haec mansio sempiterna, at Saloni. ' The 

durability of the grave as a dwelling is apparently proverbial in 

the Early Church, coming to slightly different expression in

different places.
7}

On the other hand DOMUS AETERNA is current in pagan epitaphs,'

variations of the phrase being DITIS AETERNA DOMUS (the everlasting 

dwelling of Dis) and LETI DOMUS (the dwelling of death)?) An

illiterate epitaph of a Jewess preserves for us DOMI HETERNAE,

9)obviously the same formula. ' Indeed the expression may very well
o

have come from the Sst originally, where it has an exact count er-

l)Di 3646 2)Di 3696 3)Di 3697 4)Di 3699 5)Di 3700 6)Di 3695 

290,550,557 8)\^-lmanns 551 9)Di 4897
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part in the current epitaphio formula found by de Vogue' in the

inscriptions of Syria, ftfty A^L , beth'alma, literally, house of 

eternity. Exactly the same expression occurs in the Old Testament, 

namely in the Book of Ecclesiastes (Qoheleth xii 5: tTTKjl |?fi ""O

wnere "the Septuagint reproduces the "construct" phrase 

quite slavishly .... &S <M KaV ^>covo<; *uToo^ and the Vulgate

copies it meekly, quoniam ibit homo in domum aeternitatis suae (sic.'). 

Here plainly we should do justice to the original "by translating 

idiomatically: in DOMUM ABTBRNA(LE)M suam. Our own popular King James 

version, "for man goeth to his long home" is nearer the Hebrew than 

either the G-reek or the Latin versions. Finally the ancient Egyptians 

possessed a. circumlocution applied to the tomb corresponding to 

DOMUS AETERNA(LIS) which Prof. Lange of Copenhagen renders "dwelling 

for eternity',1 Vohnung fur die Ewigkeit?' At all events, whether our 

expression came from the Orient or sprang from identical ideas 

independently originating in different parts of the ancient world, 

the fact remains securely established, that in employing it the Early 

Church, particularly the African Church, drew upon current pagan 

usage ready to hand. Augustine (Enarr.in Ps.48) rebuked his fellow- 

countrimen and fellow-Christians, perhaps those of Altava and

ilis, for using this unregenerate phrase as if they had no

3) 
faith in the promise of the resurrection.

Iner tlComplete mystery shrouds for us the meaning the other^ ~-.

combination of DOMUS with which we must now occupy ourselves, namely 

DOMUS ROMULA. (bV 95,96,101,102,119,142,145; cV 160,161,162,165)

1)Dalman WJ 164, Cooke NSI nos. 142-143,pp. 307-308
2)Chantepie de la Saussaye I 466
3)Cabrol iv/2:1446-7
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Here again it will be observed that it is a purely local formula that 

is in question: all these items without exception are located in one 

place, Numerus Syrorurn, between Altava and VoluMlis, the seats of 

the Domus Aeterna(lis) phrase.(p.110) With one exception (cV 165, 

where the verb is facere) all instances of its use are combined with 

the verb INSTITU3R3, to erect. Further it will be noticed that 

DOMUS ROMULA flourishes chiefly in the fo^urth century. The standard 

phrase is DOMUM ROMULAM INSTITU3RE, to erect a "domus romula". The 

variants are DOMUM RONNIA 1ST (bV 142), DOM R 1ST (bV 101), and DOM 

RUN PACSRE (cV 155). DOMUS ROMULA occurs on three further pieces 

in the same locality which however are completely devoid of Christian 

stigmata, and may on that account be pagan; at least WQ have reckoned 

them as such and therefore excluded them.' Apart from these items 

the phrase DOMUS ROMULA is nowhere attested, either in Christian or in 

pagan material. It is unique, and exclusive to this village. No one 

knows what it means. The "casa Romuli" at Rome naturally suggests 

itself to the mind,' but no connection can be established between it 

and our African formula. The variants noted above seem to indicate 

that even the lapicides responsible for stones themselves lacked a 

clear notion of what they were cutting; if so, we may feel somewhat 

consoled. But consolation is no substitute for information, and of that 

we have none whatever. At most we venture to draw attention to the 

mutually exclusive relationship between the two formulae, which 

belong to different communities, and more or less to different 

periods, and are combined with different verbs. On the other hand

1)Di 3691B-D
2)Cabrol iv/2: 1451
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their syntactical relation to the rest of the epitaph as a whole 

is identical. Ultimately therefore their meaning must "be the same. 

We might reconstruct their respective histories "by supposing that 

the communities in question at Numerus Syrorum and Altava were the 

descendants of 2nd. or 3rd. century mainlanders who separated "before 

colonizing that part of Africa, and lived more or less in isolation 

thereafter. If in the course of the fifth century an offshoot from 

the Altava community travelled west to settle at Volubilis, this 

would account for the exceptional construction DOM RUN FAGSRE (cV 165) 

at Numerus Syrorum, through which the Altava natives would "be obliged 

to pass. On the other hand DOMUS ROMULA might he a corruption, 

although of what, it is impossible to conjecture. Again, we know of 

no region on the mainland or in Africa corresponding to the hypo 

thetical "Urheimat" of these wanderers. In short, we confess ourselves 

totally at a loss regarding the explanation of Domus Romula and its 

relation to Domus Aeterna(lis), and have no choice "but to record

the T)ro"blem as it stands, in the hope that the future will contribute

ffresh evidence towards its -isjtlueidationl

For the fest, the tomb is called by a number of quite straight 

forward names familiar to us as being common to the epigraphy of
1} 2) antiquity generally, both pagan ' and Christian, namely TUMULUS or

mound, cIV 217,218,60, cV 151; 3EPULCHRUM or burial-spot, bill 111, 

cIV 243; LOCUS or resting-place, cIII 297; and TITULUS or head-stone, 

cV 130. We note the variants LOCUS MEMORIAE, cV 179, and the verb 

TITULARE, bV115, to provide a titulus (=titulum ponere, cV 130).

1)V/ilmanns ii 678-679
2)Diehl part II chapter 24 (ii pp.222-245,nos.3498-3597 ex Afr.)
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Finally a few highly original expressions fall to "be mentioned, 

which will be readily interpreted from what has gone before:-

cIV 187 DOMUS EST 1C MORTl(S) Here is the house of death 
ANTIQUA SORTE DIGATA decreed by chance long ago

bV 24 HEG EST PAUSA HE EST = This is rest, this is
DM3 ETERNA an everlasting dwelling

bV 19 MSNSA HAEC EST ETERNA This table(t) is an everlasting
DOMUS ET PERPETUA _ dwelling and perpetual happiness.
FELIGITAS DE OMNIBUS Of all that is mine this alone
MElS HOC SOLIJM MEUM I can call my own.

PAUSA in bV 24 is a Latin formation based on the Greek "JKU^ (= to 

stop, cease) and is commonly used to describe death in the sense of 

cessation from labours and troubles. ' Otherwise these quaint legends 

explain themselves on the basis of previous discussions. A glance 

shows how emphatically pagan in inspiration all three are: there is 

simply nothing characteristically Christian in the sentiment of any 

one of them. On the contrary, cIV 187 expresses mere fatalism, bV 19

perhaps dry stoical humour, while bV 24 is quite unoriginal, not only
P 2}in content, but even in form, compare the authentic pagan e/Ltaph:- 'JN.

HAEC EST DOMUS AETERNA, This is the eternal dwelling,
HIC EST FUKDU3, HEIS _ this the estate, these the gardens,
SUNT HORTI, HOC EST ~ and this is
MONUM31ITUM MEUM my monument.

A clear picture thus results from the examination of the phrases 

applied to the tomb in Early Church times. The outstanding feature is 

the absence of specific mention of the tomb in the centre of the 

community, where the new religion has established itself most secure 

ly, and its presence, frequently with considerable elaboration, on 

its periphery, where the attitude thereby coming to expression, far

1)Thieling,Hellenismus 72
2)Y/ilrnanns 557
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from exhibiting specifically Christian traits, evinces on the contrary 

a recognizably pagan orientation. In this manner would we generalize 

on the facts just established regarding the distribution of the 

formulae just considered: on the one hand, the fact that they occur

seldom or not at all in Zeugitana, where the Christian community is
JL 

undoubtedly thickest, on the other, tl\a^r fact that they abound almost
\_,~v^w«-v

exclusively in Mauretania, in particular in the Western part thereof. 

The original creative impulse of Christianity and therewith its power 

to produce characteristic forms of expression seems to have spent 

itself amid the vast territories of Mauretania. Such is the impression 

left on the observer by the evidence handled in the immediately 

preceding pages.

As accessories to the death-clause it is convenient further to 

reckon the formula of dedication to the shades of the dead, Dis 

Manibus Sacrum, variously abbreviated, generally however in the 

form EMS, and the abbreviation USE, representing Hie Situs Est (= 

here is placed), which is appended to an epitaph, just as EMS is 

prefixed thereto. EMS is a characteristic morphological element in 

pagan epitaphic epigraphy during the Imperial period,' and represents 

a conventional and stereotyped version of the original phrase, which, 

in several variants, was written out in full during the earlier
9\ rz\

period;"' Similarly HSE is a current pagan convention0 '' standing for
4)the sentence earlier written in full. ' In the typical pagan epitaph

of the Empire the two abbreviations coincide on the same st^ones,

5}EMS 0 at the head, and HSE at the foot.' Otherwise there is no

l)Dessau,Lat.Epigr. 27 2)Wilmanns ii 681 3)Dessau,Lat.Er>igr. 17 
4)Wilmanns ii 681-682 5) CIL8/i,pp. 492-521 ;Suppl IV pp. 2533-2537 etc,
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inner connection between the two. Among our African Christian 

epitaphs DMS occurs 106 times, and HSE 19 times. Five examples occur 

of their coincidence, as indicated "by the brackets in the following 

table showing their respective distribution: -

DMS HSE

a "b c a "b o 

II 4 14 = 18 4 4

III
IV 

V

3

7(5) 

27

1 

15 

35

= 4 

= 22(5) 1 

= 62

1 

7(5) 6

1

= 14(5)

41(5) 65 =106(5) 1 11(5) 7 = 19(5)

The negative result in the case of Zeugitana in "both instances shows 

first of all the radically peripheral nature of these formulae: they 

occur precisely in those regions least completely penetrated "by the 

new faith. Moreover we are able on the "basis of the above figures to 

determine the centres from which each may be presumed to have spread: 

the seat of the Christian employment of DMS was undoubtedly in the 

West, namely in Mauretania; while that of the Christian employment of 

HSE, a phenomenon of very much slighter extent, was in the East. This 

is proved not only by the respective displacement of the proportions 

considered in themselves, but by the fact that the five instances 

of the coincidence of the two formulae fall precisely where we should 

in advance expect the traditions to Join hands, in the Numidian 

settlements namely of Theveste and Madaura, which lie dose to the 

frontiers- of Byzacena and Zeugitana respectively (pp. 105,102).
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On the other hand the chronological peculiarities of these formulae 

are less decisive, in so far as they diverge from general expectations., 

All we are at liberty to infer is the early appearance and short 

life of HSE as against DMS, and the gradual extrusion of the latter 

from Zeugitana, where it was at no time very popular. The slightness 

of the figures in this respect however forbids us to regard such 

tentative inferences as conclusive.

Much greater reward is to be gained "by passing to a comparative 

scrutinjr of these expressions, for here the originality of the 

African community is very plainly observed. We have already estab 

lished the pagan quality of the formulae in question (p. 351). We have 

now to record, that whereas DMS is of very common occurrence alike 

among extra-African Christian epitaphs ' and those of Latin-speak-

ing JewsV' and "hie situs est" is likewise common property to these 

groups, albeit introducing rather than concluding a text?) the 

stereotyped conventional abbreviation USE, on the contrary, is 

exclusively African, whether in isolation or in combination with 

the IMS. We have hitherto failed to trace examples of its use in 

Christian material outside Africa. HSE, therefore, and much more 

DMS... USE, constitutes a peculiarly African Christian phenomenon. 

It is apparently impossible to penetrate further towards an 

understanding of these abbreviations without raising controversial 

issues. HSE, to be sure, is plain enough, and presents no problem. 

It is the DMS which troubles the critics, all of whom ask the que 

stion, how is the presence of so flagrantly pagan a legend on the

1)Di 3884-3932
2)Di 4853,4859-KA.4875-4878,4924,4918, 5000
3)Di 3083,3084;4925
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graves of Christians possible? Two solutions have been offered. The 

Christians of the time may have read an alternative meaning into DMS. 

Thus one of our African pieces reads: DMS DONIS MEMORIAE 3PIRITA////// 

TIUM (bV 111) whatever that may mean; Monceaux regards it as an 

attempt to Christianize the abbreviation by misreading it."'' On the 

same principle it would be possible to defend some such hypothesis 

as that the Christians regarded DMS simply as a contraction of the 

word DOMUS,(the vowels being omitted) which as v/e have seen (pp. 347-9) 

is a co:nmon enough circumlocution,or rather euphemism,for tomb. Two 

considerations support this suggestion: of the eleven stones inscribed 

DOMUS ROLIULA enumerated on p. 347, nine, i.e. all but cV 161-162, bear 

also the abbreviation DMS; moreover, DMS appears as the undoubted 

contraction for DOMUS on bV 24 (already reproduced on p.350): DMS 

ETERNA. It is therefore quite possible that in the region at least 

where DOMUS was a current technical term for tomb, DMS was regarded 

as a contraction for this euphemism. Unfortunately we are not in a 

position to offer direct proof of this hypothesis. In any case it 

would not hold good in other regions where DOMUS was not used in 

this technical sense. Hence no generalization along these lines is 

universally applicable to the phenomenon in question. On the whole 

therefore the alternative explanation is to be preferred, namely 

to suppose, with Becker^' that the inscribing of DMS was so perfunct 

ory by the time Christian stonecutters came to employ it, that the 

letters had lost all special meaning, and simply branded the stone

1)Monceaux,HLAC iii 202
2)Kraus,RE1373-374
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whereon they appeared as devised for funerary purposes. Indeed it is 

highly probable that the DMS was in very many cases engraved on 

tombstones as a matter of course during their preparation, "before they 

were earmarked for any single customer.' Even to-day every large 

sculptor's yard contains one or two ready-made items on which, in 

addition to the customary geometric and symbolical designs, one may 

read the conventional headings M In Memoriam',' "To the Glory of God,etc. " 

the rest of the surface being left blank for the reception of 

individual particulars to be filled in when the stone in fiuestion is 

definitely selected. It is natural to suppose that this custom 

prevailed at the time of which we are now speaking. On the whole 

therefore we should no doubt conclude that for the Christians whose 

monuments now occupy our attention the DMS formula was in fact of 

such slight significance as to cause no perceptible offence on 

religious grounds. Moreover if this is so, it serves to temper our 

estimate of the significance of the word MENSA already discussed 

(pp. 344-345) with which we cannot be wrong- in connecting the DMS 

formula. Both relate to the cult of the departed spirits, DMS 

serving as a dedication of the stone to their honour, and MENSA 

referring to the celebration of a sacred repast in their memory. 

Both, it will be observed, have their seat chiefly in Mauretania. 

If therefore DMS in Christian times can be said to have sunk to a 

mere convention, neither must we take MENSA too seriously. In the 

mean time we record the facts as they stand, and reserve final 

judgment until we are in a position to enjoy a broader view of

l)Kaufmann,Handbuch 37
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general Christian praxis, subjoining as usual anomalous forms of 

"both expressions for the amusement of those with a taste for 

philological sports:- DM bll 129, bV 130, cV 99, DOO cV 205,

S bV 75, DIM (dis inferis manibus) bV 152,154,163,DMM cV 192,129, 

MM cV 159,189,191,193,196; HIC 3 SET cIV 38, HSf cIV 235, 

HES alV 4.

Finally we propose to consider, as the last of the regular 

accessories of the death-clause, the African examples of the wide 

spread early Christian epitaphic acclamation REFRIGERIUM and its 

variants, which may be conveniently rendered "refreshment 1,1 its 

literal equivalent, without raising more specific questions of 

interpretation at this stage. It is most unfortunate that the three

most recent contributions to this problem ' have remained out of
M^u ̂

reach, efrorts to gain access to them ri0-t-withstanding, Had Cabrol's 
/v

magnificent "Dictionnaire" not been cut short "by the outbreak of war, 

the expected article on REFRIQ-ERIUM would no doubt have compensated 

considerably by setting forth all the new texts. In the mean time

reviews indicate that Arrnellini' s contention that Refrigerium is
<P 

to be understood as referring to the heavenly repast of the faithful""'

has been supplemented by two further theories, one that Refrigerium
JL,

means simply rest and nothing more, th^c other, that it points to 

the slaking of the thirst of the soul by means of the Living Water. 

All viewpoints agree in interpreting the expression eschatologically.

1)A.Audollent,Refrigeriun(Melanges Havet 1909 pp.595-599);A.M. 
SCHNEIDER,Refrigerium nach literarischen Quellen u. Inschriften 
(Freiburg irn 3reisgau,1928) ;A.Parrot, Le Refrigerium dans 
1'au-dela (Paris 1937).

2)Kraus RE ii 685
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The relevant African texts follow in rough chronological order:- 

al.II 78. REFRIGERIUM. .. = . . refreshment. ..

alii 32. .NL REPRIGERIT..AI 
VINCENTI... ........

alV 2 BOND I3PIRITU MARINIANI 
DEUS DEFRIGERET (sic)

bll 52 NN PRSREGRINUS (sic)
GUI DEUS PRIGERIT(slc)

bill 251 %PUER INNOCENS 
NO GENS (sic)NOMINE 
VITALIS VIGSIT ANNI3 
SEX IN PAGE ET IN 

REFRIGEU 
(sic)

bV 111 IMS...:
MESAM CUM TITULUM 
REVRIGERATIONIS 
POSUIT DEDIOAVITQUE

? refresh....Vincentius....

May god refresh the good soul 
of Marinianus

?? Peregrinus,
to whom God send refreshment (?)

An inruhcent lad, "by name 
Vi tails, lived for 
six years. (May he be) 
in peace and refreshment

To the Infernal Gods...........
he placed and dedicated a table of 
refreshment together with a head 
stone (or,a table with a headstone 
of refreshment???)

cIV 143JHUJUS ANIMA REPRIGERAT whose soul enjoys refreshment,
CORPUS IN PAGE = and his body rests in peace. 

cV 41 J QUIESGIT

(Notes;- bVlll has been discussed in another connection on 
p.354, and is reproduced in full as no.8 of the dated 
texts given in the Appendix. The last example is a verse 
common to each of two long metrical epitaphs which will 
be discussed later in this section.)

A preliminary gl^ance at the above texts shows first of all very 

clearly, that REFRIGERIUM must have a very general reference: 

meticuluous distinctions are entirely foreign to the authors of such 

illiteracies. A like broad application of the conception is also 

apparently to be reckoned with: as noun it may be concrete 

(REFRIGERIUM alii 78, bill 251) or abstract (REFRIGERATIO bV 111);
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as vert) it may "be transitive, the case of the object "being dative 

(bll 52) or ablative (alV 2) or intransitive (cIV 143-cV 41). And if 

REFRIGERIT (alii 32) is, as it seerns, transitive, we have here a 

monstrosity indeed, namely a 3rd- or 4th-conjugation suffix to a 

normally Ist-conjugation verb. It is simpler, however, to regard the 

T as the first letter of TIBI or TE, and REPRIGERI as a contraction 

for REFRIGERET, after the analogy of de Rossi's interpretation of the 

same phenomenon found on Roman stones.) Even simpler and better is 

the recent suggestion that RSPRIGERI is a barbarous formation based 

on the analogy of the common imperatives EUTYGHI (S^tipfel) and EUPSYCHI 

in which case it would of course be \bransitive?) Either way 

the inscription in question does not admit of a decision.

For the most part these features can be parallelled in extra} 

African Christian material without difficulty. Thus although we can

as yet find no example elsewhere of the abstract use of the root
3\ 

PRIG, its concrete use is common enough; ' and we meet in addition

the form REFRIGIUM, unless we choose to treat this as a contraction^) 

The verb, likewise, is amply attested as intransitive^) and when 

transitive, with the noun following both in the dative ' and the 

ablative'7 ) as well as in the accusative case.) What we encounter of 

this particular expression in Africa, therefore, is substantially 

typical of the Early Church as a whole. The distribution of the texts 

moreover, in so far as their small number can be regarded as 

statistically valid, suggests Carthage as the centre from Y/Mch it

l)Kraus, RE ii 684 2)Di 2317 note 3)Di 2320-2322A
4)Di 2322A 5)Di 2314-2319 6)Di 2309,2310
7)Di 2308 8)Marucchi,Epigr.nos.92,95,96,97,99
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spread to the rest of the country. Hence it no doubt came from Rome 

originally, most of the extra-African examples of its use being located 

in the catacombs there.

Such general considerations notwithstanding however, we are not 

yet in possession of the key to the exegesis of the REFRIGERIUM formula 

itself. And in fact, numerous as are the texts concerned, they nowhere 

provide us with more than a vague general impression. We learn indeed 

that it is an experience of the soul,' associated with peace?) granted 

"by God,'' and even the martyrsf' to'those who stand; fast in the faith?) 

But on the central problem they cast no light at all.

Hence we are obliged to make an excursion into the literary as 

distinct from the epigraphical use of the expression. To carry out 

a complete investigation of this kind would throw the exposition quite 

out of balance "by passing beyond the limits set at the beginning. The 

aim in general being to illustrate Church History from the Inscriptions, 

we are forbidden on principle to reverse the process. We must therefore 

select according to some principle fundamental to our entire, procedure. 

Now it has been noticed, from the categories of inscription already 

handled, that so far as the illiterate, masses of the Church were at all 

interested in literature, only two classes of writing come into 

consideration: namely, the Passion-narratives of the martyrs, which 

must have been tolerably familiar to those responsible for hagiographic 

monuments of such frequency as are here to be found, and the Scriptures, 

quotations from which, chiefly in Latin, constitute an epigraphical

l)Di 2308,2313,2320 2)Di 2304 3)Di 2308A,2309,2312 
4)Di 2310 5)Di 2312
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category "by themselves. The BiTble, therefore, and the Passions of 

the martyrs, Being as we know from the inscriptions themselves the 

literary products of the Early Church most likely to influence the 

essentially illiterate in their choice of language and the sense in 

which they make use of current expressions, must serve to explain 

for us the epi graphical significance of REFRIGERIUM also.

In the Vulgate REFRIGERIUM and its variants is frequently 

used to represent the Septuagint t^V^^C)^^ , a word of classical 

pedigree, and of extremely general significance, meaning relief, 

refreshment, airiness., coolness, the root "being the same as that 

found in the adjective *p#XP**s , cool, coldr' (frigidus.1 ) Its earliest 

canonical appearance is in Exodus xxiii 12, where the ancient Jewish 

law prescribes the observance of the Sa"b"bath as the day of rest, 

"in order that. .. the son etc. may rest, *|W oOM^f v? o u'o*9 ut. . . et 

refrigeretur filiusl1 Similarly Jeremiah invites the restless to 

return and walk in old paths that they "may find repose" for their 

souls (<* v VREF. ) ( vi 16), and in the Acts of the Apostles (iii 19)V 

Peter refers to the last days when the world 1 s turmoil will come to

an encl in the restoration of all things in God's Kingdom as "the
v -* ^£

times of refreshment, tC&Upot ^Vtfiyi/f 6^^ tempora refrigerii'.' Then

again in the Second Epistle to Timothy (i 16) Paul is represented 

as praising a friend, "Because he has often given me refreshment, 

pr/ 7F0\VlKv* R  ^YG^fc, quia saepe me refrigeravit'J where the

context suggests that the reference is to the providing of occasional 

meals, just as in our modern use of the word. On the other hand,

1)LSJ i 127
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an altogether different interpretation of the expression is inevitable 

in Luke xvi 23-24. There the scene before us is removed quite into 

the realm of the Transcendental: we see on the one hand Paradise, on 

the other Hell, and "between the two there isM a great gulf fixed'.' 

Lazarus enjoys his ease in the former: the rich man scorches in the 

pitiless flames of the latter. In his agony he addresses from afar 

Abraham, who presides over the denizens of "bliss: "Father Abraham, 

have mercy on me, and send Lazarus, that he may dip the tip of his 

finger in water, and cool my tongue (K&l K^T^C^ &/£ ty Tfiv y/(w4<&*Mo\}9 

ut REFRIGSRET linguain me am) ; for I am tormented in this flame.t1f 

Here at least we have a gloss on our problem-word which is wholly 

free from ambiguity: Lazarus in Paradise enjoys cooling draughts of 

water. In this sense he experiences RBFRIGERIUM; he is refreshed, 

REFRIGERAT; and the sight is too much for poor Dives, who would 

welcome but one drop to relieve his parched jaws.

Passing now to Passion literature connected v/ith the sufferings 

of the martyrs, we find that examples of RBFRIGIUM (Refrigerare,

rather, since the noun nowhere occurs in this category) are confinedt/. iv.,Vi tff 
to one composition, namely the Passion of Perpetua, as it happens

<K.

an African document. There the verb occurs no fewer than three times. 

In each instance, as we learn from a contemporary Greek translation 

fortunately extant, and edited together with the original Latin by 

J.Armitage Robinson (Cambridge Texts and Studies vol.1, 1891), a 

different Greek verb is employed to render the one Latin verb, so 

that we are in a position to determine its meaning most precisely. 

This document therefore, which is thus unique from our present 

point of view, and constitutes the last court of appeal for all
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engaged in this particular dispute, we will quote freely in order to 

set all the issues in as clear a light as possible.

First of all, in chapter III, the verb is rendered "by the Greek 

verb liedesthai. Perpetua, narrating her visions, speaks thus of her 

dead father: "Then in a few days I gave thanks to God, having- seen 

my dearest father, and felt relieved now that he was gone " ( et 

REFRIGERAVI absentia illius, %U*y $7TOYT<>^ tft/Tou^) There can

be little doubt as to the correctness of this rendering, compare the 

Papyrus use of ^Vo^ Vp</ VY| (= ̂ tc/sU' (j\(<7 » tne frequent equivalent of
£ ̂  /L. *** **" \ ***

refrigerium) quoted by Moulton and Milligan, T£V)<£tf'&Pi Jy^ f^ Vfl( vPc^k^

"to obtain some relief". '

A stronger shade of meaning occurs in chapter IX (CTS i 74) : 

ut et nos et illi invieem REFRIGBRAREMUS (Tt^JT/Op^Tc/^sM ) where 

the Greek requires us to translate, "that we and they should in turn 

encourage one another',1 the fundamental idea here being of stimulating 

the spirit, of refreshing' the emotions.

Finally it is necessary to reproduce a substantial part of 

Perpetua 1 s vision of her young brother Dinoerates, who preceded her 

on the way to martyrdom. Two massages come into question, describing 

the appearance of Dinoerates as he appeared to his sister after 

having made the supreme sacrifice:-

VII (CTS i 72)... I see Dinoerates issuing forth from a place
of darkness ,... very hot and thirsty. ..In that 
place where Dinoerates was, there was a vase 
full of water, but its edge stood higher than 
the lad was tall; and Dinocrates strained towards 
it as if wishing to drink....

VIII ( CTS i 74).. I see that place which I had seen previously,
and Dinocrates, no longer squalid, but well
clothes, and enjoying refreshment ( REFRI G3RANTEM , 

/A-

1)MM i 40
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) , and where the wound had "been, I see a scar: I see 
also "\ that vase which I had seen before, but with its brim level 
with the lad's waist. And he drew water from it without interruption. 
And above the vase's edge there was a phial of gold full of water. 
And Dinocrates approached and began to drink therefrom; and the phial 
remained always full. And having- sated himself he left off drinking 
the water in order to play about in his joy, as is the manner of 
children.

No more plain description of REFRIGERIUM could be desired than this 

admirable scene. Dinocrates here enjoys "refreshment"(REFRIGERANTEM). 

In what does his refreshment consist? This, precisely, to which alone 

the entire passage is devoted: issuing from a place of darkness, over 

come by heat and thirst, he refreshes himself with copious draughts 

of eool water, which flows never-ceasingly for his benefit;: then, 

his natural vigour restored, he goes off to romp.

These then are the texts which must be decisive for the direction 

in which we are to interpret the REFRIGERIUM formula. Prom them it 

is in the first place obvious, that we are amply justified in retain 

ing for general use the word "Refreshment" as the equivalent for 

REFRIGERIUM, both being equally wide in their application. Inspecting 

the passages more closely, we see moreover that all the different 

interpretations of the word now current find undoubted support therein^ 

whether in terms of rest from labour, cooling drink, or nourishment; 

in addition it is clear from the texts that Refrigerium may also 

signify psychic conditions such as relief and a feeling of encourage 

ment. Finally however, when it comes to ultimate classification, one 

distinction emerges as fundamental. It will be noticed that the scope 

of REFRIGSRIUM is without limit, embracing experiences of the 

individual both in this world and the next. i-Tow the various applicati 

ons of ypRIG observed in these passages can be organised so as to
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correspond to this twofold context. Wherever this world is in 

question, both in the Bible and in the Passion-narrative, the 

meaning of REFRIGERIUM varies according tb the erstwhile situation, 

indicating now repose, at another time nourishment, yet again 

peace of mind, the renewal of flagging spirits, and so forth. When 

on the contrary the scene depicts the soul's adventures after the 

death of the "body, "both sources are unanimous in using REFRIGERIUM 

in one sense, and in one sense only: that namely of refreshment in 

the form of cool water. In this respect the Lazarus-Dives situation 

and Perpetua's vision of Dinocratea hang precisely together quite 

without the least contradiction or inconsistency, each serving to 

elucidate the ot&er. Jeremiah vi 16 and Acts iii 19 do not invalidate 

this inference, since the one refers, if not indeed to bodily ease, 

only to a psychic condition of contentment here and now, and the 

other, if not this-worldly in its reference in the usual sense, 

is certainly not to be understood to refer to a merely individual 

experience of the other world, but rather to the collective event, 

quite distinct therefrom, of the Last Judgment in which both worlds 

will pass away, an event therefore which is unique in itself and so 

cannot come into consideration at all in this discussion-g 

in the epitaphs, however, the R3FRIGSRIUM formula is employed 

not at all in a this-worldly, but only in an other-worldly context: 

written as an acclamation, it serves to wish the dead man well on 

his perilous Journey into the Unseen. Hence we conclude in general, 

that the epitaphic use of REFRIGERIUM and its variants refers to the 

cooling draughts of water enjoyed "by the blessed dead in Paradise.
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When we now return in the light of these investigations to the 

African instances of the expression (p.357) for which the conclusion 

we have thereby reached must hold good, we find in general nothing 

in them to contradict it, "but observe on the contrary that they 

derive from it © heightened significance for us. They envisage the 

happy lot of Lazarus and Dinocrates.

In one case only might doubt on this point reasonably arise. 

bV 111 speaks of the tombstone as a table (MEnSA) and thus raises 

the question whether RBPRIG-ERATIONIS should not be taken along 

with it rather than with TITULUM, the reference then being to the 

feast celebrated in honour of the departed. There are however 

insuperable objections to this procedure. For one thing, if we read 

as # in that case we must, "A table of refreshment, together with 

a title',' the position of CUM TITULUM is intolerably harsh, indeed 

without example. There is no reaste for it being where it is, and 

it is too violent a displacement either for a careless or for an 

illiterate stonecutter to perpetrate. Apart from this, what would 

be the reference of TITULUM according to such a view? Apparently it 

would then refer to the inscription; but this is a trivial matter 

for such a cumbrous course. In short, REFRIG-BRATIONIS cannot go with 

MEnSA, but must go with TITULUM. Only thus can the LatiMty of the 

piece be maintained.

It must be confessed, however, that by translating "A table 

together with a title of refreshment',' we have raised another problem 

in addition to refuting an impossible interpretation. Assuming that 

refreshment signifies the heavenly experience of Dinocrates, what
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can a "title (headline) of refreshment" mean? That is our final 

problem.

In the want of parallel phenomena, we resort to an hypothesis. 

TITULUM REFRIGERATIONIS must refer to the letters DMS which stand 

at the head of the inscription: they are the only feature of the 

monument, apart from the inscription itself, to which the terra could 

"be applied. The connection is provided, unfortunately, "by nothing 

more substantial than a previous hypothesis devised towards the 

understanding of these letters, namely that DMS might sometimes 

have "been regarded not as signifying Dis Manibus Sacrum, but as 

representing DOMUS, the common euphemism for a tomb in antiquity (pp. 

354-355). This slender ejbdgraphical ground we now venture to 

reinforce by means of a psychological association between "house" and 

"refreshment" in the technical (eschatological) meaning of the term. 

In hot countries a house is regarded,not, as in temperate or cold 

regions-, as a source of warmth, but as a shade from the fierceness 

of the sun's scorching rays. It becomes therefore a symbol of 

refreshment, REPRIGERIUM. Further, human life, with all its restless 

activity, corresponds precisely to a day filled with work, from 

which a man is glad to retire in the eeel evening to his house, there 

to slake his dry throat with cool drinks. Even to-day the metaphor 

is used with charming effect in the liturgical prayer, familiar to 

more than one generation,(BOO 279):-

0 Lord, support us all the day long of this troublous life, 
until the shadows lengthen and the evening comes, and the busy world 
is hushed, and the fever of life is over, and our work done. Then, 
Lord, in Thy mercy, grant us safe lodging, a holy rest, and peace 
at the last; through Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen.
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That is to say: in setting up "a table together with the title of 

refreshment" the person responsible for bV 111, having constructed 

a mensa or table whereon to hold commemorative feasts in honour of 

the deceased, is understood in addition to have bestowed upon it

the character of a house by means of the letters EMS, in this way
he 

doing ally]could to secure for the dead man the desired REFRIG-ERIUM

in the other world, which the tomb, now no lonp;er only a mensa, but 

also a domus aeterna, most powerfully symbolizes. To be sure there 

is no question of claiming for this theory the cogency of an argument 

equipped with full proofs; but perhaps we may be permitted to draw 

attention to another inscription, not hitherto specially mentioned, 

which appears to lend it some support (Ei 1565B):-

MALLIUS TIGRINUS MALLIUS TIGRINUS
OB REFRIG-ERIUM G _ WHILE STILL ALTVE
...DOMUM AETERNALern ~ ESTABLISHED AN "EVERLASTING HOUSE"
VIWS FUNDAVTT FOR THE SAKE OP REFRESHMENT...

How the lacuna following G in the second line is to be filled up, 

whether with CONJUGI or GARIS SUIS, is of small importance from our 

present point of view, since it affects only those for whom the 

tomb was prepared; the exegesis of the whole admits of no reasonable 

doubt whatever. Mallius Tigrinus, as the inscription itself announces 

quite unambiguously, prepared a tomb, calling it by the name of 

"everlasting house", in order that its occupant, whether himself or 

another, might enjoy REFRIGERIUM. That means however, that his choice 

of this name for the tomb contributes in some way towards the 

desired boon. It is therefore natural to regard this piece as a 

commentary on bV 111, and to make use of it in this manner to 

cast light on an otherwise obscure problem.
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It will be observed that the inscription just quoted does not 

contain any specifically Christian stigmata, either primary or 

secondary, and so raises the question whether REPRIGERIUM is 

altogether peculiar to the Christian vocabulary of antiquity. Certainly 

it is a characteristic feature of pre-Constantinian Christian 

material.'' On the other hand it is excessively rare on authentic

pagan inscriptions. We can think only of one item on which the

2)expression appears.'Fortunately the paganism of the piece is beyond

doubt, for not only is the characteristic pagan headline DM followed 

by the announcement, that "in this mound lies a lifeless body whose 

spirit has been recl^ved into the company of the gods, according to 

its deserts"(in hoc tumulo Jacet corpus exajtffinis cujus spiritus inter 

deos receptus est, sic enim meruit), but also, the dead man, we are 

told, was a Roman knight (equs Romanus) and "ran as a Lupercus" 

(lupercus cucurrit), that is, was a member of the college of 

Lupercalian priests, whose duty it was to race round the Palatine each 

year on the 15th of February in order to promote fertility?) On the 

other hand the REFRIG-ERIUM - formula, although syntactically unclear 

(VIVS LOCI REPRIGERAS =?vivus locum refrfcgerii ^ comparavit ?/, i.e. 

perhaps, "made ready a place of refreshment while s$ill alive"?), 

is to be identified without difficulty. This example may however 

be simply the exception which proves the rule, and may illustrate 

the assimilation of paganism to a victorious Christendom, since in 

any case the inscription belongs to the style of the later Empire.

1)Northcote,EC 85
2)Richter,Lateinische Sacralinschriften 15

3)Deubner in Chantepie de la Saussaye ii 437
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On the whole therefore we incline to see in this expression one 

characteristic of the religious language of the new faith, without 

however affirming or denying anything at this stage regarding the 

general idea underlying it. With the mere use of the word we remain 

within the realm of religious praxis: its ultimate significance 

"belongs on the contrary to the ideological problem.

We are thus at the end of our investigations on the death-clause 

and its adjuncts, which embrace one aspect of the epitaph. The total 

impression left by the facts recorded may be summarized under three 

heads. (1)Apart from the mention of death generally, the Christian 

element seems remarkably slight. A formula or its variant here and 

there, for example REPRIG-KRIIH, is all there is to witness to the 

new faith. For the rest, pagan elements prevail, in numerous 

variations, developed in quite a pagan manner. ^2) For the most part 

African piety reproduces that of the ansient Christian Empire 

generally, and that of Roman Christianity in particular. Nevertheless 

peculiarly African features do occur occasionally: DOMUS ROMULA in 

Western Mauretania is an extreme example of this. (3) The ratios 

Christian/Pagan, African/European vary according to the locality:

strongly characteristic African phenomena prevail in the landward
a

parts, European in the urban centres and along the cofet, while

the predominantly pagan quality of Ivlauretania, especially Western
/

Mauretania, as against the rest pf the country, is very strongly 

marked, the Eastern portion, especially Zeugitana, being much more 

thoroughly penetrated by the Christian mission. Such are the 

general distinctions which emerge from the foregoing study of 

this aspect of the epitaph.
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(e) Life-clause and its Adjuncts

The verb VIVKRE "to live", in the form VTXIT (XIXSRUNT),"he (they) 

lived", which is current in epitaphs both pagan and Christian, provides 

the nucleus of this section. For reasons which are self-evident it 

does not give rise to variants (in particular, euphemisms) as does 

the corresponding verb in the previous sedition. On the other hand 

numerous instances occur in which it is incorrectly spelt; the index 

compiled "by Diehl in this respect holds good for our African material 

also}) But to record and table variations of this kind would he a 

waste of labour, since any inferences therefrom would "be circular, 

illiteracy having been adopted as one of the guiding-principles in 

the chronological ordering of the material (p.30). Moreover the 

topography of orthographical freaks would possess significance only 

in a general orthographical context, which it is no part of the 

intention here to supply. Finally, the mere distribution of the 

verb itself is of no significance, since it would reproduce that of 

the whole category, its presence in many cases having served to 

establish the literary identity of the inscription. Hence we pass 

to a more fruitful inquiry, namely the verb in its combinations 

and implications.

First of all its synthesis with the pax-formula calls for 

attention. Here it is impossible to decide when the order IN PACE 

VIXIT is or is not a genuine synthesis, exactly as in the case of 

the verb indicating death (pp.331-332). It is of such frequent

1)Diehl iii 607-611
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<v
occurence, however, that it would be well to tabulate the instances 

^v
both of IN PACE VIXIT and of VIXIT IN PACE, which latter at least is 

a genuine synthesis in this sense:-

IN PACE VIXIT VIXIT IN PACE

I

II

III

IV

V

*
-

29

45

5

2

c

-

39

108

5

3

b

-

68 12

= 153 6

= 10

= 5 3

c

2

41

13

12

2

2

53

19

12

5

81 155 = 236 21 70 = 91

Here we observe in the case of both formulae the decisive gravitation 

towards the Eastern portion of the country, with a corresponding 

deficiency elsewhere, especially in Mauretania. On the other hand 

the overwhelming; ascendancy of Byzacena as the seat of the second 

formula, even as against Zeugitana, sugp;ests that what concerns 

us here is a distinction in the order of words rather than in the 

meaning of the phrases themselves. That is to say: it is probable that 

a very large proportion of the 236 instances of IN PACE VIXIT is 

to be taken as a siVhatmrhi nl enuivalent of VIXIT IN PACE. If this 

is so, the peculiar position of Byzacena in the second table has 

less significance than at first sight. On the whole we should in 

all probability content ourselves with the generalization, that 

(IN PACE)VIXIT(IN PACE), "he lived in peace", is characteristic of

the Eastern portion of the country. There are no chronological
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peculiarities to be observed in its distribution.

Both forms of the expression are common in the Early Church 

generally; '"but neither in Jewish nor in ordinary pagan epitaphs does 

the formula seem to occur at all. It is therefore a characteristic 

feature of Christian epigraphy. Its meaning is not immediately 

clear from its epigraph!cal use, "but patristic references determine 

for us its significance: the peace to which this phrase refers is 

naturally not the peace of death, which has engaged our attention 

already, "but peace here and now in this life which the Christian 

enjoys as a result of his faith, in other words, the peace of the 

Church, as an inscription quoted on p. 330 (cV 173) expresses it;'' 

In other words we are to infer from the information, that a man lived 

in peace, that he was in full communion with the Church, that is to 

say, pronoa"bly "baptized. Finally we note the variants "bY 106 VIXIT. .. 

CIM PACBlvI, a striking grammatical irregularity, with which we may 

compare ..CUM TITULUM on a stone already examined (p. 357, "bV 111), 

and the explicit phrase VICSIT IN PACE IN HOC MUNDO, cl 1, "lived 

in peace in this world", where the this-worldly context of the 

expression is vefy clearly declared.

There are thus two aspects under which we may view the private 

Christian of antiquity, as a member namely of the world on the one 

hand, and of the Church on the other. This general distinction supplies 

us with a convenient framework whereon to construct the rest of our 

exposition dealing with the life-clause in its wider sense. We propose

l>Di 2640,2641,2650+A; 2673-4,2686-fA,2687+A,B ,2690-2706 
2)Northcote EC 86-87,LeBl,Manuel pp.50-51
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therefore to examine in turn what the inscriptions tell us of the
1 

woijdly and churchly existence of the African Christian community.

In the first place fall to "be recorded, indications of the deceased's
.. "' lu "V

public status. Our material includes in this category three physicians, 

namely a MEDICUS ' and two men of apparently higher standing, each of

whom calls himself an ARCHIATER^' The legal profession is represented 

by the factor of an estate, PROCURATOR FUNDI BERBENNESIS 3 ) a law-agent, 

ACTORf) and a barrister who is at the same time a Roman knight, patron 

of learning, and model of virtue, withal moreover a candidate for

baptism (p.389), EQ R ADVOCATI OMNIUM LITTERARUM ET VIRTUTUM VTRI...
5)

AUD(l)ENTl(S). Of army personnel and State officials we count a

soldier, :,'ILEX BE NUM HIPP REG?) a centurion, CENTURION a veteran, 

VETRANUS?) three MAGISTRI MILITUM?) a PRINCEPS10 ) two TRIBUNl}1 ) and 

two DISPENSATORES,"' or cashiers in charge of income-and-expenditure 

accounts13 ) ¥e encounter also a very "jgrand personage in a SENATOR DE 

NUMERU 313 ELECTUM, ) the phrase, according to Diehl, being analogous 

to the honorific titles bis piae, bis fideles, frequently applied to 

legions. ' To the senatorial order (p.306) we reckon a solitary VTR 

CLARISSIMUS, ' while to a somewhat more humble rank belong the 

nevertheless respectable "gentleman" VTR HONESTUs]:7 ) seven "ladies'^ 

HONESTAE FEMINAE18 ) and an honourable matron, HONESTA MATROFA^9 ) 

Finally comes a man who earns his bread with his hands, namely a stone 

cutter, we might now perhaps call him a "monumental scupltor'J LAPIDE 

CESORl(sic), and a man in the street, CIVTS, citizen?1 )

1.22 2)cIII 147,489 3)t)III 77 4)bIII 148 5)hIV 23 6)cIV 44 
7)"bII 120 8)lDlII 174 9)cII 83, cIII 596, cV 132 10)cV 185 
11) cV 67,122 12)t>V 10B.156 13)Liebenam in PW v 1189 14) cIV 184 
15)Di 495n 16.) ell 131 17)cIV 38 18)bIIn-|J|, bill 29,37,282, 

59, cV 34,35 19)cIV 109 20)cV 8 2l)cIV 58
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Parallels to all the foregoing- items of information, apart of 

course from insignificant variations in detail, may be found, for 

Christian material, in the indices of Diehl, for pagan, in those 

of Wilmanns and Dessau, and there is no point in accumulating here 

the references these scholars have already tabulated with an industry 

"beyond all praise. It remains only to mention the unique case of the 

FLAMINE3 PERPETUI, of which we have four in Africa}) and none at all

among the Christian dead elsewhere in the epitaphs of the Early

?} Church. With them we must also associate the SACSRDOS whom we

shall have occasion further on (p. 392) to prove to "be a representative 

not of the Christian clergy hut of an otiose priesthood discharging 

no longer any religious, "but only civil duties. We have already no 

ticed that Africa is the only part of the ancient world where 

"priests" of this type are mentioned on the dedications erected to 

Christian emperors (pp.125-126), and we had occasion to refer to the 

survival of pagan priesthoods again when dealing with specifically 

religious votive dedications (p.307). We found the possibility of 

this survival in the decline of such priesthoods from religious 

orders to merely State functions, the PIamen Perpetuus in particular 

having traditionally had charge of the worship of the emperor in 

the Provinces (p.139). During Christian reigns the worship of the 

emperor must of necessity have suffered reduction to the level of 

mere homage. At all events no doubt is possible as to the religion 

of the African Plamines Perpetui here in question: the use of

1)cll -32,131,147, cIII 600
2)cV 160
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symbols (cll 131,147) and. the expressions IN PACE BIXIT (oil 32), 

PIDELIS VIXIT IN PAGE (clll 600)(see pp.384-385), and CRISTIAMJS 

(cll 147) are quite without ambiguity. Even the DECCE3IT of cV 160 

must for want of a more distinct stigma be regarded as decisive, 

according to the principles on which a great part of the Christian 

material of Mauretania has been isolated. These priests, moreover, 

"belong- to the later period, namely "between A.D. 40S(cV 160) and 526 

(cll 147), so that an ample period can be proved to have elapsed 

during which the metaftorphosis, one familiar to all students of 

language, could have taken place, without difficulty. They represented 

the community in the presence of the emperor, exactly as our own 

provosts or mayors do to-day: only thus could they hold their priest" 

hood without compromising their Christianity.

In view of the richness of the material as a v/hole, it is 

surprising that we should possess,not so many details of the worldly 

condition of the deceased, but so few. The texts here discussed 

number 40, i.e. no more than about 1/60th of all the epitaphs. The 

overwhelming bulk of the epitaphic texts tell us nothing at all 

about the earthly standing or calling of their dead. The reason for 

this may lurk in the peculiar distribution of these 40 texts taken 

as a whole:-

a "bo

II - 24 = 6
III 54=9
IV - 27=9
V 1 3 12 = 16

1 12 27 = 40
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for here it will be observed, on the one hand that there is a slight 

"but quite noticeable chronological displacement downwards, on the 

other that the dominant position of Mauretania is decisive. In other 

words: where we have a right to expect that government and military 

officials, professional men, and skilled workers should "be most 

numerous, and where social position should "be of most consequence, 

in Carthage namely and its immediate surroundings, Zeugitana, the 

cultural centre of the entire country and point whence Roman influence 

spread throughout the land, in short the middle region of African 

civilization and its most populous district, preciseljr there, as 

appears most plainly from the table, this type of evidence is most 

scantjT-J Obviously a factor operates here upon the formation of our 

texts, almost, it would seem, directly proportionate to their 

distribution, whereby reference to the worldly condition of the 

deceased, rigorously suppressed where the Christian community is 

most thickly concentrated, finds expression only towards its 

periphery. The hypothesis, formulated by earlier investigators in the 

case of Roman material, that this factor is none other than the 

the other-worldly orientation of the life of the Early Church^ 

and which has also been convincingly demonstrated as the controlling 

influence in the development of Early Church Art?) explains everything 

It accounts alike for the topographical peculiarities of the texts in 

question,(p. 326), and for their chronollogy, since otherworldliness 

such as that of the primitive period of the Church3 ' must naturally

1)Northcote EC 139-140
2)Ludwig von Sybel,Historische Zeitschrift,3tfe Polge,Band X,3S 1-38
3)1 John ii 15-17 etc.
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he expected to lose influence as the world persisted instead of 

passing away. Indeed a source of this other-worldliness seen to 

operate in our inscriptions must "be sought "beyond the primitive 

eschatological hope of the New Testament, which alone could not 

have influenced the Christian community for so long. It is necessary 

to postulate a general tendency and taste towards and for the 

Transcendental as such, in order to account for the facts observed. 

In order that the Christians whose monuments we now study should 

have shown so little interest in their worldly condition, a widespread 

and deep-rooted aversion must have controlled their thinking such 

as is difficult for us no?/ to appreciate.

For this reason it is vain to draw any conclusions from the 

inscriptions as to the proportion of Christians in any given 

category, as for example LeBlant does in estimating the strength 

of Christianity in the army;r' Still less can general inferences "be 

valid as to the social distribution of the faith as compared with 

that of other religions. When Toutain, on the "oasis of inscriptions, 

reckons the indigenous African cults to number few in their member 

ship who are not humble?' that is a convincing demonstration; and 

if or when anyone undertakes a similar task in respect of the Jewish 

component of the ancient world, that will likewise lead to a result 

interesting and insctructive in itself. But we cannot know, and 

never will know, the sociological stratification of the Early Church 

so long as we confine ourselves to its monumental remains, and it

1)LeBl,Hanuel 15-16
2)Toutain,CPSR iii 113
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will forever be impossible for us to compare it with that of its 

religious environment and so gain a significant result. The utmost 

that can be said is that in fact Christianity penetrated all sections 

of the community: that at least is clear from the variety of callings 

fulfilled by the few individuals in the African Christian community 

whose worldly condition is known to us. And when all is said and 

done the mere fact that v/e know little of the average Christian as 

a citizen of the Roman Empire and a member of ancient world, 

provided that we know at the same time the cause of our ignorance, 

may well be more significant than the knowledge thereby lost to us 

for our ultimate understanding of the piety of the Early Church.

No such problem arises in references to private life, for reasons 

which are self-evident, for here the data consist of the mention of 

the family, which is a constant feature in epitaphs in all ages and 

places. The compiling of a vocabulary in this connection brings no 

reward, since nothing of significance emerges from mere words used 

to indicated relationship, such as father and mother, husband and 

wife, son and daughter, brother and sister. Among the less usual 

terms, however, we may note the old Latin phrase PATER FAMILIAS, 

(father of family) which occurs only in Mauretania}' and the 

eorresponding phrase MATER PAV(ILIAS, also confined to Mauretania?) 

although MATER PILIORUM is found in Byzacena; 3 ' none of these three 

expressions is attested on Christian material outside Africa. 

Similarly we may note the unique occurrence of the poetic word for 

mother, G-ENETRIX, in liumidia^) On the other hand we note as variants

l)cV 137,138 2)cV 76 
3)bII 31 4)cIV 224
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of the common "uxor", "marita 1,1 etc. (wife), the words COMPAR or equal,'' 

and CTXMBIOO or life-partnerf) which apparently are characteristic of 

Christian material?) and may therefore "be regarded as welcome symptoms 

of the influence of the new religion in which the equality of the sexes 

is at least declared as an idealf' although it should "be stated that 

"both terms are to "be found also in Jewish epitaphs?)

As might "be expected, a large variety of laudatory expressions 

falls to "be recorded, giving testimony of the affection with which 

members of the same family regarded one another. Such phrases abound, 

ranging from the praise of general excellence, such as PIUS, PIA, 

dutiful^ FIDELISSIMUS (-A) , most faithful?,) MIRE BONITATIS ET (AC) 

TOTIUS IN1TOCBNTIA3, of marvellous goodness and entire innocence?) 

OPTIMA PSivIINA, "best of women,) to full-"blooded expressions of endear 

ment such as GARIS3IMUS (-A) , dearest}0 ) DULGIS, sweet} 1 ^DULCISSIMUS, 

sweetest^) AMAMTISSIMUS (-A), most loving} 3 ) RARISSIMUS, rarest}4 ) 

DULCIS ANIMA, sweet spirit} 5 ) INNOCSNTIS3IMUS, most innocent}6 ) PIUS 

INNOCEITTIS3IMUS, dutiful and most innocent}7 ) DULCIS ET TOTIUS 

IMTOCENTIAE, sweet and of entire innocenfce} 8 ) and CA3TA MATRONA 

CONIUX AMANTI33IMA, chaste matron and most loving wife. ) Such terms 

are easily parallelled not only in extra-African Christian, "but also 

in pagan epitaphs, ' and the question has "been raised as to the 

precise value of superlatives of this kind, since it is incredible 

that altogether perfect specimens of humanity should abound to the 

exteni to which the inscriptions would lead us to "believe?1 ) Of course

l)"bll 36 2)cIII 654 3)Diehl iii 497,4107+A 4)Galatians iii 28 
5)Di 4980,Ca xi/2:2579,2595 6)bII76,bIV83,85,86,91,cI!I108,cIV95,etc 
7)bIV19 8)bIII112-114 9)lDV139 10)bV95,96,101,142,cV160,161 "
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constantly-recurring situations tend to produce stereotyped formulae, 

and in our African material there are a few instances where the 

stonecutter has "been so weary of reproducing the same expressions 

over and over again that he inadvertantly applied laudatory epithets 

not to the deceased, "but to those who erected his memorial}' At the 

same time there is no reason to doubt the sincerity of such epithets. 

To raise the question whether the dead were such paragons in fact as 

the laudatory epithets and phrases make them out to have been, is 

frankly pedantic. Tneir value for us is rather of quite another kind: 

they reflect the accepted ideals of domestic virtue current among 

those circles at that time.

We know of only one phrase, or at most two, which "besides 

being written in full, lurk also behind a suspension, that phenomenon 

which ahove all others supplies an index to conventionality in the 

style of monuments. The suspension in question consists of the letters 

EM(bIT 106,61,111,121, ell 163, cIV 29, cV 160) once written BMR(cV59) 

which might a priori represent either of the common phrases BOixIAS 

MEMORIAE (to the good memory of, of good memory, according to syntax) 

and B3NBwIEREN3(NTl)(well-deserving). Whether written in full or"

abbreviated in this manner, both expressions are a regular feature
o) 3)of the epitaphs of the ancient v/orld, both Christian"and pagan.

In Africa their respective distributions among Christian material 

may "be tabulated thus:-

BM(R) BONAB MST/.ORIAS BSNEWSR3NTI

II
ITI
IV
V

"b
8
—
—
3

11

e
1
—

14
—
5

= 9

= 14
= 3

26

t>
4
—
—
—
4

c
1
—
1
2
4

— 5

= 1
= 2

8

13
1
—
-

4
5

c
— =
—
-
1
1

1

5
6

TJbV?9,101,129,130,164
2)Diehl iii 490-492 3)Wilmanns ii 582,712
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from which proportions it is obvious that EM should "be regarded as 

representing- BONAE MEMORIAE rather than BENEMERBNTI, not only 

"because of the much greater frequency of the former term, "but also 

"because of its distribution, which corresponds to that of BM much 

more closely than does that of BEWEMERENTI. Common to all three feat 

ures is the negative r<Dle of Zeugitana. It would seem moreover that 

Numidia was the seat of BONAE MEMORIAE, and Mauretania the seat of 

BENEMERENTI5 both being found also in Byzacena. So far as these slight 

figures have validity, therefore, they indicate that the praise of 

the deceased was suppressed in the Early Church just as was any 

mention of his public Significance, presumably for the same reason. 

Perhaps the same factor operates to exclude from our texts all 

expressions of grief at bereavement, which are quite exceptional. 

Such phrases as we find are peculiar to Mauretania: DOLETTTES PARENTES, 

sorrowing parents}) LEGE ST DOLE, read thou and grieve thouf) PABENTS

DEC SINS DOLORE FILIORU DIsCESSIT, thanks to the favour of God he

1)died without having the grief of mourning for children;' and the

epithet CRUDELIS,' (lit., "cr-ael"), which we must apparently under 

stand by transference in the sense of "immatura rnorte" since it
cN

complains of the hard fate of those who have died before their time,' 

the key to this interpretation being found in the fairly common pagan

extravagance of the type GIL v 154: "She never committed any fault
her fi 

save by dying,...! never received any pain from her except byi death1.'
7)

Elsewhere in the Christian Empire such expressions occur; but nowhere

l)bV 132 2)cV 79 3)bV 6 4)bV 101,143,156 
5)Monceaux HLAC iii 198 6)Northcote EC 70 7)Diehl iii 516-517 503
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are complaints of this type so lavish as in pagan texts, Y/hich abound 

in references to "unjust Fortune 1,1 "1"' "the unjust and grievous dispen-
"o\

sation of Fortune?' and "the hateful Parcae" who "decreed a grievous 

fate and the end of life," 0 -' in endless variety^' Only the peculiar 

use of GRUDELIS discussed on the foregoing page is exclusive to 

Africa, where, in addition to its appearance on the inscriptions 

quoted, it occurs on two texts which may "be Christian, but which, 

since they lack all Christian stigmata, we have treated as pagan.' 

The discussion however of these and kindred texts must not "be 

allowed to conceal from us the fact that they constitute exceptions 

and occur only on the periphery of the Christian community, where 

Christian influence is least strong. As a general rule the Early 

Church did not lament its dead, and in this respect differed from 

its pagan environment.

We close our discussion of the worldly existence of the African 

Christians as reflected in their epitaphs "by quoting an inscription 

in which the public and private aspects of the problem are neatly 

combined, the headstone namely of Pescennia Quodvultfleus, who was

bill 57 HF BOMS NATALIBU3 a gentlewoman of good birth,
I TATA MATR01TALITER respectably married,
ITUPTA UXOR CA3TA _ a chaste wife
MATER PIA GEWUIT " and dutiful mother;
FILI03 III 3T FILIAS she bore three sons and two
II VIXIT ANN!3 XXX daughters and lived thirty years,

On the ojiier hand, of all our texts only two mention the deceased's 

birth: one man, v/e are told, was born "at the sixth hour',' NATUS ORA

another at a place called Casae Minores, NATUS CA3AS MINORE3?

l)Diehl klT38/40,481 2)ib.474 3)ib.462 
4)llorthcote 30 66 5)bII 20 5)cIV 98
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Such texts serve to remind us, by their mere f orthcoraingness, that 

the epitaphs as a whole show very little interest indeed in the 

details of the mundane life. Only exceptionally do they illustrate 

the life of the Christian considered as a citizen of the ancient 

world.

The situation is in every respect reversed when we pass to 

consider the average Christian no longer merely as a citizen of the 

Roman Empire, "but as a member ot the Church; for here we are 

copiously and precisely instructed. Even when the deceased holds no 

ecclesiastical office, he is very frequently described as belonging 

to the faith. For this purpose two titles, originally epithets, 

come into consideration. The one is PIDSLIS, faithful, of which we 

count no fewer than 457 examples in our African material, and of

which numerous instances occur also elsewhere in the Christian West. '
2)

In Byzantine times it is represented in G-reek by TUCTOC and by

Latin in Greek characters, (MAfcA^lC. CRISTIANA PIDSLIS, a rare

combinationf ' provides the transition to CRISTIANA'^ now the regular

word, but in inscriptions of the Early Church very rare indeed.
g\

PIDBLIS is thought to arjpear in one Jewish fragment,' but is other

wise unattested in this technical sense of Christian, belonging to 

the faith?' outside the Church itself. On pagan epitaphs it appears 

occasionally in the superlative as part of laudatory phrases. ' On the 

other hand PIDSLIS was very frequently applied collectively to 

Roman legions in a stereotyped manner, in combination with PI A,

l)Di 1351-1379 2)cIII 708 3)cIII 641 4)bIII 29 
5)bIII 274 6)Monceaux 147 7)Kraus REi506 8)¥ilm 269,2569
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so as to produce the regular formula, LEGIO - PI A FIDELIS* = the - 

legion, dutiful and reliable^) This is the only example of the 

regular use of the word in a technical sense which we find in pagan 

epigraphy, and it is just possible that we should recognize in it 

the archetype of our well-known Christian formula. Harnack has shown 

how completely the Early Church adopted military language in setting 

forth its message: "baptism was the sacramentum or oath sworn to the 

colours, the martyrs are the officers who lead the Christian soldiers 

in their campaign against the demons, Christ is the imperator, the 

Church is the camp of God, whoso yields to persecution is a deserter, 

heretics and schismatics are mutineers, Christians must do picket 

duty and keep guard,i.e. by praying and fasting they fulfil "stations" 

and "vigils',' the Christian life is a splendid struggle against the 

Devil, admired by God and the angels?/ Not to pass beyond this 

present investigation, we have already been led by inscriptions of 

another category to appreciate this warlike attitude on the part of 

the Early Church (pp.175,207). There are therefore good grounds 

for thinking that FIDSLIS is not adequately to be translated 

"believer 1,' but implies a much more warlike attitude than that word 

suggests. If in fact it was transferred fr9m the legions to the 

Church, being there applied individually instead of collectively, 

and that is the history of the term here proposed, then the Church- 

member of early times must be thought of as a warrior of Christ, 

a legionary, exactly as in the Salvation Army of to-day, which 

Harnack praises as the most remarkable Christian organization

1)Wilmanns ii 576-534
2)Harnack,Militia Christi 41-42
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of modern times, since it reproduces to a degree otherwise unknown 

the aggressive temper characteristic of the Early Church}'

The other current term used in the same sense is INNOCENS, 

harmless, innocent, without guile, which occurs 32 times in our

African texts, as often in Christian epitaphs generally?' It can

1}also "be traced in Jewish material, ' and, like Fidelis, is common on

pagan texts, usually in the superlative^) Its syntax corresponds 

exactly to that of Pidelis, since it is regularly treated as a noun. 

The only difference between the two words seems to "be, that whereas 

FIDELIS is applied to Christians of all ages, IHNOCENS is applied, 

in the examples where the age is given (15 in number), only to very 

young persons, the ages in question varying from 30 days to 19 years, 

giving an average age of "innocents" of seven years. It may of course 

"be disputed whether INNOCENS has any reference to Church membership 

at all. We find however the terms IHNOCENS (INNOX) and FIDELIS 

frequently combined, INNOCENS FIDELIsf' and FID3LIS INNOCENS?' On 

general grounds, also, it is extremely probable that INNOCENS, which 

occurs so much more frequently in Christian than in pagan material 

as to be quite a characteristic of the former, should become a 

technical term indicating Church membership: baptism, in the Early 

Church purified the sinner, who, having received it, was thereupon 

reckoned blameless, that is to say, "innocent" like a child, with the 

result, that controversy raged as to whether sin committed after
ry\

baptism were forgivable, and to what extent:' Hence we conclude

l)Harnack,Militia Christi 7 2)Diehl iii 539 3)Di 4959,Gsell 1080
4)Wilmanns 2233,2590 5)bIII 75, clll 350,375, cV 53, cIV 232
6)cIY 228 7)Shepherd of Hermas, vision ii 4
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that a Christian, until he was twenty years of age, but certainly 

no longer, might "be called either FIDELIS or IMOGENS, graece *K5K05 »' 

but after that year, only PIDELIS. Whereas INNOCENS is the more tender 

epithet, indicating blamelessness, PIDELIS brands him as a soldier 

of Christ. In either case it must "be assumed that he is "baptized, 

unless evidence to the eontrart is forthcoming.

Finally the distribution of these two terms is most instructive:-r

PIDELIS INNOCENS

46

= 362 

40 

10

16 442 = 458 9 23 32

II
III
IV

V

b

3

5

7

1

c

43

357

33

9

b

2

6

-

1

c

2

16

4

1

4

22

4

2

for here the outstanding feature, the predominance namely of 

Zeugitana as against the negative rSle of Mauretania which corresponds 

thereto, presents a displacement directly opposed to that observed 

in the case of data concerning the worldly condition of members of 

the Early Church (pp. 375-376, 380-381). This contrast holds good 

even when the general position of Zeugitana as a source of epitaph! c 

material is taken into account. What we see therefore in this table 

is the congestion of references to the churchly status of the 

Christian towards the nucleus of the African Christian community, 

and the sparseness of such references at its periphery.

II 89



II
III
IV

V

b

2

26

1

2

31

c

14

9

8

9

40
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The same general proportions hold good in the case of the three 

most numerous classes of the clergy attested in the inscriptions, 

namely the "bishops, BPISCDPI, elders, PRESBYTERY, and servants, 

DIAOONT, of which 23, 33, and 15 examples occur respectively, together 

totalling 71, distributed in the usual manner as follows: -

16

35

9

11

71

It will "be observed that these titles, which of course are common 

in Christian inscriptions everywhere}/ correspond exactly to the 

graduated orders of the Christian ministry repeatedly mentioned 

together as mutually supplementary elements in the organization of

the Early Church, for example in the celebrated formulations of

?} Ignatius. 'Apart from this the inscriptions contribute nothing to the

problem of their inter-relations, since their respective duties are 

nowhere therein described.

Two offshoots of the diaconate, the archdeacon (ARCEDIACOMJS, 

bll 51, ARCH...?, cIII 147), presumably a higher rank, and a lower 

one corresponding thereto, the sub de aeon, SUBDIACOMJS (bill 14,15,199, 

cIV 212, cV 185,177,192), provide a transition to the minor clergy, 

of whom we count eight readers, LECTOHSS, (bll 65, ell 31,134, bill 16,

1)Diehl,part
2)Ignatius,Philadelphians> intro.^ iv, Smyrnaeans viii l,xii 2, etc,
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GUI 2,3,214,215,613), two acolytes, ACOLUTHI (cIII 149,216), and 

an exorcist,EXORGIS(TES), cIII 148. All these may "be parallelled in 

the aforementioned chapters of Diehl, with the addition of his 5th 

chapter. It is presumably here that the PIDELES and IHNOCENTES 

already discussed have their place; for the only other rank we 

encounter after the minor orders just mentioned is that of hearer 

or AUDIENS, bll 21(2), blV 23, a pre-baptismal grade of which we hear 

also on Roman inscriptions, the title signifying what is meant "by the 

much commoner expression "catechumen'.'

That we have only three examples of the lastpnentioned grade is 

most tantalizing, since a statistically reliable collection of 

hearers or catechumens might supply an indication of the age at which 

it was common to baptize in the Early Church, and might even give 

some clue as to when infant "baptism "became a matter of course. As it 

is, in one of the three instances occurring in our African material 

a lacuna hides the age, and the remaining two examples show the "bounds 

to be extreme enough: one year(bll 21) and thirty-two years(bIV 23). 

From these two texts alone nothing can be concluded. In order to 

arrive even at a preliminary understanding of this fascinating 

problem Y/e must seek help outside Africa. Fortunately extras-African 

Christian material, especially at Rome, abounds in mention of a 

grade not to be found in African material, namely that of neophyte, 

that is to say, a person who has been newly baptised, the name 

being given only to baptized persons of not more than eight days' 

standing?) From the thirty-eight examples of this grade given by

i 1509n 
2)Kirsch in Kraus RE ii 831, Vfeiss ibid.488
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Diehl mentioning the age,' we see that "baptism could "be administered

when the candidate was as young as 8 months?) or when he was as old
" \ 

as 42 years?' and that the average age at which the believer was

"baptized lies "be^teen 10 and 11 years. In all probability this 

average holds good for Africa also. All the relevant texts of the 

Early Church must "be reduced to chronological order "before we are in 

a position to establish the extent to which this average varies in the 

course of history, and therewith to settle the problem in detail. 

In the mean time we draw attention to the interest of this figure, 

and pass on to consider to what extent the ages of the other groups 

in the hierarchy of the Early Church are significant.

Of the average age of "Innocents" we have already spoken (p.386), 

the only grade in which it is apparently correct to speak of an upper 

limit. The youngest "Innocent" in Africa lived only 36 days?^ PIDSLIS 

is applied from the age of 3 months upwards;' Our acolytes and our

solitary exorcist were probably men in the prime of life, like their

5)counterparts in other lands; but their ages cannot be gathered from

the stones in question because of lacunae. The extreme youthfulriess 

of our African readers (lectors) is remarkable: this grade contains 

one of 11 years6 ' and one of 5 years.' It was not however altogether

unusual to have mere boys occupying this position in other churches
8) 

of the West, since lectors are known in G-aul at the age of 13, in

Spain at that of 14?) in Rome at those of 12 ' and 16, ' and at 

Florence, lectors have been discovered at the ages of 17 l2 )and. 5r° 

The practice apparently gave rise to a scandal, and was suppressed

l)Diehl i\ 282-287 2)Di 1481 3)Di 1483 3a)bIII 239
4)cl!l 105 5)Diehl i 242-245 6)cIII 613 7)cII 134
8)LeBl 484 9)Hu 3p 314 10)Di 1271 ll)Di 1273
12)Di 1277 13)Di 1277A
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"by Byzantine legislations' The age of 19 years 5 months for a

subdeacon0 ' should not prohab^ "be considered abnormal. No age is

discoverable in the case of our archdeacons. Our youngest deacon,
3)a man of 35 years,' does not represent an exception, since several

still younger deacons are known elsewhere, aged 3lf' 30'^' 27, ' and
7 ) o>

25. ' The age at which presbyters become quite common, namely 32,'

seems normal; but our material includes two remarkable, exceptions, 

in boys of 13 ' and 8 ' burdened with this office. Diehl, in the 

latter instance, T/ishes to read 58, ' but this arbitrary correction 

still Y7ill not account for similar instances elsewhere of extremely

youthful "elders',' one namely aged 19 at Aries, / and another aged
13) 8 years 4 months at Rome. ' When, finally we pass to bishops, it

accords well with the responsibilities of this supreme office that 

its occupants should not generally be younger than 52 ' or 58.' '
-, r- \

But it is startling to find a young man of 23 called a bishop. ' 

Perplexity deepens when it is discovered that in Gaul a bishop is 

to be found aged only 16. ' Without knowing more of local conditions 

it is impossible for us to explain these freaks. Until further light 

on the subject is forthcoming the/ can only be pointed out, as 

features of the African Church and of the Sarly Church generally: 

in both cases, the lower limits in the age of the clergy taken as 

a whole exceed expectations. Fnether any law lurks beneath this 

curious phenomenon, and if so, how it operates, is not immediately

obvious.

In addition to the grades of the fundamental hierarchical

l)LeBl ICG vol. ii p. 211 2)dV 185 3)cIV 217 4)Di 1214,-22 
5)Di 1213,1221 6)Di 1205 7)Di 1202 8)cIV76 9)cII 73^
10)cII 163 ll)Di 1185 12)Di 1165 13)Di 1131 14)cIV 73 15)cTTT 617 
16lbll 94 17)Pi 1047 ; ~ -^
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"by Byzantine legislation.' The age of 19 years 5 months for a

subdeacon ' should not probably be considered abnormal. No age is

discoverable in the case of our archdeacons. Our youngest deacon,

3)a man of 35 years,' does not represent an exception, since several

still younger deacons are known elsewhere, aged 3lf' 3of' 27^' and

7} P,} 25.' The age at which presbyters become quite common, namely 32?'

seems normal; but our material includes two remarkable exceptions, 

in boys of 13 ' and 8 ' burdened with this office. Diehl, in the 

latter instance, v/ishes to read 58, ' but this arbitrary correction 

still will not account for similar instances elsewhere of extremely

youthful "elders',1 one namely aged 19 at Aries,^) ancj another aged
13) 8 years 4 months at Rome7 ' When finally we pass to bishops, it

accords well with the responsibilities of this supreme office that

14) i5) its occupants should not generally be younger than 52 ' or 587 '
-i c\

But it is startling to find a young man of 23 called a bishop. '

Perplexity deepens when it is discovered that in Gaul a bishop is

17} to be found aged only 16. ' Without knowing more of local conditions

it is impossible for us to explain these freaks. Until futther light 

on the subject is forthcoming thej'cari only be pointed out, as 

features of the African Church and of the Early Church generally: 

in both cases, the lower limits in the age of the clergy taken as 

a whole exceed expectations. Whether any law lurks beneath this 

curious phenomenon, and if so, how it operates, is not immediately

obvious.
In addition to the grades of the fundamental hierarchical

l)LeBl ICO vol. ii p.211 2)cIV 185 3)cIV 217 4)Di 1214,-22 
5)Di 1213,1221 6)Di 1205 7)Di 1202 8)cIV 76 9)cII 73
10)cII 163 ll)Di 1185 12)Di 1165 13)Di 1131 14)cIV 73 15)cIII 617
16jbII 94 17)Di 1047
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organization of the Early Church just mentioned, the inscriptions 

yield a large variety of miscellaneous titles, the precise scope of 

some of which it is not at once easy to determine.

Of these the most perplexing is 3ACERD03, priest, which occurs 

once, absolutely, i.e. without other title

DMS FLAVTUS DONATUS Sacred to the Infernal Gods.
SACERDOS QUI VIXIT. . . Flavius Donatus, Driest, who
DISCESSIT. ...FILI PATRI _ lived. .. departed/. .. his sons
KARI33IMO ET BM DOMUM ~ raised a "domus r omul a" to their
ROMULAM ISTITUERUNT. . . dearest well-deserving father...

It is clear that Flavius Donatus is most probably not a member of 

the Christian clergy at all, since family life was forbidden them 

by the third Canon of the Council of Nicea in 325, and since the 

whole cast of the epitaph suggests that the deceased functioned as 

one of those public officials, found among Christians only in Africa 

(pp. 374-375) , in all likelihood a flaraen perpetuue; we therefore 

exclude him from the clergy. On the other hand SACERDOS is found 

applied to bishops and presbyters in the Early Church, though always 

with some indication to show that their "sacerdotium" or priesthood 

is the Christian, and not the pagan priesthood, even when, as in 

the case of .the stone at Kirkmadrine, we cannot tell whether the

reference is to bishops or presbyters^' In Africa itself, 3ACERD03

4} is applied to a presbyter*; ' and also to a bish&p; ' while of two

other bishops we are told of one that he lived for so many years,

"during which time he administered his priesthood to the Lord...",
5)

INTER QUIBUS SACERDOTIUM DNO ADMINST. . . , ' of the other, that he

l)Diehl iii 399-400 2)Di 1120 3)bV 149 
4)cV 82 5)cV 83
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spent eight years and eleven months in the priesthood, FECIT IN 

SACERDOTIUM ANNOS VIII MEN Xl}^

ANTISTES,"one who stands "before the rest, takes precedence", the 

name by which Tertullian addresses the Roman governing classes,' 

appears as the title of a man with a period of 37 years' meritorious

service in a "chair" to his credit, TERDENOS ET VII 3EDIS QUI MERUIT
i.\

ANNOS^' and whom we therefore take to be a bishop, reference to a

bishop's tenure of his "chair" (sedes) being frequently found in

episcopal epitaphs of the Early Churchy) The title "antistes" is in
5\

fact quite common in the West, and we have already encountered it

as applied to the famous martyr-bishop Cyprian in a text relating to 

his relics (p.193) when we discussed its honorific value.

CLKRICUS, clerk, is the title by which five of our African church
^ \ 

officials are known?' one of whom calls himself in addition an

"innocent'.' 'This title, which was popular also in Spain?) seems 

quite general in its application, signifying no one grade of the 

ministry in particular, but the ministry in general, the reference 

being to the manner of its maintenance or historical origin.' Since 

GLERICUS is ap-olied on an extra-African stone to a man who is at the 

same time an "ostiari&s" or beadle]r0 ) we should probably place our 

African "clerics" among the minor orders. Had they been bishops, 

presbyters, or deacons the fact would probably have been mentioned.

MINISTER, servant, occurs twice: DEI MINISTER, servant of God, ' 

and MINISTER ALTARIS, servant of the altar.' Both expressions have

l)cV 117 2)Tert.Apol.l 3)cV 19 4)Diehl iii 406 5)Diehl iii 320
6)cIII 146,571, cIV 27,71,88 7)cIV 88 8)Di 1292,1293
9)Peters in Kraus RE ii 215-218 10)2349TDi; ll)bIII 248 12)bIV 70
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parallels in extra- African material, which in addition to making 

mention of "ministers" without qualification}) speaks also of

"Ministers of G-od',' 2 ' and "Ministers of the Altar'.' 3 ) If the former

latter 
expression emphasizes their allegiance, the £e^«ea? helps us to

establish their identity. It is highly improbable that "minister" 

constitutes any order other than those already familiar to us. Rather, 

the word itself is the precise Latin equivalent of the Greek 

which Souter ' does not hesitate to translate "waiter 1^ in view of 

the use of the verb occurring in the account of the institution of 

the order of deacons, where these are set apart to feed the poor 

because the preachers of the word have no leidure 5idL«<?V<riV 

to serve tables?'' In the course of time however deacons were charged 

with duties other than dispensing charity: their service remained a 

service of tables, but it was no longer only the table of the needy 

that they strove to furnish, but the table of the Lord, "Tip- fci/f 'a ***} 

Their duty, in other words, embraced also attendance at the 

sacrament of the altar, v;here they assisted the celebrant?) Hence 

they might well be called servants of God, servants of the altar. 

There are good grounds therefore for identifying MINISTER and 

DIACONUS, servant and deacon.

The idea of service which came to expression in these titles 

gave rise to others also, in great variety. First of all the word 

SSRVTJS, slave, occurs in trie following combinations:

blV 168 3ERVUS DEI? slave "bV 28 PATRIS ET PILI SERVUS
cIV 50 DEI SERB 5 of God sla^e of the Father & the Son

91 R^ oTTT 641
r on SiSEEBUS DOMINI GUS .TV onn

cIV 219j slave of the Lord civ 20°

l)Diehl iii 369 2)Di 1461n 3)Di 1194,1196
4)Souter,Lexicon 62 5)Acts vi 2
6)1 Cor x 21 7)Miinz in Kraus RE i 356
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Then comes FAMULUS (-A), personal attendant, house-servant: -

ell 212 FAMULUS DEI, servant of God
GUI 366-367 DEI FAMULA, servant(f. ) of God,
cIV 224 FAMULA XPI , servant(f.) of Christ.

Finally we have two "handmaids of Christ" :-

bV 5 ANCILLA CRISTI, bV 103 ANCILLA *?

Elsewhere in the Christian West such expressions are common, the 

same nouns "being employed. ' Famulus is particularly common in Spain?)

What do such titles mean? With the exception of the Byzantine 

seals, where the possessor declares himself to "be the slave (doulos) 

of the Mother of God (p. 287), and which suggest therefore that an 

expression of piety is in question, and nothing more, we find 

nothing in the Christian inscriptions of Africa that we can adduce 

towards their explanation. What we know of extra-African examples, 

however, strengthens the impression that almost anyone who wished 

might call himself or herself a "servant (servus, famulus, -a, 

ancilla) of God, Christ." In Spain, FAMULUS DEI is found added to
4)

the names of presbyters ' and deacons. On the other hand, "Famuli"

are known of a tender age at which no church office is possible, 

for example, twelve^' eleven?' nine,' seven,' four?' three years10 '

and one year]- 1 ) "Handmaids of God/Christ',' (ANCILLA3 DEI/CHRISTI) ,

12)
moreover, range from twelve years of age to the ripe ages of

eighty13 ' and one hundred. ' In other words, the expression "servant 

etc. of God/Christ 1,1 apart from being applied to those in the prime of 

life and burdened with ecclesiastical office, could be borne also by

l)Di 1419-1473 2)Di 1424-1430,1436-1441 3)Di 1175ABD,1177+A 
4)Di 1227+A 5)Di 1421,1444,1450 6)Di 1451 7)Di 1451A 
8)Di 1428 9)Di 1423,1424Dn,1446 10)Di 1422 ll)Di 1427 
12)Di 1468 13)Di 1466 14)Di 1467B
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many whose sex or age debarred them from active participation in 

church organization, and who could only receive the general titles 

of INNOCENS or FIDELIS. Certainly there can be no question at all of 

inferring from any of these expressions the existence of any office 

or grade in the hierarchy corresponding thereto. Rather we have to do 

here with titles arbitrarily assumed by religious enthusiasts.

People of this kind are mentioned by the inscriptions, but not 

often. Ve hear of a "religious", RELIGIOSUS/ a title elsewhere 

popular, especially as applied to the higher clergy?' One of our 

deacons is at the same time an abbot, ABBAS?) of which title there 

are naturally many examples outside Africaf' although it seems 

unusual for a deacon to hold it, the lowest grade mentioned in this 

connection being that of presbyter?) Finally of the African FAMULI

DEI just discussed, one calls himself a hermit, EREMITAf' the sole
three*

example, it would appear, of this title in the ¥est. These four texts

exhaust the contribution of epigraphy to our knowledge of ascetic 

praxis among the Christian male population of North Africa.

On the other hand the inscriptions tell of many women who 

renounced normal existence for the sake of religion. The texts in 

question show the following titles adopted as tokens of this decision; 

VIRGO (virgin) ell 16,23,26, bill 17,18, cITI 232,235,499,553, 

cIV 139,cV 22; VIRGO INNOCENS (virgin, an innocent) cITI 642; 

VIRGO PIDELIS (virgin, a believer) cIII 29,236; VIRGO SAMCTA,(holy 

virgin) ell 17, cIII 233,547; VIRGO 3AGRATA(consecrated virgin) cIII 

622; CA3TI33IMA VIRGO...PUELLA (most chaste virgin,..a girl) cIV 226;

l)cIII 193 2)Diehl iii 397 3)cIII 616 
4)Diehl iii 316 5)Di 1648B 6)cII 212
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PUELLA (girl) cl 1, fclll 20,208,245,275, cIII 181; PUELLA SACRA 

(sacred girl) bill 19, cIII 590; SANTISSIMA PUELLA (most holy girl) 

bll 30; PUELLA. . .FIDiSLI 3 MENTE CONSOCIATA DT30 (girl... a believer, 

with her mind in companionship with God) "bll 39. One may of course 

dispute the significance of the words "girl" and" virgin" in the case 

of the relatively young, for example in the case of a PUELLA aged 6 

(bll 39), and in the case of a VIRGO aged 11 (cIII 642) or 12 (cIIT 

499) or 16 (cY 22); for in the former instance, the word is quite 

appropriate, and in the latter the emphasis upon youthful prospects 

cut off is an epigraphical commonplace copiously illustrated in 

pagan epitaphs. ' But the various phrases embodying the *fee epithets

"sacred" "holy1,1 "consecrated',' and the like, suggest very clearly the 

idea of a life completed subject to religious vows; and the word 

PUELLA, when applied to persons of thirty and over (bill 245,275), 

are not indeed impossible, but are much more likely than not to have 

been so applied in a technical sense. Both terms, namely VIRGO and 

PUELLA, are frequently encountered in Christian material outside

Africa?)

Whatever scruples hinder the above interpretation of VIRGO 

and PUELLA being accepted, there can be none regarding the meaning 

of DEVOTA, (devoted, s c. to God), cV 103, which is richly attested 

elsewhere also?) or of 3ANCTIMONIALIS, an epithet of specific 

application, only applied to virgins undertaking vowsf) occasionally 

attested in the ¥estf) of which we have three African examples?'

l)¥ilmanns 551,Northcote EC 66 etc. 2)Diehl iii 394,417
3)Diehl iii 333 4)Kraus ii 716
5)Diehl iii 402 6)bIII154,cIV61,bV4
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Such texts may indicate the direction in which we should interpret 

FAMULUS(-A), ANCILLA, and other titles of humility. The first convent 

erected in Africa was that planned "by Augustine at HippoJ' It is 

therefore most likely that the inscriptions now in question, many of 

which are earlier than this foundation, reflect private zeal in the 

cause of asceticism, in other words quite an unofficial type of 

unorganized piety.

If further we tabulate the 46 texts discussed on the last four 

pages, that is, the epitaphs of "servants',1 "consecrated virgins" and 

the like:-

1
7
24
9
5

46

derive the key to the location of the religious enthusiasm they 

express. So far as the figures go they are in every respect normal, 

with one exception. The displacement, it is true, is very slight, 

"but a careful comparison with the Third Table (p.110) supplemented 

by the tables given of FIDELES and IN1TOGENT3S, which are still more 

relevant, will reveal a noticeable preponderance of Numidian 

material. Kurnidia, it will be remembered, was the seat of the 

enthusuastic eult of the martyrs arid saints (p. 208). A connection 

between the two, nameljr the veneration of the martyrs and emulation 

of their heroism through supererogation, is not unlikely.

I
II
III
IV
V

fc
—

2
8
1
4

15

O
1
5

16
8
1

31

l)Monceaux,CRAIBL 1913 pp.570-595
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When on the other hand we compare the latest table with that 

showing the distribution of bishops, presbyters, and deacons (p.388) 

the Numidian preponderance emerges very clearly indeed, since it 

happens that in both tables the total for that province is constant, 

while the non-Numidian totals in the case of the clergy are greater 

than in the case of the "enthusiasts'^ except for the Tripolitanian 

entry on p.398, which is statistically insignificant). This means 

that the "enthusiasm" of the Numidian Christians offers a contrast 

to the piety of settled organization, officialdom, clericalism, 

common pedestrian religion, or whatever else it is convenient to 

call it. We have long ago observed the traces of Montanism, the 

religion of the spirit if ever there was o#e, and of Donatism, the 

faith of the rigorist, in this province (pp,151,155-156). Hence it 

answers to what we know of Numidian typical attitudes, to see in 

the texts now under consideration evidence of a desire for religious 

perfection not attainable through common praxis. In addition to this, 

the preponderance of women over men (p.396) may indicate the popular 

ity of this particular type of religiosity among those who found 

themselves debarred on principle from fulfilling their religious 

desires within the forms of service approved by the official Church. 

Doubtless both tendencies acted and reacted upon each other to 

produce the condition in which as a matter of fact we find the 

inscriptions: by inclination and from necessity, the Humidian 

Christians, if we may use the word in so broad a sense, became 

the mystics of the African Church.

As usual the analysis of the typical neglects a number of 

individual pieces which resist classification, together with a few
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miscellaneous points of interest not easily handled in the Body of 

the analysis. To "both types of residual matter justice may be done 

in the present instance "by subjoining three paragraphs dealing with 

the praise of the religious character, the duration of the clerical 

office, and doubtful cases, respectively.

Under the first heading it seems worth while to drsw attention 

to the atmosphere of sanctity surrounding the clergy in the Early 

Church. This appears in the modification of the formula BONAE MEMORIAE 

(p. 380) into 3ANCTAB MEMORIAE (sacred memory) in the case of "bishops 

(cIV 73, cV 117), a phenomenon characteristic of the Early Church as 

a whole,' together with the application of the epithet SANCTUS to the 

bishop, whether directly (ell 198) or through the phrase 3ANCTUS 

PATER, "holy father"(cV 83), the use of "pater" in this sense, with 

which the supreme grade of the Mithraic hierarchy is to be compared,-' 

being found elsewhere in Africa (cV 82,117), and in ancient churches 

of the West generally?' It is possible moreover to interpret cV 82 

SACRA DEI SACERDOTIS SOrOR so that the "bishop's sanctity extends to 

his immediate relations,("the holy sister of the priest of God"), 

although many will prefer Monceaux's punctuation SACRA DEI, SACERDOTIS 

SOROR, ("virgin of God, sister of the priest") which recognizes the 

lady in question as possessing sanctity in her own right. However 

that may be, clerical sanctity is clearly expressed on the epitaph 

of a deacon, of whom it is said that he entertained angels, and 

had the martyrs for his companions, ANGELORUM OSPES MARTYRUM COMES 

(bill 248). Now we know of one who- showed hospitality to angels,

l)Diehl iii 404 2)Cumont,Myst.Mith. 155,159 
3)Diehl iii 376 4)Monceaux, HLAC iv 481
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namely Abraham the patriarch; 1 ) and "associate of the martyrs" occurs 

commonly in Christian laudatory epitaphs?) Both expressions are to 

Toe understood in the same sense: this revered deacon was one of the 

few, "belonged to the religious elite. More human are the qualities 

of another cleric, this time a presbyter, who is praised as " a 

guardian of discipline, exemplary in the manner in which he carried 

out his duty',' DISCIPLINAS CUSTOS PIETATIS MAGISTER (MI! 249). Such 

words recall most strikingly the Calvinistic ideal of the elder, whose 

duty it is, according to the original Geneva constitution, to watch

over the conduct of the individual, admonish those who go astray from
*\ 

the path of rectitude, and report difficult cases.'' In this connection

it is of interest to notice that one of our inscriptions (ell 188) 

appears to mention a penitent sinner (PENITEN...) » although the 

reading is far from satisfactory. On the other hand, private aspects 

of clerical virtue, come to light in the quasi-title applied to two 

"bishops, that namely of "louver of the poor"(AMATOR PAUPERUM, cIV 143) 

(PAUPERUM AMATOR, cV 41). That a layman might also "be described in 

these terms, is shown "by bill 291: PAUPERUM AMATOR GULTOR DEI, 

"a lover of the poor and one that cherished God1.' Gospel passages like 

Matthew xxv 31-46, xxvi 11 which "bring devotion to God into connection 

with almsgiving must lie "beneath this particular combination. CULTOR 

DEI is not of course an official title indicating grade, "but is to 

be interpreted alo<ng the lines of those titles of humility already 

discussed (pp. 394,395). Such titles are very ancient: <?OL>\OS. 

for example occurs again and again as a name applied to the pious

l)Genesis xviii 2)Diehl iii 329 $)Kidd,DCR 595
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man in the Shepherd of HermasP while Paul, writing to the Romans 

(i 1), calls himself So DA05 MtyToO %f HFfaV , the Epistle to the 

Philippians in a like manner "being sent in the name of Paul and Timothy 

servants of Christ Jesus, £'oe>\*>\ X^**5"5™ 2 *\"v\<*&v (i i). CULTOR and 

AMATOR, moreover, are neatly combined on a metrical inscription erected 

in Rome "by an admirer of the famous "bishop Damasus, who calls himself 

"one who cherishes and loves Pope Damasus, 11 DAMASI PAPAE CULTOR ATQUS 

AMATOR?) Finally the epitaph GIVICA DEI MINISTER IN PACE / SECUDE 

AMATOR PAUPERUM IN PACe (hill 248) falls to be mentioned, in which 

the names Civica and Secude are plainly masculine, sincek if they were

not, we should expect ministRA and amatRIX, both of which are amply
3) 

attested in Christian material when the names in question are feminine.

AMATOR PAUPERUM we know already; but what of DEI MINISTER? On pp.393 - 

394 we assumed that this title was tantamount to MINISTER ALTARIS, i.e. 

to DIACONUS. Its juxtaposition to AMATOR PAUPERUM however raises 

doubts: probably we should see in it only one more variant of the 

"servant of G-od" formula, therefore a title of piety with no hierarch 

ical significance attached.

ell 73 tells of one who lived for such and such a time, 

including a number of years "in the grade of presbyter", IN PRBSBYT- 

EKEO. Similarly we hear of bishops who lived for a number of years, 

"of which he lived twelve in the. episcopate',1 IN QUIBUS YIXIT IN EPCO 

AN XII (cIV 73), "during which he did service to the Lord in the 

priesthood'.1 ., (lacuna) , INTER QUIBUS////////SACERDOTIIM DNO ADMINST 

(cV 83). It was quite customary to mention the priesthood thus£) 

We hear also of a presbyter who lived 44 years in the diaconate

l)Mandate v 2/1 vi 2/6 viii 4/6 &c 2)Diehl 963 
3)Diehl 330,1905,2148,2816,4727 4)Diehl iii 393,349
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years six 
and two/months in the presbyterate, PAU3TINUS PRESB VIXIT IN

DIAGONATU ANNIS XXXXIIII ET IN PRESB ANNI3 II MENSES 9 (ell 90). 

In Roman epitaphs of the clergy we find, many such careers sketched, 

the more elaborate of which remind us forcibly of pagan eursus 

honorum. It will be observed moreover that the epitaph of Faustinas 

makes no mention of his somatic age. Many African bishops likewise 

neglect all mention of the length of their lives, telling only of 

the number of years they spent in the priesthood: bll 93 IN EPISO 

VI AN X///, cY 147 DURABIT IN EPISC AN XXII ET M////, cV 68 IMPLEVIT 

IN EP AN XVIII, cV 117 QUI FECIT IN SACERDOTIUM AN VIII. Parallels 

to this phenomenon elsewhere in the Christian Empire are by no means 

wanting?/ It is obvious that in such cases the mere length of time 

spent in this life counts for little, and does not deserve to be 

mentioned on the monumental stone: it is rather the part of it spent 

in the priesthood that is of importance.

On the periphery of this group of texts lie a handful of titles 

hitherto passed over because of their ambiguity: from the inscriptions 

themselves it is not immediately clear whether VICE PREPOSitus cV 168, 

EXCEPTOR bill 267, NOTARIUS aV 5, and PRIMICERIUS cIV 68,70 are to 

be reckoned civil or ecclesiastical officials.

VICE PREPOSitus cV 168 is in the first place ambigfcous. A "prae- 

positus", as the philology oJQ^hn term implies, is a man set over other

men, an overseer of inferior officials. As such it occurs frequently
*\

on pagan inscriptions, in various connections.' As such, also, namely

as the title of laymen holding eivil and military posts of responsibil-

l)Diehl 998,1038 2)Diehl 1032,1034,1036,1057 

3)Wiimanns ii 649
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ity, it appears on numerous Christian inscriptions.-? On the other

hand Praepo situs is applied to a variety of ecclesiastical officials, 

including "bishops and those second-in-command to a~b"bots, to men, 

that is, whom we otherwise know as priors?' Here again the inscrip 

tions attest its ecclesiastical use?) Our African VICE PREPOSitus, 

therefore, would "be some one acting on "behalf either of a worldly 

official, or of some of the higher clergy. That his name is Julius, 

and that the epitaph comes from Mauretania: these are the only 

factors which contribute, even indirectly, towards a decision. On the 

whole, our VICE PREPO Situs was probably a civil official, the prefix 

indicating deputed powers being unknown in Christian epigraphy, That 

is the utmost that can profitably be said about this baffling case. 

EXCEPTOR bill 267 is originally a military officialf' who as

such appears on Christian inscriptions.' On the other hand the 

Early Church employed "excep tores" to write down to dictation the
g N

Acts of the Martyrs,' and an official of this kind is attested 

epi graphic ally?) Here then is the same dilemma as before.

NOTARIUS aV 5 in Imperial times was an amanuensis or shorthand 

writer in general?' and as such figures in Christian material. ' 

In Christian times notarii were employed for various literary 

purposes, as librarians who had custody of precious documents such 

as the Acts of the Martyrs, and as secretaries to the Church 

Councils, for writing out the minutes and redacting the proceedings^' 

Of these notarii or clerks the Christian inscriptions know several

l)Diehl iii 450-451 2)Krieg in Kraus RE ii 632 3)Diehl iii 390 
4)Wilrnanns ii 598 5)Diehl iii 440 6)Kraus RE i 463 
7)Diehl 970 8)Smith GRA ii 245 9)Diehl iii 447 
10)Krull in Kraus RE ii 503
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examples^ The epithet applied to our notarius, INGENIOSISSIMUS, 

most skilful, together with the early date of the stone in question, 

namely 225, suggest that he was a civil notarius, without connection 

with the Church apart from his ordinary membership, which is to be 

inferred only fsjom. the mention of the deceased's death (D3CE3SIT), 

as in the case of many other Mauretanian inscriptions.

PRIMICERIUS cIV 68,70 is a Byzantine official, "a person at the 

head of everything" according to Suidas, often however holding the 

position of second-in-command, at all events someone of ultimate 

or nearly ultimate responsibility in any sphere whatsoeverr'Naturally

many civil servants of this kind are recorded in Christian inscript-
*\ 

ions.' But in the Church Primicerius was a name given to a great

variety of different officials: in Gaul he had oversight of the 

lectors, in Rome of the notarii ('), and in Constantinople he was 

the archdeacon, just as elsewhere (nameljr Gaul) he was called the

first of the minor orders of clergy/'' Many Primicerii of this kind
5\

figure in the Christian inscriptions. ' The fact that our African

Primicerii bear the names of Donatus and John favours the view that 

they were ecclesiastical rather than civil Primicerii; but this 

argument from the singleness of the names cannot be held as decisive 

for Byzantine texts, since we see from the invocations to the 

Theotokos (p.285) that single names were regular at that time 

in official circles.

If by setting all four titles together we can hope to solve 

the problem on grounds of probability, then we should choose to

l)Diehl iii 372 2)Srnith GRA ii 483 3)Diehl iii 451 
4)Kraus RE ii 656 5)Diehl iii 393
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regard the VICE PREPOSitus and NOTARIUS as civil officials, and the 

EXCEPTOR and PRIMICERIUS as ecclesiastical officials. In the case of 

the two former titles, inner grounds would then he treated as 

decisive; while in the case of the latter two, "both might he connected 

with the African interest in the martyrs, whose Acts must have been 

familiar Church reading. Perhaps therefore these officials took part 

in preserving this tradition. Alternatively we might associate the 

NOTARIUS with the EXCSPTOR and PRIMICERIUS, the VICE PREPOSitus "being 

then alone reckoned a civil official. If we wished to connect all 

three Church officials "by regarding them as associated with the

cult of the martyrs, and at the same time to formulate our decision
of 

on the "basis of what we know as the respective distribution of civil

and ecclesiastieal offices in our material(p.384), that is the way 

in which we should settle the problem. On the whole however such a 

solution depends more upon general statistical presuppositions than 

upon concrete evidence, which in the case of so few texts, where each 

by itself is of such importance, must be given the benefit.

The problems handled in the above paragraph must not be allowed 

to obsess us, however, and leave us with a misconception regarding 

the true condition of the Christian life of the Early Church which 

the inscriptions reflect. We have been at pains to distinguish the 

civil and ecclesiastical status of the African Christians, to contrast 

their condition as citizens of the Roman Empire and as members of 

-the Church. The great bulk of the epitaphs are silent on both topics, 

assuring us only that the dead whose memory they perpetuate, in life 

and/or in death, were/are"at peace". Several mention the deceased's 

position in the Church, whether as priest or layman. A much smaller
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number give us a glimpse of the public positions a Christian might 

in those days fill, or of the details of his private life. A few texts 

are so impartial as to reflect the life of the deceased under both 

aspects simultaneously. We think ifc this connection of the two 

flamines perpetui who described themselves as a "believer" and a 

"Christian" respectively (p.374); we think of the noble "Roman knight, 

barrister, possessing all manner of culture and virtue"(p.373) who 

was not ashamed to confess himself a candidate for baptism, a 

"hearer"(p.389); we think finally of that headpiece of great simplicity 

erected over the remains of one who was at the same time a good army 

man and a good Christian, ell 83: MG ML PIDBLTS IN XPO, a military 

magistrate and believer in Christ.

The a"bove discussion of the life-clause and its adjuncts neglects, 

for reasons of convenience, two topics whose treatment under this 

head would have thrown the exposition out of balance: the subject of 

names on the one hand, and ages on the other. In "both cases the 

material far surpasses in richness anything we have hitherto handled, 

since every epitaph once "bore a proper name, whether this can now be 

recovered or not, and most epitaphs, excluding1 the epitaphs of the 

earliest period of all, mention the number of years the deceased 

lived. Investigations carried out in both of these directions must 

therefore be expected to yield well-grounded and characteristic 

information. We accordingly propose to bring our discussion of the 

typical features of the African Christian epitaph considered as an

epigraphical category to a elO'Se "by investigating in turn the
\

problems raised (l)"b>y the Names (2)"by the Ages recorded in our 

material.
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(f) Names

All the names found in the Christian epitaphs of North Africa are 

reproduced in full, systematically arranged, and furnished with 

apparatus, as an Appendix inserted "behind the exposition as a whole. 

This arrangement enables us to attack onomastic prdblems without 

delay.

The texts concerned number 1732, distributed thus:-

I
II
III
IV

V

a

-

78

60

4

4

"b

2

114

200

82

170

c

1

159

523

160

175

3

351

783

= 246

349

146 568 1018 = 1732

The proportions of the THIRD TABLE are here in general reproduced. 

It will be useful for future discussion to notice once again the 

outstanding- ratios: the equality of Byzacena and Mauretania is here 

a most helpful index, Zeugitana accounts for roughly half of the 

entire material, Numidia for- between an eighth and a nin&h part, 

while Tripolitana is an almost negligible quantity. There are no 

chronological peculiarities worth mentioning. This ta"ble in fact 

is the nearest indication we possess of the distribution of the 

epitaphs as a class. For this reason it Reflects the distribution 

of the African Church generally. Its function must therefore be to
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supply a foundation for the criticism of departmental tables to follow.

The first of these is a double one, corresponding to the 

distribution among our material of SIMPLE and COMPOUND names 

respectively. By the latter we mean those names constructed on the 

traditional Roman principle of a Nomen or Gentilieium preceded "by 

a Praenoiaen and / or followed "by a Cognomen. The tripartite name is 

historically prior- to the "bipartite name in pagan epigraphy}) In the 

course of Christian centuries "both tend to disappear in place of the 

single name?' which previously had "been generally confined to slaves 

and men of humble station?' The table with which we "begin sets forth 

the fundamental contrast, that namely between the SIMPLE and COMPOUND 

type:-

SIMPLE COMPOUND 

a "b c a b c

II

III

IV

V

70

57

87 133 = 290

174 508 = 739 

54 127 = 184

105 88 = 195

-

8

3

1

2

1

27

26

28

65

1

26

15

33

87

132 421 856 =1409 14 147 162

2

61

44

62

= 154

= 323

Prom a comparative study of the above tables our first result 

emerges without ambiguity. To the fundamental morphological 

distinction within our material there corresponds on the one hand

1)Marucchi,Epigr.9
2)De Rossi, ICUR i Prolegomena p.CXII
3)Sandys,Latin Epigr .219
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a chronological one, inasmuch as Compound Names fall off after the 

fourth century, Single Names on the contrary showing a decisive 

increase, exactly as de Rossi described the process in the case of 

the Roman catacombs and cemeteries, and a topographical one, the 

seat of the compound name being Mauretania (Maur/Byz = 154/61 1) abd 

the West generally, that of the simple name being; Zeugitana and the 

East (Byz/tfaur = 290/195.'). The negative result in the case of 

Zeugitana on the table of Compound Names is particularly striking. 

If we further subdivide the Compound Names:-

DOUBLE TRIPLE

a b c a b c

I- 11 = 2-

II 8 22 25 55

III 2 25 13 40

IV 1 23 30 54

V 2 57 81 140

—

1
-

-

5

1

5

8

1

2

3

6

6

4

8

14

13 128 150 = 291 1 19 12 32

we see clearly once again the overwhelming position of Mauretania,

touble A. ._._..   a?tpie names. The very high Mauretanian ratio

moreover encourages unusual confidence in the chronological 

features of these two tables, since almost half the material is 

precisely dated. The early character of the compound name is very 

plainly brought out here, especially in the case of the triple name, 

where the progressive decline is steep enough to become manifest, 

a very rare phenomenon indeed in epigraphical statistics. In other
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words, within the priority of Compound Names as a whole, we have 

succeeded in establishing the priority in time of the Triple Same over 

the Double Name, exactly as is attested for pagan material. The

position hitherto gained may thus be generalized in a sentence: the
Compound 

contrast between Single and -itefrible Names is that between Zeugitana

and the later period on the one hand, and Mauretania and the earlier 

on the other.

To reach an understanding of this contrast exposed to view "by 

consideration of the mere form of the names in general, it is 

necessary to undertake an examination of their content also. The 

transition is supplied "by a preliminary classification of the entire 

material on the basis of a comparison, carried out in the most minute 

detail, between our African Christian texts on the one hand, and the 

general epigraphical material of antiquity on the other. Dividing 

this larger background! into Pagan (in the narrower sense,= tf ethnic"), 

Judaic, (i. e. , of Jewish origin, written in Greek or Latin), and 

Christian, and dividing what remains of African Christian names after 

as many as possible have been traced through any or all of the fore 

going divisions of the epigraphical context into "African"(i.e. names 

peculiar to Africa, "but showing some affinity to extra-African or 

extra-Christian material) and the ultimate irreducible residue, or 

"Hapax Legomena" to which nothing at all related can anywhere be 

found, we arrive at the following nine groups:-

(1) CPJ = Christian-Pagan-Judaic 
2) CP = Christian-Pagan 

( ) PJ = Pagan-Judaic 
4) CJ = Christian-Judaio

5) P =s Pagan:16) J = Judaic
7) 0 = Christian,18) Afp = African

(9) Hapleg = Hapax Legomena
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That is to say: CPJ names are names common to all types of ancient 

epitaph, and therefore characteristic of none; OP names are names 

found in all "but Judaic material; PJ names are names found in all 

except Christian epitaphs; CJ names are names shared "by Christian and 

Judaic material, "but lacking- in Pagan (ethnic) epitaphs; P, J, and 

C names are those found only in Pagan, Judaic, and Christian epitaphs 

respectively; Afr names, as just explained, are names which appear to 

"be African variants of names found in any or all of the preceding: 

groups; and Hapleg names are names to which no parallel or analogy, 

however remotely related, can up to the present "be found in any 

group whatsoever.

As a system of division the above scheme has at least one great 

advantage: it casts purely empirical foundations on which to work 

towards the isolation of those items in wMch we are primarily 

interested, namely the names in our material which owe their existence 

to the Christian religion, i.e. the characteristically Christian 

kernel nucleus of the whole. It is a matter of surprise that previous 

investigators have overlooked the necessity of regarding this inquiry 

as an indispensable preliminary to the Christian interpretation of 

the names. In the otherwise; excellent handling of the prolblem first 

"by Kraus^' and then "by Cabrol ' the question which stands in the 

foreground runs "what does this name mean in terms of the Christian 

faith?". Only subsequently does the question occur to them, "is it 

found in non-Christian material?". That this order is methodologic 

ally wrong is obvious from the errors of classification which not

infrequently result from it, e.g. the listing of VICTOR as a name

3) 
specifically Christian. Here on the contrary we ask first the

l)Kraus RE ii 481-2 2)Cabrol xii/2:1494sqq 3)Kraus,RE ii 482
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question, "into what grouqp does this item fall? 11 , then, "but only if 

the answer is "C", the question "what does it mean in terms of the 

Christian faith?" If the answer to the former question is "either 

CPJ,CP,PJ,CJ,P,J, Afr,Hapleg-" we do not proceed to the latter question 

at all, for a name which occurs in all kinds of material including 

Christian material, "tout does not occur only in Christian material, 

cannot "be reckoned a peculiar* product of the Christian faith. On the 

other hand, even if the answer is "C", the item fe* in question 

need not "be a specifically Christian product in the sense of having 

direct connection with the faith, since it might represent a 

development of Pagan u|ge which took place only in Christian times. 

If no answer is forthcoming to the latter question in the case of an 

item "belonging- to group C, then we conclude that it is a name of this 

kind. Groups Afr and Hapleg; stand by themselves. They may contain 

names of specifically Christian origin, in the sense that certain 

names must "be accounted for in terms of the faith; if so, then these 

groups must "be examined individually, "but only after group C has 

"been treated; and if any "Christian" names are isolated, it means 

that they are peculiar products of the African Church, and are to "be 

forthwith adddd to the Onomasticon of ancient Christendom. It is 

a priori more likely however that the overwhelming "bulk if not all 

of groups Afr and Hapleg are mere African forms and nothing more. 

Thus having established what items of our material are IN PACT found 

only in Christian material, and having; isolated them from those 

which are IN PACT found elsewhere also, or only elsewhere, we inspect 

the Christian material so isolated and seek its connection with
n

the faith, only thereafter occupying ourselveswith Afr and Hapleg
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names. The descending- order of the groupd enables us moreover to 

simplify the division of the texts in question, since by combining 

the first six groups on the one hand, and the last two on the other, 

and setting group C "by itself over against them, we reduce the 

divisions to three, namely (l)Non-Ghristian, (2)Christian,(3)Local. 

Hence "by delimiting the scope of our researches according to our 

point of view and purpose at any given stage in the investigation, 

so that whenever we wish to look; for anything; we know immediately 

where to look in order to find it, and by excluding arbitrariness 

in the selection of material, instead placing the investigation on 

firm foundations, the classification of the texts in question 

according to the different groups as here expounded promises to 

justify itself when put into practice.

The application of the above system of classification to the 

material in hand can only be carried out provided certain complic 

ations are taken into account. In the first place the material must 

"be sifted afresh, since it is no longer a question of the internal 

distribution of texts, "but on the contrary of the external distrib 

ution of names. The reason for this appears on mere inspection: texts 

and names "by no means coincide, "but several names occur more than 

once, i.e. embrace two or more texts, and several texts contain more 

than one name. Secondly, while single (simple) names, considered "by 

themselves, may be analysed forthwith, compound names as they stand 

cannot be analysed at all, since parallels to double, triple, and 

quadruple formations are altogether sporadic and exceptional, therefore 

useless for our purpose. We have no choice but to resolve the compound
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items into their elements and treat them for the time "being as 

simple names. Thirdly however, we hereupon discover that a consider 

able part of this material so disintegrated is identical with part 

of the list of simple names. The texts do not of course coincide, "but 

only the names. The following diagram, which is not drawn to scale, 

but is merely symbolic, illustrates this relation:-

Here the larger of the two intersecting circles represents all the 

names found in the list of Simple Names. The smaller one likewise 

represents all the onomastic component-material found in the list 

of double, triple, and quadruple, i.e., Compound Names. The area 

over which the onomastic material of "both morphological divisions 

is identical, i.e. over which "both circles overlap, we call the 

Common and mark C. A represents the onomastic material peculiar to 

the Simple Hames, and B that peculiar to the Compound Names. To 

indicate this contrast we denominate A and B Simple Nett and 

Compound Nett respectively. Hence A-hC represents the onomastic 

material of the Simple Name division, taken "by itself, and B+C
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that ot the Compound Name division^ likewise taken lay itself.

For these magnitudes we propose the titles Simple Gross and Compound 

Gross respectively. Now had we "been calculating texts, the total 

would have "been the sum of the Gross elements, A+B+2C. Here however 

where it is a question of names, or rather of onomastic raw material, 

we must "be careful to observe that the total is the sum of the Nett 

elements together with the Common elements, counted only once, viz., 

A+B+C.

The significance of these divisions is plain. C reflects the 

most general usage of all, since it covers common ground. A+C and 

B+C may "be expected to exhibit a divergence of tendency corresponding 

to the selection of material characteristic of the two types of name 

respectively. Finally A and B taken in close juxtaposition must 

provide the strongest possible contrast "between the two morphological 

divisions, since mediating factors have been entirely abstracted, 

thereby leaving the contrasted phenomena to face each other in 

sheer opposition. Bearing in mind moreover the strongly-contrasted 

tendencies, both chronological and topographical, already observed 

in the respective distribution of the two morphologically distinct 

groups (p.411), we may be able to turn the anticipated contrasts to 

good account, namely by interpreting them in terms of internal 

distribution, and thus surmounting:, of course in a very general 

manner, the limitations of the method here employed, which excludes 

the direct classification of names under the headings of century 

and locality.

Treating- the masculine and feminine forms of names not as two 

names but as one name, therefore, we construct in the first place
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the following table of absolute figures, showing the morphological 

distribution throughout our onomastic material of the groups 

distinguished on p.411, the figures referring as usual to components:

Group Common

91

Gross Nett

619 326 530 243

Total
Simple/Pomp.

PPJ

GP

PJ

GJ

P

J

C

Afr

Hapleg

36

34

5

1

3

-

7

2

3

72

174

10

6

30

1

69

139

118

51

107

-

-

40

-

19

50

59

Sinrjble/

36

141

5

6

27

1

62

138

115

^Comp.

15

74

-

—

37

-

12

49

56

87

249

10

6

67

_ i

81

189

174

864

By applying to the a~bove somewhat diffuse table a twofold process of 

reduction, (1)combining namely the groups as recommended on p.414, 

and (2) transforming the absolute figures into figures per cent, we 

may conveniently concentrate it in the following manner:-

( Comb ined ) Group s

Pagan

Christian

Local

G

87

8

5

AC

47

11

42

BG

61

6

33

A

41

11

48

B Total

52

5

43

49

9

42

100
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These proportions reflect a well-defined situation the chief

features of which can "be summarized under five heads. (l)Mope than 

nine tenths of the total onomastic material is void of specifically 

Christian marks: in other words, the Christian element is astonish 

ingly small, traditional Pagan usage in the first place, and local 

precedent in the second, controlling in the main the selection of 

names. (2)As might "be expected from this result, the common pool 

on which "both types of names draw is overwhelmingly Pagan in quality, 

local elements in it amouZnting to "but half of even the Christian 

component. (3)The proportion of Christian names is decisively higher 

among the Simple Names than among; the Compound Names (gross 11/6 pc, 

nett 1X/5 pc). (4)The same holds good, although not to so great an 

extent, in the case of'Local" material. (5)Pagan companents, on the 

other hand, are "by no means so npmerotis in the list of Simple Names 

as in that of the Compound Names.

Here again, therefore, a clear correspondence is established 

"between the distribution of the names among the groups and the 

fundamental morphological classification of the texts: the contrast 

between Simple Names and Compound Names is at the same time a 

contrast between Christian, and to a slighter extent,"Local" names 

on the one hand, and Pagan, "international" names on the other. But 

Simple Names are chiefly nuclear (Zeugitana) and late, whereas 

Compound Names are chiefly peripheral (Mauretans^J and early (p.411). 

Hence we are justified in regarding the morphology of our material 

as the middle term between its internal and external distribution, 

and in formulating the inference: the choice of specifically 

Christian names, together with the emergence of local onomastic
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peculiarities, is a relatively late phenomenon, confined chiefly 

to Zeugitana and the Eastern, more dendely populated part of the 

country, earlier generations of Christians, in particular those 

living farther West, namely in Mauretania, having "been for the most 

part content to assume names ready to hand at that time.

With this provisional conclusion the preliminary investigations 

come to a close, and the way is opened up for a more intimate 

examination of the question; to what extent does the faith come to 

expression in the names "borne "by its adherents?

As announced,(p.413) we attack the problem at its centre, namely 

the prima facie "Christian" material embraced under the initial "C". 

Here the first step is classification, on the details of which no 

two critics will probably "be found to agree. But names derived from 

the Bi"ble are obviously the most conspicuous objects to "begin with, 

names of evangelists and apostles supplying the transition to an 

equally obvious group, that namely derived from well-known historical 

figures whose achievements were decisive for the destiny of the 

growing Church. Then on etymological grounds a variety of names must 

"be traced to the teaching of the Church on such subjects as God,

Christ, and the Christian mode of life generally: these it is
i i 

convergent to call Dogmatic. Connected in thought with the foregoing,

and very hard to distinguish from them methodologically, yet materially 

independent, stands a group which for want of a better expression we 

will call Moral, since they refer to moral qualities. Finally a space 

must be reserved for names springing from Pagan prototypes and having 

no essential connection with the rise of the new religion, being
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only contemporaneous therewith: such names may properly "be called 

Neatral. Between the Moral and Neutral sections, however, will have 

to "be placed a small number of names of a type quite characteristic 

of the new faith, which it is convenient to call Derogatory names. 

Dividing therefore the C group on the usual morphological basis, and 

uniting it again in order to secure an average reading percent, 

we construct the following table:-

Category ABC ABC

Biblical 1 - = 1

Historical 4 - = 4

Dogmatic 20 1 3 = 24

Moral 8 - 8

Derogatory 4 - = 4

Neutral 25 11 4 40 (50$)

62 12 f 81 (100?S)

Undoubtedly the most striking feature of the whole is the unexpectedly 

high proportion of Neutral names, which equal in number those of all 

the other categories put together. On the other hand, recent exper 

ience prepares us for the morphological distribution of these 

categories: it is strikifcCg indeed, but by no means contrary to 

reasonable expectations, that most of the categories should lie 

completely on one side, namely among the Simple Names as such; and it 

is quite natural for Simple and Compound Names to ahare only the two 

categories of greatest bulk. Presumably we are at liberty to advance 

to chronological and topographical conclusions on the ground of
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the morphological displacement here observed as when the same tendenc 

ies emerged on a larger scale (pp.418-419): Neutral names are chiefly 

peripheral and early, other categories nuclear and late.

It must "be admitted, however, that at one point the classific 

ation is not nearly so el ear-cut as the figures tabulated might 

suggest: in the last resort it is impossible to draw a rigid line 

"between the Moral and Neutral categories. Had not almost every name 

"been included in the Moral category which was compatible with what 

we know of Christian ethics, this category would have been very much 

smaller, and the Neutral category correspondingly larger. The 

conclusions reached on the "basis of the figures tabulated thus stand. 

But in order to illustrate the practical difficulty of deciding 

whether in fact a given name should be denominated Moral, in the sense 

of reflecting Christian ethical standards, or Neutral, in the sense of 

being an independent development of purely Pagan traditions, we offer 

the apparatus of the first four names embraced under the heading Moral 

to which immediate analogies, constructed from exactly the same 

roots, and expressing the same ideas, were forthcoming; from non- 

Christian (CPJ,CP,P) and Local (Hapleg) groups. The names in question 

signify "Lover", "Goodness", "Chaste", "Joyful", "Honour":-

AMATOR: Amabilis, Amanda, Amantius CP 
BONITAS: Bonosus CP Bonosula Hapleft 
CASTULA: Castus CPJ 
GAUDTOSUS: Gaudentius CPJ 
HONOR: Honoratus CPJ

Such names, if classified according to roo'ts, would be reckoned 

Neutral; classifying them according to stems, we have given them the 

benefit of the doubt and treated them as Moral. There are at all 

events no positive grounds for their exclusion from this category.
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The question however, how are we to delimit these two Categories? 

leads to a further problem when traced to its roots, to what extent 

namely "Christian" names are to "be traced in Pagan and Local groups. 

When for example we find LAZARUS and MARIA, PAULUS and flTEPHANUS, 

PERPETUA, MONTANUS, MENA, and SALSA, to mention only a few, attested 

in groups CPJ, OP, P, and Hapleg, it can scarcely "be doubted that 

the popularity of such names among the Christians of the period is 

to "be referred to their connection with martyrs, apostles, and 

Biblical figures already familiar j5o us from th* hagio graphical texts. 

The pioneers of the faith did not themselves of course bear "Christiaiy 

names, "but current (Pagan) names, so that such names fall in the 

first place to be catalogued under the appropriate groupd. But the 

continued use of these now famous names in the Christian community 

cannot be dissociated from the personalities of those of the faith 

who first bore them: on the contrary, we mfist regard such names, 

prima facie Pagan or Local, as belonging for purposes of interpret

ation to group C. Forty nine names of this type can be distinguished,
\

again, it will be noticed, almost exclusively from the Simple Names: - 

Category A_ B 0 ABC Total %

Biblical 3 - 3

Historical 7 - 7 14

Dogmatic SI 1 = 32 67

Moral 3 - 3

Derogatory 4 - = 4 8

48 1 49 100
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Here the numbers involved are too small for any inference of 

consequence to "be drawn from the percentages. On the other hand an 

important situation results from the absolute total, namely 49. It 

will "be observed that this figure challenges comparison with the 

absolute total of Neutral names belonging to group C, namely 40(p.420), 

Without being quantitatively equal, therefore, these two totals are 

virtually interchangeable: the proportions of the fundamental tables 

on p.417 would suffer no statistically significant modification, if 

the entire Neutral category were removed, and the material Just 

tabulated, namely that isolcated fvom. Pagan and Local groups, 

distributed among the other categories. By carrying out this trans 

position we reach a slightly higher "Christian" total (+9), from 

which all neutral elements have been purged, that is to say, no lounger 

a prima facie estimate, but a critically purified inventory of 

specifically Christian material:-

Category A__ B (3 ABC

Biblical 4 - 4 (5$)

Historical 11 - 11 (12^)

Dogmatic 51 2 3 = 56 (62$)

Moral 11 - 11 (1206)

Derogatory 8 - 8 (9?o)

85 2 3 = 90

Here the morphological tendencies run in the same direction as those 

of the table on p.420 with this difference only, that they are even 

more emphatic. Our preliminary impressions therefore hold good.
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This then at last is the specifically Christian nucleus of our 

African onomasticon reduced to its quintessence, and nothing any 

longer hinders the free examination of it in detaillx Our most conven 

ient course is to reproduce the list in extenso, C group items in 

majuscule and supplementary matter in minuscule, together with 

synoptic indications of the source in each case, and to embody the 

discussion ot all relevant problems in a series of observations 

corresponding to the separate categories.

£ GPJ CP PJ CJ P J Afr Hapleg 

Biblical

MI GAEL
Susanna. ............-i-
Maria. ......+
Lazarus. ....................+

Historical

MATEUS
JOHANNES
PETRUS
Paulus ........+
Stephanus. . . . . +
Perpetua .......+
Montanus .......+
CYPRIANUS
Mena( s)........+
Salsa. ..................+
Monica ..............+

Dogmatic

ADEODATUS
DEODATUS
DEUSDEDIT
Deuha"bet .................+
Abeddeu. ..........  +
QUODVULTDEUS
Vincetdeus ...................+
DEOGRATIAS
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Dogmatic (continued) QPJ CP PJ. CJ P. J Afr Hapleg

QUIRIACUS
Quirillus. ..........+
DOMINI CUS
Domini eel lus ...».................+

THEODOSIUS
Theodoras. ».........+
Tkeodotus. ......... . +

EPIPBANIUS
PASCASIUS
Anastasius .............+

INNOCENSA
Tnnocens . ........ +
Innocentius. ....»..*.+
Innoca ........................+
Innox. ..................... ...-i-
Fi delis. ............+
Cristia. ....................+
Puella ............+
Servua ............+

NATALICUS
Renatus. »..........+
ATANASUS

Redempta .».........-(-
RENOBATUS
Renovatus. ..........+
Reparatus. ..».......+
Restitutus .......+
Salva. ...............».....»....+
SalTianus. ..........+
Salvinua .......... .^
SECURITAS
SeeuFus. ........+
TUTA
Tutta. .....................+
Benedictus ....... -t-
Irene. ........» +
Ireneus. ........+
Liberatus. .................. ~ +
AGAPE
Gratia .«..........+
Spes .............+
SPERANTIUS
SPESINUS
ISPESINA
SPESINDEO
VIGILANTIUS
GREGORIA
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Moral C CPJ CP P£ CJ P J Afr Hapleg

AMATOR
BONITAS
GASTULA
Gastitas. »..............»....+
Carltas .........+
Caritosa. ........+
DEGORA
GAUDIOSUS
GELASIUS
HONESTA
HOHOR

Derogatory

STBRCORIUS
Sterculus .»...............+
Coprscanus. ...»......*.....+
Prejeetus ........+
EXITIOSUS 
GLORIOSUS 
PORCELLUS 
Gulosus ..................+

Observations

Biblical.Micael, Susanna, and Lazarus have already been encountered 

in hagiographieal texts (p.172), the first-mentioned also in magical 

texts (p.258), where he appears as God's champion. The Archangel is 

therefore an intelligible ideal, such as the zealous Christian might 

well wish to emulate. The significance of Susanna can hardly be that 

which controls the choice of this character when associated with the 

saints, namely as representing the Church, innocent of the filthy 

imputations cast against it from Jew and Roman alike (p.173): rather 

the reference here must be personal, namely to individual blameless- 

ness. In view of the canonical history of the Bible, and the presence 

of the name on Jewish material, it is probable that Susanna was 

derived not so much from Biblical sources as from popular tradition. 

Lazarus signifies doubtless the gratitude of the sinner to Christ
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for well-being restored, corresponding to the role of this character 

in the cult of Christ the Healer (p.191), with which the exclusively 

African occurrence of this personal name is to "be brought into 

connection. Owing to the fact that Maria is commonly found! as the 

feminine of Marius, therefore as indicating connection with the Gens 

Maria, Diehl does not commit himself 0*1 the question, whether in any 

given instance its occurrence on Christian material should be under 

stood in this sense or referred to Biblical precedents}',The a priori 

ambiguity of this name however(notwithstanding, we cannot be wrong in 

holding that the Christian circles among which it was current must 

certainly have regarded it as a reminiscence of one or other of the 

Gospel figures bearing it, whether Mary Magdalene, the victim of 

daemonic possession released by Jesus?) the sister of Martha and 

Lazarus whose piety Jesus commended^) or Mary the mother of Jesus^' 

Here again general grounds are not decisive. Probably however the 

ambiguity is to be traced to the bearers of the name themselves: 

motives of humility would argue for the two former Marys as supplying 

the inspiration, while on the other hand devotion to the Mother of 

Jesus, whom we know to have been worshipped under the name of Theoto 

kos (pp.275-289), and/or an unacknowledged desire for identification 

with her, may have operated to popularize the name. At all events 

the Virgin could never be very far from #he thoughts wherever this 

name was mentioned. If we have a generalization to make, it is to 

express surprise that the Bible as such contributed so slightly to 

the choice of names. There can be no question of any wholesale

l)Diehl iii 106 2)Luke viii 2 
3)Luke x 42 4)Matthew i 18
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sifting of the Scriptures in search of names; we can scarcely speak 

even of the scriptural foundation as the dominant one, far less as the 

exclusive one. The cult of the. saints appears a source at least 

equally fruitful.

Historical. Our first five names under this head would doubtless 

"be grouped "by some under the Biblical category, and in fact it is 

difficult to draw the line clearly at this point. Mateus refers to the 

evangelist, called "by Christ from the "receipt of custom1.* 1 ) Johannes 

is doubtless the favourite disciple of Jesus ' rather than the Baptist 

or Theologian. Petrus is of course the man Simon, so renamed "by Christ 

at Caesarea Philippi?) and Paulus the aealous Jew converted on the 

road to Damascus. ' Stephanus is presumably the first martyr?) All save 

Matthew figure in our hagiographic tits as saints honoured throughout
A

Christendom, (pp. 145-148). Whether these "be Bi"blical or not for the 

purpose of classification, the remaining: names on this list admit of

no doubt, since they are not at all encountered in the Bi"ble. Perpetua,
A Salsa, and Cyprian recaX the famous martyrs of that name who witnessed

for Christ in Africa (pp.144,147,151). Montanus we know also, as the 

name of the famous schismatic, honoured in Africa (p.151). Mena is 

doubtless a reminiscence of the Eastern saint whose cult we have 

likewise noticed (p. 149). Monica is the only name of this group which 

we have not met "before in the inscriptions; "but we can hardly "be 

mistaken in referring; it to the popularity of Augustine's mother, 

whose influence on Africa 1 s greatest Church leader was of decisive 

importance for his spiritual development towards final conversion?)

l)Matth@w ix 9 2)John xiii 23 3)Matthew xvi 18
4)Acts ix 3 5)Acts vl 5 6)Augustine,Confessions vi 1
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Prom these names it is quite clear what type of personality was 

admired "by the Early Church: martyrs and leaders, local heroes 

naturally occupying a favoured position. Had the list of saints 

venerated in the African Church been applied without discrimination 

to the onomasticon as a principle of isolation, then our collection 

of historical names would have been considerable enlarged; "but 

scarcely a single item would not have admitted doubts, especially in 

the case of the more rarely-occurring names. Only those were there 

fore included which seemed bejrond doubt to have actually been 

inspired "by the reminiscence of historical figures.

Dogmatic. A glance is sufficient to show at once that this is not 

altogether an appropriate heading, since the theological reflection 

evinced in the names concerned is of the humblest. But treated 

strictly as a portmanteau term embracing popular teaching on subjects 

of the most miscellaneous character it need not be misleading. The 

names have been organized into groups corresponding more or less 

distinctly to reflections on G-od, Christ, and the Church, "both 

collectively, and individually.

The names of the first group are Latin (Adeodatus-Deogratias), 

Greek (Theodoulos-Theodotus), and mixed (Quiriacus etc.). Of these, 

the Greek names are regularly-formed, and refer to God as the Giver 

(Theodosius, Theodorus, Theodotus) and to the believer as God's 

slave (Theodoulos). Very instructive is the appearance of Theodorus 

and Theodotus as the names of votaries of Zeus, Mithras, Hermes, 

and the Magna Mater, as proved in the apparatus to these names in 

the Appendix: such formations were found ready to hand "by the 

Christian mission, and forthwith applied to the Christian God.
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Theodoulos, on the other hand, is plainly derived from the phrase 

Doulos Theou (p.394). Of the mixed group, Quiriacus corresponds 

exactly to Dominicus, since it is the Latin transliteration of the 

Greek fc^pi*Kos, just as in the New Testament KWp^7' 0^ represents 

Quirinius: 1 ' "both mean "belonging to the Lord1.1 Dominicellus and 

Quirillus are their respective diminutives. In so far as the root 

is pre-Christian it probably refers to the Emperor8/ who had the title 

of K^f*0£ in the East, just as he had that of Dominus in the West 

(p.118). Here again therefore the names reflect a Christian victory: 

subjects of the Emperor have become subjects of God. The Latin names, 

lastly, are of special interest. In the first place it is only by 

courtesy that most of them can be called Latin at all: morphologically 

they are quite alien to classical tradition. Deogratias is simply the 

war-cry of the Catholics answering to the Deo Laudes of the Donatists 

(pp.224-225). Deodatus might be defended as representing Theodotus. 

But the structure typical of the rest, namely the bare juxtaposition 

of a noun and a verb, is q-ui^e unclassical, its nearest parallel 

being Hebrew formations like Sh'mu-El, Immanu-El, J'ho-Jadha, with 

which the pages of the Old Testament fairly swarm. It is to be noted 

in this connection that one of the names in question, Abeddeu, is 

attested to Jewish material. Here then is the clearest evidence that 

could be desired, that Semitic influences have been at work: it is 

to be assumed that such forms point to an influx from the synagogue. 

Materially, also, these names of converted Jews are of considerable 

interest, since the piety they reflect is of a characteristic quality. 

God is in possession (Deuhabet, Abeddeu) and will prevail (Vincetdeus) 

so that man must submit to His Almighty Will (Quodvultdeus). All that

l)Luke ii 2, Acts v 37; Sou ter, Lexicon 141-142 2) Deis smarm, NB 44-45
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man enjoys is God's gift (Adeodatus, Deodatus, Deusdedit); and if we 

think especially of Adeodatus &c as applied "by parents to their 

children, acknowledging thereby the natural context which must be 

taken into account in our interpretation of the material as a whole, 

a delightful picture results, of God as the giver of offspring. There 

thus emerges from names of this type a well-defined piety, based on 

frank anthropomorphism, and affirmed with uncompromising moral 

earnestness, which no one need misunderstand, who is familiar with 

the Psalms. Of conceptual theologizing there can here "be no question.

Of the names inspired by Christ's earthly existence, Epiphanius, 

Pascasius, and Anastasius, referring to His qpiphany, passion, and 

resurrection respectively, comprise the sum total. The fact that the 

last-mentioned is well-attested in Jewish material suggests the 

history of these three items. To Jews Anastasius would refer to the 

resurrection of the Israelite in the Age to Come according to 

apocalyptic expectations: ' Christians must thereupon have applied it 

chiefly to Christ's resurrection, and formed Pascasius and Epiphanius 

on analogy. t
The next paragraph consists of names which recal the technical

/v

terms indicating churchly status already discussed on pp.384-403. 

Cristia is the only name here which prima facie excludes an exegesis 

in terms of purely pagan precedents, although the Appendix adduces 

pagan names which it resembles. It is clearly a formation bullet on 

Christos, and is peculiar to Africa. Nevertheless it is hardly 

possible that Christians could have made use of the other names of 

this group without thinking at the same time of "fideles',1 "Innocentes?

l)Dalman,WJ 134-139
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"virgins", and "servants" of God. For this reason we feel justified 

in listing- them as Christian from the point of view of hermeneutics.

Finally a large number of names falls to be considered in close 

connection with the Christian's private experience of the faith. The 

first three have been isolated only "because they stand somewhat apart 

from the rest, inasmuch as they refer to the fundamental problem of 

"birth and death. Natalicus signifies "belonging- to the "day of "birth'J 

nataliciun, natalis, dies natalis, 

we already know from our study of hagiographic texts to "be a euphemism 

for the day of death, indicating- that with death there "begins the 

eternal life in which the faithful need fear death no more(pp. 183-4) . 

Atanasus (Athanasius, immortal) , which would surely have been correct 

ly spelt had it referred directly to the famous champion of orthodoxy, 

is at once clear: it signifies the immortality enjoyed "by the 

Christian. Renatus (reborn) refers very plainly to baptism: without 

being born again of water and the Spirit no man can inherit eternal 

life?' That every instance of the name Renatus is not however forth 

with to be claimed as proving a Christian origin without further 

scrutiny, is apparent from an authentically pagan inscription bearing 

not indeed the name, but the word: at Rome in the year 376 a "vir 

clarissimus" who was already an ofl'ice-bearer in the mysteries of 

Mithras and Liber dedicated an altar to Cybele and Attis as a token 

of gratitude for "rebirth ee^a into eternity acquired through the 

taurobolium and cPiobolium"^TAUROBOLIO CRIOBOLIOQ IN AETERNUM RENATUS, 

We see from this inscription how easily technical expressions could

1)Cabrol
2)John iii 5
3)Wilrnanns 110
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pass from, one sacramental system to the other: cultus proved common 

ground "between Christianity and the mysteries. There the element was 

"blood, here water; there the action was celebrated in the name of 

Attis or Mithras, here in that of Christ. In "both cases however the 

action was identical, namely "baptism, and its purpose one and the 

same, namely to win eternal life, to "be "born again to immortality. 

Such is the Import of this onomastic triad, historically considered.

The first sixteen names of the remainder of this category 

(Redempta - Li"beratus) exhibit this relationship in very clear detail. 

Only three of the names in question are exclusive to Christian material 

and yet it is impossible that the other thirteen could have "been used 

without conscious reference to the Christian teaching of salvation.

This shows to what an extent the vocabulary of the Early Church was !
i

enriched at the expense of its religious rivals the mystery cults, ;
I i

or at least of its religious environment generally. Restoration, i 

redemption, renewal, wholeness, security, peace, "blessedness, freedom: ' 

to unite all these subtle nuances and thereby to enlarge and refine 

the means of its self-expression was the achievement of the growing 

Church. Agape, "Love", a IT. T. keyword,' likewise proved the nucleus 

round which Gratia (grace) and Spes (hope), current pagan abstractions, 

readily gathered, beyond doubt to be interpreted evangelically "by the 

Christians who bore them as names. But if we inquire into the force 

whereby such a synthesis was in the last resort possible, the group 

of names closing the category, which stand out conspicuously "by 

reason of its specifically Christian character, supplies the answer.

l)Matthew xxii 34-40, 1 Cor xiii passim, 1 John iv 8 etc.
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Sperantius, Spesinus, Ispesina, Spesindeo speak of hope (Ispesina

is pro"ba"bly the name of a converted Jewess, see p. 273, and Spesindeo
a 

is an acclamtion, see p. 227), and Vigilantius, together with Gregoria,
A - its Greek equivalent, of expectancy, compare yp^YtfPsTTS , "watch*"

That is to say: what welded together with such freedom so many 

diverse elements was the one force which alone was in a position to 

do so "because it stood above and outside them, namely the Christian

eschatological hope which treated "everything that exists as relative
2}and provisional 1.1 ' In the light of this hope, nothing concrete was

sacred, everything might "be put to use: with its eyes fixed on the 

future, the Church, and it only, was capable of turning the past to 

account in the interest of its world-mission. Hence its vitality, 

and therewith its capacity fop metamorphosis.

Moral. It is with a "burdensome sense of anticlimax that we pass 

to this category, to review the sober and respectable virtues therein 

reflected.1 And yet Caritas and Caritosa provide us with a point of 

contact with the foregoing list, slender though it be: these names, 

derived from the epithet, quite neutral from the religio-historical 

point of vdew, Carus (= dear) , possess a warmth lacking in our words 

"charity" and "charitable" whereby we are bound nevertheless to 

translate them; and as used by our African Christians, must certainly 

have had Christian associations, since the word "caritas" is the 

Vulgate representative of the Greek "agape" e.g. in 1 Cor xiii. For 

the rest, the names are commonplace enough, and, as before remarked, 

(p. 421) the category as a whole hard to delimit objectively; we will 

delay therefore no further, but pass to the next and last.

1)Mark xiv 38, 1 Cor xvi 13
2)Dibelius, in Oxford Reports iv 33
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Derogatory. Stercorius, Sterculus, Coprseanus - untranslatable, 

"but all derived, the two former in Latin, the last-mentioned in Greek., 

front the idea of dung; Prejectus, outcast; Exitiosus, destructive; 

Gloriosus, "boastful; Porcellus, diminutive of pig; and finally 

Gulosus, glutton: surely a unique thesaurus of concentrated abuse.1 

Let us inquire into the possibility of such names.

Nick-names based on personal oddities of physique or character, 

such as almost everyone acquires from one's schoolfellows, are 

popular everywhere among primitive societies; if we mention one 

community in particular, it is that of the natives in South India, 

for which Mr.Thurston has drawn up an excellent inventory from his 

own experience}) More relevantly we note the Roman custom of devising 

mild soubriquets of the same kind?)although this practice was not 

prevalent in North Africa to the extent of its popularity elsewhere?) 

Finally, it has been observed among the modern Arab settlers of the 

same territory, that they use a variety of names superficially 

similar to the aforementioned nick-names, but with quite another 

intention: in this case playful banter is far from their thoughts, 

the names in question being assumed as charms against the Evil Eye,

based on the underlying thought, "I am a mean, despicable fellow,
£)4) with nothing about me you could in the least admire or envy'.1 '

On the other hand, the Primitive Church, like all minorities, 

was at first unpopular. In fact, it was positively loathed and 

despised, and to be a Christian was in the eyes of Roman society

l)Thurston, Ethnographic Notes 536 2)Sandys,Latin Epigr.211 
3)Thieling,Hellenismu8 92 4)Cabrol xii/2:1525
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infinitely worse than being a Jew. One must read the disdainful

words of Roman philosophers and historians themselves to appreciate 

the virulence of this unanimous hatred, and thanks to Harnack, who 

has assembled all the passages in question}' this may be done in a 

few moments. It is no rhetorical exaggeration, "but the bald tr&th, 

when Paul tells his readers that they are "offscourings1.' 2 ' Par from 

adopting an apologetic attitude, however, the Christians of the early 

generations were taught by Paul to congratulate themselves on one 

thing only, the cross of Christ?' which scandalizes the whole world, 

Jewish and Graeco-Roman alikef' Paul himself declaring in the course 

of a description of his own sufferings endured on Christ's behalf: "If

I must needs glory, I will glory of the things which concern mine
5\ 

infirmities'.' 'The Early Church therefore, from motives of humility

and devotion to Christ whose sufferings on Man*s behalf it preached 

and made known to all and sundry, positively affirmed the abusive 

epithets cast in its teeth by the ancient world and rejoiced to 

confess its faith thereby. Such is the generally-accepted account of 

the origin of the Derogatory Names?'

With this explanation we have no quarrel: it is entirely adequate 

so far as concerns the early period. The fact however, that many of 

our African texts bearing names of this type must be assigned to a 

much later period (see Appendix), suggests that the theory should be 

broadened somewhat. It is common experience that names tend to lose 

their significance in the corurse of generations, the original 

meaning frequently dropping altogether from consciousness in the end.

l)Harnack,Mission i 336-346 2)1 Cor iv 13
3)Galatians vi 14 4)1 Cor i 23
5)2 Cor xi 30 6)(^brol xii/2:1521
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The situation thus created favours the investment of the now otiose 

names with associations and meanings not originally foreseen. Now 

apart from the use of derogatory names in Christian inscriptions, 

we have referred (p.435) to two examples of a similar custom 

hermeneutically discontinuous: on the one hand, the ancient Roman 

application of descriptive nick-names, whose "basis lay in a wish for 

childish sport; on the other, the modern Arab employment of ill- 

favoured names designed to avert the Evil Eye. Between the purposes 

envisaged "by these two examples of the same custom there is no obvious 

continuity whatsoever: a middle term is altogether lacking. But if 

there is here no logical link, there is at least a dimensional one, 

namely the Christian civilization attested in our material, which 

shared their territory and occupied the seven centuries lying between 

them. We know that the African Church, like its counterparts else 

where in the Roman Empire, took to itself Roman derogatory names, 

not in jest, "but in earnest, as an act of piety; we know also (p. 274) 

that from Flavian to Byzantine times the African Christians, again 

like their "brethren in other lands, feared the Evil Eye and directed 

phylacteries against it. If therefore there was ever a transition 

from Roman to Islamic praxis in the use of derogatory names, it took 

place towards the end of the fourth or in the course of the fifth 

Christian century, when the derogatory names, assumed in times of 

persecution, had "become meaningless in v/iew of the reversal of the 

Church 1 s fortunes and were accorded a new significance in association 

with the conflict "between Christ and the malignant forces of darkness. 

To "be sure the fact of this transition cannot yet "be proved: in order 

to settle the problem we should have to produce charms bearing names
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of the $ype in question. But until such texts are forthcoming, or 

evidence to the contrary is "brought forward, the hypothesis of a 

transition of this kind accomplished on the soil of Christian Africa 

is tentatively offered towards an understanding: of the development 

of religious praxis.

A rich and varied religious life thus unfolds itself under these 

names which have hitherto "been occupying our attention: knowledge of 

the Scriptures and profound regard for the heroism of the saints and 

martyrs of the heroic age; the cultivation of staid Roman virtue and 

the extravagances of grotesque zeal; loving and trustful medication 

on the goodness and power of God and His Revelation in Jesus Christ; 

above all, the rejuvenating power of Christian experience, which 

enables the "believer to fulfil earnestly all earthly tasks without 

being thereby overwhelmed amid earthly cares, his solidarity with 

the Christian community securing for him an eschatological standpoint 

independent of the world and therefore superior to it.

That is- one side of the matter. The other side emerges from the 

table on p. 417, whose proportions forcibly remind us that such texts 

are relatively few in number. More than nine tenths of the entire 

onomastic material is neutral, betraying nothing of the religious 

connection of the persons concerned, far less bearing any indication 

as to the quality of their faith.1 To complain is useless, and evoi 

hypocritical: the contrast finds,its exact parallel in this country 

during the 17th century, when, alongside commonplace names like 

Robert Douglas, the enthusiasts here and there produced monstrosities 

like Praise-God Barebones. Only, in this instance, the ratio in 

favour- of the commonplace element was probably even higher than in
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Flavian, Vandal, or Byzantine Africa. Again, the negative influence 

of the mere fact of heredity From the point of view of hermeneutics 

must "be taken into account: we know very well to-day, how useless is 

the inference from the forthcomingness of a popular name like Peter 

or John to the religious persuasion of the person concerned. Natur 

ally this particular kind of limiting factor operates far less strong 

ly in our African material than in the discussion of more recent 

examples; yet we must reckon with it to some extent, however small. 

Hence front the proportions "before us we conclude, not the faithless 

ness of the African Christians, "but the thoroughness with which the 

Early Church on the one hQid, and Roman civilization on the other, 

achieve^d mutual Interpenetration: on the average, once the persec 

utions were over and the Constantinian religious reform securely 

established, less than one tenth of the Christian population of the 

Empire wep^ felt the tension of their position keenly enough to 

declare openly "by their names that their citizenship was that of the 

CIVITAS DEI. The rest were content with Roman citizenship. We decline 

at this stage to express congratulation or regret, "but simply record 

the situation as it stands.

Meantime how ought the neutral (Pagan and Local) material (919&J) 

"be treated? Clearly, whoever occupies himself with this enormous 

residue analyses no longer Christian, "but purely Pagan phenomena. 

His procedure must needs resemble that carried out in the case of 

the Christian names: first, prima facie filing of examples; then, 

critical purging and supplementing; finally, analytic exegesis and 

the formulation of general conclusions. As a result of such la"bour 

a variety of interesting facts will doubtless Tae "brought forward,
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together with much certainly, which is of significance, for the study

of the decline of pagan antiquity. As a whole, however, nothing 

likely to add substantially to our knowledge of Christian Africa, or 

modify the conclusions already reached thereon, is to "be expected

from an undertaking of this kind. Consequently it lies outwith thei/'

scope of the present investigations.

Nevertheless we may perhaps "be permitted to select a few topics 

in this connection which seem of special interest from the point of 

view underlying this study as a whole.

First of all, the Pagan groups include a variety of names which 

on general grounds we should Judge to have "been particularly offensive 

to an earnest Christian piety, those namely surviving from polytheist 

mythology. Here it is of course no easy matter to distinguish all the 

names which might or might not have been derived from heroes and 

other mortals celebrated in the epic literature of the ancient world; 

"but ACILLBS, BRBSBIS ( the "bone of contention "between himself and 

Agamemnon), and AENEAS, whose connection with Dido must undoubtedly 

have made a strong impression on the imagination of Roman Africans, 

detach themselves readily enough from groups CP and P. HERCLANIUS, 

too,(CPJ) "belongs here as recalling the most famous of all classical 

heroes. ROMULA (CP) and REMUS (Afr) remind one of Rome's Joint 

founders; while the presiding genii of Nature and Art find express 

ion in such names as PAUNUS (Hapleg), MUSA, CALIOPE (CP), and 

MUSILUS.(Afr.) OLIMPIA (CPJ) directs our gaze to the home of the high 

gods, where Zeus is naturally to the fore, JOVHT,JOVINU3,JOVINA(CPJ) , 

JOBIANUS,JOBIANA (CP), LATONA (Hapleg) sitting by him, between them 

their huntress-daughter, honoured by a worshipper who, in a manner
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already familiar to us, calls himself ARTEMIDORUS (CP). Not far off 

stand HERMES, YT65A the, daughter of Asclepius and goddess of health, 

NICE (Victoria), and GALATEA, daughter of Nereus and Doris (CP.). 

The patroness of Athens finds a worshipper, namely PALLADIUS4CP). 

EVASIUS (Afr) recalls the orgies of Dionysos. In the "background lurk 

the Parcae, PATALE (CP). But over all the youthful and genial 

Goddess of Love sheds her warmth and radiance, attracting as large 

a circle of onomastic admirers as Zeus himself : APRODITE, AFRODISIA, 

VENUS, VENERIUS, VENERIA (CP,CPJ). Of these components the bulk are 

naturally Simple Names; Venerius (-a) is Common; and Remus, Venus, 

Afrodite, Afrodisia, and Paunus are peculiar to the Compound Names. 

Quite a Pantheon is thus represented. To what extent we shouild take 

it cum grano salis is naturally the question: nevertheless the 

presence of such names as these, and that in such quantity, confirms 

the impression earlier formulated of the complete fusion of the 

Church on the one hand and the spirit of antiquity generally on 

the other. Complete, perhaps, is a rash word: thanks to the vital 

tithe, the fusion was not quite flawless. The names in question have 

quite another significance; they represent Christ's victory otfer 

the gods of Greece and Rome, which itself must have "been complete 

"before their very names could have meant so little.

The Local names too have a problem of their own, namely the 

extent to which it is possible to assess the native element in the 

African Church. HANNIBAL, ANNIBAL (Afr), JUGRATUS,JUGRATA (Afr), 

JUGURTA, JAGURTE (p) explain themselves as Punic. The same must 

hold good for MIGGIN and its numerous variations (Afi*), since there 

occurs a form MEGGENT (Hapleg) in which the final T recalls the
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regular Semitic feminine suffix such as always asserts itself e.g. in 

Hebrew "construct" nouns. MEDDEN (Hapleg) and TZIDDIN (Afr), since 

they reproduce the same formal type, are no doubt likewise Punic. 

Of JADER,(II^IR) and SAMHAC (Hapleg)(Common), of JAHIN(US), TRUTOM 

and TZOZUS, -A, (Hapleg), of BROGCU (Afr, feminine.1 ) and at»ove all 

of SGLIPAO (Hapleg) we can say nothing at all. Obviously what we have 

here are the Latinized forms of barbarian names, but whether Punic, 

Lybic, or Berber it is not within our competence to distinguish. On 

account of the prophetic vowel we regard ISCANTIUS (CP) ISPIACUS, 

ISTTORACIUS,"and ISTABLICIUS as Semitic, perhaps Jewish, variants on 

Latin or Greek roots. (Hapleg). BARGBUS (Afr) looks definitely Jewish. 

UNTANCUS and USTRIUT (Hapleg) are likewise obscure, but lead to 

names easy to recognize: ARIFRIDA and MUNIPRIDA (Afr), together with 

PRIDILA and $>? \A6P\X (Hapleg) are plainly Vandal. Regarding the 

root PRID underlying all four examples, the cynic will be disposed 

no doubt to remark, that those who carry war into their neighbour's 

territory always prate loudly of peace; yet these names might just 

as readily be brought into connection with the Christian experience 

of peace which comes to such frequent expression in our- material (IN 

PAGE, REQUIESCIT &c IN PAGE, VIXIT IN PAGE, IRENE, IRENAEUS, etc,q. V.) 

It is at once obvious that in view of the great sparseness of the 

names here under discusion we cannot in any sense speak of an 

indigenous Ghurch. The African Church was fundamentally and all the 

time Roman: at both chronological extremities of its history Greek 

elements appeared, and here and there barbarians are encountered, 

but not unless they are first of all Latin- or Greek-speaking citizens. 

Hence non-classical item© form a minority, and an exceedingly humble
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minority at that, when set against our material as a whole. And yet 

t&is limitation notwithstanding;, the mere presence of* such names, few 

though they "be, is a tribute to the catholicity of the Gospel, which 

they show to have "been shared "by races who refuse each other the 

share even of the fruits of the earth, down to the present day: Roman 

and Greek, whiteskin and KLackskin, victorious and subject peoples, 

Teutons and Semites)

Passing- to the more formal aspect of the material, we wish to 

draw attention "briefly to a subject which for reasons of exposition 

could scarcely have "been treated "before with any convenience, to wit 

the morphological curiosities which combine two names "by means of 

QUI ET, "who (is) also',' "alias", "or". Our African examples are the 

following: -

ISTABLICIUS QUI ET DONATUS bV 155 (Hapleg) 
VTPIus SERELLI&8 QUI ET MACCAL bV 93 (Hapleg) 
WITPTURius(?) QUI ET MACCAL bV 92 (Hapleg) 
BERUS ICOSITANUS Q ET lOMNIKIus bV 49 (gib) 
L P Martis QUI ET PATTISSO blV 15-7 (3^- 
SUSSANA QUE ET LOLLIANA bill 284h (GJ) 
TED QUI ET EVASIUS ell 190 (Afr) 
CRESCENS QUI ET CAPO cIII 605 (CPJ)

Names of this type abound in Christian material,' and for that

reason have been brought into connection with baptism,'' which we 

know to have been the occasion for assuming a new name in token of

conversion?' On the other hand names of this type were not uncommon
4) in pagan times, the construction being identicalf' slaves in part

icular "bore such names. ' Are quasi-double names" Christian" therefore 

or neutral? That is the problem.

l)Diehl iii 575 2)Cabrol xii/2:1518
3)Harnack,Mission ii 38-39 4)Sandys,Latin Epigr.213
5)Cagnat 79
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The grounds for thinking of a connection with "baptism, and there 

with of a "Christian" interpretation, are sought first and foremost 

in the fact, that after his conversion Paul was styled in precisely 

this manner, viz. 5.3uX<i9 o *VM fl^Xoc; ^ Saulus Qui et Paulus, 

Saul "being- the name he received from his parents, and Paul the name 

he chose for himself aCter "baptism}) Only, there is nothing specific 

ally Christian about the name Paul (see Appendix). Nevertheless Asia 

Minor- has- yielded a number of very early Christian inscriptions 

whereon authentic Christian names, e.g. TvvpioCK^, Stephana, Maria 

are coupled with neutral names in this manner?) Moreover analogies 

are to "be found in Jewish material, where we hear of Beturia Paulina 

nomine Sara, and Cocotia qui et Juda?)

On the other hand, Ramsay has shown altogether convincingly that 

Saul chose the name Paul in order to gain easier access to Roman 

ears: he was not only a Jew of Tarsus, "but also a Roman citizen, and 

the name Saul "being suitable in the company of his fellow-Jews, he 

wished one (Paul) which would secure for him a respectful hearing 

among Roman citizens wherever he might meet them. The names Saul and 

Paul, therefore, were not what we have "been in the habit of calling 

"components", but genuine alternatives: when using one, he would 

make no reference at all to the other, corresponding to his sometime 

environment.' And in fact many of the texts cited in Cabrol, e.g. 

Muscula quae et Galatea, Maxima quae et Jovina, Vitalis qui et 

Dioscurus etc., are not even neutral, but positively pagan?) Only the 

British example is positively Christian, Cadvalla qui et Petrus?)

l)Acts xiii 9 2)Cumont in Harnack,Mission ii 39
3)Diehl 4897,4930 4)Ramsay,St.Paul 81-88
5)Cabrol xii/2:1518 S)Cabr<ol xii/2-1519
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The evidence Is- therefore not decisive in the sense of providing an»-
infallible general rule. QUI ET may introduce a specifically Christian

V

name, presumably following baptism and confession of faith, or a 

neutral or even a pagan name from motives not at all religious, 

according to circumstances.

With this double possibility in view let us return to our African 

specimens. First of all, there are no specifically Christian names 

among them. The nearest, SUSSANA (bill 284h), is as we already know 

a Jewish name, and moreover is in this text not the name assumed in 

addition, but the name in addition to which LOLLIANA is assumed. The 

person in question, Susanna, was a Jewfess who wished to be known 

among her non-Jewish friends as Lolliana. This case belongs therefore 

to the Pauline type precisely. The same holds good in the case of 

ISTABLICIUS (prothetic vowel,p.442J) who wished to be called Donatus, 

(bV 155). The same typical situation, but with the details reversed, 

confronts us in bV 92 & 93: in each case the name standing in front 

of the QUI ET, although obscure, appears to be a Latin name of some 

sort, while the additional name is MACCAL. What this name is, we 

cannot tell; but general grounds speak for identifying it as Punic, 

see pp.441-2. If this is so, it is easy to reconstruct the situation: 

these Romans had intercourse with the Punic element of the country, 

probably by way of trade, to such an extent, that it was convenient 

for them for business purposes to have a Punic name. That they both 

chose Maccal indicates th$t this particular name was one of the most 

popular names at the time, known even to Romans. A somewhat different 

explanation is appropriate in the case of bV 49: here we learn from 

the names that Verus, whom we find buried at Tipasa, was not a native
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of that place, "but had formerly "belonged to Too slum and lomnium, 

i.e. modern Tigzirt (CRAIBL ed.)  L.P.Martis (called Pattisso) and 

Crescens (called Capo) on the other hand (blV 157, cIII 605) are 

more difficult to define, the name© "being quite colourless. As for 

T.B.D. , whoever that is, who chooses for himself the name of EVASHfS, 

we have already established (p.441) the Bacchic origin of this 

surname. So far as our African examples are concerned, therefore, 

it will be seen that the QUI ET formula introduces in general a 

neutral name, for the purpose, it would seem, only or A social 

intercourse; once, a positively Pagan name; never at all a Christian 

name. It has no reference whatever to "baptism.

With this problem we close our remarks on the Christian names 

of North Africa. It is to be hoped that nothing- of real importance 

for our understanding of the religious praxis of the country has 

been omitted. The subject of names is one of endless interest, and 

a great deal can be gathered which serves to enlighten us on matters 

of detail. On the other hand the numerous problems, lexical, grammat 

ical, orthographical which rise in dealing with minutiae of this 

kind have no contribution to offer towards the solution of the 

main question at all corresponding: to the labour required to expound 

and organize the material concerned. They are therefore neglected 

on principle. Whoever turns to the Appendix, however, will find 

pleasure in the innumerable oddities and curiosities therein set 

forth, together with the indispensable apparatus. Ten minutes 1 

perusal of the onomasticon in detail will reveal many strange, 

unfamiliar, and unexpected specimens and not a little to excite 

speculation in a variety of directions.
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(g) Ages

The first and only scholar to occupy himself with the ages of the 

deceased recorded on the Christian epitaphs of North Africa was Henri 

Leclercq, who in 1904 tabulated the meagre sum of 202 items in order 

of decades, without however drawing therefrom any significant 

conclusion}^ One can see why the discussion of such data as they stood 

must of necessity have "been unfruitful: the critical foundation, 

namely an examination of the mortality-rate of the ancient world as

a whole, was at that time altogether lacking. But in 1913 a study of
h 

this kind was at last publifeed "by W.R.Macdonell in a paper entitled
A

"On the expectation of life in ancient Roma, and in the provinces of

Hispania and Lusitania, and Africa',1 based on the inscriptions then
2)accessible in the GIL. The "expectation of life" is of course quite

distinct from the mere Mortality rate" as understood by Leelercq, 

and Macdonell's diagrams were consequently of no use from this point 

of view; but Macdonell tabulated all his material behind the text, 

thereby setting it at the disposal of any who might wish to study 

it for other than his own purposes. Yet we have hitherto failed to 

trace any rehandling of the problem of Christian vital statistics 

in the light of this magnificent contribution: whether from ignorance, 

or indolence, or the gratuitous assumption that nothing of interest 

promises to come out at all commensurate with the irksome toil

needed to organize the material on both sides, the matter rests where
6 

Leelercq left it, to this day. Shame moves us resolve that it shall
A

1)Leclercq,L t Afrique Chret. i 432
2)Biometrika ix 366-380
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so rest no longer.

First of all the fundamental conditions of the problem must be 

learnt from Macdonell's tables. On a uniform method we proceed to 

perceptualize all quantitative concepts by resort to graphs, the 

xfaxis "being- devoted to decade-groups, from Zero (the units) to Ten 

(the hundreds) including in this last group all material of 100 years 

OP over, and the y-axis representing the number of items in the 

several groups, the scale of course varying in each case according 

to convenience. For tabulating purposes the letters of the alphabet 

may be employed to represent the groups, e.g. A = 0-9 years, B 9 10- 

19, C = 20-29, &c. Throughout therefore the letters A-K will serve 

in this manner to indicate the age groups.

Applying this procedure to Macdonell's material, we select his 

African tables as the basis. Our first two tables consequently set 

forth the distribution (l) of the population as a whole, (2) of the 

male (£?) and female (^) elements, the respective graphs being at 

the same time inserted opposite: -

I - Africa (total, general)

ABCDBFGHIJK 

823 995 1476 1386 1112 985 1079 1189 926 403 317

II - Africa (do. in section) 

ABCDEFaHIJK

479 571 806 747 635 611 633 726 589 264 177
344 424 670 639 477 374 446 463 337 139 140

It will at once be observed that the general graph consists of three 

troughs and two crests, the latter symbolizing positive mortality, 

the former, mortality of a relatively light rate. It accords with
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general experience that the prime of life should contain the central 

trough, which we shall therefore denominate the climactic trough, 

and that deaths should be even fewer at the extremities of life, in 

early childhood on the one hand "because nature tends at this period 

emphatically in the other direction, in old age on the other because 

relatively few individuals attain it. The corresponding troughs may 

therefore "be conveniently called the infantile and senile respectively. 

Moreover, the popular wisdom of antiquity, generalizing as we of to 

day might do on the tendency to die once the prime of life is past, 

rightly declares: "The days of our years are threescore years and 

ten, and if "by reason of strength they "be fourscore years, yet is 

their strength labour and sorrow? Hence the crest in the H (70's) 

group, like all the features hitherto discussed, answers to common 

expectation: it is natural to speak of it as the postclimactic crest, 

But we contemplate with horror the supreme magnitude of the crest 

which precedes the climactic trough (therefore the preclimactic 

crest), which rears its ugly summit among the 20's. It appears that 

this high pubertial mortality is the chief feature in which the 

vital statistics of anijtquity present a strong contrast to those 

of modern European civilization; the ratio of those attaining a 

great age seems also to have been higher than now. Natural Selection 

is obviously invoked to account for "both peculiarities: those who 

survived the hard conditions encountered from 10 to 20-30 were in 

a position when the time came to outlive the"allotted span',* whereas 

modern life is less hard at first and consequently less long?)

1)Psalm xc 10
2)Macdonell,375
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This contrast emerges in. clear and pathetic detail in the second

graphu Here the troughs and crests occur, as is to be expected, where
the 

they did in the first graph, "but* fern ale preclimactic crest is

noticeably more steep than the male. That puerperal disturbances 

operate here, there can unfortunately be no genuine doubt, in view 

of the absurdly early age at which it was not unusual for girls of

the time to marryj' On the other hand! the slight rise in the 100' s
as

group jagainst the 90' s ( +  ) , where the male element shows a steady

decline throughout, illustrates how delicately the principle of 

selection works compensation.

Such is the background against which we are to set our Christian 

material. Its characteristic features may be summarized under three 

heads: (l)the extremities lie in troughs; (2) the climactic trough 

occurs in the 50 f s; (3) the preclimactic crest occurs in the 20' s, 

and the postclimactic crest in the 70' s.

But when we proceed to draw graphs for our Christian ages in 

the same manner :-

III - Chris tian( general)

ABCDBPaHIJK 

98 66 69 54 45 58 72 62 42 10 8

IV - Christian (in section)

A

54
31

B

30
30

C

35
29

D

27
15

E

24
16

P

36
22

G

43
24

H

35
21

I

27
12

J

5
5

K

5
2

what do we find? This namely: in the general graph, there is a 

minus displacement of both the climactic trough (40J) and the

l)Macdonell,369
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postclimaetic crest (60.1 ), while the preclimactic crest is only 

mildly suggested at 20, the graph rising slightly at this point, 

"but not so high as at 60. Instead, when we trace the grajbh "back 

wards, we find it surging up and reaching; its maximum in the units 

group* Standing "back and comparing graphs I and III, indeed, we 

gain the impression that the Christian graph (ill) is a version of 

the General African graph (l) which has "been displaced in a minus 

direction with ever-increasing momentum, not piecemeal "but "bodily, 

the original asserting- itself only where it was most emphatic, 

namely in the 20*s group, whCere III shows a slight concession, 

the real preclimactic crest of the latter occurring however in the 

uMts group, there being no introduatory trough. The two graphs 

coincide more or less only in the senile trough, where they share 

a steep drop to 90, and a shallow o>n© to the lOOfts group.

The mystery deepens when we turn to examine graph IV and 

compare it with graph II. Here the male readings coincide in essence 

with those of the general graph, The female readings, on the other 

hand, show certain notable peculiar/ties. In the first place, since 

there the 20 reading is higher by 5 than the 60 reading, the contour 

of the corresponding element in II, and I as a whole, is distinctly 

preserved as it is not in the male section of the graph. The 

initial drop, in particular, is nothing like so steep as in the 

male section. Then again, the climactic trough is displaced twice 

as far, namely into the 30 T s. To be sure, the difference in reading 

is minute, only 1, but there it is. Apart froim this detail, the 

female element of the Christian graph may on the whole not 

unfairly be characterized as less violently at variance with the
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general African (I,II) graph(s) than the male. The male element 

however, because of its larger "bulk, determines the contour of the 

Christian graph (ill), as it does for the same reason in the case 

of the general African graph. It sliould "be mentioned, that Macdonell 

takes no account of the distinction "between Christian and Pagan, 

so that the contrast which here emerges would "be sharper were it 

possible to abstract the Christian element from Macdonell 1 s tables. 

As it is, the Christian element does not amount to so much as one 

tenth of all the material now extant, at lest to Judge from the GIL. 

When this circumstance of the Base is taken into consideration, the 

aberration of our Christian readings fronL the "general" is all the 

more striking-. What therefore does it mean?

Prima facie it is natural to seek for a biological explanation: 

taken generally the Christians were the invalids of the Roman 

Empire, whose will-to-live succumbed from ten to twenty years, on 

the average, before that of their more robust fellow-citizens. 

Christianity, therefore, is a pathological symptoa, not far removed 

from insanity, devised by the weak and timid as a compensation 

for satisfactions denied them by the world about them, in which 

as a matter of fact they were not capable of maintaining their 

existence: a splendid apologia for paganism, which modern pagans of 

the Hietzsche type, had they possessed such statistics, would not 

assuredly have neglected! Let us examine this ''argument".

Having never seen this "argument" urged in the concrete, for 

the simple reason that the data requisite, namely a system of 

graphs setting forth the contrast in question, is only now for the 

first time available, we do not know how its fauteurs would set
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about expounding their case; "but this we do know, that they would 

have to confine themselves to the "barest generalities, and could not 

get to grips with the details at all without at the same time 

relinquishing their contention. It has already been observed in the 

case of the graph showing- the general African population in section 

(II), that the female readings , which reflect a struggle against 

adverse circumstances not found to operate in the male readings, 

show at the same time the well-balanced effect of the principle of 

selection, inasmuch as the heavier pubertial toll is offset "by a 

proportionately higher rate of survival in old age (pp.449-450). 

That is to say: an unfavourable variation on the preclimactic side 

is offset by a favourable variation on its postclimactic side, the 

climactic trough itself remaining constant. Such is the pattern of 

variation to be expected as a result of biological factors. The 

modifications are generated round th© climactic trough, and a dis 

placement (-/+) on the preclimactic side is offset by a displacement 

IN THE OPPOSITE DIRECTION (+/-) on the postclimactic side of the 

graph. But this is not at all the pattern observed in the displace 

ment of our Christian readings.1 In characterizing this displacement 

(p. 451), we spoke of a wholesale shifting in one direction only, 

whereby not only both crests, but the climactic trough as well, 

were negatived by a whole decade in the case of the trough and 

postclimactic crest, and by two decades in the case of the pre 

climactic crest. In other word.s: the centre whence this movement is 

generated is not at all the climactic trough, which itself suffers 

displacement along with the whole, but lies beyond the graph, the 

mode of its operation being to contract the graph bodily towards
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Zero. The movement is thus not symmetrical, with its focus lying at 

the centre of the graph, as in the case of a variation grounded on 

"biological modifications: on the contrary it is altogether asymmetric 

al, its focus lying wholly outwith the graph itself. For this reason 

alone it is impossible to ascribe the displacement of our Christian 

readings to any biological factor whatsoever.

Exactly how biological, factors do produce displacements, we can 

show by a concrete example. As is well known, the Jews were hated 

and despised in the ancient world, nuch as they are to-day, and were 

relegated so far as possible to the basement, so to speak, of the 

community, where living conditions were worst. Now the Jewish texts 

of Africa are too scanty to be of statistical value; "but Diehl has 

given us a valuable appendix of representative Jewish epitaphs,'of 

which 60 give precise information on the age of the deceased. Thesd 

texts thus afford us a cross-section of Romanised Jewry contemporary 

with our Christian material. Prom them we are able to construct the 

following graph:-
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Meagre though these quantities be, yet so far as they go they are 

quite decisive. In general, the climactic trough is where it should 

be, namely at 50. That, however, is the only constant feature in

1)Diehl 4851-5000
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a graph otherwise violently displaced. But observe in what manner.1 

The preclimactic portion resembles at first sight that of our 

Christian graph, inasmuch as the figures for the first ten years of 

life are fenormously in advance of any other group. But whereas the 

pagan preclimactic crest asserts itself in the Christian graph, 

in the Jewish graph it is displaced in the positive direction. Why? 

The selective principle operates here: those who survived the gruellii 

hardships of infancy were able to postpone the pubertial threat "by 

ten years.1 On the postclimactie side a similar state of affairs is 

to "be recorded: "because of a mortality-tendency of exceptional 

severity among the 60's, the surviving remnant postponed the post- 

climactic crest for ten years, i.e. displaced it from 70 to 80.' This 

complex graph therefore is exquisitely symmetrical in every detail: 

not only are the two sides, each considered separately, perfect 

specimens of the way in which the selective principle affects stat 

istics, "but the graph as a whole is "beautifully "balanced, for the 

large-scale minus displacement of the preclimactic portion has 

for its counterpart the large-scale plus displacement of the post- 

climactic portion (units for 20's, 80's for 70's, 50's constant). 

The contrast between this graph and the Christian graph could 

scarcely "be more striking, and is "but deepened when we pfcrsue it into 

the details. For the. postclimactie portion the readings of the two 

sexes coincide; "but observe the distribution of the readings in the 

preclimactic portion. In the Christian graph, the male readings run 

emphatically higher than the female readings, although even the 

latter succeed in counteracting the pagan tendency to form a trough. 

Here on the contrary the male readings conform more closely to the
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characteristic pagan tendencies, producing however at the same time 

a plus displacement of the preclimactic crest (30 instead of 20; 

selection!), while on the other hand the female readings are 

prodigious in comparison, with the result that the preelffimactic crest 

is postponed, not "by ten, "but by twenty years* Hence at bottom the 

prima facie resemblances "between the preclimactic portions of the

two graphs, Christian and Jewish, is manifest only. The fine "balance
\X 

observed in the latter, above all in detail, is entirely lacking in

the Christian graph, although the data are so very much richer. The 

steep trough represents (1) in the .Jewish instance, an infantile 

mortality-trend of shocking proportions, independent of the trend 

underlying the preclimactic crest, (2) in the Christian, a minus 

displacement of the pubertial mortality-trend underlying the pre 

climactic crest. In the former case the readings point to a biolog 

ical situation in which girls were cruelly sacrificed in favour of 

boys, in the latter the reading© are incapable of any biological 

interpretation at all, the displacements being wholesale and totally 

asymmetrical. In detail and as wholes, therefore, the two graphs, 

Jewish and Christian, form a thorough contrast. The former is an 

excellent example of biologically-conditioned variations, while the 

latter is owing to its structure utterly incapable of any imaginable 

interpretation in terms of biological law.

A negative conclusion is thus so far won, which may be formul 

ated somewhat as follows. While the general structure of the graph 

representing; Christian African vital statistics is of course like all 

graphs of this type based on "biologically-conditioned foundations, 

when compared with the corresponding graph drawn for the population
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of the country as a whole it shows a unilateral displacement towards 

zero, whereby the readings as a whole are shifted "by an average of 

10+ years, the focus of this homogeneous movement "being- wholly 

transcendent. The cause of this displacement cannot be biolo>gical 

however, since if it were, the displacement would not "be unilateral, 

"but symmetrical; the readings would not "be shifted as a whole, "but 

would "be drawn together or dispersed; and the focus would not "be 

transcendent, "but immanent, namely lodged in the climactic trough; 

as we see for example from Jewish vital statistics, which reflect a 

struggle against extremely unfavourable living-conditions. Sectional 

analysis emphasizes this impression moreover, inasmuch as in material 

which is biologically conditioned, for example the Jewish, the 

displ acement is more marked in the case of the female readings, 

whereas in the Christian material on the contrary, the displacement 

is more marked in the case of the male readings. This contrast in 

the dynamics controlling; these statistical elements present in the 

picture before us is consequently of the greatest possible importance, 

since it proves that Christian vital statistics ar© not structurally 

different from those of the ancient world at large, like the Jewish, 

being modified, like them, by an internal principle operating 

organically, namely the principle of natural selection, but are on 

the contrary structurally identical with those of the ancient world 

at large, the readings in their entirety however being thrust back 

wards by external pressure, the source of which is unknown, the rate 

of displacement being nevertheless calculable, namely 10+ years. 

The Christians in question, therefore, were Aot a conspicuously 

depressed class, like the. Jews, but constituted a genuine cross-
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section of the ancient world as a whole, being neither more nor less 

healthy. But the figures employed to describe the "ages" of these 

Christians on their epitaphs do not represent their physical, somatic, 

biological "ages" at all.1 Their physical ages have been taken as a 

basis to be sure, but have suffered manipulation, not haphazard, 

random, arbitrary, or frivolous manipulation, but uniform and wholly 

consistent manipulation, the effect of which was to reduce the 

physical ages all round by an average of 10+ yearsJ

Now this is altogether astounding and baffling.' How are we 

to account for it? Sinee this uniform displacement of 10+ years is 

not found except in our Christian material, we have a right to 

conclude in the first p&ace that its ultimate ground lies somewhere 

among the peculiarities of Christian praxis. We canno>t tell at the 

moment what this factor is; therefore we shall provisionally call it 

simply the "displacement factor", symbolizing it in case of need by 

means of the letter X, for that described it exactly: it is the 

unknown element of our problem, towards whose identification we are 

now about to strive. And we already know two things about the mode 

of its working: (l) it reduces the somatic age by an average of 10+ 

years, thereby producing® manifest age; and (2) it operates in this 

direction more strongly among male than among female material.

Equipped with this meagre but well-grounded information, we 

can add to our stock of knowledge on the way in which X works, and 

therewith delimit our conception of it, by resolving the Christian 

graph afresh on the customary twofold basis of chronology and topo 

graphy, the characteristic significance of which we have on former 

occasions learned to appreciate. We will refrain from analysing
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the material in "both directions simultaneously for fear of invalidat' 

ing our inferences, the smallness of the figures which would then 

result promising: to prejudice their statistical reliability. It will 

"be sufficient for our purpose to draw first a chronological graph, 

then a topographical one:-
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From the chronological graph it is obvious that the influence of 

X, which was not powerful enough to counteract the "biologically- 

conditioned preclimaetic crest, had consolidated itself sufficiently 

to do so in the later period. On the other hand, the broadening of 

the climactic trough in the 4th century as against the later period 

is somewhat striking: the displacement tendency must have been 

stronger at this point in the 4th century than after it. Without 

knowing more about X it is impossible to say what the DE 4th-century 

reading has to do with the period of stability CD in the later 

period, or even whether there is in fact any connection between the 

two. Probably the likeness is only superficial, and of no genuine 

statistical importance. In general this graph suggests the tentative

conclusion: in the 4th century X operated sporadically, namely with 

greater effect in the climactic area than in the preclimactic. In
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the later period this tension was neutralized. The chronology of X 

therefore attests a process of consolidation in this respect.

At first sight the confusion of the topographical readings 

inspires despair: how can such divergent elements be held together 

within the span of one theory? Onre is even tempted to ask the quest 

ion, whether the readings are too low to be statistically reliable. 

For this very reason the Tripolitanian material has been neglected 

on principle. Yet since the figures in question reflect a historical 

phenomenon it must be possible to reduce them to order ultimately. 

Only we must not make the mistake of asking too many questions at 

once; rather we must be content with superficial impressions before 

seeking to understand the details.

Prima facie,then,the outstanding contrast which emerges from 

this graph (VTI) is that between Numldia and the rest of the country. 

The point at which this contrast is most glaring is the 20 ! s group: 

the tendency of the Numidian readings, which elsewhere corresponds 

at least substantially with that of the others, here contradicts 

them most uncompromisingly, for whereas the rest of the country, 

that is, Africa as a whole, shows here a crest, Numidia on the 

contrary shows an extremely steep and emphatic trough, which, since 

it descends lower than any save the senile trough, must undoubtedly 

be identified as the climactic trough. Here then we have the truly 

remarkable displacement of 20 years from the average Christian, and 

30 years from the, pagan climactic crest.1 In other words, X has 

reduced the somatic age of Numidian material, not by 10 years, nor 

even by 20, but by no fewer than 30 years! The postclimactic part 

of the Numidian curve appears to be, determined by the sharp crest
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in the 30 f s preceding a shallow trough in the 40 ! s and leading to

the main postclimactic crest, as might "be expected, in the 60's. 

That the secondary crest in the 30's is biologically conditioned, 

is probable in view of the slight rise in the 100's, which together 

with it reflects the operation of the selective principle. It is 

therefore of negligible significance from our point of view, and 

in itself of small importance. Hence our first conclusion on the 

basis of the topography of African Christian vital statistics runs: 

The displacement due to X reaches its maximum in Numidia, and that 

in the most decisive and emphatic manner.

Of the other three readings, that of Byzacena reproduces the 

total Christian reading most closely, since its troughs and crests 

occur* quite in the typical manner. The only feature which calls 

for remark is the secondary crest on the preclimactic side (20), 

which surpasses the climactic crest. Even so however, the typically 

Christian shape is emphatically preserved, and the $rest in the 

20 f s remains a secondary one. We might do justice to the situation 

by observing that of all the regions concerned Byzacena is the 

most nearly typical, a slight weakness of the influence of X on 

the preclimactic side notwithstanding.

The preclimactic portion of the Zeugitana readings reproduces 

that of the Byzacena material with insignificant variations, until 

the climactic trough is reached. This lies, like that of Byzacena, 

in the typical position, namely among the 40's. But thereafter the 

line is broken in a manner which reminds us forcibly of the 

corresponding portion in the readings of Jewish material: there is 

a premature crest at 50, a trough at 60 where we should have
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expected the postclimactic crest, which instead is restored to the 

original pagan position (70); then follows a steep trough to 90, 

and finally a smart upward movement to 100. Now Macdonell declares 

it as the first of his findings, that the expectation of life in 

ancient Rome was noticeably lower, owing to the unhealthy living 

conditions of the populous city, than in the provinces, where 

more salubrious conditions prevailed, the contrast "being that 

"between urban and rural conditions, a contrast namely which we of 

to-day understand very readily}) Therewith he provides us with the 

key to the understanding of the Zeugitana postclimactic readings. 

What Macdonell observed on a large scale may "be expected to hold 

good on a small one: Carthage stands to Africa as a whole as Rome 

to the provinces, "being the cultural, commercial, and administrative 

centre of the entire country, and t* "by far its most populous city. 

Zeugitana material therefore, which is chiefly Carthaginian, must 

"be expected to reflect Carthaginian conditions. On the analogy of 

Rome, and indeed on grounds of general experience also, we may take 

it that Carthage was less healthy than the rest of Africa. This 

accounts for the peculiarities of the postclimactic Zeugitana 

readings, which in terms of this generalization are to "be interpreted 

"biologically. The severity of living-conditions thus produces the 

premature crest at 50, while the principle of natural selection 

offsets this irregularity "by postponing the genuine postclimactic 

crest to 70 (i.e. "somatic" 80, compare Jewish graph.1 ) and yielding 

yet further compensation in the form of the emphatic upward spring 

in the final group (100). But for the influence of this "biological

1)Macdonell, 375
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principle, the Zeugitana readings would have reproduced those of 

Byzacena on the postclimactic side, exactly as they do on the pre 

climaetic. There is one slight difference to be taken into account
e 

howver: in the graph as it stands, the postclimactic crest equals

the secondary preclimaetic crest, whereas in Byzacena it stands a 

trifle lower; probably therefore if we could assess the biological 

counter-tendency and abstract it, the postclimactic crest would, 

standing now at 60, surpass the preclimaetic crest by a considerable 

margin. In that case the Zeugitana readings would conform even more 

closely to the typical than they in fact do now. Even as it is, 

Zeugitana emerges as more nearly typical thMn Byzacena in this respect. 

We therefore formulate the conclusion: apart from modifications to 

be traced to peculiar- livi-ng-conditions in the city of Carthage, 

the readings of Zeugitana show the same influence of X as those of 

Byzacena, and are even somewhat more typically Christian.

We are thus left with Mauretania, of which it may be said in 

general, that its readings are morphologically akin to those of 

Zeugitana (biologically-conditioned modifications apart) and Byzacena, 

that is to say, typically Christian. Certain points of detail call 

however for remark. Whereas the postclimactic crest occurs where 

expected, namely among the 60's, the climactic trough is displaced 

10 years from the typically Christian, and 20 years from the pagan 

climactic tcough, that is to say, among the 30's. In this respect 

Mauretania stands between Numidia (p.460) and the typical examples 

(Zeugitana, Byzacena). In this conne~ction it must however be borne 

in mind, that the political boundaries of the regions in question 

are arbitrary from the viewpoint of religious praxis, so that e»g.
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it is ultimately impossible to maintain rigid distinctions of this 

kind in the case of the Mauretanian-Numidian frontier. Mauretania, 

moreover, is a large territory, exceeding in area all the other 

regions combined; hence one formula cannot "be expected to hold good 

uniformly over all parts of its vast space. On these grounds it is 

natural to associate this particular feature of the Mauretanian 

readings with the region adjoining Numidia, dominated "by Sitifis. 

Mauretania's mediating role so far as concerns its Yital statistics 

can thus "be connected with spatial contiguity with respect to Numidia. 

But the Mauretanian readings are peculiar in another detail: the 

incipient drop from1 units to tens here characteristic of Christian 

readings and the incipent rise characteristic of pagan readings have 

been neutralized, producing a stable constant for two decades (16-16). 

This feature of the Mauretanian graph is therefore neither typically 

Christian nor typically Pagan, but neutral. How does this come about? 

Three causes are possible: (l) X must have been so weak, that instead 

of counteracting the "biological tendency as it did elsewhere, it 

merely neutralized it; (2) the biological tendency must have been 

so strong that it neutralized X; (3) both X andtthe the biological 

tendency must have have been simultaneously so strong or so weak, 

that mutual neutralisation resulted front the tension produced. Of *kee 

these, (3) must "be rejected, provisionally if not irrevocably, since 

it implies a delicacy of balance between two independent and mobile 

tendencies such as is altogether exceptional in historical processes. 

(2) implies an extraordinarily low rate of infantile mortality, but 

is possible and must be considered. The selective principle is as 

usual decisive. Now in order that survival during the first decade
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should be so simple and automatic, and the living-conditions so com 

pletely free from obstacles to growth that the influence of X was 

neutralized, it is necessary that not more than one child throughout 

all Mauretania should have died under the age of ten.1 Moreover, if 

all had in fact survived save one, the troughs and crests of the 

following- periods would have reflected a most emphatic shortening of 

life, and nothing of this kind is anywhere observed] A very steep 

senile trough at least should have developed, and what do we find? 

A drop in the last decade proportionally quite as shallow as that of 

Byzacena.' Most decidedly therefore: (2) is so extremely improbable 

as to "be virtually impossible. By elimination therefore we resort to 

(l), which implies a specifically Christian influence so drastically 

diluted as to be. scarcely distinguishable from paganism. Naturally 

one hesitates to entertain such a conception in view of the strength 

of the Christian influence, which, in the shape of X, is responsible 

for the striking displacement of the climactic trough (p.463); but 

necessity, or in other words the virtual impossibility of the 

alternatives already examined, forces us to reconsider the matter. 

As has already been pointed out (pp.463-4), Mauretania is extensive 

enough to embrace within its bounds a great diversity of tendencies: 

if it adjoins populous and deeply-Christianized Numidia, it also 

spreads far to the West, even to the Ocean, and its southern frontier 

mingles almost indistinguishable with the Sahara, whose nearest 

inhabitants are unknown and # wholly ignorant of the faith. It is 

therefore at the same time an outpost of Christendom for the greater 

part of its enormous area. It is from this aspect of Mauretania that 

we derive the possibility of accepting ( 1} as fundamentally correct.
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Mauretania, therefore, emerges from the statistics as a motley region, 

whose characteristics in this respect can only be summarized "by 

means of a double formula: inasmuch as the climactic trough occupies 

a position "between the corresponding troughs of the typical regions 

on the one hand and of Numidia OTI the other, X is seen to exert an 

influence much above the average; "but inasmuch as the primary pre- 

climaetic crest has been COMPLETELY NEUTRALIZED, the influence of X 

is seen to be almost negligible. In order to account for this 

contradiction, it is suggested that these two contrasting values of 

X correspond to the Eastern and Western portions of Mauretania

respectively.

The topographical distribution of the displacing-factor

X may therefore be formulated under four heads: (l) the influence of 

X is typical in Zeugitana, biological modifications on the manifest 

curve being taken into account; (2) it is slightly less than typical 

in Byzacena; (3) it is most emphatically stronger in Numidia than 

elsewhere, the decisive displacement being three times as large as 

in typical material; (4) in Mauretania it is partly of great strength, 

less than in Numidia but more than in typical material, and partly 

almost negligible, emphatically less namely than among typical 

material, the large area of this region and therewith the possibility 

of wide variation being invoked to account for the contrast.

With this fourfold formula our direct knowledge of the

way in which X operates, here typically, there a-typically, is at/''

lengHh exhausted: the vital statistics can help us no more. But

observe what we have thereby won. We know now that the influence of 

X varies (l) in the course of time, being more firm and consistent
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the longer the new faith has consolidated itself as a phenomenon

of ancient civilization, and (2) from place to place, "being: more

or less- typical at the n^ucleus, and distinctly a-typical at different
V.A.V

parts of the periphery of the African Christian community. This gives 

us an opportunity of learning more about X, since throughout the 

exposition as a whole we have "been accustomed to note the significance 

of distribution "both chronological and topographical, and having 

postponed the discussion of the problem in hand thus far we are a"ble 

to correlate it in this respect with the outstanding distributional 

features, not only of the epitaphs, but of all the inscriptions we 

have had occasion hitherto to examine. Let us therefore retrace our 

steps along these lines and see if we can delimit X further still.

First of all the chronology of X adds but little to our knowledge, 

since from it emerges only the fact already indicated (p.458), namely 

that the factor of displacement is peculiar to Christian material. It 

is a meagre advance to learn what we dhould have been able to deduce 

therefrom, that as the Church increased as a force in the world, so 

likewise did X increase. Nevertheless we record this obvious situation 

and pass on to a much more fruitful discussion, namely the signific 

ance of the topographical distribution of the influence of X.

(l)Since X operates typically in Zeugitana, its influence here 

coincides with the other characteristic features of this region, 

already familiar: first, Christian material as a whole (THIRD TABLE) 

and Christian epitaphs in particular, as illustrated e.g. by the 

names of Christians, are most thickly concentrated in this region (p. 

408); Zeugitana is likewise the seat of such characteristic elements 

of the Christian epigraphical vocabulary as the'1 acclamation" IN PACE
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(p.326) and the titles FIDELES and INNOCENTES as applied to Christians

(p.387); it is also the seat of the cult of the Theotokos (p.275) and 

of the application of Christian symbols and symbolic formulae to the 

warding-off of the Evil Eye (p.240), as well of the use of Simple 

Names, including those characteristic of the faith (p.409). In short: 

Zeugitana emerges again and again as a region in which the Christian 

faith has "been so firmly established that it can afford the luxury 

of cultivating itself, of developing in independent directions, of 

producing characteristic features. It is natural to conclude from 

this that X is one of these characteristic products.

(2) The same holds good in general for Byzacena, as will readily 

"be seen from the sample tables already cited. Occasionally however, 

as when it shares with Mauretania an overwhelming statistical 

superiority over Zeugitana as a seat of the formulae DMS and HSE(p.352) 

and accounts for practically all the African examples of the pagan 

e^uphemism DORMIT (9 died) (p.336), Byzacena retains non-Christian 

traditions to a slight but well-defined degree corresponding to its 

vaguely peripheral situation. "When therefore we find X likewise 

modified in the same direction and to much the same extent in this 

region, it is impossible not to associate this variation with the 

characteristic tendency of Byzacena as a whole, and conclude that 

here again X is a factor peculiar to Christianity which suffers 

modification from pagan sources corresponding; exactly to that affect 

ing characteristically Christian features as a whole.

(3) Numidia was noticed first of all as the seat of the cult of 

the martyrs and saints in Africa (p. 142), in particular of the use 

of the word 3ANCTU3 as a technical term within this cult (p.157).
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Secondly, it was noted as the seat of popular slogans, (p.221), 

especially of the party-cries of the Donatists, DEO LAUDBS and BONIS 

BENB (pp.225-226). Thirdly,it was observed as accounting for nearly 

half of the total dedications, votary and otherwise, produced "by 

Christian Africa as tokens of piety (p. 289). In Numidia dedicatio-ns 

ex-voto were even employed "by Donatists and Catholics against each 

other in the sense of appeals to the Deity (p.316). Fourthly and 

finally, the unofricial titles assumed for the sake of piety (servant 

of God, etc.) "by the serious-minded of Africa are observed to show 

a definitely Numidian displacement (p.398). In short: all the 

Numidian peculiarities belong to a well-defined and easily-recognized 

and characterized type, namely that which could only be produced "by 

a zealous, earnest, humourless, almost stubborn enthusiasm, which 

finds pleasure in fanatical excesses of all kinds, the antithesis, 

on short, of worldly wisdom or common sense. To repeat a former 

remark generalizing this peculiar Numidian attitude, (p.399), we 

might say of the Numidians that they were the"enthusiasts" orumystics" 

of the African Church, meaning thereby, that Numidia was the seat 

of all kinds of religious extravagance or "Schwarmerell* Nothing 

therefore is simpler than to posit a connection between this freak 

of religious sentimentality, namely the curious piety of the Numidian 

Christian community, and the equally monstrous displacement recorded 

in Numidian Christian vital statistics, and to enunciate the obvious 

generalization: the displacement-factor X, though characteristically 

Christian, is not a regular part of official praxis, but is rather 

to be traced to the temperamental tendency of religiously enthusiastic 

individuals, who wish thereby to accomplish a distinctive and 

meritorious religious work.
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(4) If Numidia thus supplies us with the positive aspect of the 

problem, Mauretania supplies us with the negative. A study of all 

the tables in detail which have hitherto "been set forth will show, 

that just as Numidia shares Mauretanian tendencies to a certain 

extent, so also Mauretania shares to a noticeable extent those of 

Numidia, as for example in the case of the hagiographic texts, where 

Mauretania, which produces material in general equal to that of 

Byzacena (THIRD TKBLE), far exceeds the output of Byzacena, although 

it does not of course equal that of Numidia in this respect (p.142). 

This comes about naturally enough, since the frontiers dividing the 

two regions are artificial and cannot be expected to have controlled 

the flow and ebb of influence from the one to the other in the rigid 

manner necessary for preserving the self-respect of our altogether 

pragmatic tables.1 As we had occasion to point out when discussing 

the Mauretanian readings therefore (p. 464), here also we must accept 

Numidian-Mauretanian action and inter-action as an ineluctable fact 

which defies all attempts to eliminate it by means of theorizing.Hence 

we ah have no difficulty in connecting the two phenomena and in 

concluding: in so far as the displacement of the Mauretania readings 

reproduce the tendency of Numidian displacement, X falls to be 

explained as in the case of its appearance in Numidia, relevant 

modifications however being taken into account.

But if we abstract Mauretania entirely from Numidia, and 

consider it by itself, a very different picture results. On the 

negative side, a glance at almost any table will show that where 

Zeugitana is strong, e.g. IN PAGE, FIDELIS, Mauretania is weak. That 

is to say: Mauretania is lacking as a whole in characteristically
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Christian features. On the positive side, we find that Mauretania 

surpasses the rest of Africa as the seat of neutral expressions like 

DECESSIT and DISCESSIT (p.333) and MEMORIA (-AE)(p.343), and of 

positively Pagan words and formulae like MENSA (p.344), DOMUS 

(A)ETERNA(LIS)(p.346), DOMUS ROMULA (p.348), DM3 (p.352), together 

with references to the worldly condition of the deceased (p.375) and 

the traditional pagan tripartite name and "bipartite name (pp. 409-410). 

That is to say: Mauretania is "by far the most conservative of the 

African districts, and whatever is peculiarly Maupetanian is at the 

same time either neutral or pagan. Mauretania makes no contribution 

to the characteristically Christian element in the African Church: on 

the contrary, characteristically Christian influence is nowhere so 

weak as in Mauretania. But here again general imp ires s ions and the 

inferences suggested "by Mauretanian graph-readings coincide precisely* 

To "be sure this wins for us no new insight, "but reinforces the inter 

pretation of X already formulated. To the positive conclusions which 

emerged from an examination of Numidian phenomena, Mauretania yields 

a negative supplement: where Christian influence is least strong, 

there X likewise, exerts "but a weak influence. X, therefore, once 

again assumes a specifically Christian quality. This has now been 

definitely established all along the line, in every detail, both 

negatively and positively, both chronologically and topographically.

Only two steps more are required, to complete the evidence. 

Retracing our steps to the earlier part of the inquiry, we find in 

the first place (pp.451-452) that X exerts greater influence on the 

male than on the female readings. The difference is not great, but

quite distinct notwithstanding. What does this mean? Apart from
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two special examples we know of no category throughout all our 

material in which we find any radical distinction "between the sexes. 

The exceptions are (l) invocations to the Theotokos, and (2) amulets 

devised against the Evil Eye. (et. v.) The former, so far as any 

information on the subject is forthcoming, is confined to men, namely 

Byzantine government officials. The latter is chiefly popular among 

women, although one man is mentioned (pp.271-272). Both forms of 

praxis are quite unofficial. That is perhaps the most significant 

observation that can be made about them from this point of view, 

since the fact that the invocations to the Theotokos are stereotyped 

formulae reproduced again and again on Byzantine seals in exactly 

the smme fashion, and that the amulets are in fact too few to have 

statistical validity, warns us against taking the contrast too 

seriously. Frankly, we confess that these examples cast no very 

obvious light on the problem in hand, unless it is to emphasize the 

unofficial character of such practices: neither the civil servants 

nor the humble victims of superstitious fear belonged to the clergy. 

It is here indeed, in the thought that the. apos'tolic "boast "there is 

neither male nor female, for ye are all one in Christ Jesus"(Gal iii 

28) notwithstanding, there was one class in the Church from which 

women were excluded, namely the regular clergy, that we should 

perhaps seek a commentary on our problem. Here to be sure is a 

closed society, which more than any other corresponds to what is 

wanted. Whereas any boy rnighijaspire to the priesthood, no girl eoxild 

do so. This is a contrast of life-orientation which we would do well 

to bear in mind. What do we know, therefore, that is relevant, of 

the official clergy as such? This, namely: that clergy are frequently
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found of an age at which we should expect them scarcely equal to 

the responsibilities of clerical office (pp 390-391) on the one 

hand; and on the other, that "bishops in particular were very careful 

to record the length of their tenure of the priesthood, even when 

they omitted to give any information about the length of their life 

in general (pp,402-403). From the viewpoint of our problem these 

two features of clerical material hang together: the effect of X is 

to reduce the somatic age, hence the early age recorded in certain 

cases of the clergy may not after all represent their somatic age,

"but a manifest age only; and the lack of interest shown "by many
\S 

"bishops in their somatic age, together with their eagerness to
X.

emphasize the number of years spent in office, suggests that we are 

now very near indeed to discovering the identity of X.

Everything now hang's as "by a thread upon the last item of 

all in our apparatus of evidence, our first discovery namely,(p.457) 

that the minus displacement of the Christian graph as a whole 

averages 10+ years. In other words, X is responsible for reducing 

the somatic age of the African Christian community all round "by 

an average of 10+ years (p.458). Now where in the whole of our 

investigation hitherto do we encounter a figure comparable with 

this decisive quantum? In one place, and in one place only: p.390, 

wfrere it is established on the basis of statistics, that in the Early 

Church the average age of neophytes^ i.e. persons newly baptized, 

lay between 10 and elevan years. That is to say: the average 

period elapsing before baptism and the average displacement of 

the readings of Christian vital statistics towards zero are of 

precisely the same extent, namely 10+ years. O r otherwise:
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the manifest age, which we knew to have been "based on the somatic age,v'

"but at the same time to have been the result of purposeful manipul 

ation (p. 458), we now know to have been the age of the individual 

considered as a member of the Church. The implication plainly is, 

that baptism into the Christian community is tantamount to a fresh 

start in life; the believer is thereby re-born.f Finally we need no 

longer speak of X, or even of the "factor of displacement 11 , for we 

now know this "factor" no longer as a mere hypothesis as hitherto, 

but in the concrete. The ultimate source of the displacement in 

question is none other than the eschatological orientation of the 

life of the Early Church in general: the Christians whose monuments 

occupy us in these pages, far from being worldlings like their 

pagan neighbours, regarded their life previous to baptism not as life 

at all, but as death and nothingness, a thing of no account; on the 

contrary, their life began for them only when at baptism they 

confessed their faith in Jesus Christ, the subject-matter of whose 

preaching, namely the Kingdom of God, was to them therewith a present 

reality. Their eyes were fixed, not like those of the pagans, with 

resentment or resignation on the past with its- now useless hoard 

of achievements and enjoyments lost forever, "but joyfully and 

expectantly on the future, looking earnestly towards the day when 

Christ would return and establish His Kingdom, which He had already 

brought to themselves, over mankind at large, both living and dead, 

to be appropriated by those deemed worthy of it. It was the number of 

years they had spent in this world as citizens of Christ*s Kingdom, 

that is to say, their age as- children of God in Christ, that they 

recorded on their tombs.
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Now then let us justify this finding on a somewhat "broader "basis' 

And first of all, the interpretation as a whole is not spun from 

the air, but is firmly grounded, if nowhere else, at least on the 

ancient view of baptism as mediating rebirth, plainly attested in 

Christian names of the RENATUS type (p.432-3). To the material there
 

discussed we would here add one of the Numdian epitaphs, (cIV 148)

that namely ot a young child who had lived only for a few days, only
was 

long enough in fact to receive baptism, and^transferred to the

heavenly kingdom (CELI REGNA), so that it seeSd, as the sorrowing 

parent, addressing the child, expressed himself, that "you had been 

"born only in order that you should enjoy such bliss by being "born 

again',' PROPTEREA ET NATUS UT CAPERES TANTA RENATUS. The literature 

of the Early Church moreover abounds in synonyms for baptism which 

bring the same view to clear and emphatic expression, such as RENOVATIO 

renewal, REGENERATIO, regeneration, TT^^y^M^f^t rebirth}'
v*^

Then again Nothcote, who assuredly was entirely innocent of any 

premonition regarding our* discovery, and had consequently no interest 

whatever in adducing patristic, material in support of it, quotes two 

most significant passages?'one from. Tertullian: "our1 very life is 

counted only from our baptism" and one from the biographer of Cyprian: 

"the deeds of the man of God ought not to be reckoned except from 

the date, of his birth to God", which we welcome as the strongest 

independent testimony in favour of our theory that we could desire. 

Such utterances commit no mere hyperbole if what we maintain is tr-gie, 

but are to be taken seriously as: reflecting regular day-to-day usage.

1)Kirsch in Kraus,RE ii 823
2)Northcote,EC 126
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Individual inscriptions, on the other hand, rarely make the position 

explicit, but our African material yields at least one piece in wMch 

we are told that the deceased "attained ("baptism) on the 3rd of 

December, and from that day forth remained in the world until the 

7th of December",GONSECUTUS EST (terminus technicus,edd.) III NON 

DECEMB EX DIE CONSECUTIONIS IN SAEGULO PUIT AD USQUE VII IDUS DECEMB, 

no further particular being vouchsafed regarding his length of life, 

and nothing at all being said to indicate his somatic age, cV 72 J 

Yet another tells us that "Rogatianus, a minister of the venerable 

altar, most faithful to G-od from dawn of life to day of decease, 

lived in the Church for 78 years", ROGATIANUS AB ORTU VITAE IN 

FUNCTTONIS DIEM PROBATISSIMUS DEO VENERANDI MINISTER ALTARIS VTXIT IN 

ECLESIA ANNIS LXXVIII, blV 70. Now a man cannot be a "minister altaris" 

i.e. a deacon, from somatic birth (p.394), indeed one cannot so early 

properly be called "probatisslmus Deo',1 hence the reference must be 

to baptism, as it most certainly is in the phrase "vixit in eclesia", 

although to be sure in view of Rogatianus 1 great age as a member of 

the Church (78) his baptism could not have been very long delayed. 

In addition to these items there are two which must certainly refer 

both to the somatic age of the deceased and to the length of the 

deceased's life in terms of Church membership. The texts are these:-

ell 192 ISTEPANUS PIDELIS BIXIT Stephan, a believer, lived
IN PACE ANN XIIII DPS in peace 14 years. He was buried
SUB DIE III NN JUNIAS = 3 days before the nones of June
INDICTIONE SEPTIMA ET in the seventh indiction and
IN MILITIA NN III the 3rd year of his soldiering.

ell 193 RE. ..LIS VTXIT IN PACE Re... a believer lived in peace
ANNIS 9III MNS XI DPS = 9 years 11 months.He was buried
DE V ID MAIAS IND SEPTIMA 5 days before the ides of May in
VIXIT IN MILITIA ANNIS III the 7th indiction. He lived

	in the militia 3 years.
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In view of the extreme youthfulness of these ""believers", it is quite 

absurd to treat "militia" as literal, and to suppose that we have here 

veterans from the legionsJ No; the "militia" in question must certain 

ly refer to the "Militia Christi" which we have had occasion to 

discuss fully in connection with material already examined, most 

recently in reference to the very title here assumed, namely the title 

"fidelis"(pp.384-386). This being so, we must understand that Stephan 

was "baptized at the somatic age of 11, his companion at that of 6. 

To be sure,in dealing with the phrase VIXIT IK PACE, we interpreted 

it as referring to the peace of the Church, and indicating Church 

membership, baptism being presupposed in this term. There is therefore 

a contradiction in our interpretation of the two texts in hand. It is 

apparent rather than real, however, since we have no positive grounds 

for regarding baptism alone as qualifying for ecclesiastical "peace", 

candidates for baptism being in reality being genuine adherents of 

the faith^ albeit on a provisional basis, what we would now call 

"probationers-". It ia doubtless as such that Stephan and Re... "lived 

in peace", their tender years indicating that their parents had fully 

intended them to be Christians. Moreover by the, time the expression 

occurs on ell 192-3, it had been current for 120 years at least, 

perhaps more; we must therefore allow for decline of point, as in 

all cases of popular habit. "(Vixit) in militia", on the other hand, 

being a rare expression, must be taken much more seriously, and in 

the present instance must in fact be decisive for our interpretation. 

We therefore conclude that the youths in question "somatically" aged

1)Augustine,ep 67: non solum christianus sed etiam fideli 
per proximum Pascha baptizatus, in Kraus,RE i 506
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fourteen and, nine respectively, had for three years "been enrolled

under Christ's standard as his warriors, that is to say in simple 

prose, "been members of the Church, been "baptized. Northeote supplies 

us with a Roman example of the same phenomenon, namely the coincidence 

on one and the same dtone of the deceased's "somatic" age and age 

in terms of Church-membership: PERIT ANN XXXV EX DIE ACCEPTTONES 

SUAE (terminus technicus) VIXIT DIES LVII, she died at the age of 

thirty-five. Prom the day of her receipt (of baptism) she lived 

fifty-seven days.' All such texts are significant from our present 

standpoint inasmuch as they show that whenever the life-clause, 

which as a rule is stereotyped and consequently uninformative, appears 

in any degree of elaboration, the length of time spent "by the deceas 

ed as a member of the Church, i.e. baptized, always received 

emphasis, whether or not his "somatic" age is mentioned. The supreme 

importance of the former figure over the latter is thus attested for 

our material as a whole, just as in the case of bishops we found 

the length of time spent in the priesthood taking precedence of the 

number of years constituting their "somatic" life (pp402-403). 

When therefore our epitaphs, under the irresistible pressure of 

statistical technique, collectively yield what they individually 

withhold, the information namely that the manifest age appearing 

thereon is the somatic age of the deceased minus the age at which 

he was baptized, therefore his age as a member of the Church, and 

when moreover the few indiscretions committed by a handful of less 

rigidly reticent items give explicit precedence to the "ecclesiast 

ic" over the "somatic" age of the deceased, and when in addition to 

all this, patristic citatiorns can be adduced to confirm results

l)Northcot@,EC 125
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already firmly established and reinforced from independent directions, 

then indeed it would seem that the limits of rational demonstration 

on purely empirical premisses had at length "been reached.

We have thus won a new insight into the problem of "baptism in 

the Early Church, albeit slight in scope. To the controversy a"bout 

infant and adult "baptism however, nothing of importance can "be said 

to have "been contributed thereby, further than that the fact is 

established: the automatic baptism of newly-born children was never 

universal so long as the African Church lasted, namely to the 7th 

century. That the average- age of baptism was 10+ years, is known 

quite apart from the graphs, namely by means of a statistical table 

of neophytes 1 ages, such as the one employed as one of pur chief 

items of evidence. What we do learn from the graphs that we have no 

other empirical means of determining, is the fact that in Numidia 

and parts of Mauretania the average age at which baptism was 

administered was raised to from 20 to 30 years. We ought obviously 

to connect this phenomenon with the Catholic-Donatist struggle which 

was fought out chiefly in these regions, both sides rebaptizing 

adherents won from the opposite faetionr' But if we have failed to 

satisfy interested parties by establishing the point at which it 

became universal to baptize infants at once, we. have failed only 

because African Church History ceases round about A.D.700. Macdonell 

included Spain in his survey, and the attempt might be made to 

tabulate, the material of that country, which extends into Mediaeval 

times, although it is- a question how far Macdonell 1 s findings would 

be valid for so late a period. But in the event of the material on 

both sides proving suitable, we can predict the way in which

l)Synod of Aries viii,v3oden 21, Councils of Carthage,Hippo,KiddJi 1§8
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the transition, which must certainly have taken place in the Dark 

Ages, will manifest itself: as the age at which "baptism was common 

is reduced, so will the displacement, until the Christian graph 

coincides with the general graph. But even here another interpretation 

might "be appropriate, especially in view of the fact that contemporary 

pagan material would scarcely if at all "be forthcoming: namely that 

the custom of reckoning the "believer's life itself had fallen into 

disuse I This must certainly have happened sometime, since even those 

who now decline to "baptize infants do not reckon their lives on any 

"basis except the somatic, so far at least as we are aware. Our study 

therefore closes with unanswered questions, and therewith incites to 

further investigation, as every undertaking of the kind ought to do. 

Meantime in view of the novelty of the problem the material, organized 

in the appropriate manner, is set forth as an Appendix.

Front this Appendix a morphological contrast emerges with the 

discussion of which we may conveniently close this study of epitaph!c 

ages: whoever reviews the figures will "be impressed with the fact, 

that whereas the material as a whole records the deceased 1 s age in 

terms of years, months, (never weeks.1 )often days, two different modes 

detach themselves, each moreover presenting a contrast as against the 

other: on the one hand, a number of texts are so extraordinarily exact 

as to record the deceased's age in terms of hours, while on the other, 

the years are given in round figures, generally multiples of five, 

and with the nonchalant phrase PLUS MINUS, "more or less" interpolated, 

Macdonell (pp.366-367) notices this same distinction in Pagan texts, 

and explanes "both quite convincingly: the mention of hours has an 

astrological significance, the, stellar or planetary influence on the
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destiny of the deceased being thereby indicated; while the round 

figures, chiefly fives and tens, indicate the deceased's age in 

terms of the old pagan lustral period. Christian examples "both of

reckoning down to the hour1 ) and of round figures introduced by the
2) phrase PLUS MINUS ' abouAd outside Africa, the latter occurring

also on Jewish material in particular, both within Africa3 ' and 

outwitfc it.' Tabulating the combined use of both types of abera/tion 

from the common usage:-

II
III
IV
V

11 V

3
1

10

+ 16
+ 1
+ 2
+ 33

27
4
3

43

25+52 = 77

we observe at once the peripheral quality of this double phenomenon: 

Zeugitana and Nuraidia are represented here on a negligible scale. 

Tabulating them separately moreover:4

HOURS PLUS MINUS

II
III
IV
V

b

7
3
1
1

e

13
- =
1
1

20
3
2
2

b

4
-
—
9

c

3
1
1

32

= 7
1_ -i

41

12 15 = 27 13 37 = 50

we can formulate chronologico-topographical generalizations very 

neatly: the astrological mention of hours is early, and confined

1)Di 4376A,4587-8,4593,4630
2)Di 14,59-61,33-34,66,80
3)Monceaux 151
4)Di 4904,4907
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chiefly to Byzacena, whereas the lustral formula is late, and 

confined chiefly to Mauretania. Prom what we know already of the 

statistical peculiarities of Byzacene and Mauretanian readings the 

above proportions are readily understood, the characteristics of 

"both regions "being for us only more closely defined. Both extremities 

of the country, East namely and ¥est, occupy statistical positions 

corresponding to their positions on the map, and in addition present 

mutual contrasts which also correspond in this respect. Moreover the 

correspondence "between form and content which prevails throughout is 

not only striking in appearance, "but inwardly significant also, since 

the essential soundness of the investigation is corroborated as a 

whole thereby.

(h) Miscellaneous

The typical features of the African Christian epitaph have now "been 

discussed. The outcome has not however been all gain. Dissection can 

only be carried out on a corpse, and it must be confessed that a 

ruthless analysis of the typical in search for general laws, whereby 

individual items suffer disintegration, results in something 

approaching a shambles. It will therefore help to restore perspective 

if a few individually outstanding pieces are reproduced whole and 

allowed to speak for themsfelves. After all that is the only way in 

which we can regain the standpoint of those for whom the epitaphs were 

composed in the first place; they were intended, not for the callous 

eyes of a historian wishing thereby to reconstruct a civilization 

fifteen hundred years dead and gone, but for the reverent and leidured 

contemplation of the contemporary passer-by in cemetery or basilica.
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Even from, this standpoint, however, selection is necessary. 

There is no profit in reproducing as a matter of course every item 

which is merely a-typical; a very great deal of a-typical material 

has only curiosity value. Here the question: Does this piece 

contribute substantially to our knowledge of Early Ghuroh praxis? 

must be held decisive, and on this understanding we proceed to 

handle what remains of our African inscriptions.

In the first place a small group claims our attention as 

illustrating intercourse between Africa and other parts of the 

ancient world. Italy, nattirally, stands at the head of regions 

whence immigration into Africa took place, as a fragment near the 

tomb of St Salsa at Tipasa, an obvious place of pilgrimage, reminds 

us: bV 23 UNA ITALORIM. More general is the epithet "overseas" 

(trasmarinus) which became so popular in Africa as to provide a 

cognomen shared by five individuals in a single locality(see p.626). 

Three pieces on the other hand witness to an influx at different 

times from Egypt: -

bl 7 kvjiAoiptro tXx*o'<^ Eumoirlto Helladios.
w'feVlTW/ He lived fifty years more or less,

tfufcWS JeK^ifcYfe three months, and fifteen days.
Tow]TVtyi*iT'oc= Christ be with your spirit.

rev /A»VI fHuvi He died in the month Pauni, that is,
Tmj-7 ^fous the seventh month according to

	the Africans.

cIII 708...
...here lies Mary, a believer, 
...in catholic(peace?).... in the 
month of Thaoth.

l)Schwarze,Untersuehuhgen 155
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cIII 2 DYNAMIUS PIDELIS IN PACE. ..6Y 

Prom farther afield come:-

..(Egyptian month).

cIV 199 Here lies Ulpia, otherwise Gonstantia,
memory, a native of 
and daughter of Korea,

of blessed
Byzantium,
wretched one.' - having lived
years in peace

seven

all 8 You left Smyrna, Parthenope, and 
came to Lybia, yielding up to God the 
last of your life. Remember, I implore 
you, your child and his father, for 
you live in God and enjoy everlasting 
riches. Peace be to the saints 
in jesus Ghrist

bV You see this matron "borne "by her 
relatives to her restingplace. 
having sprung from the land of Anatolia 
a pleasing, modest girl, it was my lot 
to die unexpectedly in a foreign 
country. I, Maxima, the wife(?) of 
Tripolitius, lie here, being thirty 
years of age.

cIII 641
rofros

Here lies Cresconius, a servant of God. 
The restingplace of Porphyrius, who was 
a citizen both of Kanotha and Bozra.

VICTORIA PIDELES IN PAC = + Victoria. Believers in peace

CRE...NIUS FIDEL...PACE
Cre(scon)ius a believer in peace

ell 71 HIG JOHANNES JAGET 
EX GENERE PROVINGIE SURIE 
APAMIA PIDELIS IN DNO(AQ) 
BICXIT IN PAGE MENSES <j HI f
D KL JANUARIAS INDICTIONE^

Here lies John, of the people of the 
province of Syria, from Apamea. He 
lived for ten(?) months in peace, a 
believer in God(?the Lord). He died 
on the 1st of January, 7th indiction.

That is to say: the African Church was at all times in lively touch 

with the Churches of Italy, Egypt, Asia Minor, Constantinople,

and Syria.
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OUT second group on the contrary records the adventures of those 

driven hither and thither within Africa itself as a result of 

religious persecution. Two groups are distinguished, an earlier and 

a later, the former connected with the Donatist schidm, the latter 

with the Arian heresy, although the certainty of this identification 

might in some cases be questioned in this latter instance. Nevertheless 

"both subgroups have this in common, that they deal with the destinies 

of defenders of the "Catholic" faith.

First we have a very distinguished and gallant champion of the 

faith whose epitaph unfortunately is disfigured by illiteracies:-

blV VETERANORUM MEMORIA FELIX The ever-green memory of a veteran,
81 GAECILI AEMILIANI CONTINENS Caeeilius Aemilianus by name, who

WOMEN QUEM PRIMEVDM LEGIONI gave his youth from the earliest to
TBRTIE AUGUSTE MILITIA PROS faithful service in the Third
ATUM DEBIT JUVENTAS QUEH POS Augustan Legion, and who after a 
LABORER! VIRTUTIS HONISTA = career of bravery and honour __
MISSIONE MERITUM AD FELICES attained** haTDpy o*T^ag"e7 submitting
ANNOS PROVEXIT SENECTUS himself 'most loyally to the
CATOLICE LEGI FIDELISSIMA Catholic lay.
MENTE INSERVIENS VIXIT ANNIS He lived eighty-three years
LXXXIII IN PACE FIDELIS - in peace, a believer.

Another epitaph praises the virtues of one bishop Placentinus: -

blV 79 N 60 . . . QUONDAM BEATUS. . . . . . A > . . . . once blessed, .......
ET MJNC BEATIOR. . . CE SANCTUS and * now still more blessed, the
EPS PLACENTINUS. . . BEM IN = holy bishop Placentinus. . ,ruled(?)
CATOLICA FLORENTER. ..XIT ET the city(?) illustriously in the
NUNC ETERNA LUCE JAM FRUITUR Catholic (law?) and now already
...VICXIT AMNIS LXXXVTK enjoys eternal light. He lived

	for eighty-six( seven?) years.

It will be observed that the reference of these two pieces to the 

Donatist troubles is not explicit; but the symbols suggest the 

middle and the last third of the fiurth century (or first third of 

fifth century) respectively, in which the reference can hardly be 

to any other controversy. We are all the more pleased, therefore, 

to close this subsection with an epitaph whose reference to the
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Donatist struggle is beyond doubt. The piece in question has unfortun 

ately no more than MS authority as yet, "but is attributed to the 

pen of Augustine himself:-

cIV 196 Donatistarum crudeli caede peremptum
Infossum hie corpus pia est cum laude Nabonis. 
Ante aliquot tempus cum donatista fuisset, 
Conversus pacem pro qua moreretur amavit. 
Optima purpureo vestitus sang^ne causa, /^i 
Non errore perit, non se ipse furore peremit: 
Veruin martyrium vera est pietate probatum: 
Suseipe litterulas priinas, ibi nomen honoris.

i.e. ,

Here has been interred with honour the body of Nabo, slain "by the 
cruel slaughter of the Donatists. Having for some time been himself 
a Donatist, he was converted, and loved the "peace" enough to die 
on its behalf. Clad in the purple of his own blood for the best of 
reasons, he did not die through misguided zeal, nor commit suicide 
through madness.1 NoJ His martyrdom was rather a trial of true sense 
of duty: take the initial letters of every verse one by one, there ' 
you" will find his rank.

Augustine here contrasts his friend's faithfulness to duty with the^--1--~- -. •-
Donatists' fanatical craving for martyrdom as a proof of piety. And 

if we follow his directions in the last line, we of course find that 

Nabo was a deacon.

Par removed from the subtleties of this artificial production 

are the simple and vivid pieces we have for chronological reaso ns 

connected with the Arian persecutions of the Vandals. They speak 

for themselves:-

cIV 214 -i- PKESVTTER LIBERATUS + Liberatus, a presbyter, in
PRO FIDE GATOLIGA IN exile for the Catholic faith,
EXSILI0 RECESSIT IN PACE departed in peace,
ET VX ANNIS LXXV = having lived 75 years.
DEPOSITUS EST DIE XVII He was buried 17 days before
KA JULIAS the Kalends of July.



cIV 99 i^jDONATIANUS PRSB IF
EXILIC PRO FIDE CAT 

OLIOA HIC APUT COL MAD 
RELEGATUS RECESSIT DIE 
NOHAS APRILES AJWO VII 
KARTHAGINIS VIXIT ANNIS 

XCVT
(A.D. 
540)
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Donatianus, a presbyter, 
banished here as an exile 
in Madaura on account of 
the Catholic faith, departed 
on the nones of April in the 
7th year of Carthage. He lived 
ninety-six years.

cIV 215 ANNO VI K DIE VIII K ( A D 
AUGUSTAS PL ANUS.... 539) 
SERBUS DOMN SEDIS KAR.. 
Ginis VENIENS KR... 
APUT COL MADAUROS 
DEPUNCTUS EST IN PACE 
PIDELIS VIXIT. ..Ill 
PELICITER(?)

cV 68 ...TIS EXILIIS......
PROBATUS ET PIDEI CATHOL 
ICAE ADSERTOR DIGNUS 
INVENTUS INPLEVIT IN 
EPISCOPATU AN XVIII M II = 
D XII ET OCCI3US EST 
BELLO MAURORUM ET SEPULTUS 
EST DIE VI ID MAIAS A P

CCCCLVI (A*D.
495)

In the 6th (year) of Carthage, 
8 days "before the Kalends of 
August, Flavius Anus... a servant 
of the Lord, of the throne of 
Carthage, died in peace at 
Madaura. He lived, a believer, 
for. ..?... (years?). . . ?blessing?

.... (by many?) exiles..... 
proved, and having been found
a worthy upholder of the 

Catholic faith, he spent 18 
years 2 months 12 days in the 
episcopate, and was killed in 
the Moorish war, and was buried 
6 days before the ides of May 
in the 456th year of the 
province.

The three Numidian examples give us the picture of Carthage, now in 

the hands of the Vandals (that the exiles died after Justinian I 

had regained the city for the Catholics makes no difference here), 

as the centre of Arlan persecution. The first two examples are 

plain enough; what is left of the fragmentary third does not mention 

exile, but since Carthage is mentioned as the home of the dead man 

(sedis need not mean more than that he lived under the jurisdiction 

of the bishop of Carthage), and Madaura as the scene of his death, 

we are justified in concluding that he too was an exile. Madaura 

appears from these pieces to have been a centre for refugees of this 

kind. As for the Mauretanian example, it does not seem necessary, 

although it is tempting to infer, that this stout ecclesiastic had 

taken up arms. He may have been the chance victim of a skirmish.
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The next group of* inscriptions needs a slight introduction.

In Africa1 ' as in Gaul,' it was quite a common custom, when 

composing elaborate inscriptions, usually in verse, to resibrt to 

manuals containing select phrases already used elsewhere with good 

effect, notably "by the authors of the stones raised in Rome to the 

memory of famous "bishops who had occupied that see?' In general this 

problem is a literary one of slight importance for our present point 

of view, and we would not wish to burden these pages with minute 

demonstrations of this kind where so little is to be gained for our 

understanding of popular religious praxis; but in 1922 there was 

published an inscription eLft« discovered in the ruins of the basilica 

at Djemila, the ancient Guicul (cIV 143), which bids fair to surpass 

any examples hitherto known of this curious custom.

Our story begins in Mauretania, where for many years scholars have 

admired the mosaics of Tipasa, where one Alexander, a bishop, other 

wise unknown, erected a chapel over the remains of local celebrities, 

their graves being rendered accessible to the public and a "mensa" 

being erected amid them, so that worship might there take place.' 

An inscription (cV 39) commemorates this achievement of the good

b i shop:-
Hie ubi tarn Claris laudantur moenia tectis 
culmina quod nitent sanctaque altaria cernis 
non opus est procerum set tanti gloria facti 
Alexandri rectoris ovat per saecula nomen 

5 cuius honorificos fama ostendente labores
iustus in pulchram sedem gaudent locasse priores 
quos diuturna guies fallebat posse videri 
nune luce praefulgent subnixi altare decoro 
collectamque suam gaudent florere coronam 

10 animo quod sellers implevit custos honestus
undiq visendi studio Christiana aetas circumfusa venit
liminaeme sancta pedibus contingere laeta
omnis sacra canens sacramento manus porrigere gaudens

.__________ i.e.,
l)Monceaux HLAG iii 444-5 pU PRI 0^ + T? -^ r- 
SJKaufmann.Handtueh 338 ^^l 1̂^ 58s <^

219-220
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What you see here, the walls crowned "by such splendid roof-work, 
sparkling vaults and sacred altars, is not a sight; devised to please 
the mighty, "but the proud record of a great achievement! I,t)hails 
forever the name of Alexander who ruled here, and points^with joy to 
the just of former days lodged in this beautiful resting-place, the 
result of his labour undertaken in response to a public demand. Those 
whom a long peace concealed from view now shine forth amid the light 
close to the elegant altar, and rejoice at the flowering of their 
common crown, the revered guardian having with infinite pains "brought 
it to completion. Prom all quarters the Christian community thronged 
round and came eager to see the sight, rejoicing to touch the holy 
threshold with its feet, each one singing the sacred chants and 
stretching forward his hands joyfully towards the sacrament.

This turgid eulogy, of which lines 11-13 are manifestly modelled 

on Virgil (Aen ii 63-64: undigue visendi studio Troiana iuventus 

circumfusa venit, ii 239: sacra canunt funemque manu contingere 

gaudent, CIL8/20903n), resembles in this respect the Damasine eulogies 

in Rome, which abound in similar Virgilian reminiscences, and other 

wise also provide the style}/ More modest is the epitaph of the 

beloved bishop Alexander himself, which stands close by (cV 41):-

Alexander episcopus legibus ipsis et altaribus natus 
aetatibus honoribusque in aeclesia catholica functus 
castitatis custos karitati pacique dicatus 
euius doctrina floret innumera plebs Tipasensis 

5 pauperum amator aelimosinae deditus omnis
cui numquam defuere unde opus caeleste fecisset 
huius anima refrigerat corpus hie in pace quiescit 
resurrectionein expectans futuram de mortuis primam 
censors ut fiat sanctis in possession© regni caelestis.

i.e. ,

Alexander, a bishop born to serve the laws themselvegfand the altrbars, 
enjoyed long life and honours in the service of the Catholic Church. 
A guardian of chastity and himself devoted to charity and peace, 
he taught the countless masses of Tipasa how to prosper indeed. 
He loved the poor and devoted himself whole-heartedly to' tile giving 
of alms; no opportunity of doing an act worthy of heaven but he took 
advantage of it. While hjls soul enjoys refreshment, his body rests 
here in peace, looMfi^Vto''the coming first resurrection from the 
dead,/and expecting)to share with the saints as his companions 
in the possession of the heavenly kingdom.

The time is now ripe to turn to the Djemila epitaph (cIV 143);

l)Kau£mann,Handbuch 339-340
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and what do we find? This namely:- 0)

Hie ubl tarn Claris laudantur moenia tectis 
non OTDUS est procerum seD tanti gloria facti 
QUIBUS honorificos BUM ostendente labores 
quos diuturna quies fallebat posse videri 

5 collectamque suam gaudent florere coronam 
undiqUE SE visendi studio cristiana DECURRIT 
liminaque sancta pedibus contingere laeta 
SACRAMENTO DEI MEDICINAM SUMERE C....ISMAE 
honoribusque in eclesia eatolica UNCTUS

10 cuius doctrina floret innumera plePs CUICULITANA 
cui numquam defuere unde opus celeste feeisset 
resurrectione expectans futuram IN CRISTO CORONA 
culmina quod nitent sanctaque altaria cernis 
CRESCONI rectoris ovat CUM saecula nomen

15 iustos in pulcra sede gaudent locasse priorea 
nunc luce pROfulgent sulDnixi altare decoro 
animo quod sellers implevit custos honestus 
AETAS IN UNAM CONGERIEM DEO DICERE LAUDE3 
omnis sacra canens manus porrigere gaudeT

20 CRESCONIUS legi"bus ipsis et altaribus natus 
castitatis eustos CaritatiS pacique dicatus 
pauperum amator elemosin deditus omni 
huius anima refrigerat corpus in pace quiescit 
consors ut fiat sanctis in SEDE p-egni celestis

cV39 , 1
cV39 , 3
cV39 , 5
cV39,7
cV39,9
cV39,ll
cV39,12

cV41 , 2 
cV41,4 
cV41,6 
cV41,8 
cV39 , 2 
cV39,4 
cV39,6 
cV39 , 8 
cV39,10

cV39 
cV41 f l 
cV41 , 3 
cV41 , 5 
cV41,7 
cV41,9

That is to say: the Djemila epitaph contains the stfostance of "both

the foregoing pieces, together with a few words here and there, 

including two lines only, peculiar to itself.1 (Common matter is 

given in minuscule, original in majuscule.) Even of the two original 

lines (8,18) Sacramento in the former and Aetas in the latter are 

reflections cV39,13,ll respectively. Now what does all this mean?

Prima facie it would appear that the person responsible for the 

above epitaph had seen cV 39 & 41, since the series: cV39 odd, 

cV41 even, cV39 even, cV41 odd lying at the foundation of cIV 143 

suggests a system of selection whereby cV 39 & 41 had been drawn upon 

alternately. On the other hand, it is formally quite as(easily) 

possible that cV 39 & 41 should have drawn upon cIV 143 similarly
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A closer- inspection shows however that any direct relationship 

such as this between the documents in question is excluded on general 

grounds. The decisive factor is found in the elements peculiar to 

cIV 143. Apart from relatively insignificant variations in detail, 

together with the proper names, which of course are local (Cresconius 

for Alexander, Guiculitana for Tipasensis), there are two whole lines 

and a phrase at the end of another line which come into consideration 

as the only original elements of cIV 143:-

8 Sacramento dei medicinam sum ere c. ..ismae,
18 aetas in unam congeriern deo dicea?e laudes
12 ......................... in cristo corona

Now of these, line 8, which the lacuna renders obscure, associates 

the sacrament with the idea of healing1 (medicinam) in a manner which 

reminds us of Ignatius 1 expression <$^P/A<*K<?V *Q&V*f"Hf$ 9 medicine of 

immortality (Eph. xx 2), and still more of the cult of Christus 

medieus we have already encountered in Africa (pp.189-190,219,427), 

one of the texts in question "bearing the Donatist acclamation BB(cIV 

141, see p.225). Line 12, ..."in Christ a crown" reminds us of quite 

a number of texts, notable cV 10, "...they deserved the crown of 

Christ',1 Cristi meruere coronam,(p. 181) and the acclamation blV 153, 

dignis dignaJ merentibus coronamJ which we have compared to Bonis 

Bene.' and therefore tentatively associated with Donatist circles 

likewise (p.225). Lastly, the "deo dicere laudes" of line 18, " the 

generation (see p.490) (flocked) together to sing praises to God", 

is indisputably diagnostic of Donatist origin, since"deo laudes" as 

we have again and again had occasion to observe (p.224 etc.) was the 

Donatists' war-cry corresponding to the "deo gratias" of the 

Catholics. This stone, therefore, in so far as it is original,
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"bears quite unmistakable marks of schismatic origin: Cresconius, the

bishop whose virtues it praises, was a Donatist. On the other hand 

since the Tipasa stones are void of Donatist stigmata it is natural 

to conclude that Alexander on the contrary was a Catholic. From what 

we know of the hostile relations "between the two parties, it is 

unthinkable that any direct transfer fot funerary language could have 

taken place "bewteen them. The Guicul and Tipasa stones are therefore 

fundamentally independent of each other.

The only alternative possible is, that the Numidian and Mauretan- 

ian redactors drew upon one and the same manual which circulated in 

both parts. This alone can explain the fact that "catholica ecclesia" 

occurs both in Guicul (line 9) and Tipasa (cV 41,line 2). It would 

not naturally have appeared in a Donatist document; in a Catholic 

epitaph on the other hand it is quite appropriate. But supppese the

line (AETATIBUS) HONORIBUSQUE IF ECCLESIA OATHOLIGA (P)UNGTUS to have
occurred in a manual, a Catholic would of course have made use of it 

as a matter of course, while a Donatist, not wishing to renounce what

he considered a fine line, would be at a loss to improve upon the 

word, and would appropriate the line as it stood, with the reflection 

perhaps, that he was not borrowing from the hated opponent, but was 

accurately describing; his own party, who like all serious opponents 

of authority, naturally regarded themselves as nearer the real thing, 

more "catholic" in fact than the Catholics (so-called).

Other grounds moreover speak in favour of the hypothesis of an 

anthology. It will be observed that throughout, both in Mauretania 

and Numidia, the lines are ultimately independent. Lines 1 & 2 of 

cIV 143, for example, run quite as appropriately as when in cV 39 the
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second line is interposed "between them. All along this "neutrality" 

of individual lines is apparent. Sometimes indeed the redactors have 

found difficulty in gaining connections, and the translation has 

frequently "been more of a paraphrase than a direct rendering. The line 

cV 39,5 is a case in point. By itself, CUIUS HONORIPIGOS FAMA OSTEND- 

ENTE LABORES is easily intelligible:"whose creditable labours, common 

hearsay bearing witness" and might serve as a link between any proper

name and a variety of clauses. But as it stands it is extremely
with 

awkward, and indeed will not fit in at all/the the context. It must

be understood somehow as indicated by the translation, which follows 

Kaufmann's attempt to render the sense. How it fares in cIV 143 may 

be seen on inspection: the redactor appears to have wished to connect 

it more closely with the foregoing line, and change FAMA into EJUS or 

something of the kind: at all events it promises well for the first 

half line, but fails to connect up with the following line. Indeed we 

have not troubled to translate cIV 143 at all; it can only be para 

phrased, so ill is it put together; whoever presses into the details 

and seeks syntactical connections, will before long give it up as 

Intractable gibberish. In short we gain from the documents before us 

the ineluctable impression: here we have the contrast of two alternat 

ive methods whereby the contents of a phrase-book may be shuffled and 

reshuffled, according as whether (l)an epitaph plus a eulogy or (2) 

a magnificent epitaph-cum-eulogy is required. Proceeding on plan (2) 

with grandiose intentions some blundering enthusiast has produced 

cIV 143, while, working more modestly with plan (l), some one else, 

with infinitely greater skill, has produced cV 39 and cV 41. Both had 

the same anthology of high-sounding commonplaces, including stray
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quotations from Virgil, at their disposal. The separate lines could 

then "be strung together at pleasure, the lone rhapsodist making what 

adjustments he could in order to adapt them one to another.

Such then was the literary foundation of these three texts. That 

we are substantially correct in our hypothesis is proved by another 

stone found at Tipasa (cV 50) celebrating one Salsa, doubtless the 

local saint of that name, of which the first line, MUNERA QUAB CERNI3 

QUO SANCTA ALTARIA FULGENT may be compared with cV 39,2: CULMINA QUOD 

NITENT SANCTAQUE ALTARIA GBRNIS. It will be observed that the material 

of this hypothetical manual is quite general, and suitable for quite 

a variety of applications. cV 39,4 for example, which announces that 

the restoration of the subterranean chapel redounds to the gjlory of 

the "bishop, might .just as well appear in cV 41, where it would be 

suitably applied to the mosaic epitaph. Laudatory phrases of all kinds 

abound, and could be applied to the deceased or to the monument. In 

fact it would appear that this was approximately the scope of the 

manual in question, namely to provide for magnificent epitaphs on the 

one hand, and for the description of improvements to the fabric at 

the hands of a benefactor on the other. Lines 7-8 of cV 39, moreover, 

seem, to be decisive for the kind of benefaction in ¥iew: they are 

applicable, along with lines 11-13, to the discovery of relics and 

the founding of an altar thereon. Now we have already established 

the popularity of relics in the African Church (pp.177-179). Here 

therefore we are in a position to add to our knowledge of this cult. 

The anthology which as we have proved must lie at the basis of all 

these texts must have included in particular a variety of specimen 

hexameters suitable for use in connection with a sanctuary erected
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over newly-discovered relics, together with similar commonplaces 

useful when a turgid laudatory epitaph on the "benefactor was wanted. 

Blanks would naturally "be left for names of persons and places. In ter 

ms of this theory, Alexander the Catholic at Tipasa, and Gresconius 

the Donatist at Guicul, both found relics and erected shrines to guard 

them and promote their veneration. Prom the nature of the case these 

texts, for all their verbiage, tell us exactly nothing either abiit 

the shrines themselves or about the characters or merits of those who 

erected them: everything is mere convention. But if these inscriptions 

conceal in the end what they at first sight might be thought to expose, 

namely intimate particulars regarding the places where they were found 

and the persons responsible for them, they speak,more eloquently than 

they know, of the extent in Africa of hagiographic praxis; for before 

a manual of monumental commonplaces designed to record the building 

of sanctuaries over newly-discovered relics could circulate freely 

among Catholic and Donatist circles alike, the popularity of relics 

in Vandal and Byzantine times must have been enormous, surpassing by 

far anything we might have inferred from the hagiographic texts them 

selves alone. What first was a literary problem thus leads to important 

conclusions on African religious praxis.

Here then we come to the end of the epitaphs, in so far as they 

are of importance for our understanding of this problem. To formulate 

a conclusion summarizing the results won by investigations of such 

extended scope will naturally be difficult in a small space; neverthe 

less according to our usual custom the following paragraph is offered 

in the hope of throwing into relief the main items of importance

emerging from the necessarily detailed discussion which has gone 

before.
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(i) Results

Christianity in Africa penetrated all classes of society, and, in 

so far as they were romanized, all races as well. But if the Church
•i

thus won the world, it^wasjat the same time largely conformed thereto. 

This is clear for example from the names "borne "by Christians, less 

than one tenth o\f the total onomastic material "being specifically 

Christian. It apDears also in the choice of epitaphic formulae, the 

only Christian item in this section to "be attested on a large scale 

"being the acclamation "in peace'1 , which is combined with verbs of 

living and dying- in addition to standing alone. Even in this instance 

the proximate source appears to have "been Jewish epigraphy. On the 

other hand, substantial concession© of this kind made to the spirit 

of the times are offset very skilfully by one device which not only 

escaped notice at the time, but has only now for the first time been 

detected, whereby the years put to the deceased's credit represented 

not his bodily age, but his age as a member of the Church, that is, 

the length of time he was baptized. The difference between the two 

ages averaged 10+ yeq»s.

As might be expected on general grounds, Christian elements 

occur more freely, especially in the more elaborate texts, as time 

goes on. Zeugitana, including Carthage, and to a less extent Byzacena, 

were the most thoroughly, and Mauretania the least thoroughly 

christianized regions, while Numidia was the seat of religious zeal. 

There is evidence of contact with other provincial churches, as well 

as with the church at Rome. As a whole our results hold good only for 

the post-Constantinian period, the number of pieces of earlier date 

being negligible, and their quality in no way remarkable.
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IX - Miscellaneous

C 
Having filed ptate titulifc £hurch memorials (i,e, martyrs' cenotaphs),

Biblical citations, acclamations, imprecations, invocations, dedica 

tions, and epitaphs, we are left with a variety of texts, including 

all the "fragments", which could not be made to fall into any of these 

divisions. Hence what we have to deal with in this section is a 

motley collection entirely lacking inner cohesion. As in the case of 

the epitaphic residue just discussed, so here, we propose to select 

significant material rather then to investigate mechanically each and

every item regardless of its value from the standpoint underlying the 
-? 
paper as a whole. Our material abounds with interesting problems of

detail, which would be suitably discussed in a Corpus Chrlstianum 

AfricanBnt, but which if discussed here would yield nothing at all 

of interest to students of early Christian praxis, but on the contrary 

would only make the exposition more diffuse. The decisive question

invariably put regarding a3~L item£ here considered is therefore, does < \^ ' 
i/ltkilTtell us, either by itself, or in conjunction with other items,

anything at all about early Christian praxis? and the text is filed
Vl/A or set aside accordingly. Ha^bng-«zm3£Enaed this proviso*, we proceed

to discuss relevant texts, adopting the subdivisions of the analysis 

already undertaken, as the natural and convenient basis.

First of all, in connection with the qrtate tituli with which the
t

analysis oprened, it is convenient to mention the texts characterist 

ic of the Vandal period, celebrating the benefactions of Vandal 

Emperors, generally in the shape of Thermae or Baths. These items 

lie on the periphery of our collection, because (l) in almost every
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case the originals have perished, MS tradition alone preserving 

(2) they are highly artificial productions, namely poems written in 

hexameters; and (3) they are in addition the work of a private 

poetaster, Luxorius "by name. Hence they scarcely fall within the 

category of inscription as here understood. Yet from one point of 

view they interest us: poetic conventions like BAIAEA' and PELAGUS?' 

pompous circumlocutions like HIC PIA REX POPULIS THRA3AMUNDUS VOTA 

DIGAVlT. ..CONDIDIT INGENTE3 PROPRIO SUB NOMINE THERMA8 describing the 

origin of the foundation?) and MAXIMA SED QUISQUI3 PATITUR PASTIDIA 

SOLIS/AUT GRAVIBU3 MADIDO CORPORB TORPET AQUIS,/HIS THRASAMOTDIACIS

PROPERET 3E TINGUERE THERMIS:/PROTINUS EPPUGIET TRISTIS UTERQUE
4) LABOR describing the benefit of bathing in these splendid edifices,

above all, the elaborate combination of the acrostic THRASAMUNDUS, 

the mesostic GUNTA INNOVAT, and the telostic VOTA SERENANS in one 

ingenious example,' show plainly, that remfeniscences of Horace and 

Rome's Augustan literature in general are at work, though the spirit 

of the time is hopelessly decadent. The Vandal Emperors, in other 

words, would fain emulate the old Roman Emperors who preceded them, 

and build magnificent bathing-pools, complete with plants for heat 

ing the waterf ) wishing thereby to show that the splendour of Rome 

was once more a present experience. But if the Vandals thus adorned 

Carthage, Byzantine restorations"from the foundation upwards" serve 

to remind us that they had previously laid waite and razed to the 

ground cities like Thevestep ZabA?) and Timgad?) It is easy to see

l)cIII 519, 655 2)cIII 517 3)cIII 521 4)cIII 520 
5)cIII 522 6)cIII 521 7)cIV 1 8)cV 38 9)cIV 137
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the consistency underlying these diverse modes of behaviour: the 

Teutonic conquerors, having established themselves in Africa "by sheer 

military might, wished to "be known as the champions of Western ideals, 

more Roman in this respect than the Romans whom they had driven out; 

it was their desire to maintain Africa as part of the Occident, and 

to "be acknowledged as the fauteurs of an occidental, therefore for 

the Africans of a Roman civilization. But events "brought about a 

reversal, and to-day there is no more thoroughly oriental spot on 

the globe than Tunis, within walking distance of Thrasamund's baths. 

Two inscriptions may profitably be inserted at this polnt:-

(1)bITI 35 FANUM DEI MERCURII RUINAM IM....DD(D) NN(N).......... CONS..
PROCONSULAR AURELI CELSINI....... TIONe SUA RESTAURAVIT.. . .
IMBRIO GEMINIO FAUSTI......................................

(2)ell 183 IN NOMINE kON EDIFIKBIMUS TURR TMPORIB DNI MAURICI IMPRS 
SUB PATRCO GENNAZIO ET JOANNI PRAeFECTO EDIFIKBERUNT...FF 
MAXIMIANUS ISTEFANUS ET MELLOSUS

Of th4se, (1) records the restoration of a ruined shrine of the god 

Mercury in the triple reign of three members of the Flavian dynasty, 

therefore between A.D. 337+ and 340-, i.e. under Constantine II, 

Constantius II, and Constans}' and thus reminds us very forcibly that 

paganism was by no means extinct after the"peace"of the Church. (2)

on the other hand records the erection of a Byzantine tower under the
2) reign of Maurice (A.D. 582-602) "in the name of the Lord", i.e. with

the blessing of the Church. That is to say: on the one hand we have 

positive paganism asserting itself in an officially Christian but in 

fact neutral environment, on the other, a purely secular undertaking

1)Kaufmann,Handbuch 478
2)Diehl iii 215
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carried out under the aegis of the Church. The contrast between Flavian 

and Byzantine relations of Church and State could not be more neatly 

epitomized than in the juxtaposition of these two texts.

We turn now to add to the martyrs 1 memorials a number of mixed 

items inscribed on the fabric of basilicas. The following metrical 

inscription, found at Caesarea, may serve to introduce this category:-

cV 69 AREAM ET SEPULCHRA CULTOR VERBI CONTULIT 
ET CELLAM STRUXIT 3UIS CUNCTIS SUMPTIBUS. 
ECLESIAE SANCTAE HANG RELIQUIT MEMORIAM. 
SALVETE PRATRES PURO CORDE ET SIMPLICI: 
EUELPIUS VOS SALUTO SANCTO SPIRITU. 
ECLESIA PRATRUU1VI HUNG RESTITUIT TITULUM. 

M.A.I.SEVERIANI C V EX INGenio ASTERI.

I.E.,

One who cherished the Word brought together both graveyard and 
sepulchres; he also built a retreat, contributing thereto all 
his wealth. He left this memorial to the holy Church. Rejoice, 
brethren, with pure and simple heart: I, Euelpius, greet you in 
the Holy Spirit. The Church of the brethren restored this tomb. 
M.A.I.(?) Severianus, a man of senatorial rank, through the 
skill of Asterius.

Here we have a pleasant picture of the Early Church community: a pious 

land-owner, Euelpius, improves the fabric and devotes his fortune, 

doubtless by bequest, to securing a cemetery; he calls himself CULTOR 

VERBI, a pious title we already have learned to understand from the 

analogy of expressions like "servant of G-od,/Christ,"etc. : he means 

thereby that he is devoted to Christ. He addresses from the other side 

his old friends, whom he calls by the name "brethren", after the 

homely fashion of the primitive Church-p and requests them to regard 

the enhanced sanctuary and its preeincts as a memorial of himself. 

In the course of time, however, they make for him a splendid headstone 

going about the business in a right brotherly manner: a man of stand 

ing defray^® the expenses, and a local craftsman executes the work.

l)Harnack,Mission ii 9-10
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For the most part inscriptions of this kind are much less elaborate, 

and tell us much less about local affairs. The Catholic-Donatist 

disturbance is reflected to some extent in this type of material, rival 

sanctuaries opposing ome another just as in this country during the 

Disruption a hundred years ago: thus we find on the one hand

cIV 43 BEATAM ECCLESIAM A blessed catholic Church. 0
Xj>X CATOLICAM EX OFF = For tuna ti anus, builder. <v3jpcA 

A <\Vw iciNA FORTUNATIANI

and on the other, pieces like cIV 133 HAEC FACILIS PATET AULA SANCTIS 

etc. which Monceaux identifies as Donatist on account of the word 

SANCTIS, and our most recent accession of all, namely the Timgad i
j .

fragments |
i 
i

cIV 258 HAEC JUBENTE I carried out these tasks | 
SACERDOTE DI _ at the behest of Optatus, | 
OPTATO PEREGI ~ the priest of God 
(var.PERFECl)

cIV 258 QUANTA (?laus) _ how great is the praise 
NOMINI (?illius) due to his name (???)

on the basis of which Albertini concludes that the basilica in quest 

ion was that of the famous Donatist bish&p Optatusp)

As a whole, however, the keystones and mosaics now under consider 

ation talk not so much of division as of tranquillity and peace:- 

ell 24 HIC DOMUS @ ORATIO...= here is the house of prayer

blV 188 DOMUS DEI AULA PACIS = The house of God, the hall of
peace

blV 167 PRAECLARA ET DECORA The splendid and ornamental
DOMUS DEI ET XPl house of God and of Christ
DOMINI NOSTRI = our Lord
SALVATORIS...... and Saviour.............

After all, as the epitaph bill 143 ECCLESIA MATER VALENTIA IN PACE

1)Monceaux,HLAC iv 454
2)CRAIBL 1939 pp.100-103
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reminds us, the Church is the Mother of all the children of God, 

in whose embrace they must all ultimately find reconciliation, if not 

in life, then at least in death. Cyprian and the inscriptions are here 

at one.

Three pieces refer to pilgrimage, whether in connection with 

specific relics or simply with veneration for holy places, we cannot 

say for certain: -

cIII 81 HEC PORTA DOMUS EST ECRESIE PATENS PEREGRINIS ET P.... 
blV 156 ...NTI GIVES ET PEREGRI...IO PUNDATA LABORE. . . . 
bll 70 . . . UM DE * PEREGRINATIONE MUNITUM. .............

The first of these plainly announces that the sanctuary lies open 

totf. pilgrims; by reading (p)io we may infer from the second that the 

sanctuary was the result of local townspeople and pilgrims collab 

orating in a "work of piety"; while the third seems to reflect a 

similar situation, although the exact meaning is not at all clear. 

At all events these items show that pilgrimage was popular from the 

fourth century onwards: there were in fact holy places to which the 

pious thronged out of religious zeal.

Passing from the basilica as a whole to its component parts,

we notice the curious piece, lT^ VIRGINU GANG \ ( cIV 21), plainly 

an announcement that this part of the building is reserved for nuns, 

where the BB must S'tand for the familiar Donatist acclamation Bonis
!

Bene. If this is. the correct interpretation, and no other is at"all} j 

suggested, then we have here an inconspicuous method of making known 

the allegiance of a congregation by means of artistic details 

incorporated in the fabric of the place of worship. It is obvious that 

the acclamation has no relevance as such in this particular situation, 

but in abbreviated form has sunk to a mere hall-mark.
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Baptism is the subject-matter of cV 47:-

SI QUIS UT VIVAT QUAERIT ADDISCERE SEMPER 
HIC LAVETUR AQUA ET VIDEAT CAELESTia regna.

i. e. ,

Whoever seeks to attain life, let him wash 
with water and see the heavenly kingdom.

Much more interesting however is the elaborate inscription, the orig 

inal of which has presumably perished, handed down through MS, the 

metrical composition namely of Galbulus a "grammaticus 11 , elesigned for 

a baptistery in Carthage towards the end of the fifth century (cIII 

515). It consists of five parts. First of all the following verses 

meet the eye of the candidate, as he reaches the spot where he joins 

the clergy:

Crede prius veniens Xpi te fonte renasci:
sic Doteris mundus regna videre Dei. 

Tinctus in hoc sacro mortem non sentiet unquam;
semper enim vivit, quern semel unda lavat.

i. e. ,

First, as you come, have faith in re-birth by the fountain of Christ: 
Thus will you be sufficiently pure to see the realms of God. 
Whoever is dipped in this holy element will never feel death; 
for whom the wave once washes, he lives for ever.

Then as he descends into the pool he reads:-

Descend© intrepidus: vitae in fomenta perennis 
aeternos homines ista lavacra creant.

i.e.,

Go down without fear: these washings create men eternal in 
the spray of everlasting life.

As he rises front the pool he likewise reads:-

Ascende in caelos, animam qui in fonte labistl, (l.avasti)\ 
idque semel factum sit tibi perpetuum.

i. e. ,
Rise to the heavens, having washed your soul in the fountain- 
May what you have done once have an everlasting effect upon you.
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On the other side, presumably for the "benefit of the onlookers, the 

following couplet is inscribed:-

Eeccato ardentes hoc fonte extinguete culpas; 
currite.' quid statis? tempus et ora fugit.

i. e. ,

Ye who "burn with sin, blot out your guilt in this fountain; 
Run.1 Why do you stand there? Time flies, every hour of it.'

Finally Galbulus signs his name in a tristich with much pomp, which 

however is of no significance for our understanding of religious 

praxis. It is much to "be regretted that as yet we cannot check this 

unique example "by its original, if it has one. Meantime we record it

and pass on.

The last three items which come under the head of inscriptions

forming part of the fabric of the basilica are frank curiosities. In 

each case, a phrase is repeated over a square of pavement in such a 

manner, that at first glance nothing can be made of it; only when one 

fixes on the centre, and works outwards vertically and horizontally,

therefore tracing a cross, does one succeed in discovering the phrase.
G 

SANTA EGLE3IA for example, (holy Church) is thus written (cV 118):-

AISELGECLESIA
ISELCEABCLESI
SELCSATAEGLS3
ELGEATGTAEGLE 

5 LCEATCNCTAECL
CEATCNANCTAEC
EATCWASAITCTAE
CEATCNANCTA3C
LGEATGNGTAEGL 

10 ELCEATGTASGLE
SELCEATAEGLES
ISELCEAECLESI
AISELCECLESIA

Here, "by starting from S in the middle of line 7 and working round

the whole design in every direction, we find the phrase SANGTA EGLESIA,
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Similarly MARINUS SACERDOS (Marinus, the priest) and SEMPER PAX 

(peace always) are elaborated on the same principle (cV 119,120). 

It is easy to see a connection "between these ancient counterparts to 

our cross-word puzsles, which, it will be observed, are confined to 

Mauretania, and the well-known triafcgular sign ABRACADABRA^) It is 

"but a step, moreover, from morphological resemblances to essential 

analogies: these pavement-jdesigns found in basilicas, especially 

since they incorporate the sign of the cross, must certainly have 

a prophylactic value, protecting the edifices from the influence of 

evil spirits. Not only the cross which is implicit in them, "but their 

priina facie meaninglessness must contribute to this end (p.274j). The 

phrases in question therefore function as magical formulae, fulfilling 

thereby a role to which their content appears well adapted.

Biblical reminiscences appear to underlie cIV 3 DOMINI! DUS 

N03TSR (?Psalms? - passim), cIII 693 AVE (?Maria)(cf.Luke i 28), 

certainly cIV 65 SALUTIS PRINCIPI... (Hebr. tf^^yov/ T^ O^JT^t^c, 

ii 10, Vulg. auctorem salutis, Vigilius of Thapsus, Africa, saec.V 

principem salutis, Diehl i 487 no.8498n) perhaps also cV 10 ORATIO- 

NIBUS SANCTORUM PERDUCET DOMINUS (Apoc. v 8, viii 3-4???). Nothing 

conclusive follows from these for the most part doubtful texts.

The fragments xIV 26 DEO LAUDES 27 SPES IN DEO xV 30,35 VIVAS 

IN DEO reproduce well-known acclamations, to which we may add blV 102 

IN DEO VERTAS (in God is truth), although it is difficult to see at 

the moment what new knowledge is gained by these slight texts.

As an appendix to the sections on imprecations and invocations 

we might draw attention in passing to the ounce-weights stamped with

l)Kraus,RE i 7 ; cf.Greek vowels in Pap.Leid.J 395(Dieterich, 19-20)
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the cross (clll 673-4,425,487,659,880,883), the terra-eottas and

gems marked !>C&YC (alii 1,3,81, aV 7) for which see pp. 13-14 

and, for the history of the fish as an ancient symbol, Robert Sisler's 

exhaustive study}) and the one hundred and eighteen Byzantine seals 

found in Carthage bearing their owner's names in the form of a 

cross-shaped (cruciform) monogram, or a simple cross alongside the 

names.(elll 700 and following passim). We can hardly be wrong in 

interpreting these phenomena along the lines adopted to explain the 

cruciform word-puzzles found in Mauretanian basilica ruins (pp.504-5) 

and in seeing in them a large-seale magical praxis, whereby state 

affairs and business transactions were placed under the protection 

of Christ and His Cross. Everywhere in fact where malignant spirits 

and the Evil Eye threatened to interfere with the plans of men, the 

cross was invoked in this manner. We are thus in a position to 

supplement our meagre stock of magical texts strictly understood 

with statistically significant material of the same order: church, 

court, and market-place, throughout the Byzantine period, were all 

alike placed under the protection of the cross, quite as a matter of 

course, in the most perfunctory manner possible.

Finally, we have very little to add to our treatment of the 

epitaphs. It is presumed that most of the "fragments" (x - ) are 

epitaphic, and we have examined them with some care, in the hope of 

supplementing our knowledge in this direction. But when everything 

id taken into consideration, including the unsatisfactory state of 

the material generally, most of which requires substantial conjecture 

to render it at all intelligible, we must confess that from our

l)Robert Eisler, Orpheus the Fisher (London 1921).
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present point of view the fragments as a whole are worthless. Even 

as sources- of names they add nothing to what we already know. If there 

is any text we should like to adduce as a final footnote to this rich 

category, it is blV 191:-

>fc SALVE ETERNUM MIHI -T Hail for ever, Maximus, my 
MAXIME PRATER ETERNUMQUE = brother.' And forever farewell. 

VALE

where the Constantinian monogram alone suggests a Christian origin, 

the epitaph "being otherwise quite pagan, the SALVE. .... VALE in 

particular "being a characteristically pagan formula}) This text is 

thus a fine epitome of the spirit of the fourth century position 

of the Church, standing as it did between the period of the persecut 

ions on the one hand and the, Byzantine period of cultural dominance 

on the other. It reflects the fourth century as a period of 

transition.

We close this miscellaneous section with a handful o^f texts 

that cannot easily be connected with any one category, "but stand "by 

themselves. To "begin with a few problems must be mentioned, starting 

with bll 67:-

DOMNUS JAINARIUS UNDE VINCULATUS EXIVIT ET GRATIAS EGIT 
SIMPLICI LIgA VONO TUO SE LIGA

Prima facie the repetition of the root LIG (to bind) suggests a 

defixion; but whatever the text means, it is impossible to make sense 

out of it along that particular line. "Lord Januarius. Whence having 

been bound with chains he went out and gave thanks": so far the 

translation is fairly certain. Moreover we have found DOMIMJS inter

l)Wilmanns 181, ii 692
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alia applied as a title of particularly profound respect to martyrs 

(p. 163), so that Januarius may well "be a martyr; and we know of 

martyrs having exulted in their chains, rendering thanks to God on 

hearing the death-sentence (p.224). The meaning of our text is so 

far clear therefore: Januarius a martyr is here celebrated, this 

being the spot where he left his judges (exivit) glorying (et gratias 

egit) in his shackles (vinculatus). Bruston1 ' adduces in this 

connection blV 138 DONATUS MILE X, already discussed (p.175), which 

apparently depicts such a scene, and interprets the second line, 

reading LIGatus....LIGatus, to mean that Januarius is bound to a 

fellow-prisoner named Simplex (SIMPLICI), although it is not at all 

clear how we should resolve VONO TUO SE. In spite of this crux there 

can be no doubt that he is substantially correct, since a consistent 

picture is thus won front an otherwise baffling text. 

Another problem is presented by cV 42:-

CLAUSULA JUSTITIAB 3ST MARTYRIUM VOTIS OPTARE 
HABES ET ALIAM SIMILEM ABLEMOSIRAM VIRIBUS FACERE

Here again the first line is fairly plain: "To seek martyrdom by 

means of vows is the fulfilment of righteousness"; that is to say, 

a wish for martyrdom constitutes moral perfection. But what of line 

two? Literally it reads, "you have another work of mercy also, like 

it, to do with your strength". Here two difficulties confront us:

(1) we should expect "Pro viribus" if the translation is right, and

(2) in what sens© can martyrdom be regarded as al^ry , in order that 

the "alms" mentioned here should resemble it? Regarding (l) we should 

probably look on VIRIBUS as a contamination of PRO VIRIBUS and VIRIS,

1)BSNAP 1909 p. 219
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signifying therefore "to men with all your might". If so, the text 

sets forth a contrast to martyrdom, in the shape of something else: 

the latter we do to men; presumably therefore martyrdom is something 

done to God. We are thus reminded of the evangelical command, to 

love God with all our heart (on the one hand) and our neighbour as 

ourselves (on the other).' In terms of this contrast we can underst 

and martyrdom as the supreme manifestation of love towards Gofl, just
2) 

as the sacrifice of life is the ultimate measure of purely human love.

This exegesis helps to explain (2), since the giving of one's very 

life may "be regarded as the supreme example of alms. We cannot at the 

moment think of any concrete example of this idea in our immediate 

material, or even in the Christian literature of the time; "but we can 

point to a passage of Buddhist lore in which this connection is quite 

explicit. According to Jataka iii 51/10 (Birth-story 361) , the god 

Sakka, disguised as a Brahman, and wishing to prove the character of 

the Future Buddha, then incarnated in a hare, roamed the forest where 

the hare lived, and obtained alms from a variety of other animals, 

who had substantial stores; when he came to the hare, however, the 

latter, having nothing else to offer the Brahman, offered himself 

with the words,"To-day I will give alms such as I never gave before; 

...Go, my friend, and gather wood, and when you have made a bed of 

coals, tell me. I will sacrifice my life by jumping into the bed of

live coals. And as soon as my body is cooked, do you eat of my flesh,
3\

and perform the duties of a monk'.1 ' If as we suggest this tale

supplies a key to the thought underlying cV 42, then it is to be

l)Matthew xxii/ 37-39 2)John xv 13 
3)Warren,Buddhism in Translations,HOS iii p. 278
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understood as a mild protest against the extravagant zeal for 

martyrdom, characteristic of the Donatists (p.486), which was now 

and then cultivated in fanatical circles of the Early Church at the 

expense of more homely and less spectacular virtues. This holds good 

even if Monceaux's punctuation HABES ET ALIAM SIMILEM, AELIMOSINAM 

VIRIBUS FACERE,' is preferred. Either way, it is as though someone, 

perhaps a Catholic, had said: "Yes, you are quite right, martyrdom 

is the ultimate proof of a steadfast faith, and we acknowledge it; 

"but that need not prevent you from- "being- helpful to your fellow- 

men in the mean time. After all,,you may never be called upon at all 

to witness as a martyr: why then make a special show of piety? 

Remember the Lord*s command, and fulfil the tasks that lie to hand 

in the need of yoijr "brethren, "before stretching out "beyond what is 

required of you.1 " Only "by some such resort to direct speech can 

justice "be done to the subtlety of this singular inscription.

A "doliura" or large cask bears the following inscription in 

cursive, which has long "baffled critics (cY 115):-

ORA PRO QUI FECIT QUI AD MAGI 3 ERUNOS I AM NOVIT 
ET BENSFECIT ORA PRO ISCRIPTOKEM SIC ABES DM PRO

Provisionally this illiterate piece might "be rendered:-

Pray for him who made it.
He has already known a great deal of trouble,
yet he did good.
Pray for the writer.
Thus you have God (for a protector?/! seek, I ask, I pray?)

l)Monceaux HLAC iv 466
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It will TDG observed that for the most part the inscription is plain 

enough. The only serious crux is SIC ABES DM PRO. Seston reads here 

P(eto) R(ogo) 0(ro), and Ghatelain PROtectoremJ) On the whole we think 

the latter more provable. This text (saec.V ex.) is of interest only 

as illustrating the way in which the craftsman might appeal for the 

prayers of his clients, compare the acclamation "Whoso made it, may 

he live, and he who purchased it lf (cV 169) already mentioned (p. 229). 

That "both texts occur in Mauretania may or may not "be a mere

coincidence.

Of a unique inscription found at Carthage the following tantalizing

fragments of lines remain (cIII 28):-

......ISSIMORUM PATRIARCHARUM ET UNIVIR..........

...... pa SANCTITATE UNDE CUM DIU DISCEPTARE......

......IMUS DISPOSITIONS SANCTAE MEMORIAE........
SE....RE VEL PASCERE NEQUE PUBLICE NEQUE APUT SUO 

5 ...... DINARUM NON ACCEDANT SET QUONIAM A. ........
..... ,M HONORlPICENTIA COMMEMORAHE ET PR.........
......SIMUS SED QUIA RES TAM GRAVISSIMA APIR.....
......AE APPELLATUR PROToGAMIA ADEQUE PRIMA......
......ION3M VENIRE AUSUS PUERIT Qui VINDICAV.....

10 ......CUMQUE MODO JUBANDOS ESSE PUTABERINT C.....
......TIS PROMISIT IPSE VOS EIDEM MERGED! PARTI...
......QUE DiE NUPTIARUM QUARTA PERIA PIANT.......

Prlma facie this piece is an official document (patriarchs,!) which 

deals with regulations of some kind , at first somewhat obscure 

owing to the seemingly unconnected phrases left in lines 1-7, "but 

afterwards, as PROTOGAMIA (8) and MJPTIARUM (12) clearly show, quite 

definitely concerned with marriage. That is the utmost that can he 

made of it as it stands. Both extremities of the original have "been 

lost, and theip scope is an unknown quantity. Nevertheless in 1921

l)Rev.Arch.1934 vol.1 pp 204-214 (208).
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a reconstruction of the lost parts was offered by Seckel,' who, wlthi 

amazing audacity and something not far short of divination, establish 

ed the following connections: A general synod issues decrees expelling 

the twice-married from the Church, in order that it may remain holy 

(1-2), and while leaving the question open whther the faithful should 

be allowed to share communion with those expelled on this ground, 

approving at the same time that they snoulcL be given a Christian 

burial (2-3), providing however that no^ hospitality be shown them, 

the faithful being recommended indeed even to avoid frequenting the 

market-place for fear of the risk of conversing with them (4-5). The 

decrees further prohibit absolutely the practice, apparently popular, 

of praying and making offerings on behalf of the welfare of the 

twice-married dead (5-6). In view of the gravity of the problem the 

decrees set forth an unambiguous definition of their requirements, 

by declaring illegal all unions other than those called by the name 

of PROTOGAMIA (first marriage) and those accomplished immediately 

after baptism (7-8). Whoever presumes to defy this ruling; is to be 

expelled, a like punishment being visited upon those who approve 

or encourage such disobedience (9-10). An appeal is made to the 

parable of the talents (11) and the text breaks off with the warning, 

that marriages, elren when legal in the sense of the decrees, must on 

no account interfere with the regular fasts (12).

One must admire without stint this remarkable feat of minute 

s-cholarship, which in fact has remained substantially unchallenged. 

On the other hand, by assigning the document in question to the third

1)SBBA Jahrg. 1921,SS 989ff
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century and to Montanist circles on account of its rigorism, and "by 

seeing in it proof of a hitherto unsuspected ecclesiastical system 

developed within k the Montanist movement, Seckel called forth oppos 

ition from Biekel, who in a paper issued two years laterp chose ofc 

the contrary to regard it as a Donatist document legislating for 

proselytes from the Catholic party. Now when expects fall out, a 

magnificent apparatus of patristic citations "being marshalled on each 

side, it is not altogether easy for the inexperienced observer to see 

the issue clearly amid the smoke and din of the "bombardment; yet 

internal, i.e. in this case purely epigraphical,grounds speak in
s

favour of second thoughts on this question. According to Seckel, and 

indeed prima facie, SANCTAE MEMORIAE (3) is an epitaphic formula in 

which we recognize a point of contact with material already examined 

amid a "bare region otherwise void of such stigmata. Now BONAE MEMORIAE, 

the current formula of which this is a variation, occurs not at all 

in the first three centuries in our material, but only from the 

fourth century onwards (p.380). SANCTAB MEMORIAE, in so far as it 

occurs, is confined moreover to the fifth and following centuries 

(p.400) thus resembling SANCTUS generally as an element in the 

vocabulary of epigraphical monuments, for example as a title for 

martyrs and heroes (p. 157). Hence this document cannot have "been 

drawn up previous to the ffeurth century, and most probably dates from 

the fifth or sixth century. With this estimate its orthography and, 

so far as it can be judged from the GIL, its palaeography also, agree. 

Therefore although the Montanists did in fact forbid re-marriage?)

1)liermes LVIII (1923) pp. 426-440
2)Bonwetseh,Texte zur Gesehichte des Montanismus pp.18,24-32
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this cannot "be a Montanist document. The only circles in which it 

could have "been composed during the fifth century or later were those 

of the Donatist schismatics, as a part of whose earnest, uncomprom 

ising, almost fanatical piety, often noticed before and discussed in 

closest summary on pp.468-9, its rigorism is readily thinkable, 

and who even in the fourth dentury possessed the organization needed 

to issue it, namely the collective authority of regular councils.'' 

Moreover we have repeatedly had occasion to remark upon traces of 

the Montanist tradition in Donatism (pp. 154,162,186-187). Here then 

it is natural to see one more point of contact. Apart therefore from 

its significance as the record of a schismatic ecclesiastical enact 

ment otherwise unattested in the sources of Early Church History, 

cIIT 28 has a twofold interest for us inasmuch as it illustrates on 

the one hand the continuity, proximately historical, ultimately 

psychological, of the Montanist and Donatisjr movements, on the other, 

the handling "by Early Church rigorists of a problem as a matter of 

principle, which in wider circles then, and generally since, has been 

regarded as indifferent and left to private taste. 

Prima facie cIV 63:-

...UNU..VES..RES IJNUM D. ..E MUNUS + ABCLEsIA. .UNITS.. .OR CELEBRE 

...ABET UNA PIDE3 + DOM...S...MEN..CA ET CURA PROBANTI + TI3T..

looks hopeless. On co^ser inspection, however, it emerges, along with

cIV 62 CEDE PRIUS NOMEN...VITATI CEDE VETUSTAS REGIA LETANTER VOTA
DICARE BIBET HASC PETRI PAULIQUE SEDES CRI3TO JUBENTE RESURGIT

as an adaptation of part of Pope Sixtus the Third's ceremonial 

inscription at Rome in the Basilica of Santo Eietro in vincoli?'

1) von Soden, Urkunden 6 (p.8), 38 (p.56).
2) Kaufmann,Handbueh 385
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of which lines 1-4 correspond to civ 62, and lines 5-7 to what is left 

of cl¥ 637' We should probably therefore regard cIV 62 and 63 as 

fragments of one and the same stone. The question of a manual does not 

arise here as in the case of the Tipasa-Guicul problem,(pp.488-495) 

this "being plainly a case of direct copying. The tendency however is 

fundamentally the same, and is of minor interest.

In connection with cIII 28 (p. 511) , ell 81 may "be reproduced:-

......ENTES ET HOC NON LICERE 30...RIO ABBATKM AUT PRESBUTERU..
NTES MONACHI ABBATBM SIB. ..SITA DATIONE SANCIMUS AN...IORE ES3E 
INIQUITATIBUS ALIENUM V...IARUM MINISTRIS AdSOLENT FIERI IU....
IN EODEM SANCTI MARTURI3 STEPHANI...ERINT DELECTATI IN3UPER VERO 
EXP...OHAST3RIO CON3TITUTA3 VEL IPSIs...ANT EDIC...FIRMAMUS P... 
SOLUM IN TA.....................................................

"Hoc non licere", "sancimus" , "fieri ju(bemus?)" , "constitutas" , and 

"firmamus" combine to fix the category of this piece: it is a legal 

enactment of some sort. Moreover the mention of "the holy martyr 

Stephen" stigmatizes it as Christian, while the numerous references 

to presbyters, monks, and an abbot, together with the word ONASTERIO, 

which must certainly be rendered"Monastery", further delimit the scope 

of the document: it embodies regulations to be observed by the 

"religious". Unfortunately there is not enough continuity to determine 

the precise terms of the regulations, or even their context. But if 

we supplement IN EODEM SANCTI MARTURIS STEPHANI by means of MONASTERIO, 

as (M)ONASTERIO below suggests we should, and translate "in that same 

monastery of the holy martyr Stephen", as if it had been mentioned 

previously, then it would be possible to regard this piece as 

regulating the election of an abbot, and directing the clergy con 

cerned to assemble in the monastery for that purpose. At all events

1) Kaufmann, Handbuch 338
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something of the kind Underlies this inscription, which al&ne of all 

our material mentions monks and monasteries, and thus constitutes a 

precious monument of African conventual praxis.

Pour items are of interest as illustrating the way in which 

metre was used for didactic purposes. All are taken from de Rossi's 

second ¥olume.

The first, entitled "Verses of the holy Cross"(cIIT 516), thus 

expounds a doctrine which we might well have constructed synthetically 

for ourselves from the material already examined:-

Qui fugis insidias mundi, crucis utere signis: 
Hac armata fides protegit omne nialum. 
Crux Dni mecum, crux est quam semper adoro, 
Crux mini refugium, crux mini certa salus. 
Virtuturn genetrix, fons vitae, janua caeli, 
Crux Xpi toturn distruit hostis opus.

I.e.,

You who flee the snares of the world, employ the sign of the 
cross: a faith armed therewith protects from all evil. The 
cross of the Lord is with me, it is the cross that I ever 
adore, the cross is my refuge, the cross is my certain 
salvation. The mother of virtue, the fount of life, and ! 
gateway to heaven, the cross of Christ lays low the work ! 
of the adversary. |

j
To "be sure, we know well enough what the "insidiae" of the world are, ' 

namely those eVil, envious spirits of the ABIS NOTTURNA type(p.245). 

We know also how the cross was sought as a refuge against every 

risk wherever misfortune misfortune might threaten, and how Christians 

resorted to it and carried it with them to every enterprise (p.506). 

In cIII 623 (p. 241) we see how it "distruit hostis opus'.' It clears 

the way also for petitions directed to heaven: invocations to the 

Virgin are frequently set out in the shape of a cruciform monogram 

(p. 283). ¥e therefore understand what is meant "by "janua caeli'.'
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But what are we to make of "virtutum genetrix" and "fons vitae"? 

Resorting to etymological shifts, we observe the roots VIR = man 

and GEN = to procreate, which underlie the former expression; and 

"spring of life" recalls the <Johannine description of Christ's gift 

to the "believer, namely a well of water springing up within him to 

everlasting lifer' In what sense the Cross can be spoken of in such 

terms, however, is still far from obvious. We are therefore forced 

to view the poem as a whole and to ask the question: What is it which 

the believer carries about with him and cherishes always, from which 

he derives confidence in the face of the world, with which as with 

a key he gains access for himself to the delights of heaven, which 

guarantees to him his manhood and the ability to perpetuate it, the 

source within him, in short, whence life itself issues without limit? 

The symbolic language of this composition coincides precisely with 

the imagery, long since familiar, of dreams ' and works of art?)so 

that what was formerly an hypothesis (p.270) can now be claimed as 

a result, positively attested: the fact namely, that in the Early 

Church the Cross came to serlpe as a phallie symbol. We leave it to 

others to investigate the mechanisms whereby our perfervid poetaster, 

meditating on the Atonement, at the same time sang praises to his own 

vital impulses, and choose rather to infer from the phenomenon as 

it stands the completeness with which the Gospel permeated the ancienl 

world. The stability of religious symbolism moreover is remarkable: 

the Cross displaced the phallus in Africa (p.242) only to give place 

to it once more, namely under Islam, which employs it to this

l)John iv 14 2)Preud,ILPs 126-129
3)Rank & Sachs,Psychoanalysis 13 sqq. 4)see below p.589
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The second MS text inculcates a prudential morality in a form

which for frankness and naivet6 can hardly be surpassed (bill 174):-

Si noseinvitant promissa praemia justis, 
Si terrjj injustis poena praedicta (gehennae), 
Si cum Ghristo esse et (semper) regnare cupimus, 
Quae ad Christum et regnum ducant, ilia faciamus.

i.e. ,

If we find the prizes promissed to the righteous inviting, 
If the penalties threatened to the unrighteous(in hell)terrify

us,
If we desire to be with Christ and reign (for ever), 
Then whatever leads to Christ and the Kingdom, 

that let us do.

The third, inscribed by Peter, a "referendarius", i.e. imperial 

secretary or liaison officer in charge of negotiations transacted 

between the Emperor and magistriV in the Palace of the Vandal king's 

at Carthage, proclaims a blind faith which will have nothing to do 

with reason (cIII 597):-

Qualiter intacta processit virgine partus 
Utque pati voluit natus, perquirere noli. 
Haee nulli tractare licet, sed credere tanturn*

t. e. ,

How childbirth was possible in the case of an untouched virgin, 
And how Pie who was "born could resolve to suffer,

be not thou wishful to investigate? 
No one has a right to discuss these topics,

"but only to believe that they were sol

The fourth is ascribed to the great Augustine himself (cIV 193):-

Quisquis arnat dictis absentium rodere vitarn, 
Hac mensa indignam noverit esse suaia.

i.e. ,

Whoever takes pleasure in puikling to pieces in his conversation 
the lives of absent parties, let him understand that his 
own (life.) is not v;orthy of this table.

Thereby hangs a tale, Y/hieh we cannot do better than reproduce in the

l)Hanton, in Byzantion IV (1927) p.123
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words of the bishop's "biographer Possldius:^ "Against the depravity 

of human custom he had this legend written on his dining- table, 

QUISQUIS MAT &c, and he was in the habit of sharply taking to task 

any who forgot the inscription, saying with much feeling, that either 

these verses would have to be erased from, the table, or he himself 

would be obliged to take leave of the company and retire to his own 

room'.1 On the face of it the inscription and commentary appended to 

it sound apocryphal, and even if it were not, the wood must have long 

since disintegrated whereon it is said to have been written, so that 

there is no hope of recovering the original, if any, at this time of 

day. If this inscription has but a slender right to figure in our 

collection for precisely this reason, yet it is too good a one to be 

spared in a discussion of ancient manners.

Returning1 to our material of the normal type, we notice with 

some interest that the Sabbath is mentioned twice: (l)ln the year 

508, a person whose name is lost (cIV 77) died towards the end of 

July ORA VIII 3ABBATORUM Dl(B), at the 8th hour of the Sabbath day; 

(2) a bilingual epitaph, ell 82 of our collection, reads: -

IN NE DNI..IN HOD. . . .PETRI SSNIORI3 C. . .ET OVTIT DIE 
SABB....XIIXIII IND CPU. ............ , TC . ............

,.,,. X*\v-f-

Now in general, the Sabbath, which is mentioned also in Roman material 

dated 449 2 ' and 565 , is quite clearly the Jewish feast, since texts 

can be adduced on which the year and day of the month are given,

1)Riese, Anthol.Lat.769 note.
2)de Rossi I 745
3)de Rossi I 1098
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enabling us to calculate the Sabbath to have fallen on Saturday. '

In the bilingual text (ell 82) however, it would seem that 

in the Greek portion is the counterpart of DIE SABB. . » in the Latin, 

the full reading in this case being ^^P^ o(Y^TtVu0TLo$, day of rest, 

If the reference here be to the Jewish Sabbath, one would expect the 

greek to read ^xSpoCTOf, transliterating the Hebrew as always in 

the New Tes-tamentr' "Day of rest" however is descriptive, and suggests 

not only the Sabbath as celebrated by Jews, but also the Sunday as 

observed by Christians at the end of the fourth century, by which 

time the legislation of Gonstantine I, together with the enactments 

of Gratian and Theodosius I, had reduced Sunday to a dies non, on 

which business and pleasure were alike forbidden, the total result 

being a virtual Sabbath, or day of rest?) Under these circumstances 

it is incredible that "day of rest" on a Christian inscription of 

such late date as ell 82 could refer to Saturday, which was not in 

fact a day of rest, Sunday alone being appropriate, since it was in 

fact the one and only day of the week to which the term could be 

applied by Christians. In any case it is certain that ell 82 is late 

enough: the cross, the contractions NB = nomine, DNI = domini , the 

dating by indiction, the orthographical irregularity OVIIT for OBIIT, 

and COU... which we must expand COUarta corresponding to IND (=quarta) 

combine to mark it Byzantine, and late Byzantine at that, probably 

seventh century. Hence, ell 82 attests the beginning of a usage even 

yet not quite extinct: in Scotland preachers of the old school are 

still to be forund, who speak of the Sabbath, and wish to know 

nothing of Sunday.

1)Di 1706,4216,(1385 = cIV77)
2)Matt xii,l; Mk ii 23: Lk xiii 14s qq.. : John vii 23- &c
3)Mosler in Kraus,RE ii 769 * * X ^' &C
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We close this miscellaneous section and therewith the analysis 

in general by citing one more inscription, whose importance far 

transcends its length. A ring has been found (cIII 599) bearing the

following legend:- . N . N
(a) (b)

+ RENOBATUS / + H
CB

Here RENOBATUS is manifestly the well-known Christian name; H EIRC and 

CE WP (a) are the Greek characters still legible; and the addition 

marked ("b) is Monceaux 1 s ingenious restoration of lost letters. The 

whole therefore reads, "Renovatus, the houp of destiny awaits youJ". 

The crosses, combined with the name, establish the Christian origin 

of the text. This must be emphasized, since "He Heimarmene", which 

Monceaux reads, is not a neutral expression, but a technical term of 

the Greek mystery-cults, applied to the inexorable influence of the 

celestial bodies determining the actions of ordinary mortals, the 

philosopher alone, i.e. the man who attains "gnosis", being; able to 

rise above it and shake himself free from its shackles.' It is surely 

significant in this connection that the name Renovatus belong-s to the 

category of Dogmatic names (p.425) derived as a whole from the Greek 

mysteries (pp.432-433). Monceaux 1 s restoration is thus so far well 

grounded. Moreover CE is undoubtedly the accusative of the 2nd person 

singular: Renovatus is thereby addressed as the object of a verb 

whose subject is He Heimarmene. C°F is obviously Hora, "hour", and is 

to be taken with He Heimarmene. MENEI therefore, or- some such verb, 

is inevitable, and the sense, must be that above extracted: as he 

wears this ring, Renovatus is from time to time warned that fate 

has the last woPd. So then after all, Renovatus is not a "gnostic"

l)Anrieh,Mysterienwesen 90,92; Reltzenstein,Mystrlg 39,128.
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"but on the contrary an ordinary mortal, subject like the common herd 

to what we now would call the "uniformity of Nature 1.'J Now this is 

truly remarkable.1 Here is a man bearing: a name and using an expression 

belonging to mystical religiosity, but in an entirely non-mystical 

sense.1 For him, Christ did not apparently fulfil the role of the 

saviour-god who raised him above the Heimarmene: on the contrary, 

Christ's i*§le for him was that of the Coming Judge of primitive 

Christian Apocalyptic,' depersonalized through assimilation to the 

idea of universal necessity, in the last resort to the Heimarmene 

itself. One cannot otherwise account for the orientation of the 

text. It is as if a man brought up in the tradition of the mysteries, 

or at least familiar with their language, was were thrilled by the 

freshness of a world-view radically different therefrom, and wished

th give expression to his new-found enthusiasm in as drastic a manner
(fr^fc 

as possible, with the affirmation pamply;- religion is not release

from, but acknowledgement of, and acquiescence in, above all assent to, 

the Power in control of events. One must answer for one's deeds some 

day, therefore have a care.1 The assimilation of the Gospel to the 

mystery-cults of its environment has been often enough emphasized. 

Here, unless we have committed a radical error of exegesis, the 

relationship is reversed: Christ is no sacramental saviour, but Judge 

of the individual, constituting him as a responsible person bound to 

answer for the decisions he makes here and now from time to time. 

The language, of the mysteries is strained to the breaking-point in
k

the attempt to do justice to this non-inystical conviction.

l)Matt.xxlv-xxv &c
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INTERLUDE ; TRANSITION TO IDEOLOGY

The epigraphical remains of the African Church, empirically treated, 

have thus "been forced to disclose its Praxis. That a proximate result 

only has "been thereby reached, from the standpoint adopted "beforehand, 

is plain from two considerations. On the one hand, methodological 

limitations have from time to time asserted themselves, in greater or 

less measure in the course of the demonstration, and again most 

emphatically as the attempt is made to gain a general view, inasmuch 

as "beyond the "bounds of Praxis large tracts of Ideology are more or 

less clearly to be discerned. Thus for example the Epitaphs in part 

icular contained data which could "be related readily to the world- 

view of the community, and scarcely or not at all to its mode of life 

in the sense of habit and action. In genera}., also, the world-view 

is to be found implicit in the Praxis: for when men venerate relics 

of dead heroes, perform vows to the Deity, devise charms against the 

ills of life, draw inspiration from a holy book, are silent regarding 

the worldly achievements of the deceased but praise his merits and 

describe his other-worldly fate corresppnding thereto, a specific 

theory of Deity, divine holiness with which persons and things may 

be invested, and the relativity of the world, etc. is plainly pre 

supposed. Behind the actions of the community lie its thoughts which 

alone make them possible. On the other hand, the Praxis as it lies 

before us can scarcely be summarized beyond what is given from time 

to time under the heading of "Results" appended to the discussion of 

the separate categories of inscription: of itself it provides no 

nucleus round which it can be organized in synoptic fashion so as to
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produce a clear picture which it would be easy to grasp and formulate 

in a few words. In order therefore to reduce the Praxis to a unity 

we must pass "beyond it, to a consideration namely of the Ideology of 

the African Christian commiunity which as we have seen it presupposes, 

since nowhere else can we find any prospect of unifying our impressions 

of the popular- religion of the Early Church as developed on African 

soil. But since an examination of its Ideology leads to the ultimate 

roots of its Praxis also, it serves not only to supplement the results 

of the foregoing discussion, "but also to deepen them; and a significant 

advance towards the final understanding of our problem is thus won. 

In this way the posterior justification of ideological questions as 

an essential stage in the exposition, prescribed a priori beforehand,
I

becomes clear.

SECTION TWO : IDEOLOGY

Following the method already laid down for this section (pp.114-116) 

we proceed from Theology through Anthropology to Eschatology, thus 

coming to closer grips with the problem in successive stages.

(1) Theology

The inscriptions speak of God as commanding}/ giving signs?' smiting 

buildings so that they are consumed with fire?) but also as showing 

favourf) granting help?) and in general being propitious?) and giving 

victory"^) and peace?) In fact there is nothing He cannot do: He is

l)bII12 DEUS JUSSIT 2)cIVl NUTU DIVINO 3) bI6 BASILICE. .. (PATO) 
DIVING ICTA COWPLAGRARET INCENDIO 4)cIV162 DEUS PAVET bIV24 PAVENTE 
DEO CIV137 DEO PABENTE 5)cIV41 DEO JUBANTE cIV150 DNO DO AJUVANTE 
cIV36 AUXILIANTE DO 6)cIV5 PROPITIO DEO 7)cIV56 A DEO DATUR VICTORIA 
8)bIV66 PATER DAT PACEM
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simply omnipotent}/ He can do anything He pleases, whether for Man's 

good or ill; He is in a position to issue orders and grant requests: 

in short, He is a person. Men are at His mercy, as we see from a 

certain class of personal name (pp.430-431 on ADEODATUS, DSUSDSDIT, 

etc.) "but can bargain with Him and lay claims to His recognition, 

this "being the ultimate implication of the custom of making vows, 

see pp.297-300. In homely fashion, moreover, He is thought of as 

dwelling in a house, this being the name frequently applied to the 

church-building?^ But although His arm is invoked against demons of 

mischief?' and things are said to happen in His sight,/ quite a human 

picture of the Deity thereby resulting, we are again and again 

reminded that He is larger than human: if He dwells with usf/ it is 

as a king, since his dwelling is a royal one, a "King's House", a 

basilica; and if ff*om time to time He is known affectionately as our 

father,/ His current designation is Lord,' exactly as in the case of 

the Emperors (p. 118)., and the pious speak of themselves as His 

slaves (pp.394-395 on titles of humility). Above all, He is eternal;' 

He is none other than the Creator Himself?/ not many but One}0 '

A prima facie contrast to this personal idea of God is afforded 

by an impersonal idea, not so much expressed in our material as
^y

implied tH it. Almost the only direct attestation occurs in the 

solitary example of the term NUMBN already discussed (p.291), which

l)cIV23 IN N DEI OMNI POT 2)cIV281 DOMUS DEI cIII542 DOMUS DIBINE 
bIY161,cIV247 DOMUS DOMINI 3)cIII888 LIGABIT TE DEI BRACHIUM 
4)cIV57 IN CONSPECTU DNI 5)cIV248 HIO DEUS ABITAT xIVSl DEUS 
NOBI3CUM 6)p.524n.8,cIV18 I N PATRIS CII195 IN NOMINE PATRIS 
7)cIV25 DOMTNE bIII84 IN NOM DOM, nn. 2,4 8)cII130 EGCE TUA VITA 
CUM DEO NOSTRO IN AETERNUM bII112 DEP03ITA APUT DEUM IN AETERNUM 
9)bI63 DEUS CREATOR 10)bIV131 «=ic
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to "be sure is sufficiently unambiguous. Rather one is obliged to 

infer its existence from such features of the Praxis as the veneration 

of the relics of the saints}) the use of their names for prophylactic 

purposes,/ the similar use of divine names?) and formulae4 ) together 

with symbols, aljove all the Cross£) the sanctity attached to specific 

objects^ places,-' seasons?-' and persons?) and lastly, the invocation 

of divine power in general on the side of life-affirming tendencies 

against the destructive influence of the Evil Eye, itself an imperson 

al demonic magnitude, and the impersonal demonic in general. ' Brought

together, all these customs proclaim the underlying conviction of
with 

an all-pervasive divine quality, emanating from G-od^which however

any object, person, place, or season, originally neutral, may become 

invested through association directly or indirectly. An ordinary man, 

for example, who suffers martyrdom for religion's sake, becomes there 

by a saint; his remains are therefore precious to the pious, and the 

spot where they are buried becomes a holy place of pilgrimage; drops 

of his blood or articles he once possessed are reverently preserved; 

and the day of his passion is remembered and celebrated year after 

year as it reappears in the course of the Calendar. In other words, 

a certain sanctity or divine quality is transferred by association 

in a manner almost palpable, exactly like an epidemic. There is 

literally no limit to the variety of directions in which "numen" may 

be transmitted, once contact has been established with its source, 

namely God, the Numen as such, and therefore impersonal.

1)pp.. 177-179 2)pp. 205-207 3)pp. 235-236 4)p.232 5)pp. 516-517 
6)cIV86 SUB HEC SAGROSGO BELAMINE ALTARIS 8)pp.519-520 
9)p.400 ?)PP.494-495 10)pp.246-252
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To the question which this contrast "between the idea of G-od as 

Personal and Impersonal calls forthj'"namelir: can the Theology of the 

Early Church "be thereby characterized in terms of theological think 

ing in general? there is no immediate answer. In its broad outlines 

the anthropomorphism attested "by the material finds ready analogy in 

that of the ancient world, which formed its idea of Deity from its 

knowledge of Man; ' no less does the impersonal view of Deity 

expounded in the foregoing paragraph resemble the world-wide concep-
Q\

tion we call MANA which likewise was not wanting in the ancient world. 7 

On the other hand "both types of theory coincide in the Old Testament: 

the propthetic literature in particular reflects the personality of 

God in "bold anthropomorphisms?) while God's holiness infects in the 

most palpable manner the tabernacle, the worshippers therein, their 

city, and the liturgical apparatus of the temple.' Hence the problem: 

to which source (Jewish/Ethnic) are we to ascribe the ideas in question 

and in what proportion? A priori both conceptions might be traced to 

the same quarter, either Jewish or Ethnic; or, they might be apportion 

ed separately. In this dilemma the fact that the personal type of 

theologizing comes to complete expression (i.e. both explicitly and 

implicitly) while the impersonal type must be chiefly inferred from 

the Praxis (i.e. by implication) is quite decisive: the Idea of God 

as Personal, since it attains full expression, reproduces inter alia 

the explicit and fully-conscious teaching of the Church, and is there 

fore Biblical; whereas the Idea of God as Impersonal on the contrary,

l)Nilsson in Chantepie d.l.Saussaye, LBRG ii 334 2)Nilsson ib.348 
3)Davidison,0. T. Theol. 108-109 4)Davidson,0. T. Theol. 152-153
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since it comes to expression in unreflecting; action rather than in 

explicit formulations, is to "be referred chiefly to the collective 

Unconscious of the ancient world in general, in this case the Graeco- 

Roman world-view.

This conclusion reached on the basis of mere form is confirmed 

>y material grounds also. The Anthropomorphisms in our texts are not 

at all Hellenistic, but altogether Jewish. Thus with the references 

given on p. 524 may "be compared the O.T. idea of God's commandments 

as providing the foundation of morality}/ of God's will as shown "by 

signsf) of God's personal responsibility for the events of nature?) 

of God's readiness to show favour to suppliants^) and of God's 

intervention in human affairs?) Further on the evidence set out on p. 

525 it is relevant to draw attention to the fact that in the O.T. 

the temple is spoken of as God's house, "built expressly in order

"that He should dwell therein^) the "arm" of God7 ) and "sight" of GoA
9) are characteristic, God is called "Lord" ' precisely in the manner

of the Jewish kings, ' and praised as One]-1) eternal^) the Creator 

of the heavens and the earth}*5 ) Moreover the ideological implicates 

of the Praxis are likewise entirely Biblical: the dogmatic names 

concerned have been proved Jewish on the ground both of morphology 

and hermeneutics (pp430-431), and the votive dedications (pp.297-300) 

are related to the idea of covenant between God and the worshipper 

fundamental to the wo rid-view of the 014 Testament}4) The Idea of 

God as Personal therefore, attested in our material, is through and

l)Deut.vi sqq. 2)Jonah iv 7sqq. 3)Job xxvi 4)Isaiah Iv 6-7 
5)Joshua x 10,30,42. 6)lKings vil-2,11-13 7)Exodus xv 16, Ps 
Ixxvii 16, Ixxxix 13, xev/iii 1, Jeremiah xxvii 5 8)Ps li 4
9)Gen iv 9 et al. 10)lKings i 17,24,31,43 ll)Exodus xx 3
12)Genxxi 33 et passim 13)Ps cxxi 2, cxxiv 8
14)Gen ix 8, xv 7, xvii 19,xxviii 13,Exodus vi 4, xix 5, etc.
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through Biblical. The corresponding Idea of God as Impersonal, on the 

other hand, although it is consistent with the Biblical tradition as 

has "been seen, has its ultimate inspiration elsewhere, in so far as 

its history can at all be established; for MJMEN, the only explicit 

witness to this type of theologizing; in our material, is not at all 

e£ a Jewish, but on the contrary a purely Roman term (p.291) applied 

not only to gods but also to emperors (pp. 12*7,130). The idea, to be 

sure, is universal; the tradition however of this idea in our material 

is Roman. Hence the Idea of God current in African Christian circles 

represents the fusion of two distinct traditions, Jewish and Ethnic. 

But if it be further asked, How then were they reconciled? that is 

a senseless question, since on the one hand we are dealing not with 

a thoroughly-thought-out philosophical conception, but with popular 

"belief, where rigid consistency is not to be expected; and on the 

other, both types coincide already in the O.T., which the Early 

Church studied not as historical data chronologically and topograph 

ically stratified, but as a closed Corpus of sacred scripture, and 

therefore of equal value and authority in all its partsJ) Quite apart 

from this a transition from personal theologizing to impersonal is 

Psychologically conceivable, since a residue of "otherness" survives 

even the most intimate personal intercourse: personality can never 

be wholly accounted for, but remains mysterious. When personality is 

further encountered on a uniquely grand scale (e.g. attribute of 

omnipotence) it is "but a slight step from the merely unknown to the 

awful and demonic as such. For this reason Farmer traces the Idea of

God as Personal to Man's experience of society, as Impersonal to Man's
P\

experience of nature, 7 adding- at once that both are ultimately

1)H.H.Wendt,System 25 2)H.H.Farmer,World & God 51
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identical}) Both historical and psychological grounds, therefore, 

speak in favour of this view of the problem. Finally it is perhaps
;r'U»r**.f"

significant that "by far the faos^t part of the evidences available as 

to the explicit enunciation of the Idea of God as Personal comes/from 

Numidia (pp.524-525), the Idea of God as Impersonal on the contrary 

"being almost exclusively inferred from Praxis common to all Africa. 

Numidia, as we know, was the seat of an earnest, zealous Christianity, 

(pp.468-469) a fitting centre therefore of positive Biblical teaching. 

Elsewhere Christianity was either less strong (peripheral regions) 

OP more securely established (Zeugitana), so that from different causes 

an identical result is a priori likely to have issued, namely a 

relative receptivity towards non-Biblical influences. Hence by 

formulating the problem in the above terms we gain a picture consist 

ent both with itself and with what is already firmly established 

regarding the Praxis of the African Church.

With the possible exception of the Personal Idea of God as "father" 

(p.525 n.6) which is however emphatically foreshadowed in the O.T.?' 

there is nothing specifically Christian in the Idea of God just 

expounded. To the discussion of Christianity's peculiar contribution 

to Theology therefore, namely the Doctrine of the Trinity, we proceed 

forthwith.

First of all the fact of its originality stands to be established. 

This is easily done, since from the detailed explanations, precise 

but in the last resort logically unintelligible, of the QUICUMQUE 

VULT, to the most recent and illuminating formulatio-ns of the dogma,

1)H.H.Frmer,World 52
2)Dalman,WJ 184
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in terms of a Divine Society functioning in the unity of one Godhead, 

the Christian tradition has made it plain beyond doubt, that whatever 

it means by the Doctrine of the Trinity, it wishes thereby to 

distinguish its teaching about God from Polytheism on the one hand, 

for Christian Theology knows only one God, and Monotheism on the other^ 

for it acknowledges in God much more than mere oneness, without at 

the same time incurring Pantheism, for it affirms personality of God 

not only as proximately, but also as ultimately valid. It formulates 

the Idea of God presupposed in Christian experience, and for this 

reason could only emerge in the course of the history of the Church, 

and not at its beginning: hence in the primitive period it is lacking 

or only dimly indicated. Between this meticulously-phrased formula- 

however, which even yet lacks perfect expression, and the well-known 

triple juxtapositions with which it is frequently compared, e.g. 

Brahma, Vishnu, Shiva; Ea, Marduk, Gibil; Mithras, Cautes, Cautopates 

and the rest, there is but one feature in common, namely the number 

three, whose magical use is universal; and there the resemblance 

ends. In every case it is a mere agglomeration of three elements that 

is in question, a Triad therefore, and not a Trinity in the technical 

Christian sense, as Clemens has rightly pointed out?)

does this formula fare in our material? "In the name 

of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit 1,1 IN NOMINE PATRIS ET 

FILI ET SPIRITUS SANCTI?) reproduces the primitive baptism-version4) 

and must therefore be assumed to imply acknowledgement of the famous

1)Barth,Dogmatik(E.T. )i/l 552-553; Brunner,Der Mittler 249-250
2)Clemens,Religionsgeschichtliche Erklarung des N.T.(E.T.) 204-208
3)cII 11, 195, cIV 124
4)Matthew xxviii 19;Lietzmann,3ymbole 1-10
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doctrine, although of course it does not expound it. Otherwise the 

traces of it which can "be established are somewhat abnormal. Most 

commonly all mention of the Spirit is omitted, and confession is 

made of the Lord our G-od and Saviour Jesus Christ}) our Father the 

Lord God who is the Word?)(sermo for verbum, see p.218) Almighty 

God and His Son Christ our Saviourf) and Christ alone is sometimes

confessed. ' Twice, namely in Mauretania, the phrase occurs: "in the
5)name of God and His(sic) Christ 1,1 'in which an adoptionist attitude

to the Christological problem perhaps finds expression. Once "in the 

name of the Holy Spirit" occurs?)and the "sacrosanct Spirit" is once 

mentioned (cV 69,see p. 500). Usually however the Spirit is "but vague 

ly felt as an element in the formula, or altogether lacking. Once 

its place is actually usurped "by the name of a mortal, when, namely, 

we read (pp.187-188) "In the name of the Father and the Son and 

Saint Montanus" , with which we may compare "In the name of God and
ry\

in the name of the martyrs',' ' interpreting "both expressions in the 

same sense: the Church, represented by its heroes, shares in the 

work of revelation and to that extent has a claim to rank alongside 

the Deity (a Montanist theory,see pp. 187-188). To "be sure, the 

naive character of our sources warns us against taking isolated 

curiosities of this kind too seriously, and in any case it 

"becomes increasingly difficult as time goes on when asking 

questions about specifically Christian features in the Theology 

of the African Cliureh to avoiding- raising points proper rather

l)cIV 4 IN NOMINE DN D N ATQUE 3ALBATORI3 JHU XPI 2)cIV 18 I N 
PATRI DOMINI DSI QUI EST SEKMONI 3)cIV 23 IN N DEI OMNIPOT PI 
SALVAT NOS 4)"bIV 15, cIII 552, cV 54, 171, 180 5)bV 14 IN 
NOMINE DEI ET CHRISTI BJUS, cV 122 IN NOMINE DEI ET CRIsti ejus 

cV 164 IN NOMINE ISPIRITI SANTI 7)bIII 152
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to Eschatology as here understood; "but it is possible and indeed

necessary at this stage, in view of the condition of the evidence, 

to generalize the impression produced "by the explicit language of the 

inscriptions themselves: the subtleties of the Doctrine of the Trini 

were scarcely understood, and its significance hardly grasped, by 

the masses in the African Church. Otherwise it is impossible to 

account for the numerous aberrations which disfigure the formula as 

reproduced in the material.

In order to supplement this negative conclusion, namely that 

the African Church as a whole did not understand the Doctrine of the 

Trinity in its technical sense, by a positive one, in answer to the 

question/namely, Then how did the common people envisage the Godhead 

triune constitution was familiar to all worshippers from

"the liturgical formulae in which it was praised? we must resort to

interrogation of the Praxis of the African Church as we already 

know it, since the sources have nothing explicit to say about it. 

Our leading clue in the interpetation of the Praxis is twofold: it 

consists on the one hand of the psychological presupposition that 

the association: Father - Son which the formula contains raises the 

thought, quite naturally, of a family as the unity embracing both; 

and on the other, the historical fact, ascertained above, that the 

Holy Spirit was vaguely or not at all appreciated by the ordinary 

pious mind, that on the contrary it tended to fall out of the picture 

either without surrogate altogether, or in favour of a more easily 

palpable representative of the charismatic function of the Deity. 

therefore with this double presupposition before us we look
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"back upon the Praxis and ask the Question: to whom in addition to

the Father and the Son did the Early Church address its prayers, 

thereby bestowing upon these/this person(s) the value of Deity? 

only one answer is relevant in view of the conditions of the question: 

the Virgin Mary, Mother of God.1 (pp.275-289, 518). Ecclesiastical 

scruples and open confession before a priest notwithstanding, the 

average worshipper of the West, when religiously stimulated, pictured 

the. Godhead to whom he paid his vows and offered his prayers and 

whose protection he invoked against the manifold ills of life, not as

a philosophical abstraction far beyond his understanding, but as a 

familiar group, palpably human: a family namely, father , mother, and 

child, whereby his sympathy was readily kindled and adapted to 

devotional purposes. That the circles in which the Gospel according 

to the Hebrews was current spoke of the Holy Ghost as the Mother of 

Christ1 ) does not raise the question of historical connection, but 

corroborates the likelihood of such a psychological development in 

general by witnessing to its occurrence in the East several centuries 

previously. Indigenous grounds are to be sought in the African cult 

of DEA MAGNA VIRGO CAELESTIS, the great virgin-goddess Caelestis?) 

who shared the attributes of Tanlt, Atargatis, Astarte, and Aphrodite?) 

Aphrodite herself, it is to be noted, being praised in the ancient 

world as a mother-goddess, Venus Genetrix = Aphrodite Geneteira^) 

Nowhere indeed is the polytheism of antiquity more likely to have 

survived than .just here. We have reason therefore to affirm an the

1)Klostermann,Evangelien p.7
2)Toutain,CPER iii 29
3)Toutain,CPER iii 32-33
4)Richter,Lateinische Saeralinsehriften 198
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basis of our material, that whereas the theologians of the Early 

Church succeeded in maintaining a specifically Christian doctrine 

of God "by means of the Trinitarian formula, the masses in the Church, 

unable to grasp this formula or to understand its significance, 

interpreted it in quite a pagan, non-Christian sense. While the 

experts understood by the Trinity the Unity of Father, Son, and 

Holy Spirit, to the popular mind it signified nothing more or less 

thai Father, Mother, and Child. That thereby God's personality 

was preserved at the expense of His unity, was inevitable, exactly 

as it was inevitable that the orthodox formulations of the Christian

Idea of God sacrificed God's personality on the altar of His unity.
while 

Henceithe theologizing of the experts in council resulted in a

soulless metaphysic, the nameless multitude of the faithful, finding 

it impossible to worship an abstraction, fixed with the sureness of 

instinct upon the form of social organization in which personality 

reaches its highest development, and envisaged the Godhead no longer 

as an individual merely, still less as a structure inaccessible 

even to the most strenuously disciplined intellect, but simply as 

a family, a God namely and a Goddess, together with their Son. Thus 

the worst fears of theologians, orthodox and heretical alike, were 

realized and surpassed: the popular religion of the Early Church 

at the time of its extinction in Africa at the hands of Islam had 

as its basis a polytheistic Theology.

At bottom the specifically Christian element in the Theology 

of the Early Church is to be characterized precisely as was formerly 

its Theology in general, in terms naniely of the contrast be"w\been 

the personal and impersonal Idea of God which comes to expression
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therein. But whereas there the Personal Idea proceeded from the 

historical Church-tradition, and the Impersonal Idea from the non- 

Christian tradition in general, here on the contrary it is the pagan 

and unconscious tradition which produces the tendency towards 

personal, and fully-conscious Christian wrestling with the problem 

which produces that towards impersonal theologizing. Furthermore,
«.»

there the Impersonal Idea (Mana) is naive, and strictly speaking, 

SUB-personal, whereas here the Impersonal Idea (Doctrine of the 

Trinity) is the result of critical work whose intention it was to 

secure a SUPRA-personal picture of Deity. Again, a similar develop 

ment is to "be observed in the Personal Idea; for here a metamorphosis 

takes place whereby, as a result of excogitation, doubtless "by no 

means altogether fully conscious, the Idea of G-od as a Solitary 

Individual, with its inevitable psychological limitations (e.g. the 

artificial isolation unexampled in nature, and the one-sidedness of 

the merely male as such) gives place to the Idea of God as a 

Community, (therefore SUPRA-individual) where alone an adequate and 

realistic delineation of Personality is possible. Throughout, there 

fore, the Christian theological problem emerges more and more clearly

from our material: namely so to formulate the Idea of God, that its
^ 

qua/bitative and qualitative aspects should be held in tension. The

reason for this lies beyond the bounds of mere Theology (sic), which 

we must therefore bring to a close forthwith and start afresh with 

the question of Man.
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(2) Anthropology

Anthropological judgments fall into two main groups, according as 

they concern fact (quantitative) or value (qualitative), the former 

dealing with Man's constitution, the latter with Man's worth. The
w_

quatitative problem is twofold however, corresponding to Man's inner f^
and outer constitution, the questions here, being: what .is Man's 

individual structure in terms of"mind"and"body"?(idealism v.
\

Materialism) and, what is Man's social structure in terms of the 

concepts "individual"and"collective"(Liberalism v. Totalitarianism). 

The qualitative problem is likewise twofold, corresponding to the 

active and passive aspects of Man's existence respectively, the 

questions here being, is Man good (happy) or evil (miserable) "by 

nature?(Optimism v. Pessimism). It is convenient to associate these 

questions with the sciences which correspond to them:-

(a) spiritual / corporeal - Psychology

(b) individual / collective - Politics

(a) good / evil - Ethics
II ."

(ID) happy / miserable - ^ Aesthetics

A convenient schema is thus at hand with which to work.

I (a)Psychology. To the question, how is the individual 

constituted? there is strictly speaking no direct answer in all 

our material. A number of .texts, however, formulate the death- 

clause in such a way as to indicate a theory of the "body-mind 

relationship; the passages concerned are these:-
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cV 157 REDDIDIT 3PM

ell 79 ANIMAM SUM DEO 
ET XPO EJUS 
TRADIDIT

bill 26 ANIMAM REDDIDIT 

bill 212 VITAM 3PIRANS 

cIV 182 DE CORPORE EXERUNT

131V 2 EXIBIT DE CORPORE 3UO

gave up his spirit

handed over his spirit to God 
and Hie Christ

gave up his spirit (soul)

breathing his life

they went out of (their) "body

he went out of his body

cIV 143 HUJUS ANIMA REFRI.GERAT = his spirit (soul) enjoys
CORPUS IN PACE QUIESCIT refreshment; his body rests

in peace.

As they stand, these passages point to three conclusions: (l) any 

given man can be distinguished into two parts, body and soul, cIV 

143. (2) his soul is one and the same with his breath, for which 

different words are used, e.g. spiritus, anirna, cV 157 ell 79 bill 

26, no essential distinction being thereby indicated, but simply 

the vital principle itself, bill 212. (3) ultimately a man is to 

be identified with his soul or breath, rather than with his body 

blV 2 cIV 182.

With (l) we may, from kindred material, compare anima(m) 

corpusque,'the distinction apparently being final, and the aphorism: 

"in me is a body of earth and a spirit belonging to the sky',' 

terrenum corpus caelestis spiritus in me?' Morphologically identical 

analogies to cIV 143 abound:- "you gave, Petronius, your body to 

the earth, and your soul to Christ',' corpus humo anlmam Chro Petroni 

dedisti;*5 ) "the stars welcome his soul, nature receives his body','

1)Buecheler,CLE 177(Christian) 405
2)CLE 591 
3JCLE 177
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astra fovent animam corpus natura recepit;^' "his spirit seeks the 

stars, his body lies in the urn" spiritus astra petit corpus in 

urna jacet?' With (2) the couplet may be compared: "Here Zoticus 

left a bare empty name; his body has been dissolved into cinders, 

his life into the air" Zoticus hie nomen nudum vanumque reliquit, 

in cineres corpus et in aethera vita soluta est'?) The pre-occupation 

with the soul and nonchalant attitude towards what remains shown 

in another piece, "the stars posses^his soul, the earth holds the
** -.

rest of him" astra tenent animam caetera tellus habetf) provides 

the transition to the material to "fee adduced in support of (3). 

Here first we note the couplet "His life's course done he passed 

to the skies, giving his earthy part to the tomb, his soul to the 

upper regions1,' exacto vitae transcendit ad aethera cursu, terrenum 

tumulo dans animam superis.' Plainly, since he went slloft, i.e. to 

the"upper regions"(superis) the deceased is identified with his 

soul. Speaking of the saints, another piece declares that we have 

no need of a body in order to reach them, but only of a soul, 

corpore non opus est, anima tendamus ad illos§) Further, two texts, 

both of them Christian, "he laid his limbs in the ground, and forged 

aloft to the stars 1,' membra solo posuit caeli perrexit ad astra,' and 

"having laid his limbs here, he made his way, a pure being, to the 

sky',1 hie positis membris purus perrexit ad aethram?' leave us with 

no choice but to see in the deceased a spirit and nothing but a 

spirit. Finally we can cite a text on which the deceased is roundly 

described as such in unambiguous language: "0 that yon spirit might 

be restored so as to know how great is my grief1,' o utinam possit

1)GLE 1362 2)CLE 1392 3)CLE 590 4)CLE 1420 
5}OLE 1366 6)CLS 1423 7)OLE 778 . 8)CLE1422
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reparari spiritus ille, ut sciret quantus dolor estj' Interpreted 

in the light of their natural context, therefore, these African 

Christian texts reflect a Psychology according to which Man is to 

"be distinguished into two components, Body and Soul, the latter 

"being the vivifying principle, scarcely distinguishable from the 

breath, the "body without it being mere dust, and is ultimately to 

"be identified with the Soul, leaving the Body at death and enjoying 

independent existence apart from it: a Psychology therefore, which 

is emphatically dualistic, vitalistic, and idealistic.

There is no feature of the Praxis which contradicts this result, 

and none of any special importance to corroborate or supplement it. 

It is an instance of fully-conscious ideology explicitly expounded. 

Whence therefore was it derived?

Apart from its vitalism, for which Biblical precedent can lie
C)\

adduced, Jehovah having created Adam by breathing upon dust,' we can 

say with conviction: not at least from the teaching of the Ghurch. 

On the one hand, this is plain from its dualism. It is apparently 

a vexed question whether trichotomy is a Biblical doctrine; 3 ) but 

in the New Testament at least a tripartite analysis of Man emerges
** >4~ /

very plainly. Paul speaks of the spirit (TTVt^M^) > soui (f^X^), and 

body (tfwflk) being preserved entire at Christ's comingf) and the 

author of another epistle distinguishes in the same way between

and V^vi apart from the body?) Moreover when the Arian 

controversy and its allied theological disputes raged at their

1)CLE 565 2)Genesis ii 7 3)Davidson,O.T.Theol.183 
4)1 Thess.v 23 5)Hebr. iv 12
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height, and consequently, on the average, within the period covered 

"by our texts, the trichotomy of the teaching of the Church fathers 

on the structure of the individual was very clearly "brought out, 

namely in connection with the Apollinarian heresy: the heretics 

held that whereas ordinary men had a bo>dy, a spirit, and a mind, 

Christ had indded a body and spirit, Tout the Logos in place of 

a mind,) while on the orthodox side, Gregory of Nazianzus could 

think of no stronger argument against their position than the 

soteriological one, namely that as Christ saves the whole of Man 

and not merely a part, He must have assumed his whole nature, 

including his mind, that is, must have assumed complete manhood, 

flesh, spirit, and mind?) To "be sure, the terms have changed some-
' r

what since New Testament days, the words now "being Q^p^ >
* 

and Vot»?j i^ut that is of no importance from our present point of

view. The important point is the fact that from whatever cause, and 

in whatever sense, a doctrine of psychological trichotomy was 

accepted as a matter of course "by theologians of "both camps. That 

influence from theological speculation (Doctrine of the Trinity) 

played a part, together with Biblical precedent, goes without 

saying. Psychological trichotomy was quite definitely the recognized 

teaching of the historical Christian tradition. Psychological 

dichotomy therefore, or, as we have styled it above, psychological

dualism, must have originated outwith this tradition, in some other
v 

worid-view.

1)bocrateSf,Hist.Eccl.ii 46
2)Greg.Naz. ep.l01,Patr.Grace, xxxvii 184 B,Kidd DHC ii no. 84 p. Ill
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1 Just as little, on the other hand, does the idealism attested 

in our material derive from the historical Christian traditbn. 

Aversion from the body as such is not a Biblical traitj) On the 

contrary, Paul describes the body as the temple of God's spirit in 

U8, end exhorts the Corinthians to glorify God in the body?) Above 

all an idealistic psychology is excluded from the orthodox Christian 

world-view by the baptismal confession of the final resurrection 

of the flesh, regular from the time of Irenaeus and Tertullian in 

the West?) and preached as a matter of course in the primitive 

period.' To the humanist Celsus this belief was nothing less than 

stark madness^) No: in so far as it is idealistic, identifying Man 

with spirit and and regarding him as essentially incorporeal, the 

psychology reflected in our texts originated elsewhere than In the 

historical Christian tradition.

Whence spring these non-Christian tendencies therefore, the 

dualism and the idealism of popular African Christian psychology? 

One can answer without hesitation, from the Greek spirit. This holds 

good for the dualism:for although the philosophers, like Plato^) and 

the Stoics'7 / for example, frequently expounded a trichotomy of the 

soul, the body was always left on one side and excluded from the 

scheme of division, Greek inscriptions knowing nothing of any 

trichotomy, even of the soul, but speaking of body and soul as 

contrasted magnitudes, exactly as in our own material?) And for the

1)H.Wheeler Robinson,CDM 152 sqq. 2)1 Cor vi 19-20 
3)Lietzmann,Symbole 5-6 4)Acts iv 2 xvii 18 xxiv 15 xxvi 8
5)Origen,c.Celsum viii 49; Celsi al.log. ed. Glockner klT151 pp.68-69
6)Rohde,Psyche ii 272 sq. 7)ib.ii 324 n. 1 8)ib.ii 384-385
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idealism: for so thoroughly was the Greek world-view permeated and 

dominated by the theory of the soul's infinite superiority over 

against the body as Man's true substance, that this conviction 

came to be crystallized into a slo>gan (Toy*** eyjyutc "the "body is a 

tomb", which, implying that Man is alive and free to develop his 

peculiar gifts only apart from the body, circulated not only among 

philosophical literature of all ages and schools]-) but penetrated 

the popular wisdom of the illiterate masses also?' Indeed one 

cannot expound the Greek legacy forthcoming in the psychology 

reflected in our African Christian inscriptions better than in the 

words used by Harnack to describe the most outstanding: feature in 

the Hellenistic environment of the Early Church: "There is the sharp 

division between the soul (or spirit) and the body: the more or 

less exclusive importance attached to the spirit, and the notion 

that the spirit comes from some other, upper world and is either 

possessed or capable of life eternal 1.' 3 )

In view of this strongly Hellenistic quality of the psychology 

underlying our texts as a whole, it may be worth while asking 

whether after all the vitalistie element, which has a prima facie 

Biblical ground (p.540), does not belong to the same tradition. 

There is a good a fortiori case for thinking- that it does, and the 

epigraphical formula from which we infer the vitalistic element 

can be paralleled in corresponding Greek material^) If on the other 

hand the Biblical tradition and official teashing of the Church have 

contributed at all to the psychology reflected in our material, it

l)Rohde,Psyche ii 121 130 161 165 178 253 279 2)ib.ii 386 n. 3 
3)Harnack,Mission i 33-34 4)Rohde,P syche ii 394 n. 2
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is here that such influence must lurk. Either way the history of 

the idea is not substantially affected: Hellenistic tradition 

dominates the teaching of our African inscriptions on the subject 

of Man's internal constitution; and its content not at all: the 

psychology here examined is idealistic through and through. In other 

words, Man, according to the doctrine presupposed in the texts, 

is pure spirit, in the last resort independent of body altogether.

l(b)Politics. It is extraordinarily difficult to extract from 

our sources any answer to the question: is Man an individual or 

collective being? The problem of Man's external constitution nowhere 

receives any attention in the texts; .not a single word is uttered 

in all the 5poo odd items catalogued in Part I which explicitly 

refers to any known doctrine of society. Any result reached under 

this heading, therefore, will have to be won indirectly, from an 

examination of the Praxis. Even here there is no very obvious feature 

significant enough to support a political inference.

There is only one direction in which help appears to be 

forthcoming, and even in this case the method of approach is not at 

all straightforward. We propose, namely, to attempt a general 

inference from the ideal of conduct reflected in our material. It 

is well known that the virtues admired from the individual are 

quite distinct from those admired from the collective point of view. 

The distinction is nowhere more concisely formulated than in an 

article contributed by Dr.Gerhard Grafe to the Year Book of 

Education for 1939 (ed.H. V.Will, London) expounding the National- 

Socialist ideal of education in contrast to that current in Germany 

during the Weimar Republic.(Year Book pp.262-281). Over against
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the liberalistic - individualistic educational ideal of the nineteenth 

century, represented "by the fivefold basis formulated "by Herbart, 

viz. "the ideas of inner freedom, of perfection, of "benevolence, of 

right, and of justice or retribution'^ (p. 264) Grafe sets the ideal 

prescribed by the Leitgedanken zur Schulordnung issued in December 

1933: "The highest task of the school is the training of youth for 

service to nation and State in the National Socialist spirit"(p.267) 

And the National Socialist spirit is conveniently epitomized for us 

in the anonymous article inserted beibween pp.569 and 570 of the 

21st (supplementary) volume of the great BROCKFIAU3 Encyclopaedia 

(Leipzig 1935) where we read: "It(SC.Nationalsozialismus) sees in the 

Polk (Volk) not the sum-total of individual citizens, but the living 

Community (G-emeinschaft) sprung from Blood and Soil (Blut und Boden) , 

to the service of which each individual is with all his powers 

pledged. Prom this conviction National Socialism derives its supreme 

moral commandment (sic.1 ): the common need takes precedence over one(s 

own need, GM3INNUTZ VOR EIGBNNUTZl1 In conformity with this spirit, 

National Socialist education, turning its back upon "the contemplative 

human being of humanism, who could develop his subjective qualities 

according to the laws of the autonomy of the individual" and "the 

beautiful classic-humanistic personality standing outside the nation, 

whose life-circle was an aesthetic world of pure spirit" as ideals, 

(Year Book p.265) aims rather at "awakening a feeling of responsib 

ility in the rising generation, which enables it to sacrifice its 

life for eternal Germany1.'(Year Book p. 278). The contrast between 

the individualistic and eollectivistic Anthropologies, in other 

, underlying liberalist and totalitarian systems of society
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respectively can "be formulated "by means of a phrase:-

Individualism

Collectivism

SELF-DEVELOPMENT

SERVICE TO COMMUNITY

Liberalism

Totalitarianism

We are now in possession of a criterion with which to approach 

the Praxis; for where we see self-development or the cultivation of 

the personality admired, we have a right to postulate an individual 

istic theory of society, and where we observe*service to the 

community or readiness to sacrifice all on its behalf praised, there, 

we may be sure, a theory of Man as a collective being prevails.

There are two features of the Praxis to which it is natural 

to turn immediately for information on the moral ideals of the Early 

Church: the names of its members, and the laudatory epithets and 

phrases which frequently occur on epitaphs. But what do we find 

first of all on consulting the appropriate category (moral,p.426)? 

Love, chastity, charity, respectability, Joy, laughter, fair dealing: 

in other words, a strongly individualistic life-ideal. Exactly the 

same impression results from an examination of the laudatory epithets 

and phrases commonly used (p.379): the deceased is praised as dutiful, 

faithful, innocent, sweet, dear, and so forth, in every case the 

reference being to universal family virtues binding individual to 

individual, and unfolding before the observer the most delightful 

Picture of personal worth. The one layman of whom we hear anything 

of interest in this connection (blV 23, p.373) is a patron of letters 

and one who cultivates moral excellence: again the individualistic 

orientation is clearly marked. The entire monastic movement, of 

which we have considerable epitaphic evidence (pp.396-398) , is of
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course an individualistic phenomenon of great note: its entire life- 

ideal is one of retreat from society and the cultivation of virtues 

not possible to an ordinary person living in contact with the 

community. But more significant than all these items taken either 

separately or together is the occurrence of that phrase commonly 

used to describe the pious, both clerical and lay (pp.401,402): 

"lover of the poor 1.1 Almsgiving, above all virtues, is individual 

istic, since it presupposes a capitalist society whose economy is 

"based on the axiom of private property, a society therefore in which 

"the rich are forever surrounded "by the poor, to whom they are 

morally obliged to extend relief from time to time. No alternative 

to this state of affairs occurred to the minds of the Christians 

of the ancient world, who relied on poverty as a constant of 

civilization^ "the famous experiment of the primitive Church towards 

the relief of destitution^' being based not on the right of the 

community as such over its resources, but on the charity of those 

in a position to contribute to a pool, as the legend of Ananias and 

Sapphira ' plainly shows. Most emphatically therefore7̂ / all the 

evidence of this type proves unanimously, that the Early Church 

was individualist in its Anthropology. The virtues praised on its 

epigraph!cal remains are the virtues of individualism.

A deeper examination of the Praxis, however, reveals another 

side to the problem. Gratefully as the Early Church praised the 

pious and virtuous of its number, it paid homage to another category 

°f the faithful, of whose personal excellence little is told, whose

l)Matthew xxvi 11 2)Acts iv 32-37 3)Ac ts v 1-11
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names alone, sometimes, survive, or even are lost altogether, only 

groups "being mentioned, "but whose heroic self-sacrifice and fearless 

devotion to the faith raised them a"bove mere mortals in the eyes 

of posterity: the martyrs. Let us investigate the problem in this 

direction also.
^
i-5

It sjiojiltl not >e* necessary to emphasize at so late a stage as 

this the profound significance exercised over the Early Church by 

the memory of the martyrs, who from the time of Constantine I "became 

the object of an elaborate cult (pp.142-208). One need only remember 

among other things that their relics were venerated (pp.177-179), 

that votive dedications were made in their honour (pp.199-202), that 

in fine they were accorded the worship formerly paid to the pagan 

gods.(pp.160-162). This development of Early Church practical piety 

was made possible by the enormous prestige enjoyed by the heroes 

of the persecutions on the ground of their fearless confession of 

Christ*s name, whereby they spent their bodies and suffered torture 

and death rather than relinquish their- faith: their monuments do 

not speak at all of their gifts, qualities, or personal achievements, 

but only of their sufferings and the supreme sacrifice from which 

they were too loyal to shrink (pp.180-181)» Their dauntless witness 

was described in terms of military service, (pp.175-176,384-386) 

and as Soldiers of Christ they waged war on behalf of the Church, 

the Mother of all the faithful (p.501, pp.190-191). That is to say: 

"the martyrs are praised as embodying in the most complete manner 

possible the ideal of collective virtue, self-effacing service to 

the community. Martyrdom is the offering of one's individuality 

on behalf of the community, and as such the highest service one
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can render it; while the community on whose behalf the martyr 

sacrifices'- himself is none other than the Church. In this context 

the military vocabulary of the Early Church for the first time 

assumes full significance. The same holds good of the regular 

answer given "by the typical martyr when asked his name "by the 

tribumal: "I am a Christian" '; for he did not wish to "be known any 

longer by the name which distinguished him from his fellow-mortals, 

but was content with the name common to all who believed in Christ 

which expressed his own solidarity with them. His worth as a person 

consisted not in his individual qualities or cultural achievements, 

of which we hear nothing, but in his readiness to spend and be spent 

to the uttermost in devotion to the Gospel of which the Church was 

visible witness. One can expound the collective ideal with greater 

directness only in terms of Paul's conception of the Church as the 

Body of Christ, apart from which Christian believers are of no 

significance, and as members of which they can and do alone function 

aright?) Here, if nowhere else, Christian collectivism attains 

fully-conscious expression as an ideological dogma.

Our material, therefore, attests both theories of the outer 

constitution of Ivlan: according to the inscriptions, Man is both an 

individual and a collective being. Yet no contradiction is thereby 

involved. On the one hand, the evidence for individualism is on the 

average later than that for collectivism, readiness to sacrifice 

one's person being of primary importance during a period of struggle

1)Harnack,Mission ii 38
2)1 Cor xii 27 et passim
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like the three centuries of persecution which the Church endured 

"before establishing itself in the ancient world, the development of 

private excellence on the contrary being the ideal appropriate to 

the new situation of peace and security which followed. On the other 

hand, in so far as the contrasted theories were simultaneous, each 

had a different context: the "believer was a collective "being, not 

as a human "being, "but as a member of the Church, whose bounds 

transcended alike himself, his family, and his nation; he could there 

fore afford to remain an independent individual in relation to his 

concrete life-circle, large or small, was indeed obliged so to do. 

In his worldly relations he was individualistic, his solidarity with 

his fellow-creatures being one not of blood or soil, but of faith. 

While fulfilling his duty to society as a socially useful individual, 

therefore, here and now, the Christian is bound to insist on the 

relative scope of all such concrete obligations, being responsible 

in the last resort and all the time to G-od as a member of the Church, 

^hich, as the community of the faithful of all countries and ages, 

alone has the right to demand from him unconditional loyalty as 

a collective being capable of self-sacrifice. In some such terms as
fff

these,""so we should judge from our material, would the Early Church, 
*• *.

if challenged, have formulated its attitude to the political problem.

II(a)Ethics. Nowhere do the inscriptions explicitly speak of 

Man either as good or as bad by nature. The following items of 

evidence, however, are forthcoming: on the optimistic and pessimistic 

sides respectively of this fundamental problem:-
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.;, Certain persons, nota"bly martyrs, are said to deserve well 

the bliss that awaits them in heaven (pp.181,192). He who prays 

with a pure heart obtains his desire, acSording to cIV 247 (p.189). 

There is a reference to the "righteous" in cV 42 (p.508), cIV 256 

declares that "the righteous man is a law unto himself'(p.213), 

psalms are frequently quoted extolling the "righteous" man (p.211) 

and the Doxology in Luke is regularly reproduced in the form: "Glory 

to God in the highest, and peace on earth to men of good will (sic)" 

(pp. 212-213). Finally some "believers are known "by the title of 

"innocent"(p.387). Of large-scale features of the Praxis, the 

prevalence of dedications (pp.289-322) might "be interpreted as 

indicating that the pious considered themselves in a position to 

negotiate with God and even lay claims upon Him.

If ever a case for an optimistic ethic can be argued, these are 

the grouhdd upon which the argument must needs be based. Yet they 

are exceedingly slender. Dedications might point to a fear of divine 

wrath felt as deserved Ouite as readily as to a proud independence 

on the part of the dedicant. The title "innocent" refers to the 

baptized, not to the individual as such. The Lucan Doxology in its 

African form may have no reference whatever to the Will of Man in 

any profound technical sense. The merits of the martyrs and those 

like them, in a similar manner, need not have been regarded in the 

light of a scholastic theory of merit. Finally, Monceaux argues 

convincingly for the Donatist origin of all texts praising the 

pure and righteous, contrasting with them the more humble attitude 

reflected in authentic Catholic material, and pointing out the 

correspondence between this epigraphical contrast and that between
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the Donatist ideal of human perfection and the Catholic ideal of 

flivine grace}' If this judgment is correct, then it is a question 

indeed of divergent attitudes emerging in the course of a dispute 

over Church Praxis, "but still very far from being a question of 

fully-conscious theological differences over the sublimity or 

depravity of Man's will in the Augmstino-Pelagian sense. We conclude
&A!"

thereforet apart from a possible Donatist tendency to exalt human 

worth, our sources provide no good ground for seeing in them an 

optimistic ethic of Man.

More can be said in favour of a pessimistic ethic. First of 

all, confessions of sin are found fairly frequently on dedications: 

we hear in this connection of "the sinners of Cediae"(cIV 18,p.309), 

of dedications undertaken "through the spirit's need"(cIV 87b,p.309) 

and by the presbyter Floridus "in need of merey"(cIV 150,p.201), and 

of one who "prays to be saved from his sins"(cY 78,p.310). One 

text (cIV 117) quotes the evangelical promise that whoso seeks shall 

find (p.212) and thereupon mentions SCHDTM Preces PRO DELICTA POPULI, 

the prayers of the priests for the sins of the people. The institution 

of penance is mentioned (pp.190,401), Finally, names of a certain 

category point to baptism as mediating a renewal of life (pp.425, 

432-433), implying thereby that a sinful condition has been left 

behind, while we are expressly informed that baptism washes away 

the sins of the past (pp.503-504). To be sure there is scarcely 

a word in all this which refers to anything more than the sinfulness

l)Monceaux,HLAC iv 456-457
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of specific individuals: a dogma of universal and original sin 

characteristic of Man as such is lacking, except perhaps in the 

passages referring to "baptism and the names corresponding thereto. 

Moreover it must he acknowledged that Monceaux's analysis of such 

language in terms of the Catholic-Donatist conflict tends to modify 

the seriousness with which we should otherwise "be inclined to view 

data of this kind. Yet the dedicants could not/liave 'alj heen mere 

poseurs, and individual peccadilloes could not have called forth 

such an oppressive consciousness of guilt as that reflected in the 

large-scale expiatory praxis of which out? texts are evidence. No: 

those who produced our inscriptions were assuredly no theologians, 

and their aim was not to expound a theological Ethics; "but in so far 

as their monumental remains speak of human worth, they are unanimous 

in following the teaching of Paul and in depicting Man as sinful. 

The teaching of the inscriptions on this subject is undoubtedly 

pessimistic.

II("b)Aesthetics. One must exercise great care in seeking in
fi i. n

the inscriptions their answer to the question: which predominates 

in human experience, pleasure or pain? since casual judgements on 

the happiness or misery of this or that particular individual in 

any one situation are not in themselves enough to support a general 

inference as to the theory of the affective existence of Man lurking 

"behind the texts. Even names of good omen like Felix, Paustus, 

Jucundus, with which groups GP and CPJ swarm, are less likely to

1)Romans v 12
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"be descriptive than prophylactic in intention: they may not so much 

register factual experience as ward off mischievous influences. Most 

examples of explicit evidence are ambiguous in this sense.

In this predicament our most sensible course is to cast about 

for elements in the Praxis, characteristic of Christian material, 

which appear genuinely significant from this point of view. Of these 

features there seem to be three, although there is naturally a large 

subjective tendency to be taken into account in a situation of this 

kind, some being inclined to detect many significant stigmata, others 

few or none at all. In the first place, however, it seems relevant to

draw attention to the fact, already noticed (pp.381-383), that whereas
(>L 

"bitter complaints^ the cruelty of the Pates in cutting off a man's

life, particularly in youth, are commonly found on pagan epitaphs, 

such language is exceptional in Christian material, and occurs only 

where on other grounds we have a right to think that Christian 

influence in general is less strong than usual. But to lament the 

loss of life is to regard it as pleasurable and of value in itself; 

there is so far, therefore, a negative ground for thinking that the 

Christian of antiquity reckoned life of less account, that is to say, 

as a source of less pleasure and more pain, than did the average 

pagan of that time. This impression is further strengthened when we 

pass to consider the second significant feature, the acclamation 

"in peace" £La»ei^, which, scarcely or not at all occurring in pagan 

epitaphs, is so common on Christian stones of the same class as to 

constitute a secondary stigraa diagnostic of the Christian origin 

of the item on which it occurs (p.16). This acclamation, without 

further elaboration, proclaims that the dead man in question is now
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at peace, and therewith implies that his life has "been one of

turmoil and conflict, therefore a painful and not at all a pleasurable 

experience. Thirdly and lastly however, all doubts are dispelled "by 

the custom of speaking of the day on which a martyr suffered execution 

as the "day of his "birth11 (pp. 183-184) , an emphatically Christian 

lexical novelty which so far despises this earthly life as to regard 

it not as life at all, "but as death and nothingness, in comparison 

with which death is the "beginning of life, and not the end of it, 

as erroneously assumed "by mankind in general. The evidence therefore, 

in so far as it has anything at all to say on the question before us, 

is unanimous: Man is not by nature a happy creature. Here again the 

Christian attitude emerges as pessimistic.

These then are the outstanding features of the Doctrine of Man 

reflected in the inscriptions. How must the Anthropology as a whole 

be characterized?

In the first place, we can say: its psychology is idealistic, 

its estimate of Man in terms of value is pessimistic, its doctrine 

of society is individualistic, but of the Church in particular, 

collectivistic. Idealism, pessimism, individualism and collectivism 

therefore: these are the characteristics which for us determine the ! 

Anthropology of the Early Church. We have already seen (p.544) that
I

its idealism was derived from the Greek tradition. Whence came its 

pessimism? Most significantly Reitzenstein fixes upon the O.T. 

emphasis on Man's guilt as Christian preaching's special contribution 

to religion; 1 ) yet ancient society itself discouraged an optimistic

l)Reitzenstein,Poimandres 180n
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theory of Man, inasmuch as on the one hand moral standards were on 

the decline}) and on the other, men had lost the joy of life and had 

"become spiritually stale, some regarding the Golden Age as a "boon 

of the remote future to be yearned after "but not realized, others 

viewing it as forever lost in an equally remote past, never again 

to "be enjoyed?' Christian pessimism had therefore a double historical 

ground. What, finally, are we to say about the twofold theory of 

Man in his social aspect, as an individual namely, in so far as he 

is involved in the natural orders of family and nation, as a 

collective "being on the other hand, in so far as he is in communion 

with the Chufcch? Formally this double attitude closely resembles 

the coincidence of individualism and cosmopolitanism in the ancient 

world generally and among Stoic circles in particular?/ To the 

Christians of that time, so the apologist claimed, every foreign 

country was a fatherland, and every fatherland a foreign country^) 

and to that extent they resembled the self-smfficient philosophers, 

whose life-circle, instead of coinciding with that of their own 

nation, was at the same time very much narrower and very much wider, 

according to the standpoint from v/hich it was viewed?) Materially 

however Hellenistic cosmopolitanism was but a pale abstraction 

alongside Christian collectivism, whose v/arlike ethic demanded 

of every believer the limit of self-sacrifice or apostasy. The 

contrast is between indulging in noble phrases and being in earnest. 

The Christian Doctrine of Man, therefore, as it emerges from

l)Wendland,Die hellenistisch-rb'mische Kultur 83 2)Wendland 45 
3)Wendland 41 4)Epistle to Diognetus v 5 5)¥endland 42-43,47-48
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the inscriptions, is a product partly of the Hellenistic environment 

of the Early Church, and partly of the original Christian experience 

itself. To the former tradition must "be ascribed its idealism, to 

the latter its collectivism, and to both its pessimism, probably 

also its individualism. While however a fairly clear picture is so 

far won, there remains nevertheless a question still outstanding. 

It will be noticed that all the problems concerned, that of Politics 

alone exeepted, thereby receive a one-sided solution. The social 

organization of Man, according to the findings, has a double basis, 

Man being acknowledged "both as individual and collective in his 

outer constitution. Hence the question: how is the symmetry of the 

result in this single instance related to its want of symmetry 

generally? The case admits of two possibilities which are mutually 

exclusive: either (l)the general want of symmetry is normal, the 

single instance of symmetry being exceptional; or (2) the single 

instance of symmetry is normal, the general want of symmetry being 

exceptional. In other words: Christian Anthropology is fundamentally 

one-sided, its doctrine of society however calling for further 

investigation on account of its irregular (symmetrical) structure; 

or, Christian Anthropology is fundamentally symmetrical, as in its 

doctrine of society, but has otherwise come to incomplete expression. 

The solution of this dilemma, like that of the theological problem 

previously exposed, lies outside the bounds of mere static 

ideology, and is to be sought in ideology raised to the dynamic 

level, namely eschatology, to which we consequently pass ;/f
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(3) Eschatology
i

By Esehatology we understand the discussion of religious dynamics 

in general (p.116), that is to say of God and Man no longer in and 

for themselves as hitherto (an indispensable thougih merely preparatory 

undertaking) "but as they confront each other in the unity of the 

concrete religious action. In it the theological and anthropological 

problems are destined to reach internal and external reconciliation. 

It was found (pp.535-536) that the Idea of God constitutes a complex, 

the central motif of an anthropomorphic Deity, derived from Judaism, 

"being flanked on the one side "by the Hellenistic view of Deity as 

an impersonal category of nature, and on the other, by a conception, 

exclusively Christian, which strove to embody an idea transcending 

both aforementioned positions, namely the Doctrine of the Trinity, 

in its pure theoretical form and in its popular liturgical form 

respectively. This distinction provides the basis of the Esehatology, 

which will pass from the theological to the anthropological extremity, 

in conformity therewith, through the Subhuman, Human, and Superhuman 

stages, in that order.

(i) Subhuman Eschatology

The element of the Praxis which is fundamental for Subhuman Esehat 

ology is of course the use of magical charms (pp.239-274) in which 

Christ, under various names, is invoked as a protection against the 

Evil Eye and all mischievous demonic powers, with which, in Crawley*s 

vivid metaphor, the whole air was charged as with electricity or

bacteria (Chantepie d. 1. Saussaye, LBRG i 31). Under Christ 1 s
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protection were also placed public and private "buildings, "by means 

of "brief formulae containing the name and/or sign of Christ (pp.233 

-236). The sign of Christ itself is His Cross, the phallic efficacy 

of which is clearly established (pp.270,516-517); it protects from 

malignant influence every object whereon it is inscribed. Private 

monograms are for this reason frequently cruciform (p.506) and 

invocations to the Virgin are likewise guaranteed safe access "by 

this means (p.283). Artistic basilica-mosaics conform to the cruci 

form pattern (pp.504-505). In no category of inscription is the 

Cross wanting: even State tituli, which resisted "christianizing" 

more stubbornly than texts of any other type, ultimately came to 

be adorned with the Cross and its variants, namely in the Byzantine 

period (p.140). In particular, tombstanes are so richly marked with 

the Cross that its shape and that of its variants, with which the 

apocalyptic letters Alpha and Omega are frequently combined, provide 

a trustworthy index to the chronology of epitaphic material.(p.25). 

Christ's saints, moreover, watch perpetually upon the Byzantine 

battlements (pp.205-207) guarding the city from earthly and mortal 

as well as from aerial and demonic foes. That the use of the 

Scriptures (pp.209-220) serves a similar purpose, is probable, since 

Biblical verses are frequently inscribed on buildings.

In short: the Christian of antiquity, whether alive or dead, 

stood continually under the protection of Christ. Wherever hostile 

forces threatened him, in the storm and stress of life or in death, 

where all was unknown and therefore fraught with terror, a man 

might swiftly and easily, most commonly "by the simple device of 

the Cross, summon to his aid all the beneficent power of the Creator.
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Christ had proved Himself master of all demons and evil spirits, 

having driven them from "before Himi wherever He encountered them, 

namely in the "bodies of madmen; He had overcome even their prince,

Satan himself?' His name therefore, abbreviated as a monogram )|C
p

and assimilated to the shape of His Gross * , finally the Gross

itself H~ | , remained all-poerful against the same enemies of Man 

who, at the mere sight of these magic signs, retired vanquished. 

By association any reminiscence of Christ embodied in Scriptures 

which foretold Him, martyrs who bore witness of Him, relics O'f any 

and every kind, all alike possessed this virtue in greater or less 

strength.

Such is the picture envisaged by magical praxis. It 

reproduces the primitive world-view most plainly?' As it emerges 

from our material it exhibits three outstanding features of pMmary 

importance for our understanding of the Ideology of the Early Church. 

First of all and characteristic of this type of world-view in 

general: divine power can be transmitted from its iurce by mere#s

contact and association, in this respect very much resembling a 

fluid. Secondly, and also characteristic of magic as a whole: this 

power stands under the control of the man who understands the key 

to its use, so that he can direct it to avert ill and bring good, 

entirely at his own pleasure. Thirdly: in Christian magic, the 

source of this beneficent power is Christ, whose Cross, when 

pietorially reproduced, secures for the Christian believer the 

influence desired.

1)Matthew viii 28-32 ix 32-33 xv 22-28 xv/ii 14-18, Mark i 23-27
2)Matthew iv 1-11,Mark i 12-13,Luke iv 1-13
3)Ankermanii in Chantepie d. 1. Saussaye,LBRG i 145-164
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(ii) Human Esehatology .

When the Deity is envisaged as essentially manlike, only on a large 

scale, the relationship naturally becomes more complex: here personal 

categories introduce complications which radically alter the mode 

of action. There can no longer be any question of mere magic, where"by 

Man forces his will upon his surroundings and obtains immediate 

satisfaction: on the contrary, he is now confronted with another Will 

with which he must come to terms. He can no longer work his own 

pleasure "opere operato", but must be prepared to negotiate, propose 

and accept conditions, renounce awhile the desired end, perform tasks 

at the behest of the Deity. There are two sides to the personal

relationship, as has been rightly pointed out: give and take, or
a, . 

value-resistance and value-eooperationt' which, as applied to God,

characterize Him as the source of absolute demand^) "but at the same 

time also of final succour?' A situation of extreme delicacy thus 

results, the religious action being dominated "by tension of two 

*ills striving towards mutual adjustment. In practice, since God 

is ultimately much stronger than Man, this means that Man seeks to 

please God and receive from God some boon in return.

Naturally a theory like this, universally assumed as the basis 

of piety, is never once explicitly formulated in material of the 

type with which we are here occupied. But in the Invocations (pp.275- 

289) and still more in the Dedications (pp.289-322) it is very 

clearly presupposed. It dominates the religious thinking of antiquity

1) Fanner, WG 22
2)Farmer,WG 23
3)Farmer,WG 25
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in general (p.299), and, in the form of the covenant-idea, the 

Bi"blical tradition in particular: Jacob f s vow at Bethel ' on the one 

hand, and on the othefc, Jahveh's promises and threats**' typify the 

religious context of the historical Christian tradition. Only "by 

undertaking meritorious works can a man secure rewards.

1 ^hat then are these works, and what these rewards, as reflected 

in our African material?

Corresponding to the personal relationship in which God and Man 

stand to each other, the primary requirement on the part of Man is 

faith: he must trust God, and show himself trustworthy "before Him. 

For this reason the Christian is called "fidelis',' a faithful one 

(p.387) who, as many a votive dedication records, fulfills to God 

what he has promised "beforehand. Among more zealous spirits, the 

martyrs for example, this faith reaches heroic dimensions: the believ^- 

er then hazards his very life in Christ's service after the manner 

of a reliable legionary, for life is a strenuous war waged "between 

God and the devil (pp.384-385). On the other hand a radically 

different conception of faith is found, consisting merely in 

assent to dogma transcending the intellect: for example, it is not 

only useless, but positively wrong, to ask how Christ was "born or 

why He chose to suffer; one must simply accept the facts or renounce 

the faith (p.518). One might almost say, credo quia absurdumJ To be 

sure, there is no very obvious personal quality in such a faith as 

this at first sight; yet Christ was the Word of God (pp. 218,500,532n2) 

addressed to Man in Holy Scripture (pp.209-220) which bore witness to

1)Genesis xxviii 20-21
2)Leviticus xxvi 2-end
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Him, so that to doubt anything it contained was tantamount to want 

of faith. In this sense ""blind "belief" was no more than a proper 

acceptance of what God Himself speaks. Anything less, on the contrary, 

was distrust in the face of God's express utterance. Some such 

interpretation as this, although it does not occur naturally to the 

theologian of to-day, is decisive for our- understanding of the 

attitude of the Early Church to this particular problem.

Of hope and love, which Paul associates with faith}) our material 

has little to say. Only in proper names do these ideals find substan 

tial expression (pp. 433-434). "Love God" occurs (perhaps) as an 

acclamation (cIV 19) "but the reading is "by no means certain (p. 232). 

Another difficult text seems to speak of love to man as a counterpart 

the love which martyrs show to God (p. 508). Almsgiving we know to 

have "been much admired (pp. 401-402). It need not "be emphasized that 

the desire for "baptism (pp. 503-504) and penance (pp. 190.401) was 

pleasing to God. Above all, the monastic ideal was cherished, especial 

ly in Byzantine times, as the royal road to God* s favour: in the 

last resort it was necessary to withdraw from ordinary life in order 

to merit the title of "devotee of God" or "religious" (pp. 394-397).

And what did pious Christians expect to gain "by means of this 

many-sided system of meritorious condust? There is good reason for 

thinking that worldly "boons were in some cases the aim of pious 

works or their occasion (p. 308). The desire to appease the offended 

Deity produced a number if offerings (p. 552). But there waa one "boon 

above and "beyond all others upon which the eyes of one and all were 

fixed, whether martyrs, ascetics, or ordinary "believers, and in favour

1)1 Cor xiii
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of which earthly Joys of whatsoever kind were cheerfully renounced: 

namely, the hope of immortality. Being mortals they craved for 

an experience known only to Godhood.

A variety of forms can here "be distinguished. It is convenient 

to discuss them under the heads of negative and positive.

In the first place a purely negative picture of otherworldly 

existence confronts us: Christ has robbed death of its terrors, and 

the departed are at peace (pp.325 sqq.). The dead rest (p. 334) or 

sleep (p. 336), "being gathered together with those who have gone 

"before (p. 341). The grave is an altar on which the memory of the 

deceased is solemnly celebrated year "by year (p. 344) or an eternal 

dwelling from which he will never "be dislodged (p. 346). As the

examination of the material in question shows, all this is essentially
vc«,r 

common pagan property, with this difference only\ instead of wishing

that it should be so, the Christian is convinced that in fact it is 

So. Whereas the pagan wishes to be left alone and that the earth 

should lie light upon him, the Christian takes it almost for granted 

that he is at peace; at all events he does not worry.

This is the prevailing attitude from the statistical point of 

view. Occasionally however we are told further of the experiences 

of the deceased, namely that he is happier than on earth}) or- that 

he enjoys perpetual security2 ) or light?) Martyrs are accorded 

speafcial honours, being crowned^) Such details provide a transition 

to a positive otherworldly picture proper, which when fully elaborat 

ed falls into two distinct and mutually contradictory types.

l)bIV 79 QUONDAM BEATUS...ET NUNC BEATIOR g)W 139 AETERHO SAECULO 
PRUITUR PERPETUAM SECURITATEM 3)bIV 79 ETERNA LUCE IAM PRUITUR

283 CORONA ACCEPERUNT cIII 591 VINCENTIBUS CORONA bill 186 etc.
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On the one hand, the soul is depicted as leaving the "body forth 

with, and enjoying an independent existence, namely in the uppaer

regions. This view comes to expression in such texts as cV 50 CAELO
CONSORS 

SEMPER HABITARE, to dwell in heaven for ever, cIV 143&UT FIAT SANCTIS

IN SEDE REGNI CELESTIS, that he may share with the samnts a seat in 

the heavenly kingdom, and cIV 139 QUOD NOMEN SEMPER.. .ASTRA VTGET, 

which name flourishes forever among the stars, with which we may 

compare, amo/j pagan material:-

sidera me retinent^) = the stars possess me 

vivit et astra tenet^) =

non tamen ad Manes sed caeli ad 

sidera pergo • '

he lives and occupies the stars 

yet not to the shades "but to 

the stars of heaven do I

and, from Christian material: -

corpore nam tumulo
mente superna tenet

rettulit ad Christum celsa 
per astra gradum 5)

Honoratus antistes cujus 
spiritus astra tenet 6)

presbyter...eorporeos rumpens 
nexus qui gaudet in astris

for with his "body he occupies 
the tomb, with his mind the 
stars

he returned to Christ "by way 
of the lofty stars

Honoratus the "bishop, whose 
spirit occupies the stars

presbyter.. .who, "bursting asunder 
the fabric of the "body, rejoices 
in the stars

Except for the praise of virginity as a special qualification for

heavenly "bliss therefore, (cIII 591 CONSECRATAE VIRGINITATIS ET
ANGELICA 

CONFESS!ONI3 VICTRICIA PORTANTES TROPEA VESTE INDUTAEft carrying the
A- 

victorious trophies of consecrated virginity and confession, and

l)Buecheler,CLE 1363 2)CLE 1347A 
5)CLE 1434 6)CLE 1425A

3)CLE 569 
OLE 668

4)CLE 1394
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clad in angelic robes, compare Bueeheler 1401 of a virgin, qutod 

tales animae protinus astra petunt = since such spirits forthwith 

make for the stars, and cIV 159 of a virgin, cited on p. 565) there 

is nothing peculiarly Christian in this view of the soul's destiny. 

Still less "Christian11 is the elaborate epitaph cIII 606 which 

contains the following lines:

NAM VIVTT HAEC MORIENS AETERNA IK LUCE MANEBIT 
REDEMTA ET MAGNO PERMANET AELISIO

i.e. ,

for Redem(p)ta lives, though dead, and will remain 
in eternal light and in great Elysium

Reference to the Elysian Fields, which lay however not above but 

on the surface of the earth-p is of course found in pagan material?)
t

and is not wanting (in Christian material outside Africa?) Presumably 

Christians transferred Elysium from the horizontal to> the vertical 

transcendental axis. Both, as we see, exist already in paganism. 

Finally we must ask whether the characteristically Christian 

REFRIGERIUM-acclamation (pp.556-369) presupposes a specifically 

Christian theory of the Transcendental. The answer is in the negative. 

The picture to w&ieh it points, namely that of the soul enjoying 

cool draughts of water, occurs repeatedly in non-Christian ideologies, 

The earliest instance of the theory is in Babylonian eschatology, 

where it is thrice attested: the Gllgamesh Epic speaks of one of 

the denizens of the other world resting on a couch and drinking

l)Rohde,Psyche i 69,76 2)Bueehefcer,CLE 1311 
3)Kaufmann,Handbuch 87
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clear water; 1 ) a clay cone once Juried with a Babylonian coffin 

expresses the wish on befialf of the deceased, "may Ms name continue 

to "be "blessed in the world above; in the world "below may his 

departed spirit drink clear water"; 2 ' and a corresponding curse 

is pronounced against any who should presume to transgress the Laws 

of Hammlirabit "May the "blighting curse of Shamash come upon him 

quickly.1 May he cut off his life above.1 Below, within the earth, 

may he deprive his spirit of water.1 " ' Next, Hellenistic epitaphic 

material provides frequent examples of acclamations of the type: 

$cr(y &( o CM'tfi* T& fyply u$*>p = may Osiris give thee the cool 

waterf) = doese Osiris to psychron hydorf) f^** ^T £<*(*)&>\ "%**%

= may Aidoneus Lord of men give thee cool waterf/ 

Finally, Islam is familiar with this picture: the Koran abounds 

with references to the "gardens beneath which rivers flow" ' and 

cooling draughts of pure water in Paradise?) In particular the Al 

Aaraf surah is of great interest here, since it depicts the Other 

World as consisting of two divisions, Paradise and the Fire, 

separated by a ridge, the inmates of the Fire appealing pathetically 

to the inmates of Paradise to pour out water upon them, in a manner 

strikingly reminiscent of the Dives-Lazarus scene in the New Test 

ament already examined in connection with the Refrigerium-formula?) 

Water is of course of primary importance in hot countries, so that 

the question of historical transmission is superfluous, adequate 

psychological grounds being ready at hand. In so far as borrowing

l)Gilgamesh Epic xii 152 2)Delitzsch,BB 58-59 3)Ham.Code col 43 
4)Rohde,Psyche ii 391n 5)0relli 4766 6)01ivieri klT133/13n
7)Koran 3/130,4/120,5/15,9/73,13/35,16/28-35,,8/30,29/58,57/12, 
61/12,85/12 8,)Koran 7/42-49,37/44-45,47/16,76/5-7 ,15-17 ,22 
9)Koran 7/40-49
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does in fact come into consideration for our Christian material, 

Rohde is undoubtedly right in concluding that Greece acquired the 

theory front EgyptJ) Indigenous points of contact existed already in 

Orphic eschatology?) and the paramount importance of the Nile for 

Egypt's earthly life3 ' points to that country as an obvious source 

of this type of eschatology, since it thereby was in possession of 

the natural conditions required to provide a concrete prototype of 

an Other World offering cool refreshment to the virtuous. That 

Christianity derived it from Hellenism is most probable from what 

we know already of their mutual relations. A Biblical and therefore 

internal tradition in favour of the theory was however not wanting: 

our material mentions the rivers of Paradise of Jewish mythology 

(pp.318-319)i That Babylonian tradition is at work here, as elsewhere 

in the Old Testamentf) is probable, since Palestine was well watered 

and therefore lacked the natural conditions necessary for the 

indigenous growth of the theory. However that may be, Christian 

eschatology in this respect fuses Jewish and, by way of Hellenism, 

Egyptian traditions in the doctrine of Refrigerium. And if we y( 

seek a synoptic view of the Christian theory of immortality as 

hitherto expounded on the basis of the inscriptions, we cannot 

improve upon the prayer incorporated in the Canon odT the Mass:- 5 )

Memento fetiam Donine famulorum Remember also 0 Lord thy
famularumque tuarum N et N qua servants N and N who went
nos praecesserunt cum signo before us with the sign of 
fidei et dormiunt in somno pacis. _ faith and sleep the sleep of
IpsisDomine et omnibus in Christo peace. To them 0 Lord and to
quies^ntibus locum refrigerii all who rest in Christ grant
luciset pacis ut indulgeas a place of refreshment,light
deprecamur per eundem Christum and peace we pray thee, by
Domlnum nostrum. Amen. the same Christ our Lord.Amen,

1)Rohde,Psyche ii 391n 2)01ivieri,klT!33 p. 12 no.ba'l.5
3)Lange in Chantepie d.l. Saussaye,LBRG i 490
4)Delitzsch,BB passim 5)Lietzmann,Ordo Missae klT19 16/13-20(28)
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On the other hand, a totally different eschatology emerges

at rare intervals in our- material. Only two texts are explicit on 

the subject, that namely of a presbyter named Vitalis on the one 

hand, "belonging to the year 456:-

cll 19 5 -f- IN NOMINE PATRIS ET In the name of the Father and of
PILI ET SPS SO AMEN... the Son and of the Holy Spirit
HIC POSITU3 PLAcida in Amen. ..I have been placed here
PACE RESERBOR PULBERI for a time in tranquil peace.
SPES MICI MULTA MANET _ To me, being dust, there remains
NAm te VENTURUM SPERO ~ a great hope, for I look to Thy
DNM QUI CUNCTA CREASTI coming as the Lord Who didst
TIBI UT CINERES ISTOS create everything for Thyself,
SUSCiTES IPSE POTENS. . that Thou, Thyself in power,

	mayest revive these ashes.....

and that of a virgin on the other:-
o///

cIV 61 -T~ NEMINEM DEBERE MORTI No one need trouble to cast
MEAE INYIDENDO LABORARE _ the Evil Eye on my death.
ET TU IN CHRISTO RESURGE3 You, too, will rise again
EGO CASTHE SANTIMONIALE. . in Christ. I, Casthe, etc. etc.

Here, as elsewhere frequently in Christian material - the Resurrect 

ion of the Body (see p. 542.f ) at the Second Coming of Christ, and 

not at all the evaporation of the spirit alone into celestial 

regions, is envisaged. The immortality of which these and kindred 

texts speak is not an experience to be enjoyed immediately on the 

death of the body, but a prospect lying in the indefinitely remote 

future. The Transcendental is here no spatial magnitude, ever 

present, access to which is renewed every time a man, this man or 

that other man, dies, but a temporal event destined to happen but 

once, for which the Church as a whole waits. In a word: here is no 

longer Individual Eschatology, but Collective Eschatology. No more 

complete or thorough- go ing contrast could be desired*

l)Diehl 3461-3487
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Are we then in possession at last of what has so long eluded our 

grasp hitherto, namely Christian eschatology in and for itself? To 

be sure, there is no difficulty in proving that this was the 

eschatology of the Primitive Church}) once the inexorable course of 

events had made it clear that the Advent was no longer to be expected 

within the lifetime of the first generation, as originally thought?) 

When we penetrate further, however, and ask the question /) 

whence springs the ideological foundation of these expectations? the 

answer: nowhere save in Jewish apocalyptic prophecy, which looked 

for a renewal of the world at the hands of the Creator, both the 

dead and the living receiving according to their deserts?) and there 

with provided the prototype for Christian eschatological reflection, 

^settles the problem with decision. Whether one compares the Revel 

ation of John in the New Testament with the Book of Daniel in the Old, 

or seeks to isolate Christian from Jewish elements in the Sibylline 

Oracles, the result is the same: one may speak of Jewish apocalyptic 

eschatology, or Christian apocalyptic eschatology modelled thereon, 

but never of apocalyptic esrchatology itself being peculiarly 

Christian. Christian apocalyptic eschatology differs from Jewish 

apocalyptic eschatology in one respect only, namely in this, that 

Christ therein takes the place of the Messiah, or better: the two 

are fused into one figure, the Creator of the World, Who in His own 

time will judge His creatures, both living and dead, appointing the 

wicked to death and! the righteous to life, and that not one of 

tenuous spirituality, but one enjoyed in the concrete by men complete

1)1 Cor- xv 51-54, Acts ii 14-40, Matthew xxvii 52, et al.
2)John xxi 21-22, 1 Thess v 9-10
3)Davidson,O.T. Theol. 528
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in "body as well a@ spirit. As in Individual Eschatology, which 

we found to "be the product of non-Christian theologizing, the soul 

mounted aloft to Christ (p.565), so here in Collective Eschatology, 

the "body is expected to rise in or through Christ, a Christian 

meaning "being thereby given to what is, just as much as the other, 

a fundamentally non-Christian, "because pre-Christian, eschatological 

formula. We are therefore as far as ever from the desired goal of 

a specifically Christian esc-hatology.

In place of this we have as elements of an eschatology associated 

with the name of Christ the existence of two distinct eschatological 

types, one an eschatology of the individual, the other an eschatology 

of the community. The latter is on the whole earlier than the former 

in attaining; explicit formulation, and has Jewish apocalyptic 

speculation as its proximate source, although other nations have 

produced similar- theories of history, for example the North American 

Indians, who look for a renewal of the world in the remote future;-*-) 

while the former is a secondary development derived in the main 

front the Hellenistic world-view. Inasmuch as Individual Eschatology 

posits immortality as immediately achieved "by the soul alone of the 

individual, his "body dissolving irrevocably to ashes, Collective 

Esehatology on the contrary speaking of immortality as a prospect 

of the remote future, the believing community as a whole then 

rising to meet the returning Christ, each individual complete not 

only with soul "but also v/ith(a now imperishable)"body, an irreducible 

contradiction is thereby produced. A superficial reconciliation is 

achieved, to this extent namely, that in the interval between the

l)Lehmann,Weltuntergang u. Welterneuerung,Zeitschr.f.Eth.1939 p.113
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death of the individual and the resurrection of the community as a 

whole, in which he is destined to share, the deceased occupies a 

negative or neutral position (p. 564) , "being simply "at peace"(cll 

195, p. 569). That is to say: he is free from worry, since he has

faith in Christ and leaves the future in His hands. We should
j»

probably interpet most instances of the IN PACE acclamation,not

further elaborated,in this sense, the parallel acclamation in Jewish 

material "being amenable to a similar exegesis (pp. 326-328). That 

this neutral formula provided the occasion for misunderstandings, 

by prompting the imagination in favour of individual-eschatological 

elaborations (e.g. in pace et paradissu, cIII 322, p. 330) vas 

inevitable, with the result that throughout the period covered by 

our material, both types of eschatology flourished side "by side, 

the logical absurdity of their coexistence notwithstanding. They 

were held together, not "by a theory, but "by the conviction which 

lay deep beneath them and has already come to typical expression 

in "bill 174 (p. 518) and in the last resort underlies all Human 

Esehatology: to wit, that so long as men worship God as manlike, 

they must expect from Him retribution according to their merit. 

But once let the question be asked, How then does this come about? 

and irreconcilable theories make their appearance. There appears 

to "be no one answer, even in the Early Church. In this situation 

however it is our- duty to ask further, Why did Christianity not 

reach a decision on the matter? Why on the contrary did the Early 

Church hold the alternative possibilities in tension? Superhuman 

Eschatology alane possesses th© solution of this final problem.
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(iii) Superhuman Eschatology

When all is said and done, however, the pursuit of the manlike

Deity comes to a halt at length before the inevitable acknowledgement:

My thoughts are not your- thoughts, neither 
are your ways my ways (saith the Lord) for 
as the heavens- are higher than the earth, 
so are my ways higher than your, ways, and 
my thoughts than your thoughts})

and there remains no tiling for Man to do "but to qualify every 

positive assertion about God with a negative one, of which procedure, 

the celebrated "via negationist" of all thorough-go ing mysticism, the 

dialogue between Gargya and Ajatasatru is forever the classical 

expression?) To advance therefore fr-oim this impasse towards a more 

fruitful solution, from a merely negative to a positive formulajr*. 

that is the problem of Superhuman Eschatolojgy.

It is possible within narrow limits to predict the general 

structure of any possible Superhuman Eschatology on the ground of 

what has already been established at more easily accessible levels. 

When, namely\ in Subhuman Eschatology the initiative rests with Man, 

who has control of the religious action (p.560), Human Eschatology 

on the other hand ascribing- much less complete independence to Man, 

corresponding to the more thoroughly developed idea of Deity, the 

action being no longer onesided, but determined by the mutual 

relations of two persons bound together by rights and obligations 

(p.561), the process may be expected to go further in Superhuman 

Eschatology: the initiative must pass wholly to God, Who, in so far

1)1salah lv 8-9 2)Brlhadaranyaka Upanishad ii 1/1-13
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as He thereby transcends the scope of humanity in His actions, must 

at the same time exhibit traits which because human categories are 

no longer sufficient to explain them, and superhuman categories are 

lacking, must be described in subhuman terms. And in fact "both these 

tendencies may be very clearly observed, namely in mysticism. On the 

one hand, the mystics one and all declare the extremity of religious 

experience to have been reached when God alone is active, Man as such 

being reduced to utter passivity?-) On the other hand it is notorious 

that the mystical idea of Deity is unanimously impersonal, the 

impersonal and non-human character of the Deity coming not only to 

grand and noble, but frequently to ignoble and fantastic expression, 

as in the assertion that God would not exist but for Man?) It is 

clear however from, such language that in spite of its heroic efforts 

mysticism does not possess the solution to the problem. The fact that 

self-deification is far from unkrown in mystical piety^) is of 

symptomatic significance in this connection: the worshipper, seeking 

God, returns upon himself. Obviously there is something wrong with 

a technique which leads to such absurdities. But most significant of 

all from our special point of view is the fact that in Mysticism, 

not sporadically "but as a constantly-recurring, almost diagnostic 

feature thereof, the active life, is indifferent to the mystic, who 

is raised by his piety above "ordinary" morality^) This however 

means an end to decision and responsibility: where rights and 

obligations are renounced, so also is personality, which must be

l)van der Leeuw,Phanoinenologie 479-480 2)ib.484 
3)ib.485 4)ib.483
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conserved at all costs. Otherwise the so-called Superhuman Eschatology 

is only Subhuman, neither God nor Man "being adequately envisaged. 

It is "better in these, circumstances to content oneself with Human 

EschatolO'gy, where at least the idea of Man receives justice, and 

the idea of God so far as that is possible within anthropomorphic 

limits, than to elaborate under the name of Superhuman Eschatology 

an account of the mutual relations of God and Man in which even 

Man is not adequately described, far less God, and which therefore 

is inferior even to Subhuman Eschatology, since it does not so much 

as fulfil its own claims. No: however completely the initiative 

may rest with God, and however high God may stand abo-ve human 

categories, neither He nor Man must be conceived as less than human: 

only in so,far as these three expectations are realized have we 

the right to speak of Superhuman Bschato&ogy at all.

Now where in all our- material is Superhuman Bschatology to 

be found? Nowhere is such an eschatology expounded in detail; 

naturally not, since the inscriptions were produced for the most 

part "by quite humble people, and certainly not in the interest of 

speculative theologyJ It must therefore be sought in the Praxis, or 

not at all. And since the possibility of it was given in the 

Doctrine of the Trinity attested in our- Material (p. 536), a feature, 

therefore, which is quite peculiar to Christianity (p.531), it is 

to the specifically Christian element of the Praxis to which we 

must turn for instruction.

When the Praxis is reviewed from this point of view, it is 

astonishing how little there is in it of which we can roundly say: 

this is entirely new, without prototype or analog±«y in all the
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ancient world, this is unique, this is an absolutely exclusive 

product of the Christian tradition.1 Here and. there expressions 

are to "be found hard or impossible to parallel in detail, and of 

course the name of Christ is encountered everywhere, bearing 

witness to the origin of the monuments on which it occurs; but 

the way from such isolated features to an eschatological theory 

is not at all manifest at this stage. The Praxis as a whole can 

be accounted for- in terms of ancient usage in general.

There is one, and only one, remarkable exception, and that on
s^"" '""'\

a large scalejf ; the practice!namely) whereby, in those regions 

most intensely evangelized, the age of the deceased was reckoned, 

not front his Mrth, but from his baptism(pp.473-480). Nothing 

resembling this custom has been known before or since, and at 

present we are not able to demonstrate its existence outside 

Africa, and will not be able to do so until the material of other 

Christian countries has been statistically organized. This feature 

of the Praxis, therefore, is destined to supply what we seek, or 

the eschatological problem must be given up as insoluble.

What therefore is the eachatological meaning- of this custom? 

Life, it proclaims, begins at baptism. A man who dies at the somatic 

age of 70 having been baptized at the somatic age of 20 is said 

to have lived 50 years. At the same time, Christian baptism, like 

its prototype in the mysteries, confers eternal life on the person 

baptized(pp. 503-504). From what point then is the baptized reckoned 

immortal? The custont under discussion implies two negative answers 

to this question which are of very great eschatological importance. 

First, not from somatic Mrth: life in the concrete according to the
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ordinary meaning of the word is not the scene of eschatological 

action, as such. Only after "baptism does it have eschatological 

value. But second, not from somatic death: a possible Transcendental 

is not the scene of eschatological action, as such. The Christian 

lives not from somatic death, "but from "baptism,or not at all; the 

dead are "beyond "baptism. In other words/ to abide "by our example, 

the eschatologically decisive period for the Christian is the period 

of 50 years "between the age of 20 at which he was "baptized and the 

age of 70 at which he wae died. Superhuman Eschatology thus holds 

Subhuman and Human Eschatology in tension, inasmuch as on the o>ne 

hand these types have a this-worldly and other-worldly orientation 

respectively, and on the other, Superhuman Eschatology, "by declining 

absolute validity to either world^ confers relative validity to 

"both. This world is eschatologically significant, "because it is 

the scene of baptism; "but apart from "baptism, iA is of no eschatolog 

ical significance whatsoever. The other world is involved in the 

consequences of "baptism, "but apart fromi "baptism has no existence 

in its own right. To "be sure, a this-worldly or an other-worldly 

orientation is indispensable to any eschatology; "but Superhuman 

Eschatology does not regard the decision as one of importance. 

Superhuman Eschatology proclaims the relativity of eschatology 

in general.

But a positive implication also inheres in this feature 

of the Praxis, corresponding to the function of baptism. In baptism, 

namely, the individual confesses Christ "by passing into the Church. 

Eschatologically interpreted, this means: God challenges Man to 

accept or- reject Himself in and through the community of believers
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historically continuous with the first disciples of Jesus Christ, 

crucified under Pontius Pilate. The individual's conduct therefore, 

the choice he makes in affirming his solidarity with the Church or 

his isolation and aloofness from it, with the judgment on a specific

historical problem therein pre-supposed/~that, and that alone, and
h-

that above all/is of decisive and radical importance from the stand 

point of Superhuman Eschatology.

As in mysticism, God here holds the initiative throughout; but 

observe in what mannerfTTot "by descending upon the individual emptied 

of all individuality and using- him as a mere automatic instrument of 

His will, but "by calling: the Church into existence without the 

permission of the individual and previous to the individual, thereby 

confronting him with an unforeseen problem over which he has no 

control. As in mysticism also, God here transcends completely the 

limits of manlikeness; but observe again, in what manner; Not by 

emerging to the intelligence as an absolute logical category of which 

one must forever say "not this, not this", still less as an Unknown 

Something dependent on My Consciousness, but by making Himself known 

in and under the concrete world-process as it passes before, draws 

near, and ultimately engulfs the spectator in the stark objectivity 

of history. And lastly, mysticism is left far behind inasmuch as here 

the individual, far from being robbed of his personality, has it 

not only conserved for him in full measure, but over and above that, 

infinitely enhanced also; for decision, that is to say, control over 

one's actions according to one's insight of the situation, inevitably 

presupposes personality, even constituting it where before it did not 

exist, and this holds good a hundredfold of a decision which brings |
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the individual right out of his loneliness and isolation and casts 

him straight into the whirlpool of the community-life, where, 

surrounded on every side by his equals, and therefore subject all 

the time to the laws of rights and obligations welding together the 

social order, he is forced to adjust himself from time to time to 

the common interest as the changing situation demands. Here, to be 

sure, all talk of superiority to moral considerations or of self- 

deification is simply impossible?"No: in Superhuman Eschatology, 

Man is Man and while he is complete Man, he still remains Man only; 

and God remains God. How He works, how, above all, He deals with Man, 

is not to be expounded; it can only be experienced.

The eschatological question on p.572 has thus already been 

answered: the contrast between the Immortality of the Soul and the 

Resurrection of the Body emerged because Superhuman Eschatology, 

the specifically Christian eschatology, taught neither, although
i

each separately could be expounded and were actually expounded in 

a Christian sense (see p.571). Superhuman (Christian) Eschatology 

indeed, as we see clearly enough, considered in and for itself, 

does not represent God as disputing with Man and instructing him 

on his constitution and destiny, but as requiring of hint a decision 

here and now. The excellence or want of excellence to be found in 

Man's theological language are alike irrelevant;-'

In an altogether similar manner the ideological problems 

which emerged at lower levels find thetr solution here. Thus when 

it is found that Christian Anthropology issues in the dilemma 

formulated on p.557, the reason for this is now obvious. On the

l)Brunner,Religionsphilosophie evangelischer Theologie 79
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basis of the superhuman-esehatological results already won, we 

recognize without difficulty « the tension "between Individualism 

and Collectivism as typical. Only an individual can make a decision; 

"but only as affirming his collective character can the individual 

make his decision in the first place (p.579). The relative validity 

of "both accounts of Man's social structure is thereby established, 

the absolute validity of either being at the same time denied 

outright. It follows that the onesidedness of Christian Anthropology 

in other respects is superficial only. Prom the results of the 

eschatological discussion (p.579) it is plain that Christianity as 

such is ne^ither idealistic nor materialistic, but can be expounded 

and has in fact been expounded in terms of either type of psychology 

according to circumstances. That an idealistic psychology prevails 

in our material is thus quite to be expected, in view of the 

idealistic orientation of the psychology favoured at that time in 

that civilization. The pessimistic tone of Christian value-judgments 

characteristic of the material has an altogether analogous basis.

In shorts^ Christianity as such is not concerned with a possible
/^ 

Doctrine of Man in the abstract, but only with the behaviour of

this or that man in the concrete as he makes answer to G-od 1 s 

inescapable interrogation}) All other questions, however interesting, 

are therewith relegated to the background.

Not only the anthropological, but also the theological 

problem is clarified when reconsidered in the light of Superhuman 

Eschatology. There the quantitative and qualitative aspects of Deity

l)Bultmann,Jesus 44-47
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produced a dilemma of the now familiar type (p.536). Since personality 

cannot in the last resort "be abstracted from persons - it must "be 

affirmed most emphatically, persons; the solitary individual, surround^ 

"by mere things is as such devoid of personality, which can only "be 

developed in a society of individuals mutually "bound together Toy 

rights and obligations - the ascription of personality, or manlike- 

ness, to God inevitably leads to polytheism, complete manlikeness 

involving the necessity that the Godhead should conform to the 

requirements of mankind's social structure. A single anthropomorphic 

Deity, like the single human individual, requires one or more 

counterparts in relation to whom for the first time it becomes 

possible for Him to unfold His nature. But God's unity thereby falls 

to ruinsf^bn the other hand, God's unity can only be maintained at 

the expense of His personality: the more carefully it is formulated, 

the less manlike does God becomeT" Such is the problem underlying 

the Doctrine of the Trinity. The question naturally arises: Whence 

comes the necessity of this fruitless grappling? Were it not much 

better for the Christian theologian to content himself with a 

moderate theory of unity and a moderate theory of personality, e.g. 

that there is but one God, and that He is merciful, etc.etc.etc.? 

Superhuman Eschatology disposes of this senseless question once for 

all by drawing attention to the crux of the problem: crucifixus sub 

Pontio Pilato (p.578). Quite apart from the lelicate distinction 

previously drawn between "Trinity" and "Triad" (p.531) one feature 

distinguishes Christianity from all religions without exception, 

however much it resembles them in oither respects: never once, before 

or since, has the historical as such been reckoned decisive for the
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religious action, save in Christianity. Of all the numerous 

Saviour-religions of the ancient world which Christianity so 

strongly resembled^) not one dared to depict the saving act as 

having taken place during a Roman official's tenure of office, none 

in fact was in a position to refer to any current system of time- 

reckoning whatsoever. Christianity, on the contrary, "began with a 

deed of God in history. To "be sure, Christianity made copious use 

ot myth in its preaching; "but the process of Christian tradition 

was not frora myth to history as in the O'ther Saviour-religions of 

the time, "but on the contrary, front history to myth?) as a compar 

ison "between the synoptic and the Johannine gospels plainly shows?-' 

It was in order to formulate this experience, namely that God was 

encountered not apart from, "but in the course of history, that the 

Church undertook the impossible theological task of expounding God 

as Three in One and One in Three. There can be no question of 

"understanding41 this formula; in the sense of a theoretical grasp, 

an ability to delimit it conceptually, no o>ne in fact "understands" 

it, has ever "understood" it, or has any prospect of ever "under 

standing" it. But whoever is not too proud to share the fellowship 

of the witnessing community which cherishes the New Testament and 

lives "by it, knows well enough what it means.

The Christian worid-view in its entirety therefore, as it 

emerges from our material, can "be described in terms of a twofold 

principle. In the first place we have the Church's experience of

1)Wendland,Die helLXenistiseh-rttmische Kultur 167
2)Dibelius,Gospel Criticism and Christology 13
3)Dibelius.,Die Formgeschichte des Evangeliums 286-287
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God in history, itself devoid of ideological content, and consisting 

instead of Man's acknowledgement of God in Christ. In the second 

pfcace we have all the ideological riches of the ancient world, in 

which however all experience of God in history is lacking. Christian 

Ideology represents a synthesis of the former, which "because of 

its want of content, and the plastic function we must ascribe to it, 

we choose to call the Formal Principle, and the latter, which on 

account of its wealth of shapeless content, and the passive ro^le 

we must ascribe to it, we denominate forthwith the Material 

Principle. The synthesis was no arbitrary o<ne which might have "been 

avoided. On the contrary, it was necessary in the interests of the 

Christian mission which without it would have "been impossible. The 

primitive Christian experience was bouoid to make use of current 

ideological categories in order to make itself articulate, whether 

internally, i.e. that the Church should make its existence clear to 

itself, or extemaally, i.e. that the Church should be a"ble to 

communicate with the world at large and proclaim its message in a 

manner all might understand. This accounts for the juxtaposition in 

Christian Ideology of elements of every kind, regardless of logical 

consistency: any theory at all in its environment was of service 

to the Sarly Church for the purpose of formulating the fundamental 

Christian experience, which "because it was the result of God's 

initiative and not the result of Man's excogitations about God, 

was ideologically neutral and capable of being expounded with 

equal success (and inevitably also, equal lack of success!) in 

terms of any and every ideological category. In the process, as 

was natural, the raw stuff ready to hand in the environment
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was subject to greater or less modification according to circum 

stances, with the result that however closely Christian material 

may resem"ble non-Christian material of the same class, it can 

always be distinguished therefrom, "by the mere name of Christ if 

"by nothing else. Generally the difference is more subtle, as for 

example in the Base of the Doctrine of the Trinity, which, while 

resembling other triadic formulae, is nevertheless distinct front 

them (p.531). Moreover all such differences have this in common, 

that they can be traced to the specifically historical experience 

of the Church which controls the process as a whole. Thus to abide 

by our example, the Doctrine of the Trinity owes its peculiar 

structure to the desire to embrace history in a special manner as 

the decisive scene of God 1 s initiative in His dealings with Man 

(p.582). In a word: the Christian experience of God in Christ at 

once smote hard upon the world-view of the ancient Hellenistic 

(Judaeo-Graeco-Roman) civilization, and reconstructed it from top 

to "bottom so that directly or indirectly Christ came to be invested 

with all the predicates of Deity then current. In this way emerged 

the world-view of the Early Church.

The above formula serves also (mutatis mutandis) to clarify the 

Praxis, which owing to its diffuse character stands in sore need 

of some such organizing principle (p.524). Here namely,it is at 

last plain why the specifically Christian element is of such 

slight bulk in relation to the whole. Of the epigraphical categories 

only the martyrs 1 memorials and the quotations from Scripture are 

exclusively Christian types of inscription, the historical
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orientation of which is manifest: "both serve to preserve connection 

with the Church 1 ® concrete origin. Otherwise no new forms were 

called forth, "but traditional customs were retained, vows, charms, 

dedications and the like continuing in the community as workd of 

piety, the name of the Deity alone being changed.

The chronology and topography of the material can likewise 

be understood from this point of view. On the one hand we observe 

the decisive importance of the 4th century inasmuch as none of the 

categories apart from the epitaph are found before that period; only 

after the victory of Constantine I had pluaced the Church in a 

politically secure position does Christian epigraphy flourish, and 

the community develop a many-sided religious praxis. On the other 

hand, the map of Christian Africa can be divided into well-defined 

sones according to the familiar- military pattern: the entire 

western part of the country, Tingitan^ and part of Caesarean 

Mauretania namely, corresponds to a typical patrol area, pagan 

influence there prevailing-, and Christianity being content with 

sporadic thrusts counterbalanced "by judicious accommodations; 

the rest of Mauretania, Numidia, and part of Byzacena together 

constitute an area of strong points, where Christianity and Paganism 

grapple desperately, the former winning in the end in spite of 

ominous reverses of detail; finally, Carthage and its neighbour 

hood, corresponding to its central position, enjoys relative 

security and emerges in our material as the seat of a sedentary 

Christian existence indulging freely in self-development.

Lastly, peculiarities in detail are to be understood in the

same way. VIXIT IN PACE for example (pp.371 aqq.) , the most notable
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of the few formulae exclusive to Christian material, emphasises the 

fact that the Christian possesses peace not only at death "but in 

life also, and thus refers directly to the eschatological constit 

ution of the Church (pp.576-577), nothing more being thereby 

involved than a most significant modification of the traditional 

VIXIT formula. It is needless to multiply examples of the uniform 

mode in which the formal and material principles combine to produce 

the Praxis as it stands in the material before us: the prevailing 

paganism of the Praxis as a whole, relieved here and there by 

significant Christian modifications, is a regular phenomenon which 

can be studied in ddtail over and over again, alike on a large and 

on a small scale, on almost every page.

Such then is the popular religion of the Early Church as reflected 

in the Christian inscriptions of North Africa, in some ways a 

"typical, in other ways a unique example of a western province of 

the ancient Roman Empire. Before formulating general conclusions 

it will be instructive to notice the resemblances and differences 

between it and the piety of Islam, the religion which succeeded 

Christianity as the prevailing faith of North Africa, and which 

for that reason is of special interest in this connection.

The Arabic inscriptions of the first two centuries following 

the Hegira, of which a negligible number are to be found in North 

Africa}) most of those to be cited coming from Egypt, reflect an 

earnest monotheistic 4piety of a type strongly reminiscent of the

1)RCEA 54 87 143 181 276
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Old Testament religion. The epitaphs are rigidly stereotyped, and 

invariably embody a summary of the Moslem confession. Typical of 

literally hundreds is the following Egyptian example:-1 )

This is that of which Abd Allah son of Lahia
al-Hadrami "bears witness: namely that there
is no god "but Allah alone, without associate,
and that Mahomet is his servant and messanger.
It is as a witness to this faith that he
spent his life, died, and will rise again,
God willing. May the mercy and pardon of God
"be upon him.1 .........».............*.......»....•« (A.D. 790)

Here the oneness of God is proclaimed, Mahomet is hailed as His 

prophet, and the deceased hopes for resurrection, resting in the 

mean time on the mercy of God. Other texts, elaborating the above 

scheme, tell us further that God is one, without companion or child 

(an obvious reference to the Christian Doctrine of the Trinity, 

misunderstood from its popular* version, see.p.535. , which is there 

by repudiated), that God is merciful, loving, indulgent, one who 

pardons, is near to the worshipper, and hears willingly?' is 

immortal and omnipotent, having control over life and deathf) and 

demanding obedience?) The Koran is the supreme revelation,,taking 

precedence over the Pentateuch and the Gospel, both of which are 

thereby accorded relative validity^) Eschatology in the narrower 

sense dominates Moslem epitaphs,especially from A.D.800 onwards, 

the faithful regularly attesting their belief in the "verities" of 

death and resurrection?) death, paradise, hell, resurrection?) and 

death, resurrection, the last judgement, paradise, hell, and Munkir 

and Nakirf) i.e. the angels who preside at the "examination of the

1)RCEA 55 2)RCEA 248 3)RCEA 197 4)RCEA 103 5)RCEA 38 

6)RCEA 193 7)RCEA 63 8)RaG£ 65 9)RCEA 117
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tomb!1 ' Belief in angels generally is mentionedf) "but Allah 1 s 

absolute sovereignty is not thereby prejudiced; He remains the 

sole disposer of human fortunes, consigning the o"bedient to paradise, 

and the disobedient to hell?) The pious Moslem styles him|elf 

a"bd Allah, Servant of God (cf .pp. 394-395.1 ) , this designation "being 

so popular as to gain currency as a proper name, Abd Allah or 

AbdullahvO Thus at the time when Islam, convinced in its destiny 

as a religion for all mankindf) swept Christianity from Africa and 

established itself there in its stead, its piety was of the full- 

"blooded, straightforward, purposeful type already familiar to us by 

the name of Human Eschatology. Its strongly-delineated idea of G-od 

as single and manlike, its doctrine of the other world, and the
•

moral earnestness of its anthropology combine to justify this 

generalization. This religion, inspired throughout by the Koran, 

had a mission and knew it.

It was this vigorous faith that drove Christianity from Africa 

about A.D.700. Par other is the Islam which occupies Africa to-day. 

Allah now has 99 names, to be repeated by the pious in their exact 

order by means of a rosary;"7 ) the names of the four archangels 

Djebril, Mikail, Azrail, and Israfil, tattooed on the limbs, 

give protection against bodily maladies; 8 ) Koran texts serve the 

same end when worn next the person;^) holy men(marabouts) spread 

sanctity (baraka) all around by mere contact when alive^O) their 

very spittle being prized^ 1 ) and when dead they continue the

l)Palmer,Koran p.lxix 2)RCEA 132 3)RCEA 153 4)RCEA 9,14,18 
5)RCEA 54,87 6)RCEA 242 7)Doutt4 199-203 8)Doutt6 165 
9)Doutte 226-233 10)Doutte 439-440 ll)Doutte 440-441
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influence from the tomb, which accordingly "becomes a place of 

pilgrimage, and the centre of a cult of relicsj) A stone rubbed 

against the body and lodged in a sanctuary cures illness?) Sorcerers 

of a standing far below that of the marabout*5 ) are yet credited 

with magic power whereby they but wish for a thing in order to 

bring it to pass?' Magic is always in demand against the Evil Eye£) 

belief in which is now part of orthodox Moslem faith?/ amulets of 

all kinds being devised for this purpose?) ranging from the Hand 

of Patma8 ) and the Phallus^) to cryptic signs10 ) including the 

Seal ot Solomon, of which there are two forms, viz. -^ and 1*r, the 

former (5-pointed) being more popular than the latter 6-pointed 

version}-*-) The best commentary on this richly-varied and all- 

embracing praxis is Section V of the analytic part, dealing with 

Christian charms (pp.239-274), with which it shares numerous 

features, both formal and material, supplemented by the discussion 

of hagiographic texts (pp.142-208). There can be no doubt about it: 

here we have the clearest possible instance of Subhuman Eschatology 

that could be desired. Prom worshipping God as a being before whom 

he was responsible the Moslem has degenerated into a worker of 

magic, oppressed by the fear of the Impersonal yet employing the 

Impersonal to his own ends.

Islam thus exhibits the same practical and ideological 

features, speaking broadly, as the Christianity it replaced, with

l)Doutte 443 2)Doutte 447 3)Doutte' 54 4)Doutt6 316
5)Doutte 317-318 6)Doutte 322 7)Doutte' 147-149
8)Doutt£ 325 9)Douttfe 325n lOjDoutte' 154 ll)Douitt^ 156-157
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the exception namely, that the Superhuman Eschatology which makes 

the latter what it is, is altogether lacking. Islam, in other words, 

is a teaching a~bout G-od and a technique whereby Man hopes to worship 

God; "but nowhere is Islam exhibited as an Act of God Himself. The 

highest point reached in its teaching about God is that He is One, 

and therefore essentially an isolated magnitude; and the furthest 

extent of the worship of God it prescribes is absolute o"bedience. 

Nowhere does anything emerge in it which might not have emerged 

for example in Judaism had the Jews maintained national solidarity 

on their own soil and fulfilled the role of a victorious instead of 

a vanquished people. Nowhere is God a historical experience in the 

Christian sense.

Admittedly it is difficult to discuss such an intangible 

phenomenon as the specifically Christian (p. 582), "but the position 

may "be conveniently epitomized "by means of a. reference to the 

peculiarities of epigraphical style found in Christian remains in 

contrast to pre-Christian and post-Christian material of the same 

type. Whereas pagan epitaphs regularly record the number of years 

to the credit of the deceased, but omit all mention of the date of 

his death, that PERFIDUS INPELIX HORRIPICUSQUE DIES}) and the 

epitaphs of Moslems (see RCEA passim) on the other hand record 

most scrupulously the date of death or date on which the tomb was 

built, never once telling how long the deceased had lived, the 

typical Christian epitaph unites both items of information. This 

characteristic feature of Christian material is symptomatic:

l)Buecheler,CLE 1307
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whereas the average pagan Roman dreaded death as robbing him of

life without holding out any "better prospect "by way of compensation, 

and the pious Moslem pictured the other world as so delicious as to 

refcder this world of little account, the Christian had discovered 

something "better than either, in comparison with which and apart 

from which both were to hint equally important and equally lacking 

in importance: namely, life in God through Christ. The authentic 

Christian experience thus subtl^ify asserts itself a posteriori 

amid the welter of religious phenomena in general.

CONCLUSION

A generation ago Harnack ascribed the victory of the Early Church 

over the ancient world, in particular as against two other 

claimants to the title of a universal religion, namely Manichaeism 

and Neoplatonism,' to its extreme simplicity, which enabled it to 

develop without limit in a syncretistic direction, and so fulfil 

the religious needs of all types of men; 2 / while with special 

reference to Mithraism, the foremost representative of the mystery- 

cults contesting the field against Christianity, Cumont drew 

attention to the fact that whereas Mithraism and other kindred 

cults remained essentially oriental in character, Christianity 

on the other hand developed along European lines and so drove its 

rivals from the scene?) In the present investigation Christianity

1)Harnack,Mission i 393
2)Harnack,Mission i 397
3)Cumont,Les Mysteres de Mithra 208-209
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has emerged as, in its essence, even simpler than llamack supposed, 

and, in its manifestation, even more richly syneretistic, while its 

"European" quality is everywhere attested in Cumont's sense, the 

extent to which Christianity emerges as a Graeco-Roman phenomenon 

"being truly remarkable.

Since however the material is overwhelmingly post-Gonstantinian, 

the interest here lies not so much in the rise of the Early Church as 

in its African development. The specifically African stigmata, viz.: 

Christian FLAMINES PKRPETUI (pp.126,374-5),DOMU3 ROMULA (pp.347-349) , 

IM3-H3B (p.353), the Hontanist "Trinity"(pp.186-7), Donatist slogans 

(pp.224-226), and the exceptional popularity of Biblical texts (p.220) 

define for us the character of African Christianity as such: in Africa 

the Church was externally more generously accommodating and internally 

more in earnest than elsewhere. Africa was thus far a land of extremes. 

Hence no doubt the historical importance of the African Church.

But the chief problem of the African Church, the problem which 

more than all others receives light from the inscriptions because 

of their chronology, is and remains its own tragic destiny: its 

wholesale extinction in favour of Islam by the year 700. Holme, it 

will be rementoered, ascribes this calamity to the fact that Africa 

was Christianized only in so far as it was already Romanized, so that 

the African Church disappeared automatically with the expulsion of 

the Romans from the country and its occupation by the Arabs (p.3). 

In this connection it has been convincingly argued that the want of 

a vernacular Bi"ble was the main cause, Sgypt and Armenia being 

cited as examples of the steadfastness of non-Roman and non-Greek
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elements once the Scriptures have "been put within their reach.-' On 

the other hand Toutain has maintained that although the conservatism 

of the natives was proof against the numerous mystery-cults of 

antiquity, it was unable to withstand aggressive and intolerant 

religions like Christianity and Islam?) Essentially the same solution, 

formulated however with infinitely greater precision, and grounded 

on a general judgment concerning the cultural problem of North Africa 

as a whole, is offered "by Thieling, who declares that the native 

population, "being itself incapable of independent achievements of 

cultural importance, has fulfilled instead the r6le of intermediary 

in the development of civilization, accepting for the JrLme being 

but not absorbing or inwardly appropriating the influence of foreign 

powers by which it is from time to time subdued: thus it has 

successively adapted itself to Punic, Greek, Roman, Vandal, and 

finally to Arabic conquerors, and at present stands under the 

influence of the French?' There are thus two answers to the problem 

at present current: (l) The natives were not gained for Christianity, 

otherwise Africa Might still be Christian; and (2) Whether they 

were or not, they would not in any case have proved loyal.

That the native population was not in fact evangelized except 

in so far as it was in the first place Romanized, has been securely 

established: the Church in Africa was Latin, and the native element 

was insignificant (p.442). That is all that the inscriptions have 

to say on the problem as hitherto formulated. They suggest two 

further reasons, however, for the downfall of the African Church,

1)Cooksey,The Land of the Vanished Church 21-22
2)Toutain,CPER ill 118
3)Thieling,Der Hellenismus in Kleinafrika 3
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which are no doubt ultimately connected: (l)The Church in Africa was 

never so stable as elsewhere; one cannot peruse the texts for long 

without being reminded of the Donatist troubles, the Vandal invasion, 

and the Byzantine recovery. The arrival of the Arabs found a 

Christianity exhausted by continual struggles between political and 

ecclesiastical rivals whereby the possibility of a peaceful and 

settled condition was again and again postponed by internal and 

external dispeace. In face of a united and aggressive Islam the
-!_.-<. I » . 

*•-
~t

constitutionally weak African Church had no choice but to disintegrate,, 

(2)It must be seriously questioned whether the inward condition of 

the African Church, and the critical moment, was much better than 

its outward condition. If the inscriptions witness at all faithfully 

to the piety of the African Church, it is obvious that under the 

Byxantines African Christianity resembled very much the African 

Islam of to-day, that is to say, was a degenerate phenomenon, whereas 

the Islam to which it fell resembled very much the zealous African 

Christianity of the persecution-period (pp.587-589), when the 

splendid conduct of the martyrs of Africa in face of official 

opposition resulted in the province becoming afterwards outstanding 

in the West as a seat of the veneration of the saints. In other 

words: round about 700 the youthful and fresh Islam was in fact 

superior to the Church in Africa even from a religious standpoint: 

so far removed from the simplicity of the Gospel had the piety of 

the African Church become, that the incoming Islam in fact showed 

itself a higher religious achievement. The African Church was ripe 

for reform, but no movement in that direction coming from within, 

judgment descended from without, and the African Church was not
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reformed, but destroyed. The Church which once had witnessed 

gloriously, after resting on its laurels and indulging in self- 

development to the point of schism, was no longer capable of life.

Now it is altogether excellent to mourn the loss of North 

Africa to the Church, and to pray for the day when that land will 

once more "be claimed by the Gospel; but a much more urgent task 

lies directly to hand: namely to learn from the mistakes of that 

great Church of North Africa, which in its day produced Tertullian, 

Lactantius, Cyprian, Augustine, and countless martyrs and saints. 

As we see them at a distance of a thousand years and more, these 

fatal errors were the following:-

First, the sense of mission was lacking. The Lybic-Berbers 

ought to have been evangelized, so that even on the withdrawal of 

the Latin governing element they might have had the chance at least 

of standing their ground. We have no right to say in advance whether 

any ethnic group is likely to prove loyal or not, when once in 

possession of the Gospel. Christ died for all men without exception, 

the weak and despicable included. Christianity is not limited by 

civilization, but is addressed to all men everywhere unconditionally.

Second, human arrogance produced fatal schisms. Christianity 

is not an achievement of man, and can never become an achievement 

of man. The Donatists, in spite of all that has been said in praise 

of them, were fundamentally wrong in so far as they strove for 

human perfection at the expense of Christian unity.

Third, in the course of time the kernel of the Gospel sank from 

view beneath its ever-thickening husk, namely the theological 

language in which it was expounded in word and deed. The primitive
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message, that God was in Christ reconciling the world unto Himself,' 

produced an infinite series of analytic judgments until connection 

was finally lost and nothing remained except a miscellany of 

religious commonplaces whose luxuriance was now quite "beyond control.

Such are the sins of the African Church for which it paid 

with its life, and not of the African Church only, "but of the Early 

Church as a whole, indeed of Christendom itself, our own generation 

included] Let us see what they involve for us.

There can "be no dispute at all about the first, at least
iin principle, although in practice it is "becoming increasingly hard
A

to overcome natural antipathies in loyalty to the Gospel. Nothing 

must "be permitted to o"bscure from us the fact that even our enemies 

have access to God's grace?)

The second point is more difficult to avoid. The ideal of 

human perfection is meritorious, and negligence for the sake of 

securing all-round agreement is to "be condemned. Hence there will 

always "be tension within the Church regarding this problem. But in 

the last resort it is clear that we should choose to renounce 

personal satisfaction rather than reduce the scope of the Christian 

mission. After all, our ultimate worth lies in our faith towards God.

The third sin of the Early Chiarch is the one we have least 

reason to condemn, in view of the extreme difficulty of avoiding it. 

As we see from the inscriptions, we should not, "but for Christianity, 

have any notion of God at all except as abstracted from history; even 

when in control of history, as in the Old Testament, He is all the

1)2 Cor v 19
2)Barth, Letter to French Protestants, CNL Books no. 11,p.34
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time transcendental in relation thereto. But the Church witnesses

to the conviction that without renouncing transcendence God "was 

in Christ reconciling the world unto Himself'(p. 596) and claiming 

its acknowledgement of Himself in a concrete and decisive manner. 

The Gospel is thus a synthetic judgment a posteriori concerning God, 

presuppHbsing a possible world-view and requiring for its formulat 

ion a system of analytic judgments in terms thereof. No fommlation 

however simple can dispense with this presupposition: even the 

apostolic formulation for example, which is here employed, pre 

supposes a system of theological ideas, one namely which views the 

world as "being at variance with God. In other words, the "kernel" 

in the metaphor (p. 595) can never exist without a "husk" of some 

kind, except in the immediate conscious 

ness of the "believer, where it consists in the 

attitude of his will alone. Once the Christian seeks to 

conceptualize his experience in order to have it clearly "before his 

own intelligence, OP wishes to communicate his discovery to others, 

the "husk" at once appears of necessity, in terms of 

his own worid-view. The "husk" is capable of endless elaboration 

according to the type of world-view into which the "kernel" 

penetrates (p.584). This is the process known as syncretism. Plainly 

vigilance is necessary to ensure that the "husk" is pruned from 

time to time to preserve the outline of the "kernel" and to free 

fronL hindrance its continuous movement forward. Harnack says this 

in different words when, having, described the process whereby the 

Gospel developed into patristic theology, he states that the 

further expansion of Christianity "depends also on the capacity of
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Christianity to strip off once more any collective syncretism and 

unite itself to fresh coefficients. The Reformation made a beginning 

in this direction1; 1 ) But the Early Church did not exercise this
.(

needfull criticism.1 Instead it allowed the "husk" to grow so* 

enormously thick as to obliterate the "kernel 11 and "bring it to 

a standstill. Without metaphor: the ideological elaborations, having 

first served to expound the Gospel, "began to be cultivated for 

their own sake, and were organised into a world-view regarded as 

of value in itself; and stagnation resulted. To this day Roman 

Catholicism perpetuates the world-view and therewith the praxis of 

the Church of the Middle Ages, and this is the sharpest condemnation 

that can be pronounced against it?) The revolutionary programme of 

the Gospel, namely to proclaim the Incarnation far and wide, lapsed 

into a conservative one of pietistic, ritualistic, mystical and 

magical religious self-culture. Such was the condition of the 

African Church under the Byzantines. No wonder therefore that the 

advent of Islam spelt its downfall.

The last word however need not be and should not be pessimistic, 

The tragedy of the African Church is not the measure of its special 

guilt, which Christendom as a whole shares, the African community as 

such being merely the victim, of circumstances: it lay namely in the 

path of Islam's drive westward. We ourselves here and now are "by no 

means differently placed, for, the happiest imaginable synthesis 

with civilization notwithstanding, the Church to-day which still 

enjoys a certain prestige may at any time without notice be 

summoned to close its ranks, renounce all, and witness to Christ

with its very life as often before. But we have this advantage over 

l)Harnaek,Mission i 397 2)Harnack,Wesen 76
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the Early Church, namely that whereas the Early Church lacked 

experience, we who now know its melancholy history are a"ble to 

see the issue with unclouded eyes: we know what has in fact happened, 

and why it happened, and therewith how the mistakes then committed 

may "be avoided in the future. For a much deeper reason also, 

however, we refuse to be pessimistic. Following the example of Paul, 

who resorted to a biological analogy in order to expound the 

relation of the Church to Christ (p. 549), we take the liberty of 

expounding the relation once again in parable along: the same lines. 

As in the history of the human race the continuity of germ-plasm 

ensures that each generation normally has a fresh start notwithstand 

ing the imperfections which have come to mar- the existence of its 

predecessor either from folly or misfortune, the precious heritage 

of life being thereby preserved sweet, wholesome, pure, strong, and 

capable of endless development ': in exactly the same way the 

quintessence of the Gospel is indestructible and may always be 

recovered from beneath its indispensable but relative practical and 

ideological superstructure by whoso sincerely seeks it. In a word: 

God speaks to Man therein, and nothing thai Man can do will reduce 

Him to silence.

But having said this and drawn comfort from the though' 

that God will not forsake us,all our blunders notwithstanding, we

must add immediately, that the Church is not for that reason
ffcu ;'

automatically maintained. There is no necessity for proving it;,.*"-
we can see it for oursdlves as a stark fact: in Africa the Church

1)Thomson,The Science of Life 146-150
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is no more.1 God does not therefore relieve us from personal 

responsibility. On the contrary: God summons us to the maximum of 

personal responsibility.' To be sure we cannot reconcile this fact 

with the ascription of Christianity to God's initiative, far less 

furnish it with cogent proofs; but we are sure of it nevertheless, 

and see in it the expression, under the aspect of a contradiction, 

of the inevitable character of Superhuman Esehatology (p.575).

Religion is no arbitrary product of civilization, but the most 

profound interpretation possible for us of the totality of existence. 

But whereas in general this interpretation is sought by Man, who 

thereby strives towards God, it is plainly the claim of Christianity 

that in Christ God once and for all summoned Man, and still summons 

him, through the Church, which alone witnesses to Christ and preserves 

historical contact with Christ. For this reason, Christianity is 

not a religion on the same level as other religions, but Religion 

itself?) It represents God's answer to Man's cry. A world-view is 

naturally necessary for its exposition, and it is capable of being 

expounded in terms of any and every worid-view, while by its nature 

proclaiming the relativity of all possible world-views in general. 

It is the temptation of the Church, as a human community, to arrest 

the progress of the Gospel throughout mankind "btt-% by setting 

ideological limits to the Gospel, and ultimately to lose sight of 

"the Gospel amid the details of a specific world-view. It is the

of the Church on the contrary to renounce this course, which

1)van der Leeuw,Phanomenologic 644
2)Harnack,Reden u. Aufsatze ii 110
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leads to stagnation, and criticize its theological language from 

time to time to ensure the pure proclamation of the Gospel in the 

theological categories current from time to time in its ever- 

changing environment. Loyalty to the Gospel also involves readiness 

to witness on its' behalf when called upon even to the renunciation 

of life itself.

Such is the picture of Christianity, reduced to its quintess 

ence, which the Christian Inscriptions of North Africa reflect. 

In order rightly to appreciate the significance of the African 

Church and its historic role however, it is in the last resort

necessary to give up the spectator's position and assume that of
y 

the participant, sharing its fortunes for good or ill. Only then

vill Praxis and Ideology cease to "be mere phenomena requiring 

examination alternately, and become for us complementary aspects 

of one unified experience. At the point where the writing of history 

comes to an end with unanswered questions, the active fashioning 

of history begins with novel situations and their unforeseen 

demands. Behind us lie problems. Before us lie tasks.
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APPENDIX I - DATED TEXTS

Date Cat.No.(1) —————

225 Memoriae Praetorian! fill dulcissimi homini aV 5 
ingeniosissimo notario v an XXXXV m III d XVII 
Romae decessit XV k nov a p CLXXXVI 
Maurusius filio

(2)

226 Memoriae Primae filiae dulcissimae v a IIIIII aV 6 
decessit V kal sept a p CLXXXVII

(3) 

238 Rasina Secunda redd XVI kal novem p CLXXXXVTIII aV 4

(4)

302 DMS Fuscia Aemilia qui vix an XX£ et disc X kal "bV 108 
octo pater fecit a p. CCLXIII

(5)

305 Secundo 0. . »ni patri dulc. ..mo vixit an.X. .dis t)V 109 
die X£TI..a p CCLXVI0

(6)

310 DMS L Crepereii Evassi ¥ixit annis L discessit "bV 110 
k mai an CCLXXI p

318 Bona memoria Em Martis et filiae ejus vicxit annis "bV 62 
XXII menses duo dies V oras septe et moritur d IAS 
kl mai i as p CCLXXCpTir

(8)

318 DMS donis memoriae spirita(ntium?) Julio Calvo "bv 111 
marito Pau.,.n et Rogatio filis carissimis Aurelia 
Rogata lenita dolorem mesam cum titulum refrigerat 
ionis posuit dedieavitque Calvus ¥ix anis LXV Cfrr 
Rogatus anis XX Pau vix anis XLIIII p COLXXVIIII
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(9)

321 DMS (I)scantius Faustus vixit anis XXV decessit bV 40 
a p CCLXXXII

(10)

323 DMS L Crep Secundinus vixit annis LXXX disc die bV 112 
IIII kal maiias patri dulcissimo fecerunt 
pr CCLXXXIIII

(11)

324 ..I...eo na. ...Variae ancille Cristi vixit in Deo . "bV 5 
annis prope LX et fecit sibl ipsa sana santorum 
mensa die £11 kl Julias dedicante Avianio Crescenti 
....p CCLXXXV

(12)

324 Mensa eterna Januari v a LXXV dec kal septetm(?).. "bV 24 
hee est pau(s)a he est dms eterna L T Cicero ei 
f a p CCLXXXV

(13)

327 Memoria Vipi Serelli gui et Maccal vicxit annis XL "bV 93 
disc nonas junias marito dulcissimo (pro) CCLXXXVTIT

(14)

329 Memoriae Ennagi et Sexti klas memoria "beatissimorum "bV 65 
martyrum id est Rogati Matenni Nassei Maximae qui 
Primosus C ambus genitores dedicaverunt passi XII 
kal novm "5^ CCXC prov

(15)

332 DM;S Florentia Monnina Jun vicxit annis IIII dis "bV 113 
VII idus oct a p CCXCIII

(16)

333 DMS Crepereiae Primae matri dulcisslme vie annis bV 114 
LXV dis X ka mart filii et nepotes fecerunt 
pro CCXCIIII

(17)

333 Memoria Ulpie Florentine vixit annis XXIII bV 115 
di sees sit 5- nonas octobres a p CCXCIIII 
frater sorori dul titulavi
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(18)

333 Memoria G...Luciani q vixit annis LXX discessit bV 116 
kalen novembres anno pro CCXCIiri fill patri 
dulcissimo fecimus

(19)

335 DMS posui Valeric Restuto disp patrl amantissimio bV 136 
vixit annis LIII dis IIII idus sep p CCXCVI

(20)

-1-339 . ..oria Honorati . .i "bicxit anni. . .minus XX "bV 117 
discessit in p p CCC.....

(21)

S42 Memoria posuit Use. . . Victorine marite dulcis vix bV 118 
an XL dis III ka m p CCCIII

(22)

342 Mensa P Aeli Nampuli v a LXXXITT m ITII d d idus W 18 
maias an p CCCIII fecit P Ael Donatus filius ejus

343 Remi Emeritus ¥icxit an LXXX discessit III idus W 77 
novembres p CCCIV

(24)

344 Memoria Aurelia Saturnina vixit annis LXV discessit bV 91 
III nonas novembres pater et filii fecer anno p CCCV

(25)

+344 IMS Aelius Delius Susus qui vixit plus minus LXX bV 119 
diseessit XII kalendas junists Aelius Junior filius 
carissimus. . .parentes istituterunt domum romulam 
anno pp CCCV. ..........

(26)

345 Memoriae Maeci Rustici q.ui processit in pace bV 85 
dominie a et vie annis LX Maecius Victor fecit 
an p CCC et sexta

(27)

347 Pit. ..pe quae Tixit annis XXV di pri idus dec bV 160 
p CCCVTII
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(28)

349 Plore "bone memorie conjugi Quetus maritus mensara bV 7 
perpetuam posuit quae vicsit annis LX decessit 
actav kal martias anno< proviciae CCCX

(29)

-1-349 Memoria de^possionis Dativais qui et Saguntinais bV 4 
santimonialis die fill k jun posuit Privata 
mater an p CCCX.........

(30)

350 Memoria Titi Felicia vixit annis IIII dis XE t>V 141 
ka fb a p CCCXI ,

(31)

350 Memoria Sulpicia Faustina vix an XXX dis III id "bV 161 
aug maritus carissime fee p CCCXI

(32)

350 Memoria Valeria Saturnina matri amantissime ¥ix "bY 162 
an LX dis XVT k n p CCCXI

(33)

351 DIM Julia Silviana vicx annis XXIII discessi nonas bV 163 
marsas p CCCXII e(?)

(34)

351 DIM Sedata Januaria vixit anis LX discess *j IX W 154 
ca junias p CCCXII

(35)

351 den... dn. ..n.. .vixit annis p m XVIII disc VII kal W 164 
Julias pater dul fecit a p CCCXII

(36)

352 Dc>3 Aurelius Martis vicsit anis XXXVI dis VI k bV 75 
apriles p CCCXIII

(37)

352 Loliae Nittunae qui in pace dominica nos precessit bV 120 
qui vixit annis p w XXVIII C Julius Acfctus maritus 
ejus memoriam fecit p CCCXIII moritur XI kal 
septembres
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(38)

352 Mensa Aemiliae Valentinae benemeritae de CTflaudio 
Saposo marito suo fabente Deo sine dolore 
filioru discessit vicx an LX an pCpXIII V d an

CXIII m < s

(39)

353 Memoria Eruge...ui vicsit annis LX discessit ann "bV 121 
prov CGCXIIII

(40)

353 IMS Valerius Germanus Hordinatus vixit anis L'/II "bV 142 
discessit CII idus apriles Valerius Costantinus 
frater ei Valerius Viccf Donatus fili patry ca. . 
ssimo et TDine mere domum ronnia ist. ..uerunt 
an pp CCGXIV

(41)

357 Bone memoriae Rozoni medici vixit annis LXX dies bV 122 
XX prescesslt (nos) in pace X<V kal maias pr 
OGCXfll

(42)

359 DMS Quintius Quintus crudelis vixit anis ^ discessit W 101 
XV kalendas januar Quintus Felix pater fil kres.ume 
dom r i s. . . . t an p CGCXX

(43)

?359 /f Memoria sacta Victorinus Miggin septim idus "bV 27 
septmr. . . stdalDula. it de ligim crucis de ter. . . 
promisonis u"be natus est Gristus apostoli Petri 
et Pauli nomina marturu Datiani Donatiani Gipriani 
Nemesani. . . itim et Victorias ano provi. . . ecenti 
viges. . .posaiit Benenatus et Pequaria

(44)

360 XL mensa haec est aeterna domus et perpetua "bV 19 
felicitas de omnibus meis hoc solum ineum Aper 
fidelis in pace vixit anis LXV dep ejus X kal 
sep an p CCCXH

(45)

361 Memoria Aurelius Sammac vix anis LV dissit II non 
maiias f rater due fee ano CGGXXIT
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(46)

362 Memoria Florentie Maximus vixit annis XV disc VI ka bV 124 
mar p GGGXXIII

(47)

363 Memorie depositionis presbiteri Securi posita a bV 3 
fratres Fatale et Flora vicsit annos IA ano p 
'XCXXIIII depositio Bassi fratris VII idus 
octobres

(48)

368 ... .idus.. .acerdos. .. .s prb arm X£ll...anis I/xIII.. bV 149 
....CCCXXVIII

(49)

377 ^M Calvari in pace vixit anis tres adagp cul bV 125 
memoria fecit M Arimanus Aus cum Ajutore filio 
suo an p CCCXXXVTIT

(50) 

+379 DMS....slacia R....ia vc an...dc V idus a..p CCCXL.. bV 126

(61)

383 "pjcMemoria Valerie Germane viesit anis XXVIII dist bV 79 
idus decbrs an p CGCXLIIII pa dul fet

(52)

domus di nos. ...he a¥itatio sps sci p...... blV 161
-4- he memoria beati martiris Dei consulti Emeriti 
4- he exaudietur omnis gui invocat nomen dni Di

omnipot..
-f-(c)ur homo miraris Do jubante meliora videvis 

ap (CCC)XL. .......(379-389)

(53)

384 D M^MS hanc memoria quam fecit Eustasius et Julia W 14 
Grescentina uxor ejus in nomine Dei et Cristi ejus 
pro tempore sui depositione eorum ad perfectum 
dedicatu est die idus mar-tias anno provincie 
CCCXLV filius Silvani........
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(54)

389 MS Quints Januaria qui vicsit annis LXX dicest bV 102 
III nononas octobrs orem Januarius et Victorin 
istitu domura romul fill anno pr CCCL

(55)

390 Memoriae Witpturl qM et Maccalis vix annis LXXX bV 92 
dijrfs mil kal feb fill dulci fecerunt pro COCLI

(56)

391 Memorie Julie Vale Valenfa qui in pace dominica bV 128 
prececsit gui vicsit annis XV Julius Oaiius 
mesa...............pr CGGLII

(57)

392 MS Julius Secundus vixit annis LXX et discessit bV 95 
X kalendas febrarias Julius Pronto filius patri 
krissimo benemerenti domum rom istituult 
an p CGCLIII

(58)

392 Julia Monnina vc a XIII dc II k fel> an p OOGLIII bV 129 
pt dul fecit

(59)

392 DM Julius Saturus inn vc an XI de V kl januar bV 130 
p GCGLIII p dul fecit

(60)

393 Memor. ,.tr. ..Is vixit annis L. ..XIIII k feb fill bV 131 
due fecerunt pro CGCLIV

(61)

393 Mem Aurelii Vie to Pi vix an XV disc X d kal Julias bV 89 
a p GCCLIIII

(62)

394 Memo Plavi Januari ¥C an XII dc fl idus januar bV 78 
pro CGCLV <a
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(63)

+394 DMS Julius Saturus Liv vixi dolentes parentes bV 132 
sua. ....s Janini C Minus fr pefuri....Rocna matre 
sua Saturus an CCCLV......

(64)

395 ....em V.. .us navar. . .nnocus vc an Till de IIII ka bV 165 
jun a p GCCLVI pat dul fc

(65 )

398 DMS Juli Aurelia qui vicxit annis plus minus LXXIIII bV 96 
discessit X kalendas octobres Domitus Romanus Victor 
fill carissim et benemerenti salute domum romul 
istituerunt anno pp GCCLVIIII

(66)

398 v2x ...memoria Letorius Donatus vixit anis III disc "bV 153 
II idus octobres p CGCL9III

(67)

399 ...us na....roYius vix anis XXXX ds XV kal decem bV 166 
ano p CGGEX

(68)

399 Memoria Aurelia Emerita vixit annis (X)XI discessit bV 90 
kal..........aris pro GCCLX

(69)

+400 AAMM Arrius Julius Rogatus vicsit annis pi ms LX cV 189 
pos an p GGCL.....

(70) 

+400 D.....ius....lus....annis L....et disc, .pp CCGL... cV 198

(71)

401 IMS Titius Salvianus vixsit annis XXV discessit cV 209 
IIII idus januarias a p GGCLXII

(72)

402 MS Flavius Donatus sacerdos qui vixit annis p m CV cV 160 
discessit VII kalendas junias Plavius Moninus 
Paustus fill patri karissimo et bm. domum romulam 
istituerunt anno pp GCCLIII
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(73)

405 Hie jacet Eulogius Trasmarinus qui vixit annos cV 4 
N^III ano CCCLX*7

(74)

405 Ic jacet Crisacius Trasmarinus qui vicsit annos cV 23 
XXXV plus minus anno pro CGGLXVI <*

405 Ic jacet Costantius Trasmarinus qui ¥icsit annos cV 24 
viginti septe plus minus an p CCCLX^ * <*>

(76)

405 Hie jacet Irineus Trasmarinus qui vixit annis cV 27 
quadracinta plus minus an p GCGLXVI

(77)

406 Modanius annorum XVIII avia ejius Vic(?)torina cV 28 
annorum LX quievefcunt in pace an p CGCLXVTI +

(78)

406 ... (y&^ moPiae. . .nocentis. .. t. .in pace. ...... cV 122
ctobres die sex. . »pr GCGLXVII f u. . . trilbunus pater 
et....e matep ejus aput. . . s apostolos Petpu et. . .
n nomine Dei et Gri. . . emor. ...... runt

(79)

408 De Di et Xpi Umbrlus Felix mag fecit votum reddidit cV 78 
Do precatur- pro suis peccatis salTificetiar a p 
CCGLX et 9 III

(80)

408 «A^^. ...C Vetti Auni et. . . ei. . . sorori"bus qui ante cV 81 
. . . dormierunt et Juliae Maximae matri sue Valente 
aci...d an CCGLX et ^III

(81)

410 Memoriae Aureliae sororis qui nos precessit in pace cV 204 
dominica et Ticxit anis pi m IN et dissit X k Julias 
ano pro CGCLXXI Emilius Victorinus una cum filis 
suis mesam fecerunt
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(82)

412 Julius Donatus vicxit anis LX filiollius fecit dsc cV 106 
III k feb ano p GCCLXXIII

(83) 

414 Memoria Reparati Arelli Paunus re p CCCLXXV cV 123

(84)

414 .. ti.. so. ..vixit an LXXII decessit V idus jan cV 201 
an p CCCLXX et V

(85)

415 Hie jacet Vitiv^eus vixit annis quinquaginta cV 29 
plus minus an p CGGLXXVI <jt ^ (jj

(86)

416 DMS Seppius Marcellus qui vixit annis plu min XL cV 161 
diseessit X klendas decembres Seppius Secundus 
f rater car is si et "benemerenti salute doms romula 
istituerunt anno provinciae CCCLXX et septima

(87)

418 Memorie Evaisse qui vixit anis p m XXIII diseessit cV 181 
in p CCCLXX et nono.......

(88)

419 Mesa Saturnini lapide cesori provincia civis(???) cV 8 
mortus est anno paludensis(??) + mensis(?)marti 
anno provincie CGGLXXX

(89)

419 7\ Memoria innocentis Justi vixit ~benin(??) olDit cV 26 
XI kalndas octo"bres an CCCLXXX

(90)

419 Memoria Januarius vixit annis.LXXX percus cV 134 
diseessitwll kal junias pro CCCLXXX

(91)

419 D,f) Leppidius Cassus qui nos precessit in p et vicsit cV 205 
p m LXXIII uxor una cum filio fecerunt an p CGCLXXX
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(92)

420 DMS Sulpieia Onerata vixit an LXXX dis VII idus cV 142 
maias p CGCIXXXI

(93)

420 ... .mo....matissia Silvana vix anis LV dis nonas cV 207 
septe ano p CCCLXXXI

(94)

421 frtJ&M Perelius Reparatus vixit an...ve de... CCCLXXXII cV 193

(95)

422 Memoria sancti semperque gloriosi patris nostri CV 82 
Nemessani eps vixit aixnis LX. ..inter quibus X9II.. 
quos sacerdotiuHL dno administravit et requievit in 
pace XI kl jnauaria flCj fcLXXX et III Julia G-eliola 
sacra Dei sacerdotis soror vixit annis L...et 
requievit in pace.... mona octo%C|^LXXX et III

(96)

?423 Memoria Plorensia FaMa ¥icxit anis LXXXV discesslt cV 104 
III idus jultas ano.........LXXXIIII....

(97)

424 DMS Ulpius Germanus vicsit anis XLV diseessit VII cV 210 
kal martias pater filio raemoria fecit an pro 
QCCLXXXV

(98)

425 DMS Crepereius Honorius vicxit aSis XXX discessit cV 101 
X9I kalen nove pater dul fee p CCCLXXX 1^

(99)

425 Memo Migaracru... vixit annis. ..die id junias cV 112 
anno proc.OflCLXXXVI

(100)

425 DMS Aurelia Satura qui vicsit annis XL disces X cv 165 
kal novembes dom run arm pr CCC et LXXXI

(101)

427 Victor vixit in pace annis XXX p m d VIII k 
decem Hierio et Artubure
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(102)

428 DM Anerenia Januaria vie sit anis XCV di sees sit cV 99 
^111 idus novembres pro CGCLXXXSIIII

(103)

429 Cianus Vadanus qui vixit annis plus minus LXX cV 152 
discessit X kalendas decembres cui fill Victor 
Pa"bacius et Maximus domu romula istituerunt 
a p CCCXC

(104)

?429 ...ma.. .rmit in "baci vixit annis pi XXXXIIII ell 77 
april cons Dioinittidio(???)

(105)

430 Memoria Jul Sapida vicxit annis XC dis X$ kal nov cV 109 
a p GCCXGI gg

(10S)

430 DMS Plavia Rogata vixit annis (L?)l dis XV kal en cV 133 
januarias anno pro GCGXCI

(107)

432 DMS Julia Faosa vicxit annia X0E dis X£ kal cV 107 
decemb a p CCOXCIII ©

(108)

433 Memo Vietoris pt> vicxit annis LIT dis XI kl octo"b cV 86 
Lucianu frater fecit pro GCCXC et IIII

(109)

434 DMS Julius Victor una cum Peregrine et Messore cV 79 
fili"bus suis fecerunt mesa Peregrini patri et 
Aulurula conjugi pie matrique pie cui vixit an 
XL lege et dole ri an p GGGLXXXX et V

(HO)

434 Mem Crescentis p"b vixit annis LV dis III ka cV 85 
martias anno pro CCGXCV

(111)

434 Mem Ro"b"be sacra Dei germana.. .Honor. .Aquaesirensis cV 157 
epsi caede traditorum vexata meruit dignitatem 
martyrii vixit anis L et reddidit spm die VIII 
kal Aprlies pro GGCXCV
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(US)

434 Turasius pres"b in pace vix an XLIII men III dies cIV 144 
XVII depsus id oct Aetio et 3t(udi)o c(ons)s

(113)

439 Ulpius Donatus vicsit annis X decessit IIII cV 195 
kalendas novembres anno pro CCGC

(114)

439 AAMM Julius Lucius vixit anis LXX i pee cV 159 
arm ppp COCO

(115)

440 Hie jacet antistes sesque Novatus terdenos et VII cV 19 
sedis qui meruit annos recessit die X kal septemb 
pr COCCI +

(11$)

+7440 (Cl^audia Urba(n)a qui vixit annis plus minus LX cV 166 
dissesit IIII idus novembres Sepius Donatianus 
filius Mateus domu romul istituerunt ann 
provicie OGGLXXX et......

(117)

442 Memoria Eli Mugiar(i qui n)os precessit (in) pa(ee) cV 130 
domlnica viexit a. ..seessit XV. .a. .XC et. ..sod.... 
lius vixcit an p m... .m>. ... diseessit idus marsas 
Elius sossanus una cum patribus suis titulum 
posuerunt an CCCCIII

.(118)

444 Hie requiescit Romanilla honesta femina qui xrixit an cV 34 
XLII recessit in p d pr n julims an pr CCGCV XLII

(119)

446' J^Memoriae. . .nutta II a vixit annis LXI diseessit cV 113 
pri nonas Julias a p CGCC et lvE

(120)

447 ...vixit anis XXXV diseessit Xflll kl januarias cV 143 
pp CCGC>II
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(121)

448 Deposits oria (?) Felicie die XIIII kal marti cV 37 
an p GCGGVIIII dps Risliri XV. ... ae. .. .......

(122)

449 DDMM Bl at tins Macximus vicsit anis LXV et cV 190 
deeessit an pro GGCCX

450 @3 Memo Aurelia Tifalis vicxit annis VIII dis cV 100 
idus nove a p GGCCXI

(124)

^K+450 Felicitas r in pace anno XII^ p £ cIII 618 
G-audentius r in pace anno XIIII & )

(125)

450 Memoriae. Juliae Pullae qui nos precessit in pace cV 131 
dom Yixit ani p m XV et disc. ..idus august ann pro 
CCCCXI memoriae Depusinne (qpiae) nos precessit in 
pa(ce) dominica et vixit anni plu m. XX^I et 
discessit....idus augus...anno pro GCGG et....

(126)

452 In hoc loco saneto depositae sunt reliquiae sancti cV 9 
Laurenti martiris die III nn aug eons Herculani ¥ c 
die domn dedicante Laurentio wsp(?) mor dom an p 
CGCCXIII amen

(127)

452 Memoria Junia Fortuna vixit anis p m XC discessit cV 141 
<7 kl austa pr GCCCXIII

(128)

?452 ©Billatica ¥ixit annis XVIII pis m requieMt in ell 76 
pace die VI kl Julias anno XXVTIII

(129)

453 Memroa Cecilius Julianus ¥ixit anis LXXX discessit cV 184 
III idus apriles pp GGCCXIIII
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(130)

454 *fs Hec memoria est Gl et Sp P Cypri(a)nae qui vixsit cV 1 
fidelis in pace annis XXV ntene IIII et accepts est 
XIIII kalendas noveribes anno provinciae CCGGXV

(131)

456 -PlN nomine Patris et Pili et Sps Sc amen. Vi tails ell 195 
prsb vi(xit in pace) di annis XXXCIIT re(q)ui.... 
die hie positus pla(cida in) pace reserbor pul"beri 
spes mici mult a manet na(m te) venturum spero Dnm 
qui cuncta creasti tibi ut cinere(s) istos suscites 
ipse potens hec est speelosior sole et super omnem 
(st)ellarum dispositionera luci conparata iribenitur 
prior dum sit una omnium pot ens et in se permanens 
omnia innocens natus anno XXVIII regis G-esiric 
pridie idus septembres

(132)

457 DMM Julius Luci anus sunzaconus vicxit annis IX et cV 192 
decessit

(133)

459 M £*M Aurelius Lucius qui nos process! t in pace cV 203 
dominica vicsit annis plus minus XX pr CCGCXX

(134)

460 M£*M Julie Celse qui nos precessit in pace dominica cV 206 
vicsit anis plus minus XXXI et discessit tersiu 
kal augustas (???) provincia CGGGXXI

(135)

461 Mem Bonifati preb vixit an LXXV mortus est di XIIII cV 124 
kal octo'fo a p GGCCXXII

(136)

462 ....u& vicsit annis LXXXL recessit p CCGGXXIII cV 200

(137)

463 (U)lpius. ..Cilanu. . .suit an XXX dc(?) CGCCXXIIII cV 194

(138)

466 ...moria Juli Sandali vixit an LXXIII acceptus est cV 65 
an p GCCCXX^I die <*! idus. . . .ptembre
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(139)

467 Hie requiescit Emerita honesta femina qui vixit anis cV 35 
LXXV recessis in pace die V kl agusta an p CCCCXXVIII

(140)

468 ...recessit nos in pace... aposus "bone memoriae.. cV 121 
viscini(?) d IIII non nove. »"b et sepultus est d non 
...novemto prov CCGCXX et nona

(141)

469 IMS memoria Aureli Macersumis qtii vicxit annis plus cV 90 
minus LXV et diseessit in pace Dni anno CGGCXXX

(142)

469 DMS memoriae Aureli Secundi qui vixit an III m XXXV cV 91 
et discessit in pace die camasemeres(?) an pro 
CCGCXXX

(143)

469 ...Caius Junius...missimione (?missione) vixit arm cV 125 
XXX mortuus est anno p CCCGXXX

(144)

469 ...is vicsit anis XXX et(?) decessit an provinciae cV 199 
CCGCXXX

(145)

470 DMS memoria Juli Emeriti qui vixit annis plus minus eV 94 
LXXX et precessit in pace domini...a p CCCCXXXI

(146)

-1-470 A&MM Galpurnia Arnacrona Aeerva vicsit anis V et Si I cV 191 
et decessit pro¥inciae CCOCXXX et.......

(147)

471 Memoria Propertiae Gududiae fidelis in pace vixit cV 126 
annis LX accepta est die III kal april a p CCCCXXXIT

(148)

474 . ..rece. ..B in pace "bone memoriae Faustina die IIII cV I21"b 
nonas decem"bres prov an CCGGXXX et qulnta
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(149)

474 Ego prefectus iugmena(?) incoai eelesia et Deus cV 164 
complevit in nomine Spiriti Santi in ani provicie 
CCOCXXXV nos Zabeneee conplevimus

(150)

474 In hoc loco sunt memorie sane mar-tumm Laurenti cV 178 
Ippoliti Eufimie Minne et de cruce Dni dieposite 
die III nonas fe"bruai*ias a p. CCCCXXXV

(151)

475 DMS memoriae Aureliae Lorida quae vixit annis XXX^ cV 92 
et discessit in psce an(?) die vid¥ic(???) an p 
CCCCXXXC

(152)

475 EMS memoria Juni Secundi qui vicsit an p m LXXX et cV 96 
preces in pace dominica provine CCCCXXXVI

(153)

475 Hie requiescit sanctae memoriae pater noster cV 117 
Reparatus eps qiii fecit in sacerdotium annos 
VIII men XI et precessit nos in pace die undecimu 
kal aug provnc CCCCLXXX et sexta

(154)

476 Memoria Aureliae Felicia vixit annos LXX recessit cV 63 
die III idus ddeembres an CCCCXXX*iI

(155)

480 Mria Julia Unna ¥xt annis IX disit XI kal feft cV 140 
a p CCOCXLI

(156)

480 ^^S*0 Memoria Marcelli recessit die martis luna(?) cV 66 
XXI idus augustas a p CGCCXLI

(157)

483 ...ns s... ii. .. sul.n pace... cavi...LXV et disce... cV 87 
C idus febrar........pr CCCCXXXXIIII
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(158)

485 Memoria Sittia Prima vixit annis XVI dis XI kal cV 111 
martias an pp CCCCXL^

(159)

486 .. . nom.....is..cius vie annis LV et decessit cV 197 
-f- CCCCXL^I

: (160)

488 A&MM Ulpius Marcus vicsit annis Lr et discessit cV 196 
III idus marsas pp GCCCXL^III

(161)

489 DMS Atilia Inee(n)nua vixit arms LX dis V idus cV 152 
novembres Stacciu Victor maritai pos an p CCCCL

(162)

+49O Mria Flav Mafic dc pp..(???) vixit anis XLV. .?.. eV 102 
ieru( ???).. .martia(?) pp GCCCL.......

(163)

491 Hie est Antonia Emerita qui vixit annis plus minus cV 89 
LX et disc in pace Dni ano prvinc GCGCLII

(164)

493 DMS memoria Julii Januari qui vixit annis plus minus cV 95 
XXX et discessit in pace Dni die no nu kal Januari as 
annis provincia GGGGLIIII

(165)

?493 DMS Petronius Pampilus vicsit annis X disce XV kl 6V 208 
nove....GGCCLIIII.....

(166)

494 Memori.. .Aelie.. ..o.. .ule qui n precessit in p Dn cV 202 
vixit arm p m ?III et dis IIII k janu an p CCOCLV

(167)

495 ...Itis exiliis... ,pro"batus et fidei catholicae cV 68 
adsertor dignus inventus inplevit in episcopatu 
an XVIII m II d XII et occisus est in "bello Maurorum 
et sepultus est die VI id maias p GGCCLVI
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(168)

495 Memoria Juli Cap sari pto vie an XCII dils XIIIT cV 105 
kl maias an p GCGCLC

(169)

?508 Hie requ.. .Fiji^ius(???) Ge.... idelis.... n pace an cIV 77 
....menses V dies..... (nat?)us est ann<JI domn reg 
.. (Trasa?)mundi III non febrarias et recessit arm 

ka...augustas ora VIII sabbatorum die

(170)

510 (jgtfgjqulebit Pesta in pace s d Til kl martias ano ell 156 
XIII dm rg Tsm

(171)

519 DMS Aennia Julia vixit annis plus minus LX(X)V et cV 88 
nos pr.,,...ni die IIII kalndas martias anno prov 
CCCCLBXX

(172)

526 r <****>r Astius Mustelus fl pp cristianus vixit anis ell 147 
XXXII quievit 911 id decembres anno IIII d n 
regis Ildirix

(173)

530 -%••*$"• ^fMem Plavia Saturnina devotae vxs annis pi m cV 103 
disct XVIII kal octobres an pc CCCCXCI

(174)

531 Hie Desiderius jacet natus Gasaa Majores Reni filius cTV 98 
Respecti epise vixit in pace fidelis annis XXVI 
depositus anno primo domn regis (G)eli(meri) 
XI kl febr

(175)

534 + Quintus diaconus Justinianae Cartaginis regionis cIII 607 
secunde depositus octabu deeimu calendas decembres

(176)

536 ^-^X-Mem Julius Donatus pater familias eui fili fecer cV 137 
domum eternale vixxit annis plus min LXXV dec VII 
idus nob anno proc CGGCXCVII
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(177)

539 Anno VI k die VIII k augustas PI Anu(s). . .serbus cIV 215 
Domn sedis Karthaginlensis veniens Kr. . . aput col 
Madauros defunctus est in pace fidelis vixit. ...

(178)

540 jj Donatianus prs"b in exilio pro fide catolica cIV 99 
hie aput col Mad relegatus recessit die nonas 
apriles anno VII Karthaginis vixit annis XCVT

(179)

540 Onorata "bene vixere per annoz IIIIX(?) sepulta cIV 274 
III I kl maias anno <yl

(180)

543 Hie memoria sancti Juliani deposite sunt XI die cIV 130 
mensa JI ano XVII Justiniani

(181)

543 -rMem Juliae Justa mater familiae cui fili fecem cV 76 
domum eternal vxit annis pi min LXXXV die die 
VT kal geptemtr anno proc DIIII

(182)

557 <J) Aprilia fidelis vixit annos LXXV recessit in cIV 45 
pace sub die III kal septemh anno XXIIII Kartaginis

(183)

557 . . . sussa. . . ixit an. . . .LXXXXI. . . e IIII nona. . . . cV 144 
to~bres D et

(184)

+568 Hie abentur reliquie beati martiris et antistitis ell 197 
Cypriani dps a "beat Melleo epsco ann IIII dni 
Justini imps

(185)

577 DMvl Sallustucius Manno vixit annis LXXX a p cV 129 
DXXX et octava et dece^sit
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(186)

583 Memoria Julius Germane pa....milie cul fill et cV 138 
nepotes fecer-unt domum eternale vixit. ..nis pi 
ms LXX disc in pc die V kl decembres ann pr 
DXLIIII

(187)

585 In nomine Patris et Pili et Sps Sci deposite sunt cIV 154 
rlqe srm mrm Marci Optati et CVIII.. .prizie nn 
maiias ind III a vro betmo Bonifatio ep rr ±$\£ Dmno 
n Mauricio Tiberio et Cosantino aug teprbs glrsi 
Gennadi mg ml Africe et exel felesm prb martro... 
orez c so (???)

(188)

605 Memoria Julius principi cui fill fecerunt domum cV 185 
eternale vixit annis plus m LXIII discest in pace 
die VT q acustas anno pron DCXLII

(189)

637 (recto) + In nomine Dni Di Jhu Xpi Di et salvatoris cIV 111 
nostri et maximorum "benefactoru Eracli pissimi 
imperatoris... .pacifico anno bicesimo quinto et 
Gostintinis "benefactoris inpre Eraclis "benefactoris 
cesaris Gostintinis indeti(?) "benefactoris imperat 
oris anno Mcesimo quinto et post consulatu ejus 
anno quinto Eraclio..^benefactoris cesaris anno 
quinto petuorum ^ictorie impratoru sub die sesto 
idus februafcias ind decima in oc benerali locum 
deposite sunt reliquie sactoru martiru (verso) + id 
est santi Istefani sacti Pocii sacti Teudori et 
sacti Bictoris confessoru per manus beatissimoru 
episcoporu e* id est Leoncius epcs sacte elesie... 
Medimus armarius sacte elesie linfersis(?).. .domno 
... conserbandos. .*+... africana proliincia primori 
Bitalionis dicamus Do reliquias + et o.._clius nr 
debotissirno scrissi ejus crissi(?)-f-

(190)

649 Memoria....cui fill et mater fec..»mum eternale.. cV 127 
cessit in pace an pro DCX

(191)

655 MM Juli vice prepos cui parentes et nepotes fecerunt cV 168 
domum eternale vixit annis XVIII descessit A kl 
novembres ano pro DCXVT
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(192)

679 MemoPia Juli....cui fill fecerunt domum eternale
vixit anis plus mus LXIIII dscessit in pace die 

- VI q austas ano pr DCXL

cV 128

APPENDIX II - ONOMA3TIGON

(1)Compound: 1,Double 2,Triple 3,Quadruple
4,Apparatus (Compound nett)

(2)Simple (Apparatus, *Comrnon)

(1) Compound 

1,Double 

(a)Nomina

Ael Mazica cV 22 
Elius Mugiarus cV 130 
Elius Sossanus cV 130 
Aemilia N. . . . cIT'I 553 
Aemilia Theodora cIV 6 
Aemilia Valentina "bV 6 
Aemilius Donatus "blV 83 
Em Martis bV 62 
Emilius Sabinus blV 84 
Emilius Victorinus cV 204 
Aennia Julia cV 88 
Antonius Junior cIV 129 
Anius Benedictus "bV 23 
Attia (iuintula ID! I 41 
Q Attius cIII 506
Aurelia 
Aurelia 
Aurelia 
Aurelia 
Aurelia 
Aurelia 
Aurelia 
Aurelia 
Aurelia 
Aurelia

Emerita bV 90 
Felicia cV 63 
Oalla bV 144 
Lorida cV 92 
3allustia "bill 34 
Satura cV 165 
Saturnina TDV 91 
Sirvata "bill 217 
Tifalis cV 100 
Bicla "bll 105

Aurelius Macersuiais cV 90 
Aurelius Martis W 75

Robustus all 29 
Saimnac "bV 76 
Secundus cV 91 
Victor bV 89

Aurelius 
Aurelius 
Aurelius 
Aurelius

Caecellia Maxima all 4 C 
Caecillus Aemilianus blV 
Caecilius Juilianus cV 184 
Caelius Pergulus blV 85 
Calpurnia Kassuntina cTV 237 
Calpurnius Crescentio blV 86 
Cassia Pausta cV 153 
Cassius Brumasius bIT 126 
Petronianus Cassius bV 63 
Cilonia Grata bll 22 
Claudia Urbana cV 166 
Claudius Macrunius blV 88 
Claudius Nutricosus bll 73 
Claudius Saposus bV 6 
Curtia Saturnina blV 29

Canpesis Domltius bill 222

bV
Rogat a 
81

Aurelius Lueius cV 203
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Fabia Restituta bll 25 
Patricia Paustiniana blV 89 
Fabrlcius Bonifatius cIT 98 
P Afrodisia blV 30 
PI Amanda cIV 58 
Plavia Domitia all 10 
Fla*ia Fortunata cIV 232 
Plavia Rogata cV 133 
Plavia Saturnina cV 103 
Plavia Secundina ell 17 
P Agasparus cIII20 
PI Anus cIV 215 
Flabius Argutio ell 200 
Fla Asterius cIV 229 
Xlavius Aventius cIV 230 
Flavins Castrensis "bill 290 
Flavius Donatus cV 160 
PI Gantius blV 175 
PI Getulius cIV 51 
Fl Eustasius "bV 14 
Flavius Januarius ~bV 78 
Flavius Nuvel bV 67 
Flavius Petronianus cIV 231 
Fl Pompeianus blV 90 
Fl Silbanianus ell 132 
Fl Syrus bV 105 
F Lucilus bll 125 
Fl Martialis til 120 
PI Urbanus cIV 182 
PI Valens cIII 23 
Plavius Vietorianus cIV 221 
PI Vitails cIII 488 
PI Ziper cV 67

Gallius Victorious blV 91

Herennius Alvinus cIII 82 
Aerennius Oaicralis bV 143 
Aerennius Oonstantius bV 143

Julia Afrodite cIV 236 
Julia Aurelia bV 96 
Julia Gelsa cV 206 
Julia Crescentia cIV 182 
Julia Crescensa cV 62 
Julia Grescentina bV 14 
Julia Dam.. .. "bV 146 
Julia Dativa cIV 124,237 
Julia Paosa cV 107 
Julia Florianae blV 68 
Julia Fortuna cV 141

Julia Portunata bll 101,Tb III
Julia Geliola cV 82 LJL&L
Julia Eanuria bV 156
Julia Just a cV 76
Julia Marcella bill 195
Julia Maxima cV 81
Julia Meggemt blV 93
Julia Prima cV 108
Julia Pulla cV 131
Julia Restituta bll 76
Julia Rocata ell 3
Jul Sapida cV 109
Julia Secunda bV 147
Julia Silviana bV 163
Julia Tutta bV 71
Julia Unna cV 140
Julia Vagula all 21
Julia Victoria ell 172,cIV238
Julia Vitrubia blV 69
Julius AdSodatus blV 112
Julius Aemilianus bV 145
Julius Gresconius cIV 234
Julius Gapsarius cV 105
Julius Donatus cIV 235
Julius Donatus cV 64 106 137
Julius Emeritus bV 134,cV 94
Julius Portunatus
Julius Pronto bV 95
Julius Germane cV 138
Julius Honorius ell 32
Julius Jader blV 172
Julius HAIR cV 61
Julius Januarius cV 95
Julius Lucianus cV 192
Julius Lucius cV 159
Jul Maxim ell 19
Julius Maximianus bill 267
Jul Mescent cIV 252
Julius Pascasius bll 103
Julius Primus bV 33
Julius Rogatus cV 154
Julius Secundius bV 33
Julius Saturus bV 130,132
Julius Sabinus bll 55
Julius Sandalus cV 65
Julius Secundus bV 95
Julius Servilianus cIV 240
Julius Victor cV 79
Julius .....nus cIII 557
Junia Inocensa bV 152
Julius Secundus cV 96
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Gains Junius cV 125

Leppidius Cassius cV 205 
Licinius Curiosus ell 176 
Lollius Simone bV 9 
Hortesus Lucius bV 151 
Lurius Fortunatus "bill 28

Maecius Rusticus bV 85 
Magnia Crescentina aV 3 
Macnia Evassa bV 59 
Maevius Faustus blV 29 
Maevius Octavianus blV 29 
Man! 1 ins Apicius ID! 11 146 
Manilius Silvanus bill 285 
Marius Victorinus all 4 
Minucius Apronianus cIII 600

Numisius Felicissimus all I 25

Pescennia Quodvultdeus "bill 37 
Petronius Pampilus cV 208 
Pompeia Maxima cIII 367 
Pompeius Gercadio "bll 102 
Propertia Gududia cV 126

Quintius Quintus "bV 101

Iscantius Faustus "bV 40 
Sepius Donatianus cV 166, 
Seppius Marcellus cV 161 
Set>pius Secundus eV 161 
Servilia Optata cIV 239 
Servilius Primulianus cIV 239 
Sittia Prima cV 111 
Statilia Hilara ell 184 
Sulpicia Faustina bV 161 
Sulpicia Onerata cV 142 
Titius Salvianus cV 209

Ulpia Migaratru cV 112 
o&>rrtet ^ K+\Kwt<rr{Y-ttct~ civ 199
Ulpius...Gilanu cV 194 
Ulpius Donatus cV 195 
Ulpius Germanus cV 210 
Ulpius Marcus cV 196 
Ulpius Val era anus- cV 151 
Ulpius Victor cV 151 
Umbria G...do ell 180 
Umbrla Veia ell 180 
Umbrius Vietorianus ell 180

Valeria Germana bV 79 
Valeria Saturnina bV 162 
Valerius Gostantinus bV 142 
Valerius Donate cV 155 
Valerius Innocentius ell 133 
Valerius Quintosus cV 98 
Val erius Res tutus bV 136 
Dinamius Valerius ell 148 
Bebius Pomponius bll 84 
Vipius Serellius cpii et Maccal

bV 93
Virgilius Atticus bll 129 
VitruMa Fortunata cIV 95

("b) Gognomina

Innocens Emilianus blV 186
Fortunata Anicula cIV 176
M Arimanus cV 22
S Atticus bll 5
Gyelc Babatus cIII 450
Viventius Barcinonesis bill 75
Katullinus Benedictus cl 2
Venus Bonifatia cIII 315
Ispiacus Gerialis cV 135
Innox Decefolles cIII 16
Pius Demetrius cV 80
Mamma Donata ell 58
Quintilla Donatianilla bll 111
Vadius Donatianus bll 37
Letorius Donatus bV 153
Ganeia Emerita all 17
Remus Emeritus bV 77
Victor Fabacius cV 162
Florensia Fabia cV 104
Quintus Felix bV 101
Titus Felix bV 141
P Festia cIV 109
Salva Fortuna cIV 22
Felix Fortunius blV 94
tester Frequentinus cIII 15
Mauricia Galla cIV 224

Gilissup^onis(?) ell 124
^>VAA,cs "bl 10

Greperius Honorius cV 101 
P Hospia bV 23 
Berus Icositanus bV 49 
Honoratus Ingenus bill 148 
Locata Innoca bill 40 
Gristia Januaria ell 121
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Quinta Januaria "bV 102 
Sedata Januaria "bV 154 
Felix Junior bill 128 
Elurus Laconus bV 67 
Albula Lipari^ana alii 58 
Gaius Lucianus cV 110 
Sallustucius Manno cV 129 
Gaesillia Maxima all 10 
Blattius Macximus cV 190 
Secundus Maritus "bill 86 
lar Moderatus "bill 200 
Januarius Monnica cIV 135 
Astius Mustelus ell 147 
Suminus Mustula "bll 111 
Victor Nepos ell 139 
Vincentius Optatius "bill 206 
Marcus Optatus cIV 154 
Urbica Peregrina "bill 230 
M Plancus "bill 219 
Fortunius Pr. ...alV 1 
Perelius Reparatus cV 193 
L Rogatus blV 50 
Innoca Rustica "bll 4

Rasina Secunda aV 4 
Mecenatia Secundula bill 29 
Omidia Septimina bV 140 
Felix Serv...bll 27 
Verulus Sidoniensis bill 117 
Faustus Succuus cV 215 
Nauta Tenttanus bll 113 
Victoria Trasmarina cV 23 
Gostantius Trasmarinus cV 23 
Crisacius Trasmarinus cV 23 
Eulogius Trasmarinus cV 4 
Irineus Trasmarinus cV 27 
Gianus Vadanus cV 162 
Gelsinus Venerius blV 87 
Januaria Vestiaria all 28 
Staccius Victor cV 152 
Antistia Victoria bill 64 
Procula Victoria cIII 124 
Datibus Victorinus bill 90 
Q Vieius ell 18 
Astius Vindicianus ell 131 
Gratiosus Vitalis bill 59 
Ariire^tus Zarzio bll 19

2, Triple 

(a) Nomlna

Ella Dativa Maxima blV 82
Aelius Delius Eusus bV 119
P Aelius Donatus bV 18
P Aelius Nampulus bV 18
M Aemilius Eup roper cIV 6
Q Annia Fausta alii 2
Reparatus Arellius Faunus cV 123
Galpurnia Amacr6na Acerva cV 191
M Cal(purnius) Varus cV 22
M Domitius Antoninus bll 3
Longeia Flavia Laurentia cIII 547
L Flavius Ic. ..ell 203
Jul Equitia Juliana bill 282

Cognomina

Acensa Donatilla Avella cIV 173
L T Gicero bV 24
Sil Umber Domitianus bV 105

3, Quadruple

Julius Donatus Honorlus bV 145 g 
Julius Honoratus Fortunatianus blv 
Arrius Julius Rogatus cV 189 
Q Julius Minucianus blV 21 
P Junius Maxim£s cIII 192 
M L Lucretia cIV 104 
Q Licinius Faustus bll 89 
Verrius Petronius Candidus bll 60 
L Popilius Honoratus bll 92 
Raetoria Tertia Jugrata bll 69 
L Turpilius Marianus blV 23 
Valerius Germanus Hordinatus bV 142 
C Vettius Aunus cV 81

L P Martis q\ii et Pattisso blV 157 
Mesuleolus Resus Ponponius cV 182 
L Crep Secundinus

Munius Julius Bargeus Nepos cIV 38
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4,Apparatus (Compound Nett)

CPJ

APRODISIA D13/13 ¥2/371 D13/184 
CASLIus D13/31 ¥2/314 Di 4921 
CLAUDIUS Di3/38 ¥2/317-9 Di 3/185 
DOMITIus Di3/49 ¥2/324 Di 3/186 
EULOGIUS Di3/55 Th 132 Di 486 6 A

4896B
LUCRETIA Di3/101 ¥2/340 Di 4891 
MAECIUS Di 3/103 ¥2/340 Di 4888 
POMPEIus Di3/128 ¥2/349-350

Di 3/188
QUINTIUS Di 396 ¥2/352 Di 4998 
QUINTILLA Di 3611 3617n W 286

Di 4964
SITTIA Di 4859 ¥2/358(-us) 
SOSSANUS Di3/15l(Sossus,Sossinus)

¥2/398 ( So s si anus) Di

ULPIus Di3/172 ¥2/367 Di 4870,
4876(-a) 

VENUS Di 2372,2194n W2/400
Di 4904(Benus) 

BERUS Di3/155 ¥2/401 Di 4875(V-)

CP

APRODITE Di3/13(Aph-) ¥2/371
ALVINUS Di3/7(Att>-) ¥2/370(AllD-)
ANNIA Di3/ll ¥2/306
ANTONINUS Di3/12 ¥2/371
ANUS Di 2614Bn Di3/ll(Annius)

De 5497^5708% ¥2/305-
306 (Annius) 

APICIUS De 2664 7252 
ATTICUS Di3/17 W2/372 
ATTIus Di3/17 W2/309 
CAECBLLIA )
CAECILIA \Di3/30 W2/313-314 
CECILIUS,-^
CALPURNIus Di3/32-33 W2/315 
CANDIDUS Di3/33 W2/374 
CA3SIUS Di3/34 W2/316-317 
GELS A Di 2440 W2/375 
CERIALIS Di3/36 W2/375 
CICERO Di 6 27 A W2/375 
CRESCENSA Di3/42 De 6554(-tia) 
CRESCENTINA Di3/43 De 7518 8431 
CRESCENTIO Di3/43 W 57 1505 
CURTIA W2/323

DESTER Di3/47(-x-) W2/377(-x-) 
DOMITIANUS Di3/49 W2/378 
DMETRIUS Di3/47 W 1501 
AENNIA Di 828(E-) W 253(E-) 
EQUITIA Di 335n W 109(Aequitius) 
EUSTASIUS Di3/56 De 7856(-a) 
PABIus Di3/58 W2/325-326 
PABRICIA Di 4264Q W2/326 
PRONTO Di 2201 4667 W2/381 
GALLA(-us,i«e) Di3/73~74 W2/381 
GALLIUS Di 3738B W 2761B 2553 
GRATA Di3/77 De 2108 2703 
HBHBNNIU3,ABR- Di3/79 W2/332 
HILARA Di3/80 W2/383 
INGENUS Di 430 3796 W2/384(-uus) 
INNOCENS Di 2876 3394A 4543

w 2083
JUNIus Di3/93 W2/337 
LICINIUS Di3/100 W2/338 
LOLLIUS Di 3999B W2/339 
LURIUS Di 157(-a) W2/340 
MANILIUS Di3/104 ¥2/341 
MARIANUS Di 300n 4641 ¥2/386 
MARIUS Di3/107 ¥2/342 387 
MARTIALIS Di3/107-8 ¥2/387 
MAXIMus Di3/110 ¥2/387 
MINUCIUS Di 97 ¥2/343 
MODERATUS Di 4274Da ¥2/388 
MUWIU3 Hu Sp 212 De3/102 
OCTAVIAMUS Di3/llS ¥ 1229 
PAMPILUS Di 3993A(-f-)¥2/390(-ph-) 
PERELIUS Di3/124(-ll-)De 5161b 
PIUS Di 4143 4593 ¥2/392 
PONPONIUS D13/128 ¥2/350(-m-) 
POPILIUS Di 2219 ¥2/351 
P(ublius) Di 2931 4527 ¥ passim 
SALLUSTIA Di 2003 ¥2/354 
(I)3CANTIUS Di 755n ¥ 2380(Sc-) 
SBCUNDIUS Hu Br 150 ¥2/355 
SEDATA Di 3126A ¥ 2456(-H^) 
SEPTIMINA Di 2960An 3378A 45IOnn

¥ 1548 2121 
SERVILIus Di 130 27871bc 503 77n

¥2/357
SERVILIANUS Di 2851E ¥ 2198 
STATILIA Di3/152 ¥2/358 
SULPICIA Di3/153 ¥2/359 
SYRUS Di3/154-155 ¥2/399
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TERTIA D13/156 
TITIUS Di 3609 
T(itus) D13/1F 
VALENS Di3/ie 
VALSRIANUS D 
VARUS Di 13' 
VERRIUS Di 
VETTIUS Di 
BBBIU3 Di 
VINDICIAT

ACBHS 
ARSLT 
AUNU BLA'
CAT

35 
553]

5/13^}

381) 

56).

Th 96) 
7)

/ 1647)

aiLissopo
GYELB
ICOSITANUS
INNOCA
INNOX
LBTORIUS
LIPARITANA
LOCATA
LORIDA
MEGENATIA
MEGGENT
MESGENT
ME3ULEOLUS
MIGARATRU
MUGIARUS
IWTRIGOSUS
NUVEL
ONERATA
HORDINATUS
PERGULUS
PRIlvIULfANUS
QUINTOSUS
RAETORIA
SALLUSTUGIUS
SILBANIANUS
SILVIANA
SPIAOUS(ISPIAGUS)
SUCCUUS
TBNITANUS
TIBALIS
UNNA
VADANUS 
VADIUS
VERULUS 
VICTORIOLA 
VIEIUS 
ZARZIO
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TERTIA D13/156 W2/399 
TITIUS Di 3609A 4128B W2/360-1 
T(itus) D13/158 W2/400 
VALENS Di3/160 W2/400 
VALERIANUS D13/162 W2/400 
VARUS Di 131 W2/400 
VERRIUS Di 3890A W 2349 
VETTIUS Di3/165 W2/365 
BEBIUS Di3/166 W2/366(Vibius) 
VINDICIANUS Di 446An De 6952

ACENSA V 1996(Acccnsus) 
ARELLIUS W2/308 
AUNUS De 4687 
BLATTIU3 W 123 
GAESILLIA De 3498(-l-)

W 209(Gaesellia) 
CASTRSNSIS W2/374 
KATULLINUS ¥2/374(0-) 
CELSIMJS W2/375 
CILONIA De 3199 
CREPERIUS De3/55(-ei-) 
FABRICIUS W2/326 
FAUSTINIANA De 5720 
FLORIANA W lOO(-us) 
LEPPIDIU3 W2/338(-p-) 
LONGEIA De 4003(-us) 
MAZICA Th 136 
MAGNIA De 7936 
NAMPULUS De 7944 9097 
NAUTA W 2643; W 784(Navita) 
NUMISIUS W2/345 
OMIDIA De 8478 
OPTATIUS W 122(-a) 
PESCENNIA De 7877 
PETRONIANUS W2/391 
PLANCUS W 1112 2597 
PROPERTIA W2/352(-us) 
QHINTULA De 7231 7532 
SATURA Th 122 
SBP(P)IU3 W2/356(-pp-) 
3ILIUS W2/357 
UMBER W 2197 
UMBRIUS(-ia) W2/368(-us) 
VAGULA De 8489(-us) 
VEIA V2/364(-us) 
VIRGILIUS W2/365(Verg-) 
VESTIARIA W 521(-us) 
VITRUBIA W 2657(-uvia)

ARGUTIO Di 2824A 
BRUMASIUS Di 2708n
COSTANTIA Di3/40 
FLORENSIA Di3/69 
GANTIUS Di 1910A 
INNOCENSA Di3/85

-n-)
-entia) 
C-)
-entia)

MAEVIUS Di 4275C 
MANITO Di 976n 16161) 
MARITUS Di 2617 
PULLA Di 734n 
SATURjfrNA Di 3847 
AVENTIUS Di3/17(HaT3entius)

Afr

ELURUS (Aelurio W 755a) 
ALBULA (Al~bus,Al"bucianus,

AlMus,arbinus 
ANICULA (Anicilla W 713) 
ARIMAMJS (Arirno De 3470) 
ASTIUS'A<TT^ l0STh 144 
BABATUS (Bartatus W 537) 
BARGEUS (Barg. .f̂ De 3287) 
CANEIA (Cannia,-us W2/316) 
CANPESI3 (Camp...Di3/33,

Campana W 2315,
Campester De 2735
7631 1715)

CAICRALIS (Oerialis D13/32) 
CRISTIA (Chrestus etc.

W2/375)
CURIOSUS (Curius W 214) 
DELIU3 (Dellius W 2845 Thl24) 
E(N^NA^TOC (Ennodius De 2953/ 
EUPROPER (Euppepos Th 105) 
PABACIUS (Pa-batus Hu Sp 13,

De 2721,-ius,-ia
De 1200

PAOSA (Favor etc,W2/329) 
PESTIA (Festiva De3/195) 
FREQUENTIMJS (-ens W2/381) 
GELIOLA (Queliola Di 2831) 
GETULIUS(-eus De 5460,

-icus W2/381) 
GUDUDIA (Gude/De 4065) 
HORTESUS (Hortensius,-ia,

Hortesius ¥2/332) 
HOSPIA (Hospita Di3/82,

Hospes W2/383) 
IAR (Jarine De 6056)
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LACONUS (Laco,Lacon De3/207) 
MACERSDMIS (Macer W2/386) 
MACRUNIUS (Macrinius W2/340) 
MAMMA (Mammula W 2105 691) 
MARTIS (Marti Hu Bp 58) 
MAURICIA (Mauricus V 1198) 
MINUCIANU3 (Minicianus De 2722) 
MUSTELUS (Mustela?Mu@telica?Thl35) 
RASINA (Rasinia,-us W 1181 W2/353) 
REMI(?)US (Remmius De 3/123-124,

Remus LeBl 657)
RBSUS (Resius W 868,Rhesus D13/13 
SALVA (Salvius7ia W2/396) 
SANDALUS (Sandalius De 8146) 
SAPOSUS (Sap...W 2023) 
SERELIUS (Serenius De 3025 2881) 
SIRVATA (Ser- De 6991) 
SIDONIENSIS (Sidonius De 7756) 
SILVANIUS (Silvanio Di3/149) 
STAGCIUS (???Satius DC3/136) 
TRASMARINUS,-A (=Pelagius? Th 96) 
SUL1INUS (Su.. .inus LeBl 287) 
TUTTA (Tutus LeBl 123) 
VTPIUS (?=Ul^pius Di3/170)

(see BEBIU3 CP) 
ZTPER (Zipe De 2045,Zip W 1647)

Hapleg

AGERVA
AGASPARUS
AMACRONA
ARinBCTUS
AVELLA
BARCINONENSIS
BIGCLA
CAPSARIUS
KASSUNTINA
CASSUS ^
CERCADIO
CIANUS
CRI3ACIUS
DECEPOLLES
DONATIANILLA
EVASSA
EYMOIPITO
EUSUS
FAUNUS

aiLISSDPO
GYELE
TCOSITANUS
INNOCA
INNOX
LETORIUS
LIPARITANA
LOCATA
LORIDA
MEGENATIA
MEGGENT
MESCENT
ME3ULEOLUS
MIGARATRU
MUGIARUS
NUTRIGOSU3
NUVEL
OI^BRATA
HORDINATUS
PERGULUS
PRIIvIULiANUS
QUINTOSUS
RAETORIA
SALLUSTUCIUS
SILBANIANUS
SILVIANA
SPIAGUS(I3PIAGUS)
SUGCUU3
TENITANUS
TIBALIS
UNNA
V ADANUS
VADIUS
VERULUS
VICTORI01A
VIEIUS
ZARZIO
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"r ' ii•' '• (2) Simple (Apparatus, ""Common)*'.'. '>', f.-'

• - CPJ

*AELIA cV 202 D13/3-5 ¥2/302-303(Aelius) D13/184
*ANTONIus all 4 cIV 174 Tall 88 Di3/12-13 De3/15-16 Di 4937
*AURELIus alii 29 ell 184 cIII 245 246 35 595 "blV 159 cIV 255 cV 204 

D13/21-24 ¥2/311-312 Di3/185
*BENEDICTUS cIII 304 580 cIV 148 Di3/27 ¥ 1744 CaXII2/1552(=Baruch)
*CASSIA loll 63 Di3/34 ¥2/317 Di 4896B K*«Vi*
*CONSTANTIU3 cIII 44 106 271 Di3/41 ¥2/376 CaXII2/1547(K-)
*DONATus all 13 ell 144 294 Mil 228 cITI 39 58 260 blV 144 159 162 

cIV 27 32 64 80 171 68 "bV 22 44 61 158 142 cV 149 . . . .__ 
D13/50 W2/378 Mon OaXII2/1547 1552(=Nathan) !caXII2/1547(<f-)

*PELICISSIMUS ell 158 bill 127 Di3/60-61 ¥2/380 -A all 4 bll 74
*PELIX alii 4 ell 37 137 296 Mil 75 158 169 cIII 65 188 253 334 

335 389 401 MI 17a blV 49 167 cIV 93 109 bV 26 158 
cV 78 PELIS bill 229 Kraus RE ii 476 W2/380 Di3/186

*FLAVIus bill 225 cIII 179 338 cV 160 Di3/64 ¥2/327-8 Di3/186
*FORTUUATIANUS alii 57 Di3/71 De3/196 GaXII2/1547
*GAIus alii 55 cV 76 Di3/73 W 1204(C-) Mon CaXII2/1547(r-)
*GERMANUS bll 93 bill 280 Kraus RE ii 479 ¥2/382 Di 4965
*HONORATus alii 33 ell 194 cIII 642 "bV 150 cV 93 ONORATA cIV 274 

Di3/82 W2/383 Mon CaXII2/1547(Q-)
*JANUARIus alii 34 55 Ml 67 80 ell 216 222 cIII 86 bV 24 68 60 102 

cV 116 134 cIV 222 DI3/84 ¥2/383-384 Mon
*IRENEUSeIII 602 IRENE all 7 bill 41 Di3/88 W2/384 Di 4932 4974
*tTULIUS,JULIA alii 19-21 bll 30 cIII 191 bV 135 cV 126 136 168 185 

Di3/89-92 ¥2/333-337 CaXII2/1547
*JULIANus alii 19 elI 11 86 cIII 352 bV 69 159 Di3/91 W2/384 Mon
*JUSTus cIII 90 cV 26 Di3/93-94 W2/384 Mon CaXII2/1548 1552(ZADOK)
*LUCIANUS bill 140 Di3/101 W 230 Di 4888(-is£)
*LUGIU3 bll 109 cV 147 Di3/101 W 701 792 Mon OaXII2/1548
*MARCELLus bill 37 ell 127 cIV 46. 75 79 MARCELUS blV 17 cIV 40 

Di3/104-105 W2/386 CaXII2/1548
*MARCUS,MARCIA bill 37 all 22 Di3/105-106 W 1482 ¥2/342 CaXII2/1548
*MAXIMus ell 40 92 bill 167 Mil 60 cIII 256 362 cIV 168 bV 65 cV 

162 MAXSIMUS cIII 300 MAX3IMA blV 95 M^<^ bV 11 
Kraus RE ii 478 Di3/lll ¥2/387 Di 4861A GaXII2/1548

*PEREGRINus all 18 MI 52 cIII 533 cIV 216 1*V 155 cV 79 179 
p Di3/123 De 3498 ¥2/391 Mon

*POMEIANUS ell 83 bill 247 Di 861B 933ba 2799B ¥2/392 Mon (-a)
*PROGULA alV 4 cIII 578 Di3/132 ¥2/393 Di4953(Procla)
*QUINTus all 4 MI 78 bl 2 ell 31 cIII 208 607 Di3/134 ¥2/394 

Di 4903(Cuyntus)
*RESTITUTus alii 40 bll 97 Mil 54 131-133 cIII 126 128 129 220 

306 387 388 cV 167 Di3/136 ¥2/395 GaXII2/1548
*RUSTICus all 4 MI 9 115 Mil 185 198 cIII 394 Di3/139 ¥2/395 Mon
*SABINus cIII 411 cIV 106 bV 68 Di3/140 ¥2/395-396 Di 4873A 4995 

Mon CaXII2/1548
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*SECUNDINus alii 4 ell 149 162 D13/144-145 W2/397 Di 4876
*VALERIus alii 9 till 109 TbV 142 BALERIA cIII 133 D13/161-163 

¥2/362-364 Di 4992 GaXII8/1549
*VICTOR alii 75 alii 50 1)111 96 140 cIII 134 135 316 339 468 492 

ell 75 140 cIV 172 bV 61 69 70 86 96 BICTOR cIII 407 
408 412 447 493 *VICTORIA all 4 alii 30 51 bll 124 
bill 73 141 154 blV 97 159 bV 2 ell 13 cIII 137 162 101 
409-411 469 507 590 591 641 BICTORIA ell 53 cIII 138 
554 642 Kraus RE ii 482 Di3/167-168 W2/401 Diehl

*VICTORINU3 "bill 41 87 ell 67 cIII 262 412 cIV 180* VICTORIA A all 23 
"bill 37 42 cIII 366 BICTORINA Mil 170 BITORINA bll 205 
Di3/168-169 W2/401 Mon GaXII2/1549

*VITALIS bll 104 bill 287 251 ell 134 195 212 VITALE bll 116
BITALIS cIII 15 Di3/171 W2/401 CaXII2/1552(Bitus5rr<3CKi*> 
= Hayah,Hay*m)

ALEXANDER cIII 407 cV 39-41 ALEXANDRIA bV 106 ALEXSANDRIA cIII 33
Kraus RE ii 479 W 121 1406 Di 4888 4967 Mon 

APER bV 19 Kraus RE ii 477 W2/371 CaXI12/1547 
CARA cV 10 Di3/34 If 2588 689(K-) W2/374(-us) Di 4922 
CASTUS bV 160 CASTA bill 69 70 CASTHE cIV 61 Kraus RE ii 480

W 135 458 2157 GaXII2/1547
COLOMBA cIII 270 Kraus RE ii 477 W1967(-us) Mon 
CRESCENS cIII 292 cV 85 CRESECENS qui et CAPO cIII 605 W2/376

Kraus RE ii 480 Di 4877 4917
CRESCENTINUS bill 71 212 Di3/43 De 3579 CaXII2/1547(-a) 
EUTICHIUS alii 52 cIII 175H EUTICIUS cIV 145 EUTIGIA cIII 173

EUTITIA cIII 621 Di3/57 W 1355(Eutic..) De3/192 Di 4875 
PELICITA3 bill 6 96 97 246 296 ell 36 cIII 67 68 120 258 262 379

411 447 618 643 Di 3/6.1 W 1389 2190 CaXII2/1547(*-) 
PLORUS blV 109 bV 160 cIV 218 FLORA bV 3(cJ\f ) Di3/70 Kraus REii 478

W2/380-381 Di 4974 
GAUDENTIus bll 29 cIII 643 618 76 Di 2789 Kraus RE ii 482 De 6167

GaXI 12/1547(C-, = Yitzkliak, Isaac) 
HELENUS alii 17 ELENA all 15 Di 935A(Helena) 3988Gn(Elena,Elene)

3009G(Elenus) W2/382(Helenus,Helena) Di 4863(Helene) 
HERGLANIUS alii 18 Kraus RE ii 476 De 6122b Di 4877(-a) 
HILARIUS bill 226 HILARUS cIV 69 HILARIA bill 30 Di3/80-81

Kraus RE ii 482 De 1838 W 1499 W2/383 GaXII2/1547 i
1552(Yitzkhak Isaac) 

JOBINUS cIII 433 JOVTN*cII 57 JOVINA cIII 15 Di3/87-88 W2/384
Kraus RE ii 476 Di 4948 (-b-) 

LEO bill 98 LEA cIII 356 Di3/97 Kraus RE ii 477 W2/385 De 7699
8458 Di 4978 GaXII2/1548 1552 (=Ari) 

LEONCIUS cIV 111 LEONTIA bill 99 cIII 351 cIV 14 Di3/98 W2/385
GaXII2/1548

LONGINUS all 7 Kraus RE ii 480(-a) W2/385(-us) Di 4895(-us) 
MARCIANUS alii 71 MARCIANA cIV 91 elII 643 MARGIANE all 4 14

Kraus RE ii 476 Di3/105 De 440 1218 1144 6334 6339 8225
(-a) De 392(-e) Di 4869R(Marcianc^) W2/386(-us) 

MARGARITus bill 100 cIII 354 614 174 Kraus RE ii 478 De 2818 Mon
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MARIA bV 94 MAPIA cIII 626 708 Kraus RE ii 482 D13/106 ¥ 123(daughter
of one L D Marius) cf ¥2/386 De 6336(jul Maria) De3/98
(gentilicia, gens Maria) Di3/188 

MARINUS cIII 202 MARINA cIII 299 Kraus RE ii 478 Di3/107 ¥2/386-
387 CaXII2/1548

MAXIMILLA cIII 625 Di3/110 ¥2/387 Di 4882n
OLIMPIA ell 105 Kraus RE ii 476 Th 121 ¥2/389(-us,ius) Di 4866(-ius) 
PAULINUS ell 177 cIV 225 PAULINA alii 68 blV 100 PAULINE bll 98

Di3/122 ¥2/390-391 Di 4897
RUPILLA ell 59Di 2949An 2502n(P-) ¥ 1931 Di 4975A 
RUFINUS "bill 135 cIII 393 RUPINA bill 208 ell 23 161 QIII 463

Kraus RE ii 477 Di3/139 ¥2/395 Di 4859A 4861 GaXII2/1548 
SEGURUS bV 3 SECURA bV 44 Di 2797n 4490 ¥ 1579 Di 4926 
SORIC ell 109 SORICA cIII 223 399 Di 2122 ¥ 1934(Sorex) Di 3908A 
STEPHANUS (-P-) bill 108 232 cIII 312 400 ISTEPANUS ell 192

ISTEPANIA bV 127 cIII 225 cV 55 Kraus RE ii 482 ¥2/398 Th 113
Di 4927

SUCESSUS bill 138 Di3/153 ¥2/398 CaXII2/1548(-a) 
URSAGIUS cIII 14 Kraus RE ii 478 De 2799 CaXII2/1549 
VALENTIA bill 143 Di3/160 De 6741 Di 4883(B-)(Balencia) 
VERNACLUS ell 52 BERNACLUS alii 47 cIII 406 VERNACLA bll 44 ell 51

BERNACLA cIII 231 Kraus RE ii 480 M3/165 ¥2/40l(Vernus,-a)
Di 4858

GP

*AEMILIANUS bill 63 blV 159 cIV 255 Di3/5 W2/369
*AMANDA bV 48 Di/3/9 De 5268
*APRONIANUS cIII 431 Di3/14 ¥2/371
*ARIUS cIII 500 Di3/15(Arrius) De 3153(gent)
*BONIFATIUS alii 60 cIII 19 38 79 157-159 205 254 255 290 346 cV 124 

*BONIPATIA alii 31 bll 21 bill 67 286 ell 49 cIII 156 256-260 
304 381 472 556 649 BONIfATIA cIII 89 VONIPATIA cV 31 
VONIFATZIA cIII 89 Kraus REii 480 Di3/29 De 2072

*CRESCONIUS bll 54 cIII 46 83 164 275-277 278 293 439 505 613 641 
cIV 143 CRI3GONIUS cIII 279(XPICKW. . . cIII 641) CRESCONIA 
ell 79 cIII 575 280 657 Di3/43 De 6122

*COSTANTTNUS bill 199 CONBTANTINA cV 145 Di 2195 Di3/41 De3/183
*DONATTANUS bll 24 blV 2 cIV 50 99 DONATIANA cV 214 Di 404 ¥2/378
*EMERITUSbIII 95 ell 30 cIII 443 cIV 97*EMERITA ell 69 cIII 328 cV 35 

Di3/52 Hu Br 102(Emereto) ¥2/378
*FAUSTUS cIII 62 cV 160*FAUSTA cIII 332 Kraus RE ii 476 ¥2/379-380
*FELICIA bll 63 cIII 177 446 cV 37 Di 2553n 3463/3 ¥ 2702
*PORTUNATUS bll 7 bill 60 77 241 blV 170 ell 38 cIII 184 202 261 

448 561 cIV 43 107 *PORTUNATA all 4 bill 37 262 245 fcIV 97 
elll 314 344 449 508 cIV 220 Di3/71-72 ¥2/381

*FORTUNIUS blV 115 cIII 69 425 Di3/72 De3/196
*INITOCENTIUS bill 78 ell 159 Kraus RE ii 480(-a) ¥ 2861 De 6730
*LAURENTIA bll 130 LAURENTIUS cV 114 Di3/95-96 De 8701
*LUCILLUS bll 109 cIII 92 107 Di 62n 2127 4237 ¥2/386
*MAXIMIANU3® bll 47 Di3/110 ¥2/387
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*NEPOS cIII 85 Di 2303 1191 W2/389
*OPTATUS cIV 258*OPTATE ell 186 Di3/119(-a) Kraus RE ii 476 W2/390
*PETRONIUS cIV 74 D13/124-125 ¥2/348
*PRIMUS blV 11 cIII 305 *PRIMA all 10 MI 63 75 cIII 207 457 aV 6 

Kraus RE ii 477 D13/131 W2/393
*REPARATUS 13111 105 el I 47 cV 117 REPARATA cIV 47 Di3/136 De 3366
*ROGATU3 bV 65 blV 168 *ROGATA Mil 234 bV 69 ell 64 D13/137 ¥2/395
*SALVIANUS bV 35 Kraus RE ii 480 ¥2/396
*SATURNINA all 4 cII12 Di3/143 ¥2/396
*SATURUS bV 73 KRAUS RE ii 476 W 1729
*SECUNDUS cIV 133 cV 149 SAECBNDUS ell 183 *3ECUNDA "bll 23 IDIV 104 

cIV 168 SECUDE bill 248 Kraus RE ii 477 Di3/144 ¥2/396-397
&)THEODORUS bii 51 cm 466 civ 140 TEODORUS civ 72 179 *THEODORA

cIII 227 cIV 42 SeO-A^Jf kbll 10 Di3/156-157 De 1275(a399) 
1308(a525) 1311(a540) 4247(dedication to Mithras ex viso.1 ) 
}528 4172(priest of Mater Deunu1 ) 4290(ded. Zeusi) 6855

*URBAHU3 all 4 cIII 416*URBANA ell 112 bV 41 Di3/173 ¥2/402
*URBICA cIV 139 URBIKUS all 4 Di3/173 ¥2/402(-c-)
*VALETINA alii 44 Di3/160 ¥2/400(-nt-)
*VENERIA all 9 Di3/164 De3/252
*VICTORIANUS ell 185 cIII 59 412 D13/168 W2/401)
*VINCENTIU3 alii 32 cIII 414 cIV 48 93 VINCINGIUS bll 16 BINCENTIUS 

cIV 168 VINOENTIA bll 122 bill 38 145 211 281 ell 207 
cIII 110 232 264 Kraus RE ii 482 Di3/170 De 7691 4474 3961 
5168 9294 2010 2038 2779 5149 1272(a389) 9355

*VIBENTIUS bill 280 GaXII2/1513 (-V-) De 9440(-V-)

ELIANU3 bill 62 Di3/4(Aelianus) W2/369(Aelianus)
AGILLES Gill 237 Di3/2 De3/162(Achilles)
AGATHE ell 213 AGATE cIII 151 Di3/6 W 569 1644(Agathe)
AGI3ILI...CIII 118 AGI3ILD...cIII 433 Di 1407An(Agisild) W 110(Ages-

ilaus) 
ADJUTOR bill 176 AJUTOR cV 22 AJUTORI3 ell 2 Di 2708 1552

VV 265 2038(Adjutor)
AMABILIS cIII 152 Di3/9 W 1552 2288 249(9-) 
AMANTIUS cIII 288 cIV 89 MANTIA oIII 287 Di3/9 Kraus RE ii 480

W 90
ANTTBUS cIII 242 Di3/ll(gent) W2/305(Annaeus) W 66(Anneus) 
ANTISTIA bV 47 Di 1352AfAv'TK(&eld») W2/30o(Antistius) 
APRIK(?L)I3 bll 20 APRILES bill 288 Kraus RS ii 479 ¥2/371 
APRONIUS cIII 153 Di 373 3584B W2/307 
AQUILINUS cIV 114 D13/14 W2/371
ARABIA cIII 661 Kraus RE ii 479(Araba) De 5756(Arabus) 
ARTEMIDORUS cIII 1000 D13/15 W2/372 
ATILIA cV 152 D13/16 De3/20 
ATTALUS bill 66 Di 628 De3/172
AUGUSTA cIII 576 AGU3TA cIII 34 D13/17 W 2228 
AVTANU3 cy 174 Di3/18(-ius) LeBl 551A(Avia) Hu Br 37(Avanus)

W 1419(Avianus)
BA3ILIUS cIII 498 Kraus RE ii 481 W2/312 373 
BAS3US bill 30 bV 3 BAGGOC cIII 36 Di3/26 ¥2/373 
BELLATOR ell 191 214 Kraus RE ii 482 De 9321
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BENENATUS bill 241 clll 17 139 154 249-251 562 cV 171 179 BENENATA
bll 59 bill 126 229 clll 37 252 289 435 537 cIV 228 Di 2120
2838 3082A 2878 3755 4680 De 7659a 7815 2886(Eugenia)
De 1244(Eugenius) Th 132(Eugenia, Eugenius) 

BONOSUS cIV 67 BONOSA clll 496 Kraus RE ii 480 Di3/29 ¥ 2860
De 6114 9099 

CALCEDONIA bill 210 elll 879 Kraus RE ii 479(Chalcedonius)
De 301l(Carchedonius)

CALENDIO bill 262 blV 173 Di 1444 1951 2278A W 255
GALIOPE clll 605 CaXII2/1495(Calliopa,Calliopius) ¥ 1748 (-11-) Th 
CALLISTRATUS clll 261 Di 172A ¥157 2874 
CANDIDA alii 6 9 61 clll 9 38 116 262 263 538 Kraus RE ii 477

¥ 125 262 2414
CANDIDIANUS blV 189 Di 171 3098 ¥ 1387 1501 
GARITAS bV 69 Di 2106 De3/180(Charts,Gharinus, Gharis,Gharisius,

Charite,Carithe,Charitinus,Charito,Charitosus) Th 
CARITOSA clll 268 Kraus RE ii 481 see Garitas 
GATULLINI cIV 34 Kraus REli 480(-a) ¥2/374(-us) 
GESARIUS all 4 Kraus RE ii 481 ¥ 109(Caesarius) 
CLARUS clll 436 Di 3810 ¥2/375
GOLONIGUS clll 105 GOLONIGA bill 172 blV 95 Di 762n 3344 De 2889(-nus) 
CBESCENTIUS bll 18 elll 13 163 GRE3GENTIA all 10 bll 23 bill 70 283

bV 51 Di3/42-43 De 6554(-ia) ¥2/376(Crescentio) 
CRE3CENTIAMJS blV 144 Di3/42 ¥2/376 
CRISPINA bll 121 ell 205 elV 168 Di3/43 ¥2/376 
DALMATIUS clll 322 440 Kraus RE ii 479 De 8987 
DSGIMIA bill 252 Di 1154 ¥2/324
DEGIUS clll 14 Kraus RE ii 477 (Decia) ¥2/324(Decius) 
DE3IDERIUS cIV 98 Kraus RE ii 476 De 8380 7538 
DIGNA cIV 28 Kraua RE ii 480 De 2066 5257 
EGNATIANUS blV 63 ENATIAMJS clll 545 Di 3996(lgn-) Di 4270B(Egn-)

¥ 1747 SUTICIANE bill 80
EUTTCIANUS bill1239 EUTYGHIANUS all 31 Di3/57 ¥ 1642(-c-) 
PATALE bV 3 Di ^ 3334(Patalis^) De 3800 4167(Patalis) 8244(Patales) 
PELICIANU3 all 4 bll 28 bV 12 cIV 250 Di3/60 ¥2/380 
PE3TA ell 156 clll 540 D13/63 ¥2/380
PIDELIS cIV 42 Di 1970Pab(Pitdelis) ¥ 1739 (cf.¥2/380 Pide,-inus,-us) 
FLORENTINUS cIV 222/ PLORENTINA all 5 Di3/70 ¥2/380 
PLORENTIUS ell 119 clll 297 bV 124 PLORENTIA elll 180 bll 39

Di3/69-70 De3/196
PLORIU3 cV 167 Di 3960n ¥ 1575(PloPio) 
GALATEA clll 541 Ga XII2/1518 ¥ 403 Th 119 
GBNTILIS all 4 Di 255 De 2212 2452
GENEROSUS bill 59 GENEROSA clll 186 Di3/75 De 5117 
GRATIA bV 63 Kraus RE ii 480(Gratus etc.) De 8232 
(H)ADRIANUS cIV 169 cV 20 GaXII2/1510 ¥2/382 
HERMES all 33 Kraus RE ii 476 ¥2/383 Th 119 
HILARIANUS all 4 Di3/80-81 ¥ 114 2336 
YfeU clll 627 Di3/83 De3/203 Th 120 
JOBIANU3 oil 91 IOBIANA clll 102 Di3/87 De 1992 
*\fffo*-$ elV 60 Di 3572Bn(Pabinus Isas}De 69 
JUCUNDU3 blV 67 JUCUNDA clll 190 Di3/89 ¥2/384
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LAETA cIII 353 LETA cIII 194 Kraus RE ii 480(Laetus) ¥ 2368
(Laeta) cf.Th 96(=Chaeron fX<*lo«*i or = Laida AoA'Jlfr 127)

LAMPADIUS cIII 193 354 D13/95 ¥2/385 V
LOLIANUS bill 284d LOLLIANUS bill 284e D13/100 W2/385
LUGANUS all 4 Di 1379n ¥2/385
LUCILIANUS ell 39 Di3/101 ¥ 357 2372
MAIA cIII 196 CaXII2/1504(Maius) ¥2/386(Maius)
MAJOR all 10 (%:) Di 1988(??) 819n ¥2/386
MARINIAMJS alV 2 Di3/107 De 2457 1285 4641 7723
MARTANA cIII 360 550 Di3/107(Marthana) ¥ 2502(Martanus)
MARTINUS all 4 cIV 86 Di3/108 De3/213
MAURA alii 36 Kraus RE M 479 ¥ 2658
MAURIGIUS cIV 147 cV 132 145 146(idem) Kraus RE ii 479 De 9131 

1127 1128 5038
MAXENTIUS cIII 200 Di3/110 ¥ 1066
MAXIAttNUS all 4 D13/110 ¥2/387
MEMMIUS all 4 Di 3979 1799 ¥2/342-343
MENA cIII 214 LeBl 551A(Menas) ¥ 2679 Th
MUNATIA bill 274 D13/114 De3/102
MONTANUS blV 60 Di3/113 ¥ 2881 608ef 1668
MUSA cIII 202 Di3/114 ¥ 696ft 200
NEPOTIANUS bill 291 Di 193 4037 ¥ 1747
NICE alii 23 GaXII2/1517 ¥2/389 Th l21(=Victoria,Th 96)
NONIUS CIII25 Di3/117 Dc3/104
NOVELLUS all 4 NOVELUS alii 24 NOVELLA cIII 216 Di 3191A De 4499
PALLADIUS cIV 73 GaXII2/1496 De 1446 2317
fTAftfe/OflH all 8 Kraus RE ii 479 ¥ 121 Th 122
PASTOR alii 42 bill 265 Kraus RE ii 478 ¥2/390
PAULUS all 4 alii 65 bV 13 ell 10 cIII 103 533 PAULA all 4 elII

Kraus RE ii 482 Di 3/122 ¥2/390-391 (7r^\oC/i°5
PELAGIUS cIII 577 Kraus RE il 479(-a) De 7264 8722ac 7941 Th 133
PEHPETUA alii 27 bill 6 244 ell 38 cIII 206 377 Di 4013 De 1639
FILOCALUS(Ph-) ell 43 PILLOGALUS cV 106 Di 963 ¥ 579(Ph-)
PLAGIDUS cIII 137 Di 407AB ¥2/392
POMPONIAHUS cIV 112 Di 2974n ¥2/392
PORFYRIUS alii 70 fTOPPOP^S cIII 641 Di3/129 De 6122
PREJEGTUS cIII 651 » * CaXII2/1525(=El-Metigech) De 8727(-ae-)
PRIMULUS alii 41 PRIMLA cIII 536 Di3/130(-u-) Di 1588 De3/230
PRISGIANUS bll 106 Di 4042 4272 ¥2/393
PRIVATUS bill 249 PRIVATA bV 4 cIII 591 Di3/131 ¥2/393
QUETUS bV 7 Di3/134(Quietus) ¥ 2868
QUIRILLUS cIII 166 Di3/45 De 7183
REDEMPTA cIII 125 REDENPTA cIII 209 REDEMTA cIII 606 Kraus RE

ii 481 ¥ 1707(Valeria Redempta) De 7805(Scantia Redempta)
RENATUS bill 130 bV 10 98 blV 166 cIII 815 Di 3/137 De 4984
RESPECTUS cIV 98 Di3/136 ¥ 2411 2472
REVOCATUS cIII 391 REBOGATUS cIII 548 Di 3591 4209Jg 1548(-a)
ROGATIANUS blV 70 158 Di3/137 ¥ 1488 2396 f¥2/395"
ROMANUS alii 77 bill 198 bV 96 cIII 256 308 392 Kraus RE ii 479
ROMULA bV 80Di 3514 4374 De 7337
ROSARIUS bll 8 Kraus RE ii 478 ¥2/395(Rosiarius)
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SABINIANUS cIII 616 D13/140 W2/396
SALVINUS blV 114 elll 511 Di 1799 De 3968
SATURNINUS all 4 bll 123 bV 67 ell 49 cIII 398 533 Kraus RE ii 476

W2/396
SGRIBONIUS blV 190 Di 4128 W2/355
SECUNDIANUS bll 36 SECU 3)1 ANUS ell 65 Di3/144 W2/397 
SECUNDILLA bV 83 Di 3/144 W 122 
SENTIA bll 71 Di 4350A De3/130 
SERTORIA bV 35 Di 3258An W2/356-357 
SEVERINA bll 131 Di 3/148 W 1750 
SILVANUS bill 136 bV 105 SILVANA cV 207 Kraus RE ii 478 Di3/149

W2/397-398 
SIMPLICIUS bill 137 all 11 SIMPLIOIA bV 72 Kraus RE ii 480 Di3/149

W 2267 De 4558
SPE3 ell 110 cIII 224 Kraus RE ii 481 De3/244(rf£) 
THK£$>oC all 4 Di 3014 ( Tel eforus) W 106(Telephus) Th 122 
TERENSUS cV 173 Di3/155-156(Terentius) W2/360(Terentius) 
TERTULLA bill 275 Di3/156 W2/399
THALLUSA cIV 42 Di 3701A(Tallusa) W 512 (Thai Ins a) 
THEUDOTUS cIII 314 Di3/157 De 9353 9357 1697 4215 (Mithras.1 ) 4065

( Hermes I )
TITIANUS cIII 402 Di3/158 W2/400
TULIA bV 135 Di 3958n 4056(Tullia) De3/144(Tullia) 
VALERIANA alii 46 Di3/162 W 122 308 
VENUSTUS bV 60 Kraus RE ii 480 W2/401 
VICTORIBUS bill 74 cIII 605 Di3/168 CMCh 101 
BIOLA ell 84 Di 4588(Viola) W 296(Viola) 
ZENON bV 51 Di3/176 W2/402 
ZOSIMUS bll 116 Di 3/176 W2/408 
ZOTICE all 7 CaXII2/1513(^cUTl^ Di 3/176 De 7466a(Zotiche) ¥ 577(*us)

PJ

*ASTERIUS cV 53 De 3377 8087 8247 Di 46491} CaXII2/1547 Mon
*DATIVA bV 4 DATIBA all 4 cIII 194 441*DATIBUS cIII 167 323 324 

W2/377 CaXII2/1547
*FAUSTINA all 4 ell 35 cIII 333 352 cV 121 PAYSINA all 56 *FAUSTIMJS 

bll 2 ell 189 90 cIV 4 140 168 W2/379-380 GaXII2/1547
*-RESTUTUS bll 35 cIII 39 127 221 222 320 389 390 RESTUTA bll 36 

cIII 17 128 219 bill 106 134 W2/395 Di 4922
*SIMO bill 176 De 1990 De 338 897(^:iM>>v) Di 4992 (% I)

AMMIA all 4 W 508 1318 2556 08X112/1546(^*1*)
AMA bll 60 W2/306(Annia) Di 4920(Annia) 4907(Anna)
ANT(^INA bill 185 W2/37l(-a) CaXII2/1547;)j
DEUTERIUS cIII 648 DEUTERIA all 25 De 6122 GaXII2/1547 (cf.Th 96 118)
MATRONA cIV 92 De3/214 Mon
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OJ

*FORTUNA ell 12 cIII 181 182 183 296 302 340-342 343 D13/71 Di 4859

ABUNDANTIUS ell 208 ABUNDANTIA bill 284a GaXII2/1517 Di 4904 4930 
ANASTASIUS cIII 62 283 ANASTASIA "bill 289 cIII 34 D13/10 Kraus RE

ii 481 D14934 4958 4982
(H)ABEDDEU(S) ell 92 Kraus RE ii 481 Di 4960(Abedeu) 
PATRICIUS bV 63 PATRICIA cV 146 D13/122 GaXII2/1552 Di 
SUSANNA blV 109 SUSSANA cjue et LOLLIANA bill 284h Kraus RE ii 482

Di 4118B £

*JUNIOR all 4 ¥2/384
*ROBUSTUScIII 307 W 1510
*SAPIDA allI 66 De 6883

EGIPTIUS cIV 36 EGIPTIA ell 97 alii 62 EGYPTIA bill 181 EGITIA blV
97 Th 123(Clodia Aeg^rptia) 

AENEAS bill 176 Th 116 W 2502(Aenius) 
ALCIMUS bV 69 Th 98 W 1295
BARBA cIII 247 248 De 5562^ 6545<^ 8325 £ 
BIO cIII 253 Th 100 
BRESEIS cIII 358 Th 117 
CATULLUS all 4 ¥ 70 91 
CIVICA bill 248 W 319 1715 1750 
CONCES3US cIII 43 W 2812c 
COTTA cIII 272 ¥2/376 
GUSTOS cIV 185 De 4181a 
FAONIUS ell 34 W 2079 2192(Favonius) 
JUGURTA alii 64 JAGURTE cIII 298 V/ 2356 632 
MARSIANUS cIII 485 De 6730 6733 
M^SA cIII 361 De 4580 4614
MONICA cIII 95 *MONNICA elV 159 MONNIKA bll 17c De 8086 
MONIMUS cV 160 W 294n 
NOVATUS cV 19De 1982 
QUADRATIANUS ell 44 45 W 836 
ROGATILLA bill 1 De 4930 
RUTILIUS bll 94 W2/353-354 W 1865 
SATULLA cIII 126 De 6379
SILIUS bV 157 ¥2/357 (NA30, GRISPUS ¥ 2153 2662 ¥2/377) 
SODALTX cIII 23 De 3611 7706(Sodalis) 
SOLA blV 159 De 1999 (<?i) 
TIRO cIII 228 ¥ 1753 2384 
TYRAHUS ell 111 ¥2/400 Th 115

£

NONNUS cIV 160 NONNOG elll 773 Di 4895A(Nonna)
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*ADEODATUS blV 119 213 cIII 238 cIV 49 66 cV 52 ADEUDATUS cIIT 358 
cIV 66 ADEODATA ID! 11 124 W 148 ell 74 cIII 31 150 239 
432 ADEUDATA cIII 240 ADEOTA blV 113 Kraus RE ii 481

*DYNAMIUS cIII 2 Di 4190 1806d3
*GRATIOSUS cIII 80 Di 1048
*HONORIUS bll 57 ell 28 198 Kraus RE ii 482
*PASOASIUS ell 41 208 cIII 205 218 304 374+a 375 373 376 455 284 

PASOASIA MI 43 cIII 122 123 204 Di3/121
*QUODVULTDEU3 ell 46 cIII 236 38O 381 459 cIV 76 "bill 247 278 279 

QUODVULDEUS cIII 382-385 QUODBULDEUS cIII 617 blV 97 
QUODBULUS ell 66 COWLDEUS "bill 284a COWLDUS bill 207 
COVLDS bV 138 COBULDEU3 bill 104 CODBULDEU cIII 486 
OODBUL cIII 473 COBUL elll 622 Kraus RE ii 481

*SECUNDULA bill 85 Di3/145

ARTATOR bill 182 Kraus RE ii 480
AGAPE bll 181d Kraus RE ii 481
ARATOR bV 28 Kraus RE ii 478
ATANA3US bill 65 cIII 244 Di 2609A(Athanasius)
AUSANIUS ell 181 Di 1206
BONITAS bill 191 ((fll ) Di 2587n ( ? .')
KARTHAGO cIII 491 Di 3575(Cartago)
GA3TULA bll 48 bill 186 Kraus RE ii 480
CERULUU cV 36Di 934B(Geruulus)
GLARISSIMA cIII 268 Di 2988n
CYPRIANTJS cIII 216 239 431 644 CIPRIANUS ell 136 155 GYPRIANA cIII

38 cV 1 Di3/44 
DECORA alii 76 LeBl 35
DEODATUS bll 63 DEUDATU3 blV 117 Di 1222
DEOGRATIA3 bill 90 cIII 10 52 53/5 54 168 169 329 657 Kraus RE ii 481 
DEU3DEDIT bill 92 cIII 126 213 Kraus RE ii 481 
DOMINICU3 cIII 326 Kraus RE ii 481 
EBENTIA bill 193 Di 4221 LeBl 643(Eventia)
EPIPHANIUS cIII 329 EPIFANIUS cIII 647 cIV 34 Kraus RE ii 481 
EULALIA cIII 499 Kraus RE ii 479
EXITI03U3 cITI 264 311 330 bill 198 GaXII2/1525(=El-Menifeg) 
FLAVIANILLA blV 67 Di 2163 
FLORIDUS cIII 277 339 FLORIDA alii 63 cIII 513 cIV 165(<f *)

Kraus RE ii 478 
GAUDIOSU3 bill 53 cIII 78 345 GAUDI03A ell 63 cIII 77 174 546

Kraus RE ii 480 Di3/74 
GELASIUS cIII 185 cIV 94 D13/75 
GENNADIUS cIV 154 Di 2581n 4559 
GLORI03US cIII 216 256 414 cIV 12 25 GLORI03A cIII 187 346 347

Di 2978D
GREGORIA ell 196 Di3/77 
HONESTA bV 63 Di3/82 
HONOR ell 157 Di 4714B 
JANUARIANUS bV 41 ell 100 Kraus RE ii 479
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JOHANNES ell 71 72 101 cIII 88 89 351 535 cIV 70 bV 104 JOANNES
cIII 189 647 657 cIV 281 cV 170 JOANBS cIV 142 JOHANNA
cIII 535 Kraus RE ii 482 D13/86 

LEPORIUS cIII 290 D13/99
LILLOSA clir 558 Kraus RE ii 478(Liliosa) 
MAIULUS all 24 Di 3599 
MATEUS cV 166 Hu Sp 225 
MAURUSIUS aV 5 bll 58 Di 3040 
MIGAEL blV 128 Hu Sp 479 
MUNERIUS Mil 284f Di 4260 4622
NATALIGUS cIII 203 NATALIGA cIII 268 NATALIKA ell 157 Di 4590 
NAUCELIUS "bill 291 Di 725
NAVIS(G?)IUS cIV 32 Kraus RE ii 479 (Navigius) 
NONNICA bV 67 Di3/117 
PETRUS blV 109 161 ell 42 82 cIII 165 657 cIV 53 cV 70 bV 94

Kraus RE ii 482
PORCELLUS bill 82 Kraus RE ii 478(Porcella) 
POTENTIUS cV 50 Di3/129 
QUIRIAGUS elV 36 55 GaXII2/1516 
RENOBATUS ell 217 cIII 599 Di3/136 
ROMANILLA cV 34 Di 2542 4157A 
SATURMJS cIV 801 Di 4135P 4143 
SECURITAS cIII 354 Di 2700 
SMARAGDUS cIII 117Kraus RE ii 478 
SPERANTIA bV 44Kraus RE M 481 
SPESINUS cIII 311 ISPESINA cIII23 Di 2706An 
SPESINDEO cIII 311 SPENDEU ell 50 Di 2512B(lspe..) Di 3649

(Sperendeus) Di 2950B(Spesideu)
STBRCCKIUS bill 283 Kraus RE ii 478 CaXII2/1525(=El-Khamdj)

ell 9 CaXII2/1515
IV 147 TEHODOSIUS cIV 147 Kraus RE ii 481 

TURTURA all 26 Kraus RE ii 478 
TUTA cIII 229 Kraus RE ii 482(Tutus)
VEN<AN")ANTIUS bv 58 Kraus RE ii 478
BIGULANTIUS bll 132 UGLATI cIV 233 CaXII2/1505(Vigilantius) 
VITALIANUS cV 180 Di3/171

Afr

*JUGRATUS bll 69 (see JUGURTA P) ) us) 
;!SMUSTULA bill 101 cIII 62 bll 61 (M3/114 Muscula W2/388 Mus,Musclos

ALEXIS cIV 88 (Th 98 Alexa,Alexo Di 459 838 1127 3970A W2591
Alexius, Di 4903 Alexus) 

ANERENIA cV 99 (Hu Sp 378 Anerius)
APISILIA alii 45 (De3/16 Apisius) r—-~ 
APRILIA cIV 45 (see Aprilis CP) fArcontia) 
ARCELITIUS cIV 35 (¥2/371 Argentillus De 8127 Argentine LeBL 657 
ARESIS blV 159 (De 7970 Ares 7333 Arescon Th 99 Arescus ̂  
ARGUTA cIV 241 (Di3/14 Argutio) 
ARIPRIDOS bill 260 (Hu Sp Argefredus 520)
ARISUS all 20 (De 9395 Aris )
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ARISTILLA all 27 (Kraus RE ii 480 ¥2/372 Aristo)
ASINARIUS cIII 245 (Kraus RE ii 477 Asella ¥2/308 CMCh 297 Asinius

De 3513 Asinianus) 
AQUISA alii 65 ATQUI3ITOR bill 284b (Kraus RE ii 483» Atqulsita)

De 7901d Aura)
Th 144 Lat audeo + Gk Tu-Xn ; better
De 8380 Orcilus; = Auriculus, edd.)

AUREA cIII 218
AUSITICE all 1
ORICLO allI 39
AXIDO cIV 159 (De 1356 Axia 140i Axius)
BALSAMIUS bll 42 (LeBl 556A Balsimius De 4440 Balsamo)
BARBNOLIMUS...MAURENTIUS blV 80 (LeBl ii 621 Maura,-us,-icus,-usius)
BAVARIA cV 174 (LeBl 321G Ba¥o)
BAZA ell 154 (De 5496 Baxo :£ )
BAZUZICE bill 36 (LeBl 625 637 638 Basilius Hu Sp 45 Basilia Hu Sp

28 Bassilla De3/174 Basil...)
BLOSSUS bill 148 cIII 490 (Di 276 585 ¥2/313 Blossius) 
BONIA... ell 16 (LeBl 609 Bonita De 1977 Boniata) 
BROCCU cV 21 (W 558 2246ab Brocchus- De 4516a Borroco) 
BRUMASA all 4 (Di 2708n Brumasius LeBl 640 Brumachius) 
BURAIDO cIV 44 (Di 1666 Buraidus De 8888 Burdo)
CALBESSANUS bill 187 (Di 3973A Calvisianus De 8864 K^A^^^^V^ ) 
CALPURINUS bll 76(see Calpurnius p.627) 
CANDIDOSA cIII 264 265 (Di3/33 Candida etc.) 
GAPRUS cIII 660 (Kraus RE ii 477 Gapra W 608f Caprfcola De 4812

5951 6581 Capella) 
CATULA all 16 (¥ 547 700 Catulus De 6293 Gatulla Di3/35 GaXII2/1547

Catella)
CBSIMJS cIII 2ffil (De 911 939 Caesianus 6911bis Gaeso) 
CITEUS ell 96 (W 1973 Gitus Hu Sp 153 Git...) 
CLOTH ANUS cIII 512 (¥2/376 Clodianus) 
COLICIA bV 67 (Di 4236 Collecius Di 1822 Gollecia De 998 8904

^9059 Collega)
CON30RTIOLA bll 46 (W 1545 Censors) 
COPRSCANUS bV 139 feV^Th 126 Cjprus ^.oFf«>9) 
CORINTHIADUS cIV 42 (¥ 300 Ccfrinthus Di 4086 4533 .Gorinthias

De 2746 Gorinthianus) 
COTA cIV 175 (Hu Br 47 Co...) 
CREMENTIA bill 155 blV 125 bV 103 cIII 484 (Kraus RE ii 480 Clemens

¥2/375 Glemens ¥2/376 Clementinus, -ina, -ianus) 
CRESCITURUS bill 280 CERSCITURUS bll 95 (see Grewcentius CP) 
CRISPA cIII 281 (¥2/377 Grispus) 
DEPUSINKA cV 131 (name? alt Diehl klT62/1543 Spude pusinna miserina

v an II m III d XX 1544 Nicephorus pitinnus qui vixsit
annos duo, Rome)

DEUHABET cIII 170 171/H DEUABET cIII 325 (Di 3635n. .. . .bet) 
DICENTIUS cIII 172 (Kraus RE ii 480 Decentius) 
DOMITUS bV 96(see Domitius- p. 627, Di3/49 ¥2/378,324) 
DORSI cIII 442 (Th 104 Doris £copfv ) 
EGISIA bill 233 (De 2014 Egist...) 
EIPOLUS all 4 (¥ 2702 Aepolus) 
EMGUS bV 65 (Th 131-132 Enagius, Ehagia ) 
EVASIUS (TED qui et) ell 190 (Th 146 tu*<i = Dionysos)
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EXZOSA ell 650 (Exitiosa? see Exitiosus C)
PANIA cIII 176 286 (¥ 2717 De3/62 Fannia)
PLABANA cIV 138 (D13/64 ¥ ^116 117 2316 Flaviana)
PRICUS cV 58 (LeBl 640 Frigia ¥ 2789 Frigeridus)
GULOSUS cIII 188 GULOSA cIII 348 (De 6099 Gulalsa)
(H)ANNIBAL alii 29 ANNIBAL cIII 595 645 (Th 96)
IGNICIA alii 72(Di3/85 Ignatia,Egnatia ¥2/325 Sgnatius)
JORTICIUS til 100 (Th 107 Eorte De 3988 Ehorte = Heorte,Jorte 1770)
JUNANUS ell 146 (Di 2816 ¥2/384 Junianus)
JUNCINA bll 17b (Juncinus ¥2/384)
LEPIDIANUS cIV 223 (see Leppidius p.628)
LIBERATUS "blV 47 ell 88 cIV 71 LIBERATA cIII 195 (Di 4407 LeBl 115)
MAJORICUS bll 32 MAIIORICA cIII 357 (De 8500 Afr)
MAMME bV 52 (see p. 629)
MANIA cIII 510 (¥ 1807 Manius ¥2/341 Manlius)
MARALAPUS cIII 197 (LeBl 46 M*p«. . .De 1311 8615b 9389 Mar...)
MARITIS cIV 184 (Kraus RE ii 4?8 Maritimus De 7226 Maritalis)
MART cIII 359 (Di 3727H Mart...)
MARULES alii 22 MERULU3 cIII 584 (¥2/387-388 Marullus,-inus,-ina,

Merula De 3387 2483 5369 6579 Merulad* De 6892 Merulinus) 
MATENIUS bV 65 (¥ 1249 Mat eni anus CMOh 187 Ma ten) 
MATIANA CIII60 (see Matenius) 
MATUS bV 140 (De 7222 Matho)
MAURICELUS el II 199 (DeS/214 Mauricius,Mauricus, Maurus,see CP p 635) 
MELLOSUS elll 301 MELOSU3 cIII 453 642 (Hu Sp 186 Meliosa Hu Br 142

Melius CaXII2/1552 Meliosa = Doeborah) 
MENDHZUS cIII 363 (De 8280 Menda)
MERITIS bill 200 (Di 1968e Merita De 9418 Meritus) 
MESSORA cV 79 (Kraus RE ii 478 Hu Sp 188 ¥ 213 Messor) 
MIGGIN bll 108 MIGIMJS cV 177 MIOCE cIII 55 (De 5313 Migio) 
MINA cV 172 (Di3/112 Mena De 1117 Min. ..De 7242 
MKESIPPA all I 38 (De3/216 Mnasis Mnesius Mnester 
MUNIPRIDA cIII 368 (Hu Sp 504 Munfredus) 
MUSILUS cIII 649 (LeBl 517 Musaeus) 
NARDINARIUS cIII 302 (De 8088 Nardis) 
NARDUS cIII 7 (De 7785) 
NAS3XU3 bV 65 (¥ 2864 Massius)
NATALIUS cIII 97 (¥2/389 Natalis LeBl 609 Watalis) 
NEBEA bIII47 (De3/103 Naevius,Naevia)
NBMBSSANUS cV 82 (Kraus RE M 476 Nemesslanus Th 121 Nemesis) 
NICOTYCHUS cIII 371 (De 3/219 Nico,-cles,-lais,-laus,-machus) 
NOVIGIUS bV 158 (De 7300a Novicia Hu Br 84 Nuvifctii) 
ONUITOSA all 10(Di3/118 Nonusa,Nonnosa) 
OPTANTIUS bll 34 (LeBl 117 Opt...)
PAULUM alii 8 (see Paulus GP) ____ 
PEPERIMJS bill 46 (Kraus RE ii 478 Peperusa) fPilocurius) 
FILOGTRIUS bill 172 (Th 111 ¥ 314 Philocyrius De 8093 -k- 8089 
PONTUS cIV 178 (¥2/392 De3/118 Pontius Ponticus) 
PORTESIUS cIII 589 (De 5465 Portesis) 
POTENTIAITOS bV 103 (¥ 1575 Potentina) 
PRIMOSUS bV 65 (W 751 Primesa) 
RETITUS all 4 (De 8566a-c Retus)
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ROGATULA cIII 551 (see Rogatilla P p. 637)
ROSATU3 el I 70 (Rogatus? seep. 633)
ROZONUS bV 122 (D13/138 Rozonius Di 3665a Podonius Severus)
RU3TICEIA cV 154 (LeBl 119 284 Rustic...)
RUSTI CILIA ell 48 (see Rusticeia)
RUTUNDA cIII 494 (Di 2692 Rutundula)
SAPRAC cIII 309 (Di 3755A Safragius)
SALSA cV 49 (De 8764 CxX^/^S De 4427 Salsula)
SAMISIN cIV 106 (Hu Sp 219 221 Samson, cf.Hu Br 61 62)
SAMUS cIV 172 (¥ 1304 SAMIUS)
SATURIMJS bill 4 W 55 (Hu Sp 403 Saturina)
SATURAS bV 54 (W 1375 Satyrus Di 3/143 Saturus)
SECUNDOSA cIII 465 (see; Secundus etc. CP p. 633)
SECUndulus,-a? cIII 21 593 (see Secundosa)
SEROTI all 4 (W 1501 1503 Serotinus)
SERVTLIANA bill 107 (Kraus RE ii 480 W 2198 Servilianus)
SEBERUM all 9 (Kraus RE ii 480 ¥2/397 Di 4972 Severus GaXII2/1548 -a)
SILBUDI cIV 80(De 1302 Sividius 1281 Sibidius 6124 Subidius)
SISATIUS cIV 192 (Hu Sp 324 Sisenandus 244 261 Sisnandus)
STERCULUS bill 284g (Di 2543n sim)
SUNNIUS bill 37 (W 897 Sunna) , *
TILAUGE bV 57 (De 4648 Tilander, but cf . TT^VtottJS DietFieh ML 18/8)
TRIUMPALICA cIII 403 404 (W 2707 Triumphalis) h
TZIDDIN cIII 132 (Di3/160 Stiddin De 8258 Tzitta)
BALERIOLIS ell 29 (De 8454 Valeriola)
VANDIA alV 4 (De 4833 Vangio)
VARIGA CUT 467(De3/251 Varia)
BENATIA all 30 (Di 3/164 Venantia)
BILLATICA ell 76 (De 4848a Billo) .
BINCAMUS CIII470 VINCCANUS bill 102 (De 883 ViHcianus 9160 Bicanus)
VTNCELMALOS cIII 283 all 4 BINCEMALOS cIII 413 BICBBALOS ell 86

(Di 2123 1156n Vincomalos 4957 Vincomalos) 
BINCENTIOLUS cIII 472 (see Vincentius p. 633) 
VITATIUS alii 11 12 (De 4562 8742 Vitalius) 
VITIWIEUS cV 29 (De 7734 Vivi) 
VTTULA cV 71 (W2/401 Vitulus Kraus RE ii 478 Vi^ella)

Hap leg-

*DONATILLA cIV 168 281
*JADER ell 8 bill 176 ^nfSSSLq ^r T«17S AKGEDUPEA3 ell 135

175 ASGENTESIA cV 60

ABIARICA cIII 30 ASTlAoV
AGONIOSUS cIII 149 ^™IA cV 44
AT Tir\ "DT A r»TTT ^O J-UJX 1 A Mill <5
ALiBOKIA CIII 0<d ATTTTTDTTTA ^Tr ^^ALOMIDS CIII 434 ^ULURU LA cV 29
AMEPA3SASIUS cIV 254 ^Tnin^o TT n,ANTI3TA ell 5 BADUMAS ell 93

cIV 19 BENEPICUS cIV 219
W 86 BEKEaANUS cIV 317

APTAGIDA bV 15 BOINUS Cl11 155
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BOLITANA cIII 12 
BONISINIA cIII 154 
BONISPERA ell 169 
BONOSULA cIII 160 
BRINCULUS Mil 79 
CAMBULUS cIII 534 
CAMPRATIUS cIII 161 
CA3TITAS bV 43 
CEADE3 bV 50 
CHARAIIHA til 83 
GHINITUS cIV 42 
CONISUS bill 71 
CONTROSARIUS cIII 562 
CORISIUS bill 168 
COSTRIUS cIII 596 
COTTINUS cIII 489 
CREDITE... bill 209 
CRUNNITUS ell 170 
CRINITUS cIII 611 

bill 227 
bill 151 

DOMINICELLUS bll 96 
DONATULA bll 114 
EVAISSA e£ cV 181 
PASIR cIII 331
PASTIDITUS bll 26 55 bill 45 
FATIBBNIA el 11 295 
PINTERA cIII 509 
PRIDILA cV 59 
GARDAI4US cIII 574 
GELLULUTUS bill 149 
GILIUS cIII 315 
JAHINUS bll 15 
ICOSUS all 6 
IMAIS bill 157 
LATONA cIII 355 
LAZARUS blV 161 
MARDULUS cIV 213 
MARTIANA cIV 40 
MEDiDEN ell 87 
M&DIMU3 cIV 111 
MBLOCIANA cIII 358 
MINARGIUS cIV 177 
MODANIUS cV 28
MOLENDARIA cm 201
NABORIANUS cIII 582

OSTARIGCUS cV 45 
PASSIUUS blV 96

cv 33
PLACENTIMIS blV 79
PONPONIPEVA cV 97
PRAETORIANUS aV 5
PREFECTUS cV 217
PRIVA all 4
PRIVATIAMJS ell 187 bill 273
PUELLA cIII 379
P+TROIA cIV 161
SEVISNU3 cIII 646
SAGUNTINA bV 4
SANNASUS blV 2
SARGANIUS alii 5
SAUTILIA bll 1
SAUSA all 4
SELBULUS bill 184
SERBUGA cIII 571
SBRMONI cIV 32
SERUS ell 205
SERVUS all 10 ell 107 and
SERBUS ell 163
SESGENS all 8
SGLIPAO MV 98
SILIQUESIS ell 108
SIM)IVULT cV 54
ISTABLIGIUS qui et DONATUS bV
ISTTORACIUS cIII 313
SUBITANUS cIII 226 all 12
SUDVUITUS bV 32
SY1V[POSIUS bill 153
TATON all I 43
TILLA allI 7
TRUTOM bll 49
TURASIU3 cIV 144
TURASSUS ellI 7
TZOZUS bill 90
TZOZA cIII 230
UNTANCUS cV 30
USTRIUT cIV 81
VASILA Bill 178
V3SEMES allI 48
VICCF 1»V 142
VIMIASUS all 10

VINCETDEUS bill 258
WITPTURI qui et MAGCALIS bV 92
VTXA ell 25
ZIENOBIA cIII 648
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lOd 
30d 

3m 
3m
3m 3d 
4m
8m 30d 

llm 25d
ly 
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ly 2m 15d
ly 6m
ly 6m.
ly 6m
ly 6m 14d
ly 7m
ly 8m 7d
ly 9m
ly 10m 6d
2y
2y 1m 25d
2y 3m
2y 5m
2y 6m
2y 6m 22d
2y 7m

3y 3m 25d 
3y 6m 
3y 9m lOd 
3y llm 7d

cIV 161 f 
bill 239 m 
bll 98 f 
elll 105 m 
bll 47 m 
cV 60 f 
blV 186 m 
oil 139 m 
bll 21 f 
bill 191 m 
elIT 491 f 
cIV 52 f 
cIV 89 m 
cIV 92 f 
cIV 47 f 
cIII 620 ? 
oIII 466 f 
bll^ 103 m 
bV 28 m 
blV 95 f 
bill 87 m 
Gill 375 m 
cV 45 m 
ell 44 m 
bll 73 m 
bill 65 m 
bll 108 m 
ell 210 ? 
bV 125 m 
bV 153 m 
cIII 647 m 
cV 91 m 
xIII 559 ? 

2h ell 105 f 
xIII 513 ? 
bll 23 f 
bill 289 f 
cIII 441 f 
el 11 453 m 
cIII 474 ? 
cIII 642 m 
bV 141 m 
bV 165 m 
bV 113 f 
cV 171 ?

4y 29d
4y 1m
4y 1m
4y 2m
4y 2m I7d
4y 7m 3d
4y llm 7d
5y
5y
5y
5y
5y 3m
5y 4m
5y 9m 27 d
5y 10m6'y
6y
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6y
6y
6y
6y
6y
6y 3m 5d
6y llm 20d
7y
7y
7y
7y
7y
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7y 10m
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cV 151 m
2h bll 55 m

bill 45 m
ell 70 m

7h bill 157 f
cIV 178 m

5h ell 109 m
bll 32 m
ell 50 m
ell 134 m
cIII 202 f
blV 95 f
cIII 165 m
cIV 54 ?
cIV 160 ra
bll 39 f
ell 5 f
ell 149 m
bill 75 m
bill 251 m
cIII 158 m
cIII 187 f
cIV 239 m
bV 101 m

7h bll 5 m
cIV 94 m
ell 36 f
ell 49 m
ell 136 m
ell 154 f
oIII 455 m
cIV 179 m
cIV 199 f
bill 116 ?
ell 6 ?

8y

8y 
8y 
8y 
8y 
8y
8y 
8y 
8y

1m
3m 21d
3m 24d

ell 37© m 
ell 163 m 
cIII 419 ? 
cIIT 475 ? 
cIV 27 m 
cIV 53 m 
cV 100 f 
ell 169 f 
cIII 492 m 

8h blV 85 m
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ra 93 Iiq.
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6 831
J III Iiq.
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ra 091 Aq.
ra 411
m TII
J 901 
ra 203 AO 
ra 921 AO 
ra 499 Ilio 
ra 199 Ilio 
J 6^9 Ilio 
ra 093 Iliq 
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ra 981 Aio
j 24 iiiq
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3- 39 Aq 
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J 94 Iio 
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J 4^9 Ilio 
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ra S6I Iio 
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J 241 Aio 
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TH 021 Aq 
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^ 441 Iio qg 
ra 49 Aio 
ra 69 Iiq 
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6 909 Ilio 
J £3 Iiq

6 £61 Iio
J 308 AO
i 32 AO
J 98 Aq
ra 14 Iio
J 8t Iio
J 131 Iiq H9
ra TQT Iio pg
ra 941 Iio pg
J 109 Ilio

-fie i
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HI9

^01 
^01
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38y 
38y 
38y 
39y

40y 
40 y 
40y 
40y 
40 y 
40y 
40y 
40 y 
40y 
40y 
40 y 
40y 
40y 
40 y 
40y 
40y 
40 y
40 y 5m 
40y 5nL 
41y
41 y
41 y
42y
42y
42y 15d
43y
43y 2m
43y 3m 17d
44y
44y
44y
44y
44y
44y 3m 17d
44y 4m 7d
45y
45y
45y
45y
45y
45y
45y
47 y
47y
47 y 24d
48y
48y

ell 195 m 
el 11 58 m 
cIII 214 m 
cIV 51 ?

bll 9 ? 
ell 132 m 
ell 140 m 
cIII 357 ? 
cIII 553 f 
cIII 656 m 
cIV 44 m 
cIV 81 ? 
cIV 230 m 
bV 93 m 
bV 118 f 
bV 156 t 
bV 166 m 
cV 27 m 
cV 79 f 
cV 161 m. 
cV 165 f 
bll 42 m

7h ell 185 m 
bll 132 m 
bV 82 f 
cV 182 m 
cV 34 f 
cIV 241 ?

5ii bll 60 m 
bill 291 m

4h ell 98 m 
cIV 144 m 
ell 77 ? 
ell 180 f 
bill 290 m 
cIV 238 f 
bV 111 mi 
cIV 144 m 
bV 3,5 f 
el I 216 rn 
cIII 142 HL 
cIII 544 ? 
cIII 643 f 
cV 102 f 
cV 210 m 
xIII 520 ? 
elll 328 f 
xIII 786 ? 
blV 89 f 
bill 186 f 
blV 88 m

50y
50y
50y
50 y
50 y
50y
50 y
50y
50 y
50 y
50y
50 y
50 y
50 y
50 y
50y
50 y
50y
50y
50y
50 y
50y
50y
50y
50 y 6m 13d
50y lint 15d
52y
52y
52y
52y
52y

7d 
13d

53y 
53y 
53y 
53y
53y

55y
55y
55y
55y
55y
55y
55y
55y
55y
55y
55y 3m
55y 4m
55y 10m 25d

bll 15 m 
ell 8 m- 
cll 33 ? 
ell 43 m 
cIII 164 m 
bill 200 m 
bill 222 m 
cIII 166 m 
cIII 298 ? 
cIII 314 f 
cIII 314 m 
cIII 412 ? 
cIII 421 f 
cIII 536 f 
blV 84 m 
cIV 69 m 
cIV 235 m 
cIV 229 m 
bV 110 m 
cV 29 m 
cV 61 m 
cV 157 f 

8h ell 92 f 
bll 28 m 
blV 189 m 
bl 7 m 
ell 39 m 
blV 2 m 
cIV 73 m 
cIV 182 f 
cIV 224 f 
cV 86 m 
ell 35 f 
ell 38 m 
bill 4 m 
bill 56 m 
cIII 643 f 
bV 136 m 
bV 138 m 
bll 71 f 
ell 157 f 
cIII 86 f 
cIII 344 f 
bV 76 m 
cV 85 m 
cV 132 m 
cV 197 m 
cV 204 f 
cV 207 f

4h ell 175 ? 
ell 170 m

3h ell 115 ?
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J 019 Ilio 
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J 398 Ilio 
J 128 Ilio 
ui 988 Ilio 
ui 818 Ilio 
ui 661 Ilio 
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ui 888 Iliq
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ui 881 Iliq 
J 89 Iio 
ui 61

81 Iio 
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^2 Iiq 
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26
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' 89 AO J

ro III 
J 16 
ui 61 
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n 09 
ra T6 
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001 Iiq
81 IIQ.
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POI

w 02 no
J. 6t AO
m QQI AO
m 801 Iio
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HI 661 II 10.
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J 
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6
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APPENDIX IV - A PHANTOM INSCRIPTION

GIL vlii 9738 reproduces the following; inscription after the French 

translation of an AraMc History of the Berbers "by Ibn Khaldun, in 

which it is cited as having been seen by Ibn er-Rakik, towards the 

close of the tenth Christian century, at Tiaret (El-Mansour) in 

Mauretania (see p.109) : -

Je suis Soliman le serdeghos. Les habitants de cette 
ville s'^tant revolte's, le roi m'envoya contre eux; et 
Dieu m'ayant permis de les vainere, j'ai fait dlever 
ce monument pour e'terniser mon souvenir. A

I. e. ,

I am Soliman the serdeghos. The inhabitants of this 
town having rebelled, the king sent me against them; 
and God having allowed me to prevail over them, I have 
had this monument erected in order to perpetuate my 
memory.

Here, as the editors point out, Soliman is the well-known Solomon, 

magister millturn of Justinian I, frequently mentioned on Byzantine 

texts (cIV 112,137,1,41,etc.), the title "serdeghos" pointing to 

the Greek "strategos"(=general), which we do in fact find applied 

to Solomon on a bilingual piece (cIV 112). The original, if any, 

must therefore have been written in Greek. As however this item 

resembles none of our authentic Byzantine texts in style or content, 

^nd seems to have passed through so many hands, it may be questioned 

whether an original ever existed at all. If so, it is a unique 

piece; but provisionally it seems right to exclude it from the 

catalogue in view of its tradition. It contributes in any case 

nothing fresh to our problem.
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= Edmond Le Blant, Manuel d f e'pigraphie chretienne 
Paris 1869

= GACooke, A text-book of North-Semitic Inscriptions 
Oxford 1903

= HDessau, Lateinische Epigraphik (= AGercke und 
BNorden,Einleitung in die Altertumswissenschaft 
3te Aufl.Bd.I/10) Berlin 1927

= RCagnat, Gours d'epigraphie latine 3e Ed. Paris 1898

Carl Maria Kaufmann, Handbuch der altchristlichen 
Epigraphik Freit>urg-im-Breisgau 1917

Carl Maria Kaufmann, Handbuch der christlichen 
Archaologie 2te Aufl. Paderborn 1913

= CWKing, Early Christian Numismatics London 1873 

Marucchi,Cat= OMarucchi, Le catacombe romane Rome 1902

Marucchi Orazzdo Marucchi (tr.J.Armin Willis) Christian 
Epigraphy Cambridge University Press 1912
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Northcote 
EG

Sandys

= J.Spencer Northcote, Epitaphs of the Catacombs, or 
Christian Inscriptions in Rome during the first 
four- centuries. London 1878

= JESandys, Latin Epigraphy Cambridge UP 1919

(4) Works of Reference

Ca(brol)

Chantepie d. 1. 
Saussaye,LBRG

Hastings,ERE 

Kittel

Kttnig 

Kraus,RE

Lewis-Short

LThK

LSJ

MM

Pernand Cabrol, Dictionnaire d' arche'ologie chre'tienne 
et de Liturgie Paris 1907 - (unfinished: 15^- double 
volumes as yet)

Lehrbuoh der Religionsgeschichte begrtindet von 
Chantepie de la Saussaye,...herausgegeben von 
Alfred Bertholet und Edvard Lehmann, 2 vols. 
4te Aufl. Tubingen 1925

Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics ed.James 
Hasting-s. 12 vols.+- Index, Edinburgh 1908 - .

= Theologisches Wflrterbuch zum Neuen Testament.
hrsg.Gerhard Kittel (Unfinished: as yet 3 vols.+ 
9 parts) Stuttgart 1933 - .

= Hebraisches und Aramaisches Wttrterbuch zum Alten 
Testament...«von Eduard Kb1 nig, Leipzig 1910

= Real-Encyklop&die der christlichen Altepthumer unter 
Mitwirkung mehrerer Pachgenossen bearbeitet und 
herausgegeben von PXKraus 2 vols.Freiburg-im-Breisgau 
1882-1886

= A Latin Dictionary founded on Andrews' edition of j 
Preund's Latin Dictionary, revised by Charles T. 
Lewis & Charles Short. Oxford 1879, Imp.1933

= Lexikon fur Theologie und Kirche (= 2te Aufl. der 
kirchlichen Handlexikons)...hrsg.Michael Buchberger, 
in 10 volumes. Preiburg-im-Breisgau 1930-38

= A Greek-English Lexicon compiled by Henry George 
Liddell and Robert Scott...a new edition...by Sir 
Henry Stuart Jones...with the assistance of Roderick 
McKenzie. 2 vols, Oxford 1940

= The Vocabulary of the Greek Testament illustrated 
from the Papyri another non-literary sources, by 
James Hope Moulton and George Milligan (8 parts) 
London 1914-29
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PW,PWK,PWKW =

Smith,GRA 

Souter 

Sophocles 

ThLL

August Priedrich von Pauly, Real-Encyclopadie der 
class! schen Al t er turn swiss ens chaf t Stuttgart 1839-52. 
2te Aufl.hrsg.WSTeuff el, 1864-66; Neue Bearbeitung, 
hrsg. SWissowa u. WKroll, 1894; Suppl.1-2, 1903-1913; 
Neue Bearbeittog hrsg. WKroll u. KWitte, 2te Reihe, 
1914-1937; Suppl. 3-6, 1918-35.

A Dictionary of Greek and Roman Ant iqui ties ed. 
William Smith, London 1882

Alexander Souter, A Pocket Lexicon to the Greek New 
Testament Oxford 1916, 5th Reprint 1935

Greek Lexicon of the Roman and Byzantine Periods "by 
EASophocles (Memorial Edition) New York 1887

Thesaurus Linguae Latinae editus auctoritate 
academiarum. . .Berolinensis Gottingensis Lipsiensis 
Monacensis Vino~boniensis, Leipzig 1900 - .

(5) Periodicals

An Boll

Biom 

BSNAP

Byz 

CRAIBL

Her

Hist.Zt 

JRS 

Mitt

RA

REG

RPE

SBBA 

ZEth

= Analecta Bollandiana 

= Biometrika

= Bulletin de la Soci<£t£ nationale des Antiquaires 
de France

= Byzantion

= Comptes Rendus de I 1 Academic des Inscriptions et 
de Belles Lettres

= Hermes

= Historische Zeitschrift

= Journal of Roman Studies

= Mittheilungen der kaiserlichen deutschen archaolog- 
ischen Institut (Athenische Abteilung)

= Revue Arch^ologique

= Re'vue des Etudes grecques

= Revue des Publications Epigraph!ques

= Sitzungs~beriehte der Berliner Akademie 

= Zeitschrift fur Ethnologic
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(6) Monographs and General Literature

(a) Nuclear

Cooksey

Doutte^

Holme

Julien 

Leclercq

Mesnage 

Mon,HLAC

Schwarze 

Thieling

Toutain, 
CPER iii

= JJCooksey, The Land of the Vanished Church (World 
Dominion Press) London 1921(?)

= Edmond Doutt£, Magie et Religion dans I'Afrique du 
Nord (La Societe musulmane du Maghrib) Alger 1909

= LRHolme, The Extinction of the Christian Churches 
in North Africa London 1898

= Andre Julien, Histoire de I'Afrique du Nord Paris 1931

= HLeclercq, L'Afrigue chretienne 2nd ed. 2 vols. 
Paris 1908

= JMesnage, L/Afrique chretienne Paris 1912

= PMonceaux, Histoire litteraire de I'Afriq.ue chretienne 
depuis les origines j^usqu'a I 1 invasion arabe (not 
yet finished!; 7 volumes hitherto) Paris 1901-1923

= Alexis Schwarze, Untersuchungen iiber die aussere 
Entwicklung der afrikanischen Kirche mit "besonderer 
Verwertung der archaologischen Punde. Gttttingen 1892

= Walter Thieling, Her Hellenismus in Kleinafrika 
Leipzig u. Berlin 1911

= JToutain, Les cultes paiens dans 1*Empire romain 
t6me IIl(Lucal African ciklts) Paris 1917

(b) Peripheral

Anrich, =
Mysterienw.

Barth,Dogm =

Barth,Letter=

Gustav Anrich, Das antike Mysterienwesen in seinem 
Einfluss auf das Christentum. Gttttingen 1894

Karl Barth, Kirchliche Dogmatik I/I tr.GTThomson 
Edinburgh 1936

Karl Barth, Letter to the French Protestants in "A 
Letter to Great Britain from Switzerland"(The 
Christian News-Letter Books no.11 pp.30-41) 
London 1941
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BOO

Brunner, 
Mittler

Brunner, 
Rel-Phil

Bultmann, 
Jesois

= Book of Common Order of the Church of Scotland ed, 
Oswald B. Milligan, Oxford University Press 1940

= Emil Brunner, Per Mittler Ttlbingen 1930

= Emil Brunner, Religionsphilosophie evangelischer 
Theologie Mttnchen & Berlin 1931

= Rudolf Bultmann, Jesus Berlin 1929

Cave,DPG

Clemen,RGE =

Cumont,Myst=

Sydney Gave, The Doctrine of the Person of Ghrist 
London 1925, 3rd.Imp.1935

Carl Glemen, Religionsgeschichtliche Erklarung des 
Neueri Testaments tr.Ro"bert G. Nisbet, Edinburgh 1912

Pranz Gumont, Les Myste'res de Mithra Srd.Ed.Bruxelles 
1913

Dalman ¥J = Gustav Dalman, Worte Jesu tr. DMKay, Edinburgh 1902

Davidson, 
IHG

Davidson, 
O.T. Theol

Deis smarm, 
Licht

Deissmann, 
NB

Delitzsch 
BB

Dibelius, 
PG

Dibelius, 
GCGh

Dibelius, 
Oxford Rep,

= ABDavidson, An Introductory Hebrew Grammar..revised.. 
by John E. MacPadyen, Edinburgh 1916

= ABDavidson, The Theology of the Old Testament ed. 
SDPSalmond, Edinburgh 1904

= Adolf Deissmann, Licht vom Osten : das Neue Testament 
und die neuentdeckten Texte der hellenistiseh-r5m.isch.en 
Welt, 4te Aufl. Tiiblngen 1923

= Adolf Deissmann, Neue Bibelstudien Marburg 1897

Priedrieh Delitzsch, Babel und Bibel tr. COTJohns, 
(Grown Theological Library) London 1903

Martin Dibelius, Die Pormgeschichte des Evangeliuius 
2te Aufl. Tubingen

Martin Dibelius, Gospel Criticism and Ghristology 
London 1935

- T\Martin Dibelius, The Message of the Mew Testament 
and the Orders of Human Society tr.Mrs.EMCMason, in 
Oxford Reports on Church,Community, and State IV: 
Christian Paith and Common Life pp.21 sqq.London 1938
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Dibelius,Urehr. =

Dieterich =

Dieterich,ML =

Eisler,OF =

Farmer,¥G =

Preud,ILPS =

Harnack ,Mil. =

Harnack, 
Mission

Harnack, 
Reden usw

Harnack, ̂7esen

van der Leeuw

Lietzmann, 
Geschichte

Pfleiderer, 
ECCC

Ramsay,Paul

Rank & Sachs

Reitzenstein 
Mystrlg

Martin Dibelius, Urchristentum. und Kultur 
(Heidelberger Universitatsreden Nr. 2) 
Heidelberg 1928

Albrecht Dieterich, Abraxas : Studien zur 
Religionsgeschichte des spateren Altertums. 
Leipzig 1891

Albrecht Dieterich, Eine Mithrasliturgie 2te Aufl. 
hrsg. Wtinsch. Leipzig u. Berlin 1910

Robert Sisler, Orpheus the Fisher London 1921 

HHFarmer, The World and G-od London 1935 .

Sigmund Freud, Introductory Lectures in 
Psychoanalysis tr. Joan Riviere, London 1922

Adolf Harnack, Militia Christ! : die christliche 
Religion und der Soldatenstand in den ersten drei 
Jahrhunderten. Tubingen 1905

Adoli* Harnack, Mission und Ausbreitung des 
Ghristentums in den ersten drei Jahrhunderten tr. 
James Moffat (Theological Translation Library vols.. 
XEX-XX) 2 vols. London 1904-1905

Adolf Harnack, Reden und Aufsatze 2 vols. Gieszen 
1904

Adolf Harnack, Das Wesen des Ghristentums 
Leipzig 1902

G. van der Leeuw, Pha&onienologie der Religion 
Tubingen 1933

Plans Lietzmann, Geschichte der alten Kirche 
(projected for 5 volumes;still incomplete) 
3 vols. Berlin 1932-1938

Otto Pfleiderer, The ?^arly Christian Conception 
of Christ London 1905

William Mitchell Ramsay, 3t. Paul the Traveller 
and Roman Citizen London 1920

Rank & Sachs, Psychoanalysis tr.CPayne New York 
1916

KReitzenstein, Die hellenistische Mysterienrellg- 
ionen Leipzig 1910
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Reitzenstein, 
Poimandres

Robinson, OEM 

Rohde,Ps3>-che

Thomson 

Thurston

Wendland, 
Kultur

Wendt,System 

Wilpert

Wrede

= RReitzenstein, Poimandres : Studien zur
griechisch-agyptischen und frtihchristlichen 
Literatur, Leipzig 1904

= H.Wheeler Robinson, The Christian Doctrine of 
Man Edinburgh 1911

= Erwin Rohde, Psyche : Seelencult und 
Unsterblichkeitsglaube der G-riechen 
7te u. 8te Aufl. Tubingen 1921

= J.Arthur Thomson, The Science of Life London..?

= Edgar Thurston, Ethnographic notes in Southern 
India Madras 1906

= Paul Wendland, Die hellenistisen-rflmische Kultur 
in ihrer Beziehungen zu Judenturn und Christentum 
bound together with Die urchristliche Literatur^ 
formen (Handbuch zura. NT hrsg.Hans Lietziuann I 2- 
3) 2te u. 3te Aufl. Tubingen 1912

= Hans Hinrich Wendt, System der christlichen 
Lehre GSttingen 1906

= JWilpert, Die Malereien cler Katakomben Roms
2 vols. (Textband,Tafelband) Preiburg-im-Breisgau 
1903

= William Wrede, Die Entstehung der Schriften 
des Neuen Testaments Tubingen 1909

Note

All citations are given as fully as space permits; contractions are 

supplied in the foregoing- lists. References under (l) together with 

Marucchi (3)(p.655) are to numbers of items, elsewhere to pages; in 

the Onomasticon, collections may be cited by volume and page in the 

case of indices. Where the reference is ambiguous, it is expressly 

mentioned (page or number).
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ERRATA

The following errors of detail were discovered when it was no 

longer possible to incorporate the corrections in the text:-

(1) In the Onomasticon (App.il)* 

p. 639 SATURNUS (c) : omit 

p.641 LIBERATus (Afr) : transfer to (C)(p.639)

(2) In the numbering of the pages, 282 and 382 were 

accidentally omitted.

*The n e t t figures in the ta"bles on pp.408-446 now 
require adjustment, the figures per cent 
however, together with the argument "based thereon, 
remaining as they are at present.






